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Actual
Size

ORMOND $MALL
LO4LAW CONDENSER
e at/ Pot:«te D
c
bi
Prices:
W ith Friction Control (u illustrated).
Cat. No. R 370, Cap. .00025. 9/Cat. No. R '371, Cap. .00035, 9/3
cat. No. R 372, Cap. .0005, 916
• W ithout Friction Control.
Cat. No. R/373, Cap. .00025, 6/6
Cat. No. R/374, Cap. .00035, 6/9
Cat. No. R/375. Cap.
.0005, 71-

er%
'Cneee'.

Made with that precision for which Ormond products are famous—the
Ormond Small Log Law Condenser enables an exactness which is invaluable
in securing the more distant stations.
In addition easier, clearer and finer readings than before are made possible
with the Pointer Dial—a new departure in radio.
This Small Log Law Condenser is exactly sinlilar in design to our standard
model small Log Law Condenser, but is constructed mainly of aluminium.
The Pointer Dial is a metal disc with a gold finish marked plainly in
ao-18o degree scale.
Dial readings are shown by the pointer, the spindle of condenser being
controlled by the smaller knob. The upper knob is the slow-motion
adju-;tment on friction control condensers.
Owing to the fact that the pointer dial can only be used with condensers
with a modified spindle, it is not supplied separately.

THE ORMOND ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
Ormond House, Rosebery Avenue, London, E.C.1.
Telephone. Clerhenwell 5334-5-6.

Telegrams: "Ormandengi, Smith."

British throwe and throulh-and'ORMOND'ha
lenitotz of

The Wireless World.
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Its costly to test valves
after tree bought
YOU
MAY BE
GETTI NG
1
THIS
A BAD Filament
WITHOUT
"TENACIOUS COATING"
Reproduction from an untouched
microphotograph showing part of
the filament of a badly coated
valve before use, showing aserious
gap in the coating. A gap such as
this starts the valve off in its life
with a poor performance.
The
valve then prematurely falls.

A GOOD Filament
WITH
"TENACIOUS COATING"
This reproduction shows
the
coating typical of all OSRAM
VALVES. Notice the absolute
evenness of the coating. There
are no gaps, the coating clings, so
that the full benefit of the coating
is maintained. The secret is the
startling discovery of the scientific
process of "TENACIOUS
COATING."

YOU GET
THIS IN
OSRAM -9
VALVES

osra
valv
with the

"TENACIOUS COATING"

MADE IN ENGLAND.
SOLD 1iy ALL WIRELESS DEALERS,

WRITE

for

booklet

"OSRAM

WIRELESS GUIDE" (1929 edition)
giving full particulars of the full range of
OSRAM VALVES with the " TENACIOUS COATING."
Also
helpful
wireless infmmation of importance to every
listener. Sent post free.

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W .C.2
A!
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WHAT IS IT?• 1111 111
that
that
that
that

TURNS

FREE ON
REQUEST
1

THE NO VOTONE
McLachlan Tone Compensator
(Patent, Pending).

LOSSES

INTO

GAINS.

INCREASES OVERALL AMPLIFICATION.
PUTS IN TRUE BASS WITHOUT BOOM.
CAUSES AN APPRECIABLE STRENGTH—
ENING OF THE HIGHER NOTES.

that

IMPROVES
REPRODUCTION
BELIEF OVER THE WHOLE
SCALE.

that

RESULTS IN A BRILLIANCE OF REPRO—
DUCTION NEVER BEFORE OBTAINED.

THE
BOOKLET

HUGE

BEYOND
MUSICAL

NOVOTONE
COMPENSATOR

This marvellous invention of Dr. N. McLachlan makes good
electrically (without the use of extra valves or apparatus) all the
huge losses which are inherent in records, pick—ups and
amplifier, and thereby makes possible for the first time '
realistic reproduction of records.

AK

EVERY USER OF AN ELECTRICAL PICK-UP SHOULD
HIS DEALER TO DEMONSTRATE THE NOVOTONE.

GAMBRELL RADIO LTD.,

6, BUCKINGHAM STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2.

Write for the
Polar • ,
Catalogue

You will find a wonderful difference in the
way you can pull in stations which are
separated by only a metre or two, when
you employ " Polar" Fast and Slow Motion
Condensers.
Polar Condensers make just that difference
in selectivity that adds a few more stations
to your list of those " worth hearing " ;and
they also improve the quality of reception by
giving you " dead on" tuning.
THE POLAR " IDEAL."
This is one of the most popular types of condensers
because it can be used most effectively with prac—
tically any modern circuit.

'0005 - 12/6

*00035 - 12/3

'0003 -

The Polar "Ideal - DRUM CONTROL CONDENSER is supplied
in capacities as above, and costs only 2/6 extra. Ask your dealer to
show you one.

WINGROVE & ROGERS, LTD., 188-189, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2.
Ment on of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure trointt attention.
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Get in the
Modern Movement
—Make it
"All-Electric"
Type 3009.
Supplies
four
op..
tional anode voltages
and one fixed and two
adjustable grid bias
voltages. Maximum
output approximate—
ly 22 mA at 150 volt.
Incorporates
a
Philips Rectifying
Valve.

CUT

Put your radio receiver on the same basis as modern types—make
it All-Electric.
Philips Battery Eliminator will supply High
Tension current direct from the electric mains and Philips Trickle
Charger will keep your accumulators always charged. Then you are
not bothered with replacement and recharging bills and your set will
be far more efficient in operation. Make your receiver All-Electric
from now on.
Install a Philips Battery Eliminator and a
Philips Trickle Charger.

OUT

Philips Battery Eliminator Type 3009 for A.C. Mains
only £5 15 0, or on Hire PurchaseTerms for 10/— down.

BATTERY

Also type 3005 for D.C. Mains at £3 17 6, or for 10 — deposit.

PHILIPS

BILLS
AND
BREAKDOWNS

for

MADE

BY

THE

MANUFACTURERS

OF

THE

FAMOUS

PHILIPS

ARGENTA

LAMPS.

PHILIPS RADIO, PHILIPS HOUSE, 145, CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2.
£3
Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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MULTI-RANGE

TEST SET•
By means of rotary switches
mounted on the instruments
a wide range of readings
is obtainable, namely :—

A quality instrument for
every direct current measurement up to 25 amps.
250 volts, with an almost
unlimited range above this
by the use of external shunts
and resistances.
The Test
Set comprises two Ferranti
Radio Meters—an ammeter
and a voltmeter—mounted
side by side in a moulded
bakelite case with terminals
so arranged that current and
voltage readings may be
taken simultaneously.

FERRANTI LTD.

DECEMBER 4TH, 1
929.;

VOLTS.
0-0.1
0- 10
0-0.5
0- 50
0-1
0-100
0-5
0-250
Sise

AMPERES.
0-0.01
0-0.05
0-0.1
0-0.5

Weight

5:- x4r xir.

0- 1
O- 5
0-10
0-25

only 1lb. 14

ose.

PRICE. For Set only
.. £7 :15:0
Complete with case
together with plugs and leads
to facilitate measurements
in Radio Receivers
£9: 5te
Extra for Resistance Box to
increase range to 500 volts
Resistance
precisely.

1,000

HOLLINWOOD

ohms

£1

10 :0

per

teet

LANCASHIRE

The

DIARY

RAD.0AeviEv/WOrld

Full of Useful Information

for

1930

" The Wireless World" Diary, now in its sixth
year of publication, contains facts and figures
to which wireless amateurs constantly refer,
together with ample space for memoranda and
notes concerning individual sets and other
radio matters.

PRICES.
Cloth Board, 11net. By post 1/1.
In Leather Case,
with pockets,
pencil and season
ticket window,
2/6 net.
By post
2/7.

PRINCIPAL. CONTENTS:

Summary
tede fetIes*V
--"ThelMrelessWorld
AHD

A Suggestion
for Christmas?
.The
Wireless
World "
Diary for 1930 makes an
admirable little gm to a
wireless friend, and will
prove
of use and
value
throughout the coming
year.

of Regulations
and Commercial Stations of
Relating to Amateur Transthe World. Nationality Premitter and Re cei vi ng
fixes used by Amateurs.
Licences. Conversion Tables,
Morse Code. Symbols used
English measures to metric
in Wireless Diagrams, Typiand vice versa. Decimal and
cal Wireless Receiver and
metrical equivalents of fracEliminators :
Fourteen
tions of an inch.
BroadDifferent Circuits with Diacasting Stations of Europe
si ena an d
grams. Valve Data, giving
with their Call Wavelengths.
Principal
the characteristic features
Short-Wave
Broadcasting
of standard valves.
From All Booksellers and Stationers
Published jointly by

" THE WIRELESS WORLD," LONDON, E.C.4
and CHARLES LETTS & CO.

kxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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ACCUMULATORS CAkeTilltilelegEtc.
Type
\

Y

,

\

Celluloid Case.

2/30.

Glass Storage
Cell 2volts.

Type "C
Crate Celluloid
Case.

Type 2/40 Glass
Case.

il 'nspi liable type

for Portables

4 SK

your dealer to show you an EVER READY
Accumulator and note its clean and substantial
construction. EVER READY were the first batteries
made for wireless and are still unapproached for
consistent quality and guaranteed service.
Let your next accumulator be an EVER READY and
ensure satisfaction.
Obtainable Everywhere.

Write for illustrated list to the manufacturers

The Ever Ready Co. (G.B.) Ltd., Hercules Place, London, 11.7.
\

*5

\

vertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from
»
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PHILIPS

RECTIFY'
VALVE
For:
—Reliable H.T. Supply
—Dependability
—Long Life
—High Efficiency
Output easily varied
and smoothed

The
"YARD STICK"
and T.C.C.
A

The rectifier that has stood
the greatest of all tests—

TIME.

Representative Types

yards—if they are true yards—are exactly
the same length as the 'Yard Stick"—a
standard of length confirmed by Statute. A
true three yards of cloth is exactly three tim ,s
the length of the standard yard—the Yard Stick."
Accuracy in anything demands a standard, and
among condensers that standard is T.C.C. When,
I ever you see a condenser marked "T.C.C." you
,are assured that it is true to type—that it is a
standard by which all others are judged, whether
for accuracy, deper,dability or service. The con.sidered opinion of all who know what a g_ood
condenser should bc, have recognised its T.C.C.
,
tbe standard.. Use T.C.C. wherever a condenser
is specified, and know that you are safe.
'

Full wave. Filament voltage
4 volts. Anode voltage 2 x
300
v. R.M.S. Maximum
rectified current 75 mA,
Price 20/.

TYPE, 506

The .illustration above showa an Electrolytic Type Con'denser: These are" made in three capacities, viz. :—Single
' Typo z,000 rnfds• iz volts D.C, price 15s. od. Double
Type 4.,000 mods 12. volts D.C., price zys. 6d., and
the new Single Type 500 mrds 40 volts D.C. price zos.

TYPE 2506

Full wave. Filament voltage
4 volts
Indirectly heated.
Anode voltage 2 x 300 v.
R.M.S.
Rectified current
40 mA.
Price 2216

TYPE 505

Half wave. Filament voltage 4 volts. Anode voltage
400 R.M.S.
Maximum
rectified current 60 mA.
Price 151-

TYPE

373

Half wave. Filament voltage 4 volts. Anode voltage
220 R.M.S.
Maximum
rectified current 40 mA.
Price 15/-

Obtainable at all
Radio dealers.

PHILIPS
• Advt. Unite Condenser Cts Lai. Wes Pan Rood. N. Mat lad is.
•
%MOM 0

*.

2 58 4

Advert. of PHILIPS RADIO, PHILIPS HOUSE. U6, CaSRIMO
CROSS ROAD, W.C.

*be« wore- -eke sereing vo advertisers, will ensure

prompt attention.

•
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SPEAKING
LIKENESS
Whether it's vocal or instrumental music, whether
it's the " News Bulletin" or a Broadcast " talk,"
the McMichael Super Range Portable Four
Receiver can be relied upon to reproduce with
perfect fidelity every tonal variation. So clear
is the reproduction, so fine the tuning and so
accurate the construction of the McMichael Super
Range Portable Four that it has become world
famous for efficiency. So simple to tune in—so
easy to cut out unwanted stations, and so
convenient to carry from place to place without
effort.
High in quality—low in price, this
luxury Portable is extremely economical in
battery consumption.

The McMICHAEL

SUPER RANGE PORTABLE
FOUR
Owing to the high degree of selectivity in this,
and our other Screened Grid Portable Receivers,
we are able to guarantee complete selectivity
between all main B.B.C. stations under the new
scheme of wavelengths.
Ask your dealer for a demonstration of this wonderful
receiver or call at our London Showrooms, 179, Strand,
W.C.2, for a demonstration without obligation.

CASH
PRICE

22

GNS.

(Including all
Equipment
and Royalties)

or if desired it can be purchased by means of our
special " Deferred Payments on Hire Purchase Terms
system, £5 down and 10 monthly payments of £2 .1 .0.

THE McMICHAEL
SUPER RANGE FOUR (TABLE MODEL)
Contains the same circuit as the McMichael Super
Range Portable Four, but is made as a table model in
handsome Walnut. It is mounted on a turntable, and
has a most efficient frame aerial fitted inside the
Cabinet. The use of additional aerial and earth can be
used to add to the normal and very remarkable range.

Cash Price

26 Gns.

Including all Equipment and Royalties.

•
nniMcriclItHr ELL"

Manufacturers oF Wireless and Scientific Apparatus

WEXHAM ROAD:SLOUGH:BUCKS:
Telephone: Slough 441-442.
Telegrams: Radiether, Slough.
London Showrooms: 179, Strand, W.C.2.
(Telephone: Holborn 2466)

A7

7
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The latest &best
111-T- Accumulat
This entirely new range of C.A.V. H.T. Accumulators has many
unique features to commend them to all radio users. They are supplied
in separate 10-volt blocks and assembled 30-volt units, the latter comprising three 10-volt blocks air spaced from each other and assembled
in acarrying tray.

All-moulded acid proof material so popularly used

for car batteries, is employed for the cell containers and trays, the
polished surface giving an attractive appearance.

10
VOLTS

6/ 3

5000
MII,L1AMPS

Aleo supplied in 2,500 & 10,000 Milliamp Hrs.
',Specify the C. A. V. Jelly Acid
Battery—The Perfect L.7'. for all
Portables.
-J
WRITE

FOR CATALOGUE T.

1111•11•11•

Superior A.C. POWER TRANSFORMERS
and CHOKES for the MAINS
for ALL INPUTS and

from

35g-

each

OUTPUTS.

Special Audio-Frequency Chokes and Transformers, and Smoothing Chokes for all purposes.
WILLIAM BAYLISS LTD., Sheepcote Street, BIRMINGHAM.
Telephone: Mid. 1409.

Mention of " The Wireless World,"

Telegrams

"Drawbench

when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt .attention.

3'harn."
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GENTLEMEN OF

THE FIRM'S C A1M
OF"MELOP OUT
OF THE
EDLEY"
A1011),,k THAN
/ JUSTIFIED

and, Gentlemen, I would urge you and your
friends to always use Telsen Trans£ortners
in preference to others if you desire to
obtain the tatitY0St performance and the acme
of perfection.
In my opinion I consider
their claim jpustified--so writes an enthusiastic user o£ Telsen
Transformers.
Fit
Telsen Transformers now and avoid those
costly errors of judgment.

A GOOD JUDGE ALWAYS
FITS TELSEN TRANSFORMERS

RADIOGRAtO

12 f 6
natior

5-1

or

TELSEN
g

lb d

31

ELECTRIC

CO.,

LTD.,

MILLER

fq :171 1trUIN-)
STREET,

BIRMINGHAM.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable
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DUBILIER FOR
STA UNCif
051SP/ice

DUMETOHMS

RESISTOR

25,
5, 2, II, 2, 3, 4,
s and to Megohms.
Other Higher Values
specially to order.
Each 2/0

Any standard valu
Each
Holder (Horizout
or Vertical).
Each 1,

•X ,

bears out our claim that the Watme1
is "the best of the British units "
Ji Try one—or better still, buy the Watmel
Cone Speaker Kit (including cabinet) at 55/-,
and make up your own Speaker, using this
Unit l
Full particulars and instuctions on application.

WATMEL WIRELESS CO. LTD.,
Imperial Works, High St., Edgware, Mx.
Telephone: Echrwere 0323.

DUWIROHMS
io,000 to roo,000 ohms
54
x5o,000 and 200,000 ohms 8/250,000 ohms
300,000 ohms

9/9
11/6

Holder for Horizontal type I/O

If unobtainable from
your dealer write direct
to us giving his name
and address.

L84)tti

Free for the asking—
"A Bit about a Be
Levy." There's a cop
far you at your dealer'

UBILIE
RESISTANCES

Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925) Ltd., Ducon Works, Victoria Roae
N. Acton, London, W.3.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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The Famous

BULLPHONE

DE LUXE
LOUD-

SPEAKER
Reduced
from 55!-

as

5,-

e

1000 only
an advertisement.

Ask your Local Dealer or
send direct.

CUT OUT
THE NEW
STATION

Just atypical example
of
Graham -Farish
value. A brass-vaned
log-mid-line variable
condenser using Bakelite as a dielectric.
Robust in construction, and ideal for
portable sets. Can be
mounted for either
drum or ordinary dial
control, with one hole
fixing with special
claw
panel
grip.
•0005, 4/6 . -003,
4/8; •00015, 4/3.

with the

BULLPHONE
DUAL RANGE
COIL

12'6

BULLPHONE
4-Pole
Adjustable
Tone

CONE UNIT

Adjustable
Cone Chassis,
suitable

ior

any Cone
Unit,
per

3_pair

2 r 3
each.

The
MULTI-WAVE"
H.F. CHOKE designed
for modern valves. By
employing solenoid winding followed by sectional
windings, high impedance
is obtained with low D.C.
resistance.
Also
very
effective for use In H.F.
stopper or filter circuits.
With Base 5/- each.

T h e famous
OHMITE "—a
new -pr ()eft se
Moulded Resistance
with a value that remains constant. Infinitely better than wire-wound.
Hermetically sealed in Bakelite. Noiseless and efficient.
Negligible self capacity, so that
the high notes are retained. Also
fitted with terminal ends.
All
values 1,000 to 500,000 Ohms.
2/3 each.
Holders for above 6d.

GRAHAM
PARISH

Obtainable from your Local Dealer or direct from:

BULLPHONE.
38,

AII

HOLYWELL

LANE,

LONDON,

LTD.

E.0.2

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only

accepted Irons firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable
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OSITIVE GRIP TERMINALS
(Patented)

constructed, both electrically arid mechanically,
they hold the wire, but grip the flex covering All stresses
and strains are removed from the conductors, and once a
connection is made it stays put, and without any unsightly
frayed ends of leads, the bane of all fans.

Scientifically

POSITIVE
GRIP
Standard Wan isr
Plug. The old friend.
used
by
tens of
thousands
satished
experimenters.
In
an dblack.
Price . . 2d. each.

Write for FREE copy of our latest descriptive
leaflet " W.W." Post free, of course.

r

green

POSITIVE GRIP Banana
Type PLUG & SOCKET.
A great advance on all other
types o. plug. A silky, dead
smooth contact is NOW obtaMable. Price 4d. complete.

POSITIVE GRIP
SAFETY PLUG
AND
SOCKET
(Registered Design).

le

POSITIVE
GRIP
CHUBBY
WANDER
PLUG.

POSITIVE
GRIP PIN
END anewcomer.

Ideal for portable sets
and
where space is
limited. Various
colours.
Price 2d. each.

2d. each.

POSITIVe:
GRIP
SPADE
END.
Acid
proot contacts at all
times.
Price 3d. ea.

LISENIN POSITIVE GRIP ALL MAINS
PLUG AND SOCKET (Registered Design).
The Lisenin Mains Plug and Socket is totally
insulated and is equa ly as valuable on sets working
off batteries as those from the electric supply. The
leads may be dropped with impunity and there is
no chance of ashort circuit. Instantly assembled
with the aid of ascrewdriver. NOTE THE PRIDE.
6d. each, complete as illustrated.
WRITE to-day for our new descriptive
folder, mention.ng
this pcper.

THE
We have moved
LISENIN
to larger premises.
WIRELESS
Note new addressCO.,
5, Central Buildings, HIGH ST., SLOUGH, Budis.
'Phone: Slough 652.

THE

T. Address: POSCRIP SLOUGH.

BEST LOUD SPEAKER

4
I
4
4
1

FROM 5 ONS.

DEMONSTRATIONS DAILY.

TH E DON OTO NE (Regd.) LOUDSPEAKER,
Dept.. C 40, Furnival Street, Holborn, London, E.C.4.
'Phone

HOLBORN 0523,

HOW TO BUILD AND OPERATE

Wireless

4
4
4
4
4
4
I
I
4

The wonderful Loud Speaker with the tuned gongs
which impart crispness and brilliance together
with real purity anti increased volume.

Look for the Lisenin Show Case oi
v...ur 12-444T1s.i'..r's rouit -r.

/
4/
4
4
4
4
1
4
4
4
.1
4
4
I
4
4
1
4
I
4
4
4
I

1
1
1
1
1
4

MOVING COIL
LOUDSPEAKER
(as described in " The Wireless World ")

Complete
Constructional Details
and Dimensional
Drawings
By F. H. HAYNES
lisaislant Editor:

"THE WIRELESS WORLD."

Second Edition, Revised.
T1TH the moving coil type of loudspeaker
tilf the most faithful reproduction can be
obtained.
This booklet gives complete instructions for building an instrument, at a
moderate cost, whose output is suited to
home conditions.
The design has been
developed to form a standard for amateur
workers, as, when once adopted, the dimensions cannot easily be modified.

1

4
4
4

1
1

1
4
1

Price 1/8 post free.
From the offices of " THE WIRELESS WORLD. •
Dorset House
Tudor Street, London, E.C.4,

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be .thoroughly

1
1
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ABSENT MINDED DOCTOR TO PATIENT
66

/()

ARE YOU PROUD
OF YOUR NEW SET ?
DO

IT

JUSTICE

AND FIT THE BEST
POSSIBLE BATTERY

BRITISH
MANUFACTURE
onosvEnzon
er3

Grosvenor

olf

Batteries

give

continuous

and satisfactory service because they
incorporate a new vitalising element
which is unique to Grosvenor.
66v. from
99v. „

7/6

11/6

Super Capacity
for Multi-Valve
Sets
- -

66 v. 20/—
99y.

32/6

attery

BATTERY CO., LTD., 2-3, White St., NIOOROATE, LONDON, E.C.2.

Phone. Met. 6865

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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LOTUS LOGARITHMIC
CONDENSERS
pass

the

test
The new British General Midget
Transformer created remarkable
interest.
In accordance with
modern practice of economhing
in weight and space this transformer has been produced in a
remarkably small size.
The
core is of the latest
Nickel
Alloy (specia ly treated) and the
performance is as good as many
transformers at three times the
price.

,

1116
Technical writers, the press and the
leading manufacturers of circuits are
constantly
recommending
Lotus
Logarithmic Condensers. Why not use
these proved condensers in your set ?
The ball bearings and the chemicallycleaned special b::ass vanes and end
plates ensure asmooth, firm movement
and perfect conductivity, and the
ample spacing prevents any chance of
short circuiting -of the vanes.
Every Lotus Component, from a
variable condenser to asimple switch, is
the product of experience and experiment—a masterp:ece of mechanical
perfection. Make a point of building
your next set with Lotus Components.

.0005
.00035
.0003
.00025
.00015

Condenser
Condenser
Condenser
Condenser .
Condenser

FROM ALL

5,19
5/7
5/6
5/3
5/—

From all dealers of repute or
direct from the manufacturers.

The British General Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Brockley Works,

London

S.E.4.

An entirely new M-L production
for the ALL ELECTRIC RECEIVER,
the D.C. to A.C.
Converter.
40 %it/A.1-r modal
£13-0-0

Power

Supolg Units

85 WATT fflociel

£ 19-0-0

our Speciality.

nurs

RADIO

DEALERS.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS

Made in one of the most modern
radio factories in Great Britain.
You can get these Condensers
fitted to the Lotus Dual and Single
Drum Dials—Ask your Dealer.

Garnett, Whiteley (Sr. Co., Ltd., Liverpool

IF YOU ARE ON D.C. MAINS employ the
above machine for running your ALL
ELECTRIC RECEIVER. The only safe
way to operate receivers from D.C. Mains.
Suitable for well—known makes of Receivers

M-L MAGNETO SYND. Ltd.,
Radio Dept., COVENTRY.
Telephone:

Mention of

5001.

The Wirgless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure- prompt attention.
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We Don't wish
o worry you

1" ut:
Do you a preciate
that within the next two weeks you will
make a decision as to what music you
will have for Christmas ? Whether it
is for your Club or your Home, you will
require some instrument to entertain
your friends, and why not make it a
Radiogramophone and be up to date?

‘'s

PENTODE
VAL VEHOLDERS

5PIN
VALvElloLDERS

ROTARY BATTERY
SWITCH

CLEARERTONE
VALVEHOLDERS

The original
Benjami
Antimicrohonic
valve holders
price 2/—.

B

All insulated "on
and off" indicating
dial and
pointer knob,
price, 1/9.
Write for
illustrated
leaflet No. 2,000 for full
description of all

components.

VIBROLDER
Last season's
most
successful
accessory.
Selfaligning positive
contact,
pri Ce
1/6.

ALel I

RADIO PRODUCTS

THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC Ltd. r
o
aVe,' We.';:•;
einememosiwomi
Ilmeek
4
ugarigegkâem.
tis

The R.G.D.
Radiogramophone.

A
Standard
Clearertone Valve
holder with Pentode attachment,
price 2/3.

For 5-pin valves
with centre leg,
anti -microphonic
one-piece springs,
perfect
contact,
price 1/9.

An entirely new six-valve instrument
giving the highest possible quality for
both radio and record, with ample
volume, incorporating the latest design
of moving coil speaker, operates entirely
from electric mail14, A.C. any voltage,
or D.C. 200 volts or over.

£75

in

Oak.

£80 Mahogany.

Place your order now to ensure delivery,
to avoid disappointment.
Literature on application to

The Radiogramophone Development
St. Peter's Place,

Co.

Broad Street,
BIRMINGHAM.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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THE

arLIMEIK 0US En

METAL RECTIFIER
STYLE A3
FOR LOW TENSION
D.C. Output, 9 volts, 1amp.

23/6
MADE IN ENGLAND BY

The Westinghouse Brake &
Saxby Signal Co. Ltd.,

Full details for using this unit are
given in our 32 -page book, "The
All-Metal Way, 193o," with circuits
and instructions for building all
types of A.C. mains units, high and
low tension.

82 York Road, King's Cross, London, N.1.

Send 2d. stamp for a copy.

ELECTRAD
TRUVOLT
Resistances
Truvolt wire-wound potentiometers simplify the construction of H.T. Eliminators
and do away with all guesswork.
The
resistance element is a nickel alloy wire.
There is no iron to rust or zinc to oxidise.
Tru volts are air-cooled and give apositive
and lasting service. All Truvolts are rated
at 25 watts.

I

REDUCED PRICES.
Type T.5.
500 ohms.
„ T.10
1,000 „
„ T.20
2,000 „
T.25
2.500 „
„ T.30
3,000 „
„ T.50
5,000 „
„ T.75
7500 „
„ T.I00 10,000 „
„ T.200 20,000
„ T.250 25.000
„ T.500 50,000 „

THE STRONG POINT
IN ANY MA NS UNIT!
The impregnable insulation of the
paper dielectric in a Hydra Condenser
is the "strong point" in any eliminator. When you put Hydra into the
circuit, you cut out once and for all the
risk of condenser-tr.mble—you safeguard your set and all who handle it.

HOLZMAN,
Menton

37,

Newman

91,"

Street,

London,

8/6 each
6/6 „
8/6 „
8/6 „
816 „
8/6
8/6 „
8/6 „
8/6 „
8/8 „
8/6 „

Write for our new 68—page Cata—
logue and Audio Manual.
It tells
you all about the uses of Electrad
resistances.
Post Free (td.

THE

The best eliminato's you can buy
contain Hydra Condensers—write
for list of makers' lames.

LOUIS

224 m.a.
158 „
112 „
100 ,,
91 „
71 „
58 „
50 „
25 „
32 „
225 „

W.1.

ROTHERMEL CORPORATION LTD.,
24, Maddox Street, London, W.1.
'Phone: Mayfair 0578/9.
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"the most efficient choke"—
The Industrial Progress Ltd.'s
report upon the Lewcos H.F. Choke.
" The Lewcos H.F. Choke is the most efficient
Choke we have tested, there being no sign of
instability even when using 150 Volts H.T. on
the anode of the S.G. Valve. The construction
is massive and well finished, and its design
places it in the front rank of high-class
components."

LEWC0; POTENTIOMETER
Patent No. 740579.

The
Lewcos
Fixed
Potentiometer
gives
perfectly smooth reaction control on all
Radio Receivers.
Price 4/9 withaut Grid Leak.

LEWCOS
Choke 20-1103 n.
Price 7/9.

RADIO PRODUCTS

REG D.

LEWCOS

BINOCULAR
COILS

Patent No. 277878.

COLOURED
CONNECTING
WIRE
6d. per 10 ft. coil.

For use in multistage receivers without screening.

Leto

spod:acts for
.
oeb t¡o Yt•

bete

Prices :
Aerial Coils
- - 9/6

H.F. Transformers-

8/6 to 12 /6

Y5

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY AND SMITHS LIMITED, CHURCH ROAD, LEYTON, LONDON, E.10

THE LONG LIFE BATTERY WITH NO
CRACKLE!
Never again need you suffer from H.T.
"crackle," due to battery exhaustion. Get
" Pertrix" batteries which, having no salammoniac electrolyte cannot develop these
annoying
sounds.
" Pertrix " moreover
actually gives

60%

LONGER LIFE
WILEgittei

ifire

IF"

ERTII
PATENT

H.T.

BATTERY.

PERTRIX LTD., Britannia House, Shaftesbury Ave., London, W.C.2
Factory:

Britannia Works,

Redditch, Worcs.

..rivertisements for " The Wireless World" aro only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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PAY MONTHLY SYSTEM
IS
FOR
YOUR
CONVENIENCE.

"RILONAG 4"
dc "RECORD 3"

EKCO ALL-ELECTRIC
2-VALVE RECEIVER.
Detector and Pentode.
For
. D.C. mains. Model P.2. Send
only 30/- and then 12 monthly
payments of 20/1.

and cabinet. Full instructions.
Send only 20/- and then 12'
monthly payments of 14/2.

Exact to specification, including
va l
ves ,cabi n et an d full instrue-

advertised.)
Send only 30/end then 12 monthly payments
of 10/6.
,

lions. Send only 201- and then
12 monthly payments of 1713.1

Screened

Detector

IMPORTANT:— The..
Cabinets are ex ctly as
submitted to "The Wireless World " and see
thoroughly
electrically
sealed.
WRITE TO-DAY.
Eliminator Cases and High
Grade Metal Cabinets of
ever tsdescription in various
artistic hnishes. Screening
Boxes. Containers, etc.

,

ALL-ELECTRIC
RECEIVER.
grid,

:16 :6 Carriage and Box--2/6 extra.

MULLARD ORGOLA KIT.

Pentode.
For
(As Nationally

PHILIPS
2-VALVE

RITHERIDON 84 CO., LTD.
Metal Workers,
North Bridge Mills —B O L TO N.

AIR CHROME SPEAKERS.
Type F.
Ideal for powerful
signals and radio gramophone

and

Pentode. For A.C. mains. (As
Nationally advertised.)
Send
only 60/- and then 12 monthly
payments of 351.1.

%Phone

use. Send only 10/- and then
12 monthly payments of 8/7.

CELESTION

LOUD

TRANSFORMER

SPEAKER.
Type Z20.
Mahogany. We consider this
the best value in the Celeetion

Royalty.
Send only 29/- and
then 12 monthly payments of
14:7.

range. Send only 20/- and then
12 monthly payments of 12/10.
Oak finish is slightly cheaper.

MAGNOVOX X CORE
MOVING COIL SPEAKER.
10¡" core for D.C. mains.
The
latest dynamic principle speaker
made by the original makers.
Send only 20/- and then 12
monthly payments of 12/10.
Smaller size core and A.C.
mains models also in stock.

GAMBRELL

NOVOTONE

PICK-UP COMPENSATOR,
as advertised and described in
"The Wireless World."
Send
only 10/- and then 12 monthly
payments of fif-.

'

We stock all leading makes of receivers,
portables, and latest components for con.
structional kits.
Send us list of your
requirements and let us quote.

Transformer for all 4-volt
indirectly heated valves,
giving 5 amps. max. at
4 volts, centre tapped,
made for all mains
voltages.

WEBB'S
ELECTRIC

(Near Tottenha m Court Road),

NEW STREET,

"EDDYSTONE''

30P.

STORES,

164, CHARING CROSS RD., LONDON, W.C.2
133,

1024.

ANEW

All other models in stock.

EDDYSTONE SCIENTIFIC
SHORT
WAVE
THREE
CONSTRUCTIONAL KIT.
18-100
metres.
Including

RADIO

IVirr,j edred...

Complete with Wood Base and two Small Aluminium Screens. Beautiful!), finished
in ROSEWOOD, WALNUT or JACOBEAN effeets,
£3 :0 :0 Finished IMITATION LEATHER effect,

014RAM MUSIC MAGNET
KIT.
Complete with valves

ALL-ELECTRIC
RECEIVER.

1-

for
• the
" 1930
EVERYMAN
FOUR"

You spend only so much now and yet obtain
full use and enjoyment of just what you want
while paying for it in a comfortable, well
managed manner that just suits your pocket.

Detector awl
A.C. mains.

DECEMBER 4.TFI;

•Sei

WEBB'S

PHILIPS
2-VALVE

WORLD

BIRMINGHAM.

SERVICE

DEPOT.

PARMEKO Transform/1h
Chokes and Eliminators are
designed by technical experts
and made by skilled wor1°.
m en from materials of the
highest quality. Evidence of
their excellence is found in
the fact that PARMEK.0
components are used by some
of the largest Radio-Gramophone and Talking-Picture
Companies.
The range
covered is exceptionally wide,
but we make aspeciality of
apparatus to your own specification. Don't be satisfied
with the nearest, send us your
requirements and we will
quote by return for the exact.

Write for price list of Wireless Main ., Apparatus.

PARTRIDGE dc MEE Ltd.,
26.

DOVER STREET.

LEICESTER.

74,

New

Oxford

Street.

LONDON,W .
C.1.

Mention of " The Wireless IVorld," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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IS

THE REASON WHY
your
choice
should
be
a
Burndept Screened Portable.
The diagram below shows all
the technical details and unique
features which
make it the
finest of all portable receivers.

PAY more

than

New Burndept patent Minstrel
double diasbragm loudspeaker
giving superb reproduction.

Spacial MT. bathe
greater pone?.

giving

Remotion control.

Dani ely non-spillable
accumulator.

LIZ , built with erst-olass

Drum control tuning.

Bell bearing twistable fitted.

Your valves. Including
Screened Grid valve.
Single switch, controlling
wave lengths 235 to 540 and
1,000 to 2,000 metre,.

New Glass Bulb,
Finer yet Tougher

1

New
Super
Strength
Grid

2

New
N on —
m 1 crop honic
Filament
with
Special Coating

3

New
Large
Size
Anode,
Easier Flow of
Electrons

4

NEW
1930
_
TYPES!
NEW
1930
PRICES!

And consider the price...
complete, including valves
and royalty, 19 gns., or
on generous hire purchase
terms of (2 down and
12 Monthly payments of

LONGER
LIFE!
5

WRITE FOR

Dario Milled Base
for Easier Hand—
ling.

FREE
FOLDER!

£1.1/.5.

Burn d depi
SCREENED PORTABLE
For the new Burndept Catalogue giving
full specification, write direct to

Burndept Wireless (1928)
Blackheath, S.E.3.

FOIR A UNIVERSAL
VALVE

Ltd.,

London Showrooms :—
/ I
RoOurghe House, 283, Regent Street, W.1.
and 15, Bedford Street, Strand, W.C.2.

TWO VOLT
Universal
.1 amp.
5 fi
Resistron
.1 amp. .. 5/6
Super H.F. .15 amp._ 5/6
Super Power .18 amp... 7/6
Hyper Power .3 amp. .. 9'6
Pcntodion
.3 amp. .18 ,6

FOUR VOL

From yre:, Dcal,r
or direct :

Universal
.073 amp... 5/6
Resistron
.073 amp... 5/6
Super H.F. .073 amp... 5/6
Super Power .1 amp.. ... 7/6
Hyper Power .
Is amp. .. 9,6
Pcntodion
.23 amp. .. 18/6

[Dee.!
nee idaiieetreetions
IMPEX

ELECTRICAL,

LTD.,

DEPT.

,
C,

538, HIGH ROAD, LEYTONSTONE, LONDON, E.11
A19

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we bik te to be thorough:y reliable.
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Because every joint is electrically
welded, the elements of the NEW
Cossor Screened Grid Valve have
exceptional strength. And because
they are built under the exclusive
Cossor Interlocked Construction
system, they are absolutely rigid.
Even the
mar

hardest

their

blow cannot

perfect

alignment.

For strength, for uniformity and
for long life use the NEW Cossor
in your Screened Grid Receiver.
No
has

other Screened Grid Valve
Interlocked

Construction..

2-volt type
now available.
'the NEW Cossor 220
S.G. (2 volts, .2 emp.)
Max. Anode Volts 150,
Impedance 200,000,
Amplification
factor 200.
Price - - -

22/6

Comer 4 and 6 volt Seieened
Grid Valves are also av ilabla
with similar channel:nisi es at

tit° »me priest

e. Cam Ltd.. Idisidsti
. ry

afeitt,

tweet )4`..f

(711e NEW

ossor

Screened Grid
Valve
2520

a)

re

AND
RA DIO REVIEW
(/711
,Y
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ALVE DATA SUPPLEMENT.
I H this issue we publish as aseparate sheet a
Valve Data Supplement, giving technical and
other information regarding representative
radio receiving valves on the British market.
;Readers will find that the information published is
very much more complete than anything which has
hitherto been attempted, as, for instance, the inclusion
of a column giving the A.C. power output in milliwatts
of some ighty-five different valves.
This information
has not Ileen available previously and should prove of
very great value to those concerned with the design of
receivers. The inter-electrode capacities of most of the
screen gr d valves are given and the maximum attainable stage gain of these valves, calculated on the basis
of the inter-electrode capacity.
The in lusion in this issue of an article having special
bearing cn the Valve Data Supplement provides, it is
believed, Iall the assistance necessary to readers who
wish to ake the best use of the information which the
suppleme tcontains.

A21

M
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VALVE SUPPLIES.

ANY readers have written to us stating that they
have found it impossible to obtain certain valves
of the new Mazda series, such as have been
incorporated in the designs of recent Wireless World
receivers, through the usual trade channels.
On enquiry from the manufacturers, we learn that
the demand for these valves has been so great that it
is impossible at present to issue adequate supplies to
retailers, although we understand that the position is
rapidly improving.
As a temporary measure, however, until production
is able to cope with the demand, the manufacturers
have kindly undertaken, at our request, to supply valves
if readers of The Wireless World write direct to them at
the Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd., Service and Installation Department, IA, Newman Street, Oxford Street,
W.', ordering the valves they require and stating for
what Wireless World receiver they are to be used. It is
essential that applicants should give the name and
address of their local radio dealer. Valves will be
despatched to readers by post, c.o.d., the charge
being the usual retail selling price of the valves, 'plus
cost of postage. Prompt application should be made
for the valves by readers who wish to avail themselves
of this opportunity, as this special arrangement can only
be regarded as a temporary measure.
0000
THE HAGUE CONFERENCE.
N interesting report has recently been received of
a statement made by the Chairman of the U.S.
Delegation to the recent Radio Conference at the
Hague on his return to Washington.
The statement would lead one to suppose that the
American delegates had things very much their own way
at the Conference. In his report the Chairman says:
" The proposals and studies prepared in Washington
last summer and sent out by the U.S. to all nations were
taken as the basis of discussion at the Hague,
and in almost every case were adopted, not always with
our original wording, but with our original intent." The
Chairman is also reported to have stated, " Ithink, perhaps, the splendid technical contribution made by the
U.S. Delegation at the Hague in 1929 will enable the
next meeting at Copenhagen, in 1931, to dodge the
troublesome 'English' questions by authorising the use
of the 'American 'language instead of 'English.' "
It 'would appear that the U.S. attaches more importance than other countries to the question of obtaining
a dominating position in International radio discussions.

A

neeEALIIER
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MEASURING THE INTERELEGTRODE
CAPACITY OF SCREEN-GR1D VALVES
„fell,
Details of tile Apparatus Used.
By T. H. KINMAN
the Brithh Thentson-HoustonC ompany's

Engineering

Laireratery at Rushy%

rr

itE importance of reducing the interelectrclde The three interelectrode capacities present in a screen.
capacity between the anode and control grid in
grid valve are represented in Fig. 2 by Co„, C„, and Co
screen-grid valves in order to obtain a degree
respectively, the value of Cv, which is desired, being
of stable amplification at high frequencies is well known , but a small fraction of Ca, or Ce,.
and has been the subject of recent discussion.'
In testing this circuit it was found that the result
A method of measuring this capacity was described
obtained were not conby A. W. Hull and N. H. Williams in 1926, 2 and more
sistent with the above
récently another method h2s been described by N. R.
simple theory, the cause
Bligh, B.Sc. 3 The method described in this article is
being traced to the shuntbased on the substitution method, outlined by Hull and
ing effect of the anode-toWilliams, in that the valve capacity is determined by
screen capacity of the
observing the capacity change .required in a standard
valve under test.
The
condenser connected in parallel with the valve capacity
effect of this capacity
when switched in or out of
Fig. 2.—Equivalent circuit
when coupled between an R.F. source and amplifier
circuit is to react up on the
showing the three interelecto obtain the same amplifier output reading when the
trode capacities present in
ascreened valve.
valve capacity is removed. The bare theoretical circuit R.F. source and alter the
impressed voltage or frequency or both, so vitiating the
readings. This effect was small with the early types a
valves such as the Hull, or where the capacity C„ is
relatively large, but with valves of the AC/ S type, the
anode-screen capacity is relatively larger and the
coupling capacity Cy very small, therefore the effect o0A
the former capacity must be taken into account.
This difficulty was overcome by using a small vari-J
able condenser C„ as shown in Fig. 3, to replace the
valve capacity Co,when the switch S, was operated,
C, being adjusted to balance exactly the effect of Ca,on
the input voltage. In order to adjust C„ however, it
was necessary to remove the coupling through the valve
to the amplifier when the switch S, connects the valvej
pig 1.-2•Schetnatic diagram of apparatus used for the measurement of valve interelectrode capacities.
• .in circuit, otherwise the effect of the capacity coupling;
through Cy would be included in the balancing adjust-'
arrangement
shown in Fig. 1, in which the R.F.
source is coupled to a screened amplifier A through
the valve capacity Co and standard variable condenser
1VALVE
:SCREEN
C. A meter M indicates the degree of coupling between
the R.F. source and amplifier caused by the coupling
-capacities C„+ C.
The meter reading is noted when both C,. and C aire
in circuit. When S, is open C„ is removed from circuit
and C is then increased until the original meter reading
is obtained. The change b capacity to produce this
effect is equal to the coupling capacity of the valVe
and can be determined from the known physical conTO
AMPLIFIER
stants of the condenser C which will be described later.
'See Experimental Wireless, June, 1929, page 293; also
Wireless World, July 24th, 1929. page 68.
Physical Reriew, Vol. 27, April, 1926.
'Experimental Wireless, June, 1929, page 2911

3.—The circuit arrangement which was designed to overcome the shunting effect of the anode-to-screen capacity of the
screened valve.
A
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the Interelectrode Capacity of Screen-grid Valves.—
In this particular case the wire was coupled by an in:.•
sulating link to the movement of astandard micrometer
he coupling capacity C,, was, therefore,
which not only provided a scale, but also gave a very
removed by means of switch S2,which disconnected the
control
'd from circuit, a small condenser C2 being fine and accurate adjustment. Fig. 5shows the appearance of this condenser.
The capacity change per
provide to compensate for the removal of the valve
centimetre of movement was calculated from the•followcapacity C5„, which is normally in shunt with the input
ing
equation :—C = a/2circuit o the amplifier. C2
•
can, ho ever, be dispensed
(logs R
.,i); where C is the
/I is not overstating the case to say that the great strides
with, b t a compensating
;
Ks
made in stable H.F. amplification during the last year •
adjustm nt on the input
capacity change per cm.
are, to a large extent, due to the advent of the screened
tuning
condenser
would
length; R, is the radius of
valve with an interelectrode capacity of the order of one
then be necessary. It was
'tube
electrode, and R2 the
hundredth of a micro-microfarad or less. This progress
ore convenient 4.
found
radius of wire electrode.
has been greatly assisted by the design of highly specialised
use a se arate condenser as
In construciing such a
apparatus for measuring minute capacities. In the acin Fig. 3 for, th .
indicat
I
condenser, certain precaucompanying article an interesting description of such
purpose
'lions are necessary :—
equipment is given.
(1) The electric field
It m
be of interest t
between the electrodes
point o t that whilst C,
must be confined inside the tube. This is effected by
can obv ously be made to equal C„5 in capacity, it will
suitable external screening.
not usu ly include the H.F. resistance introduced by
(2) The " fringing" capacity between the ends of
the valv ,valve-holder, etc. The damping effect of C2
etube and wire must be practically constant over
on the iput circuit of the amplifier will, therefore, be
eworking range of the condenser, and must also be
when C,„ is in circuit, and a larger output
less th
small compared with the true radial capacity between
reading obtained. The magnitude of the reading for
wire and tube, i.e., the tube must be long and the
this adj stment is, however, immaterial, as will be
axial movement of the wire a fraction of its length
later.
explain
within the _tube.
Description of Apparatus.
It will be understood that the adjusting mechanism The c mplete circuit arrangement is given in Fig. 4. must be insulated and well screened from both elecThe H. .oscillator needs no special description other 'trodes, whilst the earth capacity of the wire which proMeasur
ment.

t
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of equipment containing essentially a valve voltmeter, H.F. ,ampliller, valve under ton and an
B.F. oscillator.

than that it provided a onstant high-frequency and
output voltage across the oupling coil to suit the particular H.F. amplifier em loyed. The frequency actually used in these tests was 750 kilocycles. The variable condenser C was specially constructed for the tests.
It consists of a brass tube as one electrode and athin
wire as the other, the capacity change being obtained
by moving the wire along the axis of the tube and
measuring the displacemelt•on some convenient scale.
•

I

jects outside the tube must be constant.
The wire '
itself must also move without deviation along the true _
axis of the tube. The condenser shown in the photograph had acapacity change of 0.01075 cms. per revolution of the micrometer, and this was sub-divided to give
a fine adjustment of 0.00°43 cms. variation for 1/25th •of a revolution. The switch S, was of the so-called anti-capacity type,
having the additional feature of a screening member
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Measuring the Interelectrode Capacity of Screen-grid Valves.
voltage and negative bias could be used on the valve
between the moving contac. and the fixed contact which
voltmeter without overloading the H.F. amplifier. This
connects to the anode of the valve under test. A slit
was done with switches S, and S, closed to include the
was cut in this screening member to allow of the passage
valve coupling capacity C„, i.e., S, upwards and S, tp
of the moving contact.
The mounting of the valve
left-hand contact. The next step was to adjust C, te
under test required some attention to ensure that all the
the value of C9,. With S, closed to the anode (upelectrostatic coupling between anode and control grid wards) and S, on the right-hand contact, condenset
was inside the valve. In practice, a metal partition is
C, was increased to replace C9,until substantially the
usually provided with a circular hole through which the
same meter reading was obtained. Switch S, was thee
valve is inserted, thereby screening the wire connection
closed to C, (downwards) and C, adjusted until the same
to the anode from that to the grid.
In the present
meter reading was shown. This gave the correct setarrangement a double screen was provided to allow
ting-for C, as a substitute for Ca,. S, was then closed
valves of differing lengths being used without alteration
to the left and C„ reduced to zero or to its original sett
to the screening.
ting. The meter reading was now noted. Switch St
Certain types of valves, similar to the Hull constrUcwas now thrown up, putting the valve capacity C„ in
tion; require an earthed metal screen over the en're
parallel with C, which was reduced until the previouslje
bulb. In fact, the capacity C, can be reduced to so ne
noted reading was again obtained. The value by whic#
extent in any valve by cornpletely covering the bulb
with tin-foil and earthing it
The external screen apparently
neutralises
the
coupling effect of the magnesium coating inside the
bulb, which may, in some
cases,
extend from
the
anode terminal round to the
pinch to which the control
grid is anchored.
In some
types of screen-grid valve
the magnesium coating is
5.—Standard micrometer condenser.
The illustration shows the chassis supporting the
earthed by the makers.
condenser, and micrometer adjustment.
The wire and tubular electrodes are inside and
concentric with the screening tube seen in the photograph, and the terminal connections to the
When this is the case, an excondenser are indicated by the two wires which project through the smaller screening tubes.
ternal bulb screen, as distinct from partitioning screen, will obviously be superC had to be changed gave the required capacity of the
fluous.
The radio-frequency amplifier consisted of
valve.
only one tuned H.F. stage and employed a Cosmos
Precautions were found to be neceSsary, as erratic or
AC /S valve, which enabled a circuit amplification of
TABLE
well over foo:f to be obtained.
A multi-stage
aperiodic amplifier would have certain advantages over
Valve.
No.
the tuned type, providing the overall amplification was
Capacity (eye).
of the order mentioned. Tl-e indicating meter M, w s
Ma4da 21550
1
0.0085
a microammeter in series with the grid circuit of a
2
0.0086
negatively biased triode, and not only served as an in 1a
0.0072
4
0.0067
cator but also measured the voltage developed acro
o
0.0072
the tuned circuit by noting the bias voltage requir d

— just to bring the meter pointer to zero.
A more sensitive indicator was found desirable wh n
measuring valves of the smalest capacity, and this w s
provided by connecting the same or another microammeter M 2 in the anode circuit of the triode. This
latter arrangement does not give a direct voltage reading without calibration, but removes the damping on
the tuned output circuit by eliminating the necessity f
grid current flow through M,. A greater output voltage will, therefore, result, apart from the added p. f
the triode. The potentiometer P was used for adjus
ing the meter to some convenient setting on its sca e
whilst making, the measurements.
Method of Operation.

The amplifier was tuned to the frequency of
and adjusted so that the maximum outp

.
oscillator

t

0.0089

Cee

,egme

1
2
4
4

e

U.S.A. Hull Type

1
2

3
INS Type ACIS

0.0072
0.0072
0.0067
0.0076
0.0074
0.0065
0.012
0.012
0.010
0.0025

Since the capacity measurements shown in the above table were
taken, the Mazda 215SG and the Cosmos AC/S (now called the
Mazda AC/SG) valves have been altered in construction and the interelectrode capacities have been reduced respectively to 0.005 ems.
and 0.0045 ems.
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Measuring the Intereleetrode Capacity of Screen-gridValves.—
inconsistent readings are sometimes caused by• high
resistance paths between the various electrodes inside
the valve, and may even prevent the capacity of the
valve being measured. It was, therefore, found advisable to subject each valve to a high voltage insulation
test between the different pairs of electrodes before capacity measurements were attempted.
Results Obtained.

A lare number of valves have been tested with the
apparatus described, covering values from o.ioo ems.
to 0.0017 cms. capacity, the accuracy obtained on the
lowest figure being within ro per cent.
Table Igives
results of measurements made on stock Mazda and
Cosmos valves, and includes also capacities of some
Americar type valves which may be of general interest.
An important point in connection with screen-grid
A Record Junk Sale.
An except many large number of Components
were disposed of at the Junk Sale organised by
Slade Radio (Birmingham) at their last meeting. The Society is now appealing for more
members, end it Is thought that there must be
numbers of enthusiasts in the Birmingham district who nay be unaware of the Society's
existence. Application for particulars should
be made to the lion. Secretary, 1/0, Hillaries
Road, Gravelly Hill, Birmingham.
o 00
Stations While You Wait.
An entertaining demonstration was given before the south Croydon and District Radio
Society on November 19th, when Mr. Taylor, a
former member, showed the capabilities of the
Philips All-Mains 4-valve set.
Scarcely a
station named by members proved out of reach
of this fascinating receiver, its only apparent
shortcoming being its inability to receive signals
without an aerial. It was shown, however, that
even the merest apology for an aerial would
suffice, as, indeed, was proved when the chairman himself touched the aerial socket and provided the audience with the pick of Europe's
radio! The receiver embodies two screen-grid
11.F. valves, leaky grid detection, and apentode stage to the loud speaker, all valves being
indirectly heated by A.C.
Hon. Secretary, Mr. E. L. Cumbenh. 14, Campden Road, South Croydon.
o 000
New Society in Essex
The opening of the new BrentwoOd and Warley Wireless Club was celebrated in an auspi.cious m•imier on Wednesday last by a public
debate on "The Merits and Demerits of the
Brookmans Park Transmitter," v. hich showed
that the first of the regional statmus is a subject of great interest to listeners in Essex.
New members will be warmly welcomed.
The 110. Secretary of the Brentwood Club
is Mr. M B. Edwards, 38, Junction Road,
Brentwood
0000,
How Meta Rectifiers Work.
A cinemr.tograph display illustrating the use
of metal rectifiers was given in the course of
a lecture before the Kensington Radio Society
on November 14th by a representative of the
Westinghouse Brake and Saxby Signal Co., Ltd.
At th. Slciety's meeting on December 12th Mr.
R. Waldo iEmerson will demonstrate a 6-valve
receiver. Time meeting will be held at 8.30 p.m.
at 20, Pe ywern Road, 8.W.5.
,
Hon. Se retary, Mr. G. T. Hoyes,1 71a, Eisham
Road, \V.14.
000n
Valve Mysteries Explained.
Valuable technical data regarding the design
of radio Itives was given at the meeting of the
Muswell
lill and District Radio Society on
November 20th by a representative of the
Mullard Company . The fundamental principles
of the screen-grid and pentode valves were
described, and members received some useful
hints which cleared up several mysteries.
Hon. Secretary, Mr. C. J. Witt, Coniston
-Road. Muswell Rill, N.M.
2

6r3

valves which does not appear to be generally realised
is that the interelectrode capacity should be reasonably
uniform between different valves of the same make and
type, otherwise when avalve is replaced instability may
result.
In conclusion, it may be stated that capacity measurements have been made also on other types of valves
mentioned by Mr. Bligh, the results on which agree
generally with his. In fact, amethod similar to his has
been tested, using only ioo volts input and employing a
calibrated R.F. amplifier voltmeter to compensate for
the low output voltage. The writer is grateful to Mr.
R. C. Clinker for his useful advice regarding the construction of the standard condenser, and has to thank
the British Thomson-Houston Company, Ltd., for permission to publish the results of the work done in the
Engineering Laboratory at Rugby.

[
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Set Wiring Explained.
The Queen's Park and District Division of the
Wireless League are resuming their series of
monthly meetings on Thursday, December 5th,
at 8 p.m., when it is hoped to demonstrate the
wiring up of a well-known radio receiver. Amateurs are cordially invited to attend these
meetings, which will be held on the first Thursday in each month at 87, Enbrook Street,
Barrow Road, W.10.
Full particulars of these and other interesting events gladly supplied by the Local Secretary, Mr P. Batho, at the above address.
o 000
Seta of the Future.
Mr. 'Jaynes, Assistant Editor of The Wireless
World, recently lectured before a large audience of members of the Wembley Wireless
Society, taking as his subject the question of
selectivity.

In View of the interference now experienced
from the new broadcasting station at Brook.
mans Park, Mr. ilaynes's remarks were most
helpful. Valuable suggestions were made for
the cutting out of this station and receiving
other stations quite near in the wavelength
scale.
The lecturer also touched briefly on the forthcoming design of sets and outlined the modifications which will take place next year. From
Mr. Haynes's remarks it was clear that we
have not yet reached finality in the design of
wireless receiving sets, and in the future their
design and construction will call for considerable ingenuity from a mechanical as well as
an eleceical point of view.
lion. Secretary, Mr. H. E. Comben, 24, Park
Lane, Wembley.
Anode Converters.
Anode converters and motor generators as
applied to wireless and gramophone amplification
were discussed by Mr. Woodall, A.M.I.E.E., of
the M-L Magneto Syndicate, at a recent meeting
of Slade Radio (Birmingham).
A number of
anode converters, rotary transformers, and motor
generator sets were on view. The evening concluded with a demonstration given with the
assistance of the Radio Gramophone Development Co., who kindly supplied the necessary
appa Tutus.

'
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Interpreting the Information given in "The Wireless World" Valve Data .Sheet.
ROGRESS in receiver technique depends to alarge
signal strength increasing as the signal is impressed
extent on progress in valve design. The set is
nearer and nearer to zero grid volts.
built around its valves, and the hope of really sucTaking into account the large H.F. stage gains no*
cessful performance can only be fulfilled if the various
obtained and the limited grid swing acceptance of the
valve constants now so willingly given by the manudetector, it is safe to allow about 1
/5-volt as the largest
facturers are understood and applied to the best advansignal which the valve preceding the detector will have
tage. The separate valve data sheet accompanying this
to handle. The bias need not exceed a fraction of a volt
issue is wider in its scope than that which we published
provided that no grid current flows at zero grid volts,
in February of this year.
In it there are about 165
This condition obtains in the battery-fed S.G. valves,
representative British valves
, and a bias of 0.9 volt
classified under five main
"
1
is given as being conveni.
headings—a step rendered
THE supplementary valve data shed which accompanies
ently obtainable from the
1
necessary by the growing
1
this issue contains a number of impo;tant new feaspecial battery developed
list of special -purpose
tures which are the subject of discussion in these notes.
by Messrs. Siemens for The
valves, no two classes of
The publication of the A.C. power output in milliwatts of
Wireless World. With ins
which can be easily catesome 85 valves should make the scientific design of the
directly heated A.C. valves,
output stage of an amplifier considerably easier.
The
gorised under the same subdue chiefly to the fact that
degree of unobjedionable distortion which is permissible
headings.
It is the aim in
there is no voltage differ.
is taken as 5 per cent, second harmonic.
The tabular
these
notes
to
explain
ence between the ends of
matter giving the maximum possible stage amplification of
briefly the various data in
the emitter, grid current
screen-grid valves taking into account interelectrode capacity
each section which will be•
may flow when the grid ia
will undoubtedly prove of assistance in constructing H.F.
taken seriatim.
quite a large fraction of 4
0 0 0 0
amplifiers. All symbols and formulx used are explained
volt negative and a bias of
in the appendix at the end of the article.
Screen -grid Valves.—
volt is desirable.
Certain data such as fila
Screen current is not
ment volts and amps,. are
published, as it would be
omitted as they are obvious in nearly every case from
unsatisfactory to obtain screen potential from aconsider.
the type name. The best performance will be obtained
ably higher voltage source by the use of a series resist.with the maximum anode and screen voltages specified,
ance.
A potentiometer should be employed passing
but anode voltages down to about no minimum may
2 to 3mA., which is about four times the screen current
be used with a slight reduction in screen volts. Anode
of an average S.G. valve.
Mutual conductance is
voltages below this figure may bring the operating point
omitted in favour of an H.F. performance factor given,
to the negative resistance " kink " in the characteristic
by /L X mo. This shows a true figure of merit for an!
which will result in uncontrollable oscillation.
V1
—Z,
A knowledge of anode current is necessary when it is
H.F. valve used with an H.F. transformer of optimum
desired to reduce the voltage from an H.T. eliminator.
ratio. For a given signal a valve with a performance
The value of the voltage-dropping resistance required,
factor of 8o will give twice the H.F. output as compared
for instance, to feed the anode of a Marconi S.410 valve
with one having a performance factor of 40. If a Wirewith r5o volts from an eliminator giving 230 volts is
less World type of transformer wound with Litz on a3in,

ir

1-

8o
0.0038 e---20,000 ohms approx.
The average anode current
figures
given
assume maximum
anode
voltage,
optimum screen volts, and 0.9 volt negative bias for
battery-fed valves and 1.5 volt bias for the indirectly
heated A.C. type.
There is very little " straight "
portion in the grid volts-anode current curves of a
screened valve—the mutual conductance and hence
23o-I5)÷ 3.8 m.A. (expressed as amperes) =

former with a fine wire primary is used as an intervalve coupling—and such is to be recommended on the
score of stability when the receiver is mains driven, it
can be assumed that the dynamic resistance R of the
secondary is about 250,000 ohms. The optimum transformer

ratio

is \/

R ,which in
the circumstances
Ro
becomes 500 divided by the square root of the valve's
A.C. resistance. Where the valve has a greater A.C.
A

as
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Valve Data. 7-:
resistance than 250,000 ohns and a step-down ratio
is theoretically correct, ax tox ratio is specified in the
tables as being a compromise between tolerable selectivity and signal strength.
The stage amplifications
attained when using optimum transformer ratios are
given by thé expression kl N, but in nearly every case
the figure exceeds the limit
•
of stable mplification posEiro
sible (co pare cols. giving stage amp. neutralised
'
Eg-so
'MAX'
-and max stage amp. unEg-ao
This means
neutralise ).
that then are only one or
A
/Eg-Z-so
two scree ed valves on the
'Eg-ioo'
.market
hich will not
0
Ee120
oscillate hen used with a
Eg-i4o
Wireless World type of'
B
4 Eg-leo
transforir er of optimum
ratio unl ss neutralised.
Where selectivity is of
the utni ost importance,
/
1
1N
e18°
amplifica ion must be
sacrificed by using fewer
primary turns on the
Fig. 1. — Anode volts-anode current curves for equal increments of
transforn err than are
grid voltage for a super-power valve. By pivoting the 5 per cent.
dictated y theory When
eozond harmonic scale at the opt rding point 0, the optimum load
line (i.e. loud speaker impedance) and the power output triangle
transformer, for
a 3 to
can be fouad for allowable distortion.
of the type ;
instance,
already entioned is used, stage amplification is given
Np.
by R
R., and the resulta are given in the last column
but one. The figures do not reach the limit of stable
amplifica ion, and neutraliaation i§ therefore unnecessary. • rom this it will be seen that the removal of
primary urns is conducive to greater stability and better
selectivi ,but signal strength is reduced.
We no corne al
to the coit
stant which makes or mars
the scree -grid valve from the point of view of maxiamely, residual' anode-grid
mum st le amplification, i
capacity. By the expedient of arranging two screening
grids in cascade or by using a cross-mesh screen the
interelec ode capacity has been reduced in two or three
ttg.
cases to the low figure of ¡approximately 0.005 i
Expressi n (a) in the appendix gives the maximum
possible amplification before oscillation sets in due to
the feed back through the small condenser formed by
the grid nd plate of the v ye. This formula is solved
for prac ically all the screen valves shown, and the
tained are given under the heading—Max.
figures
stage a plification unneutralised—which is next to
the ano -grid capacity colUmn. As an example of the
influenc of interelectrode.éapacity. it will be seen that
the Maz a 215 S.G. valve has a stable amplification of
153 wit a capacity of 0.005 1.41.LF. ;had this been 0.05
1a veiy low figure—expression (a) shows that
11111111
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grid voltage curves are cut. Each of'these curves m st
represent equal voltages either side of the operating grid
voltage. For example, in Fig. rwhen the zero on titie
scale is pivoted at the operating point 0 on the grid
voltage of 8o, ro on the left of zero will cut Eg=o, white
ro on the right cuts Eg= r6o if the scale is held at tlie
0 00 0
angle shown. In fact, A in Fig. r will be 3--,Mhs of B.
Output Valves.—This section contains valves with
It will be noted that the distance between Eg=r40
....C. .resistances less than 13,000 ohms, and as in the
and Eg-= rzio is less than that between Eg= o and
;last series the grid bias figures are for amplifying conEg= 20 1, and as the anode voltage swings up and down
re:ditions.
The maximum undistorted output requires
the load line, second harmonic distortion will take place.
•-.some explanation. This 'constant is extremely valuable
It is generally agreed that 5 per cent, second harmonic
in designing output stages under correct load conditions,
is the maximum unobjectionable distortion permissible.
and it is hoped that by the time our next data sheet is
The scale in Fig. 2 obtains the necessary load line fer
-published the valve manufacturers will have agreed
this condition, and if the dotted sides of the triangle
upon a standard basis of measurement.
The figures
shown in Fig. rare multiplied together as volts x amps.
given must be considered as auseful guide, but because
and divided by 8the resultant figure is the A.C. power
two valves of obviously similar chalacteristics made by
output in watts for 5 per cent, second harmonic diS1.••,,,e, ,two different firms differ by, say, ro per cent., the valve . tortion. Expression (b) in the appendix which is dije
the slightly higher output must not necessarily be
to B. C. Brainz arrives at the same result from pureli
''(1::'
- ,
,
---,.u• -considered
superior.
Valve makers differ in their
mathematical considerations. The mutilating effect on
-..method of fixing the bias point, there are indications
a pure sine wave by superimposing a second harmonie 3
in some cases of rather
(twice fundamental fre..,; .high biasing to obtain low
quency) of 5o per cent.
-: anode currents; this conamplitude is shown in
'.,
e _ tributes towards
a slight
Fig. 3.
The case is, of
.' ,,7?? •
.: ,''. disparity between valves
course, exaggerated, big
1: ....‘;-::.... of otherwise similar conthe ear can detect 5 pe
'•'. ,4!„-:;-stants.
A moving coil
cent,
distortion
more
-51--=
8..---, 'speaker for home use re„.easily than the eye. It is
:quires approximately a
often suggested that the
, minimum of r,000 milliD.C.
anode dissipation
'
,
ise. watts to give satisfactory
(i.e., col. A x col. C) multi-- '9.:,..
volume, for public address
plied by 0.2 will give the
- work and large halls 5,000
maximum A.C. watts, but
milliwatts
upwards
is
different classes of valves
necessary, while a small
_
require a different factor
cone loud speaker would
Fig. 3.—Second harmonic disto rtion. (a) Sine wave representing
.—one must look up thè
the fundamental and a50 per cent .second harmonic (ln dotted lines).
give very good volume if
answer first and then
(b) The two waves
(a) corn bined to form a distorted wave.
•it were fed with 500 milliwork out the problem!
watts, and all the power that a portable set can give its
In comparing power output figures it is only fair to
loud speaker when 2-Volt valves are used with roo volts
examine the grid bias (col. B) to see what input
' 'H.T. is about 150 milliwatts.
necessary, it is also interesting to note the anode voltage
The graphical method of arriving at power output is
required. The PX4, P65o and the AC/Pr should give
,.., probably the most accurate; it is, however, rather too
adequate volume with a moving coil loud speaker using
' •-•,.4. i. ..,'.laborious
,
when 85 valves have to be examined!
only 200 volts H.T. An in1eresting point is brought
Typical valves of different classes have been checked by
forward in the article by B. C. Brain, namely, that th
,i
e.ii:' this method, and have been found to give sensibly the
power output is proportional to the 2.5 power of thé
figures as those derived from expression (b) in the
anode voltage. That is, if the anode voltage is doubled
74.e. appendix which has been used for column D.
The
the power output increases by
5 5 times--the
.i4LW,:.e,::i•graphical method which it is hoped will become standard advantage of high anode voltages where these are post.
•
- :: . is clearly described by K. S. Weaver in the November,
sible is obvious.
The output from two valves in
1929 issue of Q.S'T.
The anode .current-anode volts
parallel or push-pull is approximately double that of
•'M-':,
4'''..:: curves at a number of fixed grid voltages differing
one valve provided that the load is halved and doubled
equal increments are plotted as in Fig. r. A scale
respectively. There is a slight advantage in push-pull!
,
iS then made as in. Fig. 2, such that each division on
in that even harmonics tend to be cancelled out, but
the left of o is 1,-1-ths that of each, division on the right.
with mid-point biasing there is no serious gain.
•.,.:'.The point of maximum anode current and voltage gives
the operating point 0 on one of the grid voltage curves,
'See article entitled " The Pentode under Working Cont.
and it now remains to pivot the zero of the scale on the
ditions " elsewhere in this issue.
,- ,•:.,.,,.,:
H.'r . ,
. -.
operating point to obtain the best angle (load line or
'See Expenmental Wireleee, March, 1929.
7.e-,,g,.:•.,optim um loud speaker .impedance) at which the scale
aSee Experimental Wireleee, July, 1926.
Article entitlel
"
•,-i'gives the same reading on either side of zero where two
" Harmonics and their Effects on Wave Form," by J. F. Herd.
'
Data'Valve

tuned circuit, while the second type must be
selected from the Output Valve section, and will load
i,»-the tuned circuit to a certain extent. Suitable valves
▪ for this latter class are those having mutual conductances
of about 2 and A.C. resistances of about 8,000 ohms.
• preceding
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Valve Da
must be considered as part of the rectifier and not part ,of
Pentod Valves.—It sh uld be noted that out
the filter, is necessary to improve power factor (rectifiof 15 va ves, 6 require a streen voltage less than
cation efficiency). The use of considerably more than
that of he anode.
This suggests a resistance to
4 mfds. may damage the valve, while 2 mfds. would
drop the necessary volts, and at the same time to mea4i a reduced output.
The reduction of rectified
decouple the screen ciroutput must never be carcuit.
e value of the
rie4 out by dimming the
'screen c rrent which is
filament as this tends to
necessary to calculate this
saturate the valve and
resistance is giyen. in
causes its early destruccol.
F.
Amplification
tion;
furthermore,
the
factor an A.C. resistance
impedance rises and the
are omitt das they change
regulation curve becomes
considera ly with small
steep. The absorption of
alteration in screen and
excess volts should be
control
'd voltages, but
'
éarried out with series
the mu al cónductance,
resistances
and
subpotentiometers where the
which is given, remains
pig. 4.—Third harmonic distortion. A wave of 34 per cent.
fairly co stant.
In any
amplitude and of 3 times fundamental frequency when combined
feeds are extremely small.
with its fundamental gives a particularly objectionable flat-topped
case the .C. resistance of
wave (b).
The figures given for
perhaps sme 40,000 ohms
maximum
unsmoothed
is no gui eto the speaker impedance which should be
D.C.i assume a4mfd. shunted condenser, but allowance
about 7, oo or 8,000 ohms to avoid distortion and is not made for any drop in 'output due to the resistance
dangerou over-voltages as explained elsewhere in this of smoothing chokes.
issue.
he power output in col. D is obtained
APPENDIX.
Max. stage amplification (unneutralised) with B.G. valves,
graphical
from a family of anode volts-anode current
sreached at 200 metres taking into
curves,
d the limiting condition of distortion in this before threshold instability i
account anode-grid capacity is given by
case is th third harmonic which again has to be reduced
A
—1-1-V1+2pRowCa
to 5per ent. to become unobjectionable. In Fig. 4 a
(a)
œColta
third ha onic of 331 per cent. amplitude (dotted
Milliwatts output=HKelY
(b)
curve) is shown combined with its fundamental. The
resulting at-topped wave (b) is particularly unpleasant.
.4= Stage amplification.
C,= Anode-grid capacity in farads.
The form la in the appendix for power output cannot be
µ=.Amplification factor of valve.
used for Ipentodes. The enormous power output for
R„=A.C. resistance of valve (ohms).
small inp tgrid swing is the feature of the pentode, as
R= Dynamic resistance (ohms).
will be shown by an examination of the data sheet.
w= 2rxfrequency (at 200 metres, (.). 10' x2ir x1.5).
N=Step-up Mims ratio of H.F. transformer.
There is n error in the valve data sheet in the pentode
V.= Max. anode volts.
section; he grid bias sub-heading should read—for
Eg=Grid bias.
A andE.4-.not—for A and
1.= Anode current (mA.).
•0

Rectifying Valves.—In choosing a rectifying valve
it is necessary to have the maker's regulation curve to
see what voltage will be available at the terminals of the
filter witl the known load of the receiver.
Connected
across th output of a rectifying valve there must be a
condenset which it is understood has been standardised
.at 4mfds by the manufacturers. This condenser, which
•

1
11=A

coefficient depending upon the ratio of.external Co
internal impedance in an output valve. If there is
no watts dissipation limit, H=0.041, but with large
power valves the load impedance may have to eup
to 4 times the A.C. resistance of the valve and if
becomes a minimum of 0.032. See article by B. C
Brain already referred to.
X=A constant obtained from the maker's valve curves. . I„
a
V. is obtained from col. A; Es from col. *
Va
•
and I
a from col. C.
•(Ts

1

A COMPLETE INDEX TO RADIO I:ITERATURE:

T

HE December number of our sister journal,
Experimental Wireless, completes the volume
fo the year, and contains an index to the technical artjcles on radio subjects which have appeared
in all c ntries and in all languages during the past
twelve nonths. From month to month Experimental
Wireless I
ssues with each number a service of abstracts
and references to the world's wireless literature, and
the Dec mber number contains the index to these
abstracts Ifor the year.
The index is an invaluable

source of information, especially to those who happen
to specialise in the study of any particular branch of
the subject.
In addition to this index, the December number
contains an article on the design and use of a new
type of valve voltmeter by Manfred von Ardenne,
and astudy of the effect of the ground on downcoming
plane space-waves; there is also an important contribution by R. Wilmotte on " A Comparison of the Power
Factors of Condensers."

,
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OPE ATING F
ILTER, CI
Practical Hints on Applying an

Improved Tuning System.

By H. F. SMITH.

ITTER complaints have already been registered by
those whose long-distance reception has been
eclipsed by the high-power transmissions from
Brookmans Park, but it seems likely that the storm that
has just subsided will renew itself with redoubled force
when the twin station starts work. Over a wide area,
listeners with out-of-date and unselective apparatus will
find themselves in the unenviable position of being
unable to receive even one programme without interference until their sets are altered.
Indignant listeners may even go to the length of demanding a refund of their broadcast licence fees, but it
is certain that among the applicants there will be but few

the response (or H.F. voltage output relative to the audibfrequency component or modulation of an incoming
carrier wave) of an ordinary "good " tuned circuit under
actual working conditions. By linking together two such
circuits with very loose coupling, no improvement is
effected with regard to high-note retention, but selectivi1y
is vastly improved..
Flattening Out Tuning Peaks.

As coupling between the circuits is made closer, thee
is atendency for the composite circuit to give amaximuta
response to two different frequencies, and it is this
property that is so valuable as an aid to obtaining real
selectivity combined with good quality. Tuning curves
of the kind provided by this arrangement are shown in
Fig. i(b). The first (X) is what may be expected of lowloss circuits. It is not ideal, as alittle consideration will
show that, assuming a perfect detector and amplifier to
be operated from the voltages developed, there would be
over-emphasis of the higher audible frequencies.
In
actual practice, this might well be unobjectionable, If
only because it is hard to avoid some high-note loss in the
amplifier, but, to be on the safe side, it is well to aim at
something more like curve Y, which is afforded e
circuits of average "goodness," used without any
abnormal precautions to avoid incidental losses.
The advantages of what is sensibly aflat-topped resonance curve can be realised by careful operation of the
circuit given in Fig. 2, which represents an anode bend
detector, transformer-coupled to an output valve. This

b

1.—Resonance curve of conventional single circuit (a) corn.
pared with outputs obtainable from filter circuits.

-

Wireless World readers: to the true enthusiast, difficulties of this kind exist only to be overcome. Of the several
possible lines of attack, none offers greater possibilities
than the use of tuned filter circuits, which have already
been discussed' at some length. It is suggested that an
hour or two may profitably be spent in acquiring practical
first-hand knowledge of the behaviour of these circuits in
their simplest form before attempting to incorporate them
in more complex and ambitious receivers. An attempt
will be made in this article to show how apparatus already
in the possession of the average set constructor may be
pressed into service for setting up a receiver that will
afford valuable experience, and, it is believed, convince
even the most sceptical of the worth of this method of
tuning.
Without retracing our footsteps over ground that has
already been covered, the reader may be reminded that
the kind of tuning we are now trying to avoid is that
represented diagrammatically in Fig. i (a), which shows
The Wirekee World; October 30th, 1929.

Fig. 2.—A simple local-station receiver for testing the effect of
double-humped " tuning. The anode bend detector valve should '
have a reasonably low impedance and an L.F. transformer with 8
large primary inductance should be used.
A 30
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Operating Filter Circuits.—
combina'on can give really good loud speaker signals at
adistanc of afew miles, and it is primarily suggested to
those living within "good crystal range' of a broadcasting station. For our present purpose we are concerned mainly with the tuning circuits, and considerable
latitude is permissible with regard to the L.F. amplifier;
for exa pie, resistance coupling will serve quite well.
The s ondary inductance L, may consist of about 56
turns of No. 24 D.C.C.
wire on a3in. former. Its
coupling coil L, may have
some 8 turns of finer wire
wound on asleeve which is
an easy sliding fit on the
main former, so that its
distance from L2 (and consequently the coupling)
may be readily adjusted.
A sectional sketch of these
windings is given in Fig.
3; connections are indicated by lettering correFig. 3.—Construction of a
sponding with Fig. 2. A
coupler.
Lettering of the
more convenient form of
termin
points refers to
Fig 2.
coupling (from the mechanical point of view)
can obvfiously be devised by those with the neceqsary
faciliti
Any easonably good input coil (L) that is to hand
may be used. Failing anything else, awinding similar
to that specified for L„ with atapping at the loth turn
from the earthed end, will do admirably.
In order that inter-circuit coupling may be completely
under control, the secondary winding and its coupling
coil should be enclosed in a screening box, which may
also ac ommodate the detector valve if space permits.
At v ry short range, some method of preventing
detector overloading must be provided, particularly if the
aerial s stem is efficient. A series aerial condenser (C) of
some o.
25 mfd., though not aperfect control, is effective en ugh, if one remembers that any variation in its
setting '11 call for slight retuning. It is, perhaps, as
well to tate here that the whole essence of filter circuit
operatioi is accurate tuning, and that the usual expedient
of redu ing incoming signal strength by detuning is quite
out of tie question.
Post—detection Volume Control.

Assu4iing that the input from the aerial is sufficient
fully to load our detector, some means of preventing
overloading of the subsequent valve must almost invariably be provided. For this purpose, a variable
resistan e of some 200,000 ohms may be connected
across the L.F. transformer primary.
A se sitive milliammeter in the detector valve anode
circuit i shown; this acts as an H.F. grid voltage indicator, ad is ahighly desirable refinement, but is by no
means ssential.
Having set up the circuit, local signals should first be
tuned in accurately with the maximum possible separation between coils L, and L3,making quite sure that
there is no tendency towards double-humped tuning. If
A

necessary, aerial input shmild be reduced, as it is much
easier to work with a signal that is not overpoweringly
strong. The setting of C, should be as critical as when
"aperiodic" coupling is used,. and a test may readily
be made by temporarily joining the aerial to point aon
L, after having removed the existing connection from this
point. Coupling should be adjusted so that signal
strength is changed as little as possible while making this
co parafive test.
•
Critical Adjusttnent of Coupling.

everting to the two-circuit tuner, we now come to the
most critical operation—that of tightening coupling until
the circuits begin to "pull " together and act as a true
filter. If a detector , anode meter is available, the
simplest plan is to move the coupling coil towards the
closed circuit winding until amaximum reading is indicated and then to make a further slight increase in the
coupling until a definite but slight drop in current is
registered. This is a sure indication that something
approaching the desired results have been achieved, but
a little experience is necessary to determine the best
coupling for producing the proper degree of flatness. A
good idea can be formed by noting the effect of rotating
the condenser C2 ; there should be little perceptible

H.T.+

COUPLING
CONDENSER

\

LT.-

Fig. 4.—Another experimental receiver circuit with capacie
coupling. A plate current galvanometer may be inserted at X.

change in signal strength (as indicated by the meter), as
its dial is turned through at least asingle scale division,
or perhaps 2 degrees of a o-18o scale.
If ameter is not available it is best to make progressive
increases in coupling, "feeling" at each step for the
desired broadening of tuning. In any case, it is essential
that the variable condensers should be finally set exactly'
" in the middle of the signal," if the full benefit of a
filter circuit is to be retained.
Where high selectivity is required, it is often necessary
to adjust coupling so that the tuning curve" peaks " are
rather closer together than shown in Fig. i(b) ;in any
case it is necessary at least to make provision for doing
so when we come to deal with along-range receiver with
H.F. amplification.

'
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RREU
Events of the Week in
THE ROYAL CONSTRUCTOR.
H.R.H. the Duke of York is reported to
have completed the construction of awireless set in his "workshop " at 145, Pico**
dilly.
0000
NEARING THE THREE MILLION
MARK.
In the House of Corrunons last week the
Postmaster-General reported that the
number of broadcast licences now issued
was 2,869,000. The number was increasing, and he was confident that it would
reach 3,000,000 before very long.
0000
THE ALL-.SEEING EYE.
A wireless "pirate" fined at the
Thames Police Court asked if he could be
informed of the names of the people who
gave information about him.
Magistrate: You are not entitled to the
information ' and you must ,assum e tha t
-there is an all-seeing eye which sees these
things.

Brief Review.

INVENTORS, FORWARD!
Louis GI-raveure, aBerlin concert singer,
is appealing to scientists to invent ameans
of broadcasting whereby the waves will
only be available .to subscribers.
0000
THE WIRELESS LEAGUE.
Members of the Wireless League are
cordially invited to attend the annual
general meeting, which will be held at the
Royal Automobile Club, Pall Mall, S.W.,
on Friday next, December 6th, at 3 p.m.
Sir Arthur Stanley will be in the chair.
0000
A NEW ..EDKA...
KDKA, Pittsburgh, one of the pioneer
broadcasting stations of the world, is to
have asister station at Saxonburg, Penn.,
early in 1930, according to the plans of the
Westinghouse Electric Company.
The
new " KDKA " will concentrate on shortwave work, and for this reason the new
site has been selected after an exhaustive
search. The new station should make itself heard in Britain.

FLYING LESSONS BY WIRELESS. The new wireless Installation at Heston Air Park
School was officially opened last week by Sir Sefton Brancker, who is here seen adjust—
ing the receiver. An illustrated description of the equipment appeared in
The Wireless
World" of November 20th.

TONE CONTROL FOR ELECTRIC
GRAMOPHONES.
Dr. N. W. McLachlan, M.I.E.E
F.Inst.P., will give a lecture, with d
monstration, entitled "Experiments i
Tone Control for Electric Gramophones,'
at the annual general meeting of the I
corporated Radio Society of Great Britain
to be held on Friday, December 13th, a
6 p.m., at the Institution of Electric
Engineers, Savoy Place, W.C.2.
0000
WIRELESS PRIZE HUNT.
An observation test of unusual inter«
will be provided in next week's Wirelea
World in the form of a Hidden Adver
tisements Competition. Wireless appara
tus amounting in value to £20 will b
offered to successful entrants, who will bi
able to choose their own prizes from good
advertised in that issue.
While calling for no technical skill, thi
intriguing test will challenge the corn
petitor's powers of observation and h*
ability to make the best use of the duet
provided. Full details will appear in ou
advertisement pages next week.
000 o
RADIO SOCIETY'S HOSPITAL GIFT.
The Sheffield Wireless Society is presenting a broadcast receiving installation
to the Firth Auxiliary Hospital for
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of more th 4n 5,000 miles in Detroit, Michigan and B ston, Massachusetts.
' The wi eless transmitter used was a
specially lesigued Marconi set of extremely s all power and weight, the
power be ng supplied by turning the
handle of 4 small electrical generator.
e000
mu IC WHILE YOU WAIT.
A Paris taxi owner has equipped his cab
with a blroadcasti receiver.
The loud
speaker is nthe roof and is said to drown
traffic no' es very effectively.
Traffic
blocks. arel forgotten.
0000
"SMALL

ADS."

The ret rn of the Christmas season
makes it necessary to close for press
earlier th n usual with our issues of
December 18th and 25th.
Miscellaneous
advertiserrents for inclusion in these
issues can be accepted up to the first post
on the W4dnesday preceding the date of
issue. Th se for the issue of January let
should bel received not later than first
post on T4esday, December 24th.
0000

THE

STENODE.

At a d onstration on Thursday lait,
Dr. Jame Robinson exhibited a receiver
of his ow invention in which high selectivity is s ught by utilising only anarrow
waveband.
It is claimed that the
apparatus is capable of receiving the
modulated signal when sharply tuned to
the carrie frequency, the audio frequencies hein
reproduced at their correct
relative a plitudes. The device is called
the Steno
The us of,a narrow waveband has
always ben contrary to the views of
The Wire mu World as being inimical to
quality re ption; it is, therefore, possible that Dr. Robinson is making an
original contribution of the first importance to our knowledge of the properties
of resona t circuits.
Some scepticism
must pre 11, however, pending the -disclosure of precise technical details.
The de ce is understood to employ a
quartz cr stal resonator in conjunction
with a s perheterodyne which converts
the origin 1frequency to the natural frequency o the crystal.
Dr. Robinson
states tha it is possible to restrict reception to a given transmission avoiding
interferin
frequencies as close as 100
cycles to hat of the carrier.
0000

VAL

HOLDERS

IN

COURT.

In the hancery Division of the High
Courts of ustice on November 19th Mr.
Justice C ausen delivered judgment in
favour of the plaintiffs in the action
brought
y Benjamin Electric, Ltd.,
against G rnett, Whiteley. and Co., Ltd.
The planti ssued for infringement by the
defendant of two patents No. 222,086
(Benjamin Patent) and No. 2,40,918 (Burn.
dept Pate t), which relate to anti-microphonic val eholders. In delivering judgment, his Lordship said it became clear
in the con se of the case that if the plaintiffs' Pat Ls, setting aside two claims
in the Bu ndept Patent (which the plaintiffs asks leave to disclaim as separate
claims),
ere valid, the defendants had
infringed
em.
On the motion as to whether the tieA

33

DRESDEN'S AERIAL. -The aerial system of the Dresden relay station overshadows
the bank and municipal buildings.
The station relays Leipzig on a wavelength of
319 metres.

fence of no subject-matter was to prevail,
his Lordship said :"It was said that the
plaintiffs' device (the Benjamin valveholder) is a combination of old features;
and it may be true that each separate
feature in the combination can be found
in some previous device. It appears to
me, however, that the combination of
these separate features is not a mere
juxtaposition of old features but has produced an article which operates as awhole
and is anew and useful article."
r

WIRELESS AT WESTMINSTER.
(From Our Parliamentary Correspondent.)
A New Wireless Act?
During the Committee stage last week
of the Expiring Laws Continuance Bill,
Captain Bourne, a Unionist member,
moved to omit from the scope of the Bill
the Wireless Telegraphy Act of 1904. He
explained that at the time the Act was
passed no one dreamt that we should get
the elaborate system of broadcasting that
'we had to-day. , A new Act should be
passed, he urged, which would bring the
law up to date.
Replying to this and many other points
raised, Mr. Lees-Smith, the Postmaster.
General, said that there was to be awire- •
less international telegraphic conference in
Madrid in two or three years, and that the
conference was likely to adopt certain conventions which would need legislation in
the Parliaments of the ratifying States
so that the Government might have tt;
bring in á Bill on this subject in three or
four years' time. They did not want two
Bills.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 4th.
,Institution of Electrical Engineers, Wireless
Seetion.—At 6 p.m.
At the Insti eution,
Savoy Place, W.C.2.
Lecture: "naval
Wireless Telegraphy Communications," by
Mr. G. Shearing, B.Sc., and Capt. J. W. S.
Dorling, R.N.
Edinburgh and District Radio Society.—At'
8 p.m. At 16, Royal Terrace.
AUCM016
Sale.
Queen's Park Radio Society.—At 8 p.m.' At
the Oddlelloios' Hall, 593. Harrow Rood.
Paddington.
Lecture by Messrs. W.. P.
Floyd, A.Inst.P., and E. J. Reid, B.Sc.
MI:swell Hill and District Radio Society.—
At 8 p.m. At Tollington School, Tetherdown, NM. Lecture and Demonstration:
"The Elementary Principles of Tele0 000
vision," by Mr. T. Andrews.
North Middlesex Radio Society.—At 8 p.m.
Brookmans Park Tests.
At St. Paul's Institute, Winchmore Hill,
N.21. Debate:
is the Moving Coil Loud
• In regard te the experiments at Brook. •
Speaker Worth While, "
.
mans Park, said the Postmaster-General,
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 5th.
Ilford and District Radio Society.—Lectstrep , , .the station was still working on a single
'Operation from A.C. Maine by a rewave, and the great change would come
presentative of the Marconiphone Ca...
•
Ltd.
when it worked on the double wave, which
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 6th.
Bristol and District Radio Society.—At
7.30 p.m.
In the Geographical Lecture
Theatre, University of Bristol.
Lecture
and Demonstration: " The Philips Four
Valve Set," by Mr. Cooper, of Philips
Lamps, Ltd.
•
.
MONDAY, DECEMBER 9th.
;Newcastle-upon-Tyne
Radio Society.— At
7 p.m.
In the Physics Theatre, Armstrong College.
Demonstration of Commercial and Amateur Loud Speakers.
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 10th.
IlltdiR
oad
si
o
o
ciS
eciy
cietY.—Visit to the SandMvie
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would be initiated in a few weeks' time.
It would not be initiated all at once, but
probably it would be increased as the
public accustomed itself to the new de'velopment. On the subject of television,
he said that the Baird Television Company now liad the right to use the B.B.C.
stations for half an hour on five days a
week out of broadcasting hours.
As to evasion of the payment of wireMai licences, that was being gradually
reduced.
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Part XI.
Capacity in A.G.
Circuits.
(Ceitinued from page 6o6 of
previous issue.)
IP it.
1HE behaviour of a condenser in an A.C. circuit is
one of the most important aspects of our subject.
Inductance and capacity together constitute, the
key to all radio communication. To those studying the
effect of capacity in an A.C. circuit for the first time,
some of the facts come as acomplete surprise and others
prove most intriguing and interesting. For instance,
when it is known that no current can possibly flow
through a condenser from one set of plates to the other
on account of the insulating medium between them, it
may come as a surprise to
learn that on an A.C.
source of supply a lamp
can be made to light when
connected in series with a
condenser. To those new
to the subject or those who
have given the matter no
Fig. 1.—Simple circuit for
thought, this must appear
connecting a condenser C
across the terminals of an
to be a contradictory state
alternator A.
of affairs, because apparently we have an alternating current flowing round a
circuit in which there is a gap across which no current
•
can pass.
.
It is avery common practice to speak of an alternating
current flowing through a condenser, but actually the
current does not get through at all. It is only apparent.
Our immediate object is to discuss this matter and see
what really does happen.
It has already been shown that the rate at which the
'voltage between the plates of a condenser builds up is
exactly proportional to the value of the charging current.
If C is the capacity of the condenser in farads, the
charging current at any instant is given in amperes by
i=C x(rate of change of voltage)
(r)
It will be realised that this relationship is of the same
form as e=I x(rate of change of current) for an inductive
coil, as explained in Part V (page 407), and we can
therefore apply the same reasoning for determining the
relationship between current and voltage when a copdenser is connected to asource of A.C. supply.

By S. O. PEARSON, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
Nature of the Charging Current
Suppose that acondenser of capacity C farads is cotnected through a switch S to the terminals of an alternator A as shown in Fig. r. It will be assumed that the
voltage at the terminals of the alternator varies according to the sine law so that when plotted as acurve to an
angle base in the manner already described it gives a
sine wave as shown by the full line curve of Fig. 2. Let
E„, be the maximum value attained by the voltage evesy
half cycle. Then the sine wave can be represented by a
vector of length 0E,„ rotating about 0 at a speed of f
revolutions per second, where fis the frequency. This
means that the vector will have an angular speed of
2fff radians per second (see Part IV, October i6th issue.
Now suppose that the switch S is closed at an instae
when the voltage is passing through one of its zero
values and is increasing towards the positive maximum
value. This instant is indicated by 0 in the graph of
Fig. 2. Since the condenser C is now connected directly
across the alternator terminals the voltage across it will
be at every instant equal to the alternator voltage; and
so, as the voltage rises, a charging current will flow
round from one plate of the condenser to the other, being
at every instant proportional to the rate at which the
voltage is changing.
Clearly the voltage is changing at its greatest rate just
as it passes through its zero values because the curve is
steepest at these points. Therefore the charging current
will have its maximum value when the voltage is zerl.

Fig. 2.—The speed 'of the end of the vector 0E,,, gives the maxi—
mum rate of change of voltage. The current taken by a condenser
leads the applied voltage by a quarter of a cycle.

Just as the voltage is passing through its maximum
value, it is neither increasing nor decreasing—its rate of
change is zero—and therefore. at this instant, denoted by
A in Fig. 2, the condenser is being neither charged funA 34
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ther nor discharged—the charging current is -zero. Be-,
yond thi point, when the voltage starts to fall again, the
,
condens
begins to lose its charge, showing that the
current
ust have reversed and is therefore negative.
Obvio sly, since the condenser is being charged up
in oppos te directions alternately by the alternator, the
•
electron representing the charges will be surging backwards a-d forwards round the external circuit, being
first pile up on one plate by the action of the alternator,
then wi drawn and piled up on the other, and so on.
But non of them passes through the insulation between
the plate. This surging backwards and forwards of the
electrons constitutes an alternating current and would be
indicates by an ammeter in the circuit.
It has its
maximu
value when the voltage is zero and falls to
zero wh
the voltage is amaximum as explained above.

sides. When the lanmp begins to slow down before re#.
versing, the excess air in compartment A starts to flow
back in exactly the same way that the condenser loses f::!
its charge when the alternator voltage is falling.
When the pump is reversed the pressure in compartment A falls below the normal and that in B rises, etc..
And so as the pump is periodically reversed the air
molecules will be surging backwards and forwards between the two compartments.
In exactly the same way the alternator may be looked
upon as a soît of electron pump which causes some of
the electrons in the circuit to surge backwards and forwards between the two plates of the condenser. A little

I

A Condenser takes a Leading Current

We conclude then that the charging current is an alternating one exactly a quarter of a cycle out of step with
respect to the voltage. Furthermore, this current will
have apositive maximum value when the voltage is zero
and increasing towards the positive, value. So the current
can be represented by another wave in the position
shown by the dotted curve of Fig. 2. From these curves
we see that the current reaches its maximum positive
value a quarter of a cycle earlier than the voltage and
we arrive at the extremely important conclusion that a
condenser in an A.C. circuit takes acurrent which leads
the voltage by exactly a quarter of acycle or 90°. This
is just the reverse of apure inductance, which was found
to take a current lagging by a quarter of a cycle. This
opposition of phase. angles is one of the things which
makes tuning possible.
,
No Power Consumed by a Perfect Condenser.

The average power consumed by a perfect condenser
in an A.C. circuit is zero for the same reason as that
given in connection with apure inductance, namely that
the current and voltage are out of step by a quarter of
a cycle, the power factor being zero. The energy put
into the condenser during the first quarter cycle when it
is being charged up is all recovered during the second
quarter cycle, during which time it is completely discharged again, and so on. In practice some very small
losses occur in the di-electric and plates, but except in
special circumstances this may be entirely ignored.
'
The condenser and alternator combination of Fig. I
can conveniently be compared, for purposes of Mechanical illustration, with a pump and divided air cylinder
similar to that described in Part IX, but in this case the
pimp must be of a type designed to drive the air first
one way through the pipe, and then the opposite way
alternately.
A possible arrangement of this sort is indicated in
Fig. 3, where C is the main air reservoir divided into
two equal compartments by a diaphragm D, and P is
areversible air pump which is reversed at regular intervals. In this way air is first withdrawn from compartment A and added to that already in B, so creating a
pressure difference or back pressure between the two
• 35
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-v—AIR CURRENT

,

REVERSIBLE
AIR PUMP

3.—Divided cylinder and reversible air pump
gement
illustrating the action of a condenser in an A.C. circuit.

for

consideration will show that the mechanical system.and
the electric circuit in question are also similar as re'gards stored energy, and as regards phase difference
if we assume that the air pressure exerted by the pump
obeys a sine law with respect to time. The current of ,
air in the pipe stops flowing just as the pressure exerted .
by the pump reaches its maximum value in the same way ;
that the charging current of the condenser ceases at the
instant the alternator voltage reaches its maximum
value,.
Finding the Value of a Current.

Now that we know the phase relationship between
current and voltage for a condenser we can find their
relationship as regards magnitude, also by the ,aid of
Fig. 2. The maximum value of the current will be
I=Cx (maximum rate of change of voltage) from equation (r) above. Now the maximum rate at which the
voltage is changing is exactly equal to the actual speed.
of movement of the extremity of the vector OE., representing the E.M.F. wave as explained at some length
on page 491 of October 30th issue in connection with
the induced E.M.F. in an inductive coil. In the present case the speed, and therefore maximum rate of
change of voltage, is 2rrf xE. volts per second. Hence
the maximum value attained by the charging current of
the condenser will be:
I.=Cx 271E.= 2 fC; xE. amperes.
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,.,!• Wireless Theory Simplified.— ,
reaCtance is also shown plotted against the frequenc
.r.›.-',But for sine waves the R.M.S. value is 0.707 of the
These curves should be contrasted with those of Fig.
maximum value, and so to get the R.M.S. value of the
of l'art VI (October 30th issue) for a circuit possessin
:.•-current we multiply each side of the last equation, by
inductance only.
'0,407, namely:
.
Numerical Calculation. •
I=0.7074= vrfC x0107E4, ,,
From the results obtained so far we conclude that
-condenser will pass no direct current at all but will allo
or I=274C xE amperes, ' 1
•
alternating current to flow to an extent proportional t
Wherte and
'`
. Iare R.M.S. values.
th efrequency. As an example for numerical calculatio
'I
Reactance of a Condenser.
-we. can take the case of a by-pass condenser connecte
_ It
. should be remembered that the ratio of E.M.F. -to
between the plate and filament of the detector valve in
'.current in a circuit is always expressed in ohms, but
receiver. The object of the condenser is to provide
whether this ratio gives resistance, reactance or impedeasy path to "earth " for the high-frequency componen
ance depends entirely on the phase relationship between
of the plate current, whilst at the same time preventin
thé eurrent and voltage. If they are in phase their ratio
as far as possible the escape of the wanted currents o
is aresistance, if they are aquarter of acycle out of step
audible frequency.
'• their- ratio is,a,reactance, and if they are out of phase
Suppose that,thé by-pass condenser has a capacity
by any odd angle between zero and 90q,. i.e., if they are
o.o0oi rnicrofarad, '
the radio-frequency current has'
out of step by some fraction of a cycle less than a
frequency of 1,000,000 cycles per second (correspond
quarter, their ratio gives the impedance.
,
ing to a wavelength of 300 metres) and that the highes
Now we have seen that for a condenser the current
note frequency with which we are concerned is 5,o
and voltage are exactly aquarter of a cycle, or 90°, out
cycles_per second. In calculating the reactance the capa
E
city must be expressed in farads, and is, therefore
•.of step, and hence the ratio -- is in the' nature of apure
I
0.0001 10 8,or o.000i xio— gfarad
Ateactance. And so the' reactance of acondenser is given
E
r
by Xc l'- ='-:
ohms, where C is the capacity in farads.
'
•
I zniC
,, •.
and fthe frequency.
Comparison of Condensive Reactance tvith Inductive
.
Reactance.

is evident that both capacity and inductance in an
A.C. circuit produce reactance; each of them introduces
aphase displacement of aquarter of acycle between the
-current and voltage. But in other respects they are
fundamentally . opposed :For instance, acondenser takes
a
- current leading the voltage by aquarter cycle, whereas
,- apure inductance passes acurrent which lags behind the
voltage by 90°. Hence if inductance and capacity are
ker
present simultaneously in the same circuit, one will have
•
' a neutralising effect on the other, and the results of this
are to be discussed in the next part. On account of these
opposing effects the reactance of a condenser must be
considered negative with respect to that of an inductive
-- coil when making calculations. To distinguish between
FREQUENCY
-them the one is called condensive reactance, and the
Fig. 4.—Curves showing how current and reactance vary with
other inductive reactance, denoted by X, and Xi,
frequency for a condenser.
resp ectively.
At
a
frequency
of one million, or 10 8 cycles per secohd,
Anoth r aspect in which condensive reactance and.
the
reactance
is:
inductive reac tance are in contrast lies in the manner
o
I0 6
in which each de ends on the frequency, and on the
ohms.;
j 271C 27r x 10 6 x 0.0001
value of capacity and in ductanee respectively, Whereas .
inductive reactance is direcfly proportional to the freand t5,000 cycles per second the reactance is
quency and inductance, being gi en by 271L, the react- _
X c=
—318,000 ohms.
ance of a condenser is inversely p oportional to the
. - 271. x5000 x0.000i
r
Thus if there were an anode resistance of 150,000
frequeney and capacity, being given by
This
ohms in the plate circuit, about 99 per cent. of the highfrequency current would be conducted away "through "
, means that if an alternating voltage of constant R.M. S.
the condenser, whereas only just over 30 per cent, of
value E is applied to a condenser of capacity C farads,
the current `through" the condenser will be directly
the audio-frequency current would be lost in this way.
The next instalment will deal with the effects of capaproportional to the frequency, and if plotted as a graph
-against frequency will give a straight line passing upcity m A.C. circuits where resistance and inductance
wards from the origin 0 as shown in Fig. 4, where the
are also present.
(To be continued.)
., -It
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A New Problem and Some Suggested Soluti
•

By F. H. HAYNES.

ROUBLE is certain to arise in a mains-operated
grid and anode" may be fu
rlocalised in .the case of a.,
set when the grid bias is produced by the inclu- transformer-coupled L.F. or output stage by using a•
sion of dry cells. We can be quite sure that the filter feed anode circuit. For example, a voltage drop ,
failure of the grid biasing cells will not be detected until. from 300 to 6o as required by a leaky grid detector is
impaired performance is suspected, by which time produced by an anode resistance of some 6o,000 ohms
damage may have been sustained by the valves. Even
so that it becomes possible to feed the primary of the
in the battery-operated. set the grid cells are neglected intervalve transformer through a condenser connected
and in the mains set the possible existence of dry cells to the anode, thus avoiding incidentally an excessive'
contained within the cabinet is entirely forgotten.
current being passed by the winding. The earth side of.
As an alternative to the use of cells, grid bias is derived the primary must now be returned, not to the common
by dropping part of the anode voltage across aresistance
H.T. —,but to the filament or heater circuit. Similarly,
introduced into the filament (or cathode) side of the H.T.
in an output stage., the return lead of a filter-fed loud _
circuit (Fig. I). This resisspeaker, instead of connecting
tance., R, also forms part of
— 1 to the H.T. —,likewise runs
HE chief problem in the design of mains' sds is
the grid circuit, and the voltdirect to the filament.
In
that of providing "free" grid bias.
Avoidance
age set up across it is such
this latter case it is advisable
of feedback coupling as well as mains hum are the
that the filament is positive
to connect condensers in each
diffietailes encountered.
This article explains the
with regard to the grid or,
of the speaker leads, for it
development of receiver circuits in which bias for
taking the filament as being
will be seen that an èarth
all valves is derived from a rectified anode current
at zero potential, then the
connection or low insulatién
grid is negative. To determine
supply.
'
occurring on the loud speaker
a suitable value for this rewinding would produce a
sistance it is only necessary
•
short circuit across the resisto multiply the potential required by i,o•bo and divide tance which gives the grid bias.
by the average anode current in milliamperes. As arule
When dealing with indirectly heated valves it is at
only an approximate figure may be thus obtained, yet the
once obvious that a resistance connected in the cathode
result is sufficiently reliable and an error as high as 5per
lead will give the required biasing potential (Fig. 3). It
tent. is not serious in view of the latitude in grid biasing will also be noted that acommon source of heater current
values. It should be noted that the anode voltage is
may be connected to the several valves while the biases
reduced by the amount of the grid bias taken, and for
may differ. While such an arrangement will prove quite
this reason it is not always economical to create in this satisfactory with certain valves, instances may arise
way biasing potentials of 'coo or more volts as required where mains hum is experienced, due to the difference
by super-power valves.
of potential which has been set up between heater arid
A resistance which forms a common path to both the
cathode. Considering for amoment the actual circuit of
grid and anode circuits of a valve produces a coupling
a screen-grid H.F. stage-biased in this way, it will be
between the output and input and may be responsible or noted that while the dangers of grid-anode coupling
contributory in the bringing about of instability in ahigh across a common resistance are still present, there is in
frequency amplifier or oscillation in a detector or low- addition, a difference of voltage between heater and frequency stage. This undesirable coupling is sufficiently
emitter, these being in intimate contact within the valve. '
removed by providing a path of low impedance to the Many indirectly heated valves may, however, be success.
signal currents across the biasing resistance by means of fully operated in this way without trouble from A.C.
a.shunt condenser. In a high-frequency circuit, includ- hum, and in arranging the biasing resistance it will be
ing a screen-grid valve combined with coils of average
found worth while to make it pass the current of the
resistance, amica condenser of o.or mfd. should be re- screen potentiometer as well as the anode current (Figs. •
garded as the minimum capacity which can be safely
3 a:nd 4). By so doing, the value of the resistance will
adopted in a set tuning to both wavebands. For alow- be reduced owing to the appreciable increase in current
frequency stage the shunt condenser will need to have a which is necessarily passed by the potentiometer and a '
value of not less than 2mfds. (Fig. g). Coupling between
more constant value of bias will result.

7
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tabce which, by way of example, has been shown h
Main Sets and Grid Bias.—
ing avalue of 20 ohms. In addition to this resistance is
Turning now to alternative circuits designed to avoid
a 25o-ohm potentiometer from which the bias for
differences of potential between heater and cathode, it is
anode-bend detector may be obtained or, alternative
. pointed out that the use of a separate heater winding
such apotentiometer may serve as avolume control. Y
for each valve will prove inconvenient. In planning out
means of this potentiometer, therefore, grid bias ppli d
acircuit one should start by joining the mid-point of the
to the H.F. valvés may be steadily increased "up to t e
heater winding to a common return lead and to this lead
point of extinction of the signal. A resistance of 5
also all the cathodes should be directly'connected. As
megohm interposed in ea h
shown in Fig. 5, the grid
lead, carrying the bias to t e
biasing voltage is now pro.Explanatory Notes on the Circuit Diagrarnd
,
several stages is effective
duced across a resistance
reproduced on the opposite page.
decoupling purposes wh sr
connected directly in the grid
1. When an anode current Itraverses the resistance R ebias
associated with a fixed co
circuit, while no longer is
V= IR is applied•to the grid.
the H.T. — taken to the
2. Output stage in which the grid bias is produced by the voltage
denser of o.or mfd. Seve
common lead.
Applying
drop across a resistance. If the anode current is .20 mA.
bias values are available y
this principie —to a tuned -and the resistance has avalue of 1,000 ohms then abias of,
making tappings along t e
.•
20 volts will be applied to the grid. Note that the anode
resistance connecting
grid circuit, it will be necese•
voltage is reduced by the amount of grid bias.
•
—
to
the
common
sary to connect the resis3. Biasing an H.F. stage. The cathode is connected to the
H.T. — through the resistance Ri and the voltage drop thus
turn lead, and if the poten
tance in series with the
produced is applied to the grid. This resistance (R 1)forms
ometer prevents the pr
inductance while the tuning
part of the screen voltage potentiometer (R 2+ R3).
V1=
vision of atapping át ap
condenser may be taken
(
I
I
+/
2). V
2=
voltage approximately. In deter1 ticular voltage, then a
from grid to earth (Fig. 6).
R1+ R2+ R3
The tuning condenser is
mining V2 the comparatively low resistanca of R1 may be 1 other resistance (nay be co
neglected although it is carrying both the current of the
nected in parallel so as o
shown in this way as in
potentiometer and the valve.
provide a convenient poi
many sets its spindle will be
4. Practical circuit developed from Fig. 3 showing suggested
of sub-division.
Whe e
common to other tuning convalues for the resistances.
densers and will therefore
5. Modified schematic circuit of an indirectly heated screen-grid
several chokes are used f
valve in which the potential of the cathode is the same as the
smoothing purposes the e
be in contact through its
mean potential of the heater.
is
no objection to the resi
bearings with the frame of
6. The circuit of Fig. 5shown in practical form. As the ends
tance of one of the chok
•the set. Further complicaof the resistance R1are connected to the common leads H.T. —
and earth, care must be taken when introducing asecond
tion by way of the introducbeing used as a means
"" similarly biased stage.
tion of decoupling resisproducing bias.
7. In this arrangement the total anode ctirrent produces avoltage
A mains-fed anode-be
tances has been omitted as
difference across the resistances R4,R5 arid various voltages as
detector circuit is shown
it has been found in practice
required may be passed to the several valve stages through suit" able decoupling resistances (Re). In this instance R4produces the
that the other factors preFig. 8, and here again sui
correct grid bias for the H.F. stages, while R„ arranged is a
able bias is produced
sent tending towards the
potentiometer serves as avolume control by increasing the bias.
setting up of self-oscillation
connecting to the. point X
Other resistances may be placed in parallel with R1,R5 to
are far greater in their
lead from the main biasi
produce other biasing potentials such as may be required by an
anode bend detector or when amplifying from agramophone
resistance. Leaky grid d
effect than the common re.pick-up.
sistance with its by-pass contection involves no pro
S. Anode bend detector circuit arranged to avoid difference of
denser. It will be seen that
lems
as regards bias. It
potential between heater and cathode. The point X is conthis method can only be
nected through a decoupling resistance to a point on the
only necessary to conne
resistance R5 of Fig. 7. Only when a reduction of anode
applied to two tuned stages
the leak to the cathod ."
voltage is required will the potentiometer R7,R8 be necessary.
•when each requires the
When the grid
curre
9. Leaky grid detector with positive bias. A high resistance
same bias. This is due to
characteristic, however, r
potential divider is connected between H.T. + and cathode
return lead and asmall positive potential applied to the grid
thé biasing resistances being
veals that adefinite applic
through the leak resistance. It should be noted that the low
connected across common
tion of positive bias
voltage end of the potential divider must not connect direct
points in the circuit—the
necessary it is best produce
to the H.T. — when negative biasing resistances are interposed.
H.T. — and frame.
Thus
by a connection to a hig
resistance potentiometer ru
. the biasing resistances are
- parallel-connected and the entire anode enrrent of the
ning from H.T.+ to cathode.
Assuming a pote
stages will be distributed between them.
tial of 250 volts exists between these points, t
In an endeavour to devise yet another method, attenpositive bias of a volt will be obtained at the junctià
tion is turned to the possibility of passing the entire anode
between a 500- and a 125,00o-ohm resistance (Fig. 9).
current required by the receiver through aresistance conWhen a gramophone pick-up is to be introduced,
nected in the H.T. negative, lead and stepping off biasing
well-insulated two-way switch may be fitted in the gri
potentials as may be required by the various stages. Fig.
circuit of the detector, connection to either tuned circui
or pick-up, while, the earthed pick-up lead may be take
7 shows such an arrangement.
By far the largest
demand on the H.T. supply is made by the output stage,
to a tapping on the negative biasing resistance. Win
so that the, omission of the detector and other amplifying
wound biasing resistances usually possess asafer mar •
of current-carrying capacity than those consisting f
stages from the circuit will not complicate aconsideration
of its principle. A correct grid bias, producing maximum
deposited resistance material. The latter type should
rated to dissipate at least 2 watts.
, signal, is obtained by the voltage drop across the resisR3
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WIRELESS WOIZLID

A Review of Manufacturers' Recent Products.
" WATCO" L.T. TERMINAL TAGS.
The restriction of space in portable,
and transportable sets often necessitates
accommodating the L.T. accumulator in
a rather inaccessible position, with the
result that one's patience is occasionally
seriously taxed in making satisfactory
connection between the L.T. leads and
the cell. The operation of connecting and
disconnecting the cell for recharging purposes can be made delightfully easy by
fitting the extension lugs supplied by the
Waterloo Tool Co., Ltd., 21 and 23, York
Road, Lambeth, London, S.E.1.
These
are made from soft lead coated with noncorrosive paint and provided with a terminal at one end and shaped lugs at the

Amplion Lion and the cheaper "Junior"
types. It is housed in ahandsome cabinet
measuring 1,
4in. x14in. x8in. deep, with
an ornamental front, and is acoustically

A practical test showed that with normal
electrical inputs the frequency band to
which the instrument gave good audible
response was from about 150 cycles up to
4,500 cycles.
The speaker favoured the
frequencies below 800 cycles, and showed
a noticeable cut-off at 150 cycles.
The instrument is sensitive, and el
accept quite large inputs before showilig
signs of distress.
The makers are Messrs. Graham Amplion, Ltd., 26, Savile Row, Regent Street,
London, W.1, and the price of the Model
A.B.6 in a polished oak cabinet is £4 10s.

"GOLTONE " SPRING WANDERPLUG.
T_wo parts only are used in this wander
plug. The prong and wire anchorage are
stamped in one piece from hard braes,

Amplion new
Standard Cabinet Cons
Loud Speaker, Model A.B.6, in polished
oak case.

44 Watco " extension terminal tags for use
in portable sets where the L.T. cell is not
readily accessible.

other for gripping under the terminals on
the battery.
They are supplied in red
and black colours as a means of identifying the polarity of the battery. The price
has been fixed at 6d. the pair.
AILPLION STANDARD CABINET CONE
LOUD SPEAKER.
This new speaker, to be known as.
Model A.B.6, has been introduced to replace the earlier Models A.C.25 to A.C.29,
and is the only balanced armature model
loud speaker made by this firm. It occupies an intermediate position between the

open at the back.
Four large-diameter
holes provide free egress for the soundwaves emitted from the back of the cone.
The confining of these waves often leads
to bad cabinet resonance and impairs
reproduction.
A feature of special interest is the provision of three input terminals, which
gives the choice of three different loudspeaker impedances, and enables that most
suited to the particular output valve fitted
to be employed. For test purposes the
receiver used was fitted with an output
valve having an A.C. resistance of 1,600
ohms and an output filter.
With this
arrangement the medium impedance winding gave the best all-round results. The
high impedance winding should be used
with valves of between 2,500 and 4,000
ohms A.C. resistance.

(»hone " spring wander—plug.

and the bared end of the flex is gripped
by first threading this through two holes
A 40
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and pushing asleeve of insulated Material
over the shank.
The prong is "D " shaped and given a
slight taper to enable the plug to accommodate itself to different-sized sockets in
the H.T. battery. To differentiate between positive and negative leads, sleeves
in red and black coloured material ard
supplied. The makers are Messrs. Ward
and Goldstone, Ltd., Frederick Road
Pendleton, Manchester, and the price
bas been fixed at 1.4d. each.
0000

9

dimensions of the cabinet are 36in--.high,
24in. wide and 19in. deep.
A well is
provided to accommodate the gramophone
turntable and tone arm. The motor board
is made of nine-ply wood.

BELLING-LEE "RADIO-LEGS."
I
• A simple but effective device for converting a table type receiver into a
pedestal model has been introduced recently by Messrs. Belling-Lee, Ltd.,
Queensway Works, Ponders End, Middlesex. This consists of a cleverly designed
folding leg type table, but without the
usual top. Attachment is a very simple
matter, and the device is adjustable to accommodate most sizes of cabinets from
a small loud speaker to that required ta
house a five- or six-valve set.

Handsomely finished radio-gramophone
cabinet by The Premier Supply Stores.

Belling-Lee "Radio-Legs " convert a table
model set into a pedestal type and are
adjustable to suit any sized cabinet.

The legs are first pulled out to the width
of the cabinet and locked by the small
nuts provided.
Having opened out the
cross legs to slightly more than the depth
of the set, they are held temporarily in
position by a chain at both sides. The
set is then placed in the claws on the
top of each leg, and two wing nuts
tightened until the chains are taut. The
set will then be rigidly attached to the
legs and can be carried about with ease,
at the same time possessing the advantage
that it can be placed in any convenient
corner.
These legs can be liked also to support
portable and cabinet type gramophones.
They are available in oak or mahogany
finish and sell at 15s. 6d. the set.

The cabinet is handsomely finished in
polished oak and the price has been fixed
at £4 19s. 6d. An ebonite panel, cut to
size, finished and polished in either black
or "tmahoganite," and measuring 21 x7in.,
can Pe supplied for an additional 3s. 64.
0000
•

"TWIN-CONE" TWENTY.
Linen diaphragms mounted back-te
back, with their apices touching, have
been found to give surprisingly good re,
production, the suppleness of the material
preventing well-defined diaphragm rebonance. Best results are obtained when
the two cones are of dissimilar size.
The constructional work involved necessitates access to awell-equipped workshop,
but now this need not deter the home
constructor, since Messrs. Green and Faulconlmidge, Ltd., Coventry, have placed on
•
the market a kit containing all the parts
required for the construction of a doublecone linen diaphragm.
.

•
The kit consists of 17 packets and contains 149 parts.
The main frame is assembled from iron bars, and the sides from
stout cardboard finished to resemble
grained wood.
The finished article
measures 20M. square and 8M. deep.
A cabinet is unnecessary, unless particularly desired, since the diaphragm material is not displeasing in appearance and
the stout cardboard sides give the impression of a wooden case.
Four rubber feet
are included to prevent damage (and to
absorb vibration) should the loud speaker
be rested on a polished cabinet or table.
Provision has been made to enable most
of the well-knovvn cone movements to be
used. However, the makers offer aspecial
movement for building into the case: this
is referred to as the "Twin-Cone " movement, and sells at 15s. The price 'of the
kit is 21s.
A slight modification has been made in
recent outfits. Lighter corner-pieces are
now included as standard, and, as an alternative to the stout linen for the diaphragm, thinner material can be supplied.
This renders the speaker more senaitive
and is recommended when small power output valves are used.
0000
It has been brought to our notice that
the price of the Pilot "Resistograd " re
viewed in our issue of October 30th last
should be 5s. and not 4s. 3d., as stated.'
The error on the descriptive leaflet was
not notified in time to include the correct
price.
•
0000
•
In our issue of October 30th last mention was made of the Calton Stewart H.F.
choke under "Laboratory Tests." The
address of the manufacturers should read
28, St. Enoch Square, Glasgow, and not
as stated, the business having been transferred fro Edinburgh some time ago.

7

0000

TRADE NOTE.
On November 18th the Carrington
Manufacturing Co., Ltd., opened their
new showrooms and sales department at
24, Hatton Garden, London, E.C.1. The
showrooms are open from 9.30 a.m. to
5.45 p.m. daily, with the exception of
Saturdays, when they close at 12.30_p.m.
Small stocks are kept for emergency purposes only.
Orders should be sent, as
hitherto, to the main depot at Cameo
Works, Sanderstead Road, South Croydon,

0010

RADIO-GRAMOPHONE CABINET.
The Premier Supply Stores, 165, Fleet
Street, London, E.C.4, has introduced recently a radio-gramophone cabinet provided with spacious compartments for
loud speaker, batteries, receiving apparatus and gramophone equipment. It will
accommodate a set measuring 22M. long,
ein, high, and 16in. deep. •The overall
k.41

Complete set of parts contained I.

the kit of the
Twenty."

linen

diaphragm"Twin-Cone
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'DDociaTHE PENTODE000000
Under Working Condition
Éalculating the Power Output of Triodes and
Pentodes under Correct Load Conditions.
tribuied by the Research Department of the General Electric Company) '
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oh the grid the anode curN dealing with threek.
electrode valves from the
rent will be 22.5 mA. and the
T
HE intelligent operation of a loud speaker is depoint ¿f view of the corpoint P on Fig. 3 will reprependent upon an understanding of the properties
rect impedance to connect
sent conditions in the valve
of the output valve. Thought must be given to the correct
into the anode circuit to obas to anode current, anode
conditions of load necessary to obtain the maximum untain the maximum output it
volts and grid volts (assumdistorted output. Attention is drawn in this article to the
is best to use curves in which
ing negligible D.C. voltage
excessive voltages developed when using apentode incorrectly.
ordinates are anode current
drop in the choke).
and abscissœ anode volts
If now an A.C. voltage is
with curves drawn for constant grid voltages; Fig.
applied to the grid, there will be an A.C. component of
shows such a set of curves for an LS5 valve.
the anode current—if the anode current increases by SI
Suppose a valve is connected up as in Fig. 2 to a reamps the current through R will be SI amps; the
sistance load with an inductance that has amuch greater
voltage across R will be R8i, and hence the anode
impedance and a condenser that has a much lower imvoltage will drop by an amount R81. Thus, if on Fig. 3
pedance than the load resistance.
a straight line is drawn through P such that its slope in
volts change
Suppose now normally the H.T. voltage, is 300 and
—R
the grid bias is —3o. Then with no alternating voltage
current change (amps)
then whatever voltage is
applied to the grid the corresponding
anode
voltsanode current state will be
determined by a point lying
on this line.
In Fig. 3 XPY is the line
through P correspondinc, to
R = io,000 ohms; this figure
is Checked, for by considering the points where the line
cuts the axes it is seen that
an increase of 520 volts
causes a decrease of 52
mA.; hence the corresponding resistance is:
320
=Io,noo ohms,
0.032
Having
our
000-ohm
line through P we can now
study what happens when
the grid voltage is varied;
when the grid has been
swung from io volts + from
its normal biased condition
of —3o volts its voltage
kg, i.-..Anode current-anode voltage curves for an LS5 valve. The power output triangle
P2 Q P3 represents only afraction of the permissible output.
will be — 20 and the anode
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The Pentode Under Working Conditiona.—
current and volts will be given by the point where the .
line XY cuts the —20 volts grid line, i.e., the point
marked P2.
Similarly, when the grid voltage has been increased by
30 volts, the grid voltage will be zero and the point P,
•where XY cuts the Eg=o
line will give the corresponding anode current
and voltage.
Here we come up to a
limitation, for if we swing
the grid more positive still
we shall have grid current
which will cause distortion
of the input voltage. Thus
the useful portion of the
line XY extends upwards
'from P to P,; as the
voltage applied to the grid
Fig. 2.—Circuit with load R
will be symmetrical we
connected to valve output.
shall require to swing the
The inductance has an impedance greater than the
grid negative by an equal
load and the condenser impedance is less than the load.
amount; since we are to
swing upward from —3o
to o we shall have, to swing from —30 to —6o volts on
'
the grid arriving at the point P4. Thus with 30 volts bias
we can swing the grid from o to —6o and our anode
current and volts will follow the line P,P,.
The
total change in anode current will be the difference
of the currents corresponding to the points P1 and P.
and will be 33 — 12 =21
'
milliamps.
This will be
twice the peak value of
the A.C. component of the
anode current so that the
R.M.S. A.C. current through
R will be

21

current and voltage, thus the current through R is
practically a distorlionle,ss replica of the grid volts.
This may not be always so, for suppose as in Fig. r
we had set the anode voltage at 400, the grid bias at
—6o and as before take R= io,000 ohms. Then if we
proceed as before we might say that we could swing
upward from —6o to o, but it is necessary now to
consider the other half of the swing from —6o downwards.
It is seen at once that soon after the grid has swung
more than an additional 40 negative volts to point P, difficulties arise in that there ceases to be any anode
current at all, and further that during the part of the
swing —8o to — mo between the points P, and P, the
change in anode current per unit change in grid volts is
less than throughout the portion P, to P, of the curve
since the length P,P 4 is less than P,132,P,P or PP,. This
will cause distortion and we can say with this setting
that we should not swing past P,. This limits us in the
other direction and thus P, to P, is the extent of the
distortionless part of the XY line that we, may use.
In practice neither the settings given in Figs. i or 3
would be used, but we should by trial and error obtain
aline so that the mean bias point P comes in the centre
of the usable portion of the line XY, that is the part
between the line Eg=o and the point where distortion
occurs due to the curvature of the lower parts of the
characteristics.
For example, with a resistance of xo,000 ohms we

7.5 mA•

2/2

approximately.
Similarly,
the
total voltage
swing
across R is the difference of
the voltages corresponding to
'P, and P, and is 405 —18o =
225, and here again to get the
R.M.S.
value we must
divide by 2.V -2; hence the
R.M.S. voltage is

225

2-V2

approximately. Thus
the power delivered to R is
Pig. 3.—Operating conditions for an LSS valve with 300 volts H.T. and 30 volts bias. Note
80 x7.5
that the 10 watt dissipation curve is not cut.
watts =0.6 watt.
moo
We may note that if we draw a right-angled triangle
merely have to draw a number of lines on Fig. 3
P,QP, the watts are proportional to the area of this
parallel to the line XY and pick out the most suitable ;,
triangle, and are in fact equal to one quarter of its
this can be done for a number of values of resistance
area in volt amps. In the present case we note that
and the maximum watts on each case tabulated; we can
each volt change on the grid as we pass from P, to P,
then pick out the optimum conditions. When, as is the
along the line P,P, produces equal changes in anode
case with small valves, there is alimitation on the anode
,volts
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Pentode Under Working Conditions.—

volts usually the optimum resistance is about twice the
internal resistance of the valve. With larger power valves
and power modulators where there is alimitation on the
standing anode watts loss, the optimum
resistance may be much more than twice
the valve resistance.

1'9 29.

corresponding decreases when the grid swings to — 5.,
Since the anode current changes are proportional to
the anode voltage changes there is corresponding anode
current distortion. A further examination shows that
S. ON.

30

Pentodes.

747,17

Pentodes,
which
we
shall
now
25
examine, however, give quite different
results, for we shall find that the
optimum load resistance is much less
than the internal resistance of the
.
3
1 20
8=-8V.
valve.
Curves of a pentode are shown in
3
Fig. 4 and we can proceed in an exactly
Z 15
similar way to determine the optimum
condition.
In Fig. 4 the line XY is the line corca
10
responding to a 6o,000-ohm load with
150 volts on anode and screen and —49
volts grid bias.
Suppose we swing the grid voltage
5
•from —6 to --12, i.e., 3 volts on either
side of the bias, then we note that the
lengths intercepted on XY on either side
o
40
80
120
160
200
280
240
320
of P are very unequal in swing up to
ANODE VOLTS
—6 on the grid; the anode volt swings
pig. 5.—Pentode power output triangles for 5,000 and 10,000-ohm loads.
down from 150 to 42, a difference of
ro8 volts, but in swinging down to —12
with this loading we ought not to swing the grid mo.7e
volts the anode swings up to the point where the
than about i volts above and below —9 volts if we
— 12 volt line cuts the XY line; this is off the
are to avoid serious distortion. If we were to swirg
diagram, but is about 450 volts, so that the increase in
the grid from o to —i8, then the maximum anode
anode volts is 450 —150=300, nearly three times these
voltage would be the point where the
Eg= — 18 line cuts XY. This is well aft
the diagram and would be somewhe:-e
about r,roo volts, entailing, of course,
great distortion, besides being ve
dangerous.
These high peak voltag s
can be readily observed by using a
peak voltmeter.' Let us now draw a
ro,000-ohm line as in Fig. 5 with t e
same initial conditions; we now see th t
we can swing from o to —18 witho t
any very excessive distortion. It is tr e
that the equal changes in grid volts o
not cause equal changes in anode cu
rent and volts, but the variations a e
not excessive.
Again in Fig. 5 t e
5,00o-ohm line is drawn, and here aga
we can swing from o to — 18 witho t
any very serious distortion.
The triangles giving the full power a e
drawn and for ro,000 and 5,000 oh
they are about equal areas. If we d _
crease the load resistance below 5,0
ohms the area of the triangle and cons
ouently the available output decrease
On the other hand, if we increase t
•
4.—If a high resistance load is connected in the anode circuit of a pentode as
thinon at XY, dangerously high voltages are developed. The line XY would meet
the -18 grid voltage line at about 1,100 volts H.T.

Cf. Sims, The Wireleee World, Jan. 10, 1929
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load much above io,000 ohms we have to restrict the
grid swing, and again the output goes down. Hence
for such apentode the optimum load is roughly between
5,000 and io,000 ohms.
We have dealt only with resistance loads, whereas in
practice the loud speakers are inductive. The treatment
of the inductive load is considerably more complicated,
but all that has been said about distortion applies equally
well. Many loud speakers of the cone or horn type have
impedances of 20,000 to 30,000 ohms or more at frequencies of 5,000 cycles, and if used directly with
pentodes will give voltage peaks of 5 to 7 times the
The Pentode Under Working Conditions.

H.T. battery voltage. These high peak voltages; apart
from the unpleasant distortion, are more than the valve
or loud speaker can reasonably be expected to withstand.
A suitable transformer in which the winding having
the fewer turns connected to the valve and the winding
with the larger number of turns to the loud speaker
may be of service.
A transformer connected the other way round will,
with most loud speakers, of course, give more " noise"
for a very small input voltage; but if the signal is increased unpleasant distortion and dangerous overvoltages will occur.

CORRESPONDENCE.
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, "The Wireleaa World," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must be accompanied by the writer', name and addreas.

B.B.C. TRANSMISSIONS.
Sir,—One of the most sensible and well-reasoned letters ever
published in The Wireless World was that by Mr. McCormack
on October 23rd last regarding B.B.C. transmissions.
Any
intelligent listener with a wireless set having a performance
curve above the level of the first gramophone would agree with
him when he says that the only "first-rate " transmissions are
the direct or "local " ones, and that the majority of listeners
(outside the London area, at any rate) receive as arule third to
tenth-rate transmissions.
It, therefore, causes me agony of sold to read the letter in gram
issue of November 13th by "Fair Play," of York, Yorks.
Mr. Fair Play's argument is :"Who are you, Sir, to criticise
the B.B.C. unless you can first prove that your set and loud
speaker are perfect?
How dare a mere cutter, bobber, or
shingler of side-bands talk of decent reproduction ? Who are we
—with our trivial bits of amateur apparatus—to stand up in the
market place and deride the omnipotent B.B.C. ?"
Now this is very quaint. My taste, hearing, sight, and sense
of smell and touch are not what they used to be. I have lived,
and smoked, and sat up late, and done many things which I
should not have done; consequently, my senses are by no means
perfect. We ail suffer in this way when we have passed the age
of callow youth. And yet ...do Inct know agood, succulent,
well-done chop when Ibite it? Do I not appreciate a well-sung
song when I hear it? Do I not love the original water-colour
better than the cheap reproduction? Do Inot prefer the odour
of real lavender water to the synthetic variety which comes from
'the penny-in-the-slot machine? De Inot respond to the feel of
high-class woollies on a coli day? I do. Iand my five senses
may not be immaculate, but I flatter myself that Ican separate
;the good from the indifferent and bad.
And so it is with my wireless set. It does not boast perfection.
It is a thing, no doubt, of weird curves rather than splendid,
,
manly, straight lines. It cuts off side-bands as ruthlessly as I
cut off my own side-whiskers every morning of my life. But—
,
in spite of all its terrible, almost-human imperfections—it can
always tell me when a long land-line transmission is torturing a
work of art. The Manchester Hallé Concerts, as disgorged by
2LO, cut me to the quick far, far more deeply than my set cuts
the side-bands. The Bournemouth Orchestra (as relayed from
the glass-and-iron concert hall in that delectable spot) makes me
sigh for the melody of the first phonograph and the very, very
first Edison-Bell record. And when 2L0 gives me a poisonous
dose of some remote spot like Plymouth, Cardiff, or Pw11-somerthing-or-other, I feel so despondent that, but for my belief in
!silver linings, I should drink the acid in the accumulators and
'
waft myself to the place where the music would be worth while.
An interesting but very harassing experiment which I sometimes try is to gather together the children (whose appreciation
of good reprodaction is by no means perfect), give them a few
A
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minutea with the 2L0 uncles and aunts, and then switch over
to the Birmingham-via-5GB Children's Hour. They invariably
ask me why the second lot of aunts talk with plums in their
mouths. Ireply, sadly, that this is due to "attenuation of the ,
higher frequencies in the land-line" and not to side-band amputation. They are good children. They believe me—because
they know from experience that Daddy always speaks the truth.
Which he does!
It is a poor set which will not show the lack of brilliance, ox
the harshness, or the undercurrent of extraneous noise, or the
surfeit of plums in female mouths, when a long land-line trans•
mission is in full blast. (Eastbourne, for some peculiar reason,
excepted!) And it is avery poor set which cannot make manifest the difference between agood transmission and an indifferent
one.
Therefore, I say that Mr. McCormack's letter is sound
commonsense, and Mr. Fair Play, of York, Yorks, is talking
arrant nonsense. Let us not creep too humbly upon the earth's
surface, or we shall get from the self-satisfied B.B.C. precisely
what we shall des3rve--third- to tenth-rate junk.
Twickenham.
BERTRAM MUNN-,
Sir,—Surely it speaks well for your broadminded attitude to
your readers' views that you should print the letter from "Fair
Play." What Mr. McCormack said was perfectly correct and
not abit exaggerated. If "Fair Play's " receiver is not capable
of distinguishing between the first-rate transmissions from 5GB
and 2LO, especially when the programs are from a local source.
and the terrible noises that are sent out when a relay frona.most
of the more-distant stations is attempted, either it is very poor
indeed or his hearing is at fault. Of course there is some sideband attenuation at the receiving end in most cases, but nothing
to compare with the horrible attenuation of even the medium
high-frequencies that most land-lines give.
Until the advent of 5GB and the new 2LO, listeners in the
Midlands were in the position of having receivers considerably in
advance of the transmitters—or some of us had. Perhaps "Fair
Play " has never heard a good receiver working on a good
transmission ?
If a gale puts the normal land-lines to Daventry out of commission we are given spesch of a quality which, apparently,
satisfies "Fair Play," but which we think horrible.
Birmingham.
F. G. SACKETT.
Sir,—The-impression which the B.B.C. seems to wish to convey
about the quality of their transmissions is that they are wellnigh perfect. One is driven to this conclusion :(1) By positive
statements to that effect which appear from time to time; (2) by
the fact that whilst their official organ contains pages of criticisms, often of a futile kind, about the subject-matter of thoíz
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"Fair Play." as a competent judge, for he does'not appea to
programs, •criticisms of the quality of their transmiisiona are
be situated in such aposition as to be able to take advantag of
absent; and (3) by the fact that when anybody is rash enough, to
re ireleds reception under ideal conditions.
comment on the transmissions in your valued journal, or elseSituated as Iam, less than two miles from 2ZY, Ican, and do,
where somebody else immediately pops up and tells the critic
de'tun "high loss" coils which effectively prevent loss of
'that he should "look to his set.'
ac
bands, together with an amplifier which follows' B.B.C. p'
•That our receiving sets are imperfect, more or less, everybotly
tice closely, and which is admitted to amplify fairly evenl all
' who has the most elementary knowledge of wireless will be ready
frequencies between 25 cycles and 6,000-7,000 cycles, an
to admit. That is not, I would submit, really the point at all.
unhesitatingly endorse Mr. McCormack's comments on land 'ne
The real point is this :When we hear horrid sounds proceeding
transmissions.
from our LS., are we bound to assume that the fault is always
One las only to hear atransmission from 2ZY of the Nort ern
at' our end
My submission is that most certainly we are not,
Wireless Orchestra (playing in the new studio) and to com re
if only for the reason that, though faults at the transmitting end
with any, land-line transmission from 2L0 (of an orchestra of
are commonly discounted, nevertheless, in recent times rather
course) to realise the enormous difference. In the case of the
grudging admissions have appeared which urge difficulties assohind-line transmission (whether from the London studio or f•om
• ciated with land-lines and " transients."
the Queen's Hall) ,the bass lacks "body," the drums are exThese admissions raise anumber of questions, as, for example,:
tremely poor, and violins are thin and lack the character' tic
What steps are being taken to get over the land-line trouble?
• What progress; if any, is being made in dealing with transients ? timbre of aviolin.
But, apart from the technical aspect of the matter, why she aid
And, third/y, are land-line troubles and transients the only
London listeners benefit at the expense of that great 'body ,Of
causes of the horrid sounds? As regards the third of these
provincial listeners, in numbers many times greater than liste ers
questions, let us take one or two examples
to 2L0 ?
(1) The first few bars of a choral item are emitted by my
Why should not the National Orchestra or B.B.C. Symph ny
1.S. They suggest that the singers have been dining on coarse
Orchestra be formed in Manchester; where the finest body of
fish and that some of the bones have stuck in their throats. Then
orchestral musicians in this country resides and where, in a di'there is akind of rumpling sound from the L.S., and 90 per cent.
tion there is the finest broadcast studio in Europe?
of the fish-bones seem to have been swallowed.
Was this
Manchester.,
JAS. HUDSON
rumpling sound due to the swallowing of the fish-bones or the
•
swallowing of transients or was it, perchance, due to a switch?
(2) A piano recital ti:om the studio begins in such a way as
to suggest that the pianist has, with his opening chords, broken
CONCERTS FROM RADIO PARIS.
80 per cent, of the strings of the piano. Suddenly the volume is
Sir,—It will no doubt be of interest to your readers, to k ow
lowered by 300 per cent, and only about 10 per cent, of the
that we have arranged for a series of , weekly recitals to be
•strings appear to inn e been damaged
What is it that ha'
given each Sunday, broadcast from Radio Paris.
brought about this curious change?
These recitals will last an hour and will consist of va 'ed
(3) I listen to a piano, item from Queen's Hall.
It is .a
popular music, the concert for Sunday, Dec. 1st, for insta ce,
remarkably good reproduction of "the real thing." The coriwas dance music played on Decca records by leading Decca d ri ce
cart ends, the voice of a giant tells me what the weather has
•
bands from 2 to 3 p.m.
been like to-day. Itone down the giant with my volume control.
We believe that we are the first gramophone company to •
In due course he finishes and is followed by the usual piano
book an exclusive hour for , the entertainment of listeners.
•item. I observe that, though I am receiving this piano item at
THE DECCA RECORD CO., Lt
only about one-eighth of the volume of the item from Queen's
Isondon,
.Hall, nevertheless the studio item produces the broken string
effect, whereas the Queen's Hall item did not—or only very
'lightly. How exactly is this explained in terms of lam:I-lines
MON-RADIATING SETS.
and transients ?
•Sir,—I would like to express my sympathy with Mr. -Henry
,(4) The announcer states that Thir Thamuel Thmith ith about
Moss.
to give one of hith thathinating dithcourtheth. Is the announcer
I have had the same trouble for the last eighteen months nd
, speaking across aland-line from his bedroom, as depicted by Mr.
on all wavelengths covered by the 'Everyman Four."
Hammond, p. 334 of the B.B.O. Year Book? Or is it that my
It is very seldom I can listen to a programme without in rsat is incapable of dealing with,such high frequencies as the sa
ference of one kind or another, either "howling" or "sil nt.
.• and ff? Well, I am forced to the conclusion that Mr. Ham.
point " oscillation.
(I reported the matter to the B.B.C. in
•-• inond's" picture of the announcer is not quite so innocent ajoke
June or Jury, 1928, and the G.P.O. has been dealing with it or
as might appear at first sight. For when Sir Samuel begins, not
over twelve months and can give me no hopes whatever.)
enly do the sa and fs appear clearly but the as actually whistle!
I also know of a road less than a mile from here where ne
Now, sir, criticism is of little use if not constructive. So here
listener switches off and another says he will give up wire as
,
are some suggeitions,: (1) That you continue the good *ork of
owing to interference.
,
publieing letters commenting on the quality of the B.B.C. trans_I certainly think reaction ought to be prohibited, bec se
mission. (2) That you let us have an article or series of articles
I feel sure all this trouble is caused by people "playing"
'th
showing the kind of faults which we may reasonably attribute
their sets, and the quality of transmissions must be impro ed
to faulty transmission and not to our sets. (3) That if the
if the ether could be cleared of these "heterodyne howls."
are unvvilling to undertake the work themselves and tell
London, S.W.8.
A. W. SNAR
, us about it, some other public body, equipped with all the neces, sexy and expensive instruments—perhaps the National Physical
• Laboratory—should carry out periodical and exact tests of trans.
Bir,—Mr. Moss, in your issue 40 Nevember 60, proposed 4iet
missions under varying conditions and publish the results. (4)
-legislation should be introduced prohibiting the use of react n.
• That we amateurs should, somehow or other, get together and
I assume, bf course, that he meant this to apply only to 4ets
evolve ascheme whereby we can compare notes about the transintended for reception 'on broadcasting wavelengths, sine it
• missions .and so help each other to decide whether the faults we
would render amateur communication on short waves
re
notice are to be attributed to dur end or to the transmitting end.
difficult.
This last suggestion tray be difficult to carry out, but surely it is
Although anyone who,lives in a crowded district will hear uy '
not impossible. Perhaps some of your readers may be able to
agree to it, this idea is too utopian to be useful. If, as in
_make helpful suggestions about it?
E. C. RICHARDSM
Fiance, the larger percentage of sets were commercially b
the legislation could be enforced by limiting manufacturer to
circuits without reaction. But in England I think home
nSi,—Siich teuching faith as that expressed by "Fair Play "
structors predominate. It would need an enormous (and iciin his letter published in yorir issue of November 13th is, in
dentally expensive) army of men to go to every house ha ng
these days, most refreshing.
an aerial and examine the set.
Most of your readers will,'however, aot be prepared to accept,'
There is another , cOnsidoration. -i man who is an invete te
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fiddler will, if he has no reaction control with which to play,
adjust some other part of the receiver. The final result of his
unskilled efforts will be further oscillation, and the situation
will then be as bad as before.
Sir,—I read the letter from Henry W. Moss in your issue of
November 6th with great sympathy.
My own set has a neutralised H.F. amplifier, and I am quite
satisfied causes no interference.
I would, however, willingly
conform to such legislation as he suggests, and make the necessary alterations to my set, if such legislation would relieve me
of the intolerable interference caused by the howls of my
neighbours.
I recently sent a complaint to the B.B.C., and a P.O. official
has visited the neighbourhood.
Conditions were better for a
few days, but are again becoming as bad as before.
Grimsby.
'FELLOW SUFFERER.'?
EMPIRE BROADCASTING.
Sit,—One has always understood that the purpose of the
Empire Marketing Board was to stimulate the sale of Empire
products, not to provide entertainment, for Empire listeners.
May one make another suggestion—that Empire broadcasting
be regarded as a matter for the Imperial Government, that the
B.B.O. do the actual transmission, and that the money be provided by the Post Office; they keep plenty of it!
G. M. PART.
The following extract from a letter from a reader in Singapore was received by Mr. Gerald Marcuse, President of the
Radio Society of Great Britain, and is published as of general
interest :—'
Though I am not personally known to you, you are well
known to me through yout transmissions in the past, when I
had a two-valve set. Now I am armed with a McMichael sixvalve short-wave superhet ,and I was extremely gratified this
'
morning when I read your letter in 7'he Wireless World of the
11.9.29 just to hand, promising us your excellent transmissions
in the near future again.
Having no broadcast stations in this country, I went to the
expense of getting the present set purely in the hope of getting
5SW in a satisfactory state, but all to no purpose. Twenty-five
I
metres is in the midst of a nest of Morse stations, and its
15 kW, are simply swamped out. I and my family are sending
you our grateful thanks for the trouble you, as an amateur, are

Hobbies, Ltd., Dereham, Norfolk.-Autumn edition of Fretworkers' Weekly
'Journal (October 5th, 1929), containing a
design for a Pedestal Wireless Cabinet.
0000
Higgs Motors, Witton, Birmingham.—
Stock list of 1-, 2- and 3-phase induction
motors for 50-cycle supplies; also D.C.
dynamos and motors.
There is a wide
range of small machines of less than one
b.h.p.
ocioo
Mullard Wireless Service Co., Ltd.,
"Mallard House," Charing Cross Road,
,London, W.C.2.—Descriptive leaflets of
P.M. Filament Transformer and P.M.
H.T. Supply Unit for A.C. mains.
0000
The D.P. Battery Co., Ltd., Bakewell,
Derbyshire.—Mustrated folder of D.P.
Kathanode large capacity L.T. accumulators.
0000
The VarIey Co., Kingsway House, 103,
Kingsway, London, W.C.2.—Loose-leaf
illustrated catalogue of Varley main seta
and wireless components; also 15-page instructional book on the use and application of this firm's products.

going to take for the benefit of us amateurs in the outposts of
the Empire, devoid of all help. -For my part, at least, I have.,
been continually writing to the local papers in the hope that our lamentations may some day reach the local or home authorities. Will it not, be possible for you to get someone in Parlia- ment to put the question at one of the meetings as to this Empire
Broadcast? The Dutch in North Indies and the Americans in
the Philippines are gaining ground, and the British wireless
trade is suffering. The other day Iwent to buy a potentiometer
of 400 ohms. I had to come home with a German-made potentiometer of 600 ohms and fix it in my set ! And this was the only
kind obtainable at any price.
I have again written to the local Press to-day and mentioned
also your promise. I shall send a cutting in a couple of days.
Kindly give us some notice before you start and state wavelength. I rather prefer you to stick to about 20, as there is too
much atmospheric interference at 40. Of course, you are the
best .judge.
SUPERHETS.
Sir,—Your correspondent's article on the Paris Radfo Show'
was very interesting. He gives three reasons why the superhet.
is as universal over there as straight sets are here. Can anyone
give me three reasons for the apparent unpopularity here?
SUPER HET.
TELEVISION.
Sir,—In reply to the last paragraph of your editorial of the
20th inst., I would say that the Television Society is alive to
the desirability of a comprehensive survey being made with the
object of establishing the reasons for the present situation,
and, further, of clarifying the future prospects of television
broadcasting. The Society feels, however, that very little can
be done in this respect without the whole-hearted co-operation
of the trade and commercial interests concerned, who should be
prepared to meet in a round-table conference together with representatives of the B.B.C. and representatives of this Society.
The Society would, I think, welcome such a conference as being
in the very best interests of that branch of applied science for
which we all share an interest.
I can say at once that the number of members of the Society
who systematically receive the television broadcasts as at present
arranged is very limited, and there are probably not more than
ten of our members who do so.
The Television Society,
W. G. W. MITCHELL,
London, W.C.2.
Joint Hon. Secretary.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED. •
Messrs. C. A. Vandervell and Co., Ltd.
Acton, London, W.3.—Illustrated catalogue of C.A.V. high- and low-tension
accumulators for wireless uses; also folder
dealing with non-spillable cells for portable sets.
000 o
Messrs. Wingrove and Rogers, Ltd.,
Arundel Chambers, 188-9, Strand, London,
W.C.2.—Illustrated leaflet of " Polar "
differential reaction condenser.
000 o
Messrs. J. H. Taylor and Co., Macaulay
Street, Huddersfield.—Illustrated price list
of proprietary wireless components stocked
by this firm.
000 o
Borne-Jones and Co., Ltd., Magnum
House, 296, Borough High Street, London, S.E.1.—Descriptive folder of the
"Magnum " short-wave converter. This
is used in conjunction with the L.F. portion of the broadcast set, and includes
short-wave detector and reaction circuit.
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Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd.,
Marconi House Strand, W.C.2. Leaflets
Nos. 1082/2, 1101, 1097 and 1103, illustrating and describing their 100-watt and
500-watt fixed wavelength telephone sets
XMBla and XMC2; the 500-watt telegraph transmitter types MCC.), and MC8b,
and the 1.5 kW. telegraph transmitter
MC13.
o000
•A. J. Dew and Co., 32-34, Rathbone
Place, Oxford Street, London, W.1.—
General wireless catalogue of proprietary
receivers,
components and
accessories
stocked for the season 1929-1930.
o000
Oldham and Sons, Ltd., Denton, Manchester.-32-page
handb6ok
entitled " Radio Power Problems," dealing with
"Oldham " H.T. and L.T. accumulators
and trickle chargers.
0000
L. McMichael, Ltd., Wexliam Road,
Slough, Bucks.—Illustrated and descriptive folders dealing with the "SuperScreened
Portable Four,"
" Screened
Dimic Three," and mains-operated receivers. Also full constructional details
for the " Home Constructors' Screened
Three" receiver.
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DR AB
By Our Special Correspondent.
Progress at Portland Place.—Broadcasting in
Broadcasting House.
The +Portland Place sits is now ready
for the massive building designed by Col.
Val Myer to house the B.B.C. headquarters. Tenders have now been invited
for the constructional work and should
be in the hands of the owning syndicate
within the next week.
Building operations will occupy more
than a year, and it is doubtful whether
the opening ceremony can take place much
before April or May, 1931.
0000

Padiament.— Christmas

Savoy Hill and the Pirates.
With a scarcity of funds looming ahead
it is not surprising that Savoy Hill
regards the "pirate" question with
pathetic interest. Questions in the House
evoked the P.M.G 's statement that
licence evasions were being gradually
reduced, but Savoy Hill remains sadeyed, the opinion there being that after
seven years of broaduasting there. should
now be 4,000,000 set owners. Licencees
number barely 3,000,000.
0000

Modulation of B.B.C. Transmitters.
P.M.G. and Brookmans Park.
A correspondent in last week's issue of
Seldom does the House of Commons
The Wireless World pleaded for an equal
spend so much time on wireless matters as
degree of modulation from all B.B.C.
it did on Tuesday of last week—Westtransmitters. An official at Savoy Hill
minster's wireless day. Besides dubbing
solemnly informs me that uniformity in
himself "the policeman of the ether,'
this direction is always sought by the
the Postmaster-General (Mr. Lees-Smith)
B.B.C. engineers, and that the degree of
had several interesting things to say remodulation never exceeds the boundaries
garding the activities of the B.B.C., and
of 2 and 30 per cent.
he made a new disclosure concerning
0000
future policy at Brookmans Park.
The •
twin transmitter, which begins tests in a A Disappearing Landmark.
The first and second 2LOs are both
few weeks' time, will commence on low
being dismantled.
The Marconi House
power, gradually increasing its output as
-the public habituate themselves to the new
development. I understand that the first
tests will probably not employ more
than 5kW.
0000

Programmes.

plant is already in the last stages of dis.
solution and will not be long survived by
the installation in Oxford Street, which
will also lose its masts by the end of this
month.
Thus Brookmana. Park will have no
standby.
0000
A Broadcast Christmas.
Seven Christmas seasons have leen
enriched with broadcasting, and now
we are approaching the eighth it need an
effort of memory to recall those prehisr
festivals when we had to make our wn
music or listen to the waits.
The Christmas element in the transmissions will begin on December 23rd with the
broadcasting of the Nativity Play from
St. Hilary's Church, Marazion, Cornveall.
Two carol programmes will be given on
Christmas Eve, while on Christmas morning 2L0 and nearly all stations will broadcast the service from York MinSter. Miscellaneous• Christmas fare will make up
the rest of the day's programme. In the
afternoon Bransby Williams will give his
well-known impression of Scrooge.

A Ticklish Question.
,If the Postmaster-General's proviso is
to be strictly observed, Iimagine that the
power increase of the twin transmitter
will be exceedingly slow. Who is to say
when the publics have habituated themselves to a broadcasting system which
calls for uncommonly selective sets and
the virtual abolition of the crystal?
0000
B.B.C. to Borrow Money.
Another disclosure, which was not unexpected by those who have studied the
B.B.C.'s present financial position, was
contained in the Postmaster-General's
remarks concerning the development of
the regional scheme.
Up to the present
the Corporation has financed its stations
from its reserves, but it is now anticipated
that as the scheme develops it may be
necessary for the B.B.C. to utilise its
power to raise aloan.
The only alternative is to let the scheme
hang fire until sufficient funds have
accumulated from licence revenue, .by
which time the B.B.C. might have learnt
toe flinch about twin wave transmission

BROADCASTING IN THE AUSTRIAN TYROL.—The relay station at Innsbruck
which distributes the Vienna programmes to mountain dwellers.
The station is
mithout a regular wavelength but is working provisionally on 287.4 metres.
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The Service is subject to the rules of
the Department, which are printed
below; these must be strictly enforced
in the interest of readers themselves.
" The Wireless

World" Supplies aFree Service of Technical Information.

Designing Tuning Coils.
Have you ever published information for
designing inductance coils to specific
H.F. resistance values? Inspired by
a recent article, I am thinking of trying filter circuits: hence my question.
E. B.
Simple graphs for the design of coils of
different H.F. resistances were given in
our issue of January 11th, 1928.
The
range dealt with should be sufficient for
your purpose.
0000
"Push-Button Regional Receiver."
With
reference
to
your
reply
to
"T. F. S." under the above heading
in your issue of November 13th, t
should like to know if it is possible
to simplify the arrangement shown by
using a tapping on each of the coils,
instead of an extra semi-variable condenser for each tuned circuit.
T. C. W.
It might be possible to obtain satisfactory results from a simple arrangement of this kind, but it would be found
that the operation of tuning by varying
a tapping point on an inductance coil
would be a very inconvenient procedure;
indeed, it would be almost impossible in
a set which, by the very nature of the
work it is intended for, must have reasonably selective circuits.
Provision for continuous adjustment of
inductance over a limited range can be
made by winding a few turns of the coil

RULES.
(1.) Only one question (which must deal with
a single specific point) can be answered. Letters
must be concisely worded and headed " Information Department."
(2.) Queries must be written on one side of
the paper, and diagrams drawn on a separate
sheet. A sell-addressed stamped envelope must
be enclosed for postal reply.
(3.) Designs or circuit diagrams for complete
receivers cannot be given • under present-day
conditions justice cannot .
be done to questions
of this kind in the course of a letter.
(4.) Practical wiring plans cannot be supplied
or considered.
(5.) Designs for components such as L.F.
chokes, power transformers, etc., cannot be

supplied.

(6.) Queries arising frost the construction or
operation of receivers must be confined to constructional sets described in " The Wireless
World" or to standard manufacturers' receivers.
Readers desiring information on matters
beyond the scope of the Information Department are invited to submit suggestions reoardino
subjects to be treated in future articles or
paragraphs.
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A selection of queries of general
Interest is dealt with below, in scene
cases of greater length than would be
possible in a letter.

on
a rota table
former
(variometer
fashion), but this would be no simpler
and probably no cheaper than a second
semi-variable condenser.
0000
"Pentode Two" Conversion.
Two" receiver gave entirely satisfactory results up to the
time when Brookmans Park started
operations; now I find that interference is so bad that it is a difficult
matter to receive any station except
50B and one or two other transmissions in the neighbourhood of 500
metres on the normal broadcast band.
It is found that spreading of signals
can be minimised by fitting a smaller
series aerial condenser, but reduction
to a value that is really effective
renders the set extremely insensitive. Can you suggest a method of
altering the receiver? I should not
object to rebuilding it in a larger
cabinet, but do not care to go to the
expense of "scrapping " a number
of existing parts, and perhaps adding an B.F. stage.
R. F. B.
We suggest that you should rebuild
your receiver to the general circuit
arrangement of the " Two-Circuit-Two"
receiver, described in our issue of February 6th.
The two sets are not widely dissimilar,
and you will find that all your present
parts can be used, and that little additional apparatus will be required.
0000
My " Pentode

Testing a Variable Condenser.
/ hare reason to suspect an intermittent
short-circuit between the vanes of one
of my variable condensers, and, in
order to make a test, connected a
flash-lamp battery and dry cell across
the terminals.
The lamp glowed at,
apparently, lull brilliancy, irrespective of the position of the 'moving
plates. Does this suggest that there
is a short-circuit across the frame of
the condenser, as the glow was observed when the moving plates were
obviously clear of the stator vanes?
H. C. F.
It may be that there is, as you say, a
complete short-circuit in the frame of the
condenser, but this would entirely prevent
the reception of signals, and we are more
inclined to think that you have forgotten
the fact that, in a normal receiver, the

variable condenser is bridged by a tuning
coil with windings of low ohmic resistance, and, consequently, your test lamp
will glow whether the plates are making
contact with each other or not.
liebre making a test of this sort the
tuning coil should be disconnected.
0000
The "Foreign Listeners' Four."
-When an induectly heated valve is used
as a grid detector, with an applied
H.T. voltage not exceeding some 60
or 70 volte, I understand that there
is no need to provide any positive
bias for its grid. It is proposed to
take advantage of this in introducing
a slight modification to the "Foreign
Listeners' Four"; consequently the
grid leak will be connected directly
to the valve cathode. With this
arrangement it would seem that a
very simple addition should make the
set suitable for gramophone reproduction; will you please give me a circuit
diagram showing how the necessary
additions may be made, bearing in
mind that I wish to get "free" grid
bias if possible.
W. G. L.
Your proposed scheme is quite sound,
and, indeed, there is a good deal iii its
favour. We suggest the simple method

1.—connections ot a gramophone
pick—up in the detector grid circuit of the
"Foreign Listeners' Four."
of connection shown in Fig. L This
necessitates the addition of a biasing resistance in the cathode lead, and also of
a grid circuit switch to make the appropriate changes for gramophone or radio
reproduction; as usual, it is desirable that
this kwitch should have very good insulation and low self-capacity.
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• Isolating the Aerial Chen&
.
ant, about to add a tuned aerial circuit
to my -receiver and to provide an H.T.
feed from my D.C. mains V.20 volts
• with positive earth). Some time ago it
was stated in " The Wireless World"
that the aerial circuit should, in these
conditions,
be isolated from the
mains, and it has been suggested that
a double-wound aerial transformer,
with no metallic connection between
primary and secondary, is of advantage: is it possible to bring about this
isolation when using a two-circuit
aerial tuner with capacity coupling?
I have studied several circuit dia, grams of this arrangement, but it
seems to me that they all provide a
„-• direct path to earth for the mains.
C. R.
• So far as isolation of the mains from
the normal wireless "earth" is concerned, the capacity-coupled two-circuit
aerial tuner does not confer any advan-

Fig. 2.—A safety precaution for D.C.
mains users: a capacity—coupled tuned
aerial circuit may be isolated from the
supply leads by fitting an extra condenser.
tage over any other arrangement, and, if
used in the ordinary way, it is necessary
to fit the conventional "earth" condenser; to be on the safe side, a second
condenser should be inserted in the aerial
lead. The need for this can be entirely
overcome by fitting a small mica condenser (of about 0.001 mfd.) between the
earthed end of the aerial coil and the
earth terminal of the set in the manner
shown in Fig. 2, where the extra condenser is marked," C."
It may be added that this arrangement
confers little benefit as compared with
the more conventional method, but it
does prevent the aerial coil and condenser
from becoming "live "—a matter of some
importance when these components are
mounted outside the receiver cabinet.
0 0 0 0

The Best Variable Condenser Capacity.
I am going to buy three high-grade variable condensers, with the idea of
using them for experiments connectedwith H.F. amplification. What value
of capacity do you consider to be the
most generally 'useful?
C. C. P.
• It 's rather difficult to dogmatise on
this
atter, but, on the...whole, we ,think.

you would be well advised to choose a
value slightly over 0.0003 mfd.—say,
0.00035 mfd.
This value is highly suitable for use in modern circuits, as it enables one to cover the normal broadcast
waveband very satisfactorily, without depending too much on the lower end of
the condenser scale.
By choosing condensers of 0.0005 mfd.
you would be safe enough, as they would
be suitable for use with coils of any.
reasonable inductance, but scale readings
would be unnecessarily close together
with the more popular arrangements.
0 0 0 0

Mistaken Economy.
It is proposed to use a Mazda 2-volt S.Q.
valve in the H.F. position in,my receiver, with. 6-volt valves for detec ,
tion and L.F. amplification. Instead
of inserting a resistance in series with
the filament of the Hi'. valve, in
order to absorb surplus voltage, would
it trot be more economical to feed it
through an extra lead froM the positive terminal of the first cell (counting front the negative end) of my 6volt L.T. battery?.
S. M. E.
We are sure that it would be a mistake
to adopt this plan, as the need for recharging your L.T. battery will be determined by the condition of the cell from
which most energy is taken.
In your
case this will be the first one, from which,
with your proposed method of connection,
•more current will be drawn than from
the others.
Unless special precautions
are taken in recharging, individual cells
are likely to be either over-charged or
under-charged.
0000

ing the coupling between them so that
something
approaching
a
"do blehumped
resonance curve is produ ed.
0 0 0 0
t

An Apparent Inconsistency.
After reading a recent article on the subject of H.F. transformer design, I
was interested enough to compare the
optimum ratios between primary and
secondary windings given there with
those used in recent receivers I described in your journal. I was rather
• surprised to find that in hardly a
single instance are the primarieie of
these sets as large as theoretical ,Jconsiderations would indicate that they
might be; this would suggest that it
is considered desirable to sacrifice a
certain amount of amplification, but
possibly there is some other explanation?
C. S. l.
This is another case of compromise, and
a good deal depends on the designer's
views, although careful consideration will
show you that there is something approaching unanimity on this question.
The problem of selectivity is at the root
of the matter; generally speaking, it is
considered best to sacrifice a certain
amount of amplification in order to improve the performance of the receiver
with regard to the elimination of interference.
In some cases screening enters into the
question, and, where complete isolation
of the circuits cannot be easily and economically arranged, it is sometimes necessary to forgo amplification to attain Complete stability.

A Simple Bias Rule.
•
•FOREIGN BROADCAST GUIDi.
Is it to be assumed that the correct -value
•of negative grid bias of an amplifying valve is dependent upon impedance, and that an increase in
(Russia).
impedance automatically_ implies a
I Geographical position: 55°42' N. 37°39'
reduction in negative grid bias,• all
other conditions being unchanged?
1 Approximate air line from London: 1,55
P. R. R.
1
miles.
.Generally speaking, this is a safe rule
Wavelength: 1,481 m. Frequency:
to'follow, both with regard to amplifying
202.5 kc. Power: 40 kW.
valves and anode bend detectors.
It
-Time: Eastern European (2 hours in
should not be applied too hastily when
. 'vance of G.M.T.).
.
dealing with H.F. amplifiers, which are
'Standard Daily Transmissions.
seldom required to accept any very .Considerable input voltage. It is usual to
G.M.T. 4 a.m. and 5.15 a.m. physic
take advantage of the improved characexercises followed by gramophone re
teristics resulting from the application of
cords; 14.1b gramophone records
the smallest bias necessary, to prevent the
• 16.15 music lesson; 18.00 main even
flow of grid current.
ing concert; 20.00 dance music (Sunk
0 0 0
days only) ;21.55 relay of noises from
the Red Square followed at 22.00 by
A Point d Difference..
• time signal and midnight chimes (to
There seems to me to be very little difthe melody of the Internationale) reference. between filter circuits and
layed from the SpasskyTower, Kremlin
loosely
coupled
separately
tuned
Male announcer.
Call: Sloeschaitje
aerial circuits of the type with which
we are all familiar.
Possibly, howSloeschaitje I sdie goworit Maskwa.
ever, there is some difference beInterval call: Radio Moskwa.
- tween the two that Ihave 'overlooked;
t
. On most evenings after 22.00 G.M.T. ne
will you please give me a few words
bulletins are broadcast ;they are rea
of explanation?
T. W. M.
slowly and repeated, in order to allo
Basically there is no real difference,
of transcription.
but the term "filter circuit" is conveni4
1.
ently applied to an arrangement of two
Under
the
heading
" Foreign
Broad ast:
coupled circuits in which a deliberate
Guide," we are arranging to publish a serie of
attempt is made to avoid loss of high
panels in this form, giving details regar "118
notes, (or side-band cutting) by so arrangforeign broadcast transmissions.
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THE NE

AN
AM PLION
PRODUCT

A

balanced armature movement of great sensitivity
able to handle considerable
volume and reproduce with high
efficiency all audio frequencies.
Adaptor plate to fit varied
chassis types, and fitted with
terminals for three alternative
values of impedance.
Gives
splendid results in combination
with any valve set, and can be
used with pentode valve without
special transformer.

GRAHAM

AMPLION

LIMITED

NO
SPECIAL
TRANSFORMER
NEEDED WITH
PENTODE VALVE

25/26, Savile Row, Regent Street, W.1
esi
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we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Fit the
DREIER
BATTERY1

A Pick-up of
Distinction
The R.G.D. is
something
different.

The R.G.D. Magnetic Pick-up is designel after
years of experiments, and we believe it to be as
perfect as possible.
No record wear, perfect
tracking, a scientific instrument, specially developed for meving coil speaker reproduction. Price
£3 in bronze, E3-3-0 in oxidised silver.

Voltages

is
than

DUBILIER CONDEN SER CO . (1925), LTD .,
M UM{ Works, Victoria Road,
North clam, London, W.3.

The Radio Gramophone
Development Co.,
Place,

Other

Ask your dealer for
a copy of the Du—
bilier Booklet—" A
Bit about a Battery."

Literature on application.

St. Peters

Fitted with the long-life
Dubilier Battery, your Set
will give better quality
performance over
66 volts
a longer period. ,, 9
And it costs less!
//

Available'.

Cheaper

others—

has longer life,
and is
British NI a d e.

Birmingham.

Cleaver B22

I3RITKAM
SUPER

QUALITY

EBONITE
IN

SHEETS, RODS,
AND TUBES.

PANELS cut to any size and thickness.
Matt or polished surface.
Guaranteed
against surface leakage.
Immediate delivery. Prices on application.
Trade en-fairies invited.
(Britannia Rubber BC%
‘Kamptulicon Co. Ltd./
7, Newgate Street, Loidon, E.C.1.

BR ITKAIVI-EBONITE

All
LOEWE
RADIO products
amounting to an
aggregate sum of
npt less than £5
car be obtained on
atl'ractive H.P.
terms.
Full details fro m your
dealer.

1116 down
and they
are yours to
use and enjoy!

USE

PAP_

"MAJOR" CABINET

You can now secure the wonderful new LOEWE RADIO
Reaction Receiver together with the LOEWE RADIO
Loud Speaker for afirst payment of 11/6 only I Purchase completed in 9 monthly payments of rz18.
Ask your dealer for full particulars.'

The LOEWE RADIO CO., LTD.,

Mention of

" The

Wireless

'Phone: Tottenliarn 3911 2.
World."

when

for

your

RADIO-GRAM
Especially suitable for

MULLARD ORGOLA;
OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET,

LOEWE 1vRADIO
4, Pountayne Road, Tottenhlrn, N.15.

THE

writing to

Complete with
ler baseboard
and removable
baffle board.

and for panels up to 18'
Loud Speaker eampartment à 18' x18
181".
Oak £i : lO:O Mahogany: 15:0
Call and see full range et Cameo cabinets at new
Loadsn s'so Vt001113.
CARRINGTON
MANUFACTURING CO., mu
NEW SHOWROOMS:
•
24, Hatton Garden, London, E.C.1.

advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
NOTICES.
TE CHARGE
nun
:

FOR

•

ADVERTISEMENTS

11

MEW DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
allows on orders for consecutive insertions. Provided a
rent is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
notions the entire "copy" is repeated from the
'ions issue: 13 consecutive insertions
; 28 conlive. 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
I
DVERTISEMENTS

for these columns are accepted up
?MST POST on THURSDAY MORNING (Previous
ate of issue) at the Head Offices of " The Wireless
Id," Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or
'
WEDNESDAY MORNING at the Branch Office,
Hertford Street, Coventry;
Guildhall Buildings,
galion Street, Birmingham; 280, Deansgate, Heater; 101. St. Vincent Street, Glasgow, 0.2.
ivertisements that arrive too late for a particular
iwill automatically be inserted in the following issue
sa accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
atisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.
se proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw
rtisements at their discretion.
Wtal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for advertent' should be made
payable to ¡LIPPE
MS Ltd., and crossed
------ Notes
being
losable if lost in transit
ttances.

should

not

be

de
:
le

tie»

12 words or less. 2/- and 2d. !or every
additional word.
ech paragraph is charged separately and name and
eu must be counted.

sent

as

I letters relating to advertisements should quote the
ber which is printed at the end of each advertisement,
the date of the issue in which it appeared.
le proprietors are not responsible for clerical or printers'
e, although every care is taken to avoid mistakes.

ALL WIRELESS

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

WORLD COILS

Owing to the Christmas Holidays, the
issue of "THE WIRELESS WORLD"
for December 18th must be closed
for press earlier than usual.

1930 EVERYMAN FOUR
47/8 set
KIT SET, Coils with Switches
45/- set
NEW )(ILONA&
45/- set
RECORD III
45/- eat
FOREIGN LISTENERS 4 B.B.C.
30/- set
5XX 37/6 set
METAL CABINETS
38/6 to 46/8
sr DRUM DIALS with Escutcheons .. 5/13
WAVE TRAP, Litz Wire
10/8 each

POST,

WEDNESDAY,

8J.WheelessCo,
2, 3, at 4, Atheletans Mews,
Stroud Green

Road, P1.4.

RECEIVERS

Archway 1695
"THERE IS A WHALE OF DIFFERENC>,/

APPLEBY'S
THE ORIGINATORS OF RADIO
PART EXCHANGE

Paddington

8828(3115ml.

CHAPEL

ST.,

LONDON, N.W.1

OPEN TILL 7 P.M.

SAT. 1 P.M.

atmeice 1,...,,,ste„

for wets wee.- .

HAN

15/care. fwd.

GOR

GARR/STY STORES
193, Garrett Lane, London, 8.wie
'Phone Battersea 0458.

DECEMBER

FOR

11th.

SALE.'

QCOTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's Radko
Doctors.—Read advertisemeet under Miscellaneouè.
[0264
Q-VALVE All-wave Receiver, latest type, powerful,
perfect; £4.—V. Taylor, 57, Studley Rd., Stockwell, London.
[0274
DECEIVERS for Sale.—Portable 5-valve, cuit
-Le, type, complete, as new, perfect; £911716.—N.
Taylor, 57, Studley Rd., Stockwell, London.
[0323

For Modera High-grade Material Only.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
ir the convenience of private advertisers, letters may be
'essed to numbers at "The Wireless World" Office.
n this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
tration and to cover postage on replies must be added
t kCS
he advertisement charge, which must include the
4
Is Box ono, c/o " The Wireless World." Only the
ber will appear in the advertisement. All replies
Id be addressed No. 000, c/o "The Wireless World,"
et House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers who
to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending
¡ III1 tlelb
'lance through the post except in registered envelopes;
;
such cases the use of the Deposit System is recommended,
tt.te
01 1SO...1..S..Veg Se
the envelope should be clearly marked "Deposit
l'tntent."
Fir DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
¡V 5 '
2
tbe tIeee,
eiders who hesitate to send money to unknown persons
'zee Et•° Vel
«.e.
we bave 1
";..
ow
elto
c
res V 1
e tiow»
,,,
deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
nit System. - If the money be deposited with "The
everene l
east ea°
great
less World," both parties are advised of its receipt.
with t
be
eons e
,e time allowed for decision is three days, counting
1-1:1.el
coe
tant ttds.
towards
.... ,
r. two get ;see
receipt of goods, after which period, if buyer
es not to retain goods, they must be returned to
fi
t
e bee
If a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit
.yo r „weseat Se, t
int to seller, but if not, seller instructs us to return
i
la t
•u 'est dry batter/.
le
lut to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, •
, 50e 11
nthe event of no sale, and subject to there tieing no
•ent arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays
sge one way.
The seller takes the risk of loss or
Write
ige in transit, for which we take no responsibility. For
ensactions up to Lb, adeposit fee of z/- is charged ;on
actions over £m and under Lb, the fee is 46; over
,5/-. All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset THE TULSEMERE MEG. CO.,
e, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and
y orders should be made payable to Iliffe 34 Sons
1-7, Dalton Street, West Norwood, S.E.27.
led.
'Phone: Streatham 6730.
SALE OF EOM-CONSTRUCTED UNLICENSED
APPARATUS.
A Service to our Readers.
STAN D
5 have made an arrangement with the Patentees
PLAQUE
sby readers who wish to dispose of a home-constructed
ter not licensed under the patents made use of, can
LOUD
SPEAKER
e the set by means of the Deposit System referred to
This beautifully finished Loud Speaker, mounted on oak or mahogany battle, is surprising ln
eperson desiring to sell, in sending us particulars for
the richness of its tone. Despite the law
dvertisement, will in every case make use of a Box
price. efficiency has not been sae-Mired.
end should add to the price which he requires the
Send for one to-day 1
nt of royalty customarily paid by manufacturers.
the purchaser is satisfied with his purchase, the sum
SPECIAL BARGAIN
cd will be .forwarded to the seller, less the amount
arespect of royalties, which amount will be paid by
HART ACCUMULATORS
Type IVI-E 6 v. 33 amp. actual.
Wireless World" to the owners of the patents
rued, and a certificate will be handed on to the
A special purchase of these recoin ilaters
raser ot the set.
enable us to offer th.m at aerry low price.
Every one guaranteed new and in perfect
rzw, NOTE.—Readers who reply to advertisements
condition.
eceive no answer to their enquiries are requested to
Order.. ',Pewter, in stria rotation.
the silence as an indication that the goods advertised
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
one by poet.

The
MISCELLANEOUS
ADVERTISEMENTS for
insertion
in that
issue can be accepted up to FIRST

-VALVE Portable, complete, long range; £12, «et
double.—Bracey, Factory Sq., Streatham.
[7232
1TTIRELESS is a Fascinating Subject, but make's
vv heavy demands upon the purses of its devoteem.
For one who is determined to keep abreast of this
times, there are always new components to be bought,
and sets and loud-speakers to be superseded.
T the Same Time, the would-be buyer is often
deterred from buying because he knows thee
there will be still one more piece of apparatus left on
his hands, to add to those already in the junk box. ,
WE Have Opportunities of Disposing of Semi °bad!' v lets Apparatus to those who are not fortunate
enough to be able to afford the latest type, and wi
take such apparatus or components, provid.ng the
are in saleable condition, in part exchange for an
new set, loud-speaker or component required
LL We Ask is that You should Send Along a Li
of Your Old Apparatus, together with your ne
requirements, or, better still, send the apparatus t
us to inspect, when we will make you a fair offer.
'
TF You Approve of this You can Send Your Remilitame for the Balance, and we will forward the
apparatus required; if you have sent your old appal>.
tus and you do not approve of our offer, we will
return carriage paid.
rrHE Principal of this Firm, who has been a pro..
fessional wireless engineer since 1910, and haa
been manager for the Sterling Telephone Co.. rail'b
expert to the General Electric Co., and Chairman of
the Technical Committee of the National Association
of Radio Manufacturers, will willingly give advice to
those who are desirous of purchasing apparatus; we
are entirely unbiased and. will recommend the best
apparatus for your particular purpose; you save money
by having genuine expert advice.
ON'T Forget We Will Take Your Old Receive!
or Components in Part Exchange.
IXTE Will Also Install Bets Anywhere-hi the British
TY
Isles; sets monernised; send est
Scientific Development Co., 51.. Fishergate. -.Preston. ,
Tel. : 1364.
[0226

A

A

D

WIRELESS Portable Sets with 5 New Cossor Valves
for 9 Guineas; less than components cost, comparable with any set double titis price; beautiful suit
case, 2 aerial windings, Engli,h batteries and accumulators, all inclusive efficient sets, Royalty paid, a
magnificent Xmas gift; if you are in London may I
fix an appointment? If you are not in London .may
I send you particulars T—G. Hodgson, 53, Windsor
House, Victoria St., Westminster.
[7293

E

VERYMAN Four, complete in mahogany cabinet, with Philips A.C. eliminator, type 3002,
Celestion mahogany speaker, 3 spare valves, Exide
accumulator, all in perfect order; £18; would separate.
—Jacobs, 106, Anson Rd., Cricklewood.
[7401

B

.R.O. Five, 2 screened ILF valves, detector, '2
L.F.; £25.—Davies, la, Stanwell ItcL, Penarth.
Glare.
[7400

C

OSSOR Screen Grid Three, complete with valves and accumulator, £5; Marconi II.T. eliminator,
200 or 240
A.C. mains, £3/5;
Philips
trickle
charger, A.C., 200 or 240 mains, £2/5; moving roil
loud-speaker, with 1,affle, £3.—W. H. Oates
195,
Hammersmith Rd., W.6.
[7397

URNDEPT

B
Ethophone B.O. Pentode, with valves;
£8.—Dryland, 25, Beaufort Mansions, Chel
S.W.3.

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Receivers

for

Sale.—Contd.

REDUCED PRICES

AMAZIN
BARGAID

jX7HAT Offers 7—McMichael 5-valve supersonic unit,
V7 complete with 2 auto oscillators and Eddystone
dual frame aerial, to-day's list price £9/816, perfect
condition; Western Electric power amplifier, complete with valves, as new, cost £17/17.—Mox 3995,
do Thc Wireless World.
[7382

Universal Three
15-2,000 metres.

IN

STEE
MAST

T.M.C. Set, selective, modernised, Regen4-VALVE
tone eliminator, 240v., A.C., loud-speaker, all
accessories;
Edmonton,

best offer
N.18,

sccures.-44,

Victoria

Road,
(7381

)'-VALVE Experimental Receiver, in fine inlaid book@
case cabinet, 7it.x3ft.. beautiful piece of furniture; £12, or near offer.-45, Villiers Rd., Southall,
Middlesex. Southall 0057.
[7403
A.C., all mains (240v.
3-VOLT
3,200 wave band, 'mahogany

25a. 50 cycles), 20 0ease, excellent combtion; cost £28, sell 12 guineas.—Box 4056, c/o The
Wireless World.
[7414
•
EGAVOX
Three
Components,
as
specification,
£10/10; Ferranti O.P.1 transformer, 141-.—Bailey,
12, Marlborough Crescent, Bedford Park, W.4.
[7409

M

The most perfect receiver yet designed for Ultra
Short Wave, Broadcast, and Long Wave reception.
Including Valves, Coils and Royalty £18.0 .0d.
•

3

-VALVE Marconiphone Model 32, with valves, used
demonstration only, £6; also 3-valve Cromwell
pedestal receiver, unused, £5/10.—Oaktriorpe Garage,
Palmers Green, l',.13.
[7405

Convert your present Set into
a Short Wave Receiver.

(11.E.C. World Wide Four, cabinet model, height
•
311.,
complete valves, long and short wave
aerial, cost £64/7, accept £11;
Tunear
trickle
charger, cost £1/15, accept £1; new Atla A.C.50
eliminator, cost £12/17/6, accept £7/10; Ekco D.C.
5T60 eliminator, unboxed, coat £4/15, accept £3/5;
latest type D.C. Marconi moving coil speaker, cost £5,
accept £3/5; Junior R.K. amplifier, A.O., completo,
eliminator (all mains), amplifier Senior RAC. speaker,
less cabinet, cost £33, accept £15; will have exchanged for any voltage or D.C.; selling as owner
going abroad.—Apply Burnett, 21, Clarges St., London, W.1.
(7389

2611.

STEEL MAST, tapering 11" to
I".
Carriage:
London,
1/6:
Midlands, 2/6, Elsewhere, 3/6.
Weighs 28 lbs.

30ft.
34f1.

Tapering 11" to I'.
Carriage
London. 2/-;
Midlands.
Elsewhere, 41... Weighs 36 lbs.

4011.

Tapering lr to 1".
Carriage:
London, 2/6;
Midlands, 3/6;
Elsewhere, 46. Weighs 50 lbs.
A super mast.

OUTFIT With MAST.

19 29 cEonvdeernymsearan,

Faccor Marconi

e el]. peel, lo5i1.0, 1;iin
ud
o

Magnum Short Wave Convertor.

Spot 66 K, with chassis, 30/-; near offers; seen alter
6 p.m.—B., 70, -Chelverton Rd., Putney.
[7344

This Convertor is adaptable to any valve set by
simply removing the detector valve from set and
inserting it in the valveholder of convertor, the plug
of convertor taking the place of the detector
valve. In crystalline metal cabinet, with 2 Coils
20/40 and 40/80 metres, Plug and Adaptor £4.10.0d.
inclusive.

ILVER Marshall Superhet, complete with Thoradorson push-pull L.S.5 valves, Radielle eliminator,
R.K. model, 120 amps. actual, Exide, tremendous
power range; £30.—H. Lousada, 9, Aubert Park,
Hight-airy, London.
[7472

ACCESSORIES.

C.P.

MAST

48E,

STREET,

Magnum Receivers are now obtainable oa
Easy Payment Terms.
W.

1928 All-range Model; a bargain.—Box 4066,
R OLLS
cio The Wireless World.
[7467
MAS—What about a portable? Splendid 5-valvers,
X combining aerial, batteries, loud-speakers, valves,

aPecialise in all apparatus described
"Wireless World."

etc., from £9/9, really portable, take wherever you
go- constructional kits, £7; performance guaranteed,
all parts supplied.—Box 4061, c/o The Wireless World.

Lists on application.

BURNE-JONES sucrcD°.-

\7

DIC
and
K components;
Disposal, several
half s
new
price.—For,
and second-hand
71, Bucking[74
se6t
2
s
ham Rd., Aylesbury.

,BOROUGH HIGH ST.,
LONDON, S.E..1.

IVC9r11(1

S.E.20

PAREX>

A.C. 3 KIT SET
Bakelite
Drum Dials
with

Escutcheons

516
(from stocky
All Metal Cabinet with oak base
and plinth
Colic; per set, as specified

I

-

42/6

-

Cabinets, Coils, Valve Holders, etc., for I
New Kilo-Mag 4 and 1930 Everyman 4.1
Order direct from:

E. PAROUSSI,
10, feetherstono Buildings, High Holborn, W.C.I
ikamp
,
i
.
'Phone: Chancery 7010.

T ANGILAM Portable Five, new, £36/15 model;
▪
£15/15, near offer.-4, Queen's Gardens, W.2.
5942 Paddington.
[7450
PHILIPS All Electric 3-valve, 210 volts; cost £23,
bargain, £18; scarcely used, demonstration willingly given.—Brooks, 3, Croxted Rd., Dulwich.
[7449

...."T

1_.5 . '
s

• -

II

IIP-110

•••

B ••

C

110-110

-

A A

C

110-140

-

DEAD and MORRIS, Ltd., the mains pioneers, who
-1.9, in 1925 equipped the hospital with mains sets,
still supremo in all-mains receivers and units.
OW Tension A.C. Eliminators, permanently
replacing batteries, now only £5/15; electrolytic
condensers, 2,000 m.f., as used in above, 131.; including postage.
DARGAINS.—Second-hand
sets,
units,
meters,
speakers—Read and Morris. Ltd., 31, Eastcastle
St. (lacing back of Warings), Oxford St., W. [7445

L

FECONI7A1VV..
-t
aso
0.07

•
TO BUILD
YOUR OWN
MAINS SET. C

- 3

150

0.07

I - 3

500

0.01

A 5

I's

1.5

s-c

I ••

l•

4 - 6

BROS.

CO..

PENCE,

0-VALVE Set, with coils and valves, £3; also useful
Ad
parcels of experimenter'a surplus, 6/-; Postage
paid.—N. Hodgson, Wireless Depot, Mareham-le-Fen,
Boston, Lincs.
[7452

PRIMARY,

PUGH

[7463

4-valve All-wave Receiver, 10-2,466, complete, perfect; £20, or offers.—Box 4060, cío
The Wireless WOrld.
[7461
PHILIPS

COMPLETE ELIMINATOR TRANSFORMER

Well designee, and
current for 5valves.

HIGH

S

rARCONIPHONE, transportable, as new, under
-Mg- guarantee. cost 28 guineas; offers.—Box 4067, c/o
The Wireless World.
[7468

lMeeattroltrte%are'111getlEstell'

Cleat, Solid Metal footrest and strong galvanised stay fasten'
.Note.—Our Masts are stayed at 4 ground points (not 8) wl
ensures safety.
Best Manilla Rope Halyards (will
rot), 60 ft. 1/6, 100 ft. 2/0. spa
Anti-rust paint truffIcient for mast), 1/6. CoPPered etred
tube, 1/9. C.P. Special Aerial, has 14 strands of No. 28 ga
Enamelled high conductivity pure copper wire, 100 ft. 3/9.
Money refunded if mast returned Intact and carriage /
within 7days.

S

IMMONDS BROS.—Receivers constructed to your
own or any published design; also repairs, reconstructions; and modernisations at moderate charges;
best materials and workmanship guaranteed; numerous
testimonials; quotations free.—Address, Shireland
Smethwick.
[5882

Tapering 18" to 1.
Carriage'
London,
2/-;
Midlands, 3/
Elsewhere, 4/-; Weighs 40 lbs.

1/ n r
.
Imile

••

5

5

5•0

-

3 •a

o

Holloway

Road,

N7

cage

95/101,

1 - 5
a

7\TATIONAL Portable Radio, 5 valves, almost new;
.1.1
10 guineas, cost 15 guineas.—Write S. H. P.,
131, Lorrimore Rd., S.E.17.
[7443
ITALCYON 5-valve Portable 1928 Cabinet Model, in
perfect condition, with spare accumulator; first
15 guineas secures.—Lawson, 95, Goldhurst Terrace,
Ilampstead, N.W.6.

I

-

I

•

fULLARD Orgola Kit, exactly as specified, no
cabinet or valves; £5, post free.—G. Hutson,
Wide Bargate, Boston.[7428
-MI.

A. F. BULGIN & Co.,
9/11, Canis« St, Chancery Lute, Load«, E.C.4.

BOOKS on WIRELESS
Write for complete list to
ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
Dorset House, Tudor St., London, E.C.4.

Mention cot " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Receivers for Sale. —Contd.
'SRAM Magnet Set (1928),' new valves, wired, com' plete, as new: bargain.—Smith, West Gettingxi. Morpeth.
[7421
-ULLARD

S.G.P.3, with all batteries and long
- and medium wave coila, just new; nearest offer.
. hIcEwen, 17, Craven Rd., London, W.2.
[7390
HILIP'S All Electric 3-valve Set, cost
also Celestion speaker, cost
£5 112/6;
rs 7—Box 4041, c/o The Wireless World.

£23;
what
[7391

EGGSA492
AND THE

OMPLETE Kit of Milliard Creole 3-valve Set
Parts, never taken out of maker's parkings;
; 8 guineas, accept first cheque for £5; parts as
'died by Mullards.—M. Godfrey, 37, Omberslev
., Bedford.
[7383

BATTERIES .
Accumulator Hire and Maintenance Service
(5 mile radius),-95, Cherry Orchard Rd., Croy[6374
ET ITT. Replacements.—Sacs (capped or unIt
capped), highest grade, No. 1, 10d per doz.; No.
1/9 per doz.—See below.

RITANNIA Accumuators, 2-volt, 20 amps, 7/3:
30, 9/3; 40. 11/3; actual capacities, H.T. Plates.
no, 1/6; 11
/ ,2/3; 2, 3/6 per dozen; all post free.
2
Okill, 82, Dean St., Soho, W.1.
[7371
KIDE H.T. Batteries, 120v., excellent condition;
' 45/. or near offer.—Broad, 50, Asuman. Place,
'era dreen, N.W.11.
[7432

CHA RGE RS AND ELIMINATO RS.
MITEXION

Transformers, chokes, etc., wound to
any specification; write or 'phone for quotaticin;
quality components only.—Vortexion, 72, Merton
Wimbledon, S.W.19. Tel.: Wimbledon 2814.
[0319
IANSFORMERS and Chokes for Battery Eliminators, and for all wireless purposes, receiving or
emitting; enquiries invited.--Chester Bros., 244
don Lane, London, na.
[alsa
CLAS Eliminators, 13.0. £111716, A.O. £3117/6;
Nesper trickle chargers, 296. 'Phone: Gerrard
3 for demonstration.—Greatrex and Co., 184, Regent
London.
[6451
4NTALTJM and Lionium for A.O. Rectifiers; make
up your own inexpensive chargers; blue prints
H.T. and LT.. 1/- each; Lionium electrodes fitted
' terminals, 2-3 amps. and 5-8 amps.—Blackwell'e
allurgical Works, Ltd., Speke Rd. Works, Garston,
rreol. 'Phone: Garston 980 (2 lines).
[6282
IEBROS.—Ohebros for all types of transformers
and chokes, high grade instruments at a very
acate price; enquiries invited.—Chester Bros., 244,
ton Lane, London, E.8.
[5290

evir

Improved Unlit« A.C. H.T. Eliminator Kit,
gives 120 volts and 60 volts at 15 snilliamps;

>
,
IIFLEX Eliminator Kits are the Cheapest in Eng.
land and sold all over the world; 30/,
>TIFLEX Eliminator Kits are all Ready for Wiring,
mounted on baseboard, with panel, instructions,
fiIFLEX
faction
tale.

Eliminator Kite are Guaranteed, satisor money refunded; hundreds of teat'.

>41FLEX Kit Sent cod. Post Free 30/-; state
town voltage and cycle, also if Philips 373 recti; valve is to be sent, 15/- extra.—Liverpool Radio
plies, Unifies Works, Myrtle St., Liverpool. ,[7247

35

asy

ont

y

P

VEL -ECTRIO RADIO Eliminator Kit, transformer,
choke, - vairs holder, valve, 3 constad/ere, variable
resistance, insulated terminals, sieeving, wiring diagram; 37/- complete; output 15 ma. at 120 volts;
send for lists.—Fel.Ectric Radio, 56, Garden St., Sheffield.
[7411

,ENTODE Users—Write for details of new size eelfcharging wet battery; 20,000 milliamps, 6d. per
4 illustrated catalogue giving data, post free.—U.
aor, 57. Studley Rd., Stockwell, London.
[0273

'rE Guarantee the Best Accumulator Maintenance
in South London; slow rate circuits and expert
tonne]; meticulous attention is given to tapping.
,ning and drying of H.T. accumulators; troublecollection and delivery; the service includes hire
Jldharn H.T. and L.T. batteries.—Official Oldham
dal Station, Aneloy Radio (associated with Aneloy
ducts), 36, Hindmans Rd., East Dulwich. S.E.22.
New Cross 4074.
[7074

n

supply available.
plilLIPSON'S Safety Eliminators are Guaranteed for
12 Months.
HILIPSON'S Safety Eliminators are the Che apes t
to Install and the Cheapest to Run; prices:
Model A.C.5 £4/17/6, A.C.7 £3/17/6, complete with
full wave rectifiers; D.C.4 37/6, D.C.5 45/,
LL Models Obtained for 10/- Deposit; take advantage of this and get constant high tension immediately.
IXTRITE for Our Booklet,
" Radio Power"
to
VT Philipson and Co., Ltd., Radio Engineers. /Utley
Bridge, Bolton.
'Phone : 2038.
'Grams: Safety,
Bolton.
Est. over 50 years.
[0318
POTENTIAL Dividers, wire wound, variable tappings,
ideal for eliminators and rectifying wilts; price
6/6, post free.—Below.
POTENTIAL Dividers, standard 20 ra.A. type, 5 mi.
.1able tappings, supplied in all values; a first class
join price 2/6.—Abingdon Wireless Supplies, Abingdon,.
Berks.
[7287

INCS.--Best quality (wired). No. 1, 8& per, doz.:,
No. 2, 9d. per doz.; orders valued 5/- carriage
'd, otherwise 6d. for postage.—British Battery Co.,
rendon Rd., Watford, Herts.
[0258

TET H.P. Batteries—Parts per dozen, jars, No. 1,
2V4 x1 1/
2 square,
1/3; No. 2, 1/6; sines, No. 1,
'.; No. 2, lid.; sacs, No. 1, 1/2 dozen; No. 2,
terminals. 8d., 10d.; dozen cells (18 volts), come with bands and electrolyte, No. 1, 4/1; No. 2,
post 9d.; high efficiency, long life, self charging,
,eep small; Fend 6e1 for sample unit; illustrated
klet free, carriage free orders 10/-; write for free
wireless bargains, trade supplied.—W. Taylor, 67,
tiler ltd., Stockwell, London.
[0039

nators.

10J -payments
Down and the Balance i E
M
hl
secures the finest high tension

A

Ins.s.

STANDUP Wet H.P. Battery will Always Improve
Your Reception; its capabilities to feed your
Wea with pure D.C. current over exceptionally long
'lode, combined with its low running costs, appeal to
ry listener; list free.—Scottish Batteries, Braeside,
hall Station.
[6852

DHILIPSON'S
Chargers and
Safety
Eliminators.—Contd.
High Tension Battery Mimi"-

CLROSTAT
Some Variable Resistances, just like Eggs, are
unknown quantities.
To secure agood, fresh egg
it is advisable to purchase only from an old.
established and reliable source, or to consult an
expert.
"Clarostats" have been "hatched" 5 Years!
Over
million are in regular use the World over.
They are backed by a firm Established May 1918
—before "Broadcasting."
Any Wireless Expert
will confirm that they are still the best of the
"brood." They are fully guaranteed to give you
satisfaction.
There are now so many imitations at a little less
money that you should make sure that by saving
afew coppers you do not—like Foolish Freddie
above—purchase "a bad egg "1
THERE'S

A

CLAROSTAT"

41ERY RESISTANCE

FOR

PROBLEM!

STANDARD, 18 WATTS, for
Eliminators .. Was 106 NOW

90

STANDARD, 18 WATTS, BRASS
FINISH MODEL..Was9,6 NOW

8/8

POWER

TYPES,

SUPER-POWER
250 WATTS..
TABLE TYPE
Control)
..

all

47

S

S

S
S
S

S
Eliminator, type C.P.,
RADIELLE
volts, 40 rn.a.. for A.C. mains

D.C. output 150
brand new, unisard: cost £9/17/6, sacrifice at £5/15.—Box 4062,
cio The Wireless World.
[7464

R

ADIELLE Eliminator, model R.K., output 350
volts, 80 milliamps., and 2 variable tappings,
input 200-240 volts, 80 cycles; list price £13/10, will
take £6110; perfect condition—Rogers, 21, New Rd.,
Brentwood, Essex.
[7422

13/8

Types
NOV/

_CABINETS.
A ETCRAPT

CLAROSTAT,
(A New Model) 304

Za.

(Distant Volume
Was UM NOW 12/e

36—PAGE ART BOOKLET CON—.
TAINING

S

20

Brass Finish
Were 12/6 NOW 11/43

"HUM-DINGERS,"

for list.
AVAGE'S Reliable Smoothing Condensers.-1,000
volts D.C. test, 2 mid. 3/-, 4 mid. 5/3; 600 volts
D.C. test, 1 mid. 1/6. 2 mid. 2/3, 4 mid. 3/9.
AVAGE'S Super Smoothing and Output Chokes.—
Many types available, write for list.
QAVAGE'S Mains Transformer for Westinghouse
Rectifiers.—H.T.4, 18/6; A3, 17/-; A4, 20/-.
AVAGE'S Maine Transformer for Westinghouse
H.T.4 Unit, with additional winding, 4 volts
3 amps; 23/...
AVAGE'S Mains Transformer.—V.T.31. 200-0-200
volts 60 m.amps., 2+2 volts 2 amps., 2+2 volts
3 amps.; 28/-.
AVAGE'S Mains Transformer.—B.T.3 500-0-500 volts
120 m.amps.. 3.75+3.75 volts 3 amps., 3+3 volts
3 amps., 2+2 volts 3 amps.; 51/-.
AVAGE'S Mains Transformers and Power Chokes
are carefully and individually constructed from
first class materials with an exceptionally generous
margain of safety.
AVAGES,
146,
Bishopsgate,
London,
E.C.2.
'Phone: Bishopsgate 6998.
[6808

AV. A.C. Crypte Charging Plant, ooaaplete,
I" switchboard, meters, rotary rectifier, transformer, tapped 12, 25, 50, 100 volts, new condition;
offers.-13M/EBGR, W.C.1.
[7451

VOLUME CONTROL, 100-500,000
Ohms ....
Was 86 NOW
POWER CLAROSTAT, 35 WATTS
Was 15,,- NOW

Specialise in Wireless Power from the
SAVAGE'S
Mains. reliable apparatus at reasonable prices.
AVAGE'S Transformer Laminations 'and Bakelite
S Bobbins; intending home constructors should write

Illustrations,

27

Diagrams, 3 Scale Drawings of
H.T. Units, etc., FREE and POST
FREE, from:

CLAUDE 1.104Se
76 OLDHALL ST.
LIVERPOOL

Value.

Radio

Cabinets

are

Britain's

Beat
[0313

Cabinets—Table models in solid oak and
D IGBY'S
mahogany; from 11/6 to 71/,
IGBY'S Cabinets, fitted with Radion or Res ton
D ebonite if required.
Cabinets.—Pedestal model, with separate
DIGBY'S
battery compartments; from 56/. to £12.

D

IGBY'S Cabinets Made to Customers' Own Designs

rsIGBY'S Cabinets—Write for new 16-page art
catalogue.—F. Digby, 9, The Oval. Hackney Rd.,
E.2.
'Phone: Bishopegate 6458.
[0128
RTCRAFT
Value.

Radio

Cabinets

are

Britain's

Beet
[0309

K

AY'S Cabinets, the greatest range of pedestal
cabinets in the kingdom; original creative designs
at prices 50% lower than elsewhere; Quotations tor.
specials by return; delivery' nt short notice guaranteed; moving coil, portable, battle, vignette, radiogram's
electric pick-up, television, etc.; illustrated lists free.
—H.
Kay. Wireless Cabinet Manufacturer,
Mount
Pleasant Ed., London, N.17.
'Phone: Waltharnetow
1626.
"
[6464

TTORNB

for Oabioets, portables, etc.; illustrated
list.—Maddiron, 1, Chapel St., Edgware Rd.

Advertiements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted front firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Dynamos, Etc.—Contd.

Cabinets.—Contd.

A

RTORAFT Radio Cabinets; Britain's best value;
lowest prices consistent with highest quality;
illustrated list free from actual manufacturers.—Artcraft Co., 156, Cherry Orchard Rd., Croydon. 'Phone:
Croydon 1981.
[0040

C HARGING
exoeptional
cleans
Generators
offer of B.T.H.
for Sale;
and bargain
Mackie high

eion end low tension charging dynamos, giving 2
puts of 200 to 300 volts 100 milliamps, and 8-12 •
5 amps. shunt wound, brand new; all charging gat
should purchase one; worth £15 each, our prier
clear, with guarantee, 50/,
CI.A.V. Shunt Wound Charging Dynamos, 30 volt
amp., ball bearing, 4-pole, new condition, we
60 lb.; price 50/- each.
F INAL Clearance of Crompton Dynamos, 50-75
lion; 2117
.
30 amps., shunt wound, 4-pole, in new cc

ABINETS, 16 1
2 1n.x7 1
/
2 in.xllin.,
/
hand mahogany
•
finished 7/6. unpolished 5/6; oval front, 10 ,
/sin.
X6%in., 6d. extra; baseboard, 6d.; carriage free.—F.
W. Ramsey. 63, Shaftesbury St., London, 14.1.
Clerksnwell 7139.
[6145
A ETCRAFT
Lx. Value.

Radio

Cabinets

are

Britain's

Best
[0311

-N

metal,
CABINETS,
baseboard and

for 8.0.3 receiver, complete with
screen; 9/6.—.Allsop, 69, Great
Hampton St., Birmingham.
[7380

wINEST American Types, astonishing value, special
offer oak cabinets, hinged lid, baseboard, highly
polished, take 12in.x6in. panel; sample, carriage paid,
6/6; trade discounts for quantities.—Mag-Radio, 112,
Warstone Lane, Birmingham.
[2665
A RTCRAFT

LX

Value.

Radio

Cabinets

are

Britain's

You realise immediately that
the
Wales Star Duplex is
definitely an advance on any
other speaker, irrespective of
price. The liquid beauty of the
softer cadences blend with the
verve and volume of the louder
chords that is a joy to hear.
Experts and the everyday listener acclaim it. Deliberately
built above the standard of
" built
down
to
a price
speakers "—whilst dearer in
price--it becomes an investment in
hours
of happy
entertainment and
superlative reproduction.

Best
[0310

Cabinets, extraordinary offer, oak
LOUD-SPEAKER
cabinets, handsome fret front, highly polished,

13in. square, 6im deep, finished moulding, take a ll
ordinary units; sample, carriage paid, 6/6; trade discounts for quantities.—Mag-Radio,
112,
Warstone
Lane, Birmingham_
[2668

COILS, TRANSFORMERS,

ETC.

600

-OHM Decoupling Resistances for New Kilo/nag Four, foreign listeners' four, and all
" Wireless World" circuits, hand made and tested in
our own workshops; improved model wound with ConStanton wire, 1/
6 each,
post free—Groves Bros., St.
Mary's Place, Shrewsbury.
[7361

1,000-OHM
World
" Circuits;
Deconpling
"Wireless
1/6Resistances
each, postforfree.—Groves
St. Mary's Place, Shrewsbury.

[7362

S

IMMONDS BROS.—Berelif coils. Record Three, 50/pair; new kilo-rnag. four, 50/- set; foreign listeners
four, low, 30/-; long wave, 37/-; screened grid Regional,
40/-; Mullard S.G.P. dual range coils, 30/- pair; Berclif standard coils, for new all-wave four, standard four,
A.O. three, Everyman four, etc., 63/6 set of 4, with
hoses; the mime coils for the Lodestone series (" Wireless Magazine "). 65/9 set of 4, with bases; Titan unit,
15/-; deeoupling resistances, 600 ohm, 1/6; 1,000 ohm,
2/-; all '‘ Wireless World " and similar coils in regular
production by the leading specialist', lists free; trade
•
eapplied.—Simmonds Bros., Shirelaud Rd., Smethwick.
Tel.: Smethwick 751.
[6314

LOV9PEMER UMIT
The \Yates Star Duplex
Unit, double magnets,
twelve poles, 00/
four coils
Double -cone
with brackets

£1.6.0

J'

Y

Model 0.10, oak, condition as new;
CELESTION
no offers.-1, Hillworth Rd., Tulsa Hill, Lend
S. W.2.

Kilo-Mag Four Coils, 37/6 set; ebonite formers (slotted), for winding, 12/6 set of 3; all
post free—Groves Bros., St. Mary's Place, Shrewsbury.
[7446
IT Set Coils for New A.C. Model, 50/, complete
with switches; 1930 Everyman Fout coils, 50/-.—
It Kilby, 51, Lyndhurst Grove, Peckham, 8.E. [7434

If unable to obtain locally
can be supplied direct.

K

THE SHAFTESBURY RADIO CO.
(Dept.
184-188. Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2.

R

E

Horns for Cabinet Gramophones
and Wireless, metal and wood; list.—Maddison,
1 Chapel St., Marylebone, N.W.1.
[6141
10p.T.H. Pick-up, latest model, off-set tone arm, new,
35/-; Brown speaker unit, type V, perfect, 10/,
—Osborne, 6, Belgrave Terrace, Bath.
[7387

1Clle ROWN Pick-up, adapter and kushette arm, little
used; post paid, 18/6.—Baker, Wangford, Receles.
•[7408

DYNAMOS,

ETC.

'flYNAMO by G.E.C., output 150 volts 1% amps.,
1,500 r.p.m., unused; cost £12, what offers?-29,
Brudenell Rd., Leeds.
[7424 .

Mention,

LOUD-SPEAKERS.
ORNS

of All Descriptions for Loud Speakers
Gramophone Units.—H. Maddison, mannfacte
of the Allwoodorn, 1, Chapel St., Paddington, NA
[6.
OUR Old Loud,speaker Taken In Part Payse
for the Latest Type; see our advert. under colu
Receivers for Sale.—Scientiflo Development Co.
Fehergate, Preston.
È0l

i\TEW

GRAMOPHONE PICK-UPS, ETC,

L.T. charging.—W.W. 20 volts, 6 am
12 volts, 8 amps., 45/-•, Ct, 18 vo

20
8 amps.,
amps., 65/-•
£8 '
lOs.•
50.vo
volts,
and others.
25 amps.,
Motor£7/10;
generators:
80

50

1

XPONENTIAL

T
J) YNAMOS,
50/-; L,

volts A.C. to 100 volts, 100 ma. D.C., 70/-.
namos: 100 volts, 1 amp.. 25/-; 100 volts, 4 am
36/-; 250 volts, 4 amps., £3/10.
II.T. anode M,
100 volts D.C. to 250 volts, 250 ma., £10; 220 v.
D.C. to 400 volts D.C., 200 ma., £12; fine new
comm. G.E.O. Aircraft generators: 950 volts, 60 n
ad 6 volts, 5 amps., £10; 600 volts, 100 m.a. an
volts, 5 amps., £5; else Newton RT. generators;
Obtainable
as a kW., 2,000 volts, £30; slow speed 1 kW. 2,000 vo
separate unit, or £40; 2kW.. 2,000 and 4,000 volts, £52; largo E
1.500 volts, £8; medii
with special Double Megger hand generators
Cone Chassis, or as 600 volts, £5; hand magnetos, 80 volts, 50 m
6/- each; HT, 4,000 volts, I/2 mid, mica condene
illustrated in complete Cabinet form 10/-; 0.01 Dubilier 1,000 volts, 6d. each.
Petrol Electric Generating Sets, Air Force,
in
mahogany or
70 volts, 20 amps., £27; 150 electric be
oak.
and
portable
110- and 220-volt drills, £5.
Water Star Duplex
WITCH Gear.—Slow motion geared slide Rims, ;
complete Speak er
watts,
7/6;
147 S.P. plug boards. 9-may, 10-art
with
Double-cone
Chassis in Oak 2/-; Lucas 8-way switch boxes, mahogany, with br
cover;
6
S.P.,
1
D.P., 1 C.O. switches, 3/6; S.P.(
Cabinet
switches, 1/6; H.T. send receiver, 2/6; hundreds
other switches and controllers; send for list.
.PLECTRADIX RADIOS, 218, Upper Thames
Mahogany
E.C.4.
[74

M

R

T

S

chassis,

WOREIGN Listeners' Four Boxes, 19/. set of 4; Celle.
12
37/6 set.—Stott.
1101P ECORD III Coils, 35/-; Kilo-Mag 4 coils, 33/-;
decoupling resistances, 1/3.
'WIT Set Coils and Switches, 37/6; dials and plates,
5/- pair.—Stott.
Q30 Everyman (..ils, 42/6 set; all special parts to
xr
order; trade supplied.
ETAL Cabinets.
in oak or mahogany,
with
moulded wood top and bates; Record III., KM.,
and 1930 Everyman, 45/-; Kit set, 35/-; metal box
only, 32/6 and 27/6 respectively.—Arthur T. Stott,
la, fluke St., Rochdale.
[7232

ADIOGRAPII—W.W. coils, Record III, 35/-; new
Kilomag Four, 33/-; S.G. Regional, 37/6; foreign
listeners' Four, 37/6 set; Europa Portable, 21/-:
Europa III, 18/6; S.G. multi-valve portable, 22/6;
new Everyman Four, 42/6.
illepADIOGRAPH.—Litz wire, 9/40, 1/6; 27/42, 2/6
-at *men yards; Redfern's deep ribbed or Becol
tube, 5d. per inch, slotting 1/6 extra.
ADIOGRAPH, Ltd.—W.W. cabinets, 4 compartments. 44/6; 2 compartments, 39/6; crackle
enamel and oak finish.—Station Rd., Handsworth, Birmingham.
[7441

EWTON Slow Speed Dynamo, 110 volts 20 .01
and 200 volts 20 amps., ball bearing, shunt wot
price £10; compound wound, £12.
MARCONI Charging Boards, containing shunt
ita sistanee. 2 double 'pole change over switches,
way series parallel switch and fuses and battery awl
terminals, etc., mounted on polished slate in iron fra:
bargain clearance, 20/- each.
HESE are Only a Few of Our Many Barge
we have a large stock of all size A.O. and 1
s, all sise dynamos, cables, meters, etc.; if
your requirements; we can quote you the lowest
market prices.
. W. THOMPSON and Co., 1, South St., Greatly,S.E.10. 'Phone: Greenwich 1259.
[7

[7!

MOVING Coil Loud-speaker, suitable for work
-MIL off 6-volt accumulator, as new; £4.—H. Louse
9 Aubert Park, Highbury, London.
[7z

R

ICE ICELLOG B.T.H. Senior L.-S., 240 volt. A.
cost £40, mite £20.—Saul, 8,
Aussie' I
S. Ansdell, Lytham.
[7'

e THE urnE CELLS THAT SATISFY

1\TIKOLA Cones, leather floats, felt fronted rings, 1
LI range of sizes and angles, manufacturers' ty
completely assembled from 3/6; complete chassis fr
7/6; list.—Knight and Co., 6, Chapel St., Lend
E.C.2.

Leyton Primary H.T. Battery, Pl Porous Pot Cells, I-=
-5 Si 8/ S2 Sac Cells.
All complete for assembly.
1-cell.
6-cell.
12-cell.
30-cell.
—

GREAT Bargains.

=

Pl

1%!
5
5/
/
9
3
Watch our notice for new type cell.
— "Easeful" Filler. Ipint 1/-. pint 1/6, po ,tfree ad. extra. a.
f-=- Bend ltd. stamp for booklet giving full particulars to:—

THE LEYTON BATTERY CO.,
Er
E. 305 CHURCH ROAD - LEYTON
E.10

r

REPAIRS\

Any make of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or headphones repaired and dispatched within
48 HOURS—TWELVE MONTHS GUARANTEE
with each repair. 41. Post Free.
Terms to Trade,

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO..

L214,

Dept. W,
High Street, Colliers Wood, London, SW.19 Al

G

REAT

Bargains.

G

REAT Bargains.—Epoch model A moving r
speaker kit (or complete units), brand new;
large number of these famous instruments made
a special order for use in talkies, but not execut
for credit reasons only; regular prices, £3/10, £4
and £5/17/6, to clear at 50/- for accumulator ope
tisis, 55/- for D.C. mains operation, 85/- for A
mains; kits comprising copper plated super silage
pot (weight 23 lb.) Chrystalene frame, fully adit
able, moving coil, any impedance, paper, leather g
mounting rings, made up complete, if desired,
extra.
G
Bargains,

REAT
Bargains.—In fact, the greatest barga
GREAT
ever offered!
A number of Epoch model A ni

kits at given away prices, guaranteed in perfect wo
hag order; early 1928 model, 35/-; latest model, 42,
made up complete, if desired, 6/- extra.
NJOY
Marvellous
Epoch
Reproduction
Ridiculous Cost; don't wait until they are ,
gone, but secure one immediately by writing, 'phoni
telegraphing, or hurrying to Epoch, 3, Farringdon A
E.0.4.
PTÉ,

E

" 27ne Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

Moving Coil Speakers.

POCH.

POCH.

E

F.:POCH.

•

POCH,
POCH.

E
E
E
E

POCH

Movier

Spetiœ n Speak- for thoweelres

POCH.

E
E
1:4

E

POCIL-Test an Epoch against any other make. It
will persuade you more than the beat salesman.
POCH.

E

POCH

E POOR.
E
P0011.
E POCH.
FPOCII.-Ask
the older
Well, let the
E POCH.

E
E

11 P0011.-Please do twit them against any or every
-LA snake on the market-preferably with a quick
switch over.

E
E
E
E

EPOEIL-Ordier oat gar

E
E

POCH

POCH-

E

POCH.

red

POCH - Your deposit }inst.:n:1y refunded la full if
yoz are not more than satisfied
No catch.
No
tape.

POCH.
E POCH.
E POCH.
E POCH.
E POCH.

Eg P0011.-The moat comprehensive range of moving
.11i coil spetiœne in the world.

Capacity.

POCH.
POCH.

E

nwiray " 9volt Grld Bias Type 2/"Wirin " 6o volt H.T. Type. .10/6
"Wimp" co volt HT. Type.. 18/.
"Wei" ro8 volt H.T. Type M.

E
E
E

Treble Capacity.

E

"Kohn" ('ci volt H.T. Type .1».
"Koiup" 99 volt H.T. Type..32f

POOH.

POCH.
POCH.-8end

E
E
E

A.

31

a

HUNT,

LTD.,

CROYDON,

P. & T

SURRRY.

E

catalogue

4from thecomierstional
4achieves wonders?
There is something about
the
factory-made
double
linen
diaphragm
speaker
which is the envy of all. It
clearly demonstrates how
the job is done by, the vast
manufacturing resources of two continents. Do not envy the efficiency of
the Ultra Air Chrome.
It is not easily
attained outside a modern factory
equipped with every jot of research
data and every manufacturing facility
provided by the combined sciences of
acoustics and electricity. U you would
hear with your own ears, then visit
your radio or music dealer. He will
convince you in the twinkling of an eye.

12" x 10" x 31"
42 14" X 14' X 5r
52/18' x 23' X 5}'
841..
24 - x 24" x fir 105/Stocked by every radio and music dealer' '
from Land's End to John o' Groat's.

Type F
Type J

W

POCH.
P005..
POCH.

lull

.1

real Intormation.

POOH.

POCH.

E

4complete brealime

Type L
Type K

Mr

pages era:woe
EE "°°"-16
Post ires.
E POCH.
E POCH.

E

The Aw Chrome

IN CHASSIS FORM

POCJIL

Dealer Sells Them.

ES DRY tATTIRIIS,
ellECIRECAL MIAS:MEMO HESTIMMISITS,
POILYMET MICA ...PAPER CONDIEESIRS,
HANDLAMPS TORCHES ETC.

WM.

POCH.

E

E

PRICES

Your

POCH.
POCH.
POCH
POCH.
POCH.

E

"Verb. sap.," I thought.

Standard

any of the thousands of users of even
models.
Pnt this
ssi-in's models?
speakers tell you themselves.

Model U14,ülustrated
in his advertisement,
costs 15 :5 :0. ¡e is
the most wonderful
speaker of the season.
Below, Chassis Type
"F" at f4 :4:O.

POCH.
POCH.
POCH.

E

IDLEY told me at the Club
last Monday that he had
been consulted regarding the
purchase of a Portable for a
friend. There had been sixteen
makes of set on his original list,
but he had whittled the choice
down to three when I saw him.
What interested me, though,
was that of the original sixteen;
every one was fitted as standard
with Hellesen's H.T. Batteries.
-Naturally," he replied, when
I remarked on this fact, •• it's
the first thing I look for. If a
manufacturer standardises
Hellesens, the odds are that the
other components he fits will be
up to the same high quality.
And anyway, an H.T. Battery
that has to fit a small space and
yet supply four or five valves
with juice for months on end
needs to be a Hellesen's and
nothing less."

claimed
derful
LandsEnd
o'Groatii

POCH

POCH
POCH

E

VERB. SAP.
R

27

Loucl.speakers. — Contd.

P0011 RADIO MANUFACTURING Co.. Ltd.. are
the manufacturers. City Office and Service Station. 3, Farringdon Avenue (Ludgate Circus end),
E.C.4.
'Phone
O.ntral
1971
12 lines).
Private
Branch Exchange
(6972

The Speaker with the
linen diaphragm

double

VVVVVVVVVVV%
U:tra Electric Limited,

665,

Harrow Road, N.W.ro.

Advertisements for " the Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
•
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NEW

Loud-speakers.-Contd.
The

accepted Rolls Royce

of

Radio is that great success

•r, 0

DIX- ONEMETER
It is a Precision Instrument of universal use, with an ingenious system
of multipliers which enable fullscale readings of any value to be
made over a wide range.
One millivolt to 2,000 v., or 50 ohms to 50
megohms.
Mirror double scale,
jewelled, knife edge.
A £10 De
Luxe model for only 50/,
MultiPliers, 6/6 each.

'o

o

..

s .

Extia for 1,500 volt Multiplier,

10 Ranges.
Cromptons, Nalders,
J. & P. or Evershed, 0-6100 v. and 0-500 amps..
10 ranges, £8 10s.
Fine 7-range Moving Coil in Case,
B52, 9uite new, 55/., worth double.
Valve Charaeteristm Test Cabinet, 3 Moving Coil Meters on
panel, 7}in. X 91in., Socket for test valves, worth £10.
Sale £4 each. A.C. Testers, 108/B2I. 4 ranges,
120 v., 6 v., 200 mía. and 4 amps., for 40-100 cycle
mains, cheap at 45/-.
4-Range Westons, 2}in. dial
0-6a., 0-24 m.a., 0-120 m.a., 0-240 m/v. Cost £4. Sale
40/, Ferranti Laboratory Sets, mov. coil, mirror scale,
knife pointer, 5 ranges. Millivolts to 250 volts, 1/10
milli-amperes to 25 amperes, and all between.
Half-

price, £4 10s.

ANODE METERS, panel type for 20 mia. H.T.
output from Eliminators, 7/,
LABORATORY. £50 Set of Sullivan Standard
Calvo., Scale and Shunt, £15; 3-range Tinsley Micro
Ammeter read to 1 micro., full scale 500, 60/ ,- t Paul
ditto., £5; Gambrel Onward, £4 10s.; Univ. Shunt
Box. 35/.; Lab. Test Res. Box, ping, from 30/- •
Capacity Bridge, .0001 to 10 mfd., £8 • Marconi fl-le
Direction Finder, £5 10s.
For rapi d readings use a
Megger 1,000 ohms to 10 mega. £15.
Get the Best
out of your set by using a Dix Ônemeter and a Wavemeter.
Paul Type 4-Dial I meg. Bridge and Calvo.,
£9 10s. G.P.O. Standard Bridge, £7 10s. Silvertown
Sets. £8.
Res. Units,•2/8, Standard Mfd. Units from
8/, Wheatstone Bridges, £2 5s., £6 10s.
£10.
Campbell lnductometer, £17.
VOLTMETERS. 500 volts, 50/.; 1,000 volts, £3;
1,500 volts, £5 ; 2,000 volts, £6; 2,500 volts, £6 10s. ;
5,000 volts, £7 10s.
Large stock of odd Voltmeter and
Milliammeters at reduced prices.

a0c1

MORSE

WIRELESS

RECORDERS,

£7

10s.

Magnificent British work, solid brass case, fine finish.
Mahogany case with drawer for tapo reel.
Gast £30.
H.T. GENERATORS, all sizes from 2 K.W.,
4,000 volts to the famous 250 watt 500-cycle Alternators,
complete with exciter, cost £30, for 70/ -.
SPARK, 10in. Marconi Coils, £7; Cox X-ray,
£10;
20,000 v., 816;
50.000 v.. 17/6 ; Diathermy

I K.W. 100 v. D.C. to 10,000 v. A.C., £15.

GRAMO PICK-UPS. Magnetic Earpiece Units
for making your own 40/- reproducer.
Adapted with a
little work.
Only 1/2 each.
In metal case, 1/6.
Adapted Brown A Pick-ups, 12/,
Marconi Wave

Traps. 15/,
WE HAVE A WONDERFUL STOCK OF
RADIO AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS.
Bargain Sale now on.

ELECTRADIX
RADIOS,
.218, Upper Thames Street, London, 2.0.4

r

E

PLUGS

MIDGET &
STANDARD
NICKEL PLATED-6 Colours 2d. each.

1

J.
J.
EASTICK
élk
SONS
"Eelex House," 188, !Sunhat Row,
London, E. C. I.
'Fuero, Clarkenteel! 9282/3;4.

EVERYMAN FOUR, KILO-MAO
AND RECORD THREE NIETAL
CABINETS.
35/- eo.ch, or with woodwork 46/6 each.

1

Kit-Set 27/6 and 38/6 each respectively.
Finished crystalline Brown, Black or Blue.

Trade enquiries invited.-Samuel Eaton & Sonselanulecturers of Lighting Goods), 66/72 Barr St., Birmingham,
Mention of "The

The Ideal Instrument for addressing Audience througl
Loudspeaker, and for relaying Speech or Musics
Entertainment to any distance.
Powerful Loudspeaker Reproduction without distortion
Highly genitive Microphone, gaerant,edentirei

free from distortion or uderophcmio nokust
absolutely citent background; far superior t.
ordinary Microphone Tranamitters; for us
with Valve Amplifier or Valve Set (through lead
of Gramophone Pick-up if desired) at Open-al
Meetings, in Cinema, Theatre, or Concert Hall
Operates from 2Volt tapping of L.T. Arrumo
lator, through Microphone Transformer. Curren'
consumption onetenth Ampere. Provided witf
detachable sound collector and 9 ft. connecting
cord, and fixed by rubber-cord suapension
nickel-pktted frame, on pedestal, 11 in. high; fo
mounting on Speaker'. Platform, in
Pulpit, on top of Camera Stand; or
for suspension from ceiling, as 25/.

H
U
R.
Booklet.
THEyoursNewfor 36-page
the asking.

"Bound

Adee
lee

la

The above Microphone is rendered Dire cti onal
by attaching the Sound Collector.

A
D
Urat
ncrpo
e
tk
eos
v:4 e
eliteeylligheat

O
O

tirade Threshold,

MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER,

epecial design to obtain best possible result,
from sensitive Microphones when conso rtel
to high-resistance 'phones,Loudspeaker,ValV
Set, or Valve Amplifier: best Transforms
made for clear Speech with volume, modula
Lion speech and music transminsion, Publl
Address Microphones, etc.; Prim. & Sec, terminal- fated; ful
direction» for une of Microphone and diagrams of connec. e i
tinos free. Good. by return peat
•
•IPP/ .
te

g

FREDK. ADOLPH, Actual Maker,
27, Fitzroy Street, London, W.1.

N
Moving
GETnota beBaker's
disappointed.

Coil Speaker, and you will

TRADERS' GUIDE.

QUICK SERVICE.

QUICK SERVICE.

THE QUALITY HOUSE.

T ET

S

BONA FIDE

'PHO NE;

Museum 8328

Send for our comprehensive frustrated List

O
Us Bend You Our Free 36-pese
" Sound Advise a postcard will do.

Booklet,

PERSEUS

MEG.

CO.,

BRANSTONE RD.,

E
A

LTD,

(Dept. W. W.)

BURTON-ON-TRENT

BEAUTIFY YOUR SET!

Radio Furniture De Lu
To snugly Home Se
Batteries-Speaker-from 23 15s. to £11 Ile. S
ON APPROVAL-you may return at one «pane
you wish to part with it. Used by Radio Press-o
3,000 clients.
PHOTOGRAPHS & LIST 3d,
Piekett'sRadioPurniture Workshp.W.W .13erleyHe,

E
Q END To-day for a Baker's 8966904
approval for comparative test.

on

14

days

A
CLEARING STOCKS
-AA

SURPLUS
STEEL
MASTS

NJOY the Wonderful Realistic Beproductien Given
by Baker's new Speakers.

E
S

iWANDER

iiil

QELTIHRST RADIO are the Moue« amauteeterers
of Moving Coil Speakers.

KY

,
-ti3
.:

New
A.C.
Model
ACONEMETER.
Model
In ease. Is a new Model for measurement
of volts on Alternating Current, a 3-range instrument
reading 0-150 v., 0-300 v.. and 0-600 v.
Price, in-

44/TEST SETS.

M ICROPHONE

t

VAC.3.

clusive of case. 75/-.

and Broadcasting

E

.

7,
'

PUBLIC ADDRESS

A

rpliE Advertisement
Finest and most
made to-day.

on Page 29 Illustrates the
ellielent Moving Coil Speaker

VP AKER'S «MORN' RADIO, Office, 89, Selhurst
Rd. ' South Norwood, 13.E.25. Works: 42, Cherry
Orchard Rd., East Croydon (always open).
[0231
VINEST Suspension Leather, for fixing cones to
-I.
moving coil or reed units, as supplied to principal makers; 2i- sq. it., 1/6 10in, square; segments
up to I2in. cone 9d. for 4; all post free; cash with
order.-Dilley, 8, Ashby Rd., Essex Rd., N.1.
Clissold 0736.
[7458
11,1AGNAVOX R4 Model, 6-volt field, heard by spin pointment; £3/15.-Mackenzie, Palmerston Rd..
West Croydon.
[7433
WESTERN

ELECTRIC Kono Speaker, 18M., perfect
2T condition, £3/3, can be heard by appointment;
Blue Spot 66A, unpacked, 17/6; Ferranti trickle
charger, £2; carriage paid.-Williams, Kingswood.
Hartford Rd., Bexley, Kent.
[7431

nONSTRUCTORS

desiring balanced armature units
for reproducers should enquire for complete lists
and prices' all types.-F. C. Davies, 31, Abbey St.,
Tower Bridge, London, S.E.1.
[7430

at below
prices to clear.

'26ft.
34ft.
40ft.

STEEL MAST, tapering lI" to
1"
Carriage;
London,
I/6 ;
Midlands
., 2/6;
Weighs 28 lbs.

i
r to

Tapering
London. 2/- ;
Elsewhere, 4/-.

Tapering

Ir to

London ' 2/6;
Elsewhere, 4/6.
A super mast.

Elsewhere,

8/

I

3/6.

I'.
Carriage:
Midland s, 3/Weighs 40 lbs.

d

1'.
Carriage: 1
Midlands,
3/6;
Weighs 50 lbs.

OUTFIT with MAST. l'ere(r
ct'ilo' aeleht';'!°Ple'ee
y
d
:

Cleat, Solid Metal footrest and strong galvanised stay faatecers,
Note.-Cur Masts me stayed at 4ground points (not 3), which
ensures safety.

ACCESSORIES •Best
Manilla Rope Halyards (will not'
re), to ft. 1/8, 100 ft. We. Special

eel-rust paint (suMelent for meet), 1/8. Coppered earthing'
tube, 1/9. Special Aerial, hue 14 strands of No. 28 gauge
Enamelled high conductivity pure copper wire, 100 ft. 3/9,
Money refunded If mast returned intact and carriage paid
within 7day,
ADELAIDE STEEL TUBE CO. ' LTD.,
RENT HOUSE ROM), BECIRENHAM, KENT.

Wireless World," then writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Loud.speakers.-Contd.
Rico-Kellogg Speaker, 6-volt, latest model,
unused; £311716, nearest offer.-28, Rawlins St.,
'erpool.
[7429

11111111111111111111.1111

'AKER'S 6-volt Super Moving Coil, pentode wind' ing, heard in use; £3.-Mountview 4414. or write
Tulnell Park Rd., N., for appointment.
[7419

E

ALL- ELECTRIC RADIO

Various Valves, used testing only, all makes and
times. 5/- each; 3 Cosmos A.C./G., unused, 7/6
:11; D.E.T.1, £2; clearing laboratory of apparatus;
Inicies invited.-1, Stapleford Rd., Wembley.
[7410
MPLIFIER Valve.-If you require power you cannot do better than one of these :-

1ILAMENT

Volts 6, plate volts 400 (maximum),
• grid bias 84 volts (approx.), impedance 800
res., amplification factor 3.8, mutual conductance
55 in.a./voits; price £5/10; see article ' The Wires World," 24th July, 1929, then tend to North
ndon Valve Co., Ltd., 22 1
/ , Cazenove Rd., Stoke
2
wington, London, N.I6.
[7457

WIRE .
Ryan Size
EM'. CO., 4, Upper
of

trial/team.

COMPONENTS,

and Kind from The Beaver
Grosvenor Rd., Handsworth,
[6897

ETC., FOR

SALE.

ELLI NC -LEE Panel Fittings are designed to give
e an expert finish to any home-constructed set;
;alogue post free.-Belling and Lee, Ltd., Queenswav
srks, Ponders End. Middlesex.
(0018

6-volt M.C. speaker, 2 Osram P625
matched for push-pull, Ferranti trickle
charger, all perfect; offers invited.-" Pont-y-bren,"
Llyswen Rd., Cyncoed, Llanishen, Cardiff
[7379
Climax H.T. Mains Units this Xmas.
For
your own set and to give to your friends. The
best you can get-the best you can give. Popular prices. Every modern improvement. A.C.
models have new metal rectifying units ell nlmating all valve trouble. Negligible upkeep
costs.
Ten Voltage Tappings. For all
Mains Voltages 40/100 cycles.

A. C. Model U.20.
Up to I20v. H.T.

A. C. Model U.50.
Up to 200v. H.T.

Price £4 .5 .

Up to 20 milliamperes.

Price £5. 15 .0

Up to 50 milliamperes.

Price complete £1 .14.0

G

RAMOPHONE
Motors, well known make, double
spring, silent, complete with fittings; 30/..

Bargain.-B.T.R. 40 henry chokes; 9/6;
any article on approval against cash.-Huggins,
Radio Engineer, Clacttin-on-Sea.
1( 398

an

amazingly selective long range
2-valve all-electric receiver.

Many important features, one dial tuning,
dual wave switch to eliminate coil changing,
Westinghouse metal rectifier Volume control.
No batteries whatever.
Operates entirely
from A.C. Mains.
Walnut finished cabinet.

Price only £9 . 17 .6.
complete with valves, royalties and full mains
equipment. The finest value yet offered in
all-electric receivers.

111111111BRIIIIMIle
Climax Radio Electric Ltd.,
Reventeek Works Parkhill kowi, Hampstead, London, LW.%
Telephone: Primrose 1171-2.

rid

POTENTIAL 'Dividers
10,000,
15,000,
20,000.
25,000 and 30,000 ohms, 5 variable toppings;
each.

2/.

HI?.

TOUR Old Components Taken in Part Payment
- for Latest Typo; see our advert, in column
sceivers for Sale.--ficientifio Development Co.. 51,
shergatte, Preston.
[0228

Advertisements for"

GRAMOPHONE-RADIO Surplus.-Ekeo H.T. unit,
A.C. 110 mains (220 volts 45 ma., tapping 110).
£3110; D.C. unit (smoothing set) for 11.T, direct
from any D.C. mains, £2; 11.1. Varley pick-up (new),
30/.•, 2 L.S.5 valves (new), 15/- each;
2 11.A1.6
C.A.V. 60-volt H.T. accumulators (6 months' service), 15/- each; Marconiplione 4.5:1 transformer,
12/6;
J.B.
var. 0.0003 condenser, 5/-:
Cubilier
0.0005, 5/-•, set of 4 Master Three coils with base,
10/-;
wire-wound
resistances
(reliable
makes).
150,000, 100,000, 80,000, 60,000, 40,000, 30,000,
2 0,000. 3 /
6 each.-Snow, Burnham Thorpe, Eton. Tel.:
Windsor 62.
[7393

CONDENSERS,
CllOKES

CLIMAX CHELLOSET.

Obtainable from all radio dealers.

cdMAx
A YEA

AHEAD

•

"ULM'TRICAL and Wireless-What is it you re.J- à quire; write and let us quote; new or secondhand; quality with cheapness.-J.M. Supplies, 570,
Woolwich Rd., SE.?.
[7385

PinENTIAL Dividers, heavy duty, wise wound,
15,000 and 20,000 ohms, 7 tappings, 5/6; 4
tappings, 3/9.
2 mfd., 2/3; 4 mid, , 4/- ; gu aran teed; tested 500 volts.
.(L.F.).-Exoellent for smoothing, up to
2 milliamps, 2/-; special heavy duty, 10 milliamps. 8 /6 .
lit.LIMINATORS, A.C., wired for half or full wave;
complete with valve; £3/17/6.
'
Chokes; 3/-.

'IHE Above Terms Exist that lair offers may be an
• economical possibility, and a sound standard
untamed; particular .points of questions are elucited in a little folder, " The Ins and Outs of the
its and Ins"; a copy post free on request.
,PPLEBY'S, specialists in distrhution by mail and
L the originators of radio part exchange, No. Fortyir in Chapel St., Marylebone,
London,
N.W.1
.ation opposite, Edgware Rd., Metropolitan Railway).
[0316
1YLANITE, the most artistic panel known; only 2)and 3/- per sq. ft., according to pattern; particus and samples free (1 1/
2d.
postage).-Manclr and
right, 5, Royal Arcade, Weymouth.
[7317

£59

Your Receiver from That Other Room
3
C
by means of the Foolproof and Inexpensive Yarg
Relay, no maintenance or attention, models for battery and mains operated sets; patent pending; single
make and break, 10/6; double, 17/6; triple, 22/6;
post free;
stamp particulars.-" Yarg," 1, Eccles
Old Rd., Manchester.
[7248

SALE.-Marconi

Improved D.C. Model H.T. Unit-the most
popular D.C. Mains Unit on the market-has
ten voltage tappings.
Output SD mia total,
10 mla at tappings.

SIG Output Means Fresh Goods; fresh goods are
better; you can rely on fresh materials from
pleby's, retail radio distributors with a wide market.
)RIEFLY-here is our service, simple, straightforIt ward, lair. A not-too-dull brochure, more fully
eriptive, will be sent to you, immediately, on reest.
[TE Supply Practically all the Leading Lines of
Radio Apparatus at current list prices, and
ike no carriage charges, except on accumulators and
tteries and exceptionally bulky articles.
F You Wish we will take in part exchange any
branded receiver, component or loud-speaker for
itch you have no further use, providing such hi
isonably modern and in workable condition,
10 Make Fair Offers we must see the material;
• on receipt of a parcel, which must contain a list
contents and name of sender, we will send our
er, which is as an allowance from an order for
w requirements totalling not less than twice the
,owance-but it is fair.
In the unlikely event of
agreement being reached, we will return your
iterial carriage paid; you need have little fear for
✓ returns in this respect have always been below
e per cent.
We cannot execute part exchange
;Jere of leas than 10/- net cash value-that is, after
rt exchange allowance has been deducted.

Decoupling Resistances;
see
a dvt.
under Coils - Groves Brothers (Manufac[7175

ZAMPA Cone Chassis, 4/-; Tef ag cone unit, 15/6;
Mara moving coil 6v. 0.5 amp., 50/-; Tefag
cone speaker, 19 /6 ; Zampa aerial tuner, 6/6; 6-pin
coils, 2/3 each; Formo transformers, 3-1 and 5-1,
3/- each; Watmel auto choke, 6/6; 2-volt 40 amp.
accumulator, 10/6; gramophone pick-up, Accustom
7/6; Ilegra, 7/6; Igranie, with control, 12/-; Daru
4v. Pentode valve, 10/.; 6 Eagle and Triotron valve,
4v., 2/3 each; Mullard th-wave rectifier, 9/-; eliminator transformer, lull wave, 300v., 161-•, fiaba pushpull transforme-, 10/- ; hea ti ng transformer, 3.5v.
2 amp., 7/8; mostly new condition; stamp repl y. Simpson, Jesmond Place, Leeds.
17323

VALVES.

[TIRE

Wood Paper Converts Commonest Woods
into Oak; 30in.x2Oin., 8d.-Burtenshaw, Hillsborough Terrace, Ilfracombe.
[7351

XPERIMENTEWS Surplus-Large selection valves,
coils, condensers, va ri
a bl e and fixed; send for list.-'Irving, 15, Reddens Rd., Beckenham.
[7 363

'
IHEBROS.

tOSSOR (New Process) 2v, l'entoile, unused; 17/-.! 14, Vegal Crescent, Englefield Green.
[7437

Components, Etc., for Sale.-Contd.

600 -OHMS

TRANSMITTERS .

,.

29

VENEER

turers).

àOUBLE Linen Cone Speakers, made with patented
' chassis and fitted with first class unit, wonder:
results; cut price, 42/- complete: carriage paid; ?now for Christmas; orders taken in strict rotation,
lomiord and Co., Post Office Av., Southport. £7416

Chebros.
Chebros transformers and
' chokes of all descriptions, special transformers for
'inflating and modulation; chokes a speciality- enries invited.-Ohester
Bros., 244, Dalston Lane,
radon, E.8.
[5240

.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

L.T. Charger (200v.). 40/-; P.X.6
35
90
8 .
valve, 15/-; ILL.610, 6/-; P.M.5B, 6/-; 66K,
17;6; Burnctept Ethovox, 40/-; R.I. 5-1, 15/-; oak
cabinet, 26x26x9. 45/-; 2 0.0003 Dubilier, variable,
1716; all perfect.-McMillen, 59, Malvern Rd., Wallasey.
[7399
1tiIMIOHAEL
Supersonic
Unit,
Broadcast
wave
-U-1- length. 82/10; with 4 4v. valves £3; also Mu
ull4
ao
rd
7
0.40 valve, £1.-Tonikins, 238, Draliefell Rd., S.E.4.

CEESENCENT

6-range Meter, 304; B.T.H. pick-up
and arm, 24/6; Osram 8625, 1016.-BMMVSGF,
London, W.0.1.

A TRANSPORTABLE Wireless Cabinet, 8 valves.
215 fixed resistors, and a few odd components,
little used; price, in one lot, £1/1, carriage extra.0
Box 4064, c/o The (Viceless World.
i.4
components,
etc.'
VALVES,
offers.-Box 4065, c/o The

state
requirements;
Wireless World.

'DROWN'S Veo Unit, 13/6; R.I Hyper= t
[r
7a
in
Gs.
e
-LP
former,
unused,
11/6.-Box 4063,
c/o The
Wireless World,
[
[7465
L7
1
:4
415
6
.5
5

T.

Charger,

valve rectifier, 2-4.6 volts at
9
9
A.C., 35/-; Bodine tapped frame
10/-; set of Igranio 8.W. coils, 5/_ -,•, postage
extra.-B. F. Vaughan, 4, Ilford Av., Wallasey.

Cl3T

Out that Unwanted Station with a Gordon
Wave Trap; price 6/6, nod free.-The Universal, 20, Victoria Rd., Peckham, S.E.15.
[7466

Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.

.
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yournie

for
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RADIO HOUSE, HUDDERSFIELD (13th winner).

E

XT R AO RDI NARI L

Y

LUCID

I EPOCH

pFORMATION
ACCUMULATED

B

Say 99!

ItILLIANTLY

NEW MODEL 99 P.M.
MOVING COIL SPEAKER

I NSIDE

will

LIST.
ILLUSTRATED

satisfy the most
of listeners.

critical

No accumulator, no mains,
no suspension, no adjustmenli.-

TASTEFULLY.

YETsatisfied
This Mine of Information is Absolutely Free. A
Littlehampton reader sent unsolicited

7 days' free tria).

testimonial : "Your firm is 'streets' ahead of some of
the London houses for business." This unsolicited reputation we endeavour to uphold.
WHOEVER

the
`DOM IN10 N'
Motu Motion Dial
A Vernier Dial at 2,3I Bring your set
up to date by fitting this slow motion
dial. The mechanism is of special non.
backlash construction which makes very '
fine tuning easy.
Finished in smooth
black or beautifully grained mahogaei
bakeiite.

rouvnie
W
NELSON 8T. WORKS, LONDJAI,
N.W.1.

INQUIRES
RECEIVES

E

XCELLENT

LACONIC

E

NLIGHTENMENT.

SUPREME

S

ATISFACTION.
So, when inquiring, endeavour
submitting similarly composed advertisement, using the words "Reliability Wireless Guide," so as to
encourage readers to apply for this list. Weekly change
of matter desired.
A 100-volt HT, battery for each
effort published, and useful consolation prizes given.

IVES
NFAILING
INTEREsTING
D ISCLOSURES.
G

Said for
'

U

E

oughbred
anei,1

LIREKA I—The Guide will be sent post free by J. II.
Taylor and Co., 15, Radio House, Macaulay St.,
Huddersfield, to whom competition efforts should be
submitted, indicating also if name and address publishable if successful.
(Only 23 alternative words required, Radio House, Huddersfield, remaining.
One
word for each initial following).
Prize-winner from
Newport.
[7471

EPOCH RADIO
MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.,
3, Farringdon Avenue :: E.C.4.,
Phone: CENTRAL 1971/2.

C

ELESTION C.L.20. oak, £6/10; Osram Music/
Magnet, £7/15; Ecko 3F.20 for A.C., £3/10; carriage paid; all unpacked; sickliest causes sale.— .54.
Hanover St., Birmingham.
(7454
).JEW 0.0005 Igranic Lokvane, 5/-; 2 new
-LI
valves, 5/6 each.—BM/BP6B. London.

ce°

new 16-page Catalog', of
real informal ion.

PM5X
[7453

The
Sound
Box

1Q1URNDEPT Pick-up, 10/6; SP160, 5/-• Amplion
A.C.2, 11/6; Pyo 2011, 7/-; wirewounii, 20,0011,
100,000, 2/-; mica, 0.05, 2/9: Lisien R.C. 21.; S.W.
ki
15 /-; guaranteed; lists.—Pepper, Wako Green
Rd., Moseley, Birmingham.[7448

that
never

Hegra and Dubilier Drum, 0.0005,
CONDENSERS,
7/6; Loewe•pick-up, 12/6; Watmel aim, 4/6;

£5 Brown loud-speaker, 30/-; Ferranti trickle charger,
30/-; Mullard R.C. unit, 9/6; Precision testing set,
6 readings, 35/-,• Titan coils, 9/6; Bradleyohm
4/6; Sterling phones, 5/-.-40, Cranleigh Rd., West
Green, N.15.
[7447
R.I.

Res iston
Panels
stand
supreme I
Beautiful in appearance—everlasting
in strength. Fit a Resistan Panel to •
your Set and bring it right up to date.
You'll make it look even better than
many of the most modern Receivers.
Ask your Wir e less Dealer for
particulars, or write direct.

Choke (14/711), 14/6; R.I. ECO unit, 8/6;
SM dials, 3/- pair; Marconi mains transformer C, 25/-; pair Lewcos SW coils, 7/6; Colvern
aerial, 2/9; Lewcos SP aerial, 3/-.• HESS, 3/9; all
LW Liasen, EET!Gambrell. 50. 75. 100, 1/-; Igranir,
Frost rheostats, 1/-; IltuIlaril WW,
100,000
2/9,
250,000 3/9; Ilimic 1A, with base, 3/-; Silvertown
telephone transformer; 3/9; oak cabinets, 18x7, 15/-,
or exchange these only.—G. Ryall, 182, Kennington
Rd., London.
44
.F.5, 17/6; P.M.14, P.M.24. 11/6 each; P.1%[17.4112,
4/6; Royalty variable 500,000 potentiometer.
4/-.—Saville, 25, Valleyfield St., Glasgow.
[7435

A

O

RGOLA Parts.—Panel, condensers (gang. trimmer,
reaction), coils, switches. brackets, SG. holder,
used 2 weeks, 57/6 the lot;
Burndept
D.P.D.T.
switches, 2/3 each; Utility. 2/-; Elfin, 0.0001, 2/6.55, Thornton St., Skipton. Yorks.
[7427
unused, £1;
8625,
10/-;
Varley
transP11114,
former for HT3, £1; coil formers, bases, con-

densers,

American Hard Rubber Co. (Britain) Ltd.,
13a, Fore Street, E.C.2.

1M 2481

etc-5,

Hopewell

Terrace.

Horsforth,

Leeds.
[7 423

Exchanges;
Universalwrite,
Gives'phone
thet
Biggest
or send Value
what you
in have
Partt

tires

bring your old
Gramophone
up , to , date in
time for Xmas!"
—66

by fitting the new MELTROPE
Sound Box, its greater definition, forward tone, and range
being wider than many Sound
Boxes costing more than double.
Suitable for

all

types of tone-cMtn.

PRICE

1216

AMPLIFIERS LTD.,
Billet Road,
Waltharnstow, E.17.

—what you require.—The Universal, 20, Victoria Rd.,
Peekhe.m, S.E.15.
(7456

iiinition of " The Wireless World,” when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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MISCELLANEOUS.
VXPONENTIAL Horns for Cabinet Gramophones and
12 Wireless, metal and wood; list.—Maddison, 1,
Chapel St., Marylebone, N.W.1.
[6143a

AS

EASY
Payments—We supply,
components, accessories, and

by easy payments,
sets, any make; 10X
down, balance spread over 10 months.—Send list of
requirements to London Radio Supply Co., 11, Oat
Lane, London. E.C.2.
[0097

W

MAINS UNIT
RTABLES

IRELESS Notes—A monthly service of informa.
tion for all those who want the very best in
wireless or gramophone reproduction; frank criticism
of receivers and components; immediate postal help
and advice in all difficulties; something new and
unique; you must have it U you want to know the
truth.—Full particulars free from Ernest IL RobinJ011, Langmead,
Pirbright, Woking, Surrey.
[6144
ALEXANDER BLACK.

pLEASE

BRITISH
AS BRITANNIA

Note New Address.

T
C

HE Original Wireless Doctor, will call (London and
Home Counties) and cure your set.
ONSULTATIONS by Appointment Without Oblige,.
Lion, sets installed, maintained, and brought up
to date, gramophone pick-ups, eliminators, and Webeon moving coil speakers demonstrated; purity reproduction specialist.
55 Ebury St., Victoria, &W.I. Sloane 1655.
[0277

,

S

COTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's radio
doctors, officially approved as wireless repairers
by Radio Society of Great Britain and Wireless League;
old sets of every type repaired, rebuilt, modernised;
send set for immediate quotation.
COTT SESSIONS and Co.—Midland customers, please
send address to us and our Midland representative
will call.
COTT SESSIONS and Cs—New seta constructed
with your or our components, guaranteed finest
workmanship; we specialise in " The Wireless World"
circuits;
remember,
we
have
satisfied
customers
throughout the British Isles and in three Continents;
if you so desire, we will design and construct high.
grade apparatus to suit your es_pecial circumstances for
quality, range and selectivity.—Tel.: Tudor 5326, Muswell Hill, London, N.10.
[0262

S

A.C. MODEL

1
£4

:5 :

D.C. MODEL

£2 :15 :
lve you can run
ur Portable off
e electric light!
.c. or D.C.Mains)
lis
ne

new Regen—
H.T. Mains
ut fits inside any
irtable Receiver,
d possesses all
e advantages of

S

VOUR Old Apparatus Taken in Part Payment for
I.
Latest Type; see our advert, in column Receivers
for Sale.—Sclentific Development Co., 51, Fishergate,
Preston.
(.0229

Models.

to-dayfor FREE
›y of our ART
)0K LET
" Radio
m
the
Mains."
dcheuesjull parti.
lars of all Regenle Products-Mains
cei vets, Mains
its,TrickleChargrand Mains Cornvents-and includes
Fails of our Hire
.urchase Terms.

Treat yourself or your
best friend to a really
useful Xmas Present this
year—a Regentone Mains
Unit or Trickle Charger.

313DUPLEX
rotun

LOUD SPEAKER
An entirely new loud speaker. Gives
finer results due to new Brown "Vee"
Reed and Duplex Cone principles.
Pure tone and rich volume. In three
models: V.10, £5 10s ;V.12, £7 108.;
V.15, £12 108.

PATENTS.

T

HE Proprietor of British Patent No. 176128 is
prepared to sell the patent or to license British
manufacturers to work thereunder.
It comprises a
wireless signalling system having inductively coupled
2-loop aerials—Address Boult, Wade and Tennant,
112, Hatton Garden, London, E.C.1.
[7444

PATENT AGENTS.

our

andard

The

PATENTS

and Trade Marks, British and foreign.—
Gee and Co. (H. T. P. Gee, Member R.S.G.B. and
A.M.I.R.E.), 51-52, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2.
'Phone : Holborn 1525.
[0001

REPAIRS.

T

WELVE Months' Guarantee Accompanies all our
2Repairs; any make of L.F. transformer, head.
phones, or loud-speaker repaired and despatched within
48 hours; 4/- post free; don't discard if burnt out;
terms to trade—Transformer Repair Co. (Dept. W.),
214, Iligh St., Colliers Wood, S.W.19.
[0011

EPAIRS Returned Post Free, and to ensure satisAIL faction send remittance utter approval of same.
—Leeds Wireless Repair Service.
OUD-SPEAKEILS,
headphones, rewound to any
resistame and remagnetised, 3/-; transformers
rewound, 4/-; Blue Spots, Triotrons and 4-pole units,
4/6; work guaranteed.—Leeds Wireless Repair Service,
5, Boston Place, Green Rd., Leeds.
[7250
SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's radio
SCOTT
doctors; read advertisement under Miscellaneous
column.

[0263

— Transformers,
K INGSTON-ON-THAMES.
loudspeaker repairs; transformers wound

ratio—Minter, 156, Cambridge Rd.

'phones,
to nny
['7269

erOtint
S.G. Receiver
The

The secret of the successful perform.
ance of the Brown Receiver (it gets
over 40 Stations in an hour) is the
honest value that is put into it. Only
the finest components that money can
buy are used.
In 4 models: Type
A (for battery operation) £12 Is. bd
't ype A.M. (for mains operation)
£20 10s. Types B. and B M. £9 7s. 6d.
and £17 10s. respectively. All models
also supplied in kit form at slightly
lower prices.
Ask your Wireless Dealer for
particulars of Easy Payments.

G

7or Radio from the Mains
..almmbr
REGENT RADIO SUPPLY CO. 2/ Bortiotr, fi/dcs
Ho/born Circus, àondon. EC4

ARANTEED Repairs by Experts—Loud-speakers,
head phones, cone units, pick-ups, any type, rewound, remagnetised and adjusted, post free, 4/-:
transformers horn 4/..—Howell, 42, Fotheringham Rd.,
Enfield, Middlesex.
[7420

WANTED.
" WIRELESS WORLD," from 1926 to 1928, bound
67 Or unbound.—E. Thomas, Worsley St., Hulme,
Manchest er.
[7294
WANTED for Clash, 2-valve all mains sets; or highest
price given in part payment for any new set.—
Oakthorpe Garage, Palmers Green, N.13.
(7406

£61

From all Radio Dealers. Write for Catalogues
and fidl particulars, to Dept. D.

S. G. BROWN, LTD
Western Ave., North Acton. W.3.

Advertisements ¡or " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we .believe to be ;baron£l*1* reliable.
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Wanted.—Contd.
117ANTED, B.T.H. pick-up and arm, Blue Spot
V7 unit, S410, UEI, U5. or similar valves.—Newsomes,
12, Wolves Lane, Palmers Green.
[7426

World's Wonder Sets
STATIONS ROLL IN
Sold at FACTORY PRICES, complete with
Coesor Valves,
ready for listening-In,
with Grand Model Cabinet Cone or Horn-type
Loud Speaker. Yours for 161/- deposit. Nothing
more to pay for a month.
I'urchase completed
by easy payments.
QUICK DILIVERY.

£2 GRAMOPHONE
Electric

Pick-up

FREE em wh:
t boverl

NOW for
Free Illustrated Art List and
order WITHIN na DAYS.

SECURES
a2,3or4

Special Offer of
SCREENED GRID
& ALL ELECTRIC
MAINS SETS.

VALVE
SET

1X7 ANTED,
VT Browne,

Ferranti
multi-range
valve
6, Oban Rd., Bournemouth.

CONE or
Horn-type
LOUD
SPEAKER

B

URNT-OUT Transformers Required; top prices
paid.—Post to Radio Manufacturing Co., Talza
Arcade, Southend-on-Sea.
[7418

EXCHANGE.
VOUR

Old Apparatus Taken in Part Payment for
11.
Latest Type; see our advert, in column Receivers
for Sale.—Scientific Development Co., 51, Fishergate.
Preston.
[0230
vIIIIE RADIO EXCHANGE, Treville St., Plymouth,
-L the exchange specialists; a trial solicited. [7324
WE Accept in l'art or Whole Exchange, any type of
77 components or sets; write for quotation.—Radio
Supplies, 138, High St., Shoreditch, Ea.
[7415
ONDENSERS, TOO., 2-6 m.f., 600 volts, exchange
for anything wireless.—Hedges, 70, Chadwick
Nottingham.
[7394
for

WORLD'S WIRELESS STORES, nee

AT LAST!
A Solution to All Trouble or
Volume
Control
and
at
Moderate Price

VOLUMGRAD
This is aSmooth Action Variable Resistor especially
designed for Volume and Oscillation Control. With
One Turn of the Knob the Volume can be Adjusted
trout Zero to Maximum.

EACH

In Four Resistances :—
50;000 ohms.
100,000 „
•
200,000 „
500,000
Also all lines manufactured by the Pilot Radio and
Tube Corporation of New York, the largest manufacturers of wireless parts in the world.

6'6

Write for a Catalogue to:—

A. ROWLEY LTD.
59, Skinner Lane, Birmingham.

THOMAS

Sole Ag•nts for Great Britain and Ireland.

"B.A.T.""Q.M.B." POWER

SWITCH

only

2/6 Each.

CLAUDE LYONS LTD.
76,

OLDHALL

STREET,

LIVERPOOL

Tana 'Jammu are made by experts and are thoroughly electric,
sealed with Pine Brass Gases

AGENCIES.
Wanted Ideal 11.T. Accumulators, 60 volt
32 /-. 120 volt 58/6; good terme—Pearson, 29,
Midland Rd.. Bournemouth.
[6414

W.W. as specified CABINETS.
•

IRIGIBY &

VVOOLFEN DEN

Sheet .11^tral Workers.

BUSINESSES & PROPERTY FOR SALE,
TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

11511nrow Road, ROCHDALE.

IVIRELESS Retail Business, in North Devon, grow.
VV tag rapidly, big scope, no opposition,• £300, including fixtures, s.a.v.—Box 4054, ato The Wireless
World.
[7412

F
N
4W,tle\Bài
t
i
ii‘

W

TV-ANTED,
wireless
mechanic for reconstructing
77 broadcast sets and assisting in .Shop wOrk.—Apply
S. E. Walker, Southgate, tileaford.
[7318

knowledge up-to-date circuits, commercial experience
essential; write loll details education, training, experience, age, salary.—Box 510, Sells, Fleet St., E.C.4.
[7384
ADIO Engineer Required for Charnel Islands, must
have eound knowledge, practice, experience ni
fault finding, repairing, and installation of all types
of receivers.—Full particulars of experience, age, and
salary required, Box 4055, clo The Wireless World.
[7413
1X7ANTED for Talking Pictures, young men (aged
77 21-30) to be trained as sound engineers; applicants
mast possess thorough knowledge of high-power amplifiers, general electrical work, and be capable of controlling volume of talking films in cinemas; also prepared to accept positions in provinces; only young men
of good appearance and high standard of education
need apply, by letter only, stating previous experience
and salary required, to Sound Controller, New Gallery
House Regent St., W.1.
Practical men only considered.
[7396

R

SITUATIONS WANTED.
WIRELESS Cperator, over 10 years in charge ship
77 nations, desires position ashore, wireless or [turning electrical, sound technical and practical knowledge,
good correspondent, would manage department, or suit
sales, wireless or accumulator manuiacturera—Box 4042,
c/o The Wireless World.
[73 92
MIX-WIRELESS Operator, 5 years' experience, de-124 sires employment as demonstrator, or other suitable; drive car.—Box 4059, 0/0 The Wireless World.
[7460

Mention of " The Wireless World."

'Phone geat

UCI

SITUATIONS VACANT.
IRELESS
Operating
Appointments
Assured;
short qualifying course, day, evening; lees payable alter appointment for boarding students; Morse
classes.—Manager, Wireless School, 21, Manor Gardens,
London. N.7.
Archway 3694.
[6379

Radio Engineer for Factory, components and
CIMF
receivers, capable executive man with expert

PILOT

**WIRELESS WORLD" said
(14.8.29) **functioned quite well
on test and did not give any cause
to justify doubt as to their ability
to handle this wattage" (750
Watts!!It.
"Ideal for Ilse is
portable sets and in all types of
mains equipment."

A GENTS

QIIMATIONS Guaranteed as Wireless Operators, ago
15-29; slay, evening, or postal courses; Morse
vlasses.—Sehool, 321, Mansfield Rd, Nottingham. [7360

The

This miniature switch comfortably
breaks 3 Amperes at 250 Volts.
For 1LF., L.P., H.T., L.T. Circuits.
For A.C, Sets, Eliminators, Gram's.
Motors, and as Loud Speaker
Field Switch, etc.

valve
[7388

A GENTS Wanted, spore time, wireless experience, to
ti, demonstrate and
sell
the
world's
best and
cheapest 3-valve set.—Mag-Radio, 112, Warstone Lane.
Birmingham.
[2667
Write
for Lists

"Q.M.B." SWITCH.

Tester. —
[7440

A .C. Eliminator Components:
D.E.5A, rnegostat,
H.F. L.F. chokes, Kusha arm, gramophone motor.
—Shepherd," Beltiuge," School Rd., West Wickham.
[7436

"'VINE Chinchillas, Bedeck and Smiths,
1
-1 set or kit.—Williams, Maker, Plymouth.

"B.A.T." 750 Wat

(THE 13E/T IN THE WE,PT)
IS LIM STRUT. LEMUR 5Q1.1501. LONDON.W.C-2.
0,..10,025

OPEN

VàleelaY

TILL

Zed0.1..11d.

7P.M

WRITE FOR OUR CATALODUE
ROST,. eld FRll 10 GUARS

MAKE A GRAMOPHONE I
kUP CABINETS FOR WIRELP
at aquarter shop prices.
Order cet as shown. British dosl
1,rizig motor, 12' velvetturnta)
Swan Arm, idetalSoundbof, orn
fier, needle cups, for 21 -lEt -Lp
and build your own Cabinet. /
chines sold by others At£10-£20
not contain better littings. Moti
from 8/8. Repair Parts. Lists fr
64 pp. 1930 Catalogue, drowing a
how to make II rarnos, 8d.
?ORTABLE GRAMOPIIMiE ; REGENT PTPLINGS CO, (WO)
120, Old Street, London, E.C.
from 21!-. Poet 1/6,

Your First Steps
in Wireless
By

HUGH

S.

POCOCK

Editor of "The Wireless World"
A most helpful little book for those who are
beginning to study wireless. It explains
technical difficulties by simple analogies.

Price 9d.
From
Dorset

ILIFFE
House,

By Post lid.

& SONS LIMITED,

Tudor

Street,

and leading booksellers.

when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

London,

B.C.;

w.e.

14.
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BOOKS, INSTRUCTION, ETC.
,
VET H.T. Batteriee are now a proved success;

Trite
Y for new illustrated booklet, giving cost and method
1 building and maintaining free; mention paper.—
nor, 57, Studley Rd., Stockwell. London.
[0077
,TEP by Step Wireless; a complete course of the
11
theory of electricity in relation to the practical
alga of wireless apparatus, eliminators, circuits, etc.,
Oa extracts from a designer's notebook, giving up-to1te practical application; issued weekly; send I/. p.o.
It first 4 weeks.—Clifford Pressland, A.M.I.E.E.Eng.,
apt. W.W., Hampton-on-Thames
'
[0195
MEE: Inventor's Guide on Patenta —T. A. A., 253
(W). Gray's Inn R41., London, W.C.1.
[6373
CCCIMULATOR Charging, Maintenance and Repair. By W. S. Ibbetson. A handy guide to the
'tinging and upkeep of accumulator for wireless work
' motor cars; 3/6 net—Of booksellers or Pitman's,
larker St., Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
[7068
1x

PET of Books, Famous Lives, in 3 Volumes.—Steel.
1
1
63, Parolles ltd., Highgate, London, N.
[7439

A First Class
Mechanical and Electrical
Designer
of
Radio Sets and Apparatus
IS

WANTED

for large Works

In London, 8.W.

Thoroughly competent and energetic man
with good experience and preferably about
30 years of age.
Write
Box No. 4015, c/o The Wireless World.
Applications will be treated as strictly
confidential and should state full particulars as to age, past experience and
salary required.

WORLD'S .
FINEST VALUE

TERMS

Our inclusive Bargain
Price Is Ior deferred
Payments. Send 10/6
now. and 14 Monthly Payments
of 10/6 If satisfied after trying
Outfit in your home.
Money
back if at ail disappointed.

—

SPECIFICATION Cabinet fas illustrated below) of
polished Oak, beautifully finished
with hinged lid; all internal parts (including valves) easily
accessible.
Dull Emitter Detector and Power Valves of
proved efficiency. anti-microphonic valve holders. No
coils to change.
Latest type H.T. Battery; 2-volt
Accumulator, and complete Aerial Outfit. Cost of upkeep
negligible. The LOUD SPEAKER (as illustrated) is
of exclusive design Cabinet Type in Oak to match the
Set. Finest tone and wide range of musical frequencies.
the Unit being of the 'four pole balanced
ring
magnet, ensuring
.
6
amiaturaertryipaeg,we
Paid Price
£
7
perfect reproduction.
complete
and c
ANOTHER WONDERFUL
BARGAIN
IS
THE GRAVES SCREENED GRID THREE.
VALVE WIRELESS RECEIVING OUTFIT
Complete in every particular. Wonder.
fui range and amazingly good reception.
Exclusive Oak Cabinet and Cabinet Loud
Speaker. All components or
highest quality. Carriage Paid £12:15
TE4M5 15 with Ordes,& la-Monthly
CATALOGUE POST FREE. Full Particulars
and specifications Of both Sets; also newest
types or Portable Sets, and other varieties
of bigh-olass Receiving Apparatus.

J. G. GRAVES Ltd. SHEFFIELD

W.W. 46

—SOLVE ALL
HZ. TROUBLES

SEND TO-DAY FOR
OUR FREE 36-PAGE
BOOKLET
" SOUND
ADVICE."

/ WET
Z BATTERIE

Pez doz. No. 1. No. 2.
a. a. s. d.
:are (waxed)
- I 3 16
Osai
• .1 2 1 9
ZIncs - . 10
11
Rubber Bands (24)
4
4
Terminals - 8
10
Special sizes tor Pentodes.

Radio -Gramophone
music and speech reprod uced with
amazing
and
uncanny realism.
The
most
efficient
speaker money can
buy.

"I must say your
paper is agood advertising agency."
,Cornwall.

e.

7.

" THE MUSIC
LOVER'S
CHOICE"

St. Germans,

33

Graves 'Vulcan' 2-Valve Wireless Set is the World's greatest achievement in Wireless Value
and Efficiency. Even if you are only abeginner, this magnificent installation will enable you
to start where others leave off; or if you are an experienced wireless operator, this superb set
will give you asense of power and command over the mysterious forces of the ether which will
astonish you. The Graves principle stands for Highest Quality,
Lowest Price, and Easiest Terms.

From a recent
advertiser's
letter:

C.R.PEARCE,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

TAYIDC
SELF

—

.
iENERMlNGd

LONG LIFE :SILENT :ECONOMICAL
Sample dos. (18 volts), complete with bands
and electrolyte. No. 1, 411; No.2, 5/- Pen
9d.. terminals extra. No.3, with terminals,
7/6 110,009 milli-amps), sample unit 6d.
Orders 10/. care. paid. New illustrated catalogue post tree.
Bargain List of lieceivere.
Amplifiers and Component,.

feAICERs.

FREE

zog000+RADwoodome

O. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Rd.,
Stockwell, London.

Ogres :89 Selhurst Road, S. Norwood, S.E.25.
Works :42 Cherry Orchard Road, E. Croydon.

e
66

Scientific" Radio. Gramophone Cabinets
and Logarithmic Horns
No. 635

Length 5 feet, Flare 25'
19/6 carr. fwd.
No. 635 Folded (as illustrated)
25/6 carr. fwd.
No. Cl Length 4 feet, Flare 18"
15,06 carr. fwd.
No. C2
Length 40", Flare 17"
12/6 carr. fwd.
Western Pattern, Height 25", Flare
15' 6/9 post paid
Western Pattern, Height 19", Flare
10' 4/9 post paid

These cabinets are built to accommodate acombined Radio-Gramophone, or a Radio Set or
Gramophone separately as desired. Excellently
finished in Oak, there is ample space to make your
.apparatus absolutely self-contained. We can supply all parts necessary to build a complete Radio
Gramophone, 5 Valve Set, or Gramophone. Full
building instructions given with each order.
Dimensions overall: Height 39", Width 22", Depth
18". Receiver Compartment: 20' X e X 35' deep.
Battery and LS. Compartment: 2ex rex r5'
deep.
Platform for turntable etc.:
x zx 6".
Cabinet only
118

eu

e

SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY STORES, 126, NEWINGTON CAUSEWAY, LONDON, S.E.1.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted front firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.

—
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J.R. Wireless Co.
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Lisenin Wireless Co.
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92
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London Radio Supply Co.
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Lyons, Claude, Ltd.
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M.P.A. Wireless, Ltd.
Mollard Wireless Service Co., Ltd.
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O'Brien, Thos., Ltd.
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IN

EFFICIENT

Beautifully finished in highly polished OAK.
Will take
or
Spacious compartment
batteries. Overall size
9-ply motor board.

I

AMAZING
BARGAINS

HUGE STOCKS

CABINETS

Ir X r X 16'
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sets
21" X 7' X 16".
for speaker .and
36' X 24' x

£4 .19 .6

(Mahogany Finish £5-.15-0.)
Delivered free in England and
Wales. Scodand 2/6 extra.
Send for our Illus. Catalogue.
Fitted complete with
D.S.
Motor, B.T.H. Pick- up and
Arm, Ormond Unit ion 17 6
and Chassis..
.. aLV••
This is all you need to turn your
present set into a modern
RADIO-GRAMOPHONE.

.

PREMIER SUPPLY STORES

Radio & Gramophone Speciali•t«,

165, Fleet St., London, E.C.4.
'Phone: Central 2833
Large selection of
Gramo. Motors and
Pick-ups always in stock

26ft.
34ft.
401

STEEL
MASTS
tapering 11 to
a/

STEEL MAST,
.
Carriage:
Lon don , 116 ;
I".
idlands. 2/6; El sew here ,316.
Weighs 28 lb!..
Tapering 1 to
Carriage:
London, 2/-;
Midlands, 3-; 1 1 in
Elsewhere, 4/.
Weighs 40 lbs.
Tapering 1r to 1"
Carriage:
London; 2/6 : Midl an ds. 3/6 ;
Elsewhere, 4/6. W ei
ghs 50 lb s.
A super mast.

16/6

OUTFIT with BIA.ST.

(
ri
ersioarl
izize4d,va i
l
s
e
c
y
d
,
cleat, gelid Metal footrest and strong galvanised stay fasteners.
Rote—Our Masts are stayed at 4ground points (not 3), which
ensures safety.
)‘.
ORIES Best Ma nilla Rope Haly ards (will not
•rot), 80 ft. 1/13. 100 ft. 2/8. Special
Anti-rust paint (.Mcient for mast), 1/8. Coppered earthing
tube, 1/9. Special Aerial, has 14 sttands of No. 28 gauge
Enamelled high conductivity pure copper wire, 100 ft. 8/9.
Money refunded if mast returned intact and carriage paid
within 7days.
FAIRFIELD TUBE CO.,
8, SOUTHEND ROAD, BECKENHAM, BERT.

CCESS

Ormond Engineering Co., Ltd. ......
Cover.
1arenas', ie.
24
Partridge & Mee, Ltd.
18
Perseus Man!. Co.
28
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28
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.
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Potter, H. B., 11
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4
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34
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, 24
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32
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31
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32
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16
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, 32
Scientific Supply Stores
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26
Superstone Talkies
,
Taylor, G.
, 33
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Transformer Repair Co.
26
Trelleborg Ebonite Works, Ltd.
Go+ 1.
Tudor Accumulator Co., Ltd.
4
Tulsemere Mani. Co.
23
Ultra Electric, Ltd.
27
Vandervell. C. A.. & Co.. Ltd.
8
Varley (Oliver Pell Control, Lal..)
Ward it Goldstone, Ltd.
Watmel Wireless Co., Ltd.
s
10 .
Webb's
, 18
Westinghouse Brake dr !Bixby Signal Co.,
Ltd.
16
Wilkins tc Wright, Ltd.
Wingrove & Rogers, Ltd.
2
Wolverhampton Dio Casting Co
World's Wireless Stores
32
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'REGIONAL'
STATION -ELIMINATOR
Doubles the Selectivity of Your Set.
Cuts out your Local or
Powerful Regional Station
(but not everything else)
and brings in distant,
weak and Foreign Stations
25% louder and clearer.
Fitted in 30 seconds. No
alterations to your set.
Come and hear it operated
in our Showroom.
Descriptive leaflet
free.

I.D.S.

AND

10/6
Carriage
paid.

SUPPLIED IN SIX FINISHES

Semi-Pollshed Black
Semi-Polished Mahogany,
Highly Polished Black
Highly Polished Mahogany
Matt
Cube Surface
Obtainable from most wireless dealers.
...4dserliscutent

post

10 /
6
PRICE

Poet Free.

4, GOLDEN SQUARE (Piccadilly
Circus), W.1.
Telephone: Gerrard 2437.

BROOKMANS

PARK.

The B.B.O. stated that the earth connection should be improved to
get the best results from this station. You can do this by inbtalling
th- above "earth," which has been universally proved the most efficient
yet devised, because of its very low resistance to earth. Owing to the
scientific facts underlying the principle of this "earth" no other type
can bolo to equal it, taking equal areas of contact.
Once installed, it never needs watering and is everlasting.
Ask your dealer for particulars, or write direct tas
illustrated pamphlet.
••

•

Patent No, 273521.

O. S. HOLLAND, A.M.I.E.E.,
CO.
65, Wellesley Road, Chiswick, W.4.

of H. B. Potter & Co., Ltd., Station Buildings, ROCHDALE.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure

rompt attention.
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WHY
BUY WASTE
Stop buying power •that leaks away.
Use
OLDHAM
H.T.
Accumulators
— they're
"Air -Spaced " to save
you money

l‘leit4
1ATOP

you use H.T. Dry Batteries you may pay for
waste—for power you may never be able to
use. Use obsolete smooth top accumulators and
you may still be throwing money away—electrical leakage can sneak along their unbroken
top, sapping away energy which should go to
your
Set.
Oldham
" Air-Spaced " H.T.
Accumulators store up every pennyworth
of current put into
them.
Their "Air spaced" construction
deli,, i
tely
prevents
electrical leakage and
self-discharge.
And
the Oldham
H .T.
Accumulator
has
many other exclusive
advantages —large
vents -screw connectors -is simple to
assemble.
See
an
Oldham at your
Dealers.

(Zee

afford to use any but the best
You cannot

Condenser in an eliminator circuit.

HELSBY CONDENSERS

are made and guaranteed •
by afirm with
30 years' experience in condenser making, from
small telephone and radio condensers to Power
Condensers weighing upwards of z tons.
Guaranteed working voltages :150 volts D.C.
Type M
350 volts D.C.
Type 2A
Type ;A
450 volts D.C.
- 600 volts D.C.
Type 4A
All Helsby Condensers are vacuum dried
and impregnated with aspecial nonhygroscopic material which
renders them moisture
proof.

Not only between each cell
but between each unit as
well there is an "Air-gap"
in Oldham H.T. Accutuulators—see for yourself.

See the fi
Oldhitiu
"Air-gap" which
ended
electrical leakage—the bug-,
hear of the 4,1 -fashioned
smooth-top H.1. Accumulator.

EXTRA

LARGE
CAPACITY.

(5,5

p,
us

giving

his

name

The

BRITISH INSULATED CABLES LTD
Advertisements for

— .The

.Wireless World

UNIT.

Cap... ity

5'6

Complete with two connectors and length of cable.
Wooden tray, extra if required.
Ask poor Wireless
Dealer to show them to you.

and address.

PRE5COT- LANCS.
Makers of PRESCOT and HEL5BY cables

t

61'9

If unobtainable from your dealer, write
to

l•

ST ANDARD
10-VOLT

H.T.

Pioneers

ACCUMULATORS

& son, Ltd.. Denton.
Diane 'ester.
Teleide.tic, Den t.e, :;u1
Oldham

of ‘« Air -Spaced "

London Office' 10. 'Wicklow Street.
/tine, Cro
W.C.1.
Trl,phone:
4146Cilin.....

Glasgow
SOO, St Vincent Street.
Telephone: Central sol , .

aie only aevePfrd Irvin firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable
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TRAWLER AGROUND!
When danger is
greatest
MARCONI VALVES
come to the rescue
Seas like

80- MILE- AN -ROU R GALE!

mountains!

Tossing, wallowing,

lightship rides it out. Anxiously,
handful of men watch through
night.

Suddenly ...light shows

trawler aground on sandbank! At
once, wireless to ships, lifeboat
stations.

Fair weather or foul,

lightships protect shipping ....
summon

aid,

through

reliable

Marconi Valves.
Marconi Valves are used in all
Trin i
ty Hou se lightships. For their
reliability. For their wide range.
For their long life. They will make
your radio set better.

Give you

clearer tone, fuller volume. Cost
not apenny more. Fit any set.

M ARCONI
e4.. VALVES

The first and greatest name in wireless
Write for an interesting valve catalogue

Primed-10r the Publishers, 11 IFEE. & SO•ig LTD., Dorset

to the Marconiphone Company Limited,
House,

211)-212

Tottenham Court Road, London, Wor

Tudor Street. London, 1.:.( .4, by The Cornwall Pires Ltd., Paris Garden, Stamford Street, WW1's',

sit,a„,

(»Ionia' and Foreign Agent , ,
Igneenn WeAreit—The Internalionol ?ern> Co.. 131. Vorick Street, New York.
Ear Nth— W. If. ntnith
244, Roe ;Mali, Paris:
Hochett• et Cie, Rue Renown,. Paris.
liti.nion
W. H. >mini A Mon.
r. litarelie ant
Reebee. tern»ele.
blne4—A. H. Rigeeler
A.Inliabod sad
Morel. AVRICA—I entrAl New. Agen.• Lid.
Arren41.14don A litalrb. Lid.. 11111 .11«.1nr I
leydnee iN.0.N.).
(tiut:.•1...1,. Adelyki. 0,4o. peetn (W.A.,. Olin 1.aatininlo,, il
Mr Ahlellrulti New. en.. Ltd.. Tent•ethe, W"peg. Voncouvei. it.uttral, Muse. et. :oho.
Mole:ton
u..rdon à Gold,. Ltd., raprouke
Ni.. LS..
'I0
itoutrent
Winnipeg.
Pine ZkAS.ANI,
A (iota,. Ltd.. Wellington. An..kleleit. , Iiriedel
eh aid Donetti.,

can.

'lu i

V.

iliai.LE.Iva

11MC/WHOtit

111 H,

1929.

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS NUMBER

I

SP•4

L F TRANSFORMERS

LYONS "B.A.T." (Best-After-Test)
QMB " SWITCH comfortably breaks
3Amps. at 250 Volts, yet it is extremely
small and very robust and unconditionally
guaranteed.
Cordially twee. wed by '• W.W." spec,flea in die 1930 EVERYMAN FOUR.
etc. Essential in 2-volt sets where switch
resistance is fatal.
Used by many reading
-et-makers.

Hay. acquired a worldwide reputation for
Quality and Value.
Built by Specialists in
Transformer construction,
they have set aQuality of
Performance above re.
pesad..
Your Set will
wo rk better with Telsen
ransformer
- Fit
one now

USES:-

11.1. Units. A.C. Sets, L.T. Switch,
for Portables, Cram-Motor Control,
M C Speaker Field Switch, etc. Supersedes noisy "push-pull "varieties and
clearly indicates "ON" or "OFF."
Nickel Finish,

TELSEN
ELECTRIC
CO. LTD.
Miller Street
Birmingham

ADIOGRAND

1:2/6

76,

MITE

tt

OLDHALL

STREET,

LIVERPOOL.

BurTON

The tamp: s"Mite
Mite Condenser and
SEW DRUM DIAL.
90 Th e Component that
!
seated the keenest
en t
at Olympia
Readings saves!
through the central

sEly-LocATI

Ne;

'VALVE

HOLDER

"
•
'
Ç viluaLle left or S
I;
rig.
»P'rjure ning

1

.

Space.

for

hand operation.

",e)cat. No.
).0j¡Peli/i,e)

.

Utle

1X:203

Cap.

Prier.

:
08a
0
'0002

10 ,6

Pentode
-ValveHolders
I6 each

It?

Potent No.
Pral.

.Vor.

WILKINSEdWRIGHT LT°
HOLYHEAD RD

No. 537.

:1187013

Write for July illustrsucti Lists.

Vol. XXV.

«
W A

No, 24.

BIRM/NCItAM

•
1
9

MANUFACTURED BY
C .F. & H. BurTon

PROGRESS WORKS
WALSALL,

Copyright.
Registered as ti N.: '
,Spa per
for tree/mission in tat United Kingdom.
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"BEAM"

WITH
PLEASURE'
Every purchaser of " Beam "
Loudspeakers, H.T. Batteries
and other components will be
pleasantly surprised at their
excellence.
Buy " Beam " for
yourself and your friends this
Xmas.

1

et iAT011

er

4)2ee

e

55'

You cannot

gitve&4

afford to use any but the best

Condenser in an eliminator circuit.

HELSBY CONDENSERS

4'

made and guaranteed by a firm with •
years' experience in condenser making, from
small telephone and radio condensers to Power
Condensers weighing upwards of 2 tons.
Guaranteed working voltages :Type M
15o volts D.C.
Type zA
;50 volts D.C.
Type ¡A
45 0volts D.C.
Type 4A
- 600 volts D.C.
All Helly Condensers are vacuum dried
and impregnated with aspecial nonhygroscopic material which
renders them moisture
proof.
are

Complete witti
deltiMe lead

30

" BEAM " SPEAKERS are con—
structed to give the finest possible
reproduction on either weak or
strung reception. The model illus—
trated is marvellous value, of excellent appearance, and harmonizes
with all home surroundings.

" BEAM " li.T. BATTERIES are
silent yet energetic workers.
The
elements of which they are built
ensure
steady
flow of current
without background noises.

Il
N.

unobtainable from your dealer, write
us iziyine his name and address

AU" Beam " products are obtainable
from your dealer or direct

I

t

Teiephone

,

a

35,

Farrin gdon Road,
London, E.C.1

BRITISH INSULATED CABLES LTD
PRESCOT -LANCS.
Makers of PRESCO1 and NELSBY cables

Holborn

;fling

ioj..

. ,

•

1,1,iin pi

illeutzon.

e4_
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"-ererferreee>44MeMeere›7-"Yert-.7'.e. .
'
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—secure
in the
knowledge that
You get a
¡nod job for
your money.
It's compact.
That means simplified
assembly
and
wiring.
It's efficient.
It does its work
properly because of its
special core, the silver
wire of the primary,
and the nickel-wound
secondary.
Hear its performance
and you'll remember
its name—the Mullard
PERMACORE L.F.
Transformer. It has a
step-up ratio of 3: 1.

1

Mullard

1‘11A S TER) •MAD IO
dye t. The :Millard 11.'ireless Seivier

At

Ltd

un/lord House. Charing Cr-,:s

t

ir r
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is included in the
1930
'EVERYMAN FOUR'
The fact that the Hypermu was specially chosen
for inclusion in the circuit of the
EVERYMAN
FOUR 'is proof positive of its pre—eminence as
the most efficient transformer for L.F. ampli—
fication in all modern receivers.
Its famous N.P.L. curve which proved definite
amplification from

maximum

25 to 7,000 cycles
has now been augmented by

NEW AND STILL MORE WONDERFUL CURVES
taken in conjunction with the famous A.C.H.L., Cosmos,
and other indirectly heated valves, and also the P.M. 4.DX.
These curves present a straightness absolutely unequalled
by any other transformer and reveal amplification of miraculous strength and uniformity. They completely eclipse any
curves published by any other Radio Manufacturersthroughout the world and are a splendid tribute to British research
, and enterprise.

21/.

THE " HYPERMU."
The first metal shielded transformer
in a Bakelite case. Size 3'x xrx tr.
Wright 74 cas.
.
.. ..

General view of the x93o Everynoon Four Receiver, showing

complete receiver with metal

screening cover removed—Refroduced by cow-lesy of" The
Wireless World."

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 1111 1
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 1,,,

11111111111111111111111
RADIO INSTRUMENTS LTD., SPECIALISTS IN SOUND REPRODUCTION.
Sole Address: Offices, Showrooms and Works-12 HYDE STREET, LONDON, W.C.I
filli1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111118
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such RADIO
makes Xmas
The 304 Columbia

£33

(all electric—A.C. or D.C. Mcrins)

Columbia Radio captures the
Christmas spirit, and crystallizes it
for the pleasure of your home.
Volume for dancing. Tone vividly to
portray song and story.
Range that
enables you to spend Christmas in
all the capitals of Europe, sharing the
Christmas of other nations.
Yet Columbia Radio easily bought,
on deferred terms if you wish.
Five valves, including 3 screen grid.:
Four tun tug circuits ganged to work from one control,
marked in wavelengths.
Power unit built into set, works direct from electric
light socket (A C. os D.C.).
Cnly needs a Columbia Cone or Moving Coil Loud.
speaktr te complete.

columbie
tRADE

E
i

.tcrr up.

RIC

MADE BY THE
MAKERS
OF
COLUMBIA GRAMOPHONES AND
RECORDS

RAD10

* I would like to hear a
SColumb'a Portable Radio.*
1Co'umbia Radio Table ModelY
playing in my own home.
Please arrange
this without cost or obligation to mvse:f.

This Coupon is valuable

1
1

Columbia
RADIO
Columbia Dealers everywhere.

1.3

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only

* I would like to have a catalogue
Columbia Radio models
* I would like full particulars of
deferred terms.

of

Columbia

* Delete if not required.
NAME
ADDRESS

Cut this out and >vs it in an unsealed
envelope bearing a Id stamp to:—
COLUMBIA.
102,
Lond n, E.C.I.

Clerkenwell

Road,

accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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IMPROYE ••••
-You have heard this
message
given
to
British Industry; you
know who gave it.
At Progress Works it
is our constant aim
to adopt, adapt and
improve, as, indeed,
the
name
of
our
factory indicates.

a

um

BUY

Burton Mid-Log Condenser.
Aluminium End Plates with Buries
Friction Brake.
Price without dial, •000s, 513.
•oon3, 51-.

Burton H.F. Choke.
Wave band of 20-2,000 metres.
Price, 319.
Binocular choke, wave band 50
—3,000 mares. Price,'519.

BURTON
COMPONENTS

C: F.

dic

H.

BURTON,

CeSiteir
SOSTe

HE amazing sensitivity of the W tm l
TUnit
can be gathered from the fact that

y

Burton Anti- capacity Switch
Maximum efficiency in minimum
of space. Nickel Plated Finish.
. One way, 4/-, 2 way, 51-, 3 way,
61-, 4 way, V-, 5way, 8I••

etie OltL

.11arton L.F. Transformer.
Highest efficiency, high grade finish.
Price, 1016.

BY THE

BURTON
NAME

DECEMBER IITH, D9219•

t

Adopt BurTon Components, adapt your
set and you will improve your reception!

BUY

WORLD

Progress

Works,

e

a specimen selected from stock gave clear
reproduction at six feet when connected to
a crystal set at a distance of 15 miles from
a broadcasting station.
If you want a
Loud Speaker of highly attractive appearance, that will give delightful reproduction
of full round volume, write at once for
our folder which tells you how you can
in ten minutes build one up from a kit of
parts costing only 55/-.
To obtain the
same reproduction elsewhere you would
have to spend twice as much or more.
Finally, 'remember that the Watmel Unit
is so sensitive that it saves you money
handsomely in the H.T. current you use—
it saves an extra valve, in fact.
If your dealer cannot supply you
with a Watmel Unit or Kit, write
direct to us, giving his name and
address.

WATMEL WIRELESS CO. LTD.,
Imperial Works, High St., Edgware, Mx.
Telephone :EdRware 0323

Walsall.

Mention of " :(lté Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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The Ferranti A.C. Mains Receiver. Model 31
is really handsome in the sense that "handsorro is as handsome does."
Its beautiful
cabinet mork gives added grace to any
scheme of turnisn;ng. and its performance is
very nearly true to lite.

There is no need for a second thought about
anything but the pleasure of listening.
Simply plug in to the electric mains
No
batteries to run down or retTu;ie constant
attention. Available for Alternating Current
only, voltages 200 to 250; 50 cycles or over.

In combination with the Ferranti Moving
Coil Speaker you are assured of such deep
satisfaction from the programme of your
choice that you are doubly glad of the
exceptionally easy manipulation.

Price,
Inincluding
Oak Cabinet
Valves ..
In Mahogany Cabinet
In Walnut Cabinet
Royalty

e extra.

..
••

me/

erg

£25
£26
£26

NOTE: The Electric Fire illustrated above is the Ferranti Model in. If you are interested
in the luxurious comfort afforded by radiant heat write for the book of. the Ferranti Fire.

FERRANTI LTD.

HOLLINWOOD

LANCASHIRE

es
Wig
100 1

mime
A5

emii0111•101.4einge

kfleleeroteigemmeimummeifr:
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PHILIPS

R_ECTIFYING
VALVES
For:

.

—Reliable H.T. Supply

Follow the lights and see
improvements in the J.B.
of the
range.

for yourself the
Drum Dial, one

,
0/6

most popular models in the
It is made in both a Bronze

and Oxidised Silver finish and costs

J.B.

I

—Dependability
—Long Life
—High Efficiency
—Output easily varied
and smoothed

All parts of the Dial are insulated from the condenser
so that the drum becomes
an anti-capacity shield and
may be earthel.

The rectifier that has stood
the greatest of all tests—
TIME.

Representative Types

e

TYPE 506

Full wave. Filament cottage
4 volts. Anode voltage 2 x
300
v. R.M.S. Maximum
rectified current 75 mA.
Price 20t -

TYPE 2506

Full wave. Filament voltage
4 volts.
Indirectly heated.
Anode voltage 2 x 300 v.
R.M.S.
Rectified current
40 mA.
Price 22'6

TYPE 505
TYPE

373

Ralf wave.
Filament voltage 4 volts.
Anode voltage
400 R.M.S.
Maximum
rectified current 60 mA.
Price 15!Half wave. Filament voltage 4 volts. Anode voltage
220 R.M.S.
Maximum
rectified current 40 mA.
Price

Obtainable at all
Radio dealers.

PHILIPS

The scale is flush with the

panel and may be read with
ease. A powerful and positive

friction drive is used which
prevents backlash awl si p.

•By an improved method the
Control -Knob
is
placed
immediately below the scale
—the most convenient place
for it.

Made by the manufacturers of Philips Argenta lamps and fittings.

Thomas' Street, London,
Telephone: Hop. 1837
Mentson of " 1he Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention,

Advert. of PHILIPS RADIO, PHILIPS HOUSE,
CROSS ROAD, W.C.

145, CHARING

Advernsement

cf

Jackson

Brothers, 72, St.

S.E.z

£6 .
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An amplification curve of almost 80—
and a frequency response cm-ve practically uniform over the whole audible
frequency range—that's the story told
by the National Physical Laboratory
curve—the story of a really good L.F.
Intervalve Transformer—the VARLEY
Nicore I.
And this story is practically as true in
the case of Nicore II—almost the same
constant amplification over the whole
range of musical frequencies—results
infinitely better
than
many higher
priced transformers of other makes.
The use of a nickel-iron alloy core
with
long and varied experience
winding
of
Transformer
Coils
VARLEY to produce Transformers
ceptional performance.

coupled
in the
ehables
of ex-

Remember that more than 30 years' research
is behind a VARLEY product.
That's why
quality is assured when you specify VARLEY.

Extract from Test Report
(" Modern Wireless," December).
.• In any set where it is used the L.F. Transformer is a critically •key' component
By no means all nickel-iron core transformers have proved successful, and it is greatly to the
credit of the Varley people—although in view of
their reputation it is only what we suppose
would be expected from them—that they have
been able to produce such a component as
the Varley Nicore transformer."

arley
Advertisement of Oliver Pell C,ontrol Ltd., Kingsudy H OMO, 201 Kingsmay,

£7

Nicore I (List No.
D.P.1) Ratio 4 :1 -

£1

Nicore II (List No.
D.P.2) Ratio 4 :1 - 10s.
Write for Section D of the Varley Catalogue.
London,

W.C.a.Mane:

Haltom, 5303.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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WESTINGHOUSE

METAL RECTIFIERS
4ave
No fragile filaments to limit
their life and consume
energy

K.C. CONDENSER
With knob, dial and
slow-motion device, in
.0003 or .0005'
ILi
Without knob, dial or
slow-motion device
.0003 or gu.
.00n5

and
A higher efficiency than
any other type of small
rectifier. Moreover this efficiency is maintained practically
throughout their whole range of
output.

K.C. DRUM CONTROL
CONDENSERS
With Drool Control and e:owmotion derive, .0003
.or.0003
- -••••/
Triple TLC., each con- 2.ut
denser .0003 or .0005
Triple K.C. Cambio. AA ,
atlas, 01.0003 4: .000;

Smoothing is easier than with
any other type of rectifier,
owing to the truer nature of
their output wave form.

Ale

MIDGET CONDENSER
A small variable condenser tie
panel mounting .00005,
/
16
.000r Or .0002
- 0.

Westinghouse Metal Rectifiers
are now used in the MAJORITY
of modern mains receivers and
eliminators, designed and marketed by experts who are satisfied
•
as to their reliability, and whose
aim has been to provide

^

TROUBLE -FREE RADIO EQUIPMENT. _

if unobtainable from ciar
dealer, write direct to Ius
giving his name and addr ss.

UBILIE

You should have Westinghouse Metal Rectifiers to work
your set. The best way of using them is fully set out
in our booklet "The All-Metal Way. 1930 "-32 pages
of circuits and information on A.C. Mains operation.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS

Send
The Westinghouse
a 2d. stamp for
Brake
a copy
& Saxby Signal Co., Ltd.
•

82, York Road, Kings Cross, London, N.1.
0

Dubilier
/Isle your
Bookie
dealer for
A the
Bit
about

a Battery

"—it's

free.

0 %ell".
,

71

lid.,
Dubilier
Ducon
Condenser
Works,Co. Victoria
(1925
Road, N. Acton, London, 111.3

C1001:1000010DODDEJDOCIODO
• Mention of " The Wireless World; when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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HE need for High Tension at high pressure if the
best results are to be obtained from modern valves

is not always recognised.

This point is dealt with

in Mr. Full O'Power's booklet,

"INSIDE

KNOWLEDGE"

(on the correct use of Radio Batteries),
a Free copy of which may be obtained from your dealer or
direct from Siemens Brothers & Co., Ltd., Woolwich, S.E.1 8.

pRICES•
1202 ioo Volts, 131Power Type for
Power Valves. ,
No .2,
04 ‘. power '
Oo volts
131 6,
xo .1206 "Power'
ioo volts
2216
Grid Bias'
No .
G. 9.
9 volts 116

•;0.

sz

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only

SIEMENS

BROTHERS & CO. LTD., WOOLWICH, ILEA&
Telephone : Woolwich rt6r.
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Put your wander plugs
info the wonder battery
Unbelievable is the saving until you have had
actual experience of " Pertrix "— the superbattery without sal-ammoniac, and therefore
without the defects that sal-ammoniac inevitably involves. No loss when not in circuit;
no crackle at any stage or age; and

COX longer life

eeke'

PERTRIX LIMITED,

Britannia House, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.
Factory—Britannia Works, Redditch, Worm
/

MISIENlik

POSITIVE GRIP TERMINALS
(Patented)

Scientifically constructed, both erectrically and mechanically,
they hold the wire, but grip the flex covering. All stresses
and strains are removed from the conductors, and once a
connection is made it stays put, and without any unsightly
frayed ends of leads, the bane of all fans.
Write for FREE copy of our latest descriptive
leaflet " W.W.
Post free, of course.

POSITIVE GRIP
SAFETY PLUG
AND
SOCKET
(Registere t Design).

•

POSITIVE GRIP Banana
Type PLUG & SOCKET.
A great advance on all other
types oi plug. A silky, dead
smooth contact is NOW ob.
tamable. Price 4d. complete.

POSITIVE
GRIP
Standard Wan de r
Plug. The old friend
used
by
tens oÉ
thousands
satisfied
experimenters.
In
red, green and black.
Price . . 2d. each. POS T1VE
GRIP PIN
END anewcomer.

POSITIVE
GRIP
CHUBBY
WANDER
PLUG.
Ideal for portable sets
and
where space is
limited. Various
colours.
Price 2d. erch.

2d. each.

LISENIN POSITIV5: GRIP ALL MAINS
PLUG AND SOCKET (Registered Design).
The Lisenin Mains Plug and Socket is totally
insulated and is equa'ly as valuable on sets working
off batteries as those from the electric supply. Tho
leads may be dropped with impunity and there is
no chance of a short circuit. Instantly assembled
with the aid of ascrewdriver. NOTE THE PRICE.
6d. each, complete as illustrated.
WRITE to-day for our new deseriptitia
folder, mentionaig this paper.

We have moved to larger premises.

THE

Note new address

LISENIN WIRELESS

CO.,

5, Central Buildings, HIGH ST., SLOUGH, Bucks,
Phone: Slough 652.

Mention of " The

Wireless World,"

T. Address: POSGRIP SLOUGH.

Look for the Lisenin Show Cass as
emir %din letiee'e Coe It. ,

when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

POSITIVZ
GRIP
SPADE
END.
Acid
proof contacts at all
times.
Price 3d. ea.

,
Çg'eV.M.wrremit'VjrerMetr',e4ieWANrt,.q?Z.'Merre.egirFrf.,e'g
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BUILD YOUR OWN
RADIO -GRAMOPHONE
AND

OBTAIN

GLORIOUS

QUALIT!

RECORD

OR

OF

REPRODUCTION

FROM

RADIO.

Since the public had the opportunity of hearing the
wonderful results from the "C.A.C." Coupler at our
Demonstration Room facing Olympia during the recent
Radio Exhibition, we have been inundated with enquiries
from all over the country for wiring diagrams incorporating this marvellous device.
It is our intention, therefore, from time to time to give in
these pages a variety of circuits to suit every individual
requirement.
The secret of the wonderful quality of reproduction lies
in the method of amplification employed exclusively by
us, and which entirely supersedes any other known
method, known as

THE "C.A.C." LOW
THE

HEART

AND

SOUL

FREQUENCY
OF

PERFECT

COUPLER.

REPRODUCTION.

All "G.R.A." instruments, from the small battery-fed
receiver to the powerful Talking Film Amplifiers installed
in many Cinemas throughout the country, embody
exclusively this Low Frequency Coupler as the sole
method of amplification.
We have sold thousands of these Couplers as a result of
our Olympia demonstration, for not only do they give
results which cannot be hoped for by any other method,
but the actual construction of such an instrument as shown
here is simplicity itself by the use of this component.
PRICES:
BATTERY OR D.C. MAINS
Two Stage
..
Three Stage

A.C.

TYPE

.

35/52/6

MAINS TYPE FOR INDIRECTLY HEATED VALVES
Two Stage
.
45/Three stage
. 60/quaranfead for Two Years.

GRAMO
MOTOR

'es'Estarict

RAINS

120 V01.711
DC

WIRING DIAGRAM OF RADIO-GRAMOPHONE WORKING FROM D.C. MAINS.
COMPLETE SPECIFICATION ON REQUEST
CIRCUITS FOR A.C. MAINS OPERATION SUPPLIED ON RECEIPT OF STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE.

We cordially invite all those interested in Perfect Musical Reproduction to hear
this wonderful Coupler under working conditions at our address below.

GRAMO-RADIO AMPLIFIERS, Ltd.,
Royal

33

43no.

la, NEW LONDON STREET, E.C3

(facing Ferichurch Street Station).

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only acsei)ted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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eTILTLACK"
Aree S EIE L STORIES-5)14n
INDISPENSABLE to the WIRELESS
Experimenter,
Retailer dc
Factory.- o'
•

X CORE

"TILTRACK" (Senior)

The ideal stores for the Retailer
and Factory—
flood8 found hi minimum time with
minimum trouble. Patent adjustable
partitions to trays. Maximum illumination.
No danger of Fire.
(Treat
Storage Capacity.

/
Aw

7

"TILTRACK " (Junior)

Post
Free
Ideal for the Experimenter for storing
Nuts, Bohm, Screws, Washers, Condenaers and Small Components.
Price

30/

THE "BENG BRACK."
(Tiltrack Principle.)
Made to stand on the work bench; thus
all small parts needed for the job in
progress are immediately to hand. The
trays are provided with patent hinging
partitions, and the front face of each
tray is rounded to facilitate quick
removal of the goods in the tray. This
rack is atremendous time saver.
fial

2'2"

Standard Model Unit 104" Cone Complete with
Belvedere Baffle
No.
„
„
„
..

TILTRACCESSORIE8

ACCESSORIES
to
"TILTIiACK "TRAYS, for "JUNIOR "
and "SENIOR."
These are square boxes for fitting
into the "Junior "and "Senior
Trays.
Extremely useful for
email details as screws, washers,
etc. The illuâtratione below show
the boxee as fitted to the "Senior"

No.
„
„
„
s,

, ,,"

Particulars from Manufacturer â Patentee :—

BERTRAM THOMAS,

no- z8o volts
180-300 „
6-z2
„
no V. 50 cy.
200-240 0, 50

Model

D.C.
D.0
D.C.
A.C.
cy. A.C.
,

7r

£12 5s.
£12 Ss.
£12 Os.
£15 Os.
£15 Os.

i

Unit
Cone
Belvedere Baffle

Complete

zo6. zzo-z8o volts D.0
la. z80-300 „ D.0
200.
6-za
„ D.0
400. no v. 50 cy. A.C.
402. 200-240 V. 50 cy. A.C.

£10 Os.
£10 7s.
£10 Os.
£12 5s.
£12 5s.

Od.
Od.
Od.
Ud.
Od.

with
Od.
61.
Ud.
Ud.
Od.

Write for the new 68-page
"Great Voice" Booklet. It
tells you all about the operation of moving coil speakers,
electrical gramophones,
volume controls, eliminators,
etc.
This new eitlarged
edition should be in the
hands of all 'Wireless
World 'readers. Send 65. in
stamps for postage.

e
' '' 1
4 .1, le. ,
/
—_ ____.
,iiIiii,
-___
----.
--------___

London Office & Showroom

zoy.
509.
2oz.
401.
405.

Special

Trays.

FOR
the
"SENT01."

You can now purchase your
MAGNAVOX X-CORE
dynamic speaker unit complete with ahandsome genuino walnut firescreen bale
which will harmonise with
any kind of furnishing. The
Belvedere Fire-Screen Baffle
has been correctly designed
in order to give the very
best results in conjunction
with either a Magnavox
Standard or special model
X-Core moving coil unit.
The combination of
a
Magnavox X-Core Unit and
Belvedere Baffle will enable
you to secure the finest
reproduction possible. What'
asplendid Xmas gift.

w eei
eggitee•

28, Victoria Street, S.W.1.

Mcntion of " The 1Vireless World," when

The Rotherinel Corporation, Ltd.
24, Maddox Street, London, W.1.
'Phone: Mayfair 0578 19.

writing to

advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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HEAR HOW GOOD
YOUR SET CAN BE

IP

A

M

Type 2018
Price
£2 .10 .

it

AKE the most of your
radio receiver by using

in

conjunction

Philips

with

Loudspeaker

Type 3009
Price
£5 .15.

a

and

Battery Eliminator. Philips
Loudspeakers give the most
perfect reproduction while
Philips Battery Eliminators
ensure

the

utmost

efficiency.

They eliminate

all trouble caused by battery

ir

voltage-drop, and the expense of renewing rapidly

Type 2007
Price
£5 . 5 .

Type 3002
Price
MS .10 .

wasting batteries.

;5

Philips Loudspeaker,
Type 2007. Price
-

£5.5.0

Philips Moving
Coil
Loudspeaker,
Type 2013 (for use with Philips de
Luxe 4-valve All-Electric Receiving
Set, Type 2511). Price £14.14.0
Philips Moving
Coil
Loudspeaker,
Type 2011 (with step-down Transformer).
For universal use. Price
-

£15.15.0

Philips Seven-Cornered Loudspeaker.
Type 2016. Price -

£2.10.0

Philips Battery Eliminators.
3009. For A.C. Mains. £
Price
-

Type

5,15.0

Type 3002.
For A.C.
Mains. Price
-

£5.10.0
£3.17.6

Type 3005.
For D.C.
Mains. Price
Type 2013
Price
14 .14 .0

For
101have any

Eliminators
Hire

Type 9005
Price
£3 .17 .6

down you
may
of these Battery
on

Purchase

Philips
System.

Makers of the famous Argenta
Lamps and Fittings.

PHILIPS
fir 1?adio
PHILIPS
B5

RADIO,

PHILIPS

HOUSE,

Advertisements for " The Wireless World"
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THE NEW
CELESTION LOUDSPEAKER
mom Hop,
dt,

Holds undisputed
rank as the finest of
all Louclespeakers
t

ii

ii

No wonder were
sold millions 1

'Finest

ii

loud-speaker

have

entirely new standard
costs. '

"Help

Nearest

heard

• . sets

.worth every penny it

approach to the

Yourself" Annual.

ideal that

I have yet

heard. '
The famous "OHNITE
— a 5Ioulded
Anocic
Resistance with a voice
that remains constant.
Infinitely better .than
wire-wound.
Hermetically sealed in Bake Me.
Nolgelese
and
efficient. Negligible self
capacity, so that the
high notes are retained.
Also fitted with terrenal
ends.
All
values,
1,000 to 500,000 Ohms.

•Most
Sets

a

"Sphere. "
critical musician could not find fault

. . ."

"Evening Chronicle."

standard.

Amazingly

true

reproduction.

Low frequencies as well as high. '

"Daily Mirror."

'Renowned for brilliancy and quality . . . speech
and

music

instrument"

Holders.
Horizontal or
. Vertical, cie.

particularly

P ERCY

good

. . .

a handsome

HARRIS oi
n "Wireless Co nst ructor."

4P6
The
New
" MICROFICIENT " Condenser.
a brass-caned log-midline variable condenser
using Bakelite as a
dielectric.
Robust ill
construction, and ideal
for portable sets. Can
be mounted for either
drum or ordinary dial
cent rol.
.0005 4/6. .0003 4/8.
.00015 4/3.

5

P

.

each.

The
"
LTIWAVE"
H.F.
CHOKE
designed
for modern valves.
By
employing solenoid winding followed by sectional
windings, high Impedance
is obtained with low D.C.
resistance. Also very effective for use
in
ELF.
stopper or filter eirtults.
With Base.

Designed specifically to
give the finest possible
results with any set from
aTwo-Valver to aPower
Amplifier. Crowned with
the Celestion hallmark
—a beautifully designed
and hand- polished cabinet.
In Oak £7 ;15 :0,
Mahogany £8 ;5:0,
Walnut (to order)
£9:0;0.
Other Celestion models
from £3 :15 :0.

.
1
1

WRITE FOR AN ABSORBING FREE BOOK ON

GRAHAM
PARISH

"SOUND RE-CREAT1ON"

The Very Soul of Music
London Showrooms:
Victoria Street, S.W.1.

106,

Write to :Celestion Ltd.,
Dept. C. Kingston-on-Thames.

KENT

FOREMOST NAME IN SOUND REPRODUCTION
Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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EVERYTHING

9.6.e
qouquaYantee

ELECTRICAL

"The
Christmas
Spirit's

Treat
yourself
and
your
friends
to a
set of

MADE IN ENGLAND
Sold by all Wireless Dealers.

srant
salves

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2
wi
Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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There's a wonderful treat in store for those who
receive "EKCO "this Christmas! There is an "EKCO"
Power Supply Unit for every type of battery-operated
set, whether the electric supply is from D.C. or A.C.
Mains, guaranteeing you a continuous source of
plentiful power at a negligible maintenance cost.
.
Battery sets are completely electrified with an
"EKCO" All Power Unit, or H.T. and L.T. batteries
are eliminated with an "EKCO" H.T. or L.T. Unit
respectively, whilst an "EKCO-LECTRIC" Radio
Receiver gives modern radio at its very best.

11.T. UNIT
D.C. IV. 21
(2.G. 0-120
120/160
£2.1041
-^'14e'eri r../ttle;
•
4
,:/
.,
42:feeee4kbipy:

An " EKCO" Power Supply Unit was placed FIRST by
PUBLIC in " The Wireless World" NATIONAL BALLOT!

Ask your dealer,
or write for Free
Booklet
on
"All -Electric"
Radio.

ILT. UNIT, A.C.
2A. 10 (00 ançl
120 volt.). 48404

E. K. COLE. Ltd.,
Dept. W,
"Ekeo"
Works,
Ledgh-on-Sea,
R ICICLFE
11 )1101 cc,
£2 12 -O.

"EKCO.LECTRIC" RADIO RECEIVERS

11
1"PluS4.-.That's
all! "I

AND

POWER

SUP,PLY

UNITS

THE WONDERFUL NEW
GOLDEN P.R. VALVE
By aspecial process employing an extremely rare element in minute
and precise quantities, in the coating of our Golden Series, we
have been able to turn out a valve of extraordinary efficiency.

ABNORMAL SELECTIVITY and VOLUME
L.T. Filament consumption has been kept more or less to our standard to secure robustness,
tie emission has been increased BY OVER 50 PER CENT. For selectivity and volume, we believe a
better valve cannot be obtained anywhere with such alow consumption of H.T. and L.T. The glass
bulbs are of adistinctive golden colour and each valve has agolden guarantee band.

Although the

LIST OF P.R. SUPER GOLDEN SERIES.
Fil.
Imp.
Amp.
43 Type. volts. Amp, ohms. fac.
EACH GPR
2 2
:et— 24,000 13.5 H.F. Mt.
Pcnt 4d. GPR
3 2
.095
12,000
L.F.
9
4 2
.095
40,000 32
POWER GPR
R.C.

4/

7/
6 Cre
EACH GPR
Post 411. GPR
SUPER- GPR
POWER GPR

12/6

GPR
EACH GPR
P051 4a, GPR
Screened GPR

Iti 1::: 2

11
17
18
19
20
40
60
120

3.5-4
5-6
5-6
5-8
2
4
8
2

Grid
15/-Each GPR 140 4
Post 40. 80 26
2

.09
.14
.14
.14
.15
.15
.15

i:::::

.3

44,000
20,000
11,000
75,000
8,000
6,000
8,000
3,000

.2

3,500

.2
Pallas or more seot -POST MEE

It"'[.«FDet
41
P.C.
115 H.F. Oct.
9.5
L.F.
41
R.C.
7
Power
7
ii
7

4.6
4.6

Super
Power

220,000 150
8.0.
M,tesot v.t... li... ..,....

Mention of " The

GET PERFECT
RESULTS OR
GET YOUR MONEY BACK
Each valve has attached to it a written guarantee
coveting 7 months.
In the event of the valve losing
emission or becoming inefficient in any way during
this term, a new valve will be supplied under the
terms of the guarantee.
If not fully satisfied that the
valves received are eq ial to any they should be returned within a week : full refund will be made by
return of post.
Sent C.O.D. if desired.
Ask your dealer for them.
Accept no other.
Matched Valves 1'. extra per set.

P.R. PRODUCTS
29, P.R. HOUSE, NEWGATE STREET,

LONDON,

E .C.4.
Telephone: MY 8788.

Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure

'6
Postage 4d.

INSIST

ON

THE

GOLDEN P.R.
Ask your Trader for aGolden PR.
Valve, and do not be put off with
any other
You will be positively
amazed at the greatly increased efficiency of your set.
Remember,
insist on the Golden P.R
prompt attention.
sit
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£20 in Christmas Present Prizes

N

4"

XX
N

Simple Competition
for Readers of "The Wireless World"

N
N
N
XX
N
N
N
N
N
N
X
N
X
N
N

HIDDEN

N
N
N
N
N

Below will be found six reproductions of fragments taken from the Advertisement pages of this
issue of " The Wireless World." Each fragment is a clue. Can you from these clues identify the
Advertisements ? Eight prizes will be awarded to the first eight readers who send us correct
solutions. No technical skill is required, merely observation. There are no restrictions or
entry fees and the conditions are simple.

N
N
N

First
Prize

N
N

An order entitling the
• winner
to
purchase
goods as
advertised
in
this
number
of
"The Wireless World"
to the value of

▪
X

ADVERTISEMENTS

e

£7. 10s.

,

f

for the second correct
eolution opened.

for the first correct
solution opened.

îe
ce

3
• Third
Prize •
An order entitling the
winner
to
purchase
goods to the value of

£2 .10s.
for the third correct
eolution opened.

An order entitling the
winner
to
purchase
goods to the value of

_

2

,

1

N
N

Second
Prize

,
'

1

N

4

loh

t
.

5
Consolation
Prizes

,

...1

4

1.-

5

ló°.

of goods to the value of

£1 each
6

CONDITIONS
r. All solutions most be written on the special coupon aupearing
on an advertisement page in this issue and addressed to The
Wireless World, Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4,
and marked "Hidden Advts." in bottom left corner.
Clues will not, of necessity, appear in the same way as in the
advertisement page, but may be inverted or placed in some
other position.
2.

3. In order that town and country readers may compete on
equal terms, solutions will not be dealt with until ro a.m. on
Monday, December sitia. All solutions received before that date
will be retained until Monday morning.
Competitors may submit

for the next five correct
solutions opened.

•

any number of entries.
disgualify the entry.

Erasures or alterations on a coupon will

4. The first prize of C7 .ros, will be awarded for the first correct
solution opened; the second prize of a for the next correct
solution; the third prize of £2 .tos, for the third, and five consolation prizes of £1 each for the next five correct answers. In the
event of no readers sending correct solutions the pries will be
awarded to the competitors whose solutions are most nearly correct.
5. The decision of the Advertisement Manager of The Wirelesc ,
World is final and no correspondence can be entered into.
C,onmetitors enter on this distinct understanding. No member
of the staff of the paper is permitted to compete.

MNNN>::::::::..{}:NNMN:C{:e*=ND:MN:•::•::•:MSMNSD::{:•::r:›:M'e:MNNDCM:e:=::•::?:?M:{›::•::{›:>:NNNMMMl«:.{:{NMMXI•:>:>::::::>:;{
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Fella BMW WORK
At Christmas time your wireless set is kept
working for many hours on end.
Everybody's enjoyment depends upon the quality
of reception maintained.
And the purity of reception depends largely upon
the low tension supply, which is forced to carry a
much heavier load.
Buy a Tudor Monolt Battery and, however
heavy the current consumption of your set, you can be sure
of uninterrupted reception combined with purity of tone and
powerful volume.
Here are a few attractive Tudor features:
Mono-bloc clear glass container.
Charge indicators.
Wood
separators.
Positive plates, very substantial, which means
longer life! Large spray-proof ebonite vents and a detachable
carrier, making a bulky wooden crate unnecessary.
These are the reason., why the Tudor Monolt Battery is so
frequently specified by the technical press.

COUPON.
Please send ,ne full particulars of Tudor
Wireless Batteries.
Name .
Address

ACCUMULATORS

Tudor Monolt
Unit.
6v. 34a.h.

40/..
Complete with
Carrier.

Tudor Accumulator Co., Ltd., B. Norfolk Sheet
Strand. London, W.C.C.

Advt. of Tudor Accumulator Co., Ltd., 2, Norfolk Street. Strand, W.C.2.

Wiréless COUPON
-ndo- World
for
"HIDDEN ADVT." COMPETITION
Tice latest time for receiving this Coupon
Monday, December 16th, 1929.

Clue
No.

19 10 a.m.,

Name of Advertiser.

M.C.46

Pre

THE PERFECT
PORTABLE
AT A PRICE YOU CAN PAY
No aerial troubles—no loose wires to con—
tend with—no connections to make, enjoy
care—free broadcast reception with a
Chakophone" Junior Portable Four or
Five Receiver, a handy suit—case model
that can be carried from room to room,
or wherever you wish, and be a constant
source of entertainment.
Chakophone"
Portables make ideal Xmas gifts within
the reach of moderate purses by reason of
their exceptionally low prices.

?Page

2
3

THE JUNIOR PORTABLE POUR ii capable
cif giving excellent reception with full volume
for all near stations. Coin- £13.13.0
ilote including Royalty ..
or 80/. down and 11 monthly payments
of 25/,
TEE JUNIOR PORTABLE FIVE, recommended for longer range reception.
A
perfect Portable.
Cam.
4.14.0
plete including Royalty ..
or 99/. clown anti 11 monthly payment,'
of 26/..

4
6
I enter the
rules *
Name

(Please urns dead)

Address

above solution subject to the

BUY

published

BRITISH

THE EAGLE
ENGINEERING
COMPANY LTD.
EAGI,F,

WORKS, WARWICK.

Full particulars and 'UMW
of nearest agent on request

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Opera or Drama
Music or Speech.
Clarith' gives life to speech and
music either from the Radio or
the Gramophone. Sit cosily at
home whilst from the speaker
comes the very essence of the
performance .... So wonderful that it must be heard to be
believed.
Ask your dealer to
demonstrate 'Clarith.'
If he
cannot ....write us, please.

The 'CLARITH'
REPRODUCER
combines a 3-valve
Radio Set with a
high-class electrically
reproducing
Gramophone,
entirely mains operated. The Speaker
is of the Moving.
Coil Type and gives
perfect
reproduction. Price:
A.C. .. 49 Guineas.

Send To-day for
Illustrated Folder.

arit

D.C. .. 59 Guineas.
RADIO-GRAMOPHONE

a

CLARITH REPRODUCERS LIMITED, East Street Mills, LEEDS
xz

Adtertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly rehab,
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VALVE WITH INTERLOc
elements of the NEW Cossor
THE
Pentode are double locked in

position—braced to a girder.
like rigidity. This exclusive Cossor
system of construction definitely

prevents individual movement. Even the
hardest shock cannot mar their perfect
alignment, and because of their rigidity
they cannot vibrate and so cause microphonic noises. For power and for long
life use the NEW Cossor Pentode in
your Receiver. No other Pentode Valve
has this wonderful system of Interlocked
Construction.
2 volt typa
now available
The NEW Como., 230 P.T.
(2 volts, •3 amp Impedance
20,000. Amplification Factor 40. Anode volts 100 to
180.

Price

25 I/

Cosaor 4 volt Pentodes are
also obtainable from all
%Tirades Dealers.

411, C. Caw Led.

Rebury 'Geom.

Mention of

71ze NEW

ossor

PENTODE

2760
Lreigion.
The Wireless World." when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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A RADIO CHRISTMAS.

NCE again Christmas is approaching, and with it,
naturally, come thoughts of entertainment round
the fireside. To-day winter evenings round the
fireside can scarcely be regarded as up to date unless
wireless is present to complete the picture. In the matter
of giving presents, wireless offers great attractions by
reason of the fact that there is so much that is new from
which a choice can be made, whilst the variety of
apparatus and sets makes it possible to make aselection
to suit every pocket.

W

0000

OURSELVES.
•
E feel that it would be ungrateful on our part if
we neglected to express our very keen appreciation of the way in which our readers have
reacted to our decision to increase the price of The
Wireless World from 3d. to 4d., following the announcement which appeared in our issue of November 27th.
We had no reason to expect communications approving
of our policy, so that to have received quite alarge post
It 13

VOL. XXV. No. 24.

,

conveying expressions of opinion from readers which
amount almost to congratulations on our decision is
extremely gratifying.
We think it would be of interest to quote from a
representative few of the letters which we have
received.
" I do not think any reasonable person.
would grumble at the increased price of your journal.
Some people have wondered how such awell-produced
technical weekly could have been published at 3d.—
R. B. Smith, Tyr Pwll, Abergavenny." "Don't, for
goodness sake, drop the quality of The Wireless World,
'even at the cost of 6d. It is the only paper worth
while in the opinion of really interested people.—R. T.
Ashtón, Hanley, Staffs."
Regarding the increased
price of The Wireless World, I believe the great bulk
of your subscribers will willingly pay the small
addition . . . I feel sure you are taking the right
course . . . Those whose sole criterion is cheapness, will always be able to indulge it.—A. F.,
Southampton." " I have often wondered how much
longer we were to have our favourite journal for 3d.
Here is one only too pleased to pay 4d. or more if
required. More power to your elbow.—L. H. Pepler,
Ipswich." " Iobserve that the price of The Wireless
World is to be increased to 4d. May I say that if it
were treble the amount it would still be the best available value for money? The Wireless World caters for
a large section of the wireless community for whom
other periodicals are valueless.—C. J. Carter, Chalfont
St. Giles."
One must find an exception to prove the rule, and
up to the time of writing we have received only one
letter condemning us for our action. This comes from
Mr. E. H. Brown, of South Norwood, who disagrees
with our statement as to the time and care required
before we are able to give publication to the design of
a modern. receiver. Our critic states, " If you had,
say, a fortnight's work in the experimental workshop
with the manufacturers' co-operation, plus the services
of a draughtsman to make a drawing of it, it would
sound feasible." We are told that in regard to our
technical information service we should pass over the
bulk of our queries "to component manufacturers, who
are only too pleased to give technical information, as I
have often proved." This communication concludes
with the assurance that " further editions at 4d. per
copy can remain on the bookstall so far as Iam concerned."
We must express regret at the loss of a
reader, but we feel, at the same time, that Mr. Brown
could never have been warmly attached to a paper of
which he appears to have so poor an opinion, . .

_
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How Decisions are Affected by Changing Conditions.
ROADCASTING technique in this country is much more a matter of geography than is generally
passing through a period of transition, and it appreciated—at short ranges, a few miles more or less
behoves everyone who is faced with the task of in distance from the local station makes a world of
deciding upon the desirable features of a new set, no
difference in the "spreading " of its signals—and it
matter if it is to be bought ready-made or assembled
might seem at first sight that this opportunity might
at home, to keep an eye on probable developments of profitably te used to discuss the best circuit arran ethe near future. Naturally, this applies equally to those ment for operation in various areas. Unfortunate
who, at this season of the
such acourse is impossible,
year, are giving wireless
for the very good maser'
apparatus as presents, or
that there is still nothing
who are acting in the
approaching unanimity as
capacity of adviser to those
to what is best even for the
who are less well informed
least complex set of conon the subject.
ditions imaginable.
The
It is hardly necessary to
writer cannot hope to 4o
- remind the reader that if
more than deal with general
present
plans come to
considerations that should
maturity the whole country
be taken into, account,
will be served, within a
avoiding as far as possible
couple of years or V
SO ,
a superfluity of "ifs " and
by alternative programmes
"buts " that are apt to be
radiated from powerful twin
so wearisome when one
stations in London (Brookattempts briefly t discuss a
mans Park), at Daventry,
number of points.
on the Lancashire-Yorkshire
Befo re attempting to
border, in Scotland, and on
make
a choice it is wise to
the Bristol Channel. These A three—valve H.F.—det.—L.F. set is a safe choice for satisfy
average requirements, as it combines reasonable selectivity an
devote some thought to
stations are expected to
sensitivity with enough volume for ordinary needs.
forming a fairly clear id
,
provide signals strong
of what is required of the
enough to be practically immune from fading difficulties
apparatus. Many of us, influenced perhaps in the early
or any ordinary form of interference within a radius of
days of broadcasting by ill-informed and ill-advised
up to 8o miles, and considerably more in the case of
pronouncements as to what a wireless set should d
5XX, whose long wavelength is subject to less have set an unduly high standard; it is more than ev
attenuation.
difficult to combine superlative quality reproductio
Choice of a suitable set for given requirements is
with
long range in one simple piece of apparatus, an
_
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On Choosing aSet.— •

there may be atendency for the popular general-purpose
set—jack of all trades and master of none—to give way
to more highly specialised circuit combinations.
Be this as it may, it seems likely that a new type
of listener. will arise, asking for nothing more than the
alternative programmes from his local station. Except
when he lives on the borderland between the service
areas of two regional stations his requirements are
easily satisfied. Much has been written on the need

But let our hypothetical listener try for signals from
Daventry 5GB, some 6o or 7o miles away—at first
sight a modest enough addition to the repertoire of
his set. This station may be within its range; but, to
obtain sufficient sensitivity, he must increase the dimensions of his aerial—br its coupling, which comes to very
much the same thing if alarge aerial is normally used—
to such an extent that serious interference from the
local station will almost certainly make itself felt.
This interference can be eliminated only by adding a
complicated system of extra tuned circuits, in conjunction with at least one H.F. amplifying valve, and our
ideal of a simple and inexpensive receiver is at once
shattered in order that atrifling gain may be achieved.
Admittedly this is an extreme case, but it goes to
prove that, under anticipated conditions, the reception
of anything beyond the local twin transmissions will
often be accomplished by considerably increased expense
and complexity. In circumstances anything like those
envisaged the possibilities of the purely two-station
receiver should not be ignored. even if it is used only
as an auxiliary to a long-distance outfit which may, of
necessity, be rather too elaborate for everyday use.
Laments from Potters Bar.

The table portable set—completely self-contained, with built-lit
loud speaker and frame aerial—is one of this season's innovations,
and is proving increasingly popular.
Mains-fed models are
available.

for selectivity that will manifest itself when the twin
stations come into being, but it is always tacitly assumed
that other transmissions will be required; if they are
not, the problem resolves itself into one of reducing
input from the aerial.
• Imagine a listener living at a distance of a mile
from Brookmans Park; a comparatively crude 2-valve
receiver will provide volume only limited by the
capabilities of the type of output valve customarily fitted
without allowing any mutual interference between the
transmissions. All the user has to do is to try various
short lengths of aerial until a sufficient, but not excessive, input to the detector is obtained.
Of course,
similar results may be attained by the use of a fixed
aerial and a suitable input volume control.

Influenced no doubt by the minority who loudly
voice their complaints regarding interference and the
Regional Scheme, one is apt to place undue emphasis
on the trials and tribulations of those living in the
wipe-out areas surrounding the new stations—existing
or projected. No one will grudge them their share of
the limelight, and it is only right that their peculiar
difficulties should have attention focused on them,
although actually they will always be in a minority,
and most wireless users will find that the better sets
of present design are amply selective. Before attempting to discuss any particular circuit arrangement it is
as well to consider one or two general principles about
which there has recently been some revision of ideas.
There are still those who profess a distrust of mainsoperated receivers, and until quite lately one is bound
to admit that there was some justification for their
attitude. But now, thanks to a fuller appreciation of

Disproportionate Cost of an Extra Programme.

Briefly, the position may be summed up by saying
that a set with sufficient selectivity to separate the two
stations at its maximum range is bound to be capable
of separating them at any distance, however short, provided that aerial input can be reduced to simulate conditions existing at adistant point. This proviso implies
that the direct pick-up of coils and wiring is negligibly
small, or at any rate can be made so by screening.

The single highly efficient ti.F. stage, with complete metallic
screening, scores largely on the grounds of low upkeep cost.

I
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On Choosing aSet—
the principles underlying power rectification, smoothing,
and, most important of all, the " decoupling " of individual circuits, the general performance and reliability
of " mains " sets leaves little to be desired; indeed, it
is now considered that battery users are almost precluded, by financial and practical limitations, from
obtaining the realistic volume that is so readily available
to those with access to a mains supply.
The above applies more particularly to alternating
current circuits; although very satisfactory D.C. sets
have been produced, it is by no means unusual to
depend on the mains for H.T. current, and perhaps
for grid bias as well, using an accumulator for filament
supply. Incidentally, two-volt valves are now so extraordinarily good, as compared with those of a year or
two ago, that there is a noticeable tendency to use
them even in the case of quite ambitious sets where
6-volt filaments would previously have been chosen.
The upkeep of a " D.C." set with no other battery
than a single large L.T. cell is a• very simple matter.

X92

has signified its approval of this type of Set in an almost
unqualified manner, so it must have avery real appeal.
Possibly it will eventually be displaced by the " mains
transportable," which, with obvious limitations, has
its advantages without its handicap of a limited power
output and a rather heavy upkeep cos*

• Some Eliminator Consideration's.

The days when areceiver and an eliminator intended
to work together were bought separately and more or
less at random are almost over; indeed, the tendency
of to-day is to combine the two. If the eliminator is
not specifically designed to work with the set concerned,
the prospective purchaser should assure himself that
the necessary interconnections to the various anode
circuits can be readily made.
In the matter of price the mains-fed receiver scores

The possibilities of " chassis" receivers, suitable for mountin
in existing pieces of furniture, etc., should not be overlooked
Several examples of this type of construction are availabl
commercially.

Recent articles dealing with the trend of modern
receiver design show that a fhree-valve combination
of H.F. amplifier, detector, and L.F. valve—very of c n
apentode is provided in the latter position—is the m t
st
popular circuit arrangement of to-day—at any rate fr
fixed receivers. It will be generally agreed that public
taste is thoroughly well justified in this matter, and that
for average requirements such a set is a safe choice.
It has inherent freedom from serious L.F. instability,
is at least reasonably selective, by virtue of its to
or sometimes three tuned circuits, and is sufficiently
sensitive for use almost anywhere for reception of the
nearer stations with aconsistent "programme " value,
While the better designs can be depended upon for Ion
distance reception when conditions are, reasona.b
favourable, particularly after dark.

Al

rypical
gement of components in a multi-stage H.F. ampli..
Sir, as included in the most ambitious receivers.
Separate
screening for the valves is usually provided.

heavily when maintenance expenditure is considered,
although its initial cost is apparently disproportionately
higla until all the factors concerned are properly considered.
•
This is not the place to discuss the relative merits
of "- portable " and fixed receivers; the weaknesses of
the former are well known, but there is sometimes a
tendency to over-emphasise these weaknesses and to
ignore the many advantages of a completely self-con'tamed receiver. In any case, the great British public

,

Desirable Points in Design.

- .

• four-valve receiver, with one H.F. amplifier a
-two L.F. stages, will have agreater reserve of ampl
cation and is consequently to be recommended for mo
difficult situations and more exacting requirements.
is nowadays considered almost essential that such a s
should have a.post-detection volume control where
the very considerable magnification afforded by its t
L.F. stages may be reduced. Similarly, it is desirab
that specific precautions should be taken to preve
undesirable interaction between the various anode ci
cuits: at the best, such interaction will be producti
of more or less serious distortion, and, at the «wors
will cause motor-boating or L.F. oscillation.
minime the possibilities of these troubles there is
tendency to rearrange the valves, and to provide tw
H.F. amplifiers with a single L.F. stage. Sets of th

—.:1--
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type are rather more difficult to design and operate,
but are more sensitive to weak inputs, and also much
more selective. On the other hand, the H.F.-det.-2 L.F.
combination scores where a very great power output
is required.
Sets with parallel or push-pull output
valves come in this category, as they include the same
number of stages. .
The " two-H.F." set considered above is quite suitable for use with a frame aerial, and should have
ample sensitivity for reception of stations near enough
and powerful enough to provide consistently good
signals.
Due to the comparatively poor pick-up of
this type of collector, regular long-distance reception
implies either two stages of exceptional efficiency, or,
better, of three H.F. valves. This brings us to the
luxury class of set, whether for open aerial, frame, or

Transmissions on 5Metros.
Tests on the 5-metre waveband are
being carried out from G6XN and G5QB
throughout December and January at the
following times :—
Each Sunday, 10.00-10.10, 10.30-10.40,
11.00-11.10, 11.30-11.40, 14.00-14.10, and
for ten minutes past each subsequent
hour and half-hour until 22.40 G.M.T.
Transmissions will take place alternativey from G5QB and G6XN, and will.
consist of series of Vs followed by the
call-sign, or of the word "Test" followtd by the call-sign, and an announcement of the frequency.
In addition, automatic signals will be
sent from G5QB between 9 p.m. and 10
p.m. on each weekday- from Monday to
Friday inclusive.
Reports should be sent direct to G6XN,
5, Pembroke Mansions, Canfield Gardens,
London N.W.6, or to G5QB, 120, Mill
Lane, London, N.W.6.
0000
Paris ExperlInental Station.
•
A French short-wave station which is
now being heard in Great Britain is Paris
Experimental Radio.
Transmissions of
gramophone records and speech are made
on 31.65 metres (9479kC.) with a power
of 1 kilowatt, four days a week at the
following times: 10.00-11.30 a.m. G.M.T.
Sunday,
21.30
Tuesday,
18.00-19.15
Thursday, and at 19.00 on Friday. The
interval signal adopted is that of ametronome with 120 beats per minute. The
station closes down with the playing of
the well-known French military march,
" Entre Sambre et Meuse."
0000
Federated Malay States.
Mr. G. D. Forbes (VS 2AT), writing
from Kinta Kellas Estate, Bate Gajah,
tells us that a Radio Society is being
formed in the Federated Malay States,
and that it is hoped to institute a broad-

short indoor aerial, with a multi-stage high-frediuenCy
amplifier having comparatively flat circuits, and, more
often than not, asystem of mechanically linked variable
condensers. For consistent long-distance reception, this
is unquestionably the best type of receiver.
Reverting to the question of selectivity, mention
should be made of a point likely to be overlooked in
deciding upon a receiver for operation near a twin
regional station. This concerns input volume control;
eis highly desirable that some mewls of regulating
the signal voltage applied to the first valve should be
provided. Detuning may not be permissible, due to
the fact that a sufficient variation of the condenser
capacity would probably bring in the unwanted
alternative station. The ideal input volume control does
not seem to exist, but very effective regulation can be
arranged by providing variable coupling for the aerial.

casting service. We gather from the correspondence which has passed between us
that experimenters in the Malay States are
few in number and somewhat widely
scattered, but that their enthusiasm is
almost unbounded.
0000
South Africa.
With reference to the note on page 417
of our issue of October 9th, we hear that
Mr. E. R. Cook (ex G6U0) has been
allotted the call-sign ZU1J, and that his
present address is 6, Annandale Street
Gardens, Cape Town. He generally works
on the 21-metre waveband every Wednesday at about 16.00 G.M.T., and would
greatly appreciate reports from anyone
hearing him in this country.
0000
French Experimental Transmissions.
The French National Meterologicai
Office, in collaboration with the Administration of Posts and Telegraphs, transmits twice in each month a series of
sigmas on various wavelengths for the
purpose of obtaining records of the
signal-strength of the respective wavelengths in different parts of the world.
The transmitting stations are Lyons FYS,
with an aerial output of about 500 watts;
Lyons FYR, with 6 to 10 kW., and Paris
FLE, with about 1 kW.
The December series is from Paris only;
the transmissions on December 12th will
comprise only the 1st, 3rd and 6111 groups,
and that on December 14th the complete
series. Each transmission will consist of
repetitions of the signal .. — .. interspersed with groups of five figures, con-

tinning for nine minutes, and followed by
'five minutes of telephony, one of the
objects of the test being to discover the regions where distortion of speech occurs.
The series consists of :1st group, 11.40-11.54 G M.T. on 24
metres, 11.55-12.09 on 36 metres,
12.1012.24 on 56 metres, and 12.2512.39 on 95 metres.
The succeeding groups are similar. The
second group will be transmitted from
13.40-14.39, the third from 15.40-16.39,
the fourth from 17.40-18.39, the fifth from
19.40-20.39, the sixth from 21.40-22.39, and
the seventh from 23.40-00.39.
On January 11th and 18th of next year
both the Lyons and Paris stations will •
transmit, this time on telegraphy only, the
signals being repetitions of .. —
interspersed every two minutes with the call.
sign and an indicating group of five
figures.
The programme for the first
group will be :12.00-12.10 G.M.T. Lyons FYS on 38
metres 12.10-12.20 Lyons FYR on 38
metres, 12.20-12.70 Paris FLE on 36.7
metres, 12.70-12.40 Lyons FYS on 25.75
metres, 12.40-12.50 Lyons FYR on 25.75
metres, 12.50-13.00 Paris FLE oa 73.5
metres, 13.00-13.10 Lyons FYS on 15.1
metres, 13.10-13.2e Lyons FYR on 60
metres.
The succeeding three groups will be
similar, and will be transmitted at the
following times: 2nd groin) at 14,0015.20 ;3rd group, 16.00-17.20; 4th group,
17.30 18.50. The 5th group at 19.20 and
the 7th at 2320 will comprise Lyons FYR
on 60 metres, Lyons FYS on 38 metres,
'Lyons FYR on 38 metres, Paris FLE on '
36.7 and 73.5 metres, Lyons FVS on 25.75
metres, and Lyons FYR on 25.75 metres,
each transmission lasting ten minutes; the
6th group at 21.20 will omit transmissions
from Paris. The tests on January 11th
will only include groups 1, 3 and 6, -but
those on January 18th will be in full.

*
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How Resistance=condenser
Coupling Affects the
Transformer Characteristic.
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By P. AUGHTIE, Ph.D., M.Sh,,
and
W. P. COPE, B.A.,

•
HE módern tendency in the design of receivers is primary self-inductance of the transformer is not redUced
towards simplification of external connections and from its " open circuit " value, as is the case when' the
improvement of the quality of reproduction. The steady current flows through the primary, and as a
introduction and, increasing use of the anode feed resistconsequence—quite apart from other effects which twill
ance scheme has contributed to both of these by be discussed later—the amplification is maintained d wn
eliminating the need for
to a lower frequency. In
tappings on the H.T. supply
I other words, the leet
and reducing the back
LOW-FREQUENCY int ervalve transformers with high
" cut-off " frequency i re.
coupling -caused by its reduced in value.
permeability cores are be coming increasingly popular, due
sistance.
In the case of
With
modem - transto good performance combined with small physical dimensions.
high-power -receivers, the
formers tolerating littlet—if
The steady anode current must, however, be deflected from
resistance plays a further
any — polarising curr nt,
their primary windings by asuitable resistance capacity filler,
part in that it reduces the
the practical study of which forms the subject of this article.
,and modern valves ta14ing
voltage of the H.T. from
larger and larger anode urThe small disadvantages of the arrangement are undoubtedly
the high value required for
rents, this factor alon is
outweighed by the advantages, not the least of which is freethe last stage, to a value
dom from motorboattrag.
sufficient to warrant se us
more suitable for the earlier
consideration
fo r ljh e
.—
valves.
—
change.
When a valve is followed by a transformer and the
But there is a second effect which even further WIH.T. voltage is such as to permit (or demand) the use
proves the performance at low frequencies. It is *ell
of a resistance in series .with the H.T. supply, an imknown thet a valve when amplifying may be regarded
provement of the results obtained may be given by re- as a. source of (alternating) E.M.F. in series with a
arranging the actual components used, together with a resistance equal to its anode slope resistance (" impedmore exact choice of their values.
ance "). This permits us to draw the circuit of Fig. 2
The actual circuit of the rearrangement is shown in
in the form of Fig. 3, where the voltage µe in se4ies
•iFig. 2b. Contrasted with Fig. r, which shows the usual
with a resistance R. replaces the valve. Now igno ng
layout, it will be seen that the only wiring changes are
toe a moment the effect of the resistance R, it will ibe
as follows :—First, th e
seen that the transformer
lead from the resistance to
primary and the conthe transformer is trans' denser are in series acrbss
ferred from one terminal
the valve; the resistaUce
to the other, giving Fig.
R representing the traps2a; secondly, the circler of
former primary resistanee.
•the condenser and trans• We see that we have gur
former is reversed.
This
.old friend the tuned cirsecond change has no
cuit once more with all
effect on the electrical conquantities
much larger
stants of the circuit, and is
than are encountered ;
in
made solely to isolate the
ordinary (R.F.) tuned cirtransformer from the H.T.
cuits.
The first impressupply: it can be omitted
sion therefore is that the
if desired. But the change
_arrangement will be selecPig. 1.—The conventional anode-feed resistance or decoupling
from Fig. i to Fig. 2a,
scheme applied to a L.F. transformer stage to prevent feedback.
tive, amplifying one frewhile simple on paper,
quency very strongly and
profoundly alters the performance of the assembly in
others weakly. This will be so if the components are
ways which it is the purpose of this article to explain.
wrongly chosen, but by asuitable choice of values (
First of all, it 'should be noted that in Fig. 2a the
practicable) quite adifferent result may be obtained.
D.C. feed current of the valve flows only through the
The ideal result is that, for a constant input volt
resistance and not through the primary of the transto the grid of the valve, the voltage applied to the
former as well. The immediate result of this is that the
of the succeeding valve shall be the same at

i
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The Parallel-fed L.P. Amplifier.—

frequencies : this means that (for medium and lôxv -frequencies with which we are solely concerned iñ this
treatment) the voltage across the primary must be
independent of frequency.
This is obtained if the
(audio-frequency) current. is inversely proportional to
the frequency. This occurs with the normal circuit (over
the usual frequency range) by letting the current be
•limited by the impedance of the primary, which, of
course, increases with frequency, that is, by making ice
small compared with the impedance of the transformer
primary. This is merely a long way of saying that the
voltage across R. must always be small.
The •
amplification can be maintained at its steady

and this can be made to compensate to a consitierable
,extent for the drop of voltage across Ra, which, of
course, also increases as the current increases.
This all looks so much like getting something for
,
nothing that the reader is probably wondering "Where r
is the catch?" The catch is simply that the amplification is slightly reduced—
unless an unlimited H.T.
voltage is available! This
is due to the resistance R
now being ashunt with the,
primary of , the transformer.
We can see its
effect by forgetting for the
moment the condenser and
transformer primary; re:"
drawing the circuit (Fig.
4), it is seen to be the
usual resistance coupling Fig. 3.—A valve when amplifyshould be regarded as a
arrangement, the output ing
source of alternating E.M.P. in
voltage of which is known series with a resistance equal to
to

Fig. 2.—(a) The first step in the conversion of the circuit of Fig. 1
to a resistance filter-fed stage where the D.C. Is prevented from
passing through the transformer primary.
(b) The complete
conversion.

value down to a lower frequency if as the fréqúency
is reduced an extra voltage be applied to the transformer primary additional to that at the output terminals
of the valve.
Now this is just what the condenser does
•
in the circuit of Fig. 2, since when a condenser and
•
inductance are placed in series across an alternating
voltage, this applied voltage is the (arithmetic) difference
between the voltage across the condenser and inductance
respectively. Hence at least one (and not infrequently
both) are greater than the applied voltage.
•Looking at the performance from another point of
view, the condenser reduces the impedance of the circuit
and thereby permits--a larger current; this gives an
increased voltag' e across the transformer. The reduction of the impedance given by the condenser increases
es the frequency decreases (down to a limiting point),
,

f"-

altu

1

,

e‘l

be

i
ieR
which
R +Ra '

is

its anode A.C. resistance. The
equivalent circuit of rig. 2 Is
here shown.

,

CEÉBEe
As the usual tendency is for Ra, to be greater than
the rated value, and L to be less, a smaller value of
condenser than that given by the formula is often satisfactory. This is cheaper and causes no serious mo lification of the curve. A value of three-quarters of -hat

The Parallel-fed LP. Amplifier.—

given in the maker's specification unless otherwise stated.
In practice the values of the constants will deviate
from their " nominal " values given by the makers;
fortunately this causes no serious modification of the
•• to
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rig. 5.
Fig. 6.
Fig. 7.
Figs. 5, 6 and 7.—Coupling effidency-frequency characteristics.
In Fig. 5 the effect of varying valve resistance is shown. Curve
is for a nominal resistance of 5,000 ohms; curve B for 20 per cent, increase and curve C for 20 per cent. reduction (i.e. 6,000 and
4,000 ohms respectively).
C= 4 cad.; L = 45 henrys • R = 20,000 ohms.
Fig. 6.—The effect of varying inductance.
Curv e A =
45 henrys,. B = il per cent. reduction = 40 henrys; d= II per cent. increase = SO henrys.
R a -= 5,000 ohms • R
20,000 ohms;
.0 = 4 midi» Fig. 7.—Varying capacity values. Curve A = 4 mid.; B = 25 per cent. reduction = -3 mid.; C = 50' per cent. reduction
= 2 mfd.
R = 5,000 ohms; R = 20,000 ohms; L.= 45 henrys.

coupling efficiency-frequency curves, as may be seen
from Figs. 5, 6 and 7, which shows the effect of such
deviation from the nominal values as are likely to occur
in practice.
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given by the formula is suggested as being Satisfac ly
in most cases.
To facilitate design, in Fig, 8 a number of cu es
have been prepared showing the correct coupling c ndenser for various prim ry
.
inductances and ya1 e
resistances.
,
A further set of cury s,
Fig. 9, gives the co esponding cut-off frequ
cies. The cut-off frequen Y
is defined as the .frequen Y
8.1 t.. 40 at which the amplificati
-94; r. moo
has fallen to 7o per ce t.
of -its value _ t
4,/ 2
medium frequencies.
•%1C7.00
It will be noted t
•figures are given for lo
resistance valves; this is
•s•%jr..2600
because the circuit is p
ticularly suitable for te
.
of a
I penultimate stage
high-power receivér wh e
considerable grid swing 's
required for .
the otrtp t
'
stage.
There
is one oth
feature ,
of the circuit
‘
which reference may profi
ably be made. It can
shown that the magnitu
of the audio-frequency cu
rent flowing through t
Wen
11.1% supply f5 alls
11
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Fig. 8.
Fig. 9.
Fig. ;I.—Showing the correct coupling condensers for various primary inductances and
resistances. Fig. 9.—How varying valve resistance affects cut-off frequency.
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The Parallel-fed L.P. Amplifier.—
frequency is reduced down to the cut-off frequency.
This is of importance because the internal impedance of practically all eliminators rises as the
frequency is reduced. The circuit shown is therefore
free from " motorboating" under ordinary conditions,
but the usual choke-filter should be retained in the last
stage.
.
Cut-off Frequency Considerations.

•

C = 2L (!3
-\ 2

Where

A = R„

R„
r-F -

= R + Br

The amplification at any frequency is given by
coL
'•

The rise of audio-frequency cUrrent through the H.T.
supply for frequencies below the cut-off is of little
importance because the amplification is very small at
these frequencies. There is therefore no tendency to
oscillate at a frequency below this value.

THE ROBINSON

APPENDIX.
The design formula is:—

A + )3 3 ((el, —

\g
toC /
Where in addition to the above:--0>=2r xfrequency, ala
amplification factor of valve, fr=voltage ratio of transformer.
Except at high frequencies the product t.o- is constant, and
thus we are concerned mainly with the third factor. This is
conveniently termed the " Coupling Efficiency."

•

"STENODE

RADIOSTAT."

A Receiving Set Designed to Separate Two Stations One Kilocycle Apart.

T

HE WIRELESS WORLD has recently been
afforded an opportunity of inspecting a remarkable receiving set designed by J. Robinson, D.Sc.,
the former head of the Wireless Section of the Royal
Air Force, embodying a new circuit system for selective reception known as the " Stenode Radiostat." It
is understood that, owing to the patent situation, details
cannot be disclosed at present, but the performance of
the apparatus seems to show that Dr. Robinson has
succeeded in producing a device of unusual selectivity
combined with good quality of reproduction.
The set consists of two cabinets, one of which is
sealed, while the other is fitted with a variable tuning
condenser for coarse adjustment, and a small finecontrol air condenser for accurate setting. The maximum variation possible with the latter is only about

6 mmfd., and a change of a fraction of i mmfd.
brings in 2L0 strongly, so that the selectivity is enormous. In spite of the great selectivity, the quality of
reproduction is as good as could be desired.
In order to test the effect of an interfering transmitting
station, alocal oscillator was set up to give aheterodyne
note with 2LO. This note could be clearly heard on an
ordinary receiver, but no trace of it appeared with Dr.
Robinson's set, even when the local oscillator was tuned
to afrequency only ikilocycle off 2LO. It was not until
the heterodyne note dropped to a frequency of 300 or
400 that it began to cut into the broadcast.
eartial Explanation.

Dr. Robinson has supplied afew details, which amount
to ahint as to the method which he uses rather than an
explanation. If we construct atuned circuit containing
acoil whose ratio of reactance to resistance is very large,
say 3,000 (the amateur's usual figure is 150), then the
signal will build up slowly, and the circuit will continue
to ring after the incoming signal has ceased (Fig. r,
curve A). If, however, we chop the wave into equal
sections and reverse the phase in each
alternate section, the energy which
builds up in the receiving tuned circuit
during one section will be completely
destroyed during the next, owing to the
phase reversal (Fig. r, curve B). The
circuit evidently remains as selective as
ever, that is, the shape of the usual
resonance curve is unaltered, but the
sluggishness has been greatly reduced as
curve B shows, while the amplification
is smaller.
Fig. 2 shows how the incoming wave
is chopped. Two screen-grid valves in
parallel receive the incoming signal in
opposite phases.
This arrangement
would, of course, neutralise the signal,
The selectivity produced is demonstrated by a superheterodyne provided with a
fine-tuning condenser of exceedingly small capacity connected across the oscillator
and no effect would be transmitted to
control.
An interfering signal from an H.P. oscillator while producing a heterothe detector valve. A device is added
dyne note on a normal receiver is readily removed and a broadcast transmission
received with good quality.
Dr. Robinson is seen examining the crystal conwhich is the essence of the affair. • The
trolled unit.
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fering station r kc. away is cut out, while the quality
of reproduction would suggest that sidebands up to 5kc e
away may be getting through. It is to be hoped that
Dr. Robinson will explain this phenomenon at an early
date.
While this new circuit system appears to hive
numerous important applications, Dr. Robinson clams
that it is now possible to establish some fifty broadcast
stations in an area where only one transmitting station
can operate under existing conditions.
Broadcast

E DURING:WHICH
CARRIER WAVE ACTS
S_

TI

B

TIME IN

THOUSANDTHS OF A SECOND

I.—(a) Signal given by a tuned circuit' of magnificat on
3,000 when receiving waves on 300 metres. (b) Signal produced
by -the same circuit when the incoming wave is chopped with
reversal of phase at each interruption.

when its screen is up; on the next wobble this valve shuts
-down, and the waves come through the other valve with
.a reversal of phase.
&in a Mystery.
The above explanation certainly discloses an ingenious method by which ringing might be prevented on a
-set of high selectivity, but it does not explain why' the
•sidebands in broadcast transmission get through on such
a set. We are still puzzled by the result that an inter-

CHRISTMAS

F g. 2.—The signal is received in opposite phase by two parallel- connected screen-grid valvel. A supersonic oscillator connected
in the leads to the screen grids upsets the balance and brings the
valves alternately into action.
In the demonstration apparatus
the screen-grid valves follow the intermediate amplifier of a
superheterodyne receiver, and the supersonic oscillator is a piezoelectric crystal.

receivers, it is stated, can be constructed at popular
prices which will receive existing programmes withcut
mutual interference.

RECORDS.

A Good Selection of Seasonable Music.
HE increasing number of readers who employ
electrical methods for the reproduction of gramophone music adds special interest at this season
to the selection of Christmas record S which have just
been issued by Columbia. We have had the opportunity
of testing a number of these, and consider that they
are a most attractive series.
An exceptionally fine record is one entitled " An
Organist's Yuletide," which is contributed by Mr. Quentin MacLean, the organist of the Regal Cinema, London.
It is a fine example of modern recording, and consists
of a delightful Christmas medley, including snatches of
-carols and traditional tunes.
Savoy Christmas Medleys, a record which has had
-great 'popularity in the past, has been remade this
season by Debroy Somers' band.
A particularly fine record by ,
the Ketelby Concert
Orchestra, with W. G. Webber playing the organ of
Westminster Central Hall, and Nellie Walker singing
with a full chorus, is "A Dream of Ghristrnas." The

theme is that it is Christmas Eve, and the mother has
been relating bedtime stories to her little child, who
afterwards falls asleep and dreams of the carol singé
and fairies.
The Christmas list of new records includes some of
the most popular carols and hymns, *
beautifully rendered
by the St. George's Singers. They are six in numbe,
and include "We Three Kings of Orient Are," " Wassail Song," " What Child is This," " The Moon Shines
Bright," "ISaw Three Ships," and ' The Holly and
the Ivy." Three carols are contained on each record.
All are sung unaccompanied, and those who have heard
the madrigal records of this talented body of singers
will not need to be told how beautifully the carols have
been performed. The B.B.C. Choir and Wireless Military Band have also contributed to the Christmas vocal
list with " Once in Royal David's City" and " While
Shepherds Watched," and the fullness of tone produced
by choir, band and organ makes an interesting contrast
to the simplicity of the St. George's singers.
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THE
SOUL
OF THE
SPEAKER

Fit the new Amplion B.A.2 unit
to any chassis and you fit quality,
life, sensitivity and volume handling capacity—you put heart and
soul into the speaker. Note the
following points:—
(1) Strong and robust construction
with neat compact design
workmanlike appearance.

and

(2) Designed
tor platefor
is normal
supplied
chassis.
for use
Adapon
other types of chassis.
(3) Sensitivity far above the normal,
combined with adequate volume
handling capacity.
(4) Three terminals giving alternative
values of impedance.
(5) Equally suitable for use with power
valves of low or medium impedance or with pentodes.

TH

Your dealer will gladly demonstrate.
GRAHAM

AMPLION

LIMITED,

25/26,

SAVILE

ROW,

LONDON,

W.1..

WORKS:

SLOUGH
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..theft came Radio.

A lonely outpost of the British Empire—a lonely farmhouse in the Highlands
—a cottage in the distant valley—lonely places all—and then came radio and
the long lonely evenings became times of joyous entertainment.
At the very beginning of radio, McMichael Receivers were known for their
paramount supremacy.
To-day McMichael Receivers are still triumphant—.
far ahead cr all others in perfection of reproduction.

THE

McMICHAEL

SUPER RANGE FOUR (
TABLE MODEL)
is a set of absolute efficiency, reliability and sound value.
Comprising the
latest Screened Grid Amplification, Single Dial Tuning, Volume Control, simple
switch over from long to short waves. Beautifully toned loud-speaker.
The set is specially designed for use in the home where an outdoor
aerial and earth are not convenient or necessary. Its handsome Walnut
cabinet contains a highly efficient frame aerial and earth, and is fitted
with a turntable to ensure the best " directional results."
The aid of
additional aerial and earth can be used to add to the normal and very
remarkable range.
Owing to the high degree of selectivity in this, and our other Screened
Grid Portable Receivers, we are able to guarantee complete selectivity
between all main B.B.C. stations under the new scheme of wavelengths.
Ask your dealer for a demonstration of this outstanding receiver—a
receiver which gives the widest possible range of stations with low
upkeep cost.
Telephone:
SLOUGH
441-442

1.4114 CHAE-L"'

Manufacturers oF WireFess and Scientific Apparatus

WEXHAM ROAD: SLOUGH: BUCKS:

London Showrooms: 179, STRAND, W.C.2

Telegrams:
RAMETHER

SLOUGH.

(Phone: Holborn 2466)

CASH PRICE
—•
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(Including all Royalties and Equipment.)

or by " Deferred Payments on Hire
Purchase Terms."

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Can the Principles of
Mechanism by which the
Ear Detects Sounds of
Varied
Amplitude
and
Frequency be Applied in
Radio ?
By R. T. BEATTY, MA., B.E., D.Sc.
The whole affair would cost a million pounds; It
F acommittee of scientists and engineers were asked
would be served by thousands of_operators, and would/ to design an instrument which would be sensitive
fill the great hall at Olympia.
to all audible tones, which would detect a change
in pitch of less than a sixtieth of a semitone over most
Nature's Curious Device.
of the range, and register changes in loudness of the
Nature,
working
by her savage formless methods over
order of io per cent., which would be capable of
a space of many million years, advancing by trial and
operating a relay in response to the chirp of a cricket
error, with life or death to mark success or failure, hai
or the roll of thunder, and, lastly, work day by day
solved the problem. Those who have ears to hear are
for some fifty years without attention, executing its own
repairs, keeping itself clean, and costing a penny per drawing their royalties on Nature's invention.
What, then, is her solution?
day for running expenses, what sort of machine would
It is the little affair like a snail shell with a. bundle
the committee recommend to satisfy these terrifying
of nerve fibres passing from it to the brain; the whole
demands embracing so many exacting conditions?
thing could be enclosed
No such machine would
within the shell of a
be produced.
hazel nut, and the nerve
But if, thought were
bundle with its thousands
taken for the first four.
of
fibres
could
be
conditions only, a solution
threaded through a tube
could be arrived at. One
of macaroni.
would imagine that it
' It is music's analyser;
would take a form of
the brain is its interpreter;
long racks carrying some
and the partnership is one
twenty thousand resonators
of the sweetest gifts which
--64 to the semitone over
has been given to man.
the musical rang—with a
The
snail shell,
or
tiny coil of heated wire in
cochlea, consists of -a
the neck of each resonator
hollow tube of bone coiled
to be alternately warmed
into a spiral of
turns
and chilled by the throb
and filled with liquid. In
of sound.
Each coil
all mammals, with but one
would be connected to a
exception, this spiral shape
valve amplifier, and the
is found, but if we
output wires would be led
imagine that man, who is
through amaze of switches
FIR. 1.—Sound is collected by the ear dap, passed along the outer
distinguished for the numto an inconceivable numchannel, and transmitted via the ear drum and the hammer,
ber of convolutions in bis
ber of relays.
anvil, and stirrup, to the oval window shown in Fig. 2.
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'Bow We Hear.—
brain, is similarly favoured by possessing the greatest
number of turns in his cochlea, we are at once humiliated by the fact that pride of place must be given to
the common pig, with 3¡ turns.
The cochlea if uncoiled would appear as a straight
'-tube 30 mm. long with an average internal diameter of
1.5 mm. This tube is divided lengthwise into two parts
by atightly.stretched membrane, the basilar membrane,
which runs along its entire length.
One end of the long tube is enlarged and is fitted
with two thin membranous windows; one of these, the
oval window, carries apiston which conveys the vibra.lions of sound from the outer ear; the other, the round
window, relieves by its motion the pressure set up in
the fluid by the motion of the piston.
•
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down the outer channel to the ear drum which actu
achain of three bones—the hammer, anvil, and stir
..the three forming a lever system with a reductio
amplitude of 1-} to r. The end of the stirrup is inse

tes
up
in
ed

Man's Miniature Harp.

Under the microscope the basilar membrane is seen
'to consist of some 24,000 tightly stretched fibres running
crosswise, each fibre being held in tension by ligaments.
These fibres are connected to each other by a thin
membrane, and they increase in length from 0.13 mm.
near the piston to 0.4 mm. at the other end of the tube.
The whole structure irresistibly suggests a set of tuned
Pig. 3.—Crose4tietia

i
of the bony cochlea t the bastiat membrane
is not shown.

into the membrane which closes the oval window (Fig. 2)
of the bony labyrinth. In addition to the cochlea three
curious formations will be noticed looking like handls.
formation
These haveabout
nothing
ourtoposition
do withinhearing,
space, but
and give
guide
us 4ur
movements in turning, leaping, or bending. They fo
the oldest part of the ear; they are found, but with no
cochlea attached, in fishes, which do not need to hear,
but whose life depends on their ability to make accurate
and well-timed movements.
4 cross-section of the bony cochlea is shown in Fig. 3.
A spiral tube winds upwards to the apex, and is alm st
divided in two by a spiral bony shelf; one end of he
basilar membrane is attached to the edge of this shelf
(Fig. 4), and stretches across to the opposite side where
it is held in tension by a strong ligament, so that
e
spiral tube is actually divided into an upper andlha
lower gallery.
Fig. 2.—The stirrup trig. ij, whim is attached by a membrane
.to the oval window, transmits vibrations to the fluid filling the
cochlea, across the hastier membrane, and back along the cochlea
to the *Wand window.

strings, and all the facts patiently unearthed by anatomists and physicists confirm the conviction that this
is indeed Nature's harp which, by the resonance of its
strings, analyses the vibrant messages from the external
world.
Thousands of years before the first savage
crouched to evoke rude music from his bowstring, this
marvellous instrument lay fully developed in the ears
of mankind ready to interpret the rustle of leaves, the
song of birds, the roar of the carnivore, to the still
lowly brain, deaf as yet to all but material needs.
The Ear as a Whole.

Thé ear flap (Fig. r), which is now but arudimentary
collector of sound waves, compared with the large
mobile ears of the horse or the dog, passes the sound

The Simplified Ear.

,

* mechanical model, Fig. 5, may be constructed
to 'represent 'what is generally believed to be the mcde
of action of the ear. When apuff of air strikes the outer
ear the drum and the lever system move forward I
so
that the stirrup transmits pressure to the liquid in the
upPer gallery; the motion is communicated through the
opening at the apex to the lower gallery, and the round
window bulges slightly in consequence. In addition, of
course, the pressure may be partly relieved by yielding
of the basilar membrane, and if a pure tone of given
frequency is used we would expect that any portion of
the basilar menbrane which is tuned to this frequency.
would be set into resonance, and convey a message to
thç brain by the nerves which are attached to it. This
indeed was the original brilliant suggestion of Hel
holtz, and is .a remarkable instance of scientific foresight. He recognised that the only known way of analesiii 26
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How We Hear.—
ing complex sounds was by the use of resonators, and
that tbe transverse fibres of the basilar membrane, with
their progressive variation in length, might act as a
system of this kind.
Three Points which Support the Resonator Theory.,
As we pass along the spiral tube of the cochlea from
base to apex, we find that the fibres of the basilar membrane increase in length from 0.13 mm. at one end to
0.40 mm. at the other. Further, the spiral ligament
which holds the membrane taut decreases in bulk from
base to apex; near the apex, indeed, it consists of only
a few thin fibres. Again, when resonance is set up in
any section of the membrane, the mass moved is not
only that of the membrane, but also that of the double
column of liquid, as shown in Fig. 6, so that the loading
of the fibres increase's from base to apex.
Now, the formula for the frequency of vibration of a
stretched string is:— • '
tension
twice lengthN/ mass per unit length
and we have just seen that in going from base to apex
length and mass increase while tension diminishes. It
appears, then, that all three factors vary as they should
Frequency—

to tune a single fibre to this note, taking the diameter
of a fibre as 0.003 mm.
Now, it is found from experiments on animal tendons
and fibres such as human hair or silkworm gut that

HINGE

STIRRUP
OVAL WINDOW
UPPER GALLERY

APEX

OUTER EAR

LOWER GALLERY
BASIL AR
MEMBRANE
EAR DRUM

ROUND WINDOW

Fit. 5.--The action of the ear demonstrated by means of a
mechanical model.

their breaking stress for the same cross-section is from
four to eight times the figure just given. It seems, then,
that the theory makes no impossible demands on the
strength of the resonating elements.
Those who think in terms of the piano or harp may
still, however, feel that an instrument on the cochlear
scale is unworkable. The deepest string of the piano
is several feet long, while the longest string of the
cochlea is only 0.4 mm.; how can these ridiculously
different lengths be tuned to the same note?
The ans‘er is that the dimensions of the piano are
large because the instrument is required to deliver a
large volume of sound. The cochlear strings, on the
other hand, need only vibrate through a few millionths'
of a millimetre to excite the nerve endings with which
they are connected. Scale has nothing to do with the.
question of resonance; if we compensate for decreased
length and mass by decreased tension we can pass to
an instrument whose smallness is only limited by the
size of the molecules themselves.
Experimental Evidence for the Resonator Theory.

rig. 4.—Crass-sectisn of the cochlear galleries: the basilar membrane is held In tension by strong ligaments, and nerves run from
it through channels in the bony shelf and are led away through the
central opening shown in Fig. 3.

if the bass strings are to be located at the basal end and
the treble strings at the apical end of the cochlea. Helmholtz was aware of but one of these factors; had the
other two been known in his time few can doubt that
the resonator theory would have been eitablished so
firmly that no rival theories would ever have emerged.
Can the Fibres Stand the Required Tension ?
The greatest tension will be needed for the strings
tuned to the highest audible frequency, which is about
30,000 cycles per second. Since we can find the length
and mass from microscopical observations we can calculate the tension from the formula given above. It
works out that we require atension of 44 milligrammes
R 27

Twenty years ago a remarkable experiment was
carried out on the guinea-pig, which has a welldeveloped cochlea of four turns.
A loud note was
sounded close to the animal's hutch and maintained
for many hours. -- The guinea-pig was then killed and
its cochlea examined under the microscope, whereupon

OVAL WINDOW
STIRRUP

,
BASE
ROUND WINDOW

APEX

VIBRATING PART
OF MEMBRANE

rig. 6.—From this mechanical model it is seen that not only the
membrane vibrates but also a double column of liquid, so that the
loading of the fibres increases from base to apex.
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Row We Rear.—
•
aportion of the basilar membrane was found to have
degenerated, the same being true for the nerves attached
to it. Similar experiments were carried out with notes
-of different pitches, and in all cases the position of the
injured part depended only on the pitch of the note
which had been used. Fig. 7 represents a section of
the cochlea of the guinea-pig, and the positions of the
injured areas are marked corresponding to the exciting
frequencies. Below are shown the four turns of the
basilar membrane uncoiled with the damaged portions
shaded.
This experiment, through indicating that the metnbrane is differentiated for frequency along its length
and that low notes affect the region near the apex, is
not quite convincing, since in each case a long strip
is injured, whereas we should expect the' damage to
extend over a few fibres only. However, the notes
were excessively loud, so that probably a great many
fibres were set into forced oscillation in addition to
those which vibrated with their own natural frequency.
Last year results of amuch more definite nature were
obtained in a
Leipsic laboratory. A very fine drill, only

DECEMBER lam 192{e
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hole and which extended over a frequency breadth not
exceeding a single tone. The ppsitions of the oies
in different experiments are shown at the botto
of
Fig. 8 with the corresponding frequencies where eafness was noted by the absence of the ear muscle re ex.
It will be seen that the, positions agree with the
theory that the fibres are tuned to higher and hi her
freauencies as the base of the cochlea is approache

Fig. B.—Breaking of some of the threads of the ligament whigh
exerts tension on the basilar membrane produces a deafness ovOr
narrow bands of frequency.

The most remarkable fact of all is that the narrOw
band of deafness disappeared after three weeks. The
ligament must have recovered its former tension, but
that it should have done so, and applied exactly the
right amount of pull to the corresponding elements of
the membrane, seems to be a marvellous thing.
7.—Section of acochlea of a guinea pig; showing how different
portions may become damaged by sounding notes of particular
frequencies.

mm. in, diameter, was used to bore a hole into the
wall of the bony cochlea so as to break some threads
of the ligament which exerts tension on the basilar
membrane (Fig. 8). Subsequent microscopical examination showed that neither the membrane itself had been
injured nor the nerves which pass from it and leave
the cochlea on the opposite side from the point of
entry of the drill. The tension, and consequently the
natural frequency of the membrane, must, however,
have been decreased.
It has long been known that the guinea-pig responds
to any note within its range of hearing by a tremor
of its ear muscle.
Previous to the operation the
animal responded in this way to all the notes of a
series of tuning forks spaced a semi-tone apart from
a frequency of ',coo to 40,000 cycles per second.
After the operation a region of deafness was found
whose position varied with the location of the drilled

• The Telephone Theory.

"

Though the resonator theory is so attractive and so
powerfully supported by the facts which have ben
already cited it is not universally accepted. There
some who hold that the basilar membrane has no pos
of analysis, but that it faithfully follows every chaige
in pressure of the sound waves and by its motion a a
whole transmits messages to the thousands of fibrils
which make up the auditory nerve.
These fibrils
accordingly act like telephone wires in •
parallel, and
the onus of analysing the messages is thrown entir
on the brain.
If we accept this theory we must be puzzled by tie
complex structure of the basilar membrane; a mu h
simpler device would seem to be adequate ano analy's
is performed till the brain is reached: a few ner
attached to the ear-drum might suffice.
But a more formidable difficulty arises from
recent discoveries of physiologists as to the .respo
of nerves to rapid impulses.
(To he conclude)

.
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Twin Transmission

on

Regional Scheme on Trial.
Before these lines appear the behaviour
of the Brookmans Park transmitters working in double harness will have been ruthlessly scrutinised by logions of listeners.
The B.B.C. is on trial ;and I should be
surprised if there were any recommendation for mercy if the scheme proved to be
beyond the technical resources of the
populace.
0000 Is 261 Metres Too Low?
For one hour and ahalf daily (Mondays
to Fridays) _the normal London programme is being broadcast on the wavelength of 261 metres, and many listeners
have never yet descended to such adepth.
The importance of becoming familiar with
this wavelength is realised when one notes
that it will be used for the "general
interest, or national programme"
The B.B.C. are wise in limiting the
alternative transmission to speech; and it
is also a shrewd move to allow an hour's
transmission daily on the shorter wavelength without the encumbrance of the
356 metre signal.
0000
When to Listen.
The full schedule of tests, until further
notice, is as follows
MORNING:
11.30 a.m. to 12 noon
(Monday to Friday
inclusive).

me p.m. to 1.0 p.m.
(Saturday only).

12.0 noon to 1.0 p.m.
(Monday to Friday

inclusive).
1.0 p.m. to

2 p.m.
(Saturdays only).

1.0 p.m. onwards (Monday to Friday inclusive).
2.0 p.m. onwards (Saterday only).
EVENING:
First half-hour of dance
music period.

6XX Programme on 261
nietre
wavelength.

By Our Special Correspondent.

Trial.—The Modulation

Question.—Appeal to Pirates.

but I think that my original prediction,
that we shall have the season of spring
and portables upon us before regular twin
programmes, will not be far wrong.
0000
Over-modulation.
The question of the modulation of
B.B.C. transmitters, recently raised in
The Wireless World, has excited considerable interest at Savoy Hill.
That the
B.B.C. stations are models of rectitude
in this direction is proved, say the officials, by the news that the Union Internationale de Radiodiffusion is holding up
the B.B.C. as an example to transgressors
on the Continent. It appears that much
of the trouble with the Prague Plan is
definitely ascribed to over-modulation by
European broadcasters.
To those who
froth over the Union says: "Look at
5G11 and Brookmans Park. Mark the delightful manner in which they are received
abroad."
0000
The Clapham Test.
At its Clapham research station on a
recent Saturday, the B.B.C. conducted a
little
experiment
in
self-vindication,
selecting the transmission of Radio Toulouse for the purpose. Radio Toulouse is
an 8 kW station with an estimated aerial
power of 5kW. Signal measurement tests
revealed a strength at Clapham of 0.8

• Special programme on
the 261 metre wavelength and 5XX.
The normal published
programme on the 281
metre wavelength.
Special programme on
the 356 metre wavelength.

1

There will be no test transmissions on
Sundays, Christmas Day and Boxing
Day, but the usual programme will be
radiated on 356 and 1554 metres.
0000
A Springtime Service.
The length of the tests is still amatter
for debate in B.B.C. engineering éircles,

millivolts per metre.
Now, says the
B.B.C., one of our stations operating on
the same power would not yield a highet
signal strength than 0.25 millivolts at such
a distance. Therefore Radio Toulouse is
over-modulating. Q.E.D.
0000
The Decline of the Oscillator.
That the old breed is slowly dying out
is shown by some revealing figures collected by the B.B.C. anent oscillation
complaints. In October and November,
1927, complaints of oscillation numbered
2,204. In the corresponding period of
1928 the figure dropped to 1,603.
This
year it is only 1,551. The figures as they
stand tell less than the truth, for in October, 1927, there were only 2,337,733 licensees as compared with 2,852,924 two years
later.
0000
To the Radio Pirates of the World.
Oscillators and pirates are all nuisances,
but in most cases there is a chasm of
moral difference between the two classes.
The ordinary methods of overcoming
piracy being rather slow, the,- B.B.C.
might take a tip from the Polish broadcasting authorities, who are seeking tc
overwhelm the pirate by an appeal to his
better nature. To-morrow (Thursday) the
Vilna broadcasting station will broadcast
a programme addressed to "the radio
pirates of the world." In a special address to this ignoble fraternity, condemnation will be tempered with exhortations to repent.
What stony-hearted
knob-twiddler could stand this?
0000

-e

British and German Licence Figures.
The human element asserted itself
tressingly in a recent paragraph in which
I stated that the increase in British receiving licences amounted to 17,025 in
the previous quarter. This figure actually
represents the monthly increase, so the
comparison with the German quarterly
advance of 16,941 sheds a yet more
glorious light on the popularity of the
B.B.C. programmes.

The 356 metre wavelength returns to the
normal published programme.

Dance music as published
on the 261 metre wavelength only.
Remainder
of
dance
Dance music as pubmusic period.
lished on the 281 metre
wavelength and special
programme
on
the
356 metre wavelength.
• 5XX at all times does its normal published
programme, in addition to the special programme on
Saturday mornings
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0000

HAVE YOU HEARD THIS ONE ? The
Czech station at Morayska—Ostrava, which
is not difficult to receive in this country.
The power Is 10 kW and the wavelength
263 metres.

The Microphone in Fleet Street.
Readers who wonder what Fleet Street
is like and how a newspaper is produced
should listen to the broadcast from 2L0
and 5XX on December 16 of a tour of
newspaper office.
The Editor's room, the news room, the
composing department, the foundry and
the machine room will be visited.

,
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Part XII.

R and that required to drive the current " througlh*"
the condenser C. (N.B.—The same current flows
through each element of a series circuit.) Denote these
voltages by E, and E, respectively, as shown in Fig. r.
We have then E, = IR volts, being in phase with I(rule
for apure resistance), and E,= IX, volts, lagging behind
I by a quarter of a cycle, because for a condenser the
current leads the voltage by go°. X, is the reactance

A.C. Circuits with
Resistance, Inductance
and Capacity.
(Continued from page 624 of
previous issue.)
•
P to the present we have dealt with resistance,
inductance and capacity singly and have discussed the laws applying to each as regards
alternating currents. We have also considered the combined effects of inductance and resistance in series,
where impedance and power factor introduced themselves. We have now to take into account those circuits
in which capacity is present together with one or other,
or both, of the constants resistance and inductance. As
we have learned all the rules applying to each of the
three constants individually, the solving of a circuit
where two or all three of them are present merely
resolveà itself into combining the effects according to
the known laws of each. In simple series or parallel
circuits this is quite an easy matter, but for circuits
where there are both series and parallel portions it is
sometimes very difficult.
Fortunately we need only
concern ourselves with the simpler circuits to enable us
to understand and deal in a practical manner with the
great majority of circuit
arrangements in a modern
wireless receiver.
Capacity and Resistance
in Series.
- In the first place let us
consider a circuit consisting of a resistance R in
series with a condenser of
capacity C as shown in
Fig. i (a). Suppose that
, it is desired to drive an
alternating current whose
R.M.S. value is Iamperes
through the circuit. Then
the total voltage required
will be made up of two
components, namely, that
necessary to drive the current through the resistance

(b)

o the condenser, its value being

ohms.
2/rfC
So if we draw a simple vector diagram for the cirtuit
we must draw the lines 0E, and 0E, at right-angles
to each other, as shown in Fig. i (b), where 0E, is in
line with the current vector 0I.
The total voltage
required between the ends of the circuit is then given
by the length of the diagonal 0E. Thus
E = E, +E22= V (IR) 2+ (IX) 2= IVR 2± Xc
volts'
It will
be realised that this is the same expresslon
as used for resistance and inductance in series, except
that in the present case we have the condensive re2

actance in place of the inductive reactance.
VR2+
is the impedance Z of the circuit in ohms. A further
difference lies in the fact that the current leads the
applied voltage by an angle .0, where cos

-- as
Z
before.
For the inductive circuit it was a lagging
angle. The impedance triangle for the circuit is shown
at (c) in Fig. r, the reactance line X0 being drawn
vertically downwards this
time because condensive
reactance is negative with
respect to inductive reactance.
To illustrate the calculation of such a circuit as
that of Fig. r (a) in practice,
suppose that the
resistance R has a value
of soo ohms and the condenser C a capacity of ro
microfarads and that we
require to know the current taken when roo volts
(R.M.S. value) at 50 cycles
per second is applied to
1.—(a) Circuit with resistance and capacity In series.
the ends of the circuit. The
Vectors showing the phase angle. of the various voltages;
reactance of the condenlez
(c) The impedance triangle for the circuit.
le 30
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.
. then X -

i,„
2/rit.

.
I.

2ir X 50 X IC/

-

8 oh

.

,

impedance Z is therefore 4/5002+318 2=583 ohms. and
E roo
so -the current will be I= z,
i
„--503 =0.1713 ampere. This
current leads the voltage applied to the circuit by an
R 5oo
angle whose cosine is -- -=0.857, and this is the
Z- 5
-83
power factor of the circuit. Hence the power absorbed.
is P=EI cos 0= roo x0.1713 x0.857= 14.7 watts; or
by another method: P= I
2R
0.17132 x500=14.7 watts.
Condenser and Resistance in Parallel.
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•/
ampere so that OI, would be 2inches-long. Then draw
04 at right angles to OE to the left, because it is a
current leading the voltage by oo°. Its length to the
*, same scale will be 3.14 inches. On completing the
rectangle, the length of the diagonal OI will .give the
value of the total current to the same scale. It leads the voltage by the angle
which can be read off in the
ordinary way with aprotractor.
On the other hand the value of the current can be
very easily calculated, since OI = 4/(01 1)
2+ (01 2)
2.
Hence I= 4/0.22+0.314 2=0.372 ampere.
The impedE roo
ance of the circuit is thus Z=-,. =.2649 ohms, and
0.372
it should be noted that this is less than either the resistance or the reactance of the respective branches. From
_
the diagram we see that the cosine of the angle of lead,

In a circuit where the components are connected -in
parallel the same voltage is applied to each, and the
.2
best way to treat such a circuit if the applied voltage
of the current- is cos 0=0
- 0.538, being- the
is known is to calculate the current through each
I
0.372
branch separately, and
power factor for the circuit
find its phase relation to the
as awhole. But the power
voltage. The currents can
factor is not given by 2
then be added together in
the proper manner, taking
as it was for the series cirthe phase differences into
Z
account.
It is perhaps
-cult.
It happens to be rz
not out of place to remind
this time, but this must
the reader that currénts or
not be taken as a general
voltages must always be
rule for a parallel circuit..
added by the parallelogram method when there are
There are two methods
Fig. 2.—(a) Circuit with resistance and capacity in parallel.
phase differences between
(b) Vectors giving the currents in the branches and the total
of calculating the power in
current.
Oh
0.2 amp., 012 ------ 0.314 amp., 01 = 0.372 amp.
them. Let us take as an exthis
particular
circuit
when E — 100 volts at 50 cycles.
ample a circuit consisting
(a) By multiplying' toof a 50o-ohm resistance connected in parallel with a gether the volts, amps. and power factor for the comro-microfarad condenser and assume that roo volts at plete circuit in the usual manner, or (b) by calculating
50 cycles per second are applied to the ends of the
the power in each branch separately and adding the
circuit, as shown in Fig. 2 (a). We shall calculate the values together to get the aggregate.
By the former
current and power taken by the circuit as a whole.
method the power is E.I x(power factor). boo x0.372 x
Let I, be the current in the resistance branch, l
a the
0.538=20 watts. Now in employing the second method.
current in the condenser branch and Ithe total current
we know that acondenser takes no power, and therefore
taken by the circuit.
Then the current I, in the
that the whole of the power taken by the circuit is
E roo.
absorbed by the resistance, where the current was found
resistance will be -- — =0.2 ampere, and this will be
to be 0.2 amp. Hence power= 0.2 x100=20 watts as
R soo
in phase with- the voltage. ,Similarly the current in before.
E
Resistance, Inductance and Capacity.
'
the condenser brandi will be I
a. lec, But X, for a,
Next we come to one of the most important circuits
ro-mfd. condenser at so cycles per second was found as far as wireless is concerned, namely, one in which
to be 318 ohms in the previous calculation: So the
all three constants, resistance, inductance and capacity
roo
are
present. Under certain conditions, as every reader
current in the condenser branch is 4=0 =0.314
3ro
knows, such a circuit can be made to respond strongly
ampere, sad this leads the voltage by a quarter of a to one particular frequency whilst giving but feeble
cycle.
response to other frequencies.
We shall treat a series
,
How to Use Vectors.
circuit first in a general way, and then lead on to the
Knowing the value of each current and the phase
theory of the tuned circuit.
angle of each with respect to the voltage, we could
Suppose that aresistance of R ohms, an inductance Ldraw to scale asimple vector diagram as shown at (b)
henrys, and a capacity C farads are all connected in
in Fig. 2. First draw the voltage vector OE of any
series as shown in Fig. 3 (a), and that we desire to find
convenient length, not necessarily to scale, and in any
what voltage E will be necessary to drive a current of
position. Since there is only one voltage value in a I amperes through the circuit when the frequency is
parallel circuit we take the voltage as the starting point.
fcycles per second. The resistance R and inductance
Now draw the current vector OI, =0.2 ampere in line
L might very well belong to a single coil, but for the
with OE and to a, suitable scale of, say, r inch =o4
sake of clearness we can imagine them separated.
,„.

•%;

-

;•'1
1

se.

•
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at the same instant that the other has anegative axiSo R stands for the resistaiice .4yr the whole
mum value.
So the voltage required to drive the
circuit. -_
current through the inductance. and capacity of th cirIn the first place the same current F flows through
cuit, apart from the resistance, is E, -E, or E, É2
each part of the cireuit, and so we can write down the
according to which of the voltages is the larger.
value of the voltage required by each portion separately,
Power Factor for-Series Circutt.
in terms of the current and the constant " of that part.
They Might be equal, but for the present we hall
For instance, the voltage E, required to drive the curasume that E, is larger than, Es, and therefore the
rent I through the resistance R ie given by
✓ ltage required by the inductance and cap cityc
volts, and this is in phase with the current. In drawing
the diagram of vectors the current vector OI is drawn
together will be E, -E,, this voltage still being aq ter
first, in any position, and the voltage vector 0E, for the of a cycle out of step with respect to the current as
resistance portion of the circuit is drawn in line with IX
shown by the vector diagram of Fig. 3(h). E, E,
as these -two are in phase.
The complete vector
may be called the total rea.ctive voltage of the circu
diagram for the circuit is given in Fig. 3(b).
Now we must add to this the voltage E, requir •
by '
The reactance of the inductive portion of the circuit
the resistance R. Since E, is in phase with Iit is out ,
is XL=2crfL ohms, and the voltage required to drive
o phase by go° with respect to the reactive vol ge
the current through it is E, = IX, volts.
Since the
-E,.
Hence the total voltage for the corn ete
current lags for an inductcircuit is given by the
ance it follows that this
diagonal
vector
SE,
voltage E, must be ahead
its value being
of the current by a quarter
c,/ El+ (E, -E,) 2
v lts.
E2
of a cycle.. So in the
Ei
E3
But E, =IR, E2=IX, nd
vector diaoram the vector
E, =IX o ;and so
OE, is &awn at right
•
R
E = IN/R2 + (X, — c) s '
angles to OI• to the left
(a) .
volts.
From this we get
(see Fig. 3 (b)).
the impedance of the in-'
For the condenser the re• plete circuit, namely,
41
1

reactance is *X0,.

I
EI
zofC
9hms.
ohms, and the voltage reThis is the fundame
quired to drive I amperes
Eg
equation for a circuit
' through " -it will be
E2-E 3
which all the constants
E,=IX c volts, and this
(0)
(3)
•present in series.
lags behind the current by
900 because a condenser
quantity (2o1L- 2,1C
3.—(a) Series circuit with resistance, inductance and
takes a leading current..
capacity. (b) Vectors giving the phase angles of the various
OitageS.
(c) Impedance triangle for the circuit.
Hence •
in the vector diathe resultant reactance
.
gram the vector 0E, is
to the combined effec
drawn to the right.
inductance- and capacity in series, and if we de
Now the total voltage E required by the whole cirit! by X -we arrive back at our original equa
cuit will be equal to the sum of the separate voltages
4/R 2+X2 ohms.
The impedance triangle for
E„ E, and E,. .But these three voltages are all at
ciicuit is given in Fig. 3.(c), and by its aid we see
different phase- angles, and in adding them the phase
th power of cos cp is
•given
• b
yR
-,. also in agreement
angles must be taken into account.
However, the
addition is afairly simple one because the «two voltages
or previotis results. From this we can conclude that
E, and E, are in direct opposition, one leading the
current by go° and the other lagging by . go°. Hence
er factor is 7,- for any series circuit.
• f.
we can combine these two first, by the simple process
of subtraction-Lthè one has its rria?.cimum.positive value
g9 be meingod.)

•
J,
Kastick -and Bons, LIB, Bunleill
Bow, London, E.C.—" Feiss Radio Bulk" for October, 1929.
. o000 .

Catalogues

Received.

,ponents
for 1930.
Also descriptive
folders dealing with the "Neutrosonie
Short Wave Receiver," embodying the
Keith- Prowse and Co., Ltd.,. 189,' New
anperheterodyne principle, and particuOxford Street, Lœiden ' W.1.—Illustrated
catalogue of proprietary portable and
lars of the Igranic "
an all-eleo--transportable sets now stocked. •
•" trie broadcast receiver.
'5' •
•

0000

0000

Igranic Electric Co., Ltd., 149, Queen
Victoria Street, London, E.C.4.—Illustrated loose-leaf catalogue .of radio cow-

Garnett, Whiteley and to., Ltd., Lotus
Works, Mill Lane, Liverpool.—Illustrated
c"talogue of "Lotus " c mponents with

_

•

is
tie
of
•te
on
e
at
ith
he

Special reference to their remote con
system for mains operated receivers.
o000
Claude Lyons,- Ltd., 76, Old
all
Street, Liverpool.—Descriptive boo let
of the "Grassmann" moving coil spea er.
o000
Standard Wet Battery Co., 184;
Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.
Illustrated folder dealing with tests t at
can be made with the Wates Volt-A
meter. •
32
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You know that in your Ever Ready Dry Battery you
have all power necessary to operate your set efficiently

COMPACT-CONVENIENT-EVER READY

Not only does Ever Ready give apurer
and more perfect reception than any
other form of current supply, but it is
CHEAPER BOTH
AND UPKEEP.

IN

INITIAL

COST

(For zo-ió M.A.

Emission)
60 VOLTS .. 13/6
64
„
14/6
99
„
.. 22/105
„
24/120
„
27'-

AdVertisemenis )or " 7he Wireless Wr...,d " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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appretiatte mu5it
that he him%elf haø
Saved to thoectittle.
No greater testimony for Telsen Transformers could
be found than the artistic sense of a Musician who
writes to us of the wonderful balance of tone these
Transformers give throughout the entire musical
scale—which has now made it possible for him to
hear as he once played to thousands.
Try one in your set—and have music in all its reality!

RADIO'S CHOICE AND
A MUSICIAN'S, TOO

.RADIOGRAND

12

1

6

Ratios 5-1 or 3-1
r
-• •

\

11.11111.111111111.
Mention of

11111. 1111.

•s-A•

• • IC 1.1.,¡

11.1111111.1
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when writing to mluertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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In multi—valve sets, in single valve sets, in amplifiers
—eliminators—in fact, wherever a condenser is
specified use T.C.C. and be safe.
Sometimes the circuit demands a capacity that is
critical—sometimes an ability to stand up to sudden
high voltages—often the circuit demands both these
things; then, for the sake of the circuit—for safety's
sake—use the condenser in the green case.
Remember this, too — there is a quarter of a
century's experience behind every T.C.C. Condenser

—and now, with the reduced prices, they cost no
more than ordinary condensers.

Advt.
The Telegraph Condenser Co. Ltd., Wales Farm Rd., Acton,W .
3.
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THE OUTSTANDING
UNIT AT MANCHESTER
HE
reproduction
given
by
the
" KUKOO " is remarkable, reaching
the extreme frequencies.
Its purity
and volume are equal to that hitherto
only associated with the most expensive moving-coil Speakers.
The " KUKOO "
has earned, and well deserves, the unstinted
and unsolicited praise which has been given
to it by numerous radio experts and musical
critics.
Every unit is accompanied by detailed
instructions
for
making cones of
diameters varying from 6 ins. to 12 ins.,
so that a novice can produce a complete
speaker in an hour.

AFTER
MANY
MONTHS
OF TOIL—
MUSICSPEECH
LIKE
MOVING
COI'-

SECRETS OF SUCCESS.
The " KUKOO " incorporates
two Cobalt
Steel
Magnets of high magnetic efficiency, which provide
enormous flux density across the ends of an uniquely
suspended armature, which has sensitive and " stayput " adjustments.
Will last a lifetime.
Best
quality British made materials used.

The Unit that realises the capabilities
of your set. You do not know what
your set is capable of until you have
tried the "KUKOO " !
SOLE MANUFACTURERS AND

PATENTEES:—

THE SHEFFIELD MAGNET Co.
BROAD LANE
::
SHEFFIELD.
'Pho,,.

20866 Sheffield.

Cables and 'Grams:

MAGNET.

c,-

20S66

Mention of " The Wireless World,'' when writing to advertisers, will ensure

rompt attention.
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Events of the Week in Brief Review.
GWTC.

No known station hears this call-sign,
but the letters are a useful memory
jogger on shopping expeditions, meaning,
of course, "Give Wireless This Christmas."'
000 o

THE

WIRELESS

TREASURE

HUNT.

An invitation to participate in a search
for "buried treasure " is extended to
readers in our advertisement pages this
week, prizes amounting in value to £20
being offered to successful entrants.
The winners choose their own prizes.
0000
THIS

WIRELESS

AGAIN.

"Wireless in Court" was the description applied by several daily newspapers
to recent experiments in Bow Street
Police Court with a mierophone and
speech amplifier system.
0000
CHALLENGE

TO DENMARK.

Sweden is now runner-up in the world's
race for leadership in the percentage of
wireless sets per head of population.
According to a Stockholm correspondent,
licensed listeners in Sweden on October
1st numbered 416,865, representing 68.3
to every 1,000 inhabitants.
Only Denmark exceeds this proportion.
0000

by Germany and France. Japan is fifth
with 550,000.
Licence fees are highest in Lithuania,
where the listener must pay £2 12s. Sd.
annually.
0000

IRISH

BROADCASTING

DELAYS.

•Anxiety is being felt by listeners in the
Irish Free State as a result of rumours
that the project for a high-power broadcasting station is being shelved by the
Government.
The scheme aims at the
establishment of a station in the centre
of the Free State with sufficient power
to cover the whole of the country.
"Who will pay the piper? " is the question which the Government has to
lace.
0000

"ANARCHISTS

OF

TdE

ETHER."

Certain French amateurs who are distracted by oscillators and other "anarchists of the ether" are considering
the 'initiation of a campaign similar to
that of the Dutch Radio Union, writes
our Paris correspondent.
The sufferers
in
Holland
are
preparing
for
a
systematised "day and night struggle "
with all forms of radio disturbance, personal and otherwise. A permanent office
has been established where complaints

will be received and action taken under
legal advice.
0000

A

WIRELESS

UTOPIA.

A Utopian dream has been realised by
the U.S. Bureau of Standards • in the
acquisition of Pleasant Valley, Fairfax,
Va., as an open-air radio laboratory.
The site, covering 100 acres of abandoned
pasture land, is flat and relatively free
from trees, and is believed to be almost
ideal for its purpose, viz., the study of
fading.
Orctinary overhead aerials are to 15e dispensed with, the antenna system being
limited to a vertical rod about 55 feet
high and a- number of direction-finding
loops.
To obviate "man-made-static,"
the power line for replenishing batteries
from the mains can he disconected.
The Bureau of Standards is retaining
its field laboratory at Kensington, Ind,
for investigation into radio echo phenomena.
0000
PARIS

CRITIC

OF THE
WORLD.

WIRELESS

In our esteemed French contemporary,
La Parole Libre en T.S.F., M. René
Sudre makes a spirited reply to the
remarks of 7'he Wireless World regard-

'PHONE CALLS FROM THE ATLANTIC.

On Sunday last, December 8th, the
Atlantic liner Leviathan opened a public
ship-to-shore
telephony
service
with
equipment similar to that which will
shortly be installed on the Berengaria
and Majestic.
The manufacturers are
the Bell Telephone and the American
Telephone and Telegraph companies.
0000
A

TWO—METRE

CLAIM.

Transmission tests with waves of three
metres are referred to in the German
amateur periodical, "CQ," which states
that success on these high frequencies
has been attained by Dr. Karl Stoye by
means of a special arrangement of superregeneration circuits. Transmitters and
receivers functioning very efficiently on
"the
3-3.40-metre
waveband "
are
reported to be constructed with ordinary
commercial apparatus, while a 2-metre
wave is said to be attainable with the
use of special valves.
0000
CHEER

UP,

ETHIOPIA.

Whereas the United States contains
.
9,640,348 wireless receiving sets. Ethiopia
has only two, says the U.S. Department
of Commerce. Britain is second in the
list with nearly three million, followed
B

33

AN IMPROMPTU WIRELESS STATION. Temporary gear In use at How den Aerodrome, Yorks, for the collection of weather data in preparation for the flight of the
airship R.I00 to the mooring mast at Cardington.
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ing the Paris Radio Salon and the inextinguishable popularity of the superheterodyne.
"Instead of attributing this to the
French desire for good broadcasting,"
says M. Sudre, "the critic of 7'he Wire.
lees World concluded that the patent
question is the true cause of the reign
of the superheterodyne. . . . On the day
that we have a good radio organisation
it is possible that we shall go to London
for the fashion of our receivers as well
as for the cut of our lounge suits. But
it is also possible that we shall remain
faithful to the frequency changer, reduced to its five, or even four, valves.
It is a truly French system which combines elegance of conception with perfection of result."
•

"SMALL

0000

ADS."

AT

CHRISTMAS.

Christmas causes delightful havoc to
our ordinary printing arrangements, and
•
it is therefore necessary to close for press
earlier than usual with our issues of
December 25th and January 1st.
Miscellaneous advertisements for inclusion
in the former can be accepted up to the
first post on Wednesday, December 18th;
those for January 1st should be in our
hands not later than first post on Tuesday, December 24th.
0000
WIRELESS

ON

NON-STOP

FLIGHT.

In its attempt to beat the world's nonstop record for distance by flying from
Britain to South Africa, the Fairey
Napier Lion monoplane will carry a
small wireless transmitter for sending
out messages at hourly intervals indicatMg its position.
Wireless is considered

more necessary on this flight than on the
Furey monoplane's non-stop trip to
India, which covered a route served by
aerodromes at regular intervals.
The transmitter, with the call-sign
GEZAA, works on 33.71 metres. Reception reports should be sent to the Signals
Branch, Air Ministry, Kingsway.
The
flight is schedu_ed to start on any date
from December 18th onwards.
0000
BELGIAN

BROADCASTING.

• The new Belgian Wireless Bill has
passed successfully through the Chamber
of Representatives and is now awaiting
the approval of the Senate.
The Bill
gives the postal administration complete
control of broadcasting, which will be
directed by a National Wireless Institute, operating two high-power stations
broadcasting in French and Flemish
respectively. The council of control will
include a number of independent personages,
including
four
technical
authorities, and will be presided over by
the Belgian Postmaster-General.
0000

GRAMOPHONE

Dr.

N.

W.

TONE

CONTROL.

McLachlan will give

a
lecture-demonstration on "Tone Control
for Electric Gramophones " at a meeting
of the Incorporated Eadio Society of

Great Britain on Friday next, December
13th, at 6 p.m., at the Institution of
Electrical Engineers.
0000
STANDARD

BATTERY

COMPANY.

We hear that the official title of the
Standard Wet Battery Company has been
changed to "The Standard Battery Company.'

IIOLLAND'S NEW SHORT-WAVE STATION. The aerial system of PHI at !Wizen.
The equipment is described in the following imges.
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CLUB NEWS.
Invitation to Birmingham Enthusiasts.
A review of the past year's activities of Slade
Radio (Birmingham), was given by the chairman,
Dr. (;. 11. Harcourt, at the second annual general
meeting held recently. The Society lias apparently overcome the difficulties which are often
encountered towards the end of the second year,
and is entering Its third year with confidence
An appeal is now made for more members,
and anyone who is interested in wireless in
invited to get in touch with the lion. Secretary,
110, Hillaries Road, Gravelly Hill, Birmingham
Who will gladly forward details of the Society
An open invitation is also given to attend one
of the Society's meetings any Thursday
8 o'clock at the Parochial Hall, Broomfielf
Road, Slade Road, Erdington, Birmingham.
0000
An All-electlic Receiver.
Mr. A. J. Hall, G2NU, of Philips Lamps Ltd,
has been engaged for some considerable time oti
research work on all-electric receivers, so hie
lecture and demonstration before the Muswelt
Mill and District Radio Society on November
27th were of more than usual interest..
To
convert the local D.C. supply to A.C. in order
to run the A.C. demonstration receiver a special
A.C. generator, driven oil the D.C. mains, wag
used, and proved quite satisfactory.
The
lecturer pointed out the numerous advantages
of all-mains sets over battery-driven ones, and
gave a demonstration of one of his firm's well,
known receivers, upon which a large number of
Continental broadcast stations was logged at
very good strength, despite the poor antenn4
system available.
Hon. Secretary, Mr. C. J. Witt, 30, Coniston
Road, N.10.
0000
"Talkie" Secrets Disclosed.
Mr. Hawker, of the Western Electric Com.
pany, visited the Wembley Wireless Society
recently and gave a lucid description of thd
method of. production and reproduction of
" talkie " filins.
The lecturer, who lias been actively engaged
In the preparation of some recent famous talking
pictures, let the members of his audience into
many secrets of the "talkie " studio.
It was stated that "talkie " films were introduced many years ago hut that owing to the
reluctance on the part of the film producers the
invention was not seriously taken up until quite,
recently.
At the Society's next meeting on December
13th Messrs. Hart and Perry will continue their
"Practical Hints and Tips" demonstration,
dealing with the beat way to use a soldering,
ron.
lion. Secretary, Mr. 11. It. Comben, B.Sc., 24,
Park Lane, Wembley.
oo oo
Varied Fare.
A vigorous debate on the respective merits
of the moving-coil and balanced armature types
of loud speaker was one of the recent features
of the Golders Green and Minton Radio society's
programme.
Mr. Bremner, B.Sc., championed
the former, while Mr. Maurice Child upheld the
latter.
Programme problems were discussed by a
representative of the li,B.C. at a recent meeting,
and a lecture of absorbing interest was that
given by Mr. II. T. Barton Chapple, B.Sc., on
the subject of television.
The Society's future fixtures include lectures
on such varied topics as "talkie" films, colour
photography, all-mains receivers, and metal
rectifiers. The next club dance will be held on
December 27th.
Hon. Secretary, Lt.-Col. H. A. Scarlett, Dep.,
GO, Pattison Road, N.W.2.
0000
Query Night at Tottenham.
Knotty points of theory in the working of
certain portions of a typical radio receiver were
explained by Mr. Bodement(' at the last meeting
of the Tottenham Wireless Society.
The
lecturer had previously obtained from members
particulars of points which they had found rather
difficult of explanation, and these were worked
through one by one. Among the points dealt
with were the explanation of the working of a
detector valve, the nature of the current before
and after detection, and the reason why the
rectified current can operate transformers and
pass through condensers, etc. The lively discussion which was maintained during the whole '
of the evening indicated the great interest taken .
by the members in this type of meeting.
Hon. Secretary, Mr. W. Bodemeaid, 10, Bruce
Grove, N.17.
18
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The New Station
By A.

Huizen.

J. HALL (of Philips Radio).

HE experience gained by the engineers who derr signed the Philips experimental short-wave station PC J, has been very liberally drawn upon in
the development of the, new Dutch short-wave transmitter PHI, located at Huizen.
Even accustomed, as we are, to the very rapid developments in the technique of radio transmission and
reception, it can still seem strange that the energy
passed to the aerial of this gigantic transmitter is effectively controlled by a piece of quartz comparable in
size with ahalfpenny!
A glance at the illustration on this page, showing the
seven frame-type panels, will indicate the progressive increase in the power handled in succeeding stages of
the transmitter.
Commencing with the first panel (stage No. i)—an
the extreme left—.the upper portion of this houses the
" crystal oscillator."
A piezo-electric crystal, ground
to oscillate at a frequency of 2,222 kilocycles, is used
in conjunction with a 4-volt receiving valve. The
purpose of this stage is merely to furnish an output at
a dead-constant frequency, to ensure strict adherence
of the transmitter to its assigned wavelength. The feeble
output of this piezo-electric oscillator is fed to the compartment immediately beneath, which contains two small
transmitting valves of ro-watt rating, arranged in pushpull. The constant frequency signal is thus magnified
to asuitable value for passing to the next stage.
In the third and fourth positions of this same panel,
two operations are performed, viz., frequency doubling
and amplifying. Whilst the input to the third position
is at a frequency of 2,222 kc., the output circuit is
B 3'5
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tuned to double this frequency, and a suitably amplified output at 4,444 kc. is available from position
number four.
The .next operation again doubles the frequency, at
the same time amplifying the signal at such frequency,
giving a resultant of 8,888 kc., from which it will be
seen that awavelength of 33.75 metres has been reached
(positions Nos. 5 and 6). The anode feed to the initial
stages, thus far, is at 400 volts. Special precautions are
taken with respect to electrical screening, for such a
step is found necessary if feed-back trouble in the
crystal oscillator stage (the effect of which is promptly
to shatter the small quartz crystal) is to be avoided.
In the sixth position valves fed at 2,000 volts are
used.
The second panel unit incorporates two valves of .
14-kilowatt rating, again connected in push-pull forma:tion, making position No. 7: It is in this stage that
the final frequency doubling operation is carried out,
resulting in the working frequency of 17,778 kilocycles,
corresponding to a 16.88-metre wavelength being produced.
Position No. 8—shown in the photograph as the third
panel—performs an amplifying operation in which if
kilowatt valves are again used, this time, however, fed at an anode voltage of 4,000. At this juncture,
the water-cooled type of valve can be more conveniently
used, and succeeding stages, therefore, embody valves
of this type, which are capable of taking up to 12,000
volts anode tension.
The ninth operation is again amplifying, the stage
comprising two water-cooled valves of lo-kilowatt

IA?
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modern Short-wave
Broadcasting.—
rating. The fourth panel
in the illustration depicts
this stage. In the tenth
operation the power dealt
with is no less than forty
kilowatts, handled by two
valves.
Even this does
not represent the maximum that can be dealt
with, for an anode feed
current as large as six
amperes at an applied
voltage of
ro,000 has
actually been recorded.
•It may here be said that
such acomparatively large
power input is really an
accomplishment
in
the
present stage of ultra-high
frequency technique, for
the operation of valves at
such powers, when handling ultra-high frequencies,
presents difficulties not encountered in the generation
The studio control room at Huben.
A special land line connects the station with Amsterdam,
enabling the celebrated concerts In that city to be rela ,ed.
of frequencies corresponding to the usual broadcast wavelengths. It is known
in the anode feed circuit of the valves incorporated in
that when dealing with ultra-high frequencies, capacithis fifth panel unit the necessary modulating transtive currents—which can attain surprisingly large formers are installed.
values—flow in certain conductors, and there are necesThe modulating unit proper is embodied in the sixth
sary precautions to be taken to minimise the effects of panel, and is equipped with two modulating valves of
such parasitic currents.
The signal energy has now
15 kw. rating for each of the three transformers. The
reached the stage at which modulation takes place, and seventh panel, equipped with four amplifying valves,

From the vantage point of the engineer's control desk, shown above, every portion of the transmitter is under constant observation.
The motor generators in the engine room are operated by a remote control device.
B 36
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Modern Short-wave Broadcasting.—
Amsterdam, thus permitting the well-known concerts
is -the final stage, the output being fed to the aerial.
from that city to be relayed to the far-distant audience
The overall power input is no less than 130 kilowatts,
of the station.
and naturally the supply of this amount of energy at
The aerial used is of the Beam type, and is supported
several different voltages presents no small problem.
between two masts about zooft. in height. The orienReference to the photograph of the high-power rectitation of the aerial is such that the strongest signal is
fier unit will show how the supply is obtained. The
placed in territories on a line joining Huizen and the
main rectifying bank, shown in the picture, furnishes
Dutch East Indies.
an output of up to 12,000 volts for the higher-powered
The choice of wavelengths is governed by several
stages of the equipment, and it will be observed that considerations, an important one being the mean noise
the water-cooled type of
rectifying valve is used.
The medium-power rectifying bank using aircooled valves operates on
an 8,000 volts polyphase
supply, whilst the watercooled bank rectifies asixphase supply at 14,000
volts.
The smoothing problem
is very much simplified
by the use of six-phase alternating current.
A comparatively small
value of capacity shunted
on the output of such a
rectifier will yield an output having no trace of
ripple, a very necessary
feature in a telephony
transmitter.
The accompanying photograph shows the Duty
Engineer's control position. Necessary indicating
meters are conveniently
placed, and the operation
of the entire transmitter,
from the crystal stage to
the aerial input, is thus_
under constant surveillance.
The high-power rectifying plant at Huizen. The main rectifying bank, seen in the picture,
A check on the outgives an output up to 12,000 volts. Water-cooled valves are used in this stage.
going signal is maintained
by means of the monitor, with its single-turn loop
level from atmospheric disturbances in the location in
aerial, to be seen on the immediate left of the Duty
which the reception is desired. In certain parts of
Engineer. The engine-room is also linked up by 'remote
world there are periods during the year when radio
control with the Duty Engineer's desk.
reception on any wave greater in length
than
The filament lighting load, in itself, represents quite
about 40 metres sometimes less—is impossible, due
a formidable power load, very close regulation of to the severe atmospheric disturbances. With the choice
which is essential. Immediately adjacent to the guard of a wavelength as low as about 17 metres, the atmosrails, in front of the seven panels, can be seen the fila- pheric bugbear will be very much less in evidence, and
ment controls which permit adjustments to be made
all-the-year-round reception" will, therefore, become
during operation of the transmitter, without necessialmost a certainty.
tating a near approach to any of the apparatus under
At the present time, the Huizen short-wave transmitter
voltage. The scales of the meters are so disposed as is not operating to standard programme times, but it
to be visible at a distance of several feet.
is expected that the station will go into scheduled operaThe studio microphone is connected to the "A"
tion in the near future. ,
amplifier rack in the adjoining main control room, the
Reports from many places speak with enthusiasm of
panel incorporating no fewer than six amplifiers the excellent reception and outstanding quality of the
equipped with necessary gain controls.
transmissions from this new station, which bids fair
A special land-line connects the control-room with
to establish a name even surpassing that of PCJ.
3.7
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CORRESPONDENCE.
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
Lorrespondence

should

be addressed

to the Editor, "The Wireless World," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

'R'ECEPTION- OF CONTINENTAL STATIONS.

•

Sir '—As I, too, have been a wireless enthusiast sinee the
early days of broadcasting, and take a keen interest in longdistance reception, I was very interested in the letter from
'
••••• Mr. A. W. Scott in your issue of November 27th.
I cannot, however, agree with his assertion that "the
'enjoyment' of foreign transmissions is an absolute myth"
•••
-and his description of reception from foreign stations as
"awful noises—transmission plus mush, atmospherics, heterti'dynes, fading and morse."
All stations (irrespective of whether they happen to be
British or foreign!) are liable to the forms of interference
mentioned by your correspondent, and whether the interference
seriously disturbing or not depends very largely on the ratio
.of interference to strength of received signala.
On a reasonably efficient set incorporating a screen-grid H.F.
I
ie„
stage, I am able to receive upwards of twenty Continental
' stations at good loud-speaker strength on most evenings from
P>. ,•.$
dusk onwards. A smaller set (detector and L.F.) enables me
to get a similar number of stations on headphones. I do not
claim that all these stations afford consistently reliable results,
- - but on any given night I can invariably select, from this wide
choice of programmes, several Continental transmissions which,
apart from slight fading, are receivable with a volume and
quality that compares favourably with reception from Doyentry 5GB. It is manifestly absurd to describe these foreign
transmissions as "awful noises" merely-because they happen
to originate on the other side of the Channel or the North
Sea!
.
As the regular reception of foreign wireless programmes by n
large number of listeners is calculated, directly and indirectly,
to help in bringing about a better understanding between
people of different nationalities, it seems rather a pity to discourage it, in any way, but of course one appreciates that the
, W.B.C. cannot be expected to hamper the development of our
W. OLIVER.
own broadcasting service on this account.
London, S.W.18.

r> o
e
•t

Sir,—The letter over A. W. Scott's signature, in my opinion,
voices the feeling of many, if not the majority of licence
holders. The B.B.C.'s main duty is obviously to supply the
British public ' and the reception of foreign programmes is no
concern of theirs.
I agree that the latter would be worth
listening to if they could be received as transmitted, but with'
the multiplicity of foreign stations this is now a hopeless
proposition. Years ago much pleasure could be derived from
them, but now it is definitely better to rely on our own programmes, which on the whole are satisfactory.
Mr. Baggs in his letter voices a real grievance in his coin:.
plaint of London programmes being relayed. My own set, a
Wireless World" screened-grid five, gives excellent reception of 2LO, 5XX, 5GB, and Manchester, but as a general rule
this gives only two programmes from four stations, with the
inevitable military band from One. I do hope when the second programme from 2L0 is radiated
it will give an alternative programme, and that the Norkhern
Regional Station will give a third choice.
This, I understood, was the whole idea underlying the
Regional Scheme.
•It is up to the ordinary listener to make himself or herself
heard on this point, but the apathy of these people is such that
it lulls the B.B.C. into asense of complacency which is definitely
to the detriment of all concerned.
L. N. -GROVER.
Eastwood, Notts.
RAC. TRANSMISSIONS.

Sir,- -The letter appearing in Play"issue ef November 13t1;
-ores the pseudonym of "Fair Play" contains a number of

errors and misrepresentations of which Iought, perhaps, to ta
notice.
In my letter in your October 23rd issue I did not imply t
all distortion occurs in B.B.C. land lines and lor transmitters.
implied, on the contrary, that the defects of any one transmitte
were not sufficient to impair the satisfactory quality of direc
transmission. Sources of error in my set would not prejudice
my point, which was that my apparatus, such as it is, gave me
satisfactory results with direct but not with other transmission
Defects in reception would affect all transmissiond alike.
A perfect or elaborate set -is not needed to make obvious th
deficiencies. of land-linè and wireless-link transmissions.
I
"Fair Play" can get near enough to a suitable transmitter,
crystal set and apair of telephones ought to enable him to di
ferentiate for himself between the various transmissions. Th
problem he sets for my solution, the old problem of obtainin
both quality and selectivity, is therefore in this particular co
nection quite irrelevant. The lines, however ' on which it ma
be satisfactorily solved he will find indicated for him in recen
pages of The Wirelese World.
it is an error to suggest that the human ear is not the fina
judge as to quality of reproduction. The sole aim of wireles
is to give the normal ear a sufficiently approximate duplicat
at one end of the process of what it would hear were it at th
other. Scientific tests and measurements serve their purpose
They reveal and localise defects and indicate the direction an
degree in which improvement is required. They show also tha
the ear does not demand perfection but will, within limits
tolerate defects. This tolerance, however, far from invalidatin
an adverse judgment by the ear, only confirms it and puts
beyond question.
It is quite improbable that the B.B.C. would claim that
their radiations were as good as any set reproducing them. (
use here" Fair Play's " imperfect method of expression.) I
is to be observed, too, that
Fair Play" finds it convenient
'forget that the B.B.C. themselves, in one of their methods o
transmission, make use of a receiving set.
The Chief-Engineer does not require proof of the seriou
defects of land-line transmissions, nor even to have the
brought to his notice. In regard to such defects, he has th
evidence of his own ears and also, I believe, a certain quantit
of technical data. The following passage is taken from
letter from Mr. A. L. Barham published in The Wireless Wonl
cd January 19th, 1927.
"By great courtesy of B.B.C. engineers I spent a very
fascinating afternoon at Savoy. Hill a week or so ago and
was shown some actual curves of frequencies passed by
various land lines lent by the G.P.O. to B.B.C. Most of
them were most irregular in the way the sonic frequencies
were passed, generally looking more like malarial tempera,ture charts than any instrument response. One comparatively short line had a complete cut-off above 3,000 cycles!
As different lines are used at different times the practical
, difficulties in compensating can be imagined."
Any improvement in land-lines and land-line technique during
the past three years has not sufficed to• effect any noticeable
amelioration in the quality of land-line transmission.
The Chief Engineer is unable completely to rectify land-line
errors. He gives us at present the best he is capable of in the
way of land-line transmission and he can do no more.
'
There is no reason why we should not all have, at least occa:
sionally—I mean of course, in the provinces—concerts of the
same merit as those from Queen's Hall by direct transmission
from our local stations.
I admitted nowhere in my letter that Daventry 5XX was
available as an alternative to Newcastle. Daventry 5XX can
be easily heard here, but its reception is too liable to interference by various forms of "mush " for it to be accepted as
giving an adequate alternative service.
Nentcastle-on-Tyne.
.biçCORMACK. •
B
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The Service is subject to the rules of
the Department, which are printed
below; these must be strictly enforced
• in the interest of readers themselves.
Tracing Power Circuit Interference.
/ am occasionally troubled by cracklings
and other intermittent nozaea, which
I believe come from the electric
power wiring in my neighbourhood,
or perhaps from my own home wiring. Can you suggest a simple test
which will enable me to determine
whether this interference is due to
the latter wiring, or to an external
source?
S. T.. A.
This test should be easy to carry out.
'All you have to do is, at atime when the
interference is particularly noticeable ' to
take out your main switch, which will
certainly be of the double-pole type. If,
on doing this, there is no appreciable
change in the character of the interference, you may justifiably assume that it
is entirely from an outside source.
It will be hardly necessary to add that
this test should be repeated several times,
preferably with the help of an assistant
if the set is at some considerable distance from the main switch.
0000
Screening 8.11. Valves.
I have some well-made copper screening
boxes,
measuring
8in. x8in. xYin.
high, and should like, if possible, to
use them in the construction of a receiver on the general lines of the
"New
Kilo-Mag
Four."
Would
there be any harm done if the Hi'.
valves were mounted vertically in,
the first and second compartments?
W. B. W.
We would strongly dissuade you from
adopting this course, unless you are
willing to be satisfied with an overall
RULES.
(1.) Only one questiOn (which must deal with
asingle specific point) can be answered. Letters
must be concisely worded and headed " Information Department."
(2.) Queries must be written on one side of
the paper, and diagrams drawn on a separate
sheet. A sell-addressed stamped envelope must
be enclosed for postal reply.
(3.) Designs or circuit diagrams for complete
receivers cannot be given: under present-day
conditions justice cannel be done to questions
of this kind in the course of a letter.
(4.) Practical wiring plans cannot be supplied
or considered.
(5.) Designs for components such as L.P.
chokes, power transformers, etc., cannot be
supplied.
(6.) Queries arising from the construction or
operation of receivers mug be confined to constructional sets described in " The Wireless
World " or to standard manufacturers' receivers.
Readers desiring information on matters
beyond the seo pe of the Information Department are invited to submit suggestions regarding
subfects lo be treated in future articles or
paragraphs.
B
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THE WIIÏELÉË WOPLI5
SUPPLIEeA FP'EE SERVICE
OF TECHNICAL iNFORMATION

r

PROBLEM.f
A selection of queries of general
interest is dealt with below, in some
eases at greater length than would be
possible in a letter.

•
magnification much less than the maximum attainable. If the design of most
modern multi-stage H.F. amplifiers is
carefully considered, it will be found
that it is usual practice to take some
pains both to screen individual grid and
plate circuits and to isolate the valves
themselves from stray fields.
We suggest that you should either
mount the valves on "outriggers" behind the screening boxes, as in the
original "Kilo-Meg Four," or perhaps
better, if the overall width of the receiver iii not a matter of great importance, that the boxes should be mounted
on the baseboard with a space of some
2in. separating them, thus allowing the
valves to be mounted between the screening compartments.
This method was
exemplified in the "Foreign Listeners'
Four."

actually a considerable capacity between
the aerial wire and earth; the whole
system may be represented as Fig 1 (a),
where this external capacity is shown by;
dotted lines.
A similar explanation applies to., the
series grid condenser (C in Fig 1 (b)).
It must be remembered. that there is a
small but definite capacity between grid
and filament (denoted by Co), and that
this constitutes a second condenser
through which the circuit is completed in
the manner shown in Fig. 1 (c).
When the plate A of condenser C is
given a negative charge, it apparently
attracts a positive charge to, but actually
drives negative electrons away from,
plate B. These are sent across to plate
X of condenser C9, and constitute the
counterpart there of those electrons which
have been drawn off from plate Y by the

Fie. 1.—The interposing or acondenser in an aerial (a) or grid (a)
a break In the circuit as the cond
is merely connected in
capacity.

Electrons and Condensers.
With reference to your series of articles,
" Wireless Theory Simplified," I
have found it quite easy to understand how an electron flow through a
condenser is brought about, but cannot quite grasp how this takes place
in Ruch practical cases pa that of an
aerial with a series condenser or of
a valve with a condenser in aeries
with its grid. In neither case does
there appear to be electrical continuity between the two platea of the
condenser.
A few words of explanation would
be greatly appreciated.
W. T. T.
As you suggest, a condenser cannot be
charged unless there is an external circuit, but in both cases instanced this condition obtains, although the circuit is
actually completed through another condenser in series with the first.
Tn the case of the open aerial there is

lead does not constitute
series with an existing

battery. For further explanation of the
subject of condensers in series we would
refer you to our issue of November 27th.
Still referring to Fig. 1 (c), it should
be realised that the voltage applied by
the battery is divided between the condensers in the inverse ratio of their
capacities, and where the capacity of one
of the condensers is very small compared
with the other, practically the whole of
the voltage is set up across the smaller
one. If C has avalue of 0.0003 mfd. (or
300 mfd.) and Co avalue of 10 mmfd., the
voltage will be divided in the ratio of
300 to 10 between the condensers. Thus
if the E.M.F. of the battery is 10 volts,
the voltage across C will be n10-010=0.322,
300
- 10=9.678.
310 x
Plates B and X are at the same poten tial, since they are joined: the signs
indicate distribution of electrons only.

and that across C9 will be
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enable you to use. your outputiransfor r
Mile space has been devoted in this
The "Selectivity-Quality" Problem.
with satisfactory results, but if stability
journal to the subject of "safety" valve
Jos -Fig. 1 of the above article in your
is still lacking please send us a circ •tr
issue of November 27th, a fixed .ve; " lament connections; your own arrangediagram of your receiver, with detaihe f
ment most definitely does iiot come under
sistance of 60,000 ohms is shown as
the source of H.T. current supply.
. being connected between -one side of •this category.
0000
We expect that your circuit is that
R, and the filament of the detector
shown in Fig. 2. We have added an earth 'valve. It seems to act more or less
Considerations in Design. '
•I
connection (marked E), which represents
in the design of the Record III,
as a short-circuit across the H.T.
•
what takes place when the H.T. ?ositiCa
supply leads. Will you please explain
attempt was avowedly made to atte
lead makes accidental contact with the
• the maximum possible amplificati
its purpose?
S. J. E.
, This resistance forms one arm of a metal work. If you consider the diagram
consistent with the retention of si
carefully you will see that this connection
bands: I am puzzled as to why Ja_
potentiometer, of which B, is the variable
provides a "through" circuit, via the
4ie. diameter litz coil, similar to t4e
element. The voltage applied to the
valve filament, across the H.T. battery,
H.?, transformer secondary, was nt
detector anode will be determined largely
provided that the on-off switch is open.
by the relationship between the values of
used for the H.F'. grid coil. Ls ft
The throttle control reaction circuit need
not a fact that a high-inductance cofI
these two reSistances.
introduce no more risk of damage to
In the receiver under discussion there
of low H.F. resistance could wi
valves than any other , provided that
he a very considerable difference between
_Advantage be used in this posits:a I.
proper precautions are taken in arranging
providing still greater amplificat•
the main H.T. input voltage and that
the filament wiring, etc.
suitable •for the detector, and in these
and leu sideband cuttiny?
0 0 0 0
circumstances it is desirable to ensure a
W. M. T.
sensibly constant voltage feed by fitting
,
Tuned circuits having a large induc
Parallel Feed L.P. Amplider
.a potentiometer device instead of asimple
in a set on the lines of the 1930 Everyonce and asmall capacity contribute co
series resistance. •
Mai Four, but with a power valve
paratively little to the overall selectivi
in the first L.F. position, would it
of a receiver, and on these grounds aloe
not be preferable to replace the anode
it, would probably be injudicious to i
resistance
by
a high -inductance
elude a second one of this type in tb
choke? I ask this because it seems
receiver. Further, a high-inductance co
that when using a low-impedance
cannot usefully be employ 1 unless a
valve taking a considerable anode
possible steps are taken to reduce inc
current, there would be an excessive
dental capacity across it, and •cons
loss of voltage in the resistance.
quently its use would necessitate "d
C. B. N.
capping" of the II.F. valve as well
In acase of this sort we think it would
of the detector, which was considered
be a mistake to use a choke in place of
be undesirable. ,
0000
a resistance, as by doing so there is a
risk of upsetting the characteristics of
the transformer.
In any case, it must
be realised both that the inductance of
FOREIGN BROADCAST GUIDE.
the choke would be considerably reduced
were aheavy current to be passed through
it, and that there is a tendency for the
grid volts/anode current curve of a valve
(Paris, France).
to straighten out when a. resistance is
Geographical Position: 48° 51' 30' N. 2°
connected in its anode circuit. Assuming
Fig. 2.—When tbe positive L.T. lead is
earth connected there is a possible risk
17' 43" E.
a fairly conventional arrangement, with
of burning out the valve filament. Short—
Approximate air line from Landon: 214
reasonable H.T. ,voltage, we think you
circuit path is shown in heavy lines.
miles.
need have no fear that the first L.F.
Wavelength: 1,444 tn. Frequency:
stage, if arranged as in the 1930 EveryStill Another Way of Burning Out Valves.
205.76 Lc. Power: 12 kW.
man Four; will deal with a sufficient
Some little time ago I made up a singleinput.
Time: Greenwich Mean Time.
'
' valve detector set with throttle0000
Relays main transmissions from the Ecole
controlled reaction on the general lines
Supérieure (Fn.), Paris.
of acircuit shown in your journal, but '• Filter Output as Stabiliser.
I have just replaced a choke filter
with one or two minor modifications.
Standard
Daily Transmissions.
arrangement by an output transdad the set was built into asmall metal
•8a.m. news and time (from PTT, Paris);
former, with the result that the set,
_ cabinet the positive terminal of the
12.15-13.30 concert interspersed with
. which was previously quite stable, is
L.7'. battery was " earthed" to the
short news bulletins; 13M-15.40
now totally unmanageable, and procase, in order that an existing on-o.
ff :
news, talks, etc.; 17.45 concert '
•19.20
•'duce. -violent L.F. oscillation. Is
switch (of which one terminal was tis
(Sun. 19.50) concert followed by relay
this a usual effect, and, if so, will
•
metallic connection with .the fixing "
of PTT Paris.
you please suggest a cure?
'bush) could be used. Negative ter..
, L. B. G.
Male announcer. Call (when own transminds of high- and low-tension batmission): Ici le Poste National de la
teries were connected together, as it • Ali output filter, of the type in which
one side of the loud speaker is earthed.
Tour Eiffel (repeated). (When relay•,always recommended.
ing P17 Paris): ici les emissions de
acts as a decoupling device by virtue of
view of the fact that thesi preT.S.F. du Resecru Francais de Radio- ,
cautions were taken, Ihad leaped that .the fact that speech frequency currents
diffusion des stations de l'Ecole Supérieure
the set would be as "'safe" as could •dre largely diverted from the common
,
et de la Tour Eel.
'source of H.T. current by the anode
be expected, but Ihave actually burnt
out the valve on two separate occachoke, which almost invariably has a
Opening signal: Seconds counted in the
much higher impedance—at any rato to
sions by allowing the high-tension
French language.
positive lead accidentally in make a currents corresponding to the upper range
Time signal (when relaying PTT Paria);
of audible frequencies—than the altermomentary contact with the metal
Carillon de Fontenay (clock With
-, container.
native path.
.
chimes).
18 this particular circuit arrangeTho fact that you have noticed this
ment especially prone to this trouble,
'effect would point to the need for insertUnder
the
heading
" Foreign
Broadcast
ing decoupling resistances in the anode
or have Itnade a mistake in " earthGuide," we are arranging to publish a series of
ing " the positive side of the lowcircuits of detector and 1st stage L.F.
panels in this form, giving details regarding
foreign broadcast transmissions.
tension battery?
,
L. R.
•'valves. This should provide a cure, and
•

EIFFEL TOWER

;.t..•••!
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The

MOVING-COIL

CRESCENT

by PETER GRASSMAN

The lightest and finest
Moving Coil made. Now
you can enjoy the advantages of aMoving Coil-the purity and clearness of
speech and song—realistic
reproduction that only the
Peter Grassman speake
can give you—and at a
price which you can afford
to pay.

I

The men who make them are specialists in delicate
clock and watch work—accustomed to the micro—
scopic adjustment of the fine jewel movements
such as Crescent Meters have.
insist on "CRESCENT"

CRESCENT
ACCU -TESTER
Supplied for 2, 4, 6 or
22-volt Batteries.

you the condition
of yOur accumulator instantly, can be applied permanently across Terminals
of L.T. Accumulators, will
show if battery needs charging, when right and when
to stop charging.—No more
messy hydrometers I When
ordering state voltage.
IT tells

The Peter Grassman A.C.
model, according to laboratory
tests, has infinitely superior
frequency curve and operates considerably quieter
than any other make.

PRICES
220-volt

D.C.

6-volt,

-

240 volt A.C. nbedels

-

110-volt

- £4 17
59.

and

Price 6/6

6
each.

The ROTOR INDUCTIVE
DYNAMIC LOUDSPEAKER UNIT

CRESCENT MULTI.READING
METER
A simple instrument consuming
only 4me. on full scale. Precise
within 1% measures 0-10,
0-100, 0-1000 ma. 0-10 volts,
0-200 v. and resistances
0-100,000 ohms. The 2
screw Terminals serve
for all three methods
of measuring, the
wander plug connecting up the
appropriate
shunts or resistances for any
particular full
scale
reading
required. Resistance
250
ohm. per volt.

No better value because
no unit to equal it!
Obtainable from good dealers
everywhere. In case of difficulty write for name of nearest
dealer.

This is a typical Peter Grossman product.
You can use this 4-pole Balanced Armature
to build any type of cone speaker—it has afine adjustment, and so
will handle avery large volume without rattle or chatter. Extremely
easy to mount, compact and of robust construction. You can build
the best linen diaphragm loudspeaker and you will find that from
deepest bass to highest treble it reproduces faithfully and fully,

ROTOR

ELECTRIC

In Upper Rathhone Place, London, W.1.
B41

LTD.,

Telephone: Museum 2641-2

METER

The famous Crescent Moving Coil Meters are
produced to meet the public's demand for a pre—
cision instrument at a popular price.

£4-17-6

You must hear it.
Just send us a postcard, and we will arrange an immediate
demonstration in your
own district through
your own dealer. The
following models are
available.

1.

If

PRICE

45/-

unable to obtain from your dealer
order direct from

LOUIS HOLZMAN, 37, Newman Street, London, W.I.
Telephone :Museum 2641-2.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Buitix a tialtioAratnovbont for Obrieltina5
No.

LOGARITHMIC

CABINETS

HORNS

Excellently finishe.I in Oak, there is ample space
to rnake your apparatus absol utely self -contained.
We can supply all parts necessary to build a
complete Radio-Graroophone, comprising selfcontained 5-Valve Set and aSuper Gramophone.
TWO SUPER INSTRUMENTS IN ONE.
A complete Radio-Gram. of the most molern
type can be built for less than LIS. Covspleta
Instructions. Full Service. Results Guarantead.

635

Length 5 feet, Flare

25• Igat
twd.

care.

No. 635

Folded (as illustrated) .. 25,1;
cart. fwd.

No. Cl

Length 4 feet, Flare 113" 16 6
eau. Iwd.

No. C2

Length 40", Flare 17" .. 12 11
cam. fwd.

Western Pattern, Height 2.5", Flare 15'
8,9 poet paid

Cabinet Dimensions: Ifelet 39', Width 22', Depth 19'.
Receiver Compartment: 20' x7' x
deep. Battery and
LS. Compartment: 21' x 16' x15' deep.
Platform fo.
turntable, oto. :
x 161'.
Cabinet only 53 :18 •'

sor

Western Pattern, Height 19', Flare 10'
4,9 poet paid

•hiesseie

•6

Terms arranged to suit customers' oonvenlence if desired.

iii

SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY STORES, 126, NE WING FON CAUSEWAY, LONDON, S.E 1.

1•11111•IMMaar

Your

Christmas

SPEAKER:—

THE

ri

"WHITE
SPOT"

Give
a Trolitax Panel

•

ti.ROLI

Your wireless dealer stocks Trolitax in a variety of finishes,
including some entirely new wood finishes. Trolitax will please the
recipient by its high standard of performance and its ease of
working. . you cannot do better than aTrolitax panel.

AN artistic speaker Chassis in oak, fitted with the
infamous "White Spot" Chassis with the fabric
suspended cone, it will give really wonderful resulte.
It can be supplied to take either of the following
units: Amplion B.A., Brown Ves Movement. Blue
Spot, Triotron and Ormond.
Insist on having
e "White Spot' . and ensure satisfaction an
agenuine money.
d
value

TAX

F. A. HUGHES & CO., LIMITED

Prices and full literature from—

2o4-6, Great Portland St., London, W.' .. 17:67:Ae.'

The

Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North Wales
H. C. Rawson (Sheffield and London) Ltd., zoo, London Rond,
Sheffield. ('Phone': Sheffield 264)06.) 22, St. Mary's Parsonage,
Manchester. ('Phone: Manchester City 3329.)

t

WHY BUY FOREIGN VALVES

GIVING

MOVING
COIL
RESULTS

Here is an original idea—give components this year to your constructor friend and include a Trolitax panel. He will appreciate
your foresight in giving him apanel which not only possesses excaltent insulating properties but is of handsome appearance.

WOLVERHAMPTON

DIE

CASTING Co.,

Gt. Hampton Street, Wolverhampton.

7

"A2"
Type.
& 6
111.11'. L.P.

a.c.ini -Each

•• Super" Type. Pipless.
Cre2
87t7H.LA
F. L.
T R
E.
S
R1"
.;.1

Si-Each!

•-•'
volts
POWER
17/-Each
...BRITISH VALVES ARE CHEAPER .:I
v° 1" POWER
ek,
u,„_
BRITISH MADE AND GUARANTEED ALL RING VALVES REPAI RED. Pr
i
cefas
For
read 'very Clown, Incleulhe
L. P. sf.I. E.G. - 5/3
Ge
GRIP
awl
"WIRE I, ES,'
WO
ORIGINAL
Power Valve — - 6/3 CHARACTERISTICS
cej
AN OUTSTANDING
TY

e>r?ee

1

4,•‘: 4 4e4edie
'4teee

ano

8le

••,,..„

3

SUCCESS—

The S.G.2
SCREENED GRID
VALVE

e

c2.

From your Dealer
or Direct—

Screened Grid

- 11/3

GUARANTEED.

1
'roved,
'rated
and
Adopted by all. A liplendid Valve.
Try one

2 volts

only

15/. each.

Lower House Mills, West Bollington, Nr. MACCLESFIELD.
E. R. fdORTON. ;..td., 22, Bartlett's duildings, Holborn

London Agent
Scottish Agent

Messrs. Bothwell Elec, Co., 54, Eglinton Street, Glasgow.

0
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Were giving father anew
H.T for our radio
I'm sure nothing will please him better—or us!
«From the time that we first had the wireless set

Dad has continually preached the

virtues of what. he calls a wet H.T. of the
C.A.V. make;

how it will improve recep-

tion by cutting out those funny

crackling

noises, and then he goes on té talk about
less trouble, constant volume and all that.
Anyway, if all the things are true that he
said about the new C. A.V. type, the one
which he says is "built like acar battery" it
will be agood investment.

So we have taken

the hint, and I'm certain that the improvement
will make it worth while, for Dad does know
what he is talking about on the subject of
wireless.

of course!

e new

1

SO VOLT
GROUPS TIERED
10
VOLTS

613

ALSO

5000
MILLIAM
PS

IN 2500 &

10.000 MILLIAMPS

"UlF/
WW1 F.

FOR

CATALOGLT. T3.

SPECIFY THE C.A.V. JELLY ACID BATTERY-THE PERFECT L.T. FOR ALL PORTABLES.
>443111111111

7,10°'
B43

"or- •Ir-
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CHRISTMAS GIFTS

The Christmas/
Tonic for your
Radio Set i
f
However long ago you bought your
radio receiver the Ultra Air Chrome
Speaker will give it new life, in-creased brilliance and realistic
vitality. Last season's receivers
become transformed by thearnazing
tone sensitivity of this wonderful double diaphragm linen speaker, which, since its introduction, has taken musicians, technicians,
dealers,
radio enthusiasts,
and ordinary
listeners by storm. Give your radio receiver
this magic tonic—it will respond, magically.
No other speaker will reveal such glorious
tone quality, such faithful reproduction of the
high notes and such realistic response to the
very low notes in the familiar receiver that for
many months past has served you so well.
Remember the name at your dealer's— the
Ultra Air Chrome.
Cabinet models from
£3 : 19 :6 ; Chassis types from £2 :2 :0

LIFE ofthe
CHRISTMAS PARTY

Think how this Bowyer-Lowe Portable Five
would brighten your home•this Christmas!
Everything you could desire in a Portable
is here. Pure reception—beautiful reproduction—amazing volume—very low upkeep. Entirely self-contained in a handsome dark oak cabinet.
Hear this superb
set
to-day.
Have it delivered before
Christmas. You can pay by easy monthly
instalments
if
you
wish.
See your
dealer now.

fi6l6;

Complete including royalties.

AIR CHROME SPEAKER
fitted with the double
linen diaphragm

Ask your Wireless Dealer
about the comprehensive
range
of
Bowyer-Lowe
Sets and Components, or
write for illustrated
literature.

Bovey c
reolLowc
,di

111

In association with
•erldry rid.

U iii
RADIO

Recordaphotsee Ltd.

Head Office and Works:
WORKS, LETCHWORTH,

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will
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9Á.ei Rate--

SURE*LITE

GRID BIAS.
9 Volt
..
161 „
18 „ (square) ..
22i „
30 „

113 euh
216 „
3/9
416

60 VOLTS
1o ,9

„
„

The last three are made
specially for Eliminators.
An Types have 11 volt
tappings.

Type

66
Capacity Volt

Supra
8m.a.
Senior 10/12 m.a.

60
Volt

66
Volt

Super
215m.a.. 19/(Quadruple)
Flsshlamp Batteries

..

100
Volt

22/6
72
Volt

23/-

Telephone

B45

1

THE BATTERY CO., 92, HURST STREET,BIRMINGHAM.

66.

SEND
o

-

6/9
1/3

Practical gifts are always better appreciated. This new size SUREA-LITE meets the need for amoderate size battery at amoderate
cost. Like all SURE-A-LITE BATTERIES 'this new model
can be absolutely relied upon. For silence and consistent output they are unequalled.
Give yourself one for Xmas, too.

7/11 126
9/6 156

Power 15/20 m.a. 13/6
(Treble)

108
Volt

an

P.C.

'vie 1PP

Mulland 3333.

FOR

Telegrams

NEW
VP

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only

LIST

411116..41...

NOW

+Pr' 1IP

UNLIMITED."

READY.
%MM
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41.

oide eliprenieneivin\
4.2
AR E YOU PROUD

Grosvenor

OF YOUR NEW SET ?
DO

IT

cc

AND FI T

and

give

continuous

because they

incorporate a new vitalising element
which is unique to Grosvenor.

JUSTICE
THE

Batteries

satisfactory service

)(OKA
CALLINC

BE ST

66v. from

POSSIBLE BATTERY

99

„

7/6

11/6

Super Capacity
for Multi-Valve
Sets
- -

66

v.

99 v.

20 /
—
21

4.

.46
" )
4,

BRITISH
MANUFACTURE

attery

GROSVENOR BATTERY CO., LTD., 2-3, 'Whit.° St., IVIOORGATE, LONDON, E.C.2. Phone

Met. 636',

An entirely new M-L production for
the
ALL
ELECTRIC
RECEIVER,
the
D.C.
to
A.C.
Converter.
See The Wireless World,
Page 371
-October 2nd, 192..›

40 WATT IVIcsclek

£13 -0 -0
85 WATT Model

£19-0-0
Power Supply Units our Speciality.

IF YOU ARE ON D.C. MAINS employ the above machine for running your ALL
ELECTRIC RECEIVER.
The only safe way to operate receivers from D.C. Mains.
Suitable for well—known makes of Receivers.

M-L

MAGNETO

Telephone: 500 1.

SYND.

Ltd.,

Radio Dept.,
COVENTRY.

Mention of " l'he TVireless World." when writing to advertisers, will ensure tronibt attention.
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CHRISTMA.S

o

A Radiogramophone for me!
says the Expert :—this XMAS

•

What is more appreciated in the Home or Club at the Festive Season
than Christmas Music, and what a suitable gift ....a Radiogramophone or Loud Speaker ..... a Gift of Utility, Quality, and Beauty.

THE

G
D

In Oak £75

Mahogany

£81)

RADIOGRAMOPHONE
For the highest possible quality and tone for both radio and record, with ample
volume, incorporating the latest developments in moving coil speaker, operates
entirely from electric mains, A.C. any voltage, or D.C. zoo volts or over.

A Pick-Up
of
Distinction.

ear,

The R.G.D. Moving Coil Loudspeaker finished in
Walnut, Oak or Mahogany 2 ft. 6 ins. high, 3ft.
6 ins.
wide— an
exceptionally
High -class
Instrument for D.C. mains, £20
Can be supplied with equipment for A.C. mains.

,

The R.G.D. Magnetic Pick-up is designed after years of
experiments, and we believe it to be as perfect as possible.
No record wear, perfect tracking, a scientific instrument,
specially developed for moving coil speaker reproduction.
Price £3 in bronze, £3-3-0 in oxidised silver.

Place your order now lo ensure delivery, and we shall be pleased to supply literature on applie«tion.

The RA.DIOGRAMOPHONE DEVELOPMENT Co.,
ST.PETER'
S PLACE,BROAD ST ., BIRMINGHAM.
111."

a47

110r

"Mr

111.
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received my
Eliminator A.C.16,
and had my Set
working inside ten
minutes with marvellous results" ...
•

•

•

The Famous

"I

A.C.16,

for Alternating Current.
Provides
three Tappings, two fixed of 120 and
150 Volts respectively, and one variable of 100 Volts.
This is the finest H.T. Unit yet produced at the price, and is suitable for
any Set from one to five Valves, and
specially caters for Sets using Screen.
Grid, Detector and Pentode Valves.
It is also ideal for use with any Portable Set when used in the home. It is
yours for

from 55/-

5,-

150 Volts at 25 m'A.

Get your High
Tension Supply
from the Mains.

CUT OUT
THE NEW
STATION
with the

BULL PHONE
DUAL RANGE
COIL

Using this "ATLAS" Eliminator,
you can get all the High Tension
.
you require for your Set from the
mains—constantly powerful and at
practically no cost.

BULLPHONE

All you have to do is to connect
it to a lamp socket or wall plug,
attach the terminals to the Set
in the same way as a Battery, and
switch on.

DOWN

(less than the cost of an H.T. Battery).
The balance you pay in nine monthly
easy instalments.

CASH PRICE

Reduced

Ask your Local Dealer or
send direct.

OUTPUT

1

DE LUXE
LOUDSPEAKER

1000 only
as an advertisement.

The above is as.
extract from a
letter which has
reached us, and
is
typical
of
many we are
receiving daily
from delighted
users of our New
Super H.T. Battery EliminatorModel A .0 .16.

Model

ULLPHONE

£4-10.-0

kir.TXS"
ee

DATITRY E1.11%fiNATORS.

4-Pole
Adjustable
Tone

Imagine what it means to you to
have this everlasting H.T. Unit—
never runs dry and never needs
renewing. Compare
the
cost
of
H.T. Batteries—using them on a 8
or multi valve set you must be
incurring an expense of anything
from 50s, to LO per annum, arid
tolerating anything but the- best from
your Set.

CONE UNIT

Whatever your needs are, there is
a Model in the "ATLAS" Range to
meet them. Our new Folder No. 44
gives full details.
"ATLAS" H.T.
Units can be obtained from any
Wireless Dealer.

Adjustable
Cone Chassis,

POST THIS
COUPON

NOW!
in unsealed Id. stamped
envelope.

suitable

M
.H. CLARKE & Co. (MICR), Ltd.,
(Dept 3D), Atlas Works, Old Trafford,
Manchester.
Please send me your New Folder No. 44. along
with particulars of your easy payment scheme.

Unit,
per.)
9

NAME
ADDRESS .

.......

Please use Bl.fick Let' CE Rs.

for

any Cone

pair

Obtainable from your Local Dealer or (Erect from

BULLPHONE.
38,

MOLYWELL

LANE,

LONDON,

Mention of " The Wireless 1Vorld," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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AVOMETER
TESTS OUT
CIRCUITS,
CURRENTS,
ACCUMULATORS,
BATTE RI ES,
INDI CATORS,

VALVES,

MI LLIVOLTS

LAM PS,

VOLTS

AMPS VOLTS OHMS
The AVOMETER (New Model) is a portable, selfcontained combination electrical measuring instrument
giving direct and accurate readings (D.C.) of Current,
Pressure, and Resistance. These readings come well
within the margin of error allowed for first-grade
instruments by the B.E.S.A. A novice can use it, so
simple and clear is its operation. A single switch fitted
with a spring click controls all ranges. A knob is
clearly marked with each range, while an arrow-head
indicates the one in use.

AM PE RES

Direct readings.

No calculating.

No external shunts or multipliers.

Write for the NEW "AVOMETER " Folder K.

ETC, ETC,

e

OHMS
MEGOHM•
ONLY ONE PAIR
OF TERMINALS
USED

The readings shown in the
windows of the thirteen thiniattire "Avoneters"
pictured
above are as follows:-

MILLIAMPS
\

MOTORS,

THE
AVOMETER
WEIGHS ONLY

Sibs.
BRITISH
THROUGHOUT

0-111 Afilliamps
O-520
0-1.2 Amperes
0-12 AImperes

AMPERES

0—.120 Millivolts
e—r.e. Volts
0-12 Volts
0-120 Volts
0-1,200 VOUS

VOLTS

o—r,000 Ohms .
o-10,000 Ohms
o—loo,000 Ohms
o—f 3legohm

Onis

AVeLIER
TRADE MARK. PATENTED IN ALL COUNTRIES)

THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER Sf
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.,

Dept. K, "Winder House," Rochester Row, London, S.W.1.
TELEPHONE:

102
1149

Atis:crtiseinenis

for

VICTORIA 4350.

/

T

0

,1,1 "

acce»1,•,1

¡J; ;H

in bn thoroughly reliable.
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CHRISTMAS GIFTS
Solve Hubbie's
Accumulator Worries
Buy him a

High-grade
QUEEN
ANNE STYLE
FIGURED OAK CABINET

"GUARDIAN"

Height 3 ft. 3 ins.
Depth 1it. 3 ins.
Panels up to 21 ins. x 7 ins.
Baseboards up to 11 M.

TRICKLE CHARGER.
'5 amp. for 2, 4 or 6 volt Batteries.
Absolutely safe. Silent and efficient
Consumption negligible.

For

£5 .5 .Ø caealadge
Prices of other sizes in proport:on.
Manufacturer of all types of wireless cabinets
and furniture of every description.
Illustrated lists free.

Price 37/6
Larger types available.
A "CIFEL" PRODUCT.

GILBERT,
CABINET MAKER,
SWINDON.

Enquire of your dealer or
direct from

FONTEYN &
LTD.,

243.

Baker

CO.,

Bland/0rd
Mum
St., London, W.1

Estimates Free.

Estd. 1866.

BUY YOUR SET A PRESENT!
WHETHER

IT

BE

MODEL P.2 A.C.
For Portable Sets.
120

at
at

volts

6o volts

15 m.a.
2 m.a.

Metal Rectifier.

£4 :17 :6

EnTHEisoÉ
A

PORTABLE

AN

20

IMPROVE

2

m.a.
m.a.

SAVE

Ideal for all standard
sets taking not more
than 20-25 m.a.

ELIMINATE
LAST

£3 :15 :

MODEL P.' D.C.
Universal
Voltage
Detector and Power
Tappings.

£2 :10 :
arniforsflenio..

ELLISON

MFG.

CO.,

RESULTS

LTD.,

MODEL A.C.2.
For Screen Grid Sets.

MONEY

BATTERY
A

AERIAL

For Portable Sets.

WILL

MODEL A.C.i.

THE

EMPLOYS

GUARANTEED ELIMINATORS

•••••••••••11e.

120 volts at
6o volts at

OR

/20

WORRY

LIFETIME

DRAGON

volts

at

30 m.a.

Variable S.G. Tapping
60-70 volts for Detector.

£4 :10 :
WORKS,

HARROGATE.

HEAYBERD
The leading All-Mains Transformer.
Three selections from
W.14.
135

V., 70 ma.

amps.
Price 2 1/4v.,

4

our

Dec. List :—

W. 15.
1
35
v., 70 ma.
12 V., xi amps.

45 v., 50 ma.
Price 28/6

W. 16.
135 v., 70 ma.
0.8 v., 4amps.
Price 2 1/-

THE PERFECT

EBONITE PANEL

Full lists Free.

ONE QUALITY ONLY
THE BESTS

F. C. HEAYBERD & CO., 10 Finsbury St., E.C.2.

SUPPLIED IN Matt
Semi-Polished Mahogany
Highly Polished Black
SIX FINISHES ICube Surface Highly Polished Mahogany Semi-Polished Black.

HEAYBERD Power Transformers refuse to break down, give constant
and exact voltage, are made in every conceivable variety, give no trouble,
and are WORTH THEIR WEIGHT IN GOLD.

Stocked by most WIrelore deulrre. If any 401,144 in
obtaiolog locally , write for name of nearest stocking lo

(One minute from Mourgate Station.)

H. B. POTTER & Co., Ltd., Station Buildings, ROCHDALE.
Mention of " The Wireless World," when

writing to advertisers,

will

ensure prompt attention.
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CHRISTMAS GIFTS

eit
III l

BEST

THE

This

Speaker

LOUD SPEAKER

with

its wonderful

tuned gongs will make AN IDEAL
XMAS

GIFT

which

will

give

pleasure all the year round and be
a daily reminder of your kindly act.

FROM

5

ON&

DEMONSTRATIONS

DAILY.

The DONOTONE (Regd.) LOUD SPEAKER,
Dept. " C,"

40, Furnival Street, Holborn, London, E.C.4.

RADIO CONNECTIONS
Overhaul your set for Xmas to make sure
of good results. See that every connection
is perfect. Replace old connections with
the acknowledged
best — Belling-Lee
engraved Terminals, Wander Plugs, Spade
Terminals, Plugs and Sockets, Anode
Connectors, Twin Connectors, Fuses, etc.-all are the last word in safety and efficiency,
and improve the appearance and convenience of any set.
Thousands give Belling -Lee " radio
connections " as Xmas presents. Few,
such low-priced gifts are so acceptable
How about pleasing your friends this
Xmas withthese useful little products?
FUSE
Complete with
Adaptor to fit
Wander Plug,
etc., 1/—
Spare Fuse, 6d.

TERMINA.LS.
TYPe"B"...6d.
Type "M". .4kd.
Type «le
jd.
PLUG & SOCKET 9d.
Pane/ porion .... 3d.
Flex poil ion. ••.64.

Ask your Healer, or send to us for BellingLee Handbook,
Radio Connections."

SP WE
TERMINAL
4ld.

\or,
-

ANOD E
CONNECTOR 6d.

‘VANDER
PLUG

BE

FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION
•

Advt, of !telling 6. Lee, Lid., Queens.,.a: Works, loaders End, Middlese,.
legigbdilikbabaP
4d.fr

1151
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CHRISTMAS _GIFTS

THE

GOLIATH

LOTUS LOGARITHMIC
CONDENSERS

OF

the

pass

test

LOUDSPEAKERS
The

" Goliath

range

makes

"

an

of

the

ideal

Blue
gift

lover of true reproduction.
the
a
all

Blue

Spot " Goliath

speaker
that

is

should

be,

"

it

broadcast, but

its tone is superb
will please the

Spot

for

the

Because
is

all

that

reproduces
no

more;

. . . its appearance

ultra-critical.

Hear it first at your dealer's.
Technical writers, the press and the
leading manufacturers of circuits are
constantly
recommending
Lotus
Logarithmic Condensers. Why not use
these proved condensers in your set ?
The ball bearings and the chemicallycleaned special brass vanes and end
plates ensure asmooth, firm movement
and perfect conductivity, and the
ample spacing prevents any chance of
short circuiting of the vanes.
Every Lotus Component,
from a
variable condenser to asimple switch, is
the product of experience and experiment—a masterpiece of mechanical
perfection. Make a point of building
your next set with Lotus Components.

.0005
.00035
.0003
.00025
.00015
FROM

Condenser
Condenser
Condenser
Condenser
Condenser

ALL

RADIO

519
5/7
5/6
5/3
5/—
DEALERS.

MIMS
VARIABLE CONDENSERS

Made in one of the most modern
radio factories in Great Britain.

a.

F. A.
204-6

HUGHES

&

CO.,

LIMITED

Great Portland Street, London, W .I.

You can get
these
Condensers
fitted to the Lotus Dual and Single
Drum Dials—Ask your Dealer.

'Phone: Museum 863o (4 lines).
).
Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North Wales:
H. C. RAWSON (Sheffield and London), Ltd., loo London Road,
Sheffield ('Phone: Sheffield 260, a."-- 12 St. Mary's Parsonage,
Manchester ('Phone: Manchester City 3329).

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing

Garnett,

Whiteley & Co., Ltd., Liverpool

to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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An
NonIndicating
P.G.5
20 ah. att.

11/9
zo.

=•
G•
F•
3

ah,
(as illustrated)

P.C.,
30 a.h.

13/9

°.G.F.9

ta a.h. se,

acceptable

gift

The

With
Indicating
Floats

D.G.17.7
a.h. art.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

20.

11/—

eo 5.11. re

13i-

5o ad& ay.

15:-

P.G.9

18/9

9/-

IGRANIC-PACENT

PHONO VOX
Pick-up.

Iknow when my
L.T. will run out
"My Peto & Radford P.G.F. Accumulator
never discharges without warning me of
its condition.
Its three indicating floats—white, green,
red--take care of that.

Supersedes the old sound box. Makes the grama phone electrical, and gives unexpected beauty in
records, and rich, pure tone even from an old
gramophone. The Phonovox Pick-Up offers anew
joy to the lover of music. Fitted in amoment, and
worked with a radio set.
With an Igranic
Phonovox an old gramophone becomes as modern
in reproduction as the most up-to-date expensive
gramophone.

When the accumulator is fully charged
these rise to the top. Soon after I
'switch on' the white float sinks to the
bottom. At half discharge down goes the
green, and not until the red falls is re-

charging necessary."

Like every other Peto & Radford Battery
the P G.F. is

Price 2 1/-

Guaranteed for 6months
It embodies these further special features.
The plates are sturdy. Paste is held in by
interlocking grids.
The lid is of crackproof, acid-proof Dagenite, hermetically
sealed at the edges. Terminals have
acid-proof glands, and, because of their
different diameters, they cannot be reversed. There is ample acid-room, and
plates are held in place by glass keyways
in the box.
Send a postcard for a Catalogue to :—

&

PETO

93,

Great

IGRANIC-PACENT

RADFORD,
Portland Street,

PHONOMOTOR

London, W.1.
(TélePhOne:

Glasgow
Depot:
45, Clyda
Place.

Liell0,111t

I173).

AN D •

tendon f3alet t
Repair Depot,
107a, Ph/1110o it I
SW.'.

PETO & RADFORD

Price £6:6:0

ACCU M ULATO RS
T
he beginning and the end in
POWER

This announcement is issued Si

The Igranic-Pacent Phonomotor is a silent singlephase
induction
motor, which is extremely
economical in power.
It is the ideal motor for
electric gramophone. Supplied in two models
only, 110 volt and 220 volt A.C.

711.;:rrtVal.

5

THE NATIONAL ACCUMULATOR CO., LTD.

IGRANIC
ELECTRIC Co..Ltd.

)

111111111111111111i111

:y1
Write to Dept.

U. 302 for

Leaflets.

Mr' lair
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pleadingly:

71upg allplate,Pcfar
&hind theirpands
When it is aquestion of .efficiency and economy
there is no condenser more worthy of being
placed behind your panel than the Polar No. 3.
It is highly efficient on normal and ultra short-wave reception.
It is low in price and it economises on space because its overall
size is only 3Ae wide when fully open and 21" deep behind panel.
One hole fixing.
Constructed entirely of chemically cleaned hard brass.
Perfect electrical
contact at all points. Smooth yet precise action.
Robustly built throughout.
Note: Knob-dial or dial as illustrated which matches tha: used
on Polar " Ideal," 1/ - extra.
Get a copy of the Polar Catalogue

(w)

YOU WILL BE PLEASED WITH
POLAR BEHIND YOUR PANEL

WINGROVE &ROGERS LTD.,

188 9, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2

Polar Works: Mill Lane, Old Swan, Liverpool.

Prices

'0005 - 5/
9
00035 - 5/7
0003 - 5/6
without diaL

Polar No.3

DECEMBER IITH, 1929.
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Performance is the only test.
PILOT

COMPONENTS

THIS

WEEK.

PILOT TRANSFORMERS
USED
WORLD.

ALL

OVER

THE

ENSURE PERFECT

RECEPTION.
ratio.

2-1

BAKELITE CASE
METAL CASE

- -

and 31—z

11/6
9/6
For Volume and Oscillation Control the

*?USH - PULL
TRANSFORMERS.

PILOT VOLUMGRAD

ABOVE ALL—THE

PILOT RESISTOGRAD
A perfect resistance. A 'jurupl,ss'
range from 40 ohms to to raegohms.
Non-inductive and free
from parking.
For all G/
Eliminator work
F.

BURRIS

&

has no equal.
Volume can be adjusted
from zero to maximum with one turn of
the knob.
In 4 Resistances-5o,000 ohms....100,000
„
200,000

„

500,000

SONS,
West of
7 England
to 16, REDCLIFFE
Distributors STREET,

BRISTOL.

Write for Catalogues to :—

T.

A.

ROWLEY,

LTD.,

Sole Agents for

Great

Britain

and Ireland for the PILOT Radio and Tube Corporation of New Fork,

59,

SKINNER

LANE , BIRMINGHAM .

.4weelati011in 4.T.-pote
11fre

vezzete
Acclaimed by All as the
FINEST UNIT YET PRODUCED!
THIS new Super Pow er bal
ance darmature unit has the power, quality
and tone of the best moving—coil loud
speaker.

Oct one for Cbrietinas nub
eniop perfect reprobuction
Hearing is believing.
dealer

for

a

Ask your

demonstration.

TELEPHONE BERLINER (LONDON) LTD.,
Colindale Avenue, Hendon, LONDON, N.W.9.

.7 7 B55

•

'!-("

I
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Christmas Presents
which all wireless
friends will
appreciate!
FIFTY
YEARS
ELECTRICITY.

OF

By Sir Ambrose Fleming, M.A:,
D.Sc., F.R.S.

fellfs $

A comprehensive review for the general
reader of the chief triumphs of electricity
during the last half-century.
In this book
Dr. Fleming covers practically every phase
of electrical work, indicates the trend of
present research, and suggests the course of
future progress and development.
The
volume is very fully illustrated.

AND

The

"TheWirelessWorld

or

eAMA RE

Price 15/—.

DIARY for 1930
Full of useful information for all
wireless amateurs, a copy of "THE
WIRELESS WORLD" Diary for 1930
makes an admirable Christmas present.
It contains facts and figures frequently
required, and ample space for memore
anda and notes concerning radio
matters.
PRINCIPAL

CONTENTS:

Summary of Regulations Relating to Amateur Transmitter and Receiving
Licences. Conversion Tables, English measures to metric and vice versa.
Decimal and metrical equivalents of fractions of an inch. Broadcasting
Stations of Europe with their Call-signs and WavelengtEs.
Principal
Short-wave Broadcasting and
Commercial Stations of the World.
Nationality Prefixes used by Amateurs. Morse Code.
Symbols used in
Wireless Diagrams.
Typical Wireless Receiver and Eliminators
Fourteen Different Circuits with Diagrams.
Valve Data, giving the
characteristic features of standard valves.

PRICES:
Cloth Board, 1/— net.
By post 1/1.
In Leather
Case,
with pockets, pencil and season ticket
window, 2/6 net.
By post 2/7.

By post 15/9.

WIRELESS DIRECTION
FINDING.
By R. Keen, B.Eng. (Hons.),
A .M .I.E.E.

This book deals with the principles of the
subject and the constructional details of
direction-finding installations. It describes
the principles of Direction and Position
finding in this country in such a way that
the subject may be grasped easily by those
who are tackling this field of wireless work
for the first time. Numerous photographs
and diagrams.
Price .21/—.

By post 21/9.

DICTIONARY OF WIRE—
LESS TECHNICAL TERMS.
By S. O. Pearson, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
This little volume contains concise definitions of terms and expressions commonly
used in wireless telephony and telegraphy,
and provides a useful guide to all those
interested in wireless who come across
unfamiliar words in their reading.
It is
well illustrated and cross-referenced to
enable the requited information to be
readily obtained.
Price 2/—.

By post 2/2.

The above books may be obtained from the Publishers, ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.
If desired, they will be sent direct to
your friends upon receipt of remittance and an addressed label.
Kindly say if you
wish them to be dispatched on any particular date.
le"

Sheffield,

11S,

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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$1HUM LOSS

Hard and tough, almost
unbreakable, "Atlas
Pi rt oid Tubing is a
unique and far superior
material for High Frequency Transformers,
Aerial Coils, etc. Drills
and taps like hard wood
or bone. "Atlas - Pirtoid
Tubing can be obtained
in any usual diameter,
thickness of wall and
length.

for
the
"1930
EVERYMAN
FOUR"
"RILOMAG 4"
tk "RECORD 3"

,
'1/i
Cístra..•

Complete with Wood Base and two Small Aluminium Screens. Beautifully finished
in ROSEWOOD, WALNUT or JACOBEAN effects.
£3 1010 Finished IMITATION LEATHER effect
£2,

16

6 Carriage and Box-2/6 extra.

•

IMPORTANT:— These
Cabinets are exactly as
submitted to "The Wireless World " and are
thoroughly
electrically
sealed.

ATLAS

PIRTOID
T.UBING

WRITE TO-DAY.
Eliminator Cases and High
Grade Metal Cabinets of
every description in various
artistic hnishes. Screening
Boxes, Containers. etc.

Write for full partittalars to
the Sole Maker?:

H.CLARKE & CO.(
M'
CR)Ltd.,
ATLAS WORKS,
OLD TRAFFORD, MANCHESTER.

RITHERDON & CO., LTD.
Metal Workers,
North Bridge Mills —BOLTON.

Master
Your
Volume

it, tor a
.ony of the
entralob
circuit Booklet,
it's tree on
request.

Do you realise that by detuning your receiver or dimming your filaments
you are adopting hopelessly inefficient methods to control your volume?
Such practice results in poor quality and is liable to cause unnecessary
interference from other stations transmitting on nearby wave lengths.
Centralab Modulator plugs obviate all these difficulties and enable you
to control your volume from amere whisper to full loud speaker strength
without spoiling reception.
Just connect the two cords on the Centralab Modulator to your loud
speaker terminals and then connect your loud speaker cord tips into the
two receptacles in the side of the modulator.
You can then master your
volume by just turning the small bakelita knob on top of the modulator
plug. If your set is equipped with an output jack there is another model
modulator plug to suit.
10/6 each
No. 2 type for sets with terminals for loud speakers No. Itype for sets with jack for loud speakers
10/6 each
No. 3 type has a2foot cord which enables you to control
your volume from your armchair
- 126 each

The

Rothermel

Corporation

24;26. Maddox St., London, W.I.

'Phone:

Ltd.

Na. 97B
Prim 15'.

PRESENTS make the
heart grow fonder!
This year make your
friend a Christmas pre—
sent of a Squire Cradle
and Cone.
Those with keen musical ears say that they enjoy a
constant delight in listening to a Squire Speaker coupled
to a good receiver.
If your friend has a Unit, then our 97B Model, shown
above, is suitable (it is universal in that it will take any
Unit). If, on the other hand, you want to make a real
present de—luxe, you can give one ol our double " 101 "
Speakers—the finest speaker of the day.
In either case you will be affording your friend such
reproduction as he would only be able to obtain else—
where for a very much greater expenditure.

FREDK.

SQUIRE

24, Leswin Rd., Stoke Newington, N.16

Mayfair 0578 ,9.
1'. & T.

Bi 7
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RADIO

of reducing
volume is to
put a

Recommended
for
"FERRANTI''
S.G.
RECEIVER.

PANELS

V

"•••,...........,

MAXIMUM
INSULATING PROPER=
AND LEAH-FREE SURFACE.
Consider an •EBONART" Panel a neces
sity. especially when constructing a sot
employing H.F. STAGES.
Supplied in Black and Mahogany Wow,
°nest* Poliohed Surface or Moire Silk Deeign

REDFERN'S RUBBER WORKS Ltd.—Hyde, Cheshire

"VOLUVERNIA "
in the Volume Control Circuit.
Reducing volume by detuning causes distortion.
Reducing volume with the "Voluvernia"
retains purity of reproduction and graduates
volume smooi hlv from maximum to a mere
whisper. Splendid for all multiple receivers
and excelent for control of volume when
records are reproduced by gramophone
amplifiers and pick- ups.

irreeiNcenzleterWereAtiell
Give your Short Wave e
Pals a treat this Xmas!
All DX workers have a
pair of Ericsson Supersensitive on the bench—
for their wonderful response to all tonal frequencies the B.B.C. use
them in their studios
to test quality.

Price

6'9

Send for the Gam-brell Components Booklet.

6,

BUCKINGHAM

STREET,

RADIO
STRAND,

LTD.,
LONDON,

Astonishing sensitivity to weakest
signals. Crystal
users find them a
wonderful aid on
Brookman's Park
reception.

A PAIR—AND
WELL WORTH IT!

W.C.P.

120, 2,000 and
4,000 ohms.

'Weston sets the
worlds
standard
Model

Write for your copy of "Radio'
Control," which explains simply
the electrical operation of a
radio set.
Sent free on receipt
of apostcard addressed to :—

528, Pocket
A.C. Tester

Size

A small and reliable instrument
essential to maintain accuracy and
efficiency in Voltage control.
The
sensitivity
is
remarkably
high,
6 m.a. for 600 volts with selfcontained resistance.
The Scale is
very
legible
and
the
dumping
excellent.
This instrument is
capable of continuous serNice at
full load.

SUPERSENSITIVE
TELEPHONES.
•/lb

Wer e *4

hWe.%eWei
re •

BE SURE OF YOUR
PANEL
EBONITE IS
GENUINE

£3. 10 .0 to £4 .15.0

Tested to 104,000 volts.

WESTON
,4.I

of "The Wireless

•

c•-•

Prices from

15, Great Saffron Hill, London, E.C.1

se
•

At all good dealers or direct:
ER Ir
- SSON
TELEPHONES
LTD.,
67 73,
King-swa.y,
Landon, W.C.

USE THE PRIZE WINNING

LOW

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT
CO., LTD.

Mention

192g.

REDFERN'S

THE CORRECT
METHOD

GAMBRELL

11TH,

LOOK
Write jor

FOR

TRADE

LOSS

FORMER.

MARK.

Handbook on Windings and Circuits, Post Free 4d.

THE BRITISH EBONITE CO., LTD., HANWELL, LONDON, W.7.

World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
NOTICES.
THE CHARGE
gums is :
12

words

FOR

ADVERTISEMENTS

or less, 2
and 2d.
additional word.

tor

In

Receivers

these

ALL WIRELESS

every

Each Paragraph is charged separately and
!dress must be counted.

WORLD COILS

name and

SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
It follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a
antract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
,
istructions the entire "copy " is repeated from the
reviens issue : 13 consecutive insertions 5% ; 28 conecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%•
ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted up
FIRST POST on THURSDAY *MORNING (previous
date of issue) at the Head Offices of " The Wireless
/odd," Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or
Ii WEDNESDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices
9, Hertford Street, Coventry;
Guildhall Buildings,
avigation Street, Birmingham; 280, Deansgate, Mannester; 101, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular
sue will automatically be inserted in the following issue
filess accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
dvertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.
The proprietors retain the lied to refuse or withdraw
dvertisements at their discretion.
Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for adverfoments should be made
payable to =FE
:SONS Ltd., and crossed
Notes
be ing
ntraceable it lost in transit should nit be sent as
imittances.

/1930 EVE3VMAY ifOUR .
47/8 set
KIT SET, Coils with Switches .. 45/- sot
NEW KILOMAG.
45/- set
RECORD III
45/- sat
FOREIGN WIENERS 4 B.B.O.
301- set
5XX 37/8 set
METAL 04318113
33/3 to 48/3
51" DRUM 0141.3 with Escutcheons .. 518
WAVE TRAP, Litz. Wire
.,. loia sum

8J.Wzreitess
2, 3, O. 4, Atheistana Maws,
Stroud Green

Road, N.4.
Archway rOo5

"END OF YEAR

CLEARING."

APPLEBY'S
BARGAINS

PCHI
WATCH
THE SII8ORLIME01113 COUSINS THIS MONTH.
CHAPEL

;roll,
The proprietors
although every
are not
care
responsible
i
staken to
foravoid
clerical
mistakes.
or printers'

Ntamt<PAREX>

For further particulars see previous issues.

84 2S(J0serl.

For Modern High-grale Material Only,

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the
amber which is printed at the end of each advertisement,
lid the date of the issue in which it appeared.

ST., LONDON, N.W.1

OPEN Tin 7 P.M.

SAT. I P M.

A.C. 3 KIT SET
Bakelite
Drum Dials

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Owing to the Christmas Holidays, the
next two issues of "THE WIRELESS
WORLD' are closing for press earlier
than usual

with Escutcheons

In
accordance
with
the
Notice that
appeared last week, the latest date upon
which
Miscellaneous
Advertisements
could
be
accepted
for
the
issue of
December
18th
was
WEDNESDAY,
December Iith.

(from stock).

516

All Metal Cabinet with oak base
and plinth
Coils per set, as specified

For the issue of December 25th advertisements for these columns can
be
accepted up to FIRST POST, WEDNESDAY, December 18th.

-

-

42/6
60/-

Cabinets, Coils, Valve Holders, etc., for
INew Kilo-Mag 4 and 1930 Everyman 4.
Order direct from:

E. PAROUSSI
RECEIVERS

FOR

10, Featherstone Buildings, High Holborn, W.0.1
4alumial 'Phone Chancery 7010.

SALE.

:COTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's Radio
3 Doctors.-Read advertisement under Miscellaneous.
[0264
-VALVE All-wave Receiver, latest type, powerful,
perfect; £4.-V. Taylor, 57, Studley Rd., Stockell, London.
[0274
j›ECEIVERS for Sale,-Portable 5-valve, suit case
▪ type, complete, as new, perfect; £9/17/6.-N.
aylor, 57, Studley Rd., Stockwell, London.
[0323

RADIO -GRAMOPHONE
CABINETS

Beautifully finished in highly polished OAK.

MAS.-What about a portable? Splendid 5-valves-s,
combining aerial, batteries, loud speakers, valves,
c., from £9/9, really portable, take wherever you
); constructional kits, £7; performance guaranteed,
11 parts supplied.-Box 4061, c/o The IVireless World
[7462
-11.IICK Disposal, several new and second-hand sets
br and components; half price.-Fox, 71. Buckingam
Rd., Aylesbury.4
63

18" x 7' x

Spacious compartment for speaker and
batteries. Overall sire 36' X 24' X 19'.
9-ply motor board.

Delivered free in England and
Wales. Scotland 2/6 extra.
Send for our Illus. Catalogué.
Fitted complete with
D.S.
Motor, B.T.H. Pick -up and
Arm, Ormond Unit p et in
and Chassis....

r

Advertisements for

" The

Wireless

£4 .19 .6

(Mahogany Finish E5-15-0.)

EAD and MORRIS, Ltd., the mains pioneers, who
It in 1925 equipped the hospital with mains sets,
till supreme in all-mains receivers and units.
OW Tension A.C. Eliminators, permanently
replacing batteries now only £5/15; electrolytic
Inden.sers, 2,000 m.f., as used in above, 13/-; induct.
nr postage.
ARGAINS.-Second-hand
sets,
units,
meters.
speakers.-Read and Morris. Ltd., 31, Eastcastle
t. (facing back of Warings), Oxford St., W. [7445
-VALVE Receiver, with valves, HT.. LP.,
b self-contained, decoupled, gang control. guaraned; £8.-17, Chepstow Crescent, Notting Hill, W.11.
[7511
7-ERY Slightly Shop Soiled but Carrying Makers'
Guarantees :-3-valve receiver, £4/4; 2-valve re£313,• royalties paid; 7 days' approval against
,sh.-Bostock and Stonnill, 1, Westbourne Terrace,
,E.23.
[7530
1359

Will take sets
16' or 21" x 7' x 16'.

This is all you need to turn your
present set into a modern
RADIO-GRAMOPHONE.

PREMIER SUPPLY STORES

Radio & Gramophone Operiali=ts,
165, Fleet St., London, E.C.4.
'Phone: Central 2833

Large selection of
Gramo. Motors and
Pick-ups always in stock
are only

Sale. --Contd.

A

T

S

INMONDS BROS.-Receivers constructed te) yens
own or any published design; also repairs, re
constructions; and modernisations at moderate charges,
best materials and workmanship guaranteed; numerous
testimonials; quotation» free.-Address, Shireland Rd.,
Smethwick.[5882

4

-VALVE
Portable
Wireless
Set,
Gecoplione,
with 2 extra accumulatcrs, latest model, perfect
condition, almost new, foreign stations; cost 25 guineas,
w ee .lialf.-Write Box 295, c/o Dixons, 195, 01x
7fe
Wireless Set, giving excellent. results, Mar4-VALVE
coni cone speaker, ILT. and L.T. accumulators,

complete with charging board, transformera, etc.,
suitable for 110 or 240 ...Lt., •cost complete just under
£50, in perfect condition; £17, or near offer.-Robertson, The Cottage, Westway, Pinner.
.1\TATIONAL Portable, 5-valve, unused; accept [7£
50
17
1
-LI
quick sale, no offers.-V, Claughton St., St.
Helens, Lancs.
[7505
RMOND Transportable, 5-valve, oak cabinet, used
Novembe- only demonstrations, absolutely as
new, £10/10; Listener Three,
double
diaphragm
speaker, In 24tn. oak cabinet with Blue Spot unit,
cost £5/5, perfect, 501-.-Clemens and Taylor, Wireless Engineers. Pusher°.

Ø

1929vateeeryanzln

ouelimina
rn
e

idi e
lim% a
[7503
tor, wonderful
gain, £12.-Williams, 104, Upper Walthamstow
Ed?. 'Phone: Walthamstow 2151.
[7502
.-VALVE National Portable, perfectly new condition,
ej
new H.P. fitted, £10; 5-valve Pembroke suitcase
portable, new and perfect, £10; 1929 Castor Melody
Maker, complete with new valves, £5; A.R.19 Arnplion
speaker, £1/10; 30/- now Sferavox cone speaker, 20/-;
almost now 3-valve Ekco all eleteric D.C. set, complete,
£13; new Ekco H.T. mains unit, 55/- model, 25/-;
new 3-valve G.E.C. receiver, perfect, 50/-.-Walbro, 49,
High St., Saffron Walden.
'Phone: 45.,
[7484
URNDEPT Ethopone IV, fitted screened valve,
200-4,000 metres, 2-volt accumulator, Ferranti
trickle charger, 120-volt high tension accumulator (6
weeks old). Philips valve high tension charger, large
type Amplion horn speaker, the whole outfit making
complete all mains set for 200-250 A.C. 50 cycle,
absolutely like new, £15 the lot, worth treble; Fultograph wireless picturo receiver, used demonstration
only, complete and unscratehed, £15.-Cedrio King.
Tweedalc St., Rochdale. 'Tel. : 2507.
ARCONIPHONE Typo 35 Screened Grid Detector
and l'entoile, guaranteed as new, only 5 months'
use, complete (without batteries); £10, no offers.Box 4092, c/o The Wireless World.
MARCONI Model 61, 3 valves, 3 S.G. det. a[n
7d
47 2
7
1V-1. R.C. stages, frame aerial, extremely powerful
and selective. The Wireless World, September, 1929.
states;
Expensive but of superlative performance.
Cost £60, together with Marconi moving coil (mahogany) loud-speaker for A.C. mains cost £17, perfect
condition; great bargain, 30 guineas.-Box 4176. c/o
Tho IVireless World.
8

M

s'"-ISRAM Music Magnet (new model), demonsti[
n
7t
5
hm
6
•-•
set, as new; £7110, oliere -O. Alderson, florridge. Birmingham,

.
8e t
.

ENUINE
complete Mollard
with valves;
Master.
£5,Three
or offer.-Box
Receiving 4169.
582
c/ o The

World"

for

iviRELEss is a Fascinating Subject, but makes
.v , heavy demands upon the purses of its devotees.
For one who is determined to keep abreast of the
times, there are always new components to be bought,
and sets and loud-speakers to be superseded.
A T the Same Time, the would-be buyer is often
deterred from buying because te knows that
there will be still one moro piece of apparatus left on
his hands, to add to those already in the junk box.
WE Have Opportunities of Disposing of Semi Obsov
lets Apparatus to these who are not fortunate
enough to be able to afford the latest type, and will
take such apparatus or components, provicIng they
are in saleable condition, in part exchange for any
new set, loud-speaker or component required
LL We Ask is that You should Send Al ong a Li st
of Your Old Apparatus, together with your new
requirements, or, better still, send the apparatus to
us to inspect, when we mill make you a lair offer.
You Approve of this You can Send Your Remittance for the Balance, and we will forward the
apparatus required; If you have sent your old Riveratus and you do not. approve of our offer, we will
return carriage paid.
HE Principal of this Firm, who has been a professional wireless engineer since 1910, and has
been manager for the Sterling Telephone Co., radio
expert to the General Electric Co., and Chairman of
the Technical Committee of the National Association..
of Radio Manufacturers, will willingly give advice to
those who are desirous of purchasing apparatus; we
are entirely unbiased and will recommend the best
apparatus for your particular purpose; you save money
by having genuine expert advice.
raON'T Forget We Will Take Your Old Receiver
or Components in Part Exchange.
WE Will Also Install Sets Anywhere in the British
Isles; seta modernised; send for estimates.Scientific Development Co.. 51. Fishergate, Preston.
Tel. : 1364.
[0226

Wireless

World.

accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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'

for

IT

COSTS
5/6
BUT
IT'S WORTH

Sale.—Contd.

TGRANIC, Neutrosonio Seven Transportable, complete, less H.T. batteries, but with Ekco D.C.
eliminator, £30; hide Radiogram portable S.G. Pentone, £12.—Box 4168, c/o The Wireless World.
MARCONI Straight Eight, with H.T. eliminCl
ato
511
5
',
1
-T£ excellent condition: £20. absolute bargain.—
Mortiboy, 37, Belvedere Rd.. Coventry.
[7565

H.T.

BATTERIES
as a

Ima $ C3ift
will ensure a

Gratifying Reception
STANDARD

60 Volt

8/.

105 Volt 13/6

POWER
60 Volt 10/3
105 Volt 16/8
Your Wireless Dealer can obtain them
from

L.

F.

LESINGHAM,

13, Victoria St., LONDON, S.W.1

PORTABLE
CASES

ltj1 ARCONI 28-gninea Portable, new; will accept 21
guinea,a.—Vinront, Military
Rd.,
Chatham.
[V554
POWER Amplifier, two stage, transformer, R.C.,
P.M.513, P.625A.. milliameter. voluvernia, eliminator (1 fixed, 2 variable),
acctunulator
and
charger (200-220 A.C.), complete; £10.-19, Gourock
Rd., Eltham, S.E.9.
5
A.C. Mains Kits; we can deliver for
Christmas.—A. B. Hales, 62, Chalk Farm Rd..
N.W.1. •
[7548

DOUBLE
the price!!

085011

--•••••vval

QUITCASE 5-valve Portable, Millard circuit, less
accumulator; £8, or often—Ritchie, 127, Blythe
Rd., W. Kensington.
[7547
MULLARD
Raleigh
5-valee
Set,
with
valves
1
,1. £8/10;
heard evenings.—Mack, 58, Thornton
Av., Streatham Dill, 13.W.2.
Streatham 2454.
[7522
1930 All Mains £14 Model,
K B.169, complete; also 1930 speaker, K.B.135,
£6: both guaranteed perfect condition; only used few
hours; either on approval.—Box 4139, c/o The Wireless World.
[7497

K OLSTER-BRANDES

H. F.

CHOKE

QALE.-7-valve igranic Neutrosonic receiver, also
'••-•,
frame aerial, sensitive and powerful set, practically new; coat £45, take £20; also KT. unit and
trickle charger for above, cost. £13, take £8.—
Box 4135, c/o The Wireless World.
[7490

since its redesign in winding
now positively the last word I
choke construction. It is suitab
for all wavelengths from 5to 3,01
metres. Sturdily constructed,
bobbin and base are cut from m
piece of highest-grade ebonite wi
brass parts heavily nickel plate
Guaranteed for 2 years. tcu
Simply nothing to approach
for price end performant
See that you have one witho
delay.
Manufacturers :

BATTERIES.

G

.D.E.S. Accumulator Hire and Maintenance Service
(5 mile radius).-98„ Cherry Orchard Rd., Croydon.
[6374
ET 11.T. Replacements.—Saca (capped or uncapped), highest grade. No. 1, 10d. per doz.; No.
2. 1/9 per doz.—See below.
1NCS.—Best quality (wired). No. 1, 8d. per doz.;
No. 2, 9d. per doz.; orders valued 5/- carriage
paid, otherwise 64 for postage. -British Battery Co.,
Clarendon Rd., Watford. Herts.
(0258

W
Z

ERIC I. LEVER (TRIX)LTI
13 ,11, Cierkenwell Green, London. LC
'Phone: Clerkenecel: 3014 ,5.

ENTODE Users. Write for details of new size selfcharging wet battery; 20,000 milliwmps, 6d. per
volt; illustrated catalogue giving data, post free.—U.
Taylor. 57. Studley Rd., Stockwell, London.
[0273
IXTET HT. Batt•yries.—Parta per dozen, jars, No. 1,
VV 214x1V, square, 113; No. 2, 1/6; zillCg, No. 1,
10d.; No. 2. 11d.; saes, No. 1, 1/2 dozen; No. 2,
1/9; terminals, 8d.. 1041.; dozen cells (18 volta), complete with bands and electrolyte, No. 1, 4/1; No. 2,
5/-; poet 9d.; high efficiency, long life. self charging,
upkeep small; send 6d for sample unit; illustrated
booklet free. carriage free orders 10/-; write for free
list wireless bargains. trade supplied.—W. Taylor, 57,
Studley Rd.. Stockwell, London.
(0039

P

BABY JUNIO
le

W

E Guarantee the Best Accumulator Maintenance
in South tendon; slow rate circuits and expert
personnel; meticulous attention is given to topping,
cleaning and drying of II.T, accumulators; trouble.
free collection and delivery; the service includes hire
of Oldham 11T. and LT. batteries.—Official Oldham
Service Station, Anylov Radio (associated with Anelov
Products), 36, Hinimans Rd.. East Dulwich. S.F..22
Tel. • New Cross 4074.
4,
(
130v. H.T.)
.T.) Accumulator, D.C. charger, 7n
new; £3.-24, Camberwell Rd., 8.E.5.
[7519
A CCUMULATORS, 2-volt 20, 5 plates, celluloid,
2inx1 34in.x5iii.•. 4/9, post paid.—Rowner, 170,
Lordship Lane, 8.E.22.
•
[7480
EN Sample Accumulators, never been used, three
2-volt, five 4-volt, one 24-volt, one 60-volt; for
sale to the first £2 postal order received.—Box 4166.
c/o The Wireless World.
[7574

3'
4"

BEST
ALL

FITTED

WITH

PAKAWA

HANDLES, PATENT FASTENERS
AND LOCKS
14." x 12"

4'," LID.

41

DEEP

LEATHER.
34/.
REXINE
• • 22/6
14c le x e LID. e DEEP
BLACK REXINE
20/e
Carriage Ealrit.

HENRI di CO.,
The

6v. 30 a.h. at 3 amps., charged,
new; 15/-.—L. Phillips, 11, Poul-

" Iso"
grip.

CHARGERS AND

ELIMINATORS.

ITORTEXION Transformers, chokes, etc., wound to
V
any specification; write or 'phone for quotation;
beet quality components only.—Vortexiou, 72, Merton
Rd.. Wimbledon, S.W.19. Tel.: Wimbledon 2814.
[0319
A TLAS Eliminators, D.O. £1117/6, A.O. £3/17/6;
Nesper trickle chargers, 29/6. 'Phone: Gerrard
6268 for demonstratim.—Greatrex and Co., 184, Regent
[
a5
e
l
St., London.
64

T

ANTALUM and Lioninm for A.C. Rectifier,; snake
up your own inexpensive chargers; blue prints
for 11.T. and Li'.. 1/- each; Lionium electrode', fitted
with terminate, 2-3 amps. and 5-8 ampe.—Blarkwell'e
Metallurgical Works, Ltd., Speke Rd. Works, Gordon,
Liverpool. 'Phone: Garnett 980 /2 lines/.
[6282
PlIILIPS Trickle Charger, 240 volts; 30/-.—Shill,
4, The Broadway, St. Margaret% Middlesex.

79, ROCHESTER ROW, VICTORIA, S.W.1
Tel.: VIC. 4361.
Mention of

60-volt units, 17/6
Green Lane, New
Avenue 5308.
[7561

try, E.C.2.

QUALITY

Wireless

2/

"so ,,
DIALS
a

120v.. 25/-; 3 Elite
Ø I.DliAM
each; all fully charged.-2,
Eltham 1654.

—

In Black or Brown,

T

Monett
TUDOR
condition as

- 2/(

STANDARD

LDHAM

Minim, S.E.

2/£
BABY

Dials have
They

do

definite

not

slip.

ISOMONA 70
PRECISION
SIZE

3'

PRI( E

4.».

HAW&Co.t.td.

.:9216e3103.
London, 8.0.2.
Tole. :--cITY:15 td.
Solo DIstributorstsc
Products.
Cone Units, Transformes-id,
Chokes,
Coodensers, Trickir
Chargers. Eihninai
ors cte.

MITLLARD H.T. Eliminator, complete', perfect;[7556
£4 ;
amt. approval deposit. —Ashburton, Chignal Rd., Chelmeford.7496
[

Worid.” fakes

writing

to advertisers, Will ensure prompt attention.
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AS
BRITISH
AS BRITANNIA

N EW. Improved Unifies( A.C. H.T. Eliminator Kit,
30/n gives 120 volts and 60 volts at 15 m illiamps;

1111111111111111111.11111
,
exieeeseemegeeetepmea

TTNIFLEX Elindnater Kits are the Cheapest in Eng.
fi-J land and sold all over the world; 30/,
TTNIFLEX Eliminator Kits are all Ready for Wiri
ng,
etc.;
si-o mounted on baseboard, with panel, instructio ns,
30/,
TTNIFLEX Eliminator Kits are Guaranteed, oath1
1-,
faction or money refunded; hundreds of testimonials.
TTNIFLEX Kit Sent c.o.d. Poet Free 30/-; state
I-) town voltage and cycle, also if Philips 373 rectifying valve is to be sent, 15/. extra.-Liverpool Radio
Supplies. Unifiez Works, Myrtle. St.. Liverpool. [7247
PHILIPSON'S Safety High Tension Battery Mimiflatosa.
_ Down and the Balance in Easy Monthly
payments secures the finest high tension
supply available.
p/IlLIPSON'S Safety Eliminators are Guaranteed for
12 Months.
HILIPSON'S Safety Eliminators are the Cheapest
to install and the Cheapest to Run; prices:
Model A.C.5 £4/17/6. A.C.7 £3/17/6, complete with
full wave rectifiers; D.C.4 37/6, D.C.5 45/,
A LL Models Obtained for 10/. Deposit; take advan21. tap of this and get constant high tension immediately.
ITT RITE for Our Booklet.
"Radio Power" to
VT Philipson and Co., Ltd., Radio Engineers, Astley
Bridge, Bolton.
'Phone: 2038.
'Grams:
Safety,
Bolton.
Est. over 50 years.
[0318
10

ALL- ELECTRIC RADIO

P

The

erotun
DUPLEX

LOUD SPEAKER
An entirely new loud speaker. Gives
finer results due to new Brown "Vee"
Reed and Duplex Cone principles.
Pure tone and rich volume. In three
models :V.10, £5 lOs ;V.12, £7 10s.;
V.15, £12 10s.

C

llEBROS.-Chebros for all types of transformers
and chokes. high grade instruments at a very
moderate price; enquiries invited.-Cheater Bros., 244,
Allston Lane, London, E.g.
[5290
POTENTIAL Dividers, wire wound, variable tappings,
ideal for eliminators and rectifying units; price
6/6. post free.-Below.
POTENTIAL Dividers. standard 20 rn.A. type, 5 verb
able tappings, supplied in all values; a first class
job; price 2/6.-Abingdon Wireless Supplies, Abingdon,
Berks.
[7287

F

EL-ECTRIO RADIO Eliminator Kit, transformer,
choke, valve holder, valve, 3 condensers, varia ,, le
resistance, insulated terminals, sieeving, wiring diagram; 37/- complete; output 15 ma. nt 120 volt›;
send for lists.-FekEetric Radio, 56, Garden St., Sheffield.
[7411
Specialise in Wireless Power from the
apparatus at reasonable prices.
AVAGE'S Transformer Laminations and Bakelite
Bobbins; intending home constructers should write
for list.
4,1AVAGE'S Reliable Smnithing Condensers.-1.000
volts D.C. test, 2 mid. 3/-. 4 mfd. 5/3; 500 volts
D.C. test. 1 mfd. 1/6. 2 mfd. 2/3, 4 mfd. 3/9.
AVAGE'S Super Smoothing and Output Chokes.Many types available, write for list.
QAVACE'S Mains Transformer for Westinghouse
Rectifiers.-11.T.4, 18/6,• AS, 17/-; A4, 20/,
AVAGE'S
Mains Transformer for Westinghouse
11.T.4 Unit, with additional winding, 4 volts
3 amps; 23/-.
AVAGES Mains Transfoimer.-V.T.31, 200-0-200
volts 60 m.amps.,
2 volts 2 amps., 2-1-2 volts
3 amps.; 28/-.
AVAGE'S Mains Transformer.-B.T.3 500-0-500 volts
120 m.rimps.. 3.75+3.75 volts 3 amps., 3+3 volts
3 amps.. 2+2 volts 3 amps.; 51/,
AVAGE'S Mains Transformers and Power Chokes
are can:frilly and individually constructed from
first class materials with an exceptionally generous
mai-gain of safety.
QAVAGE'S,
146.
Bishopsgate,
London,
E.C.2.
'Phone: Bishopsgate 6998.,
[8808
S

AVAGE'S
Mains, reliable

S

Climax H.T. Mains Units this Xmas.
For
your own set and to give to your friends. The
best you can get-the best you can give. Popular prices. Every modern improvement. A.O.
models have new metal rectifying units eli nlnating all valve trouble. Negligible upkeep
costs.
Ten Tailrace Tannings. Fo r all
Mains Voltages 40'100 cycles.

A. C. Model U.20.

Price £4. 5 .0

A. C. Model U.50.

Price £5. 15 .

Up to 120v. WT.

Up to 200v. H.T.

Up to 20 milliamperes.

Up to SO milliamperes.

Improved D.C. Model H.T. Unit-the most
popular D.C. Mains Unit on the market-has
ten voltage tappings. Output 50 inla total.

10 m'a at tappings.

S

Price complete £1 .14 .

S

The

Toren

S.G. Receiver
The secret of the successful perform,ance of the Brown Receiver (it gets
over 40 Stations in an hour) is the
honest value that is put into it. Only
the finest components that money can
buy are used.
ln 4 models: Type
A (for battery operation) £12 7s. bd.
Type A.M. (for mains operation)
,£20 10e. Types B. and B M. £9 7e. 6d.
and £17 10s. respectively. All models
also supplied in kit form at slightly
lower prices.
Ask your Wireless Dealer for
particulars of Easy Pcryments.

S
S
S

ltif:UNTEN MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd.. invite
IN-0- you to consider this unequalled value, viz. :MAINTEN Special Unit. including 2 variables, 0-80,
se-11. 0-100. 120. 150, and 200 volts at 50 ms., full
wave Westinghouse rectification and heater transformer for A.C. valves up to 3 amps., in handsome
metal cabinet; £6/10, or without heater transformer
£5/15.
AINTEN Modcl A.C.M.100, II.T. only with similar
131 voltages to A.C. Special, but with 100 ma.
output, complete with Westinghouse rectifiers; £8.
ltifAINTEN AC. Low Tension Unit, giving 2, 4,
1N.d. and 6 volts up to 1 amp.; £5.
MAINTEN A.C. and D.C. Portable Units, which will
go right inside any portable or transportable
receiver; A.C. model £4, D.C. model £2/10.
INTEN Eliminators may be Purchased on Easy
Payments,
MAINTEN Eliminators are Guaranteed for
12
.LU. Months, and are subject to 7 days' approval;
write for latest literature on complete units and radio.
mame accessories.
1\l'AINTEN MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd., Portland
ive. Rd., Hove, Sussex.
'Phone: Hove 1519.
[0326

W

G

OLTONE De Luxe D.C. 220/40v. Eliminator, un.
used; ettat 60/-, price 25!-; would exchange for
good transformer or components.-Watkins, "Cambria."
Onklield Rd., Blown, Cheshire.
[7509
From all Radio Dealers. Write for Catalogues
and full particulars, to Dept. D.

S. G. BROWN, LTD
Western Ave., North Acton. W.3.
;et

an

CLIMAX CHELLOSET.
amazingly selective long range
2-valve all-electric receiver.

Many important features, one dial tuning,
dual wave switch to eliminate coil changing,
Westinghouse metal rectifier Volume control.
No batteries whatever.
Operates entirely
from A.C. Mains.
Walnut finished cabinet.

Price only £9 . 17 .6
complete with valves, royalties and full males
equipment. The finest value yet offered in
all-electric receivers.
Obtainable from all radio dealers.

cLIMAx
A YEAR AHEAD

E

IDE Combined H.T. and L.T. Charger, almost
new; £3/10; seen by appointment only.-Daeles,
11, Crestway, Roehampton, S.W.
[7481

"PKCO A.C.2 All-Mains Unit for Sale, H.T.,
.1_4
and.
G B.; £7/15; guaranteed-38, Bushey HUI
Itd, Peckham Rd., Camberwell.
[7839

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted

from

Climax Radio Electric Ltd.,
Haveatock Works. Parkhill Road, Hampstead. Isoadita,
Telephone. Pelmrom 1171-1.

firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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MAHOGANY

T

RANSFORMERS and Chokes for Battery Elimlnators and for all wireless purposes, receiving or
transmitting, enquiries invited.-Chester Bros., 244,
Balaton Lane, London, E.8.
[7587

RADIO
GRAMOP HONI
CABINET.

CABINETS.
A RTCRAFT

Mi.

Value.

Radio

Cabinets

nIGBY'S

D
D

are

Britain's

Cabinets.-Table models in solid
mahogany; from 11/6 to 71/..
1GBY'S Cabinets, fitted with Radices or
ebonite if required.
Cabinets.-Pedestal model, with
battery components; from 56/. to £12.
IGBY'S Cabinets Made to Customer's Own

Best
[0313
oak and

Hand French polished, satin Welt

Will take gramophone, any set
up to 22'x 10"x 16', and 'midspeaker and battery comportment Ir high, zr wids and '
16 deep.
Denver Into Eliglamd mèd Wan.
geottandtat6setre.
Crate 715 seem returnable.

Resistor]
separate
Designs.

D

IGBY'S Cabinets.-Write for new 16.page art
catalogue.-F. Digby, 9, The Oval, Hackney Rd.,
E.2.
'Phone: Bishopsgate 6458.
[0128
A RTCRAFT Radio Cabinets are Britain's Rest
£3- Value.
[0309
AY'S Cabinets, the greatest range of pedeista;
cabinets in the kingdom; original creative designs
et prices 50% lower than elsewhere ' quotations for
specials by return; delivery at short notice guantnteed ;moving coil, portable, baffle, vignette. radiogram°.
electric pick-up, te'evision, etc.; ill aerated lists free
-H. KEY. Wireless Cabinet Manufacturer, Moans
1P6lean.
Pleasant Rd., London, N.17.
'Phone: Waltham.tow
26
[6461

Price
With
front
bsme

F.

- - - £6
doors
over
of
net
and
- £7.10

DIGBY, 9 , The Over;
Hackney Rd., London, E.2. nishooraTe :3451
e

'

K

" THE 1930
EVERYMAN
FOUR 11
Cabinet, as specified in "Wireless World,"
Oct. 16, made to exact design of " Wireless
World " and supplied in various wood finishes.
OAK BASE—Jacobean Finish 57/6
MAHOGANY BASE—Mahogany Finish ea,Rise suitable for the New ''R'ILOS1AG 4" and "W.W. RECORD III."
these Cabinets ere made by experts and are thoroughly
electrically sealed.
KIT-SET Metal Cabinet 54/.
&dry description of Wireless Cabinet suppliai.
Screening Bores, Eliminator Cases, etc.
Send Direct to :—
RIGBY' &

VVOOLFENDEN

Sheol

Mao)

Worker»,

Milnrow Road, ROCHDALE.

'Phone 2948.

THE
ALL-TEST METER.
2millivolts

300
oolts.

A RTCRAFT Radio
Cabintsts
are Britain's Best
M. Value.
[0311
T_TORNS for Usbinets, portables, etc.; illnstrated
list.-hfaddison, 1, Chapel St.. Edgware Rd.
C nt!
A RTCRAFT Radio Cabinets; Britain's ben
£3, lowest prices consistent with highest quality;
illustrated 'let free from actual Manufacturers.-Artcraft Co., 156, Cherry Orchard Rd., Croydon. 'Phone:
[0040
Croydon 1981.
American Types, astonishing value, special
offer oak cabirets, hinged lid, baseboard, highly
polished, take 12in.x 6in. panel; sample, carriage paid.
6/6: trade discounts for quantities.-Mag-Radio, 112.
Waratone Lane, Birmingham.
[2665
A RTCRAFT Radio Cabinets are Britain's Rest
[0310
4-A Value
OUD-SPEAKER Cabinets, extraordinary offer, oak
cabinets, handsome fret front, highly polished,
13M. square, 6in. deep, finished moulding, take all
ordinary units; sample, carriage paid, 6/6; trade discounts for quanti
112,
Warts
2t
6
one
e
Lane, Birmingham.6
QTEEL Cases fo. 'Eliminators, size 1.1in.x5in.x4V.in.
deep, ventilated lid, clearance hole for valve,
side cut for panel, finish olack or green; 6/6, post
free.-Adams,
South Qua". Great Yarmouth. [7493
1,[71RELESS Cabinets, Mt. high, to suit any panel,
81' hinged lid, 4 doors, polished; approval.-Wf
o
7
o117er
6
and Son. Robertown, Liversedge, Yorks.4

L

16"Ain.x 7/in. Xllin., hand mahogany
CABINETES,
finished 7/6, unpolished 5/6; oval front, 10 /sin.
12

7

xettin., 6d. extra; portable cabinets, 16‘hin.x16Ikin.
>aim, 51/5; baseticard, 6d.; carriage free.-10. W.
Ramsey, 63, Shaftesbury St., London, N.1.
Clerkenwell 7139.
[7584
ABINETS.-A fire gift, something new: Combined
loud-speaker cabinet, bookshelf, newspaper rack
and occasional table, 30in, high, take any unit up to
18in.x17in., handso.ne cabinet, well made, superior
finidi; solid oak 35/-, solid mahogany 40/-.-Below.
A NOTHER New Line.-Handsome fire screen loud1
1. speaker. 31M. high, brown enamelled frame. 3.
fold, covered with best quality sateen, strongly wired,
complete with baffle and shelf, lake any unit up to
14in.x14in; price l5/-.-Below.
PEDESTAL Cabinets, Radiogram. etc., from 55/-;
-11table and loud-speaker cabinets from 15/-; above
in solid oak, selected materials, hand polished; send for
illustrated list.-Thrs. Eastham (Dept. 5), Cabinet
Works, Thornton, Blackpool.
[7573

MAKE A GRAMOPHONE OR
tOt CABINET'S FOR WIRELESS ,
at quarter ehup
Order get ex abown. Britieb doable
prim; motor, 12' solve tturntable,
Swan Arm, tdetaltioundboa, ampli'
Der, needle cup., for £148 ,p.p. ,
and build your own Cabinet. Ma.
,eld by others tslat» do ,
got contain better attin'e. Motor.
romBiti, Repair l'artLleU.
a
trae.
04 pp. 1030 Catalogue ,
drawing end
llow to make Cramer, ;AL
REGEria FITTINGS CO. (WO)
120, Old Street, London, E.C.1.

P3BTABLE GRAMOPIE0
bona 21/-. Post 1/6,

BONA FIDE TRADERS' GUIDE.
Send for our comprehensive II ustrated List.
QUICK SERVICE.

QUICK SERVICE.

THE QUALITY HOUSE.
PERSEUS

MFG.

CO.,

BRANSTONE RD.,

LTD,

(Dept. W.W.),

BURTON-ON-TRENT.

..3"Or sine

1

0 •

•,.

(THE BE/T IN THE WEeT)
19 LISLE STRUT, LEICESTER SQUAEL.LONDON.%v.CI.
7.1.1...1.1.4.
OPEN 'Viii. 7P.M.

telem. ol, ..oto. , oaro.ecom

WRITE IOR OUR CATALOGUE
POSTAGE EAl Girt TO CALLUM

C

1110Ih

6 amps.

mla.

A

NECESSITY I •

No experimenter's bench is complete
without thi Ten-in-one Meter. Enables
innumerable tests and calculations to be
made.
A beautifully finished moving coil
instrument having aresistance of 200 ohms
per volt.

PRICE

60/-

MBEIZIGRAFTON

°NLY.
COMPANY

54, GRAFTON ST., TOTTENHAM COURT RD.,
LONDON, W.I.
'ilsseum

0241.

Mention of

The WILLIS

OR

600 -OHM
lling

1.000-011M Decoupling Resistances for "Wireless
World" Circuit.; 1/6 each, post free.-Groves
Bros., St. Mary's Place, Shrewsbury.
(7362
1\l'EW Kilo-Mag Four Coils. 37/6 set; ebonite for.1.1
mere (slotted). for winding. 12/6 net of 3; all
post free.-Groves Bros., St. Mary's Place, Shrewsbury.
[7446
ADIOGRAPIL-W.W. coils, Record III, 35/-; new
Kilomag Four. .33/-; 13.G. Regional. 37/6: foreign
listeners' Four, 37/6 set; Europa Portable, 2.11-:
Europa III, 18/6; 8.0. multi-valve portable, 22/6;
new Everyman Four, 42/6.
ADIOGRAPIL-Litz wire. 9/40, 1/6: 27/42. 2/6
dozen yards; Redfern's deep ribbed or Becol
tube. 5d. per inch, slotting 1/6 extra.
ADIOGRAPH, Ltd.-W.W. cabinets, 4 compartmerits, 44/6; 2 compartments. 38/6: crackle
enamel and oak finish.-Station Rd., Handsworth, Birmingham
(7441

R
R

INDICATOF

Of dealers or WILLIS & CO., IPSWICH ROAD, NORWICH,
Price 1/6. By post 1/8. Refunded if unapproved.

COILS. TRANSFORMERS, ETC.
Decor piing Resistances for New KneFour, foreign listeners' four, and all
" Wirele,s World" circuits, hand made and tested in
our
workshops; improved model wound with Constantini wire, 1/6 each, post free-Groves Bros.. St.
Mary's Place, Shrewsbury.
[7361

WORLD-TIME

or Almanac of the hours, shows world times everywhere
any instant :and when to tune in all foreign programme
or events being anywhere breadeast, or when to time cables
'phone calls, and all international intercourse. '1 he idea
Gift. As essential to the world of to-day as an almanac cy.
the days.
Reviews: " A remarkable device."
"Of its,
estimable value" " Unique."

as used

wete „1"

2,7/42

s›.vs.;,

N

by rhe

18'ir'etess\NceV%

18 THE BEST FOR TUNING COILS
AND H.F. TRANSFORMERS.
Each individual strand is silk-covered, with an
overall covering of silk. All other sizes supplied.
20 yds.
4/6 I SO yds.
10/25 yde.
5/6 I 60 yds.
12/Tmde Toretoo,, opplfewlon.
P. ORMISTON & SONS, LTD.
79, Clerkenwell Road, London, E.C.I.

The Wireles.s World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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13050

Coils,

Lines
PER SQ. CM.

¡AKER'S

1930

SUPER

POWER

Transformers,

Etc..—Contd.

four, low, 30/-; long wave, 37I-; screened grid Regional,
401-; Mullacd 8.13.P. dual range coils, 301- pair: Beret standard coils, for new all-wave four, standard four,
A.O. three. Everyman four, etc., 63/6 set of 4, with
bases; the same coils for the Lodestonp series P. WireLess Magazine"). 65/9 set of 4, with bases; Titan unit.
15/-; decoupling resistances, 600 chin, 1/6; 1.000 ohm,
2/-; all "1Vireless World" and similar coils in regular
production by the leading specialists; lists free; trade
supplied.—Simmonds Bros., Shireland Rd., Smethwiek.
Tel.: Smethwick 751.

MODEL

fir The above is Me flux density of a Standard
Super Power Speaker. Full reports of tests
of various models by the National Physical
Laboratory, Teddington, are now available.

BAKERs
.sethwtec•
asmituscaRADMeoLcon.ra
Offices :
NORWOOD, LEIS.

Works and Demonstration Room:
42, CHERRY ORCHARD ROAD, E. CROYDON.

GRAMOPHONE PICK•UPS, ETC,
EXPONENTIAI, Horns for Cabinet Gramophones
6314
and Wireless, metal and wood; list—Maddison,
1 Chapel St. Marylebone, N.W.1.
[6141
pe.T.a. Pick-up Only, new; £1, cost 27/6.—Box
4170, c/o The Wireless World.
[7577
pp.T.IL Pick-up and Tone Arm, new; 35/-.—Goad.
43, Rolt St., Deptford S.E.8.
[7549
ELESTION Woodrofle, £4/4 model, unused; any
reasonable offer accepted.—Satchell, 33, Reslesdale SL, Chelsea.
[7535

C

T ISSEN Pick-up, 10/-: Edison tone arm. 2/6; as
1
1-1 new; wanted, microphone and transformer to snit
same.—Lloyd, 72, Iligh St., Cheadle. Staffs.
[7529
.T.H. Pick-up, latest model, off-set tone arm, new,
35/.; Brown speaker unit, type U, perfect, 10/-.
—Osborne, 6, Belgrave Terrace, Bath.
OODROFFE Pick-up. 37/6: Amplion, 131-•—
£
(7
713
38
5
0x
7
0
4173, c/o The
ireleis World.

B

W

LOUD •SPEA K ER S.
TTORNS of All Descriptions for Loud Speakers and

11 Gramophone Unita-11. Maddison, manufacturer
of the Allwoodorn, 1, Chapel St., Paddington, N.W.I.
[6143
ICE HELLOS) B.T.H. Senior U-S., 240 volt A.G.;
cost £40. price £20.—Suul, 8, Ansdell Rd.,
S. Ansdell, Lytham.
[7417
ROWN Speaker Unit, type' U. perfect, 10/-.—
Osborne, 6, Belgnive Terrace, Bath.
[7387
VOUR Old Loud-speaker Taken in Part Payment
1 for the Latest Type; see our advert. under column
Receivers for Sale.—Scientific Development Co., 51,
Falsergata. Preston.
rings,[ full
KT'KOLA Cones, leather floats, felt fronted
II range of sizes and angles, manufacturers' type.
completely assembled from 316; complete chassis from
7/6; list. —Knight and Co., 6. Chapel St., London,
EC2
[7328
G
Bargains.

R

B

HEAR
these
wonderful
Moving
Coil
SPEAKERS
at
our new
Demonstration
Room
at

42

CHERRY
ORCHARD
ROAD,
EAST
CROYDON

sIF»
RADIO

METERS

What do you think of these useful
measuring instruments as Xmas Gifts P
Decide on these sure-to-please gifts
NOW.
There are models from 7
upwards, and the range includes voltmeters and milliammeters of all readings. testing sets, radio fuses and three
scale meters, etc., etc.
Ask your
dealer or write us. the name Sifam is
you guarantee of quality.
DOURET MODEL
VOLTMETER,

7P6

0-6420 volts.
Res. 4,000 ohms.

G

MINUTES
NON-STOP
from
LONDON
BRIDGE
or

G

VICTORIA
STATIONS

C

Linen Cone Speakers, made with patented
DOUBLE
chassis and fitted with first class unit, wonder-

Write for interesting frre Pert:
SWAM ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT
COMPANY, LIMITED.
(Dept. w.W.),
Bash Howe,. Aldwych, London, W.C.2.

TEE

B63

ful results; cut price, 42/- complete; carriage paid;
buy now for Christmas; orders taken in strict rotation
—Branford and Co., Post Office Av., Southport. [7416

B

ROWN Mascot and Baker's Moving Coil Speaker.
6-volt; £2 each.-19, Sternhold Av., Streatham
itilL
[7474

toy" PERMANENT MAGNET
MODEL.
Obtainable on r4 days' approval.
No accumulators or house current
required.
Reproduces with tin same exceptional quality as the Super Model.

WRITE NOW FOR NEW 36-PAGE BOOKLET,
"SOUND
ADVICE,"
GIVING
" WIRELESS WORLD"
CIRCUITS AND
FULL INFORMATION OF ALL OUR WELLKNOWN MOVING COIL SPEAKERS.

Clingis, with leather suspended
600•ALUMINIUM
super cone, wonderful bargain; 12m, cone,

7/-; Sin., 519; post free; refund if not sati.fied.—
'Elite," 306. High Holborn, W.O.
MOVING Coil Speaker by Webson, large ornaments!
(7520
•
cabinet, perfect condition, wonderful trine, including transformer, 6-volt accumulator; E4'17/6.-2, Green
,Lane, New Eltham, S.E. Eltham 1654. Avenue 5308.
[7t5
a1
ks:
"X{ OVING Coil 'Load-speakers, 6-volt winding;
30/- each.—IL Barton!, 34, Shakespeare Ed. Bedford.
,[7512
1> AMAIN%
excellent
condition, cheap" Brown,
▪
Amption, Ediswan units, Brown cone—Box 4134.
00 The Wireless World.
[7488
A MPLIOX Oak Flare Speaker, original ease; £2.—
À-1- Simmons, below.
ABINET Cone Speakers, 12in., 25/-1, 14in., 32/-;
full volume. superb tone, all worth double; power
cone units. 121,—Simmons Radio, 9, Ilfracombe Av.,
Southend, Essex.
[7495

0930 "SUPER" MODEL
Obtainable on 14 da Ps' approval
Light,
Compact,
Powerful.
Reproduces with wonderful
realice 1.

15

es PEAT Bargains.
REAT Bargains.—Epoch model A moving coil
speaker kit (or complete units), brand new; e
large number of these famous instrumenta made for
a special order for use in talkies, but not executed,
for credit. reasons only; regular prices, £3110. £4/1,
and £5/17/6. to clear at 50/- for accumulator operation, 55/- for D.C. mains operation. 85/- for A.C.
mains; kits comprising copper plated super magnetpot (weight 23 lb.) Chrystalene frame. fully adjustable, moving coil, any impedance, paper, leather and
mounting rings, made up complete. it desired, 61extra.
GREAT Bargains.
„
•
TWAT Bargains.—in fact, the greatest bargains
ever offered I A number of Epoch model A used
kits at given away prices, guaranteed in perfect working order; early 1928 model, 35/-; latest model. 42/6:
made up complete, if desired, 6/- extra.
NJOY
Marvellous
Epoch
Reproduction
at
-124 Ridiculous Cost; don't wait until they are all
gone, but, secure one immediately by writing, 'phoning.
telegraphing, or hurrying to Epoch. 3. Farringdon Av..
E.C.4.
(7077

XXIII.

Xmas Presents if
for MUSIC LOVERS !

REAT

xXMAS
GIFTS !

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Here are the ideal

BROS.—Berclif coils. Record Three, 50/SIMMONDS
pair; new kilo-nsag. four, 50/- set; foreign listeners

This highly efficient Moving Coil
Speaker is ideal for all Music Lovers
who demand the best possible quality
reproduction of both speech and
music.

IS, SELHURST ROAD, S.

WIRELESS WORLD— SUPPLEMENT

BAKERS
6setemAse

figemigem RADIO ftE

The leading manufacturers of Moving Col Speakers
Offices :

88, SELHURST ROAD, S. NORWOOD, S.E.25
Works and Demonstration Room,

42, CHERRY ORCHARD ROAD, E. CROYDON
.

Advertisements for " The IV "reless World" are only accepted from firms to e believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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AMAZING

Il!

IN

30ft
34ft
40ft

ir

STEEL MAST. tapering
r.
Carriage: -London.
• Midlands, 216. Elsewhere.
Weighs 28 lbs.

EPOCH.

EPOCEI.

EPOCH.

EPOCH.

P0011.-Test an Epoch against any other make. It
will persuade you more than the best salesman.
EPOCH.

Tapering l to l.
Carriage:
London, 2/6:
Midlands. 3(6;
• Elsewhere. 4-6. Weighs 50 lbs.
A super mast.

OUTFIT with MAST. ."1":(.17.10.7.41LItglre;',
(1..t. Send Metal footrest and strong galvanised easy hsatencm.

1-1

POCH

E

POC1L

Prices—Loose Base Board included:

EPOCH.

nes Manilla Raps Halyard@ (will ant
• rot), 60 ft. 1/6, 100 it. 2/0. Special
Antbrii4 paint (sufficient for maat), 16. Coppered enrthing
tube, 1.9.
Special Aerial, has 14 strands of No. 28 ;au*.
Enamelled high conductivity pure copper wire, 100 it. 3/9.
Money refunded tf mast returned intact and carriage paid
within 7days.

E1'0D11.-.Ask
the older

ACCESSORIES

STREET,

CO.,

PENGE,

S.E.20.

Panel
Depth Price
Panel
Depth
Price
12" x 7' x 7' 21i- net I 18" x 7' x 10" 30/- nel
16' X r x 9' 27/6 ,
21" x
x r
33/18' x
x
Special for Music Magnet, 30/-• net.

‘-'s POCH.

A' ofe.—Oor h1,1-1A ore titayel at 4 ground points (not 3) which
chstares safety.

48E, MOH

any of the thousands of usen of even
models.
But till, season's models?
Well, let the speakers tell you themselves.
POCH.
E
EPOCH.
EPOCH.

r

Any size made to order at oroportlonate prise.
Pagan, 1f. rem. Cath with ant., or C.O.D.

Trade enquiries weleomei.

Thomas O'Brien Ltd.,

t'ç

‘
le
‘3-

-

EPOCH.

"REG!ONAL"

EPOCH.

STATION ELIMINAT_Ie

EPOCH

DOUBL ES

EPOCH.

Cuts out your Local or Regional Station
and brings in distant, weak and foreign
Stations 25% louder and clearer.

EPOCH.

E

POCH.-Order one

for

7

days

free trial.

TH E

SELECTIVITY OF YOUR SET

EPOCH.

,

E

1016

pocH
POCH.

E
E POCH.

Brookmans Park-5GB
-or Local Station cut
out in 2 degrees (but
NOT everything else)

E pock'.

Fitted in 3o seconds.
NO ALTERATIONS TO YOUR SET.
Come and see it demonstrated in our

EPOCtL
EPOCH.

foit

E

Write or 'Phone

MFG. CO.

14, DALTON STREET, WEST NOR WOOD. S.E.27.
'Phone : Streatham 6731.

Showroom.

POCH.

"El POOH.-The most comprehensive range of moving
coil speakers in the world.
EPOCH.
EPOCH.
EPOCH.

New Model
Per Set.

15/.

EPOCIL-Send Lot

catalogue

W 8.2.

EPOcH.

selnieseSET*
tau
awe •
/WM ,11e.
111. I1011,11

A-10, Bulls Head Chambers,
Houwool Avenue
Manches ;or.
"

f

THE LITTLE CELLS THAT SATISFY '---.

Leyton Primary H.T. Matt ry, Pl Porous
Sac Cells.
All complete fo
1-cell.
6-cell.
2.-cel. r
FÉ
PI
aid. .. 3/3 .. 5/9 ..

E SI &S2

St

EPOCH.

Fr

EPOCH.

lull

real information.

EPOCH.
E POCH.
POCII RADIO MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd., are
J-11 the manufacturers. City Office and Service Station. 3, Frirringdon Avenue (Ludgate Circus end), 31.0.4.
'Phone: Central 1971 (2 lines). Private Branch Exchange.
[6972

W

.111seinl"

Send 11d.

or

Pot Cells 4
assembly..----=
i_çall.
à
leiP

atch ou.
r.norte
- for-new
i/t
i
epe .c
.
ell.12f-

Miler t pint Ms; pint 1/6, po.t free 3d. extra.
»tamp for booklet giving full particulars to

THE LEYTON BATTERY
30$ CHURCH ROAD - LEYTON

z-

EPOCH.
>HUMS

4, GOLDEN SQUARE (Piccadilly
Circus), 1N.11.
Telephone: trerrard 2.137.

BF.

WONDER- EPOCH.
FUL
usage examined
EPOCTI-16
Post
RECEPTION EPOCH.
..0 ....r
.
le!gelal

I.D.S.
t

EPOCH.

ASHTON PERFECT
AERIAL SPREADERS

PRICE

Post Free.

POCEL-Your deposit instantly refunded in full it
you are not more than satisfied. No catch. .Nu
red tape.

«dr24

Iiirdion

flater St., Seel St., Liverpos

EPOCH.

ees

15/.

Quotations given-tor Special Mini

nob, b.,

VPOCH.-Plesse do test them against any or every
-Ud make on the. market-preferably with a GPM*
switch over.
EPOCH:

THE TULSEMERE

FRENCH

EPOCH

ie-toNliàlener.ria37e

MAST

BUILD
YOUR OWN
CABINET

aid of nails or serras. Perfectly r
when assembled, forming a cabinet
for the housing of the most costly rs
mt. Packs gat in card box when f
by tot, tms minimising risk of dam
Cabinets fa suit any circuit
PUISHED
MAWHO
IT
G
RA:H
IYI
NOOER
D LI,'

EPOCH

Elsewhere, 41:: Weighs 40 lbs.

C .P.

sectional construction allowing it ti
assembled in a few minutes without

't
ee'
1U
.
15-S

EPOCH.

&NOVE 1

h
The
iziiPatent'
.cl a,,an
'1
13.012
0I
!
Cb'
l
'
y Cabinet
a.i ,
u ed.
is u re
i
a,

-3

EPOCH.

EPOCH Noes' Coil Speakers Speak for Themselves.

to

116 :
3/6.

Tapering Ir to I"
Carriage
London, 21Midlands. V' Elsewhere, 4/... Weighs 36 lbs.

a

El'OCH Boeing Coll Speakers.

EPOCH.

STEEL
MASTS

26ft

\
etssit
telD\
.:141EW.:

Louespeakers.—Cont.d.

REDUCED PRVES

DECEMBER IITH, 1929.

THE WIRELESS WORLD—StiÈmEmEbrr

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Co.,

E.10

to

re.

REPAIRS

Any mak.. of L. t. Transformer, Loudspeaku
or headphones repaired and dispatched within
43 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
with each repair. 4/- Post Free.
Terms to Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.
Dept. W.

Ik214, High Street,

Colliers Wood,

The Wireless World:1 1014ns writing-le-advertisers', will ensure prompt attention.

London, S.W.134
564

DECEMBER

(

TIM,

THE WIRELESS WORLD- SuPPLEmENT

1929.

FIELLESEN
DRY

BATTERIES

AKER'S

A

ELECTRA:DIX

E

LONDON
DISPOSAL DEPT.

QELH1TRST RADIO Moving Coil Breakers are of
the Highest Grade•and Proved Efficiency.

1.3

AKER'S

A
E
QEF,111711.81` RADIO Moving Coil Speakers Obtained
on 14 Days' Approval ker Comparative Test.
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BAKE2'41

A
E
RADIO Moving Coil Speakers
sELITURST
Music Lovers Throughout the World.
AKER.8

"
Y

Used by

B

OU
know," remarked
Baxter as we hailed ataxi
after the meeting of our Wireless Club, "buying H.T.
Battezies is very apt to be like
buying a pig in a poke." "Explain, 01 cryptic one," I
rejoined. "Well, you pay your
money down and then trust to
luck as to how many hours'
service you are going to get;
the rate per milliampere-hour
seems to vary surprisingly." I
objected. "There is no need for
that to happen if you buy a battery of reliable make. Next time
get yourself a Hellesen, get a
Double or a Triple Capacity,
if you can;
not only are
Hellesens amazingly consistent,
but there is no battery which
gives so good a return for the
mo ney."

A

Grid Dias Type 2/.
"Wirin" to volt H.T. Type. .10/8
"Wimp" 99 volt H.T.Type..1111.
"Wesel" tos volt H.T. Type 201.

AKER'S

A

Your

Dealer Sells

Them.

r

smasRgeztied Veuveie,g,SW Mee.Pezilti2

BAKER'S

A
E
QE1.1IUR,ST RADIO Moving Coll Speakers can
S
be Ilerrd at the New Demonstration Room.
B AKER'S

A

TRANSMITTERS. With A.T.1. and all fittings lo case, cost
£15. 2-Valve Aircraft with Oar= Valve,. Speech or Morue,
40'-. Tapping Key., No. 1, with rnassive contacts, 11/- each.
Transmitting No. 311(1).. with aluminio n cover, double
contact, One work, 7/0 each.
Morse Practice Sets, with
ltuazer and Key on mahogany paucl, 8/8 each. Spark (laps, 2/...
DYNAMOS. L.T. Chuging. -hero, 12 volts 250 watts, with
auto cutout. 213.-; W.W., 20 volts 5 am
50.- ; L., 12
voila 8 amps., 45,4; ('t., 18 volts 8 mop'. 135/-; 10 volta
25 storm. Er
103.; 80 volts 20 wisps., Di 101., and Four
100v. ,,,otero.
-. High Tension Charging Motor (teamsters :
230 volt.
to 100 volts, 100 Ill/a. (LP., 70/-. Dynamos :
100 volts 4 ann., 25,'- • 230 volts 4
£3 10,
Anode Motor (/,'o'rators, 100 volts D.C. to 250 volts, 250
510 ;220 mita D.C. to 400 volt. D.c.,
U.E.C. and 15Th. 2-coin. Aircraft (enerators : D30 volts 60
m'a., and 8 volt.. 5 amps., PIG; 600 volt., 100 rn/a , and
volts 3 amte.., 515f, Fine Newton II.T. Generators, DtW..
2,000 v., 230; Slow Speed Motor flener . IkW., 2,000
volts, SPA; 5kW., 2,000 and 4,O00 volts, 432. Large E.V.
Meager Hand Generators: 600 volts, EL Hand Magnetos,
nu v. 30 in/a., (1/-; ILT.,4,000 v. ". mfd. allea Condenser,.
10,.. ;2,000 v. Veda. 15/s.
SWITCH GEAR. Mains Set Gla.s Fuses, 2 amp... ad. Slow'
motion Cleared-811de ]there.., 230 w., 7/8.
147 S.P. Plug
Boards, 9-way, 10 amp.,
Lucas 8.wey Switch Boses.
mahogany. Brass 'lover, II 0.P., 1D.P., 1C.O., 31.
P.C.O.
Switches. 1/8 ; II.T. .end receive,
; Lucaa Car Auto
Cutouts,
; and hundred> of other Switches allfi Controller..
Charging Boards built to order.

AKER'S

GUN POCKET TORCHES, with new
Ever-Ready" Batters,
2 0. Airship Safety Lamps. 2 v., 7/8 : 23 •-. to 200 v. Candle
Lamps, Bd. Hand Lanterne, ditto, es. Radiator 2 amp]lu•volt Latom for charging, 23. 1.000 ohm lire. Bulbs,
ELECTRIC FLASHING SIGNAL LAMPS: Allis, 14,3 ; C.A.V.,
12,1; 3-Colour Hand.
lather Cases. lea 8xGin., with
strati,
Aerial
Bd. Aerial Winches. with Brake.
1.1. Airaldp Safety Lampa, 15,'-,

E
QET.IIIIRST RADIO Moving Coll Speakers are the
K.,
Best that Money can Buy; ideal Xmas presents.

B

O-volt, 40 watts, dal; 250 watt%

WAVEMETERS by Townsend, Paul, SlIvertown and Gambrell.
Marconi Region Wave Turns, 15/, Heteredynes, all renges

A

"Kohn" oo volt H.T. Type
volt H.T. Typo ..32/

BROADCAST RECEIVERS. New R.A.F. 3.V.dve serni•portable,
1 Det. 2 LP., 3 antl-pong Holders, Remote Control, Variable
Condenser and Rheostat, and tested on Broadcast, 27/8. or
with Cabinet Hornless Loud Smakrr, 42/ ; R.A.P. 5-Valve
ditto, with Vetere ' £3 10.3. ; or nr ....1 il toi, mahogany
nine w ith P.M. Di a l., ge
:1- Valve LP, Amplifier,.
30.-, Twit, Loud Speaker Wire, 3/- ter 100 yds. ..briti Wall
Plugs and Socket.. 10,1, Remote Tuning Co'strols. Riled long
cord and two Variable Condensers and Rheostat, 2,-.

TRANSMITTING VALVES.

B

"HOUR" 99

TELEPHONES. Mown's. 4,0110 or 2.000 ohm pairs, headband
and cord, 35/. Per pair: 1,200 ohm ditto, 20/120 ohm
ditto.
; Sullivan L.R.. 31- pair. Single Brown A Receivers, 611 or 750 ohms, 7/8; 2.000 ohms, 14/Western or
Ericsson Receiver& for Pick.ups, 1/6. Wrist kerns, 12/8.
Polite Address Hand Microphones, 115/-.
Speech Button',.
1 .. Carbon Mice., in.et.. 9s. Skinderviken, 2,... Bobbin,,
U.

B

•

QELHURST RADIO Moving Coil Speakers.-The new
1..3
36-page booklet is full of truthful Information.

Treble Capacity.

CHOKES. For feed from power amplifleu, tot :at Model, 17/0.
Ironclad i'llohea, LS. If.F. f.holos, Silk Wound, II,
CONDENSERS. DubIller, .01 told., list, 7/. each; ask, 7/- doe.
New Sterling 2 mid., genuine Mansbridgo Condensera to
410 volt. at reduced price of 2,10 only: Ex WI)., 2 mfd..1/11.
Ka. Loud tipeeker Condenser.. .03, with 3 Taps,
; Mains
Smoothing 2 rind.. 1,1. Ebonite Ca. Condenser*, any from
colt to .001, 8d.

QELIIIIRST RADIO Moving Coil Speakers.-Write
now for new 36-page booklet, " Bound Advice."

L7

Capacity.

'Wiray " 9 volt

LORD SPEAKERS.
P..K. cone% fitted B.T.H. Moving Coil,
100 amide,, at only 7.8 each. Marconi L.S. Magnet Pots, 6v.
for Moving C.,-,11 C050., 201.. Uranio-Motor.. genuine Panetrol. Motors, run direct olf supply mains, Cited turntable,
etc., few only, 63 Ph. each ; worth Ed 10..

METRES. Mitilainmeters, B.T.U. panel, 15/ - •0to 500 volts,
451..
Weston Meters. to 1,000 volts; 1theft and other
Testing Sets, NAM 4 ranges, amps, and volts, 45:-. D.E.'
lint Wire, ; amp..
Stivertown
7/8.
Relays,
71, Wind Speed Meter,, 6/-. Torpedo Gyroscopes, 15/,
WHEATSTONE BRIDGES. 0.P.O. and Dial types, ity 10s.
Mirror Cairns Reflecting Beam, by Paul, Gambrel!, Stillivau
and Tinsley, fa. Standard Resistance Bose., and 1.11111.er/tat
Shoota, 35'-. Electrostatic Voltmeter:. to 3,000 volts, PA.
Capacity Bridge>, £8, Meggers and Bridge Regimes, cheap.

PRICES
Standard

XXV.

Loudspeakers.-Contd.

B

B

AMPS-HOURS-PENCE!

ADVERTisEmENTS.

AKER'S

MISCELLANEOUS.
Geared condenser Dials, 1/8;
Shock
Coils, 818
21, Voltmeter. 0-0 v. and 0.120 v., 4/8 only.
I.oud Speaker Magnete, 1a cad, WT. Batteries, .11/ v., 5,1.
inamepbone Pickups, 14'.,
Valve Boxis, 3-Cell padded.
VO. Double Protractora in leather Ileac, 5.'-. 1....trunient
t
ma hog> ny. with Handle. Lid And 1. 0..1, Front ,
7x8
emit 2/0. Plated Anglo Terminals. 10 .1..4.. Id.
each. blethogai.y Cases, with Lid and Ebonite Panel, with 5
Brass Sockets for FIT. 0040 31in.,
Earth Spikes with
Terminal, 1/2. Tons of other geoda unclassified. Send mod,
with cede, plus postage er your enquiries.
Laird Edition of OW' Swill« Bored. In Podia red Alectrical
Good, ready. Send tolerated
Ior leargoln Ltd.

KELLUM 'DRY IATTERIES,
ELECTRICAL
MEASURING
INSTRUMENTS,
POLTMET MICA a. PAPER CONDENSERS,
NANDLAMIPS. TORCHES. ETC.

A. H.

HUNT,

LTD.,

CROYDON,

E
P.

SURREY.

SAVES RADIO USERS POUNDS.

RADIO, the leading
SELHURST
high grade coil speakers.

nFFICE:

88. Selhurst Rd.

manufacturers of

'Phone: Croydon 1618.

Works and Demonstration Room (always open) :
42 Cherry Orchard Rd.. Croydon. S.E. (15 minutes
non-stop Victoria or London Bridge).
[0231

ELECTRADIX

RADIOS,

218, Upper Thames St., E.C.4
13Iackfriars Stn.,

Underground Rly.

Advertisements ter " rk• Wirs/esi World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly rehaole.

City 0591,
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Loud. speakers.—Contd.

The

volts
10 carry 40 rn.à. for plate Rectifying Valve.
(b) 5 volts r6 amps. (centre-tapped) for filament
. Rectifying Valve.
(e) 4volts 3 amps. L.T. Raw A.C. for heater elements
• of three indirectly heated cathode valves.
el) y3 volts tamp. (centre-tapped) L.T. Raw A.G. for
filament of output valve.
210-0-210

C.A." CHOKE.
Price 126.
For use in the smoothing circuit of the rectifying unit
incorporating "W.W.S." Transformer.
Inductance of
approximately 35 henries at maximum D.C. load of
50 01.5.

Re•-i

, tane0

380 ohms.

"RADIELLE"
Transformer
T

ype

«4

T.1

19

for H.T.
Power Unit
up to 50 ma.
and supply
L.T.RawA.C.
4volts
4 amps.

37/6
THE
8a H

RADIELLE COMPANY LIMITED
took Hill,Ohalk Farm, London, N.W.3
(facing Chalk Farm Tube Station).
Telephone:

Hampstead 1934

QELHITRST RADIO are the
I
,J
of Moving Coil Speakers.

pioneer manufacturer«

S
E
H

POPLI LAR

S
New as-page Booklet,
THEyenta
for the asking.

SPECIAL
"Sound

Advice,"

SPEECH
MICROPHONE

is

For powerful amplification
speeches, concert music, sermons
.cte. As efficient as microphone
costing many pounds.

A
D
(-1dit Speakers are of the Melted Grade Throughout.
.:lid of proved efficiency.

o
V
G

Note the
l'rice

16/f

Post

Free.

THE IMPROVED WILSON MICROPHONE & ELEGIR CCO ,ETD
182, Holland Park Avenue, LONDON, W.12
L&S

ETuds

be

THE GREAT DEMAND
di r;e
s
pre et
bite

C:il

Speaker,

and you will

C
O
3

QEND Tab: for a Baker's Speaker,
I-1
approval Sar comparative test.

on

Booklet,

for C.D.M. components has
compelled larger premises
to be taken. When sending
for goods, please note new
address, to save delay.

C.D.M. H.F. CHOKES, suitable or
35 to 2,000 metres, .5/— and 4/— each
MOTORBOnING STOPPER
— 7/— each

FIXED MICA CONDENSERS.
.00005 to •002
- 1/3 each,
'0025 to '006
1/9
- 2/9 „
DUONATOR.
.0003 and 2 meg, combined - 2/— ea:ch
14

clay ,

A
tINJOY the Wonderful Realistie Reproduction Given
by Baker's new Swakers.

BROWNIE WIRELESS CO. (GB.) LTD.
Nelson Street Works, London, N.W.1

For
tip(I'll or untisic—fi
private or public use—the New Wilsc
Watch -Type Microphone will amphi
whispers to an amazing volume withot
the aid of valves.
Eminentlysnitedtowirelessexperimenter
't hese microphones can also be used i
connection,
any wireless receive:
Apart from the practical application of the instr:
menti, they can be used for experiments and
for amusement
..
Price, Post Paid IN;
•

The NEW Wilsol

Un Send You
Our
Free
6-page
LET"Sound
Advice," a postcard will do.
S
P
E
A
K
E

The Brownie POPULAR Transformer
is every b.t as good as it looks. Its
purity of ampl fication gives vivid
clarity throughout the full musical
range, while it!, sturdy British construction ensures that it will give th:s
quality of reproduction not just now
and then, but always. It costs only
96, and does the work of transformers at double its price.

it ICROPNONEt
for the

MICROPHONE

E

(a)

NEW Wilson

WATCH-TYPE iimmum
nn'LL'c''''

A

MID-WINTER
ANNOUNCEMENT. SEASON
111211-30.
" W.W.S. ' TR
..rit.viER. Price 39/o.
Wound,
to ‘'
World"
specification,
with
Secondary voltages adjusted as follows:—

DECEMBER IITH, 1929.

WORLD— SuPpLEmENT

E
S

WAVE TRAP
REJECTOR

—
—

—
—

— 7/6 each
— 8/6
„

RESISTORS all prices upon application

C.

D.

MELHUISH

NEW ADDRESS:

MAXWELL WORKS,
Çonewood St., Highbury, London, N.5

MUM Display Advertisement in nit issue Illustrate'
A
the Finest and Most Efficient Moving Coil Speakt:r
made to-day.
»AKER'S SELIIDEST RADIO, Office, 89, &Mar:a
11.1., South Ntrwood, S.E.25. Works: 42, Cherry
Orchard Rd., East. Croydon (always open).
10231
PHILIPS Speaker for Sale; cost £5/5, sell £4, or
anearest; used 5 weeks only.—Coombs, Lowesmoor.
Worcest er.
[7475
Different Makes of Loud-speakers in Stock; your
ell,
old one taken in part payment, high allowances
made; your enquiry will receive prompt attention.—
Rostock and Stormill, 1, Westbourne Terrace, EIE.23.
[7531
A MPLION Lien Chassis. 1,14 (56); 53/15. or offer.
L'A —24, Ilammersley St.. Tlanley, Stoke-on-Trent.
f1553
QC1i EW-ON Reed Extensions, complete with drilled
bush, nuls, and washers; state make of unit.—
J. Hindle, 5, Coronation SE, Blackpool.
[7544
el14 Celestion, £14/10, unsoiled; 58/10.-43. Buck.
leigh Rd., S.W.16.
'Phone: Streatham 1358.
[7555
13IIITTPS Loud-speaker, 25/-•, Brown 713, 15/-;
▪
Ilegra milt and cone, mounted. 7/6; R.I. tuner
and 2 anode units, 10/6 lot.—Fell, Meadow View.
Rowley Grove, Stafford.
[7543

r,

BROWNIE
•
WITU.ELESS
Aleutian

of

The

Your First Steps
in Wireless
By

HUGH

S.

POCOCK

Editor of "The Wireless World'
Amos. helpful little book for those who are
beginning to study wireless. It explains
technical difficulties by simple analogies.

Price 9d.
From
Dorset

ILI FFE
House,

By Post 11d.
& SONS LIMITED

Tudor

Street,

sed leading booksellers.

Wireless World." when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attenttoti.

London,

E.C.4
w.w 14

410'

DECEMBER IITH, 192

THE

ee

WIRELESS WORLD—SUPPLEMENT

B.T.H.

found unsatisfac—
ory
and
returned
Ivithin seven days of
l
urchasing from us
free, we guarantee
oreturn your money
la full or forfeit the
um
of £100.
A
imilar arrangement
an be made with
our dealer.

—Write Box 3986, c/o The

30/,
Wireless World.
[7369

Ball and SocketDev i
ce ,w h
en fitted
to your cone unit, will relieve driving rod of all
stress, centering the cone in relation to
driving rod improving results all round; provisional
patent applied for; price 2/6; c.o.d. terms available.
—Weedon, 80, Lonsdale Av., London, E.6.
[7487
SELF-CENTRE

TRANSMITTERS.
CHEBROS.
Chebros.
Chebros transformers and
chokes of all descriptions, special transformers for
transmitting and modulati on; chokes a. speciality; enquiries invited.—Chester Bros., 244, Dalston Lane,
London, E.8.
[5240
VALVES.
A MPLIFIER Valve.—I1 you require >Wier you cannot do better than one of these :—
tifLA31ENT Volts 6, plate volts 400 (maximum),
grid bias 84 volts (approx.), impedance 800
ohms., amplification Motor 3.8, mutual conductance
4.35 m.a./votts; price £5/10; see article "The Wireless World," 24th July, 1929, then send to North
London Valve Co., Ltd.. 22 1
/.Cazonove Ed., Stoke
2
Newington, Lond on ,N. 16 .
[7457
A .c.is., 151-; A.0./G., 81-; A.0./P1, 12/-; unused.—
Wilmshurst. 4, Rumors Gardens, S.W.14.
[7516
TWO Matched P625 Valves, £1; 1 P.11.14 valve,
ten—Francis, 1, Park Crescent, Southend-on-Sea.

o

41>

rrILREE Six-Sixty Valves, ono 210 ILF. ,one 21[0
75P
1.
3
.
one 215 8.P., new, unused: will exchange for
Brown veo unit.—A. Hart, 3, Lord St., Bacup. Lance.
110.1115X, PM6, PM252 (2-volt Super- Power ), [7483
M ari cold DEH610, DES, and Amplion 6-volt detector; what offers? useful exchanges considered.—

frfre,a4*

t
keei
TWO MODELS.
A. 200-700 metres (for
2LO, b011. etc.)
II. 700-2,000
metres
(tor SEX, ate,)
If &Weed either model
torn be cent on receipt of
12,10or per C.O.D. open
receipt of Pod Cord.

108, Milton Rd., W.7.
OSSOR. Valves, 'UL F., 2P, 1R.C., Mallard 5[P7M5435
1.3A, 1.4, 4/6 each; one P.M. 254. 6/-, all 4-volt;,
,
9110. 2-volt Ose-amo, 3/6 each; 3 SP. Cosmos for

7/-; 5 4-volt new Cleartrons for 10/n—llaaelwoial,
Lower Hare Park, Newmarket.
OOSSOR 610ILF. and 610X .P. (unused); also752e
j
volt Osram H.P. and Met. Vick L.F.• '25/-, or

•

ONLY

•

ssiels.1°...'i.

WAVE
SELECTOR

•roducos every note. Patent 10 incit
oabolishes dnimminess and clutter.
olutely human and lifelike.
lei 29, 220v. 1,.c.
lel 21), 4-6 v.£. 11, 0.
fair or hlahogany Cabinet ay .16 AL

AIse
..pectal
model for
A.C. Mau.

MOVING COIL Loud Speaker
ulucc iteaiisea _s
eccord
Your

.ed to catch every
t and shadow.,
naingly realistic,
et and tension ad ment obviates wear

Pick-up — Tone Arm—
Vol. Cont.
01 .17 .0.
Without Volume
Control
41 .15 .0.
Pick-up only 41. 7.11.
Tone Arm and Vol.
Without
hont
Control

[7537

WIRE.

A

\, MOVING C°11' speaker
. . . at hall price I.

LeP t(

Evans, Penlan House, Penclawdd, Swansea.
[7552
1J Osmm, double wave rectifier; it/-, post free.—

separate—Ratcliffe, 21, Ashbourne Rd.,

ookman's Park cut out at will. No alterations
set. No Valves to burn out. No drilling. Easily
igged in between aerial and set.

POLOOY t—M; A. Frost regrets deis'ts,' Christmas
rush, snowed under with orders.-54, Clerkenwell
.Rd., E.C.1.
[7571

COMPONENTS, ETC., FOR SALE.

J
3ELLINC-LEE

Panel Fitti ngs

are

des i
gned

E

complete with valve; £3/17/6.
H.P. Chokes; 3/,

CIRAMOPHONE Motors, well known mate. double
spring, silent, complete with Mine; 30/,

S any article on approval against cash.—Huggins,
Radio Engineer, Clacton-on-Sea.
[7398
PECIAL Bargain.-13.T.11. 40 henry chokes;

9/6;

Y

OUR Old Components Taken in Part Payment for
Vlifilum
ee
Latest Type;
see
our. advert.
in
column
Os.115e. Receivers for Sale.—Scientilio Development Co.,_ 51,
Fishergate, Preston.
(0228
Motor, 11/1, new, 30/-: Loewe pick-up,,,
10/-; Brown's A type, 16/-; millitimeter, 3/6;

and eliminator components wanted.—Brown,

Guild St., Burton-on-Trent..

010PRONE PICKand TONE ARM

I

Write for particulars to: DARL111 BROS., Dept. D.1,
'alha in Rd., Edmonton, London, NA Tel.: Tottenham 7446.

Gordon Castagnoli, AM. 11.E., Castaphone
Service, Culver St., Colchester.

ee

give

amps, 8 /6.
LIMINATORS, A.C., wired for hall or lull wave,

73,

I«

to

an expert finish to any home-constructed set;
catalogue post free.—Belling and Lee, Ltd., Queensway
Works, Ponders End, M i
ddlesex.
rtYLANITE, the most artistic p
anel known; only 21•.—, and 3/- per eq. ft., according to pattern; whelk
lam and samples free (l1,4d, postage).—Marsh and
Wright, 5, Royal Arcade, Weymouth.
[7317
VENEER
Wood Paper Converts Commonest Woods
into Oak; 30in.x2Oin., 8d.—Burtenshaw, Hillsborough Terrace, Ilf racom b
e.
[7351
6 A-01IMS
Decoupling Resistances; see advt.
under Coils. — Groves Brothers (Manufacturers).
[7175
TlaOTENTIAL Dividers 10,000, 15,000, 20,000,
25,000 and 30,000 ohms, 5 variable tappings;
2/- each.
iniOTENTIAL Dividers, heavy dui. y. wise wound.
15,000 and 20,000 ohms, 7 tappin g ,5/6; 4
tappings, 3/9.
ONDENSERS, 2 mid., 2/3; 4 m id ., 4/ ; guaranC teed; tested 500 volts.
nROKES•(L.F.).—Excellent for smoothin g, pp to
20 milliamps, 2/.; special heavy duty, 100 milli-

rec eiver

Advertisements

XXVii.

Louespeak ers.—Contd.
Model C2, hor n type,perf
ect condition;

undue side

I
f
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[7518

leERFERENCE.—Special
two-section
eliminator
coil for making your own Brookman Park wavetrap; 3/3 each, post free, with diagram; macle by

1
[
15
d
1
i
o
0

SETS, KITS,

COMPONE:NTS

Buy the H. & B. Way.
It's Easier.
It's Better,
No References. Strictly Confidential.
CLIMAX, All Electric A.C. Chelloset, One dial
tuning, Dual wave, Amazingly selective. In
Walnut Cabinet,
Cash Price£.17 .8,
Valves included, or £2 down and 10 monthly
payments 17/6.
C0880R, 193o Battery Kit, complete with
Cabinet, Valves and full instructions,
Cash
Price £8 .15 .0, or 16/- down and II monthly
payments 15/10.
PYE POPULAR TWO, Remarkable efficient
Two, One dial tuning, Dual range. 'Cash
Price fol .17. 0, 01 i5/- down and to monthly
payments 9/-.
PYE, All Electric 3, S.G., Handsome Cabinet
in Walnut, Gramophone pick-up plug. Including Valves and Royalties.
Cash Price
£25, or £5 down and 12 monthly payments
36/
8.

ELIMINATORS
PHILIPS A.C. Model 7 tappings will work
any set up to 5 valves.
Cash Price ZS. 10.0
Or io/- down and to monthly payments io/6 ,
PHILIPS D.C. H.T. Unit *2 variable tappings
and 2, fixed.
Cash Price £3 .11 .8 or 10/'.
down and jo monthly payments 7/-.
EKOO A.C. Eliminator. 3F.20, S.G.. 600- '40
120/1 50. fob,down and 8monthly paymenie

9/8.

M.P.A. popular Cabinet speaker, Oak Cabinet

Cash Price 45/- or 5/- down and 9 monthly
payments 5/-.

BROWN'S YEE Units and-Chassis. The perfect speaker. Cash Price 40/- er 8/7 doWit
and 4 monthly payments 8/
7.
BULGUR Valves Emission Tester. Test your
valves.
Every amateur should have one.
Cash Price 42/- or 5/- down and 8 monthly
payments 5/ -.
AMPLION A.0.4.
Oak Cabinet Speaker.
Splendid tone; handsome appearance. Cash
price £3 or i5/- down and 5 monthly payments io/-.
H.& B. 1930 115 page catalogue now ready,
Price 9d. Refund on first order over 5/-.
We can supply any set described in ibis issue for
cash or upon our gradual payments system.
Write for full details of the set you are interested in.
Carriage Paid on all orders.
C.O.D. Charges Paid over £1.
WE CAN SUPPLY ANYTHING RADIO.

H. it B. Radio CO.
34, 36, 38, Beak Street,
Regent St., W.1, London
'Phone:

Gerrard 2834,

e Guinea

Milliard Speaker, P.M. 24-valve, used few
tr
hours; hall price.—Legge, Park Rd. West, Wolverhampton.
•[7504

Vim Wireless World" aro only accented from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Components, Etc., for Sale.—Contd.

Components, Etc., for Sale.—Contd.

R

I. Input and Output, push-pull power transformers,
301- the pair; one Cosner 210 L.F. valve, 71.;
one P.11.4, 4/-: carborundum crystal detector, 3/-.44, Miles Rd., Epsom, Surrey.
[7508

guaranteed as new.-Wearite Eve
COMPONENTS,
man coils, bases, medium, 8/-; long wave, I(

fille

QET 141 McMich: el Superhet Transformers, 35/-;
Climax folding frame aerial, 15/-1 two new
heasiphows
7/6 ooch: Arnplion A5 loudspeaker uni.. 151-; Low , pick-oc. 7/6; all perfect.Covington 20, St. Alban Rd , Bedford.
[7506
LIMAX Folding Frame Aerial and Stand, with
loath's& coil, ranges 200-2,000 metres, 16/-:
II.F. choke, 5/6; Igranic L.F. transformer, 5/-1 Or.
mend rheostat, complete, 1/6; new Igranic ditto,
2/•; 250 ohm Burndept potentiometer, 2/-; 0-8 volt
dead beat pro-s1 meter, 6/-; R.I. 6-terminal transformer, 15/-: all gusranteed: deposit.-Box 4147, cio
The Wireless World.
[7501

World's Wonder Sets
STATIONS ROLL IN

C

Sold at FACTORY PR ICES, complete with
Cossor Valves,
ready tor listening-In,
with Grand Model Cabinet Cone or Horn-type
Loud Speaker. Yours for 5 - deposit. Nothing
more to pay for a month.
Purchase completed
by easy payments.
QUICK DELIVERY.

G

£2 GRAMOPHONE

ECOPHONE Broadcast Wavemeter, accurate, 50/•:
vibrator instrument, with graph; exchange gond
loud-speaker balanzed armature unit.-Box 4146, c/o
the Wireless World.
[7500

Electric

APPLEBY'S.

FREE

A

Special Offer of
SCREENED GRID
& ALL ELECTRIC
MAINS SETS.

E

MND of Year Clearing means big work, and big batgains; you will do well to watch these columns
during the next few weeks; hundreds upon hundred,
of pounds worth will be turned :ont, of all classes ot
radio material, preparatory to reorganisation and extension.
A PPLEBY'S. Number Forty-four, Chapel St., Maiyle•
£3. bone, N.W.1 (4 minutes from Oxford St., London).
[0316

A

b OWel
SECURES

2,3.4
VALVE
SET

a

NSURES

LISTENER'S
INCOMPARABLE

DVANTAGES.
ARGAINS

INNUMERABLIC,

Write
for Lists

LIBERAL

WORLD'S WIRELESS STORES,

Walllflgtoim

IRRESISTIBLE

T

A

RANGE
OF
GOOD
VALVE HOLDERS

ERMS.

[TEA,
tie true; a Littlehampton client was
I.
satisfied that he sent unsolicited testihnonii
"Your firm is 'streets ' ahead of some of the Li
Ion Houses for business." This unsolicited, repu
lion we endeavour to uphold.
WHENEVER
INCOMES
REQUIRE
EcONOMY
LESSEN ED
EXPENSES
SUPPLY

SOLUTIONS.-So. when applying for Guide end
your submitting similarly composed advert:

1/3

CVI.DON

'STEW Cone Speaker Unit by M.P.A.. 6/-; ILL aerial
11 tuner, with reaction, 200-4.000 metres. cost 39/6.
15/, or offer; new Climax G.». unit. 10 tappings. cost
7/-• R.I. ILF. anode reactance, 200-4,000 metres.
Knowle Mount, Burley, Leeds.
[7534

10/•;
eondeni
2/-; Clarion dualwave coils, 51- each.-Baybut.
llainault Rd , Chadwell Heath, Essex.
(74

B

MICR Sale. McMichael super bet unit, 5 valve set. 2
.0005 variable condensers, with slow motion dials,
1 trame aerial. £3; 2 R.I. reactive anode units, centre
tapped, new, listed 25/- each, 10/- each, or offer; 1
Colveru dual coil, with circuits, new, 8/-; 1 Dubilier
variable grid leak, new, 4/-• 2 Burndept variable full
resistances. new, 2/• each; 1 Igranic variable 3 terminal
condenser,
2/6;
1 R.I.
Anti•Mobo
unit,
new,
5/•;
1 Brown's
Type
2 loud-speaker.
£15/15
list, as new, £5; several 2-volt valves at 4/- each.-37.
Moore St., Rochdale.
[7546

£1; P.M.24.
Baker's MC.
speaker. 200v., 25/-.-Sinith, 10, Parade, Felixstowe.
[7541
11(MICHAEL Super Het Block Unit, with long and
171 short wave oscillators,. potentiometer,and instructions, 20/-; McMichael twin range frame aerial, 15/-;
2 Gecophone slow motion condensers, suitable for above,
.0005..0003, 5/. each; McMichael R.C. unit, 3/6; new
dials, Igraine. 3/6; R.I. Baby, 2/6; Wate's
meter. 4/6; lime (Western Electric) speaker, 40/-• all
in good condition.-Ellis, Aingarth, Branshope. Leeds.
[7540
lt/ARCONIPRONE Type C. Power Transformer,
1JJ. 27/-; P.11.256, 5/•.-Barnes. 84. The Drive, Lough.
ton, Essex.[7538

New Valley Super Transformer,
ALMOST
choke, 4/-; 002.1 Ormond reaction

E

/111W0 L.S.5A Valves, and 1 B.T.11. pick-up; £2 the
-à• lot-Dyer, 34, Ackroyd Rd.. Forest Hill, S.E.23.
ILetters only.)
[7551

Sham Flush Type 0-2in.a.,
emission as new, 15/-; old type
UNUSED

Ø

FFERS Wanted.-Brown 11.2 speaker, ligranic ti
control,
potentiometer,
Neutrodyne
comidene
Sterling 0.0005.-Potts, 16. Queen's Drive, Moseley II.
Liverpool.
[76

RADIO HOUSE. HUDDERSFIELD (14th Winn'

A LL Parta, made into S.G.V.1 set, valves, H.T..
▪
L.T., accumulators; £6.-23, Shelbourne Rd. Tottenham.
t7558

Log Mid Line.-.0003. 3 at 9'6 each; ditto.
dual .0003, 2 at 14/. each; 2 Ferranti A.F.3. 15/each; Gecophone .0005. S.M. dial, 9/-; Mullard 100,000
ohms. W.W. resistance, with base, 4/-; Climax H.F.
choke. 5/-; Forme 1..F., 5-1, 4/-; Lotus 2-way coil
holder. 3/6; 2-way coil holder, 2/-; coils. Igranic. 50.
1/-; 75, 1/-; 100, 1/3; 300, 1/6; 400. 2/-•, Finstone,
35. 75, 175,3/. lot; pleated diaphragm speaker, Brown's
" A" earpiece, 9/-; Brown's "A" earpiece, 6/-; 2
pairs earphones, 2/9 each.-Rigby, Manor Avenue.
Penwortham. Preston.
[7542

Type .1 Transformers, ratio 3-1 and 6.
9/. each.-Box 4174, vio The 'Wens World.

STOUND1NG
Testimonials.-11.F.
choke,
2,1
turns-in segments, each surrounded,by air, low
zeli-calmeitY, even
choking;
2/by
postl.-Calti
Stewart, 28, St. Enoch Sq., Glasgow.
[75

A

7rWO Cosmos A.C./R. Valves 8/. each; one A.C./S.,
12/6; one A.C./G., 7/6; one B.T.H. 2: 1 trans.
former, 6/-,• all unused; lot £2.-Box 4093, c/o The
Wireless World.
[7478

S

T

WO A.F.5s, £1 each (as new in box); P1.11.4D4
5/-; A.C.R., 9/-; Sham voltmeter. 5/-..-10.
more St., Hasten& Chesterfield.
[75

TGRANIO

CONE or
Horn-type
LOUD
SPEAKER

• 101101VER Chokes, substantially built, for smoothing
circuLs in eliminators dealing with currents
100-300 milliamperes. inductance 30 henries; 8/6 each;
guaranteed V. months.-Transformer Repair Co. (Dept,
WI. 214. High St.. Colliers Wood, S.W.19.
[0327

pair ; set, 16/6; A.F.5, 17/6; Marconi Ideal Jun:
5/-;Cyldon .0005 dual. 7/6; single, 5/-; 2 Burndi
Ethoverniers. complete, 5/- pair: 11.1.28/14 L.F. cho
10/6: Hydra 4 raid. condenser, 2/6; 3 Dubilier Bakel
2 sold. ' 1/6 each; .05 Mica Bakelite, 2/6; .05 , 1,
.0001.610. .0001.620, .01.620, 1/- each; 2 Util
S.P.C.O. switches, plated, 2/- each; Two-range Po
17/-; volume control, 3/6; 11.11. binocular H.P. cho
1/6; 3in. aluminium panel brackets, 1/3; 8 new B
ebonite terminals, 2/-; Cosser P.610, Marconi, D.E.
II.L., ILL.610, 5/- each; P.625, P.625A, 7/6 ea(
the let 35/-; everything £6/5.-Coward, il, Carl.
Boulevard. Easthain, Cheshire.
[75

A

Pick-up

to all who
write
NOW for
Free Illustrated Art Lie and
order WITHIN so DAYS.

N Unusual Advertfi•ement.-/n view of the enormous
amount of business we have on hand at the
moment, and the approaching end of year clearing,
we are forced to give notice that freah part exchange
business will be suspended until further notice, from
to-day; current business will, of course, follow through
in the usual routine.

11»11.625A.. 7/6; P.M.4.D.X., 5/-; P.M.24, 17/-; 2
•
0.003 Utility, 3/- each; aerial coil and base for
Foreign Listeners 4, 3/6.-B11/SFLC, London, W.C.
[7562
ALE, experimental wireless, complete. £4; 3 PVe
.0005, 7/6 each; Dimies S.W.4, S.W.3, 0.A.. 1,
L IA. 3. M. and 2 bases. £1: 3 microstats, 1/- each;
Loewe condensers. .0002, .0005, .001, and .002. 1/3
each; Cosmos A.C. valveholder, 1/-; Ormond used,
.00005, .00005, .0001, and .0003. I/. each; Burndept
buzzer. 3/-; the lot £6.-Cope. 18, Cambridge Rd., Teddington.
[7560

DECEMBER IITH, 1929.

WORLD—SuppLEmENT

mente, using the words "Reliability Wireless Guid
so as to encourage readers to apply for this
Weekly change of matter desired. A 100-volt Il
battery lor each effort published, and useful const
lion prizes given.
GlrEOGRA PHICA LLY
UNFAVOCRED.

The W.B. Universal model is shown here. Equally
suitable for 4- or 5-pin valves and for eithervertical
or horizontal use.
This grips both solid and
resilient pins and costs only 103.
Other types
include an ordinary 5-pin and an antiphonic model,
1,3, and also a Rigid Valve Holder, I- with
terminals, 9d. without.
Two W. B. 5-pin (baseboard
mounting) and two W. B. Universal 5-pin Valve Holders were
specified for the Kit Set A. C.
Mains
model,
described
in
Wireless World, Nov. 27th issue.

W.B.

The W.B. Cone Unit; by reason of ill etle Balanced
Armature, achieves remarkably good results. Central adjustment--coball steel magnet—best bahelite casing, x2/6.
WHITELEY BONEHANI & CO., LTD., Nottingham Rd.,
Mansfield, Notts. Telephone: Mansfield 76s. Telegrams:
Whitebon Mansfield."
London Office: al, Bartlett's
Buildings, Holborn Circus, E.C.4 Telephone: Centra/ 6669.

Mention ot " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will

INHABITANTS.
DERIVE

NCI1A NTM ENT from the I.ist. which will
.124 sent post free by .1. IL Taylor and Co.,
Radio House, Macaulay Street, Huddersfield, to w)
competition efforts should be submitted, indicat
also if name and address publishable it succesal
(Only 23 alternative words required, Radio Hor
Huddersfield. remaining, one word tor each inil
following.) Winner: Mr. A. Hart, Beldevere
I.iverpool.

MAGNAVOX R.4, 6-volt Field, perfect, £3/12 ,
It& Regentone trickle charger, with L.T. coupi
28 /-; Cenlralab Pot, 500.000 ohms, 5/6.-27 M
Hill Av., Leeds.
[7°,

G

IIARANTEED, money returned il uneatisfactc
-Heil. 2-1 transformer, 6/-:. Marconi 2.1
7/6; Marconi 4.1, 7/6; Ferranti A.F.3, 9/6; Mete.
il.'!'. transformer, 18 6; Meteick A and B. 20/-;
Spot unit, 12/6; Blue Spot cone, 5/-; Blue Spot
up, volume control type, 19/6; Loewe gram) ps
uP.
9/-; B.T.H. pick-up. gramophone
t
o ne
a
model, 16/-: Cosmos 100 henry choke. 7/6; CORI'
S.P.55R. valve. 5/-;
5/-; A.C./S• ' 12 ,
A.C./G., 8/-; A.C./R.. 7/6: A.C./P.1, 8'6; 81P.4
.
9/6.-Box 4172, c/o The Wireless World.
ensure

piompt attention,.

•
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Components, Etc., for Sale.-Contd.
..T.H. Pick-up, 30/-, new; Sifam Elimeter, 200
' volts 100,000 ohm.. .£1; B.T.H. ILK. speaker,
.nd new, 84; B.T.H. 2-valve pick-up amplifier, with
yes, new, £3/5; B.T.H. 2-1
transformer,
9/ sen Radiogrand 5-1, 8/-; Blue Spot unit end
Aids, 25/.- Marconi Ideal 100 tem. choke, \13/6;
ins transformer primary, 220 volts, sec 2x200v.
I 4v., 12/-; 30 mat. choke, 6/-• Trickle charger,
amp., Sot..; valves, all new, 1 dosser 13.0. 2-volt,
i-•. Mo llard P.51.12 14/.; 2 Marconi H.L.210, 5/9
h; P.56.4, 8/-; disram
P.625A, 9/.;
Marconi
!I.11.210, 519.-Box 4167, c¡o The Wireless World.
(7674a
71RELESS Transmitting Sets for Morse Telegraphy
or distant Control of Models, etc., lin. spark
!I, condenser, spark gap, helix, etc., very compact,
nplete and ready for use, 12/6; high note buzzer
,h heavy Morse key, very high. quality, 7/6.-Below.
LECTRIC Motors, las.p. to Mih.p., 110v. and
' 220v. D.C., silent running, carbon brushes, In
fect condition and working order, suitable for
!Allophones, television, or any small power uses,
/-; a few with overheated windings, if rewound
ke good dynamos for H.P. accumulators, 6/-.low.
IOMPLETE Portable Telephones, ready for use, high
' clam instruments, 17/6; hand telephones, 4/6;
.00 ohnt choke coils. 1/-; Dewar switches, 1/-;
e earphones, 1/3; Morse keys, 4/-.-Below.
IGHLY Sensitive Microphones for Transmission of
Speech or Music or Sensitive Amplifying, 2/6;
broplione transformers to suit, 2/6; microphone
ttons. 1/-; G.P.O. relays, 2,000 ohms, very usuale, very low operating current, 6/6.-Below.
IN. Spark Coils, iiin.x 7in.xein., complete with
contact breaker and condenser, 12/6; lin. spark
Is, 4in.x4in.x5in., fully complete, 6/-; Ford 4nin coils. 3
/ in. spark, complete, 41-.-Below.
4
IYEAMOS, shunt wound, for charging or lighting,
50v. 4 amp., ring oiler bearings, carbon brushes,
100v. 3 amp. ditto, 50/-; 110v. 3 amp., ball
wing, carbon brushes, 55/.; 110v. 2 amp. ditto,
/..-Below.
LECTRIC Motors, all ball bearing and carbon
brushes, 14h.p. to 1,1h.p., 110v. ' 30/-; 6-volt car
rter motors '10/-; 12-volt ditto, 12/6; 110v. motor
ect coupled to am blower, mounted on iron bedte lieh.p. motor, 45 /-.-Below.
PARTERS, please state requirements; starter regn' lators make good field rheostats for dynamos,
carry 2 amps., 7/6, to carry 5 amps. 10/-, to carry
!mpg. 12 /6.-Below.
IL Above Goods Guaranteed, cash with order, or
, c.o.d. all goods 3 days' approval from date of
[very; all letters answered.-Galpin, Binfield Heath,
r Henley-on-Thames.[7570
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The
Unit for
the Screened- I
grid
Valve
THE

TONEX

UNIIIOX

THE TONEX

H.F.

Price

3

[

Each

UNIBOX is to the screenedgrid circuit what TONATUNA
is to the detector L.F. circuit. It is an absolutely
complete shielded coil unit for a screened-grid
valve receiver and is the very thing that has bean •
wanted for along time. All the coils are enclosed
in ametal case attractively finished in crystalline
enamel. The screened-grid valve itself fits into the
case-and in addition an extra shield can be fitted
for isolating the aerial tuning condenser from the
rest of the circuit.
The coils cover long and
short wave broadcasting hands and a self contained change-over switch is provided.
The UNIBOX contains all the essential parts of
the screened-grid circuit, the addition of tuning
condensers and a few other components being all
that are required to build a complete receiv ,.r.

3 TYPES rage metres 10-3,000 metres Centre Tapped
- 5/6.

THE TONEX

TO NA TUNA
The welleknown tuning coil that has
achieved remarkable
popularity. No coils
to change and asimple turn of the centre
knob switches over
from short waves to
long waves. Aerial
coil is centre taped
for increased selece
tivity. Range 24o to
Price
sao metres and moo
to 2,000 metres.
If your dealer <a« not stook, war direct /Watt He MIS
artd address--

WALKER STREET, BLACKPOOL.

ORDER YOUR CABINET
_FOR XMAS
yfann Stock)
"The Wireless World »
A. C. Kit Set
Wetal Cabinet and Base Complete £2 IA 0

irelessDoctor

1930

WILL CALL AND CURE YOUR SET
Consultations by appointment-no
obligation.
Personal Attention to all Clients' Sets,

Eliminators, Pick-ups, •• Webson" M.C.
Speakers Demonstrated, Installed, Maintained and Brought Up to Date.
Purity Reproduction Specialist.
NOTE NEW ADDRESS

55, EBURY STREET,

VICTORIA,

S.W.1.

Sloane 1655.

EVERYMAN
METAL

(London and Home Counties.)

Tratteenquiriei invite I. -Samuel Eaton & Sons (Manu.
facturen of Lighting Good;),66 72,8a rr St. Birmingham

o

Payment..-We supply, by easy payments.
components, accessories, and sets, any make' 10X
balance spread over 10 months.-Send list of
irements to London Radio Supply Co., 11, Oat

LS?
n,

Send 3d. in stamps for this
56-page Catalogue. Scores of
Ready -to -assemble
Wireless Cabinets
and
Special
Osborn
Offers.

CHAS. A. OSBORN (Dept. W.W.),
The Regent Works, Arlington Street, London, N.1.

Telephone: Clerlremrell 5095. Open to 7.30 pan. Saturdays 4.30 p.m.
And at El, ESSEX ROAD. Isusoros, NJ.
Open until 9 p.m
9p.m SATURDAYS.
'Phone: Clerkenwell 0634.

rickertisetnents for " The Wireless World "

are only accepted

IMITATED

ROSTA1

NEVER

ENTHUSIAST
seNü FOR IT/

each

(or without woodwork 351- each).
KILO-MAO & RECORD THREE METAL CABINET3.
35. each,or with woodwork 48/8 each.
Kit-Set 2713 and 88/8 each t
espect 1,1y.
Finished cristallins Brown, Black it Blue.

I%A

w

FOUR

CABINETS

46/6
fin

MUCH

MISCELLANEOUS.

s, London. E.C.2.
[0097
'MELON Notes.-A monthly service of Informsthin for all those who want the very best in
less or gramophone reproduction; frank criticism
eceivera and components; immediate postal help
advice in all difficulties; something new end
po; you must have it if you want to know the
h.-Full particulars free from Ernest II. RobinLaugmead, Pirbright, Woking, Surrey.
[6144

q;4

THE TONEX Co.

HILIPS L.T. Charger, 200v. A.C., 45/-; A.F.3,
12/6; Amplion Dragon, oak, 25l-; all perfect.!sell, 6, Groveland Av., Norbury, 8.W.16.
[7667
XPERI5fENTERS.-A limited number only moving coil loud-speaker Magnet units and castings.
well known firm, to be cleared cheap.-Particulars
E. B. Wardle, 41. Lower Mosley St., Manchester.
[7566
.P.3 Transformer, 16f-; Marconi
Ideal Junior,
10/-: Ideal Senior. 14 1., Harley wave trap, 8/-;
ices ditto, 8/6; Met-Vick 'elastic aerial unit, 8¡-;
obaken D.C. battery charger, 17/6; Wearite ILF.
ke, 3/9; Lewcos Q.A. mil, 7/6; Q.S.G. transner, 12/6; Cyldon L.M.L. 0.0005 condensers, 6/-;
labrell Pete Scott McMichael neutralising conden3/-; Ecko eliminator 1V.A.20, £2/17'6; Ecko
1. eliminator, 15/-; Blue Spot unit and frame.
e; White Spot frame. 12/6,• Ormond S.M. dials,
; Burndept ditto,
3/:
others.
1/6
to
3/-;
'lichee' all mains screened Dimic Three, as new,
i; Loewe cone upeaker, MU.; Brandes table cone,
-; ILI. Varies' pick-up and arm, 50/.; M.P.A.
zue speaker, 20f-; Amplion pick-up. 15/-; G.E.C.
o, 10/-; Elphonic ditto. 10/.; general radio 2e set, new, with valves, 45/-;_Dubilier R.C.C. unit,
Varley. 8/-; Millard ditto for Orgola, 11 /-;
•
ditto, with valve holder, 6/-; aero short wave
30 /-. very fine; Igranie neutro
regenerative
o, with extra coils. £3110; A.F.4 transformer,
.; pair P.625 valves, matched, as new, 17/6 pair;
25A 17/6; Censor S.G.220, 12 /-; Osram S.G.215,
▪ Penton(' P.M. 22, 14,-; Pentone P.51.28, 14/-;
5A., 10/-•, another, as new. 13/6; all valves guarsed in full emission; S.P.42U.
rectifier,
12!-;
,1 ditto, 9/-; also many other parts too numerous
list; send requirements.-Scientific Development
51, Fishergate, Preston.
Tel.: 1364.
[7564
VESTON Model 301, milliammeters, ammeters, and
voltmeters, 21 /- each; hot wire ammeters 0-1
4/-; 0-0-5 amp.. 3f- '
. instrument repairs and
rations; send for liet.-The Victa Electrical Co.,
,High St., Battersea, S.W.11. Established 1910.
[7563

CHOKE

A choke that
defies
competition.
Sectional
windings enclosed in a
handsome
moulded
Bakelite case.
Handy
terminals with screwdriver slots are fitted,
and soldering tags are
provided also.
Fixing
holes are metal bushed.

EQUALLED 1

tatici,'"U

REDUCED PRICES?'

STANDARD. viA6Qt. tee 9'6
VOLUME. « 8 « 7'6
POYIEQ TYPES.44e15'- - 136

FREE nifeecteD5eeflceri;e°Cee

types. mains apparatus etc..

CLAUDE LYON

76,OLDHÁLL ST,L IVE

LTD:
POOL:

from firms we believe to bc thoroughly relittPle.

XXX.
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Miscellaneous.—Conid.

Say 99!

I

Horns lor Cabinet Gramophones
Wireless, metal and wood; Ilst.—Maddison, I.
EXPONENTIAL
Chapel St.. Marylebone, N.W.I.
[614' .
,,

LEXANDER BLACK. LEASE Note New Address.

EPOCH

NEW MODEL 99 P.M.
MOVING COIL SPEAKER

will

satisfy the most
of listeners.

critical

No accumulator, no mains.
no suspension, no adiustments.
7 dons' free trial.

T
C

IIE Original Wireless Doctor will call (London and
Home Counties) and cure your set.
ONSULTATIONS by Appointment Without Obligelion, gets installed, maintained, and brought up
to date, gramophone pick-ups, eliminators, and Web.
son 'noting roil speakers demonstrated; purity reproduction spetialist,
55 Ebury St., Victoria, S.W.I. Sloane 1655.
(0277

,

QC:OTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's radio
doctors, officially approved as wireless repairers
by Radio Society of Great Britain and Wireless League;
old sets of every type repaired, rebuilt, modernised;
send set for immediate quotation.
COTT SESSIONS and Co.—Midland customers, please
send addreês to us and our Midland representative
sill call.
QCOTT SESSIONS and Co.—New sets constructed
t.c
with your or our components, guaranteed finest
workmanship; we specialise In '"Phe Wireless World "
circuits;
remember,
we
have satisfied customers
throughout the British Miles and in three Continents;
if you so desire, we will design and construct high
grade apparatus to suit your especial circumstances for
quality, range and selectivity.—Tel.: Tudor 5326. Mus.
well Hill, London. N.10.
[0262

S

No. g.
Parallel
Plug 2d.
No. rs.
An -in
Plug &Socket 8d.
No. sr.
Power
Plug 21d.
.
rg.
Parallel
Sockets Id. & I d.
No. /2.
Power
Socket 2d.
Safety
Bush IPl.

Y

OUR Old Apparatus Taken in Part Paiyment for
Latest Type;
ens
our
advert,
in
column
Receivers for Sole.—Seientifitt Development Co., 51.
t0
Fblierente, Pre-ton.
y
You Live in London and are Interested in Any
Receiver, loud-speaker, eliminator, etc., write,
'phone, or call. making an appointment for us to
demonstrate the article in your own home; terms awl
exchanges arranged confidentially.—Brel ¡tek and Skinnull, I, Westbounte Terrace. 8.E,23. Sydenham 2236.
t"

Sweeney, 217, Belsize Rd.„ London, N.W.6.
PATENT AGENTS.

EPOCH RADIO
MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.,
3, Farringdon Avenue :: E.C.4.
rhoye • L
L 1071,2.
City of London.

•

THE SIR JOHN CASS TECHNICAL
INSTITUTE,
Jewry Street, Aldgate, E.C.3.
Principal: Geo. Patchin, A.R.S.M.,
The following special evening course of instruction
will be given during the Second Tenu (January to
A pril, 1930):—

R

the PralSyn'AL.

COILS

T

1930 EVERYMAN
57/- tIte S.,
NEW KILO-MAC
5 0,'«
RECORD Ill
- 50l.•

G

CABINETS AND DIALS.
BROS.,
SMETHWICK.

W

EXACT TUNERS
2,000

metre,.

No further COLIC are required, tuning it as rime>.
see "Wireless World," January 25th..
W'
ran strongly recommen Ithee tuners. - Send postcar I
(or particulars ant Circuits FREE to

THE
EXACT
MANUFACTURING CO.
Croft Works, Priory Place, GOV ENTRY

BOOKS on WIRELESS

Write for complete list to
ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
Dorset House, Tudor St., London, E.C.4.
Mention of " The

LECTRO 1.1NX Ltd., 25.1, Vauxhall Bridge Rd., S.%

REPAIRS,

A comae of ten lectures, with practical demonstrations, intended
for those interested in the higher development,, of this «titled:J.,
especially In its application to radio-telegraphy and telephoto.
Tuesday., from 7to 8.30 p.m., commencing January 14, MO.
netsii., of the above UI,Urelt,
be had upon application to

)o

[7557

TWELVE Months' Guarantee Accompanies ail our
tt; any make of L.P. transformer, headphone», or loud-speaker repaired and despatched within
48 hours; 4/- post free; don't discard if burnt nut;
terms to trade.—Transformer Repair Co. (Dept. W.I.
214. High St., Colliers Wood, S.W.19.
[0011
EPAIRS Returned Post Free, and to ensure satis.
faction send remittance after approval of same.
—Leeds Wireless Repair Service.
y CUD-SPEAKERS. headphones, rewound to any
1.4 resistance and remagnetised, 3/
transformers
rewound, 4/.; Blue Spots, Triotrons and 4-pole units,
4/6; work guaranteed.—Leeds Wireless Repair Service.
5. Boston Place, Green Rd., Leeds.
[7250
QCOTT SESSIONS and Co.. Great Britain's radio
doctors; reid advertisement under .Miscellaneous
eolunut.
[0263
i" INCSTON•OX•TIIAMES. — Transformers,'phones,
hold-speaker repairs: transformers wound to any
iatio.—Minter, 156, Cambridge Ed.
[7269
UARANTEED Repairs by Experts.—Loud-speakers.
headphones, roue units, pick-ups, any type, rewound, remagnetimerl, and adjusted, post free, 4/-;
transfornters from 41-.—Howell, 42, Fotheringham Rd..
Enfield, Middlesex.
(7523 ,

AL TERNAT ITT e CURRENTS AND
ELECTRICAL OSCILLATIONS
by D. Owen, B.A., D.Sc., F. Inst.P.

SI MMONDS
SHIRELAND
ROAD.

NOS. 12 6: 13.

FOR
CONTACT

32

T)ATENTS and Trade Marks, British and foreign-A
Gee and Co. Ill. T. P. Gee, Member R.S.G.B. and
A.M.I.R.E,), 51-52, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2.
'Phone: Holborn 1525.
[0001
ING/S PATENT AGENCY, Ltd., 146a, Queen Tietorià St., E.C.4.—Free advice and handbook on
patenting inventions and registering trade marks by
registerel agent with 43 3ears' experience.
10002

Le

19.

Balloons, paper hats and carnival noveltie s t
or
A1 Xmas
radio parties'; send to-day for tree list.—W.

Said for oar 16-page catalogue of
• real infornun ion.
"

BERC::LIF

TO2O.

and I

I
>>
,

DECEMBER IITR,

W
W

EXCHANGE.
Ape:netts Taken in l'art Payment fur,
Type;
see
our
advert,
In column
Receivers for Side.—Scientille Development Co., 51,
Fi.bermite, Treston.
[0230

Wireless

World,"

ri,
and

Broadcasting

MICKOPHONES

The Ideal Instruments for addressing an Audienc,
through Loudspeaker (via Valve AmpliSer or L.F
Etages of Wireless Set), and for relaying Speech as
Musical Entertainment to any distance.
Powerful Loudspeaker Reproduction wità perfect Purity
Hand Type.

4

highly

d dance.setisitive,

yet

guaranteed

entio.11

free from distortion or microphonic noises, absolute)!
Sod background: far superior to onlinary »lent

t/

phone Transmitter, for ure with Valve Amon&
or Valve net (through leads of Gramophone Pielean
if &avert) al Openesir Meeting», in Cinema. 'Maio'
or Concert Hall. Operates from 2 Volt ta ',pin; d
L.T. Accumulator, through Slanphone Transformer. Current consumption
one-tenth
Ampere.
Provided with detachab.e Sound
(*.Meteor, handle , hook fie. Nu,
pension, and a Oft
silk connecting cool,
. illustration
..

16/6

WANTED.

ANTED, 2 re 3-valve set—Box 4138. el° Ti,
Wireless World.
[7489
IQPLIT Primary. Reinartz transformer, B.B.C. and
5XX, 2 bases (Leweris), A.F.5; cbeap.—Box 4096.
•.0 The Wirefess World.
[7486
14-AINS Transformer. step-up, 105 volts to 135.—
Frost, 54, Clerkenwell Rd.. E.C.1.
[7572
ANTED. Amphion Lion loud-speaker, II.T. elimina.
tor, Ferranti, B.E.M.I., or ltegentone, W.I.A.
S.G., 240v. 50 cycles.—Box 4175, c/o The Wireless
World.
(7585
ANTED,
Intligmplt
dials,
A.F.5e,
Utility
switches. P.M.14. P.M.411X, pick-up, Kilo-mag
nails.
Sel): Kone speaker, 1..S.5As, A.F.3, Marconiphone 6-1, hand microphone, Brown's microphone amplifier, 112 speaker, 120w. A phones, 'phone transformer.
T.V.T. unit, Weston relays, We ,ton 100 m.A. meters.—
Box 4171, c/o The Winless World.
[7578
0111. Old
y
A
Latest

NEW

PUBLIC ADDRESS

Pedestal Type,
Highly Sensitive Microphone as above des.'

erincd, provided eith detachable sound coll
ec t„,. „
q a s ort, silk ,,,s meeting cord bta fixed
by rubber-cool suspension in 1:ticket-plated
frame on pedestal Itin. high; for mounting
on Speaker's Platform. I,, Pulpit, en top of
Camera Stand, or tor seq....
on
from ceiling, as Ea
inr's ,
.
i.

2 _,

w2.•'-

The Am; Microphones ore rendered Directional b)
'detaching the Sound Collector.
,
Microphone Transformer.

M

'social testa, to "Weill best possible result,
It nin sensitive Microphones when connect«
to high-resistance 'phones, Loud Speaker
Valve Set, or Valve anuditter; best Trans
(0111101 1,1 .1I. rdclear Ateech with volume,modulation speech ant
tra>ic ttanquksion, ['Odle Address Microphones, etc. : P-Iro
and See. terminals dtted t full ditections for nes of Micro
phone ;end diagrams of C01,11erlions free. floods I,V 6/

FREDK. ADOLPH, Actual Maker,
27, Fitzroy Street, London, W.I.

when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

.piroNE,
Museum 8320.,
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Exchange.—Contd.
'HE RADIO EXCHANGE, Treville St.. Plymouth,
the exchange specialists; a trial solicited. (7324
¡TE 1Vill Accept Your Surplus Apparatus (making
you a high allowance) in part payment for
y new apparatus; your enquiry will be dealt with
)mptly.—Bostock and /Rennin, 1, Westbourne Tere, S.E.23.
[7533
IXCHANGE Unused Pentone for O.P. Transformer;
I wanted, Dimie modified S.W. coils.—Webster. 96,
eshall Rd., Sheffield.
17559

AGENCIES.

GEXTs Wanted, spare time, wireless experience, to
,• demonstrate end sell tha workEl best and cheapest
alce eet.—Mag-ltadio, 112, Warstone Lane, Binning[2667

WORLD'S FINEST VALUE

Graves 'Vulcan' 2-Valve Wireless Set is the World's greatest achievement in Wireless Value
and Efficiency. Even if you are only abeginner, this magnificent installation will enable you
to start where others leave off; or if you are an experienced wireless operator, this superb set
will give you asense of power and command over the mysterious forces of the ether wh ich will
astonish you. The Graves principle stands for Highest Quality,
Lowest Price, and Easiest Terms.
TERMS

Our lneluelso Bargain
Price Is for deferred
payments. Send 10/6
nod 14 Monthly Payments
of 10111 if satisfied after trying
Outfit in your home. Money
back if at all disappointed.

SITUATIONS VACANT.
VIRELESS Operating Appointments

Assured;
,Y
short qualifying course, day, evening; fees pay.'e after appointment for boarding students; Morse
sses.—Manager, Wireless School, 21, Manor Gardens,
ndon, K7.
Archway 3694.
[6379
ADIO.—Young engineers
required
for
research
b laboratories in the Midlands.s-Applicants sheuld
ate giving full particulars, age, education, experience,
all, required, Box 546, Sells. Fleet St., E.0 4. [7515
[TIRELESS Manufacturers Require Smart 1'eung
Man for Office, thorou gh know l
ed
ge o f o ffi ce
atine and correspondence essential, one with linen acumen who ran soon snake his services valuable;
class technical and sod(' mechanical knowledge
wireless circuit* would be a recommendation: salary
commence 50/-•. Sydenham district.—Box 4140. c/0
e Wireless Wcrld.
[7498
¡TIRELESS Valve Manufacturers Require Immediately Fully Qualified Technical Manager to
control of coated filament production; Commencing
try £750 per annum, with interest in profits.—Writo
,absolute confidence Managing Director, Cleartron
]ves, Ltd., 21, Cumberland St., Birmingham. [7479
ITUATIONS Guaranteed as Wireless Operators. age
15-29; day, evening, or postal courses; Morse
ases.—School, 321, Mansfield ltd., Nottingham. [7526

e

SITUATIONS WANTED.

rAN
Requires Situation, charge accounts, well con1 versant with radio trade; in situation, but (lets improvement. —Box 4137, c/c. The Wireless World.
[7491
'0IING Man, fluent Gsrman, knowledge German
wireless and motor trades, seeks opening.—Box
18, c/o The Wireless Wcrld.
[7492

SPECIFICATION Cabinet (as illustrated below) of
polished Oak, beautifully finished
with hinged lid; all internal parts (including valves) easily
accessible.
Dull Emitter Detector and Power Valves of
proved efficiency, anti-microphonic valve holders. No
coils to change.
Latest type H.T. Battery; 2-volt
Accumulator, and complete Aerial Outfit. Cost of upkeep
negligible. The LOUD SPEAKER (as illustrated) is
of exclusive design Cabinet Type in Oak to match the
Set. Finest tone and wide range of musical frequencies.
the Unit being of the Your pole' balanced
armature type, with alarge magnet, ensuring
perfect reproduction. Price complete
and Carriage Paid £7
7

1

6 . .,
1 41 4,,
'1111 1
,11111noli111111
'
:
44'I
;
sIli

_

_

_
-—

6

—

-

ANOTHER WONDERFUL BARGAIN
IS
THE GRAVES SCREENED GRID THREEVALVE WIRELESS RECEIVING OUTFIT
Complete in every particular. Wonder.
rut range and amazingly good reception.
Exclusive Oak Cabinet rnd Cabinet Loud
Speaker. All components ot
highest quality. Carriage Paid £1 2 :15
TERMS, 15 -with Order, & 15 -Monthly
CATALOGUE POST FREE. Full Particulars
and specifications ot both Sets: also newest
types of Portable Sets, and other varieties
of high-class Receiving Apparatus.

J. G. GRAVES Ltd. SHEFFIELD

r
°LING Man, 23, first class P.M.G. Certificate, 21
2
/
years' sea experience, sound knowledge of design
construction of all types of receivers, requires situa.
a.—Box 4087, c/o Thc Wireless World.
[7473
Alt'POIX, 69a, High St., Deal.—Wanted, situation
ass wireless mechanic, 6 years' experience, repair.
, constructing, all types of receivers.
TIRELESS Operator (young) Requires Position, Lon' don. good knowledge electricity, wireless, any work.
milder, 11, Aldred Rd., West Hampstead.
[7521

BOOKS, INSTRUCTION, ETC.
rET H.T. Batteries; are cow a proved success:

write
, fur new illustrated booklet, giving cost and method
'building and maintaining free; mention paper.—
lor, 57, Studley ltd., Stockwell, London.
(0077
SP by Steil Wireless; a complete course of the
theory of electricity in relation to the practical
.go of wireless apparatus, eliminators, eirrnits, etc.,
extracts from a designer's notebook, giving up-to! practical npplication; issued weekly; send 1/. p.o.
first 4 weeks—Clifford Pressland, A.M.I.E.E.Eng.,
W.W., liampton-on-Tliames(0195
REE: Inventor's Guide on Patents.—T. A. A., 253
1W). Gray's Inn Rd., London, W.C.1.
[6373
hUD-SPEAKERS, by C. M. R. Balbi.—A practical.
,handbook for wireless amateurs on the selection,
structi: n and performance of loud-speakers, with
es on the detection and remedying of faults; 3/6
of booksellers or Pitman's, Parker St., RingswaY.
don, W C.2.
i7069

KABILOW

SPADES
el==t

BUILDING THE
Creole, Magic 3
cr a set described in
"Wireless World"
and other radio
publications ?
Select a
KABILOK CABINET
of distinction.
Illustrated Catalogue Free on
request.

Puss

gewi-mm.- EYES'
Specially designed to meet
every requirement of the enthusiast. All parts are interchangeable, made with
coloured sleeves and cost but
2d. each. Write for List x89.

each.

J. J. EASTICK & SONS,
Eelex House, Bunhi II Row, E.C. I
.
Telephone:

Clerkenwell 9282/3/4.

W. dc T. LOCK LTD.
LO

PETER'
] 1 7, OU:
O

e,

FA ra.

TRANSFERS

for marking Wireless
Sets and Components
Sen'] particulars of vour h.qu

to—

The British Transfer Printing Co., Ltd.,
Quinton Road, Coventry.

600

O

HMS DECOUPLING
RESISTANCES
SPECIFIED FOR O NEW KILOMAG " FOUR
and " Foreign Listeners Four' "

1/6

EACH
'OST FREE.

5

,000
Manufacturad by
GROVES BROTHERS, ohms
ST. MARY'S PLACE,
1/6
SHREWSBURY.
each .

STILL
LEADING
Convincing
Proof
Model B.S.?

Ncrember lith, 1929.
Me.r.rs. Star Entrineeeing
Didsbuty, Manchester.
Dear Sirs.
Ifeel Ishould like to tell you that yoktr
5.8.7 Loud Speaker is the finest Speak& I
have yet tried, and thave tested almost
every make.
Yours faithfully, George II. Timer.
VIre.PresIdent the South Croydon
and District Radio Society.
Reveller pneicelars

STAR

ENGINEERING
Didsbury, Manchester. 'Phone: PidAd ey

Advertisements for " The Wireless 1Vorld" are only accepted frwit fir»IS we believe to be thoroughly reliab
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WIRELESS

Easy Terms
We SPF.CIALISE in the supply of all Good
Quality Radio Sets, Components and AccessOries
on Easy Terms.
We will give you efficient
service.
Any of the new
" Wireless World
Receivers built to order. Carefully wired
and tested and fully guaranteed by us.
Moderate Charges.
Send us your list of requirements and a
quotation will be sent by return.

LONDON
RADIO
SUPPLY
COMPANY,
II, Oat Lane, Noble St., London, E.C.2. National 1977

THE FINEST VERNIER DIAL OBTAINABLE
MECHANICALLY PERFECT, POSITIVE BRASS
CONTACT drive on SOLID BRASS SCALE
ensuring smooth movement, with absolutely NO
BACK-LASH. ROBUST in Constructio n and
Trouble Free , SMALL EXTREMELY ELEGANT. EFFICIENT

As pictorially shown, tha
scale and aperture are inclined at an angle of 30'
fromperpendicular.thereby permitting convenient
unobstructed view of seals
without need to crouch
or stoop.

TUNING WITHOUT IRRITATING UNCOMFORTABLE
CROUCH OR STOOP.

If unable to obtain
from dealer please
communicate
with
us.
Full Catalogue
sent post free on receipt o/ post card.

FORMO CO., CROWN

WORKS, CRICKLEWOOD LANE, LONDON, N.W.2

Mention of " The Wireless TVorld," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Superior A.C. POWER TRANSFORMERS
and CHOKES for the MAINS
for ALL

INK, Ts

and

from

35e-

each

OUTPUTS.

Special
Audio-Frequency Chokes and Trans -formers, and Smoothing Chokes for all purposes.
WILLIAM BAYLISS LTD., Sheepcote Street, BIRMINGHAM.
Telephone

Get improved

66 Volts

79

reception with
this long.-life
BATTERY

SUPERIOR
63
66

.

Single Capacity)

• 7/6
...it

solts
11/9
108 .
12/9
tappings) 711

Mid.

1497

Telegrams :

Drawbencb

\VW Iffil4M

COÀ.fl:k9MEA/TS
19311 EVERYMAN FOUR

SUPREME (Treble CapacIty)
.
.•
13(6

Coils

NEW

Get Dubi fier's Booklet—" A Bit
about n flattery "—from your
Radio dealer

per

set

Coils

per

set

Coils per

set

-6

FOUR .

£2 - 5

WORLD

DECOUPLING
500

£2 - 7

KILOMAG

WIRELESS

-

KIT

£2 - 5

-

SET .

6

RESISTANCES .

or 600 ohms

..

1 s.

6d.

Fixed resistances wire wound
I,000-5,000

BRITISH
MADE

2

H.T.

Ducort
W.j.

10.1100

15,000 20,000

26

3

-

25,1100 ohm.,

3/6

per ;et of 3
5XX Coils, per

BATTERIES

DUBILIER CONDENSER CO
4.1925) LTD
Victoria Rd.
North tetan. London

-

4

- each

FOREIGN LISTENERS FOUR .

UBILIE

set of

Coil Bases, per set
Work3,
it (.

1211MIMUMMMIP

Adi...rtisements for " The W?reless Frorld " are °till;

B'ham.

Write

i.,;;,

HIGH

of 3

1 -2-6
1 -

17 -6

£0 - 7 - 6

lot illustrated lists .

WRIGHT 8c
740,

3 £

ROAD,

WEAIRE,
TOTTENHAM.

LTD.

le.
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Reliable
as your
Electric Light!
This mains unit —made by
Marconiphone —supplies constant
power once and for all

I

N HOUSES where there is electric light, people

are doing away with batteries and accumulators

Mains Unit uses only the minimum of current.
Any dealer will supply you with the correct model

altogether, and running their radio from a Mar-

to work your set. And once installed, it is there for

coniphone Mains Unit — the unit designed out

alifetime. For this is a Marconiphone Mains Unit.

of the greatest radio experience in the world.

It carries the most famous name in wireless as a

So much more convenient! No accu-

guarantee of reliability and efficiency.

a.

mulators to be recharged. No batteries

Prices from

to be replaced. Your set always ready.

Company Limited, 210-212 Tottenham

The Marconiphone

Cheaper, too; for a Marconiphone

Court Road, London, w.r.

The first and greatest name in wireless

M ARCONIPHONE Mains Units
Printed for tilt Publishers, ham: & SONS

LTo.,

Dor.set

Tudor Street, Load,», E.t..4, by 11w Cornwall Press Ltd., Paris Garden, Stamford Street, Lotalon,

colonial and Porrign Agent/. :
Can." 8gterso—Tht International Hews Cu.. 1St, Yarick Stieet, Mete York.
Pao:cm—W. il. Sniith at Mon. 24h, Rue HOWL Parie;
lIsenette
'le, Rue Reaninur, Parla.
Stntopni—W. H. Mouth & So.. NM, Marche out
Bruaaele.
¡cou—A. H. Wheeler a Co.. lionduty, Allahabad and Caleutta.
Moue» Avaira--Central
WM Agency, Ltd.
Amentatia—Uordon C Clutch, LW., Melbourne (Vietoria), Sydney (N.M.W.). Brisbane toner...wow Adelaid, (SA.), perth (WIL). and Launceston (Tamonaulal.
tiamaio.--The .41.1r1 .1..J1 Neon Co. Ltd , Toronto, Winnipeg, Van...queer. e.oi red. Ottawa, Mt. John, Halifax, Hamilton ; Horde. /1‘
1.1.1.. Toronto;
Imperial Newe Co.
Toronto. liont.eal, Winnipeg. I/snooper. Victoria
haw SeaLtee—doidon à Hutch. Ltd., Wellington, Auckland. ehrietchurrh and Dunedin.
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PORTABLE SPOTLIGHTS

t*A. VMS

BRITAIN'S BEST BATTERIES
A

M O DEL

FOR

EVERY

MEMBER

OF

FAMILY.

THE

Pr-7

Searchlights

'St

Spotlights.

Nickel - plated,
NO. 2203, 11216;
No. mu. 10/6.,

Bulls'
Lantern,
Nickel
plated, No. 82o.
1316.

;

Accumulators
tar
Wireless, Car. etc..
Celluloid
and Ebonite

Hand
Lamp.
oak ease, No.
186o, 1016.

The Cell for
Your Bell, 2I-.

Cycle
Lamp.
lone life model,
No. 2036, 313.

Spot* ight
Pocket Lamp.
leather. covens,'
and nickelplated, No. woe.
3/6.

Refill Batteries tor Flashlamps.
t-cell,
No. inne, 9d.

The H.T. Batteries for Your
Portable
Wireless Set,
63 volt.. 816;
ing volts. IS'-.

The •• Smallest
P OC ket
Lamp in the
World:*
No.
2/-.

Grid Bias Batteries, G.11.4,
volts, 2I-.

°blamable Everywhere.

The
•‘ Fountain
Pen
L m P,“
fur
"st po. ket, No.
rot: 26.

Write for Illustrated Catalogue to the ltiongladuras:

THE EVER READY CO. (G.B.), LTD., HERCULES PLACE, LONDON, N.7.
Ifetaion

Ji

••
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6
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œ

reb ng
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TRANSFORMERS
Have acquired aworld-wide
reputation for Quality and
Value.
Built by Specialists in Trans-,
former construction, they have
set aQuality of Performance
above reproach.
Your Set
will work better with aTelsen
Transformer — Fit one now
RADIOGRAND
•
ACE
12/6
8/6
Both in Ratios 5to Iand 3to I.

TELSEN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
Miller Street, BIRMINGHAM.

THE WORLD'S FINEST TRANSFORMER VALUE
fa

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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and get better
reception from
other stations

MIRROR
MOW
SPEIECH

As the mirror •eflects faith.
fully the movement and light
of the form before it, so
does
the
" CLARITH"
reflect music and speech.

N

Send
To-day
for
,
Illustrated
Catalogue.

EVER before has midi reproduction been possible.—Never
such life and colour in music.—
Never such clarity of speech.
Nothing we may say can really convey
the remarkable purity and volume of
the " CLARITH " Reproducer—It
must be heard to be believed.
Ask your dealer to dem mstrate—if
he cannot, write us, plea!
The " CLARITH " Reproducer combines a 3-valve Radio Set with a
high-class electrically reproducing
Gramophone ,
entire] ymains operated.
The Speaker is of the Moving Coil
type, and gives perfect reproduction.
Price, A.C.
D.C.

-

49 guineas.
B9 guineas.

arit
East Street Mills,

LEEDS.

Available
in two
Models for the two
wavelengths of the
London
Regional
Transmi tter.
Type BR1
for 356.3 metres
Type BR2
for 261.3 metre;

PR ICE

15/6
Each

If your Dealer is
unable
to
supply,
please write to us
giving his name and
address.

UBILIE
WAVE TRAP

RADIO-GRAMOPHONE

CLARITH REPRODUCERS

By fitting two Dubilier
Wave Traps to your Set,
even if it's only a simple
receiver, you will be able to get good reception from other stations without the slightest
interference from either of the two zLO
transmissions — as effectively as if you
fitted high-frequency valves costing several
pounds. If, however, you nt:.rely desire to
receive one or other of the two transmissions
from the
London Regional Station at
Brookman's Park, you will only require one
Wave Trap, and in that case, unless your
Set is already fairly selective, it is extremely
unlikely that you will be able to receive any
other than one of the two transmissions from
Brookman's Park when they are broadcast
simultaneously.
The Dubilier Wave Trap
has only to be connected between your
aerial and your Set—that's all. It's ready
tuned when you buy it, so there are no
adjustments to make.

LTD.,

Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925) Ltd., Ducon Works, Victoria R.I.,
North Acton, London, W.3.
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The
Christmas
Spirit"

Treat
yourself
and
your
friends
to a
set of.
MADE IN ENGLAND .
Sold by all Wireless Dealers.

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, KIngssuay, London, Pe .C.2.
*3
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The Famous

BULLPHONE

DE LUXE
LOUDWEAKER

DECEMBER 18TH, 1929.

A HAPPY CHRISTMAS

A BRIGHT AND PROSPEROUS
•

NEW YEAR
AND A LONG LIFE TO

Reduced

ALL USERS OF THE

from 55/-

qt.
L,1000

EXIDE BATTERY

only
as an advertisement.
Ask your Loco! Dealer or
send direct.

CUT OUT
THE NEW
STATION
with the

BULLPHONE
DUAL RANGE
COIL
It will be unnecessary to convey to present

BULLPHONE
4-Pole
Adjustable
Tone

CONE UNIT

users of the Exide Battery the wish that their
wireless reception be constant and clear and
that their cars shall start quickly from cold

15'

Adjustable

Cone Chassis,
suitable
for
any Cone

• Unit,
per

3_
pair
/

Obtainable from your Local Dealer or rrrect from.

BULLPHONE.
28,

HOLYWELL

LANE,

LONDON,

LTD.

THE

LONG LIFE BATTERY
FOR WIRELESS AND CARS

Obtainable from all Exide Service Stations and reputable dealers
Exide Service Stations give service on

every make of battery

EXIDE BATTERIES
London Sales 8r, Service Depot, 215-229 Shaftesbury Ave., W.
Cla

E.C.2

Mention of " The IV ireless IV orld,' ' when writing to advertisers,

Will ensure tromtt attention.
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Cbriama$

A Radiogram.ophone for me!
says the Expert: this XMAS.
What is more appreciated in the Home or Club at the Festive Season
than Christmas Music, and what a suitable gift ....a Radiogramophone or Loud Speaker.... a Gift of Utility, Quality, and Beauty.

THE

G
D
RADIOGRAMOPHONE
For the highest possible quality and tone for both radio and record, with ample
volume, incorporating the latest developments in moving coil speaker, operates
entirely from electric mains, A.C. any voltage, or D.C. 200 volts or over.

r-A

Pick-Up
of
I Distinction.

The R.G.D. Moving Coil Loudspeaker finished in
Walnut, Oak or Mahogany a ft. 6 ins. high, 3ft.
6 ins.
wide — an
exceptionally
High -class
Instrument for D.C. mains, £20
Can be supplied with equipment for A.C. mains.

The R.G.D. Magnetic Pick-up is designed after years Of
experiments, and we believe it to be as perfect as possible:
No record wear, perfect tracking, a scientific instrument,
specially developed for moving coil speaker reproduction,
Price £3 in bronze, £3-3-0 in oxidised silver.

Place your order now to ensure delivery, and we shall be pleased to supply literature on application.

The RA.DIOGRAMOPHONE DEVELOPMENT Co.,
o
A5

ST. PETER'S PLACE, BROAD ST., BIRMINGHAM.
war

Nor' las"

gap

«Mr.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thorcialilv reliable.
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FOR A UNIVERSAL
-- VALVE

2

New
Nonmi crop ho nic
Filament with
Special Coating

2

New
Large
Size
Anode,
Easier Flow of
Electrons

A
"x

Dario Milled Base
for Easier Handling.

1929.

.
3.

New
Super
Strength
Grid

than 1
91

MTh,

1

New Glass Bulb,
Finer yet Tougher

PAY more
N

DECEMBER

g

LONGER LIFE!

NEW
1930
TYPES!

TWO VOLT
Universal
a amp. .. 5 6
Resistron
a amp. .. 56
Super H.F. .15 ainp. .5'6
Super Power .z9 amp... 7/6
Hyper Power .3 amp. .. 9'6
F(;utotlion
.3 MUD. .18 6

NEW 1930
PRICES!

FOUR VOLT
Universal .075 amp... 5.6
Resistron
.075 amp... 5/6
Super H.F. .075 amp... 5/6
Super Power.z amp..... 7/6
Hyper Power .15 amp. .. 96
Pent:0km
rs amp. . IS 6

&.;/

4&

a4&zz2ne

Write for FREE
DA RIO
FOLDER,
from your Dealer or
direct.
IMPEX ELECTRICAL, LTD.,
Dept. C, 538, NIGH ROAD,
LEYTONSTONE, LONDON, E.11

107
..e!..••••••••M•IMmal.»•1

•11M

now
as
always
In

a country

mechanical

where

wonders

are becoming more
and more frequent,
and

the standard of

workmanship is very
high, J.B. Condensers
still

stand

out

as

examples of precision
and
finish.
Theft
design, as well as the
accuracy

with which

they are made, have
established for them
a- reputation that
exists wherever Wire-.
J.B. UNIVERSAL LOG.
.0005
.0003

.00025
.00015

..
..

less

9/6
9/-

is to

be found:

8/9
819

pitEasiopi INSTRUMENTS

Aritertireteetat of Jane.), Bra,. 7f.,,St. Thom« Street, Lateen, 8.5.1.

41>t.eeteeeeiedeeoréeeeeetaMroei

?Noel.%: Hop 1837.

er%

e,:see.eemeeeeoeeeqeeteeleee... geMeddreed 11>
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Put your wander 'plugs
into the wonder battery
Unbelievable is the saving until you have had
actual experience of " Pertrix " — the superbattery without sal-ammoniac, and therefore
without the defects that sal-ammoniac inevitably involves. No loss when not in circuit;
no crackle at any stage or age;

and

60X-Ilun ger life

PERTRIX LIMITED,

Britannia House, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.
Factory—Britannia Works, Redditch, Worcs.

7
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STAN DARDS

The
Polar
"Ideal"
DRUM
CONTROL
CONDENSER
is supplied in capacities
as below, and costs
only 216 ex t
ra.
Ask pour dealer to show
you one.

,

\b. •
et.

Have you had a
copy of the
"Polar" Catalogue

,

...
........
......
9.4

POLAR
'IDEAL"
CONDENSERS
Make just that difference in selec—
tivity that adds afew more stations
to your list of those " worth
hearing " ; and they also improve
the quality of reception by giving
you " dead on" tuning.

..
WSW:

WMNWWWW

1\1.
•01
•

.WW

•0003
\\\

'

•

RAILWAY TRACKS
and T.C.00

A

LBritish railway tracks are of standard width
or" gauge." To complete ajourney without
frequent chanws—to run to schedule, to
permit interlinking of the various groups, and to
avoid chaos general'y standardisation is essential.

—

12/—
•0005

•00035
—

—

12/6

12/3

WINGROVE & ROGERS LTD.
188-189STRAND,LONDON,W.C.2

ELECTRAD
TRUVOLT

It's the same with condensers—only by adf.ering to
adefinite standard can perfect working be assured.
There can, however, be only one stan&rd, and
where condens-rs are concerned that smadard is
T.C.C. Whenever you see acondenser marked
T.C.C. you know that it is acondenser designed
and built to astandard—with adegree of accuracy
and depmdability approached by no other. It is,
in aword, the standard by which all other condensers are judged.

Resistances
Truvolt wire-wound potentiometers simplify the construction of H.T. Eliminators
and do away with all guesswork.
he
resistance element is a nickel alloy wire.
There is no iron to rust or zinc to oxidise.
Truvolts are air-cooled and give apositive
and lasting service. All Truvolts are rated
at 25 watts.

I.

Illustrated above is a .00p3 sed. T.C.C. Upriyht Type
Mica Condenser. Price sj6 each. Other capacities in
this type are made from .0001 mfd. to .25 fled.
Prices a/6 to r8F.

REDUCED PRICES.
Type T.5.

500 ohms.

„

T.I0

1,000

„

„

T.20

2,000

„

• •
T.30
„ T.50
„ T.75
„ T.100
T.200
„ T.250
T.500
Write

.
3.000
5,000 „
7.500„
10,000 „
20,000 „
25,000
50.000 „

for

our

224 ma.
112 „
100 „

71
58 „
50.,
25 „
32 „
22'5 .,

new 68-page

logue and Audio Manual.
you all

about

the

resistances.

THE
Advt.

re'egraph Cond.nser

Co Ltd.,

Wales Pam Road,

N.

Anon, London, W.3

laS)
2888

8/8 seek
8/8 „
8/6 „
8/6 „
/
8/6 „
8/8
8/6 „
8/6
8/8 „
8/6

158

uses

Cata-

It tclls

of Electrad

Post Free 6d.

ROTHERMEL CORPORATION LTD.,
24, Maddox Street, London, W.1.
'Phone: Mityfair 0578/9.

Vention of " The Wireless World," whese writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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FER RANTI

Fixed

Condensers
Ferranti

2

Mfd. Fixed Condensers

are wound with pure metal foil and not
with metallised paper. They are specially
designed
Iype Cl
Type C1T

5/6
5/•••

*Terminals
for
soldering only.

for

mains

work

minimum resistance to

and

offer

H.F. currents.

Adequately insulated and subjected to

•
Type C2
Type C2T

searching tests to eliminate any

3/6

*Terminals
for
soldering only.

FERRANTI

possi-

bility of defect or failure.

LTD:

HOLLINWOOD

LANCASHIRE

"the most efficient choke
The Industrial Progress Ltd.'s
report upon the Lewcos H.F. Choke.
" The Lewcos H.F. Choke is the most efficient
Choke we have tested, there being no sign of
instability even when using 150 Volts H.T. on
the anode of the S.G. Valve. The construction
is massive and well finished, and its design
places it in the front rank of high—class
components."

LEWCOS H.F.
'Choke 20-2000 meti es.
Price 7/9.

Gljiarg.
COLOURED
CONNECTING

RADIO PRODUCTS

LEWEOS POTENTIOMETER
Patent No. 740370,

The
Lewcos
Fixed
Potentiometer
gives
perfectly smooth re—
action control on all
Radio Receivers.
Prier 4/9 without Grid Leak.

I(E(;I).
•

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY AND SMITHS LIMITED,'
e

Church

Road,

Leyton,

London,

E.10.

Trade Counter: 7, Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, E.C.1.

WIRE
6d. per 10 ft..coil.
Advertisements tor " The Wireless World

reception
are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly r«lluble.
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eeityreille
ARE YOU PROUD

Grosvenor

Batteries

OF YOUR NEW SET ?

and

DO

incorporate a new

IT

JUSTICE

•AND FIT THE BEST
POSSIBLE BATTERY

h'43

BRITISH
MANUFACTURE

give

satisfactory service

continuous

because they

vitalising

element

which is unique to Grosvenor.
66v. from 7/6

Super Capacity
for Multi-Valve

99 v. r. 1 1/6

Sets

66 v.

-

20/—

v. 32/6

attery

GROSVENOR EtATTERY CO., LTD., 2-3, White St., NIOORGATE, LONDON, E.C.2.

Phone

Met. 6866

THE BEST W AY
TO RUN YOUR MOVING COIL
TO FEED THE MAGNETS FROM
THE A..C. MAINS, THROUGH A

LOUD

SPEAKER

IS

1Z[ STINGHOUSED
METAL RECTIFIER
The rectifier is constructed entirely
'of rigidly=fixed metal and has
'NO
NO
NO

MOVING PARTS
VALVES
ELECTROLYTE

nor any part requiring
any time.

renewal at

Full particulars, and circuits,
showing how to use all types
of Westinghouse Metal Rectifiers, are given in our 32page book I
, The
All-Metal
Way, 1930 "
It includes a
chapter of useful information
on the running of moving coil
speakers from the mains.

The Westinghouse Brake & Saxby Signal Co., Ltd.,

Send 2d. stamp for a copy.

82, York Road, King's Cross, London, N.1.

Other types of rectifier units for use in L.T. battery chargers,
trickle chargers, and H.T. eliminators and chargers are available.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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EASIER TUNING

ADVERTISEMENTS.

II

PHILIPS

RECTIFYING
VALVES
Fr:
—Reliable H.T. Supply
—Dependability
—Long Life
—High Efficiency

For accurate and easy tuning, uge the
Lotus Differential Condenser.
To
obviate the need for re-tuning, to
simplify selectivity, and to reduce
oscillation, this Lotus Condenser is
incomparable.
The Condenser is reproduced here in
actual size.
It has two sets of fixed
and one set of moving vanes, interleaved with bakelite discs of the
highest possible dielectric qualities.
All brass parts are chemically treated.
Available in any
Capacities.
00007 - 00013 '0002
00027 - .
000 34 "

of

the

following

- 6/6
- 7/- 7/6
- 7/6
- 8/6

From all Radio Dealers.

ininurs
c
o „ONE

"Made in one of the most modern radio factories 'in Gt. Britain."
111111111111111 1111111111111111111111111111111M1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i111111111111111111 1
1111111111!1111%11111111111111111111111111111111111111111

GARNETT, WHITELEY & CO. LTD., LIVERPOOL.
AIT

—Output easily varied
and smoothed
The rectifier that has stood
the greatest of all testa—
TIME.

Representative Types
TYPE 506

Fall wave. Filament voltage
4 volts. Anode voltage 2 x
300 • u. R.M.S. Maximum
rectified current 75 mA.
Price 20f.

«TYPE 2506

Full wave. Filament voltage
4 volts.
Indirectly heated.
Anode voltage 2 x 300 u.
R.M.S.
Rectified current
40 mA.
Price 22)6

TYPE 505

Half wave. Filament voltage 4 volts.
Anode voltage
400 R.M.S.
Maximum
rectified current 60 mA.
Price 151-

TYPE

Half wave. Filament voltage 4 volts. Anode voltage
220 R.M.S.
Maximum
rectified current 40 mA.
Price 15f.

373

Obtainable at all
Radio dealers.

PHILIPS
01'

Made by the manufacturers or Philips electric lamps and fittings.
Advert. of PHILIPS RADIO, PHILIPS HOC«, 145, CHARING
CROSS ROAD, W.C.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe
to be thoroughly reliable.
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LOCKED fit',SAFETY
LOCKED+ RIGIDITY t
LOCKED/or LONG LIFE

-INTERLOCKED
Individual movement of the
elements is impossible in the
NEW Cossor Screened Grid. They
are rigidly locked in position,
definitely eliminating all risk of
internal short circuit. And because they are braced to a girder-

like rigidity they are proof against
even the hardest blow.
As a result
the NEW Cossor has an exceptionally
long life. Nothing short of complete
destruction can mar its extraordinary
sensitivity and range.
Demand the
NEW Cossor for your Screened Grid
Receiver. No other make has Interlocked Construction.

(71ze NEW
2-volt type
now available.
The NEW Cossor 220 S.G.
(2 volts, •2 amp.) Max.
Anode Volts 150, Impedance 200,000, Amplification Factor
200. Price --

22/6

-1

Cossor 4 and 6 volt Screened
Grid Valves are also mailable
with similar characteristics at
the same price.

Ii. C. awe Ltd., Highbury Grove, London, N.5.

ossor

Screened Grid
Valve

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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ROYALTY

COMPROMISE.
GREEMENT appears to have at last been reached
between the Marconi Company and those manufacturers who were licensees under the Marconi
patents. It will be remembered that negotiations for a
modified licence agreement began as soon as the appeal
of the Marconi Company had succeeded against an order
by the Comptroller of the Patent Office under which
the amount of royalty payable by licensees to the Marconi Company was reduced from I2S. 6d. per valve
stage to 5s. for the first valve and 2s. 6d. on succeeding
valves.
The effect of the success of the Marconi appeal
against this order was to reinstate the position of the
Marconi Company; the judgment deciding that the
amount of the royalty could only be reduced by agreement with the Marconi Company, who were entitled
to grant or refuse licences under their patents practically
on what terms they pleased..

A13

VOL.

)(kiv.

No. 25.

At the time that this judgment was given many
months of arrears in royalties on the basis of 12s. 6d.
per stage had accrued to the Marconi Company's credit,
but so confident were the licensees that the new rate of
5s. and 2s. 6d. would apply that in many instances only
this latter amount was taken into account in deciding
upon the price at which receivers would be sold.
Had the full royalty of 12s. 6d. been demanded
retrospectively by the Marconi Company, it is probable
that anumber of firms would have been unable to pay,
and consequently it seemed highly desirable that some
new agreement should be formed which would amount
to a compromise to get over the difficulty.
A compromise has now been arrived at by which the
royalty is agreed upon as 5s. per valve stage, irrespective of the number of stages, whether or not they utilise
patents subject of the licence, with a further 5s. in the
case of sets which include a battery eliminator employing any patent. Licensees must accept the agreement
for the full period of the licence, which is from August
28th, 1929, to August 28th, 1933.
The licence is granted in respect of past and future
patents of the Marconi Company and the Gramophone
Company (which recently entered into an agreement to
acquire the Marconi Compahy's interest in broadcast
receiving apparatus).
Many of the more important patents held by the Marconi Company at the time of the old agreement have
since expired, or will run out well within the new period
to August, 1933, so that the Marconi Company benefits
very largely by extending the period over which it is
assured a substantial revenue from its patents, but the
rate of r2s. 6d. over the period during which the question of royalties has been in dispute could legally have
been insisted upon by the Marconi Company, so that
licensee may well consider that to have avoided this
full payment is a fair exchange for being made to continue to pay royalties over a longer period, perhaps,
than would otherwise have been required of them.
The Marconi Company, by virtue of its associations, is
in a strong position to acquire future patents of importance, and these being in future at the disposal of
the licensees is undoubtedly another attractive point in
the terms of the agreement.
The new agreement is certainly a compromise but,
taking into consideration the strong position created for
the patent owners as a result of the successful legal
appeal, it is satisfactory tó the licensees from most
points of view.
Even an unsatisfactory agreement
might have been better than a prolongation of the unsettled situation of the past months.
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By W. I. G. PAGE, EI.Ste:

both of volts and milliamps on the plate, so that a exHEN we purchase à receiving valve there will
probably be contained within the carton a slip amination of the working conditions for aconstant late ,
reminding us how much we have spent and giv- voltage as in Fig. rgives entirely erroneous result being the conventional anode-grid characteristics. These cause the anode voltage is changing all the time a d is
will take the -form of the upper part of Fig. .1, which has only 150 volts for a fleeting moment when the si al
been traced from the official curves issued for a well- makes the grid potential exactly 6volts negative. Nei er
known small output valve. The grid bias recommended- does the positive peak H cause the anode current t be
io.8 mA, (L), nor does the negative peak K mean a irop
by the makers for 15o volts H.T. for amplifying conditions is 6 volts negative, which is marked X in the to, zero-.
figure. Since grid current in power valves seldom flows
How to Calculate Correct Bias,
.
to the left of zero grid volts—and even if it does the afBy
taking
the
points
of
intersection
of
each rid .
fected grid voltage is insignificant in value when cpmpared
with the total grid swing—it must be assumed that we -voltage marked and the four constant anode vol ge
are at liberty to allow the signal to swing to zero grid curves (Fig. 1) anew set of characteristics can be dr wn
volts on the right (H) and to —iz grid volts on the left as in Fig. 2 giving anode current—anode volts cu es
for constant grid volt ges
(K), for a signal voltage
•
•:••-•"of equal increment. As an
makes equal excursions on
0THE author pleads for the publication by valve .
example the Eg — 4 curve inèither side of the bias point.
in
manufacturers of anode current—amde voltage
tersections are D E F
Thus the permissible grid
Fig. rand are shown agai in
curves rather than the more conventional grid voltage •
swing with an output valve
Fig. 2 with the same le etcan be safely taken as twice
—anode current characteristics. It is shown that only .
ing. In a similar way he
with -such curves is it possible for the grid potential to
the recommended bias, unless
other curves are drawn o •
in
be propelly adjusted to give the minimum distortion
is be expressly stated by the
the case of Eg — I2
nd
with the greatest possible amplification.
There is also
makers that the valve must be
considerable information in this article with regard to
Eg —14 are, unfortunat y,
overbiased to prevent excesestimated.
the effect on grid bias of the ea.19 flow of grid current
sive heating of the anode.
with indirectly healed valves and the alteration from
In our early discussion of
When applying the permissinormal bias that has to be made when the filaments of
Fig. 1, in which static c nble 12-volt swing KH (Fig.
power ,valves-are directly fed with raw' A.Ç.
ditions were assumed for
e
z) to the point X the anode
plate circuit, no account as
current for the positive half
taken of the effect of A.C. on
cycle rises to L, or io.8 mA.
from 2.6 mA., and drops from the latter figure to zero it the load. We are now concerned with peak volta es
the negative peak of the swing. The two output half- which may have an instantaneous value .very m ch
cycles will be extremely asymmetrical, and serious recti- greater than the steady voltage of the H.T. battery or
fication and distortion will apparently take place. Has eliminator). If the anode characteristics of Fig. 2ar •to
the valve manufacturer made amistake or has he over- give acomplete interpretation of working conditions e
biased to be able to quote alow average anode current— must ask the valve manufacturers for curves of pl fe
voltages up to at least twice the maximum batt ry
such an important feature in portable sets?
voltage; in the case in question 300 volts.
.
The Bias Point and the Anode Load.
We can fix the mean working point in Fig. 2 as
The answer is that the curves of Fig. rare of little use' which is the same as X in Fig. r(6 volts bias, 15o y ts
for bias considerations and must be redrawn in another H.T. and 2.6 mA) ;this point will represent the state of
form, taking into account the anode load. As the anode affairs when no signal is being impressed on the gr d.
current increases there will be an increasing voltage drop When the total permissible grid swing (12 volts) as ,
across the load, the anode voltage will drop, and vice limited by the 6volt bias is applied, the working line .11
start at Eg=o, cut 0 and terminate at Eg —12, and
versa. The dynamic curve can then be found quite easily
e
if it be assumed that the load (loud speaker impedance)
angle of this line will depend on the A.C. resistance R ,
is aresistance choke filter-fed in the ordinary way. Every hï the loads By Ohm's law R (ohms)._ change of vo ts
volt change on the grid nieans a simultaneous change,
change of am
,
'. •
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=20,000 ohms. Other
0.005
eA
Eg- 8
angles of A B, that is other values of R,
i may be tried but it will be found that the
•Eg-to
greatest output for the minimum distortion
à
will be obtainable with the load value already referred to.
ir
Eg-14
If A 0 is not more than —ths of OB, the
i
9
second harmonic distortion will not ex- .
'N
ceed 5per cent., which is unobjectionable.
loo
iss
200
250
For further details of the 5 per cent, disANODE VOLTS
'
tortion scale which is shown against A B,
,
the reader is referred to an article entitled
Fig. 2.—Anode current—anode volts curves for equal increments of grid volts (Kg)
plotted from Fig. I. From this family of characteristics the working conditions are
" Valve Data," which appeared in the
easily followed. The bias of 6 volts can be seen to give practically no rectificaissue dated December 4th. Had the bias
tion and the best output load can be calculated from the angle of A B.
The
actual undistorted A.C. watts developed are measurable from the area of the
point been fixed originally at —8 volts,
triangle A B C.
the load line of 20,000 ohms from Eg=o
passing through 0 to Eg —r6 would not only give
tion of anode current--anode volts curves up to.
serious distortion as checked by the distortion scale,
high values of H.T., for it is only with their help that _
but a region of zero anode current would be
many phenomena can be studied both in radio- and
entered. Tf the bia s has been fixed at —4 volts as is
audio-frequency circuits. For example, an anode-bend
suggested by the 'type of - detector when followed by a suitable L.F. transformer
curve (Fig. r) iFsued by the
provides an extremely small capacitative load to H.F.
maker, the valve would be
and the load line can be taken as approximately vertical
underloaded and the power
(R=O when ch.nge in volts =0). In Fig. 2Ai ON re- •
output would be more than
presents such a condition
halved,- although the bias
and as the working charachad only been reduced by 2
teristic swings up and down
volts.
Thus the manufaca constant anode voltage,
turer has gone to some pains
there would seem to be here
to arrive at the optimum bias
an isolated case where the
point for maximum undisbias can be fixed from the
torted output, but the curves
curves of Fig. r. Even so,
Fig. 3.—With an inductive
load the anode current—
supplied give• no clue to
the curves of Fig. 2 would,
anode volts characteristic
working conditions and are
be more helpful in determinswings up and down in ti e
form of an ellipse A B sin, e
liable to mislead all but
ing rectification efficiency
the current lags behind tie
voltage. As an approximathose who have taken the
and the percentage harmonic
tion the axis of the ellipse
can be taken to represent
distortion
with
varying
trouble to convert them to
the load line.
the type in Fig. 2.. Besides
depths of modulation. With
giving the bias point for an
output "valves we have accepted the load as a pure
resistance, actually it is usually inductive, and, because
output valve for minimum
the currefit will lag behind the voltage, the upward swing
distortion with best value of
load, these curves show the
of the working characteristic will not coincide with the.
A.C. milliwatts developed in
downward swing resulting in an ellipse (see Fig. 3).
the load by making A B the
With screen-grid valves it is essential to use the anode
Fig. I.—Conventional grid
hypotenuse of aright-angled
volts—anode current curves, for without them the limits
voltage—anode
current
triangle and multiplying toof safe anode swing without encroaching upon the negacurves for a popular small
output valve. Although an
gether A C and C B as millitive resistance" kink " cannot be seen. In Fig. 4curves
optimum bias of 6 volts for
150 anode volts is given by
amps. and volts and dividof one of the new S.G. valves are shown. The working
th e manufacturers
for
ing by 8 (in this case about
characteristics should apparently be within the dotted
amplifying conditions, it is
seen that a 12-volt grid
rectangle to ensure linear amplification without rectifica6o milliwatts).
swing KB would be seriously
rectified if operating con.There appears to be avery
tion. An excursion to the left of the rectangle where the
ditions are viewed krona
urgent need for the publicaEg= 0 curve shows the valve to
ve a comparatively_
• these characteristics.
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ANODE CURRENT (MILLIAMPERES)

Grid Bias Values.—
and we may hazard the guess, since the
valve's A.C. -resistance under working conditions is some ro,000 ohms, that the best
load will be about 20,000 ohms. The line
A B has been so pivoted at 0 that no volts
anode change is accompanied by 5 mA.
(0.005 amp.) change in anode current,
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Grid Bias Values.—
low impedance might affect selectivity. The load line
shown represents acoupling with adynamic resistance of
about 40,000 ohms at resonance—indeed a poor inductance with the losses of a bad plug-in coil. If a load of
about 250,000 ohms (a good Litz coil) were drawn with
its operating point at Eg — 1.5, the line would be nearly
•
horizontal, suggesting an extremely limited grid swing
for 150 anode volts. Further study of such curves might
reveal the cause of the mysterious lack of selectivity with
S.G. valves when used with H.F. transformers of
optimum ratio.
With pentodes the production of dangerous anode
voltages up to seven times that of the H.T. battery, and
the fact that very low impedance loads must be used,
'would not have been brought to light without a careful
study of the anode characteristics.' In brief it may be
said that the bias point and general operating conditions
for triodes, pentodes and screen-grid valves can only be
'found by an examination of the anode curves plotted
for constant grid volts, and the author feels that his plea
for the general publication of such curves is justified.
It has already been stated earlier in this article that
-with output valves, if there is any flow of grid currefit to
the left of zero grid volts, it affects such aproportionately
small amount of the total grid swing that the bias need

ANODE CURRENT

SCREEN GRID VOLTS.. +80

.5

o

o

50

100
ANODE

150

200

VOLTS

Fig. 4.—Anode characteristics of one of the new screen-grid
valves. To avoid rectification the load line should be restricted
to the area within the dotted rectangle.

•

hardly be increased. With H.F. valves and detectors
accepting but small inputs the position is different. The
, increasing popularity of all-mains receivers has led to
• the widespread use of indirectly heated A.C. valves in
which grid current may flow at negative grid voltages.
,• The reason is that electrons are shot off from a cathode
sor filament just as irregularly as steam is emitted from
a saucepan of boiling water. Some electrons start with
sufficient velocity to overcome a very small negative
,, voltage on the grid, others have but a small initial
velocity and will not form part of the grid current. When
there is a voltage drop down the filament, as with the
1 eee
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battery-fed type of valve for 2-, 4- and 6-volt accumulators, the positive end of the filament is at a considerably
more positive voltage with
respect to the grid than the
negative end of the filament.
If the grid is connected
I
othe negative end of the
filament in a 6-volt valve
such as the P.625, the grid
is at a potential which is 6
volts negative with respect
to the positive end of the
filament and only a small
portion of the negative end
of the filament will produce
grid current which will start
Fig. 5.—Grid current curves
to flow on the right of zero
for A.C.
meanddordinary Alagrid volts (see Fig. 5). In a
nte
valve with an indirectly heated cathode there is no
potential difference between the ends of the emitter and
the whole surface of the latter contributes towards grid
current, which will probably start on the left of zero grid
volts (see curves on the left in Fig. 5).
Grid current curves start at about the same point on the
grid base for varying anode voltages, but less current will
flow the higher the H.T. pressure, since the plate will
begin to rob the grid of the electrons which it has claimed
at the lower voltages (Fig. 5). While it is important in
the interests of maximum signal strength to bias H.F.
valves (neutralised triodes and S.G. valves) as near to
zero grid volts as possible, it is desirable to apply a
minimum of rk volts negative to H.F. valves with independent A.C. cathodes.
With an ordinary filamented
triode a fraction of a volt is enough.
An A.C. valve
usually has sufficient grid current flowing at zero grid
volts to allow of its use as a leaky grid detector without
any applied positive bias, provided the anode volts are
kept low (40-60 volts).
The prevailing practice of employing in the last stage
of a mains receiver a power valve directly heated with
A.C., suggests afew notes on the problems of bias in the
circumstances. Assuming that the grid return is taken
to the electrical mid-point, we must use a greater bias
than is correct for D.C. because (r) we have actually
altered the " static bias " on the grid by removing the
steady potential drop along the filament and we have also
slightly increased the effective anode voltage by the same
means; (2) assuming the grid current to start originally
at zero grid volts, we have now to take care that the grid
does not in effect swing positive, due to the peak value of
the A.C. voltage on the filament. The bias which we have
to add must compensate for whichever of the above two
effects is the greater. The changes in (1) will be taken
care of by making the bias more negative by an amount
Et/2+ Et/21/ where Et is filament voltage and p. the
amplification factor of the valve.
The change of bias
due to the removal of the steady drop along the filament
is compensated for by E1/2, while Et/2p. ,cares for the
effective increase of anode voltage. The potential change
alluded to in (2) will be V2 X Et/2, i.e., Et/V2. Whén
these two.effects are equal we have
4-11. =I / iiT that
Is, /2=2.4 approximately.
Thus if
exceeds 2.4 the
additional bias is Et/N/2..,
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An Endeavour to

Receive the Television Broadcast, with
, the Apparatus Used.

Details of

By F. H. HAYNES.

UT for the fact that an experimental television
cation was a new factor, .so that it became possible for
broadcast is being conducted from the London
him to use a neon tube as a source of image-forming
regional station there would have been no justificalight at the receiver. Since that time another contribution of vital importance to television has been the
tion for this article. So limited is a technical study of
the apparatus now used in television that, in reviewing
perfecting of the photo-electric cell, and we can say
the present situation, a few words must necessarily be
that the valve amplifier, the neon lamp, and the photo
devoted to the Baird organisation, which is responsible cell have made the demonstration of television possible;
yet the application of these new devices is but au
for the transmissions, and the part played by the Post
obvious modification.
Office and the B.B.C. As a determined experimenter
Knowing that the real difficulty in television is that of
not to be deterred from his objective by the failure or
criticism of others, Mr. John L. Baird has earned for
synchronising the revolving mechanism at transmitter
and receiver, no inventor can claim success who does
himself the highest praise. His early apparatus was
first described in the issues
not first put forward a
of this journal of May 7th,
solution to this problem.
In his earliest apparatus
1924, and January 21st,
Baird used A.C.
syn1925, which, while revealing little that was new and
chronising, such as had
been adopted previously
an advance on the work
in several systems, and
of earlier experimenters,
showed that he was intenwas described by Campbell Swinton. In this resively applying himself to
the practical side of the
spect the Baird gear repreproblem.
A mechanical
sented no advance on the
analyser was used consistwork of others.
Synchronising by A.C. consists
ing of a disc carrying a
spiral of lenses, the carof feeding acommon A.C.
rier frequency was introcurrent to both transmitter
and receiver which, with
duced by aserrated wheel,
and the light sensitive dethe aid of a synchronous
motors, tuning forks or
vice was said to be colThe toothed-wheel synchroniser fitted in the Baird television
relays, effectively holds
loidal.
Valve amplifireceiver.
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television Reception.—
the rotating parts in step. This method demands an
additional channel between transmitter and receiver in
order that both the picture-forming and synchronising
signals may be separately conveyed. In spite of the
existence of this all-important problem of synchronising
and the fact that no patent specification has yet appeared in which anew solution is disclosed, it is thought
in many quarters to-day that television is making vast
strides towards becoming an accomplishment as familiar
as broadcasting. We now know that Baird had no fill., portant contribution to make in solving the synchrónisthg
The situation might have remained unchanged following the early experiments of Baird had
riot financial assistance been sought and a development
company formed to convert the Baird apparatus into
a marketable article.
More recently a larger company acquired the Baird interests in this country, thp
principal object being that
-of
manufacturing
televlie
sion reception gear for
-use in conjunction with
our broadcasting service.
In this connection another
almost insurmountable
•problem presents itself.

Weld
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the image, and the extent or " fineness " of analysis,
the number of signals to be transmitted within asecond
far exceeds in value the highest audio frequency that '
can be dealt with in broadcast. So long as the picture

Constructional details ef 811141—
hint; and synchronising dime

is kept small and a co
degree of analysis us d,
radio transmission is
s'When analysing a picthre into a number of
sible, assuming, of cou e,
that a solution is fou0
points of light of varying
to the difficulties of sp• intensity, an enormous
chronising.
number of individual sigWe remember the p bnals are formed, and we
licity given to the nego ations between the Ba rd
Company and the bro dcasting authorities conce ning the inclusion of te evisi on transmissions in
Experimental
television
re- our broadcast programm s.
ceiver. (a) scanning disc. (b)
spiral of 30 holes, (c) light From the' statements issu d
fibre synchronising disc, (d) it appeared that the B.B.
soft iron segments, (e) magnets
carrying the picture signals, was opposed to being ap
(f) the neon lamp.
ner in such an undertaki,
this attitude being bas 4d
upon technical considerations. Negotiations were p rsued, however, and on the intervention of the P st
Office we now have the experimental television broa
cast service. Transmissions are made from n a.m. o
11.30 a.m. daily, Saturdays and Sundays excepted. jlt
is understood that this series of television transmissio s
is now being extended to include, in addition,
o
nights a week after broadcasting hoirs:
-•
Enquiries are being made in many quarters as to t e
Circuit arrangement of an output stage in which the picture
success of these transmissions, which have now be
-signals are passed to an electromagnet in order that the current
peaks may produce synchronising.
in progress for some eight weeks. Listeners ask whe e
suitable receiving gear can be obtained, and radio
,know that the complete image must be transmitted in a enthusiasts seek technical details of experimen 1
period of time not longer than one-tenth of a second if
apparatus with which to participate in the tests. C
a moving picture effect is to be produced. Unless a this television broadcast be successfully received, an
very severe limit is imposed, therefore, on the size of if so, what is the quality of the pictures? It was wi
,
a
'The Frequency
Limitation.
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Telivision Reception.—
supplied by a motor running at a speed of over 700
the object 'of answering these questions that *3
r.p.m., and that the restraining influence of thé synapparatus to be described came into being.
chronising current is only applied for a brief interval
Details of the Baird method of synchronising were
of time, it will be readily realised that considerable
made public last September. The apparatus was shown
energy will be needed to check even a small variation.
to be extremely simple, and to consist of atoothed wheel
Lightness of moving parts and a minimum of friction
mounted on the shaft of the
for the motor to overcome
motor driving the analysing
are the aims in setting up
(” scanning ") disc.
Just
the apparatus, while proclearing the teeth are the
vision must be made to
poles of an electromagnet,
regulate very critically the
the signal currents being apspeed of the motor.
A
plied to the magnet windslow-speed motor with balling. A very similar arrangerace bearing having an arment of phonic wheel has
mature and commutator of
already been described in
the smallest permissible diathis journal when reviewing
meter was selected after
the Mihály system of telemaking several tests. As to
vision.' Assuming that a
the scanning disc itself,
break exists between each
which measured IIin. in
successive picture, then a
diameter, sheet aluminium
similar moment of no signal
was adopted, a little more
must likewise occur after the
than -A-in. in thickness,
formation of each transafter tests had been made
verse picture-forming strip.
with another and much
With a number of teeth
lighter material.
equal to the number of
Instead of the fro nholes in the disc and the View showing the method of mounting the synchronising disc
toothed wheel, as recompoles of the magnet engag- end its associated electromagnets. The critical speed-adjusting
mended by Baird, one
field rheostat can be seen on the right.
ing the teeth during the
of fibre was constructed
period of no signal, it is thought possible that the picslightly larger in diameter than was indicated, so as to
ture signals may be used as a means of synchronising.
provide amore critical control arid yet possessing quite
Thus at a time of no current through the magnet windmoderate weight. To avoid the windage of projecting
ings the teeth will travel unimpeded past the poles.
teeth, which it was quickly realised was appreciable at
Should, however, the disc be running slightly too fast
the normal running speed, small iron bars were pressed
the picture-forming current will be energising the magnet
into afibre disc, and their ends turned down flush with
pending the interval of no signal being reached. There
the faces. Precise details of the disc can be gleaned from
will thus be aretarding action tending to correctly regu- the illustrations. Every care was taken to ensure correct
late the speed of running and the precise position of spacing between the bars and that they passed through
the disc at any interval of time. 'Whether or not tbe the dice at exact right angles to the faces. Maximum
toothed wheel is controlled
•magnetic flux for the watts
by an interval of no signal r'-available was thus produced
between each image-forming
• by the short magnetic circuit
S ti possible to receive in the average home the telepicture strip or is, in fact,
when these bars passed bevision broadcasts now taking place from 2L0? The
pulled into position by the
tween the poles of an electrotest apparatus made up with a view to answering this
current representing a bright
magnet. Two magnets were
question is here described together with details of the
line across the picture is im- actually used in order to get
results obtained.
Unlike most scientific achievements
material. What most probthe
strongest
magnetising
uncertainty exists as to whether the claims of success
ably is• the intention is that
effect without saturating the
have been substantiated.
the bright parts of the picThe recent announcement that 1,000 receiving sets will
iron. As there was no end
ture representing successive
shortly be available, and that the television transmissions
play on the motor shaft, expeaks of current with each
are being extended has created a demand for precise
ceedingly small clearances
traverse have an accelerating
were possible between the
technical information concerning the apparatus and its
or retarding action upon the
performance.
poles and the disc, and this
rotation.
.
.
... .
.
-....
.......
is, of course, an important
Unless a generous bank of
condition, seeing that the
power valves be used for energising the electromagnet
watts used to produce a given magnetic flux increase
its influence will be inadequate to control the rotation.
approximately as the square of the width of the gap
Whether the power thus available is sufficient to control
increases. So small were the clearances, in fact, that
the disc will depend upon the weight and speed of the
when the signal currents were applied a slight pulling
revolving parts and the amount of correction required.
in of the poles occurred, and, in order to prevent rubWhen one considers that the initial driving power is
bing, it was necessary to insert wooden wedges between
Television by the Mihitly System, July 3rd, 1929.
the end cheeks of the bobbins..
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Television Reception.—
control, while being crude and entirely unsatisfa tory
" A brass bush coupled the synchronising and scanning. in a commercial product, is as helpful as anything in ,
discs. In the absence of published information it bethe hands of the experünenter. Attention was paaticu- ,
•came necessary to conduct some preliminary tests in •
order to discover the direction of the spiral of holes in
"the scanning disc, the pitch of the spiral, together with
•the size and position of the image. Quickly it was
realised that reasonable precision was necessary in the
positioning of the holes, and that a small error in the
•setting out of any one hole produced adark strip when
the disc was rotated before a source of light. It was
noted also that for uniformity of illumination when receiving a picture that the holes should not be precisely
round, and that their exact shape, which more probably
approaches a rectangle, can, no doubt, be readily calCiliated, bearing in mind also the hole-shape used in
the scanning disc at the transmitter.
Speed Regulation.

Critical speed control was arranged by variable resistances in the field and armature circuits of the motor, so
that an almost correct running speed was maintained
with aminimum of current. Part of the resistance controlling the field was brought out to a short-circuiting
switch in accordance with popular American practice, so
that the speed could be critically checked while watching
the formation of the image. Such a method of speed

•&card Is used to frame" the image while a magnifying lens mete
Improvised 80 that the details could be more carefully examined.

larly turned to an endeavour to successfully operate he
synchronising device. With apower output valve snch
as the P.625, which can be run from a normal so ce
of I
1.T. supply, it cannot be seen how sufficient con rol
of the disc can be obtained. By fully loading its rid
with an •alternating current, and experimentally adj sting the impedance of the magnet so as to obtain am i
mum power output at the given frequency, the conlfrol
provided by avalve of this class proved entirely ina equate. In making this observation it must be borne1 in
mind that the magnets are only acting at brief intervals.
Tests with Generous Output

The complete apparatus as assembled on the end of the 'nowt.

Stage.

The next step was to arrange agenerous output power
stage, and the arrangement finally set up consisted of
no fewer than three of the new LS6A valves with fu ly
loaded grids, as revealed by microammeter and mi liammeter, and working with the maximum rated anode
voltage of 400. Even so generous an output stage as tliis
proved insufficient to produce stable and automatic s
chronising. When the grids of the output val ve
s,h
o
ever, were fed with alternating current, the effect
s
different, and, in spite of the comparatively high sped
of rotation, synchronising with the A.C. voltage was t
once possible, as was to be expected from previ ous e
perience with a phonic wheel. Owing probably t
o tie
irregular- wave-shape of the picture-forming signal t's
type of synchronising, as suggested by Baird, cannot Ipe
regarded as satisfactory. Maybe by mere coinciden e
the fegional scheme will provide an acceptable soluti n
to the problem, in that while one transmitter will cony y
the picture signals, the other can provide an alternati
current controlled by the analysing disc at the trar
mitten. Such aproposal differs vastly from the existi
claims as to the possibilities of a. television broadça
A
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Television Reception',
service, and would entail the use of à twin receiving
.equipment.
As to the resülts obtained it may . be stated that
pictures were received within the first ten minutes of
using the apparatus, but the synchronising was not
automatic and success depended upon the very careful
manipulation of the field regulating switch, combined
with frequent frictioning df the disc. For the most
part the successive pictures appeared as parallelograms
rising and falling before the aperture. With the rising
or falling string of pictures one soon learns how to
speed up or retard the disc, yet an apparatus demanding
such a procedure possesses no commercial merit. The
neon tube functioned well, and after critically adjusting
the threshold and signal voltages the contrast of the
image was brought down from the harshness which it
possessed at the commencement of _the tests. Detail
was poor, due, perhaps, in some measure to small
inaccuracies in the location of the holes and to the
continuously changing position of the picture. Two
types of tube were tested, with equal success, one a
product of the General Electric Company and the other
a Raytheon Kino-lamp (Rothermel).
It is probable that the scanning disc used was incorrectly divided in that the pitch of the spiral was excessive
as compared with the mean circumference.
In the
absence of information it is suggested that some 50 per
cent. of the signal is taken up by the synchronising
mechanism so that the height of the picture is only about
one-half the distance between successive holes. This
reduction in the height of the image demands a smaller
pitch for the spiral in order to maintain the correct height
to width ratio: Actually the holes in the disc were very
much smaller than they appear in the illustrations, the
apparent large size being due to countersinking. Assuming that nearly half the signal energy is thus applied to
the windings of the magnets, and this would seem to be
the case from these tests, the successful working of the
apparatus can be anticipated. A bright margin observed
between successive pictures indicates the inclusion in the
transmission of a definite synchronising signal.
In addition to the apparatus referred to here other
forms of gear were tested. An attempt was made to
rotate a light paxolin disc with a powerful audiofrequency oscillator adjusted closely to the picture freIlements of Radio Communication, by
J. H. Morecroft.
A text-book for
students giving the general principles of
wireless telegraphy and telephony in a
concise form and without the use of advanced mathematics, comprising
the
simple laws of the electric circuit; special
laws for radio circuits; general idea of
radio communication; the valve and its
uses; telegraphY; telephony; and typical
receiving sets.
Pp. 269+x, with 170
illustrations and diagrams. Published by
J. Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, and
Chapman and Hall, Ltd., London. Price
15s. net.
0000
•
e Fundamentals of Radio, by Prof.
R. R. Ramsey, Ph.D. of Indiana UMeersity,
,

n. •
•

•

quency and to which the picture signals were coupled.
'It was the hope that the peaks in the signals would
drag. the oscillator precisely into step.
Insufficient
power, however, was produced to maintain the high
speed of rotation, while practical difficulties in combining
an incoming signal with the local oscillator made the
arrangement unworkable.
Transmission but no Reception.

'

Against the observations recorded here may be quoted
the fact that successful public demonstrations have
been claimed. Other than at the Olympia demonstration and that •
which is frequently given at the Baird
studios, where in both instances the transmitting and
receiving equipments are set up in adjoining rooms,
no details can be gleaned of successful television reception possessing commercial possibilities and operating
under conditions similar to those existing in the home of
the broadcast listener. While much is being written on
the ,obscure electrical and light problems involved in
television the writer is unaware of any single instance
of an experimenter coming forward claiming successful
results and inviting investigation. We will be better
able to judge the fulfilment of the claims made when
Baird receiving equipments become available, and one
cannot but draw attention to the extraordinary position
•
which exists under which the transmissions have come
into being without even the standards of transmission
being disclosed to the public or asingle specimen instrument being procurable. Television receiving sets are
to be available shortly, and, 'according to .a statement
by the Baird Company, one thousand instruments will
be completed during the month of January, and whilst
.one must assume that machines already exist it has
not been the good fortune of the writer to be 'favoured
with an early specimen in order that its successful working might be endorsed. " Television is here" has so
long been the cry that failure in its fulfilment is sufficient contradiction of its truth. It has long been hoped
that in television the amateur will find a new field of
experiment, and with the introduction of receiving
equipments in the course of the next few weeks an
opportunity will be afforded to judge its potentialities.
In the meatime astatement from the B.B.C. as to the
nature of the reception, which, one must assume, they
are investigating, would be welcomed.
'

BOOKS RECEIVED.

1

A text-book for students, comprising
the general theory of electricity and the
principles and practice of radio telegraphy and telephony. Pp. 372+ xi, with
numerous illustrations and diagrams.
Published by the Ramsey Publishing
Co., Bloomington, Indiana, U.S.A., price
$3.50.
0000
A..T.I. (Annuaire Téléphonique Internutional).—The first edition of the International Telephone Directory in English,
French and German.
Containing the
charges for long-distance telephone con-

versations between Continental towns and
list of 12,120 names, addresses and telephone numbers of manufacturers, hotels,
traders, etc., in 1,485 towns. of 27
different European countries. These are
classified under their trades, but a
further alphabetical index of their names
is provided in which they are grouped
according to their respective countries.
The directory is published in Copenhagen,
and the editors, while admitting that this
first edition naturally falls far short of
the objects they have in view, hope that
its utility will be so universally recognised
by firms doing foreign business that subsequent editions will become more and
more complete. The sole agents for Great
Britain are Messrs. Rassey Bros., 28,
Basinghall Street, London, E.C.2.
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KIT CONSTRUCTORS'
NOTES
4

The New Osram Music Magnet.

•
t

iHAT the basic essential teatures of the original
Osram Music Magnet have been found suitable to
be included in their entirety in this season's model
must surely be amatter for justifiable self-congratulation
on the part of those responsible for it.
In a rapidly
developing art such as ours, no better proof of excellence
exists than that adesign—particularly one of an ambitious
and unconventional kind—should not only survive, but
actually flourish, after the acid test of ayear's trial.
It must be apleasant task—it is certainly still acomparatively unusual one—for awireless set designer to be
relieved of the necessity for producing'something entirely
new, and to be able to concentrate all his energies on
improving his original conception in detail. However
carefully the job may have been done in the first place,
experience nearly always shows minor crudities or imperfections to be smoothed away, and desirable additions
'to be made.
The set under review provides an example of what can
be done when working on these lines. Although it is
,externally similar to its prototype, critical examination
shows that hardly a single detail remains unchanged.

1 mfd

HI
0.25
mfd

HF
o

0.00022
.mfd
L.

y

Tmfd

100006

r«01)005
-nfd

Alterations are found in the arrangement of the filament
wiring; originally, there was considerable risk of burning out valves by an accidental short-circuit, but, by
connecting H.T. negative to L.T. negative and fitting an
on-off switch (insulated from the metal panel) in the
positive L.T. lead, the receiver is rendered as safe, and
even fool-proof, as is possible. As an extra precaution, a
safety fuse is inserted in the H.T. negative lead.
An improved mounting for the H.F. valve is provided;
although it is still carried in aspring holder, afairly rigid
metal spring is used for making connection with the
anode terminal.
The coil assemblies have been simplified, and now
consist of two concentric formers, the inner carrying the
medium-wave inductance and the outer the long-wave
coil; there is also a third section which, as the coils are
interchangeable in grid or anode circuits, functions as
either " aperiodic " aerial or reaction winding.
The
coils have a very limited external field, as each of the
tuned inductances comprise two windings in opposite
direction. For working on the long waves, one section
only is used, while for the medium band, both are placed
in parallel by the action of built-in roller switches. One
is apt to criticise the position of these switches on the
score of inaccessibility—the lid of the box must be opened
to
change wavebands-but any other plan would
SCREEN+
introduce undesirable como
plications.
H.T. 120V+
Complete ganging of the
two tuned circuits is, of
course, still
a leading
feature of the design, and
an important innovation
this year is the provision
LS. •
of direct wavelength calio
bration; indications are
marked on the dial every
50 and 200 metres for the
medium and long wave•"••
bands respectively. This
a
is a most attractive and
valuable feature.
FUSE
It will be unnecessary to
0.13
enumerate all the details in
which the present set
differs from the original,
but mention should be
Cr.
made of the improved cone'e..;1*
denser friction drive, which
SW.
operates well and is quite
easy to set up, and of the
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Kit Constructors' Notes.—
sensitivity; with regard to this latter quality, the set fact that a good-looking polished oak cabinet, supplied behaves every bit as well as many popular receivers with.
in sections ready for easy assembly, is now included in independent tuning condensers.
the set of parts. The efficient L.F. transformer is of a
To obtain high selectivity it is necessary to make full
new type, with high-permeability core.
use of the variable coupling provided by the three aerial
The diagram given shows that the circuit is a fairly
terminals, and it would be more convenient if these were
conventional arrangement of
amplifier, detector,
replaced by sockets. Over most of the tuning scale, there
and one L.F. stage. Aerial cou 31ing is through adoubleis naturally aConsiderable drop in volume, as coupling is
wound transformer with three optional connections for
loosened, but this is not so marked when receiving the
varying selectivity. By joining the aerial to A3,the com- lower wavelengths on either band. Operated on an inplete primary winding is in circuit and signal strength. different aerial in central London, Brookmans Park was
is-(almost invariably) at amaximum; greater selectivity
just audible on the setting corresponding to the proposed
but generally less sensitivity is afforded by changing to
twin station (261 metres) with the aerial connected to A,,
A,; in this position the number of aerial coupling turns. (least selective adjustment). This slight interference was
is reduced. The third termina_, A„ is joined internally
entirely removed by applying reaction. There was very
to the tapping point on the coupling coil through avery little spreading of local signals with the weaker coupling
small condenser, and provides high selectivity with conprovided by connection to A, or A3.
siderably weaker signals.
On the medium band, reaction control was found to
H.F. coupling is through atuned anode arrangement,
be smooth, progressive, and almost free froin overlap';
and the detector operates on the grid principle. For re- on the longer waves it was not quite so good, but still
action control, a commendably large value of variable
condenser is used, and it
should be noted that the
primary winding of the L.F.
transformer is relied upon to
deflect
sufficient
energy
through the feed-back circuit, the usual choke being
omitted.
Assembly and wiring of
the " kit
submitted for
test took precisely 2 hours
55 minutes; this allowed
sufficient time to make connections neatly and
properly. Prospective constructors may be interested
to know that it is wise implicitly to follow the sequence of operations as laid
down in the instructional
pamphlet, and that apparent
short cuts may involve the
Minim view, showing Meat &Made coils and positions od the more important compensate.
risk of having to remove
parts already assembled. In eneral, accessibility of the satisfactory. Thanks largely to the new L.F. transform,
quality of reproduction is distinctly superior to that of
components is excellent, and all the holding down holes
register accurately with their counterparts on the sheet the original model, and, with asuper-power L.F. valve
in place of the Osram P.215 normally supplied, a still
aluminium chassis. Care should be taken to see that the
greater undistorted output is obtainable—but, of course,
lead between terminal No. 4 of the anode coil assembly
and the reaction condenser is led well clear of the roller at the expense of an increased H.T. consumption.
Two years ago it would have been considered almost
switch in such a way that it does not interfere with its
impossible to produce an inexpensive 3-valve set with
operation. A small spanner is useful for tightening up
H.F. amplification, ganged tuning, and wavelength calithe various nuts, particularly those on the terminals; the
condenser spanner supplied might with advantage be bration, even under factory conditions, where tests can
be applied' at various stages of manufacture. It is some- made double ended so as to serve for this purpose.
thing oran achievement to have devised means whereby
Satisfactory Ganging.
these advantages can be offered to the home constructor
One's initial impression that the design of the set is in such a way that he is virtually assured of success,
particularly well balanced is confirmed on testing it. The
proyided he applies reasonable care and common sense
H.F. resistance of the coils Sc ems to be just high enough in assembly and wiring.
The complete kit, including
to ensure entirely satisfactory operation of the single- valves and cabinet, costs £9, and may fairly be considered
knob tuning control and low enough to afford reasonable as good value for money.
* 23
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FOOTHOLD IN
ETHER.

CANADIAN

While Britain continues to daily with
• the project for an Empire broadcasting
service, the United States has secured a
•new mouthpiece for national and com,
mercial propaganda in'eanada by the inclusion of station CKGW, Toronto, in the
National Broadcasting Company's netWork. CKGW broadcaLt its first N.B.C.
The Daily Telegraph, and the calls w91
programme on the American Thanksgiving
be made at an hour's interval during a
• Day (November 28th), and will in future
certain part of the day. Photographs and
relay to Canadian listeners regular profinger-prints will be included in the trans, grammes from New York, Washington,
.missions. ,
The receiving stations will be
and other cities of the United States.
•
specially equipped for short-wave recep0000
tion, and their duties will include watchWORLD TALKS FROM THE VATICAN.
ing foreign transmissions and searching
Work has now begun on the erection of
fer illicit stations.
the Papal wireless station in the Vatican
City. The apparatus is being built by the
Marconi Company.
OUR CHRISTMAS—DAY ISSUE,
o000
Special
arrangements
have
RAIN—MADE " STATIC."
been made whereby the issue of
During the rainy spell many listeners
The Wireless World dated Decem—
'have imagined that atmospherics have
ber 25th, will be on sale on
been on the increase.
In most cases it
Saturday, December 21st.
has been found that the supposed static
has, been due to faults in aerial insulation
disclosed by the damp.
PHYSICAL AND OPTICAL SOCIETIES'
0000
EXHIBITION.
Sir Ambrose Fleming, M.A. D.Sc.,
FRANCO—TURKISH WIRELESS
SERVICE.
F.A.S.,
lecturing
on
"Television,
A pubic' radio service to. Turkey has
Present and Future," will provide one
been opened by the French Post Office.
of the •attractions of the twentieth
'Private and commercial telegrams marked
annual exhibition of the Physical andVoie T.S.F." are sent by this route at
Optical Societies.
the ordinary rates.
The exhibition is to be held on Tuesoo oo
day, Wednesday, and Thursday, January
POLICE WIRELESS IN FRANCE.
7th, 8th and 9th, 1930, at the Imperial
A network of fifty-one police wireless
College o/ Science, Imperial Institute
stations distributed throughout France is
Road, South Kensington, and will be
provided for in the Budget of the Ministry
open in the afternoon from 3 to 6, and in
of the Interior for 1930.
The central
the evening from 7 to 10 p.m.
transmitter will be the Eiffel Tower, says

CU RENT
TOPICS.

DECEMBER 18th, 1929.
ever eighty firms have aecepted! the
invitation to exhibit in the trade ;section at this exhibition, and in add tion
a group of research and experim ntal
exhibits is .being arranged, which wi 1be
shown by Fellows of the societies and
others, and a number of research la oratories and other institutions.
Som interesting historical exhibits will al
be
included.
_Sir Ambrose Fleming's lecture w ' be
giyen at 8.p.m. on January 9th.
0000

TREE

RENT.

Listeners who have used trees in Enileld
Town Park Estate Middlesex, to su port
their aerials, are to pay ashilling a year
to the Town Council as "rent."
0000

NEW

YEAR

"SMALL

ADS."

Special holiday printing arrangera nts
make it necessary to close for press ea lier
than usual with our issue of January lat.
Miscellaneous advertisements for incl ion
in that issue should be in our hands not
later than first post on Tuesday, Deemher 24th.
0000
MAZDA

VALVES.

In our issue of December 4th we
ow
•
attention to the special arrangemen of
the Edison. Swan Electric Co.,
•d.,
whereby customers who were unabl to
obtain valves of the new Mazda s ies
from their local dealers could be supp ied
direct on application to the comp ny.
Owing to the large response, the Ed son
Swan Electric Co., Ltd., regret that his
offer must now be withdrawn.
E ery
effort is being made to overtake he
demand.
o000
"WiRELESS FOR THE BLIND" FUN

.

With the object of providing every bl nd
person in the United Kingdom'
nd
Northern Ireland with a wireless se a
Fund has been established, with H.R H.
The Prince of Wales as President. Wh le.
hearted support is being given by he
B.B.C., and one of the first moves in he
broadcast campaign will be a microph ne
appeal, to be made by the Rt. Hon. Winston Churchill, M.P., at 9.20 p.m. on
Christmas Day from all B.B.C. stations.
It is estimated that 15,000 blind people
throughout the country need sets.
All donations to this Fund should be
sent to the Rt. Hon. Reginald McKen a,•
Hon. Treasurer British ' Wireless for 4he
Blind "Fund, 226, Great Portland Str t,
London, W.1.
0000

MAN'S

FOR THE WORLD'S FASTEST LIFEBOAT.—The totally enclosed wireless telephony
transmitter and receiver installed by the Marconi Company in the new Dover lifeboat, the
fastest in existence. Known as the type EMB.1., the set uses a transmitting power of
100 watts on a wavelength of 900 metres. and is designed for work under the roughest
conditions.
The lifeboat is specially equipped for aircraft rescue work,

INGRATITUDE

TO

MAN.

That broadcasting for love is a tha k.
less task is the discovery of the Ra jo
Club of Burma, which has recei d
numerous complaints from Rangoon t at
its programmes do not come up to the xpected standard. More in sorrow than in
anger, the president of the club is ask g
the Gogernment to erect a power ul
station filch can be heard all over
province.' The Radio Club's transmit r
has a power of only 750 watts, and funds
are scarce owing to the fact that the .clib,
unlike the broadcasting companies,dra
no revenu e from thé wireless i
mp rt
duties.
•
24
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The Ear Corrects certain Loud Speaker Defects and Acts as an Amplifier,
Rectifier and Frequency Analyser.
By R. T. BEATTY, M A., B.E., D.Sc.
(Continued from page 632 of previous issue)

p

HYSIOLOGISTS find that both motor nerves (those
which transmit orders from the brain) ,and sensory
nerves (those which transmit messages to the brain)
behave exactly alike. Messages pass along both kinds
of nerve at an average speed of roo metres per second,
or 220 miles per hour—a rate which is too slow to be
of an electrical nature and which is ascribed to chemical
action; this action is, however, accompanied by an
electrical effect, which can be amplified and recorded
by astring galvanometer. 'These records reveal amost
curious result; th q amplitLde of the disturbance is
always the same (Fig. 9). The only difference between

STRONG

STIMULUS

WEAK

STIMULUS

Fig. 9.—A strong or weak stimulus is conveyed by a nerve as a
variation in the frequency of the mpulses. The amplitude of the
disturbance is always the same.

neighbouring strings affected in rather smaller measure.
The Ear Makes Its Own Overtones.

If in addition we sound a feebler note of different
pitch it may be drowned by the louder tone unless its
strength is sufficient to cause a subsidiary peak on the
main resonance curve (Fig. 13). This drowning, or masking, effect might be expected to be greater when the two
notes are close together than when they are far apart.
Fig. 14 shows results on masking obtained by Fletcher
in 1923. He measured the strength of a just audible
tone when sounding alone; then he ascertained how
many times that strength required to be multiplied for
audibility in presence of a second stronger tone. In
curve A, Fig. 14, atone of 800 cycles! sec. was sounded
continuously. The ordinates give the multiplying factor
required to make any weaker tone audible: the factor
is seen to be symmetrical on either side of 800
cycles/sec. with a kink at the maximum glue to complications arising from beats when the tones are nearly
equal- in pitch, and we may conclude that the ear
strings vibrate symmetrically on either side of the reson-

the effects of a strong or a weak stimulus applied to
the nerve is that in the former case more pulses are
produced in the nerve per second than in the latter.
Further, it is found that the passage of a pulse leaves
the nerve in a refractory condition for about o.003
second, during which time no further pulse can pass,
so that the nerve can transmit no more than 300 pulses
per second.
If the nerve passes through aganglion (a
swelling on the nerve which acts as an amplifier of the
pulse) the number is still further reduced. .
Here, then, a fatal objection arises to the telephone •
theory: how can a nerve convey the sensation of a
note of 20,000 cycles per second when it can transmit
but a few hundred pulses per second?
How Our Ears Deceive Us.

When the tuned strings in our ears respond to the
throb and pulse ot sounds which reach them they may
play strange tricks at times: they may actually generate
Fit'. 10.—While a fish has no powers of bearing, it is equipped with
device that detects violent vibration. It takes the form of a tiny
tones, phantom tones, wh:ch do not exist save in the
stone which is carried in a sensitive cavity:
ear itself: out of two sounds they may create a third;
ance
point
as imagined in Fig. 12. But the story
out of asingle sound they may create amultitude.
changes when the continuous tone is made 4 times as
When a tuning fork gives out its single pure tone
we should expect the strings of the basilar membrane • strong (as in curve B), or 8 times' as in C. The curve
to vibrate most strongly near the resonance point, with .becomes unsymmetrical, the masking is greater on the
L. 25
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how We Hear.—

•

high frequency side, and new kinks show the' presence
of overtones, which are harmonics of the 800-cycle note,
as is evident since their relative frequencies are as
2, 3, 4, etc.
•
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pure tones excite an unsymmetrical receiver a third lone
will be generated with a frequency equal to the difference between the first two. When the middle C of a
piano and the G above, whose frequencies are as 2; 3,

The Ear is an Unsymmetrical Receiver.

, How come these overtones? It is idle to say that
they arise in our consciousness or that they are figments
of the brain incapable of analysis: science has taught
us little if we cannot better such explanations.
A hint is given by the behaviour of vibrating bodies
when the amplitude is so large that the strain exceeds
the elastic limit or when the load is unsymmetrical, as
when a diaphragm is loaded with a wax pellet on one
side. Theory shows and experiment agrees that in such
cases overtones will appear and will become relatively
stronger as the amplitude is increased. Now many
unsymmetrical structures occur in the ear: for example,
in the arrangement of the muscles which bear on the
ear drum, in the ear bones, and in the structures connected to the strings themselves. Hence we have good
reason to expect the overtones which Fig. 14 shows to
be present. The ear has the faults of the early microphones used in broadcasting or of a badly designed loud
speaker.
Difference Tones.

But theory goes farther and predicts that when two

BASILAR

MEMBRANE

Fig. 12.—Hypothetical amplitude of vibration of the ear 'aria*
when a pure tone is sounded.

are sounded together, using the loud pedal, the C an
octave below, whose relative frequency is 1, will be
heard. We cannot say, however, that
this tone is generated only in the ear,
for on opening up the piano it will be
found that alower C string is vibrating
strongly: the difference tone has been
produced by the unsymmetrical frarne
of the piano. But when the experiment is repeated with tuning forks
placed on separate tables with no connection save air, the same difference
tone is heard and can be made to giye
beats with a third fork of nearly the
pitch of the difference tone. This tone
cannot be picked up by a resonator
and so has no existence outside the ear.
Fundamental Tone Suppressed—No'
Change in Pitch.

When a vowel is «
sung, and a record
taken on an oscillograph and analysed,
the constituents of the complex sound
are as shown in Fig. 16: the vowel
can be faithfully reproduced by using
a series of valve oscillators and loud
speakers, one for each partial tone.
Now comes a truly remarkable result:
if the fundamental tone be suppressed
the vowel will sounà exactly the same
if in addition the first overtone
e
silenced the pitch on which the vowel
is sung will seem unaltered though a
very slight change of quality will
appear, as if the same note had been
taken up by a different voice. Walt

b

Fig. 11.—The evolution of the
frog, a slight swelling on the

le,

cochlea from fish to mammal. A, fish, no cochlea;
right indicates the beginning of the cochlea. C, bird,
slightly curved cochlea; D, mammal, spiral cochlea with several turns,
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How We Hear.—
so many overtones present Vie ear has manufactured
the difference tone corresponding to the fundamental
with an intensity so great that the presence 'or absence
of that tone in the air makes practically no change, the
same being true to asmaller extent of the first overtone.
Does the Loud Speaker Cut-off Matter?

rectifier a heterodyne note (difference tone) is pro- - •
duced: without the rectifier the compound note could
only be resolved into its two .H.F. constituents and
no difference tone would appear. As the carrier waves
are made stronger the heterodyne noté becomes relatively stronger.
The ear gives precisely these results, and the analogy '
is made closer by the experimental fact that when two ,
notes above the audible range are produced by two
bird calls an audible difference tone can be heard, aswas shown many years ago by Lord Rayleigh.

Those who use loud speakers which fail to reproduce
below 250 cycles! sec. must have been astonished to
hear bass voices, cellos, and 'pass viols coming through
almost unimpaired.
The
Do Beats Merge Into a Difference Tone?
reason is now evident: the
Beats
are the periodic waxing and waning of sound
low notes, though lost in
heard when two pure tones of nearly the same pitch
reception, have been reare produced. If the pitch of the higher tone be
created in the ear. We
gradually raised the beats become more rapid and
must not conclude that
finally pass into a new tone—the difference tone.
the fundamental tone of
Whether the beats and the new tone are identical has
any sound will reappear,
been a controversial question for fifty years, but on
for if the overtones are
the resonator theory of the ear's action we should say
not harmonic, the differ•that they are entirely different. Our explanation would
ence tone will not
be that when, as in Fig. 18, the two tones are close
coincide with the fundaBASILAR MEMBRANE
together, the two resonating strings suffer fluctuations
mental: thus drums, cymof amplitude twenty times per second and that the
ba1s, and xylophones
corresponding nerves carry to the brain information
Fig. 13.—A second tone at
sound unnatural when the
B is audible it It causes an
that each string is vibratlower tones are cut off.
extra peak on the main resonance curve due to atons
ing with a varying ampliat A.
The Ear is a Rectifier.
tude: at the same time a
The author well remembers how difficult it was fifteen vibration of twenty cycles
per second is produced,
years ago to get the theory of difference tones across
but is inaudible because
the lecture table to second-year students. To-day it is
no ear string is tuned to
only necessary to give the analogy of the anode bend
rectifier and the explanation becomes clear and unfor- such a low frequency. On
raising the pitch of the
gettable.
•
upper note to 2,100 c.p.s.
Fig. lb.—Overtones generated
in the ear as the bass C is
beats are still heard, but
sounded more and more
loudly. The sizes of the notes
the difference tone of
100
indicate roughly their intenIsm c.p.s. is now picked up
sity.
by a string and becomes
audible as atone: if this string were absent we should
80
\
hear the beats but not the tone; if the two upper strings
were absent we should hear the difference tone but not
beats. Finally if the upper note is raised to
2,500 c.p.s. the beats are so rapid that the nerves
cannot convey news of the fluctuations: the beats disappear, and the difference tone of 500 c.p.S. is heard
40
alone.
The Sense of Direction.
20

o-

800

1600
2400
3200
CYCLES PER SECOND

4000

rig. 14.—masking of one tone py another': the ear introduces
overtones when,a note is loud.

For the anode bend rectifier is an unsymmetrical
structure. Though the grie voltage may swing up and
down by equal amounts the anode current will show
unequal changes. When two carrier waves act on the
• 27

Familiar sounds like voices, footsteps, or the barking of dogs, can be located without effort: it is easy
to say whether they come from front or rear, from
right or left. In trying to account for this sense we
naturally enquire what happens in the simpler case
when the sounds are pure tones such as those produced
by a tuning fork.
Suppose a tuning-fork sounding in the middle of a
large meadow on a dark night. It is found that if
one ear is stopped up an observer has no idea of the
position of the fork: if he uses both ears he can easily
tell when the fork is on his right or on his left, but
he is unable to distinguish a fork in front from onein rear.
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Thus we have a clue to the cause of our sense of
direction. Sound waves from the fork are diffracted
by the head and reach one ear in advance of the other,
and so differences of phase and intensity are set up. If
the direction of the waves makes an angle A with the
fore and aft line of the head we can calculate the phase
difference P between the waves arriving at the two ears;
in Fig. 19 this relation is shown for tones of different
frequencies; thus when we face north and a tone of
frequency 310 c.p.s. comes from the north-east the
• phase will lead by 65° at the right ear.

DECE.70Eg --.44tb, •
19.

How, then, do we keep asense of direction? No d ubt
the physiologists will eventually supply the answer, but
in the meantime we may hazard the guess that the n rve
pulses are not continuous but form intermittent tr ns,

NO DIFFERENCE TONE

IDIFFERENCE TONE
100 cp.s

II
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PER SEO

11

'

100 BEATS
PER SEO.

An Experiment with Headphones.
DIFFERENCE TONE
500 C. p.s.

Now we can try the following experiment: Two
telephone magnets are set up, as in Fig. 20, with wires
leading from their coils to two ear-phones, and atoothed
iron wheel rotates rapidly as shown.
A phase difference
will be set up between the alternating currents which
circulate in the two coils and consequently in the earphones; if the phase difference is zero the sound seems
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18.—How beats merge into a difference tone.

the leading pair of pulses in each train maintaining a
constant phase difference; thus the required lead would
exist at the beginning of each train, though it would
rapidly disappear after a few pulses have passed
(Fig. 21).
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•rig .16.—Showing the vowel

ah" sung on d.
•

to come from à point in front, but if the current leads
in the right ear-phone the apparent source is displaced
to the right through an angle which agrees with that
given in Fig. 19. This is a striking confirmation of
the theory and so we conclude that the string affected
in the right car leads its opposite number in the left
ear in phase, that this lead is preserved in the pulses
set up in the pair of -corresponding nerve fibres,
and that the brain translates this lead into a
judgment that -the sound
is coming from a point to
the right of the line of
sight.
So much for relative
phase, but what about
the relative intensity at the
ears?
Experiment shows
that relative intensity is
comparatively
ineffective
in helping to form a
Fiq.17.—Any unsym metrical
receiver will produce partial
judgment as to direction.
rectification of a wave: the
This result leads us into
unsymmetrical structure of
the ear must cause a similar
difficulties, for a strong
effect.
stimulus causes more
pulses to travel per second along a nerve, and if the
pulse frequencies are unequ al in two corresponding
nerves no permanent phase difference can be set up.

For sounds of high frequency the sound may appear
to be in two or more positions at the same time. Thus
at 930 c.p.s. let the phase be made to lead by 150°
at the right ear; this is the same thing as if the phase
were to lead by 360°— 15o°--=-21o° at the left ear.
From Fig. 19 we see from the curve corresponding to
930 c.p.s. that phase differences of 15o° and zio° corte-
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ANGULAR DISPLACEMENT OF MACE

19.—The sense of direction of sound depends upon a phase
difference between the waves arriving at the two ears. This
Illustration shows such phase difference for tones of different
frequencies.
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and initiate messages along the nerves attached to them.
The chief purpose of such stones (or otoliths) is to
give the direction of gravity, and so enable the fish
to swim on an even keel. A certain species of prawn
carries its otoliths, not in the head, but in an open
cavity in the joint of its antenna, and when the stones
drop out the prawn replaces them with grains of sand
which it picks up with its forceps. When the prawn
was put in an aquarium where iron filings had been
The Evolution fHearing.
placed, it soon became equipped with these magnetic
We believe that all living beings may trace the
otoliths, and when a magnet was brought near it,
descent from the life which b gan in the warm seas of
changed its position as if it mistook the pull of theSO
ethousand million years magnet :for the pull of gravity. ..
•a . The fishes of to-day
As fish emerged from the silent ocean in which their
i erit an unbroken tradi- deafness was no handicap, they found new enemies on
ti n of environment over land, but these were not the noiseless, darting hunters
s vast reach of time.
of the deep—their approach was always heralded by
hat have we discovered sounds, by footsteps, by rustle of reeds or trembling
a out the hearing powers of of twigs.
•
fi es?
And so the emigrants from the sea began to develop
Well, with one or two ex- a new sense; the full story is not yet known, btit it
Ct dons, fish
seem quite
appears that in amphibia
u able to hear. They are
and reptiles like the alligator
whiCh never quite «forsook
ir ifferent to sounds from
WEAK STIMULUS
submerged buzzer, loud
the water, and in birds
11111
eaker, or submarine bell.
which made the air their
A slight response is shown to
1111 "'own, a tube (Fig.
xi)
STRONG elmuLus
l
ent shocks due to strikhas grown out from the
ir g the wooden end of a original labyrinth, curved
si all aquarium by a heavy
like a sickle, furnished with
Fig. 21.—Nerve pulses may
possibly not be continuous
mmer; this response has •
parallel fibres; in animals
but may take a form of inen traced to a structure
termittent trains. The leadwhich have chosen the dry
Fig. 20.—This experiment
ing pair of pulses in each
the head of the fish
land this tube has developed
with earphones strikingly
train may maintain a conconfirms the contention that
stant phase difference.
hovvn in Fig. zó) coin- into the spiral cochlea, and
sense of direction depends
upon phase difference.
sed of a tiny stone enreaches its highest development among the carnivores
osed in asac which is furand the deer-like tribes, the hunters and the hunted,
nished with hairs. Vibration causes the stone to quiver,
for whom delicate hearing is a supreme necessity in
and the hairs, striking the "des of the cavity, bend
the daily struggle for existence. .
spond to apparent displacem nts of the image of 39°
to the right and 62° to the lef . Obviously the location
of the sound is going to be
ade much more difficult
if it seems to come from more than one point, and most
observers find that their jud ment breaks down for
frequencies higher than i,00 c.p.s.; the chirp of a
cricket, for example, seems t come from all directions
at once.

All About Metal Rectifiers,
Mr. S. A. Stevens, of the Technica 'Depare
ment of the Westinghouse Brake a d Said/.
Signal Co., Ltd., visited the Bec Rad
Society
on Tuesday, lath November, lecturing o "Metal
Rectifiers " with the aid of an exten ve range
of lantern slides and the explanatory
m which
his company have produced.
The lecturer made it clear that
metal
rectifier is virtually a cold electronic ave, and
an enlarged drawing was shown on
e screen
giving the manner of assembly of sue a unit.
A detailed explanation of the mean' g of half.
wave and full-wave rectification fol wed, and
an instructive collection of slides Inc uded diggrams showing the "centre-tap,"
'bridge,"
and "voltage-doubler" methods of obtaining
full wave rectification.
The outstanding event of the lectu -was the
display of the company's film, in
tich one
saw upon the screen living pictures
the performance of alternating and direct urrents.
lion. Secretary, Mr. A. L. Odell, 71. Tratimere Road, S.W.18.
0000
A Modern Receiver.
An interesting set embodying an indirectly
heated A.C. screened grid valve wit
a magnification factor of 1,200 was demon trated by
Mr. Remington at the last meeti g of the
South Croydon and District Radio S ietv. The
I.P. amplifier was followed by an
ode bend
detector, and the last low frequency stage embodied two L.S.5a valves in parallel The set
was operated from the mains. The esign was
made clear by means of diagrams on the blitekboard, members being given full det lls of the

I

CLUB

NEWS:

I

transformers, the design of the moving coil
loud speaker, and .the wiring arrangements.
• lion. Secretary. Mr. E..L. Cumbers, 14, Ca trustier' Road, S. Croydon.
oocio
•
New Club's Success.
•
•
The recently formed Sevenoaka and District
Radio Club Is already proving its value to wire.
less enthusiasts in the district. At the last
meeting .a powerful set constructed by one of
the members was
demonstrated. Interesting
tests have Mari been carried out with a radiogramophone. New members and visitors are
cordially invited. Full particulars of the club
can be obtained from the lion. Secretary, Mr..
E. M. Dent, Cornwall Lodge, Minton Oreen.
Kent.
0 0 00
Demonstrating Transmission.
The Moswell Hill and District Radio Society
has among its membership no fewer than seven
"hams," one of whom, Mr. J. Hum, 05IIM,
demonstrated his 171-metre transmitter before
that Society on December 4th. In order to
avoid interfering with broadcast listeners no
radiating system was used. but the transmitter
was put in an oscillating condition and the
wave picked up on a receiver placed on an
adjacent table. The lecturer dealt briefly with

the principles of crystal orhitrol. power supply,
and various types of transmitting valve, and
then proceeded to show, with the help of the
transmitter, the. advantages of using crystal
control from the point of view of steadiness
of wave and purity of note.
Bon. Secretary. Mr. C. J. Witt. 50, Coniston
Road, London, N.10.
o 000
Soldering Aluminium.
The soldering,of aluminium has always been
a bite ?lair to the amateur, but two enthusiastii,
Messrs. Hart and Perry, recently demonstrated
to members of Wembley Wireless Society that
the task can be robbed of its terrors. They
also
demonstrated
brazing,
silvering,
and
ordinary soldering. The Society is at present
holding an interesting exhibition of historical
wireless apparatus, and the Committee invites
members to contribute with any gear which
they may believe to have an antique value. The
first half of the winter session was concluded
en Friday last and meetings will be resumed
early .
in January. Ail attractive list of fixtures
has been arranged. A syllabus of meetings will
be forwarded on applieistion to the Hon. Secretary, Mr. It. Comben. 24, Park Lane, Wembley.
0 000
Leoturettes by Club Members.
Several items of unusual interest appear in
the forthcoming programme of the Wigan and,
District Technical College Radio Society. which
'will resume meetings ou January 14th.
•
An interesting feature includes lecturetteif
and demonstrations l'y members themselves.
lion. Secretary. Mr. M. M. Das, B.Sc., Library
Street. Wigan.
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A Review of Manufacturers' Recent Products.
LOUD CPEAKER BAFFLE BOARD.
To obtain the maximum acoustic output
from a cone-type loud speaker it is necessary to prevent circulatioh of the sound
waves from the front to the back of the
cone. The neutralising effect due to this
cause is more devastating on the very low
notes than on the higher frequencies. A
large baffle board, some 3f t. square, helps
to overcome the harmful effect, but, unless
well finished, it is rather an eyesore,
especially in a drawing room.
Recently the Morogoro Trading Corporation, Ltd., 7, Union Court,.01d Broad
Street, London, E.C.2, has placed on the
market a handsomely finished baffle
measuring 30in. x30in., and mounted on
three ornamental legs. The three-cornered
design permits standing the baffle crosswise in a corner of the room.
An 8in. diameter opening is provided
in the centre of the board, behind which
will be mounted the diaphragm and
movement.
A supporting platform must
be made up, but as the nature of this
will depend on the chassis used, whether
moving-coil or reed-type, the makers have
left this to the construdor.

clamped to the pole by three screwed
studs carried on the ring boss of each
spider. On the end of each arm is a small
porcelain bobbin. The wire is wound in
zig-zag fashion, commencing from a top
bobbin and finishing at one of the lower
ones.
To assure that the device will not sustain damage in the post it is supplied in
the form of a set of parts which can be
assembled in about fifteen minutes.
The makers are Messrs. Harold Ashton,
8 and 10, Bull's Head Chambers, Hopwood Avenue, Market Place, Manchester,
and the price has been fixed at 15s.

that follow the logarithmic law generelly
prove most successful. It would appear
that Roterohms have been designed to

The resistance in Rotorohms is protects«
by a wire-wound track over which th
variable contact rides.

meet these conditions, so that, used te
this purpose, they should prove uniform
in action.

TRADE NOTES.
The Loewe Radio Co., Ltd., 4, Fou tayne Road, Tottenham, London, N.1,
announce that their products can now e
obtained on the hire-purchase system.
Full particulars of the scheme will be
provided on iipplication to the company.
0000

One of the spiders, assembled, for the
"Ashton Perfect Aerial Spreader " ; aote
the parts for the other.
0000

Lisenin Wireless Co., 5, Central Buildings, High Street, Slough,
Bucks."-Descriptive folder dealing with H.T. and
L.T. connectors.
Insulated plugs and
sockets for use in mains-operated sets ale
listed also.
0000

Morogoro three-cornered baffle board for
cone loud speaker construction.

The price of the baffle in • polished
mahogany is 42s., and in oak 38e.
0000
"ASHTON" AERIAL SPREADER.
NEW MODEL.
Where facilities are not available for the
erection of a suitable sized outdoor aerial
of the orthodox pattern, satisfactory reception can be had by using avertical wire
with acage-type collector at the top. The
construction of this alternative device is
rendered simple by the new model " Ashton Perfect Aerial Spreader." This consists of two spider-type supports, which
are attached to a pole, or iron tube, and
spaced about 3ft. apart.
They are

ROTOROHMS.
A wide range of variable high resistances and potentiometers are included in
the list of Rotorohms marketed by Rotor
Electric, Ltd., 2-3, Upper Rathbone Place,
London, W.1. These components, admirably suited for use as volume controls, are
available with resistance values ranging
from 0 to 2,000 ohms up to 0.1 to 7
megohms. There are eleven models in all,
. the price being 6s. 6d. for the potentiometer and 5s. 9d. for the variable resistance.
Two specimens were tested, the type H,
maximum resistance 25,000 ohms, and the
type L, a 500,000 ohms potentiometer.
The measured resistance of the firstmentioned model was 36,000 ohms.
A
graded resistance is adopted, the value
changing slowly at first when the knob is
rotated in an anti-clockwise direction, but
later showing a more rapid rate of change
for the same angular movement. This feature is exhibited in the other model. In
this case the maximum resistance was
found to be 7'.:0,000 ohms.
• For control of volume, using a potentiometer in the input circuit of a valve, it
is desirable that the resistance should
change more rapidly at first and those

Messrs. Ferranti, Ltd., Hollinwood,
Lancs.—Descriptive leaflet Wb 419, dealing with the Ferranti Model 31 A.C. mail*
receiver.
0000
In the Buyers' Guide 1929-W list of
receiving sets published in our issue ot
November 20th last, the price of the
" Empire 3" receiver made by Messrs,
C. F. and H. Burton was stated to include
valves and royalties. This is, unfortum.
ately, incorrect; valves and royalties are
not included in the prices stated for the
two models.
0000
On page 565 of the same issue the price
of the Philips set, Model 2502, should
read £12 10s., and not £15, as stated.
0000
We learn that in some quarters thei
impression prevails that the " Ekco
Model C.2.A.
A.C.
complete battery'
eliminator, described on page 537 in our
issue of November 13th last, is -made for
alternating current supplies only.
This
is, of course, incorrect, as a D.C. unit,
also styled Model C.2A., is available for
use on D.C. mains. This particular unit
was reviewed on page 81 under " Laboratory Tests " in nur issue of July 24th last.
A 30
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By S. O. PEARSON, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.

Pad XIII.
to the frequency and the condensive reactance,

Resonance in A.C.
Circuits.
(Continued from page 656
previous issue.)
T the end of the previo instalment the impedance
was obtained for a si ple circuit with resistance
inductance and capacit in series. The value of
this impedance was found to e N/R2+X2 ohms, where
R is the resistance of the crcuit and X the resultant
reactance, at a frequency f ycles per second, due to
the combined effects of indu tance and capacity. The
value of X itself was found to be (2111L—

)ohms,
214C
,where L is the inductance in henrys and C the capacity
in farads.

2,74L is the indu

ve reactance and

condensive reactance.
Since the resultant rea tance "X is
etween the
equal to the difference
inductive and condensive reactances,
it is clear that the last two artially neutralise each other if they are nequal, and
one will completely neutrali ethe other if
they are equal. When this happens the
impedance of the circuit bec mes
Z= .VR 2+0=R o Ills.

the

is

inversely proportional to the frequency, it follows that
at very low frequencies the condensive reactance will be
greater than the inductive reactance, whereas at very high
frequencies the inductive reactance will be the greater.
Clearly, then, there must be one particular frequency
for which the reactances will be equal and opposite. This
is called the resonant frequency of the circuit, and at
this frequency the circuit is said to be in complete
resonance with the applied frequency.
Although the
resonant frequency is sometimes called the " natural
frequency " of the circuit, this is not strictly correct—
apoint to be discussed later.
In Fig. rthe reactance of the coil and that of the condenser are plotted as curves against frequency, ranging
upwards from zero. At the point where the curves cross
each other the reactances are equal, and this point gives
us the value of the resonant frequency.
It must be
remembered that the condensive reactance is negative
with respect to the inductive reactance and, therefore,
at the point where the curves cross, the
resultant reactance is zero. By finding the
difference between the two curves at a
number of frequency values we can obtain
the curve of resultant reactance against
frequency.
Value of the Resonant Frequency.

For the condition of complete resonance

we have 241... — 'where f is the rethe
zirfC'
sonant frequency, and from this we derive
circuit behaves as though ii were a nonFig. 1.—curves showing how
the
fundamentally important expression
the relation- the inductive reactance and the
inductive resistance as far
condensive reactance vary
ltage is conship between current and
f=
cycles per second.
simultaneously in a series cir2ir•%/LC
cerned, but in some othe respects its cuit as the frequency is changed.
for calculating the resonant frequency, L •
behaviour is phenomenal.
and C being in henrys and farads respectively.
The value R ohms is o viouslv the lowest possible
In tuning a wireless circuit to a given frequency we
value of impedance the ci cuit can have, because no
are simply adjusting the condensive reactance to neumatter whether the resulta
reactance X is positive or
tralise completely the reactance of the tuning coil.
negative, the square of thi quantity is always positive
Now we must see what is actually happening in aseriesand therefore always goes o increase the impedance
circuit when a voltage having a frequency equal to the
above the value R. or, in ther words, the impedance
resonant frequency is applied to its ends. The circuit
of the circuit can never be 1ss than R ohms.
is shown in Fig. 2 (a), and the condition for resonance is
Frequency fResonance.
that the reactance of the condenser is exactly equal to
New since the inductive ractance 2/IL is proportional
that of the inductance. Therefore the voltage E, relz

nat is to say, when

2r

=

Winhaz
Wouldt
Wireless Theory Simplified.quired to drive the current against the back E.M.F. of
the coil is equal to the voltage E3 required to drive it
•" through" the condenser. But since E3 was seen to,
ead the current by 90° and Es to lag by 9o° the two
voltages in question are always in direct opposition and
,so cancel each other out between the ends of the circuit.
The complete vector diagram for the condition of
resonance is shown in Fig. 2 (b).
Now as the two reactance voltages balance out completely it follows that the applied voltage E between the
ends of the circuit is only employed in driving the current
through the resistance portion of the circuit. Hence the
applied voltage is simply E -E, =IR. This is in agreeMent with the previous discovery that the impedance of

4D.ECEMBÉ1? 18M,

dealing with the parallel circuit aà it tart' I» More
applied in that case.
Calculation of an Actual Circuit.

As it is very important to know how aresonant cirnuit
behaves not only at the resonant frequency itself but also
at neighbouring frequencies, it will be best to considet an
actual circuit and calcurate the numerical values of impedance and current over a band of frequencies ranging
from well below the resonant_frequency to well above it,
and then to plot the results as curves.
Accordingly let us suppose that we have a coil whips
inductance is 2532 microhenrys, that is 2532 xIY
henry, in series with a condenser of capacity 0.00025
rnicrofarad. Let the resistance of the coil be 500 ohms It
was pointed out in aprevious part that acoil possessing
both resistance and inductance is equivalent to a series
circuit with resistance and inductance separated. This
high value of resistance is chosen to simplify the calculation and the effects of varying the resistance will be cliscussed afterwards.
The resonant frequency of the circuit will be

•
flan
2.7r1/
•

LC27r1/2532
X 10 -6 X 0.00025 X 10 -

=200,4100

cycles per. second or zoo kilocycles per second, and at this
-frequency the impedance of the circuit will be numericarly
equal to its resistance, namely 500 ohms, becausè the reactances balance out.
Now let us calculate the impedance at afrequency just
double that of the resonant value, that is, at 400 ki ocycles. At this frequency the reactance of the coil will be
XL =27rfL =27r x 400,000 x 2532 x IO-6=6364 ohms. The
reactance of the condenser is
Fig. 2.-When a series circuit is tuned to complete resonance the,
10 2
•
nductive reactance is wholly neutralised by the condensive reactance.
The voltages E2 and El are equal and opposite, and
-1591 ohms.
balance out.
• mu 27r x 400,000 x 0.430025
Thus the total reactance of the circuit .at 400 kilocycles
the complete circuit is R ohms at the frequency of re-'
per second will be X =X L -Xc=6364 -1591= 4773 ohms,
sonance. The vector diagram indicates the equally Mrand the impedance is therefore
portant fact that at this particular frequency the applied
Z 4,/ R2+
= 500' +477324803 ohms.
-voltage and current are exactly in phase.
If we choose afrequency below the resonant value, say
It would seem then that we are driving the current,
120 kilocycles per second, we find that the condensive sethrough the two reactances of the circuit in series without
actance is greater than the inductive reactance, so that we
the aid of any E.M.F. from the external source. The
get a negative value for the resultant reactance X. It
secret lies in the fact that once the alternating current
works
out to -3394 ohms and the impedance is thereto«
has been started and has reached asteady R.M.S. valtre,
Z= 4,/ 500 2+ (-33942 = 500 2+33942=3432 ohms.
neither the inductance nor .the condenser absorb an'ir
The impedance is always positive by its very nature.
power from the source of supply. When the current is
falling from one of its maximum values
to zero the voltage across the con:Frequeneydenser. is building up from zero to
Current
Kilocycles
x
2or
a maximum and therefore during
= E/Z
per see.
this time the whole of the stored energy
coming from the collapsing magnetic
O
01
•-31,502
0.317 m
318
31,820
31,510
20
field is being transferred to the
15,910
-15,274
15,284
0.650
636
40
condenser and vice versa.
Hence
6,692
1.49
7,955
- 6,682
1,273
80
the stored energy in the circuit is8,432
2.92
5,303
- 3,394
1,909
120
"merely oscillating backwards and for- 1,428
1,M2
3,978
6.62
2,550
160.
3,182
o
500
20.00
3,182
200
.wards between the condenser and .
+
1,167
2,651
1,267
3,818
7.89
240
the coil and no call is made upon the
2,699
2,121
3.70
4,773
+ 2,652
300
source of supply for assistance.
A
1,818
.4- 3,750
3,785
2.64
5,568
350
1,591
4,803
2.08
+ 4,773
echanical analogy for resonance .in
6,364
400
A.C. circuit will be given in„ ,
,

-

e
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Weeless Theory Simplified.—
,In this manner the impedan eof the circuit has been
worked out for anumber of di èrent frequencies ranging
from zero to 400 kilocycles per econd and the results are
given in full in the table, th values being in ohms.
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In the last column of the table are given the values
of current taken by the circuit at the various frequencies, assuming aconstant E.M.F. of ro volts R.M.S.
value to be applied to the ends of the circuit. At any
one frequency the current is obtained in amperes by
dividing io volts by the impedance at that frequency,
then multiplied by moo to give the result in milliamperes.
The values of current so obtained have been plotted
as a curve against the frequency in Fig. 4 and from this
curve we can judge at a glance the general behaviour
of the circuit. The curve shows that as the frequency
increases and approaches the resonant value of 200 kilocycles per second, the current increases very gradually
at first and then very rapidly for frequencies between 150
and 200 kilocycles per second. It reaches a maximum
value of 20 milliamperes at the resonant frequency and
then begins to fall rapidly again when the resonant frequency is exceeded.

•

Selective Effect of Tuned Circuit.

200

.FREQUENCY

Resonance Citrveti.

GOO
PER

400
SECOND

mpedance of a series circuit s with frequency.
L
2531
0.00025 F.

-An examination of the ta e will show that, as the
frequency is increased from zero, the inditctive reactance X, rises in value from ,whereas the condensive
reactance Xc starts from an infinitely great value (00)
and falls as the frequency is r ised, and further, that the
two reactances are equal whe the frequency is zoo kilocycles per second (this corre ponds to a wavelength of
1500 metres). As regards th impedance of the circuit
it will be seen that this has igh values at each end of
the frequency range chosen nd falls to a minimum of
500 ohms at the resonant f
re ency.
The calculated impedance values given in the table
have been plotted as a grap ,shown by the full line
curve in Fig. 3, to enable th reader to see at a glance
how the impedance of a ser es circuit with inductance
ançl capacity varies with fre uency.•
It will be observed that
frequencies far removed
from the resonant value, t resistance of the. circuit
has a negligible effect on th value of the impedance-in these cases the impedanc s are nearly equal to the
resultant reactances which ar themselves very high. At
frequencies very close to th resonant value, however,
the resistance is the control'i
factor and at the resonant frequency itself the resis ance is the. only thing that
counts.
The height of the lowest p int of the impedance curve
above the frequency axis is e ual to the resistance of the
circuit and to show the effec of changing the resistance
value of the circuit without ltering the inductance and
capacity, the. dotted curve h sbeen included in Fig. 3,
giving impedance values w en the resistance is 2000
ohms. If the circuit could
imagined to have no re- •
sistance at all the impedance curve would actually touch
the. base line.•

The main feature is that the circuit allows much greater
currents to pass if their frequencies are at or near the
resonant value than if they have frequencies far removed
from the resonant value. The circuit is thus seen to have
the property of selecting currents whose frequencies lie
within a comparatively nàrrow band of values in the
neighbourhood of the resonant frequency, and of choking
back currents whose frequencies are outside this band.
The curve of Fig. 4is called the resonance curve of the
circuit, and from its shape and the sharpness of the peak
the performance of the circuit can be judged. It should
be noted that the peak of the resonance curve has a
rounded top; this is so because the impedance of the circuit is equal to the resistance R at the resonant fre—
quency, and any very small change of frequency will
only introduce a small amount of unbalanced reactance,

Fig. 4.—Re3onance curve for a series tuned circuit where Lew
2532 microbenrys, C

0.00025 mid, and R. --- 500 ohms.

negligible with respect to the resistance; and so thecurrent curve must have a horizontal portion just at the
top. Another point is that the peak of the curve is not
symmetrical in shape.
The degree of selectivity of a tuned circuit and its
general efficiency depend upon a number of factors and
a discussion of them will constitute the subject of the ,
succeeding instalment.
(To be continued.)
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
..espondence should be addressed

to the

Editor, "The Wireless World," Dorset Douse, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and adrift.

THE THIRST FOR POWER.
Surely Mr. Scott must be almost unique if he experie 1ces
troublesome fading on the long waveband ; and sur ely if his
Sir,—As a reader of your paper, and one who has so far been
neighbours are as relentless with their oscillating as to het toin agreement with its opinions, I must take exception to the
dyne continuously all his fifteen stations; his best course w u.ld
leading article, " The Thirst for Power," in the last issue.
be to send an appeal to the Postmaster-General.
There are a very large number of wireless listeners in this
My own experience of foreign reception is admittedly far
country who pay their licence fee and yet do not get the type
less
disturbing to the nerves. No doubt it is not advisabl to
of programme they want. Moreover, here there are very large
amplify
foreign programmes to concert-room loudness :to re ro,gaps on Sunday in which no transmission takes place and what
duce them with powerful moving-coil speakers; but for all
at
is given is severely restricted in type.
•Continental stations give programmes all day on Sunday and à there are, even in London, alarge number which can be recei ed
and which can be enjoyed. Not every one every night, i la
their week-day evening transmissions give an alternative source
true, but there is rarely a night on which more than one can ot
of enjoyment in the form of splendid orchestral concerts,
be well heard.
operas, etc., ta the interminable series of talks, jazz music,
On a four-valve portable set of a well-designed (and, itdchamber music, etc., which we are. given here. I venture to
mittedly, rather expensive) type Ican usually get conveniently
say that the ordinary man, when he returns home in the
enjoyable reception from Huizen, from Radio Paris, from Warevening and sits down, likes to listen for acouple of hours to an
saw, from Motala, from Kalundborg, from Hilversum (on its
uninterrupted programme of lively- music, or a concert,
long wavelength), or from Konigswusterhausen on the lcng
such as are regularly broadcast abroad. At present an efficient
three-valver will, with foreign transmitters working on 7 waveband; and from Budapest and Vienna (though sometimes
entangled with Morse), Bbrlin, Frankfurt, Toulouse, Bresl u,
to 20 kW., give good results on a loud speaker. Those who
and many others on the shorter waves.
posses more selective and powerful sets—mine is one of your
I find that in the country (unless near the sea) I can et
four-valve circuits—get still better results, and I find stations
many more.
.,
like Turin, Vienna, Brateslava, etc., come through as well as,
I may add in conclusion, in case Mr. Scott should think tliat
and generally better than, 5GB. Now, sir, when more powermy standards of reproduction are perverted, that for loçal
.ful stations are working, such as Rome and Oslo soon will be,
reception of the London programme I use a very carefujly
on 50 kW., they will give L.S. results in this country, judging
designed set, employing in the last stage two L.S.5A valv s,
from my experience, practically as good as 2LO. Listeners here,
running on 300 volts, and feeding a well-made moving-cil
therefore, who have to go abroad for their entertainment owing
speaker.
C. K. HERBERT
to the restricted and classical type of programme that is given
Loudon, te,Vn. ,
will in no way feel alarmed, but will welcome such increase
of power. I am unable to understand why your correspondent,
A. W. Scott, gets such "mushy" results.
I can assure
him that there are at least ten foreign stations, including those
Sir,—I read with interest the letter of Mr. 'A. W. Sc tt
I have mentioned, which I receive regularly every evening at
(27/11/29) criticising your attitude to the Regional Scheme, a
tremendous strength on a M.-C. speaker.
They drown out
as my own experiences of " foreign listening" are similar
all mush, Morse and background noise. Fading is, of course,
his Ifully endorse his views.
sometimes present, but increased power will minimise this and
Situated three miles N.E. of Glasgow, Ican pick up most
present better reception for the weaker set. / trust you will
the leading European stations at loud-speaker strength, b t
find space to publish this letter as I am sure many thousands
after three years of " foreign listening" I have decided t t
of listeners hold these views.
J. CHANDLER.
distance and quality seldom- go together, for reception is m e
Upminster, Essex.
than often marred by statics on the long waves and fading a d
•I
•
heterodyning on the short waves. In fact, Icould easily con t
the number of nights on which a "distant programme" w 8
FOREIGN STATION RECEPTION.
received without some kind of extraneous Morse or interferen
Even 5XX is not free from static on some occasions, a
Sir,—I deeply sympathise with Mr. A. -W. Scott, of Chipalthough the volume and quality of Brookmans Park are g d
stead, Surrey._ He must, indeed, have been bitterly disappointed,
after having gone to the trouble and expense of making a there is periodic fading.
So the local station only remains, and even it is not abo e '
"reasonably up-to-date" set of "your own excellent design," to
reproach, for about 80 per cent. of the programme comes ov r
find that all he can receive of the ten to fifteen foreign stations
400 miles of land-line before being transmitted. So until Se()
which are available almost any night is a mixture of "transland has its own regional station, and one transmission d
mission plue atmospherics plus heterodynes plus fading plue
not require the assistance of the land-line, then only can we ho
Morse."
to have first-class quality.
I am very sorry for him '• but I do consider that he is
So may the regional station for Scotland materialise and t
unreasonable in supposing that the majority of other listeners
scheme prosper.
K. M. TOPPING.
(more than 99 per cent, of them, in fact) can get no better
results than he can. .
OlaSgow.
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By Our Special Correspondent.

Listeners' Reports on

win

Listeners and the Twin Transmi rs.
Mr. Noel Ashbridge, the B.B.C.' Chief
Engineer, is agreeably surprised at the
number of listeners who have ta en the
trouble to report favourably on t e twin
transmissions from Brookmans Park.
Profiting by earlier experience, h wever,
he refuses to be beguiled by the er batch
of letters. Those who first take up the
pen are the enthusiasts—the peo le who
have good sets; the smaller fry w o have
only a hazy notion of what the sc eme is
all about are probably just disc vering
necesthat additional selectivity is no
dory.
0.)00

Erratic Modulation.
From my own experience I wo Id say
that it will be easier to judge h
comfortably the two stations can be si arated
when the 261-metre transmitter settles
down to a fairly uniform output. Modulation Eippears to be erratic and t ere are
times during the late dance mus c when
the new transmitter suddenly spreads
itself out in a manner which mu tcause
pain to many listeners living
ithin -5
niles of Brookmans Park.
However, it is too early to
riticiae.
.Who knows what a week ma
bring
forth ?
0000

L.C.C. and School Wireless.
" Mains Sets for Schools " see sto be
the new slogan of the London County
Council.
I hear that the que Lion of
school sets appeared on the a ida at
fol.
last week's meeting of the Cou
lowing upon an inspection in several
schools where battery-operated
•
ceivers
were proving costly and difficult o main tain.
As an indication of the i porta nce
which the L.C.C. attaches to roadcast
lessons it is significant that steps re to be
taken to ensure that only the
est and
latest design of receivers are to b used for
the work, with power supply rom the
electric mains.
0000

School Sets Need Supervision.
According to the B.B.C. at 1ast 3,000
schools up and down the co try are
known to be taking one or mo e of the
broadcast courses. Little infoi lotion is
forthcoming regarding the type fquality
of the sets employed, though t e B.B.C.
engineers undertake to inspect sets and
give advice when requested to o so. Is
this good enough?
Some rsponsible
authority should surely be co missioned
to see that scholars are ensur • decer.t,
distortionless reception. The Sc oolmaster
a 3$

•

Transmissions.—Mains

Sets

for

entrusted with the management of a class'
cannot be expected to pay attention to
grid bias and H.T. battery voltage at the
same time.
The L.C.C. is acting wisely in the
matter, and it is to be hoped that other
educational authorities will also tackle the
question.
0000

The "Early
Bed" Station.
Two main programmes nightly in watertight compartirients will be the principle
adopted by 2LO, 5GB and other stations
early in the New Year.
Beginning on January 6th, 5GB will
start its first programme at 6.30 p.m. and
its second at 8.35, and a noteworthy
feature will be the introduction of a
nightly talk at 8 o'clock—the first serious
attempt to introduce talks from the experimental station. The station will close
down at 10.30 each evening.
oo0-0
Original Programmes from Regional
Twin ?
2LO, 5XX and other stations will start
their two main programmes at 7.45 and
CHRISTMAS PROGRAMME FEATURES .
London and Daventry (s Xg).
DECEMBER 231w.—N Otis it y phi y relayed
from St. Hilary's Church, Cornwall—
" Bethlehem," by Bernard Walke.
DECEMBER NM—Carols relayed from St;
Mary's. Whitechapel.
DECEMBER 25ru.—" Cox and Box," comic
opera, by Burnand and.
DECEMBER 26vu.—" Cinderella," a pantomime, by Ernest Longstalfe.
DECEMBER 287H.—" Rupert of Hentgau,"
a play by Anthony Hope.
Daventry Experimental (508).
Dement Mii.—Light orchestral programme and solos.
DECEMBER 25Tkl.—" Cinderella,""a phantom pantomime, by Ernest Longstaffe.
DECEMBER 26TH.—" The Messiah" (Handel).
DECEMBER 27TH.—" Rupert of Hentsau,"
a play by Anthony Slope.
Cardiff.
DECEMBER 23RD.—Carols
from the
Exchange, Cardiff.
DECEMBER 27E11.—" A Visitor for Christmas," a Yuletide playlet, by F.
Morton Howard.
Manchester.
DECEMBER
Christmas
Eve
at
Browns," by Edwin Lewis.
DECEMBER SM.—Christmastide request
orchestral programme and songs.
Glasgow.
DECEMBER 24TH.—" No Room at the inn,"
a Christmas morality play, by David
Clegliorn Thomson.
DECEMBER 27TH.—Tullytassie Hogmanay
Gathering—grand soiree and concert,
followed by an assembly hi the
Burgh Hall, Tul I
ytassie.
Belfast.
DECEMBER
24TH.- - Christmas
live la
Ballmuleaghey."

Schools.—Money

and

Music.

9.45 respectively. Comparing these times
with those of 5GB, it will be seen that the
experimental station will provide light
relief during the 7 to 7.45 talks period
from the other stations
What of the programme from the twin
station at Brookmans Park? I am asked
to understand that an original programme
will be provided, but I retain the belief
that the provincial stations may help to
contribute.
0000
The European Network.
A step forward towards that European
relay network to which reference was
made recently is indicated by the news
that the B.B.C. now prepares a list of
attractive musical features to be broadcast.
six weeks ahead.
This list is sent to
broadcasting authorities in Germany and
Belgium, i.e., countries in which the land
lines are favourable for musical transmission. I understand that the courtesy is
reciprocated.
0000
Matters Musical.
Dr. Adrian Boult's appointment as
musical director of the B.B.C. is to be
deferred until May 15th next. This will
enable Mr. Percy Pitt, the present holder
of the post, to prove that an artist's
powers of expression do not frizzle up
immediately their possessor attains the
age on which the B.B.C. sets the seal of
superannuation.
0000
An Expensive Orchestra.
Meanwhile the future of Sir Thomas
Beecham's
"National Orchestra"
is,
coming up for discussion. It is an open
question whether this experimental combination which Sir Thomas is conducting
will become a permanent institution, at
was suggested during its formation, •
although no changes are likely before next
autumn. In the interval, of course, the
B.B.C. is faced with its liabilities in
regard to a number of the players who
will be drawing anything between £15 and
£25 per week from Savoy Hill for the.
nee three years.
In view. of this expenditure of listeners'
money, the public will want to hear Ai
good -deal more of the orchestra between
now and 1932.
0000

The Truth.
" The Truth About the B.B.C." was
the striking title of an article published
afew days ago. Sonie doubt is expressed
as to whether this is the 254th or the
255th time that this striking title has
been employed.
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"The Wireless World" Supplies a Free SeMce of Technical Information.
The Service is subject to the rules of the Department, which are printed below; these must
be strictly enforced, in the interest of readers themselves.
A selection of queries of general
interest is dealt with below, in some cases at greater length than would be possible in a letter.

Moving the Reaction Condenser.
My detector-2 L.F. set—would be quite
Satisfactory were it not for the fact
that hand capacity effects are troublesome when operating the reaction condenser.
I am told that this is because the condenser is connected in
811Ch a way that both its moving and
fixed vanes are at high potevtial;
this seems to be correct, as an experimental reversal of connections does
not have any noticeable effect.
I am sending you a circuit diagram
of the receiver. Will you please tell
•
me if there is any easy way of overcoming the difficulty?
••
G. P. S.
Your diagram (of which the part in
question is reproduced in Fig. 1) shows
that the reaction condenser is connected
between the detector valve anode and the
high-potential end of the reaction coil :
in this position hand capacity effects are
likely to be evident, particularly if the
condenser is unscreened, and if its operating knob is of such dimensions that the
— operator's hand comes into close proximity to the "live " spindle.
We suggest that the condenser should
be moved to the position indicated by
"X" in the diagram, the existing connections being, of course, joined together.
Although this sounds easy enough, it may
possibly be necessary to rebuild the coils
if interchangeable plug-in inductances are

fitted, or, alternatively, if waveband
switching is used, to elaborate the switch
change-over connections. This is because
an extra connection must be led out from
the coil assembly to enable you to work
with an "earthed " reaction condenser.
0000
•
•
Modified "A.C.2."
Ny "A.C.2" receiver, as described in
" The Wireless World" for August
22nd, 1928, •
was sufficiently selective
until the new 21.0 started working;
now 1 find that this station tends to
"spread" very seriously unless a•
value of .series aerial condenser suffi
ciently small to cause considerable
diminution of signal strength is inserted.
Would it not be possible to
alter the tuned circuits of this receiver to conform with the arrangement included in the " Two-Circuit
Two" (" The Wireless World," Feb-.
ruary 6th, 1929)? It is realised Mat
the cathodes and heaters will be connected in the conventional manner;
is any other alteration necessary, and
do you anticipate that any difficulty
will be encountered?
W. I?. N.
There is no reason why your proposed
alteration should not be effected, and no
alterations other than the obvious ones
will be necessary. Due to the high efficiency of the detector valve as compared
with battery-heated types, there will be
an increased tendency towards selfoscillation, but this can be overcome by
suitably setting the relative values of the
reaction feed condenser and the reaction
control condenser.
0000

1.—Hand

capscity effects in a re-.
generative detector valve circuit may
generally be overcome by transferring the
reaction control condenser to the position
marked X.

Simple Pick-up Connection.
1 believe that it is possible to convert the
"Everyman Four" for gramophone
reproduction simply by connecting a
luck-up by means of a length of flex
to an ordinary coil plug, and inserting
this plug in the socket normally occu• pied by the long-wave loading coil.
Please tell me if this is correct.
J. le G. L.
The answer to this question depends on
whether it relates to the original
Everyman Four" or to the model with potentiometer control of detector grid bias, as
described in the last edition of the
" Everyman Four " booklet.
It is quite in order to connect a pickup to the modified receiver in the manner
that you describe, but some form of

volume control will be required; this
should not be " later" in the chain of
amplification than in the grid circuit of
the first L.F. valve. Of course, the value
of negatiye bias normally applied to the
detector must be reduced when this valve
is made to function as an amplifier; this
is easily done by giving a partial tiurn
to the potentiometer knob.
0000
Two Eliminators.
am about to rebuild my receiver, ttnd
intend to add a push-pull oulput
stage requiring much more enetrgy
than can be supplied by my exishing
eliminator, which is quite satisfacffiry
except only in the matter of pother
Output.
In order to save trouble end sexpense, it is proposed to use the
original eliminator for feeding the
H.P. valve, detector, and first-stage
L.F. amplifier, and to build a new
power unit for the output valves
only. 18 there likelyi to be any unforeseen difficulty
n doing this?.
Current is A.C. at 250 volts. G. D,
There is no reason whatsoever why ti)is
plan should not be adopted successfully.
It can only be criticised on the grounds
that it involves the upkeep of two
separate rectifiers; in all probability
there would be sufficient surplus output
from the proposed new power unit to fead
the earlier stages of the receiver.
RULES.

(1.) Only one question (whic)i must deal

asingle specific point) can be answered. Le
must be concisely worded and headed " Inf
mation Department."
(2.) Queries must be written on one side er
the paper and diagrams drawn on a senor
sheet.
A self-addressed stamped envelope ni
be enclosed for postal reply.
(3.) Designe or circuit diagrams for complete
receivers cannot be given: under present-day
conditions fustire cannot be done to questionis
of this kind in the course of a letter.
(4.) Practical wiring plans cannot be supplied
or considered.
(5.) Designs for components such as- L.
chokes, power transformers, etc., cannot
supplied.
(6.) Queries arising from the construction or
operation of receivers must be confined to CO*.
structionai sets described in " The Wireless
World " or to standard manufacturers' receivers.
Readers desiring information on matters
beyon,d the scope of the Information Depart
merit are invited to submit suggestions regarding
subjects to be treated in future articles or
paragraphs.
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GAIN Ormond have produced a
new and cleverly designed Loud

Speaker.

Like all Ormond products, it

is not only essentially reliable but at
the remarkably low price of 17/6 offers
amazing value.

The Ormond Plaque

Loud Speaker is a combination of the
famous

Ormond

4-Pole

Adjustable

Unit with a Cone of entirely new
design, proving remarkably successful
and

achieving

volume.
ornament

wonderful

tone

and

It forms an attractive wall
and

is

unsurpassed

for

excellence of reproduction.
Write for descriptive leaflet.

THE ORMOND

PILÇAQUE

LOUDSPEAKER.

The

ORMOND ENGINEERING
CO., LTD.,
ORMOND DOUSE, ROSEBE AY AVENUE,
LONDON, MI.
a
legram.:
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A Suggestion

The

Wireless

PADteegEwWorld

gor

a Christmas Gilt!

for

DIARY 1930

Full of useful facts and figures for wireless users, with
ample Diary pages for memoranda: alittle book that
makes amuch appreciated present to awireless friend
at Christmas time.
PRINCIPAL CONTENTS:

Summary
of
Regulations
and Commercial Stations of
Relating to Amateur Transthe World. Nationality Premiller
and
Receiving
fixes
used
by Amateurs.
Licences. Conversion Tables,
Morse Code. Symbols used
English measures to metric
in "Wireless Diagrams. Typiand vice versa.
Decimal and
cal Wireless Receiver and
metrical equivalents of fracEliminators :— Fourteen
tions of an inch.
BroadDifferent Circuits with Diacasting Stations of Europe
with their Call-si gns an d
grams. Valve Data, giving
Wavelengths.
Principal
the characteristic features
Short-Wave
Broadcasting
of standard valves.
PRICES: Cloth Bound 1/— net. By post 1/1. In Leather Case, with
pockets, pencil and season ticket window, 2/6 net.
By post 2/7.
from All Booksellers and

Stationers.

Published jointly by
" THE WIRELESS WORLD," LONDON, E.C.4,

and CHARLES LETTS & CO.
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Give your Short Wave e
Pals a treat this Xmas! •
All DX workers have a
pair of Ericsson Supersensitive on the bench—
for their wonderful response to all tonal frequencies the B.B.C. use
them in their studios
to test quality.

A PAIR—AND
WELL WORTH IT :
120, 2,000 and
9,000 ohms.

Astonishing sensitivity to weakest •
signals. Cr yatal
user., find therm a
wonderful aid on
Brookman's Park
reception.
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GI
PRESENTS make the
heart grow fonder!
This year make your
friend a Christmas present of a Squire Cradle
and Cone.
Those with keen musical ears say that they enjoy a
constant delight in listening to a Squire Speaker coupled
to a good receiver.

At all good dealers or direct:
ERICSSON
TELEPHONES
LTD.,
67773,
Kingrawety,
London, WC.

If your friend has a Unit, then our 97B Model, shown
above, is suitable (It Is universal In that it will take any
Unit), if, on the other hand, you want to make a real
present de-luxe, you can give one of our double " 101 "
Speakers—the finest speaker of the day.

sr

SUPERSENSITIVE
TELEPHONES.

In either case you will be affording your friend such
reproduction as he would only be able to obtain elsewhere for a very much greater expenditure.

FItEDK. SQUIRE, Ltd.,
I0, Leswin Place, Stoke Newington, N.16
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Mention of '' The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attentiots.
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with the 1VIULLARD " ORGOLA " 3 Circuit, using
" GOLTONE"

COMPONENTS

and Mullard Valves.
Supplied in sealed Kit with diagrams of wiring and instructions. Do you realise the extraordinary range and volume
of this Screened Grid Set ? You can tour Europe, one
station after another coming in with purity and maximum
strength.
Let us send you our Radio catalogue wit's
particulars of Kit for easy construction in an evenin.
" Orgola "Kits from £5 P 5

?

.

Full particulars on request.
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Fit the

DUBILIER
,

long-life

•

BATTERY

‘
\
\\\‘P \
THE OUTSTANDING
FEATURE OF A
GOOD MAINS UNIT!

119
BRITISH MADE

improve

and

the

quality

of your

Look at any good mains unit :
See how often pydra Condensers
are incorporated:
The best
manufacturers and the wisest
amateur constructors know that
Hydra Condensers provide thc
greatest margin of safety—because Hydra are built to stand up
to overloads and have never
been known to break down
under normal conditions.

reception
Ask your

dealer for
a copy of
the
Dubilier
Booklet —
"A
Bit
about
a

Other

LOUIS HOLZMAN
1
37, Newman Street,

Voltages

Battery."

Available.

1111 1,iI. London,
W.I.
Telephone
um sett 2641.

II

66 Volts

Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925), Led., flucon Works, Victoria Road, North Acton,
London, W.3.

AI
Clearer B21

Solve Hubbie's
Accumulator Worries
Buy him a

"GU ARDI A N "
TRICKLE CHARGER.
'5 amp. for 2, 4 or 6 volt Batteries.
Absolutely safe. Silent an:I efficient.
Consumption negligible.
Price

37/6

Larger types available.

A "CIFEL"

PRODUCT.

Enquire of your deafer or
direct from

FONTElfN & CO.,

LTD.,
EA, Blandrord Mews,
Baker St., London, W.1

11.1g

Advertigements for " The If

BRITKAM
SUPER

QUALITY

EBONITE
IN

SHEETS, RODS,
AND TUBES.
cut to any size and thickness.

PANELS
Matt or polished surface.
Guaranteed
against surface leakage.
Immediate de'ivery. Prices on application.
Trade enauiries invited.

BR ITKAM-EBON ITE

(Kamptulicon
Britannia Rubber
81
Co. Ltd.
7, Newgate Street, London, E.C.1.

World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoronghly reliable.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
NOTICES. .
THE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS 1st BM
autumns is:
12 words or less, 2/- and 2d. for every
additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately and name and
address must be counted.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a
contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire" copy " is repeated from the
previous issue: 13 consecutive insertions 5% ; 28 C011118ClltiVe, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted us
to FIRST POST on THURSDAY MORNING (previous
to date or issue) at the Head Offices of " The Wireless
World," Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or
on WEDNESDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices
19, Hertford Street, Coventry;
Guildhall Buildings,
Navigation Street, Birmingham ; 260, Deansgate, Manchester; 101, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements that arrive too late for a particula.
issue will automatically be inserted in the following issue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.
The proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw
advertisements at their discretion.
Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for advertisements should be made
payable to ILIFFE
daSONSLtd.,and crossed
Notes
being
untraceable if lost in transit
remittances.

son;r1

slat

be

sent

as

411
-Ittile
;

HOME-CONSTRUCTED UNLICENSED
APPARATUS.
A Service to our Readers.
We have made an arrangement with the Patentees ,
whereby readers who wish to dispose of ahome-constructed
receiver not licensed under the patents made use of, can
license the set by means of the Deposit System referred to
s above.
The person desiring to sell, in sending us particulars for
his advertisement, will in every case make use of a Box
No., and should add to the price which he requires the
amount of royalty customarily paid by manufacturers.
If the purchaser is satisfied with his purchase, the sum
realised will be forwarded to the seller, less the amount
due in respect of royalties, which amount will be paid by
The Wireless World" to the owners of the patents
concerned, and a certificate will be handed on to the
purchaser ol the set.
•

;

THE

SALE

WORLD COILS

In accordance
with
the
Notice
that
appeared last week, the latest date up«
witch
Miscellaneous
Aavertisements
could be accepted for the Masse issue
was
HRST
POST
WEDNESDAY,
December 18th.

Ms/dick*

of

rhi•Wireless

For the issue of January 1st, advertisements for these columns can be accepted
not later than FIRST POST, TUESDAY,
DECEMBER 24th.

81WireiessCo.
2, 3, 14 4, Athelstans Mows,
Stroud Green

Road, ri.o.

RECEIVERS

Archway 1695
"END OF YEAR

CLEARING."

BARGAINS

-VALVE All-wave Receiver, latest type, powe
perfect; £4.—V. Taylor, 57, Studley Rd., Si
well, London.
P"
Paddington
F;828(S

For rdolera High-grals Material Only.
CHAPEL

ST., LONDON, N.W.1

OPEN TILL 7 P.M.

SALE.

3

APPLEBY'S
F°R
WAT C
H
THE MISCELLANEOUS COLUMNS THIS MONTH.

FOR

QCOTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's R
Doctors—Read advertisement under Miscellan

SAT. 1 P M.

'DECEIVERS for Sala—Portable 5-valvil, snit
XI+ type, complete, as new, perfect; £ /17/6
Taylor, 57, Studley Rd., Stockwell, Lo u d°
[1
and
R EAD
in 1925

MORRIS, Ltd., the mains pieneers,
equipped the hospital with hielos
still supreme in all-mains receivers and units.

L

OW Tension A.C. Eliminators, permaVntly'
placing batteries now only £5 /15 ; lectro
condensers, 2,000 m.f., as used in above, 13/-; inc
ing postage.

ARGAINS.—Second-hand
seta,
unit4
me
B
-LP speakers.—Read and Morris. Ltd., 31,, Eastci
St.

(facing

back of

Warings),

Oxford St.,' W.

i!

W

FOR YOUR SET
—don't be let down
by

dry

batteries,-

maintain
and

and L.T.
H.T. from
£2:17:6.

constant

perfect

TANNOY
units,

mains

which

cheaper,
and

H.T.

by using
are

better

trouble -free.

The TULSEMERE
MFG. CO.,
1-7, Dalton Street,
West Norwood, S.E.27.
Telephone :
Streatham 6735.
£2: 12: 6.

IRELESS is a Fascinating Subject, but ret
heavy demands upon the purses of its devot
For one who is determined to keep abreast of
times, there are always new componems to be bou
and sets and loud-speakers to be superseded.
the Seine Time, the
AT deterred
from buying

would-be buyet is o
because he knows !
there will be still one more piece of apparatus left
his hands, to add ate those already in the pink bo
WE Have Opportunities of Disposing of Semi
v't lete Apparatus to those who are not fortui
enough t.) be able to afford the latest type; and ,
take such apparatus or components provid.ng
are in saleable condition, in part exchange for
new set, loud-speaker or component required
A LL We Ask is that You should Send Along a '
£1 of Your Old Apparatus, together with your
requirements, or, better still, send the apparatsi
us to inspect, when we will make you a fair offer:
'FP You Approve of this You can Send Your Re
tance for the Balance, and we will forward
apparatus required; if you have sent your old app
tus and you do not approve of our offer, we
return carriage paid.

Pr HE Principal of this Firm, who has been a
fessional wireless engineer since 1910, ,and
been manager for the Sterling Telephone Co., r
expert to the General Electric Co., and Chairmai
the Technical Committee of the National Aesocià,
of Radio Manufacturers, will willingly give advici
those who are desirous of purchasing apparatus;
are entirely unbiased and will recommend the
appaistus for your particular purpose; you save in
by having genuine expert advice.
lraON'T Forget We Will Take Your
or Components in Part Exchange.

OF

SPECIAL NOTE.—Readers who reply to advertisements
and receive na answer to their enquiries are requested to
regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised
have already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
each one by post.

Owing to the Christmas Holidays, the ner
issue of "THE WIRELESS WORLD'
(dated December 25t..) is
closing foi
press earlier than usual.

/930 EVERYMAN FOUR
47/3 siel
KIT SET, (Ails with Switches
45/- set
KEW KILOMAG.
45/- set
RECORD Ili
45 1- slt
FOREIGN LISTENERS 4 B.B.C.
30/- set
5XX 37/6 set
METAL CASINET1
36/8 to 461
5r DRUM DIALS with Escutcheons .. 5/6
WAVE TRAP, Litz Wire
10/6 eass

•
AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the
'number which is printed, at the end of each advertisement,
and the date of the issue in which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or printers'
errors, although every care is taken to avoid mistazes.
NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of private advertisers, letters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Wireless World" Office.
When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the
words Box 000, cío " The Wireless World." Only the
number will appear in the advertisement. All replies
should be addressed No. coo, cio "The Wireless World,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers who
reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending
remittance through the post except in registered envelopes;
in all such cases the use of the Deposit System is recommended,
and the envelope should be clearly marhed "Deposit
Department."
Dffr• DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons
may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Wireless World," both parties are advised of its receipt.
The time allowed for decision is three days, counting
from receipt of goods, after which period, if buyer
decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to
sender. lf a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit
amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs us to return
amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer,
but in the event of no sale, and subject to there being no
lifferent arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays
;arriage one way.
The seller takes the risk of loss or
lainage in transit, for which we take no responsibility. For
all transactions up to Lao, adeposit fee of 1)- is charged; on
transactions over £to and under £5o, the fee is 216 • over
£50, 5/--. All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset
House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and
money orders should be made payable to Iliffe & Sous
• Limited.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

ALL WIRELESS

Old

Item

W

"THE MUSIC
LOVER'S
CHOICE."
Radio -Gramophone
music
and speech
reproduced
with
amazing
and
uncanny realism.
The
most efficient
speaker money can
buy.

SEND TO-DAY FOR
OUR FREE 36-PAGE
BOOKLET "SOUND
ADVICE."

BAKERs
.sektvbse.
wassassgAmoussumas

pin's: 59 SUMMIT ROAD, SOUTH NORWOOD, S.E.25.
Wore; and Domonatration Room :

42 CHERRY ORCHARD ROAD, EAST CROYDON.
World,;'

when writing

to advertisers,

E Will Also Install Sets Anywhere in the Br
Isles; sets mouernised; send for estimai
Scientiffc Development Co., 61, Fiahergate, Rut
Tel.: 1364.

S

IMMONDS BROS.—Receivers constructed to
own or any published design; also repairs
constructions; and modernisations at moderate cha
beat materials and workmanship guaranteed; numi
testimonials; quotations free.—Address, Shireland
Smethwick.

WIRELESS Portable Sets with 5 New Comm V
Tr for 9 Guineas; less than components test,
Parable with any set double this price; beastifut
.ase, 2 aerial windings, English batteries end ,
mulators, all inclusive efficient sets, Royalty pa
magnificent Xmas gift; if you are in Loadoi:u
I fix an appointment; if you are not in Lotalom
I send you partieulars?-13. Hodgson, 53, Wi,
House, Victoria St., Westminster.
I I

"DYE Presentation Two, with battery, mites,
mulator, and Celestion speaker enclosed m
months ago; cost £12, accept reasonable offer;
Marconi 6-volt type Moving coil speaker, cost,
offer; seen by appointment only.—J. Annesley,
mead Rd., Beckenhant

will ensure prompt attention.

.C(
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Receivers for Sale.—Contd.
E.O. World Wide Screened Grid Four, Celestion
loud-speaker, Philipson's safety eliminator, Exide
imulator, 2 spare screened grid valves, a first class
tern eelective set, in perfect condition and working
ir (privately owned); worth ateut £35, will accept
enable offer; demonstration evenings. -J. Bennett,
'endle Rd., Streatham, London.
[7637

Chargers and

EG GSA49:2
AND THE

WO Aconie V' Valve Transformers, latest models;
£12/10 each, or hest offer; one Agonie V valve,
case, 1928. complete with new battery, £8110, new
lition,
perfect
order.-George
Slater,
Chemist,
dochty, Banffshire.
[7600

ECOPHONE Portable, 2 months old, as new, £20,
or near offer; also Magic 30, £6.-E. Adams, 97,
rylands Rd., W.9.
[7590

are the Cheapest
to Run; prices:
Model A.C.5 £4/17/6. A.C.7 £3/17/6, complete with
full wave rectifiers; D.C.4 37/6, D.C.5 45/,
A LL Models Obtained for 10/- Deposit; take advert£1 sage of this and get constant high tension immediately.
Ix7 RITE for Our Booklet. " Radio Power" to
l'e Philipaon and Co., Ltd., Radio Engineers, Astley
Bridge, Bolton.
'Phone:
2038.
'Grams:
Safety.
Bolton.
Est. over 50 years.
(0318

,AEBE Short Wave Receiver, »mete with 2 valve.,
5 coils, ate., nearly new, excellent reception. from
,a) 200 metres: cost £25, will accept nearest offer to
-H. O. N. Shaw, 114, Wardour St., W.1.
(7636

C

HEBROS.-Chebros for all types of transformers
and chokes. high grade inetraments at s very
moderate price; enquiries invited-Cheater Bros., 244,
Dalston Lane, London, E.8.
[5290

'BRISTMAS Bargeins.-4-valve (S.G.) Portable, Mae' Really new. worth £20, take £13; Amplicn A.0.2
Idly used). 154; portable eramophone came, few left,
clear, 7/6 each.-11M/SNTN, London, W.C.1. (7630

DOTENTIAL Dividers, wire wound, variable tappings,
1
ideal for eliminators and rectifying units; price
6! 6, post free-Below.
•
P0TENTIAL Dividers. standard 20 m.A. type. 5 earlk8.able tappings. supplied in all values; a firstric2
1;
job
Be r;price 2/6.-Abingdon Wireless Supplies. Abingdon,

»VALVE Superhet, complete with Amplion speaker,
all stations; cod £40, for quick sale £15, offer
m 1 week only-Phone: Beckenham 1106. 57, The
enfle, Beckenham.
[7644

Cogger Set, unopened radon: poet
930-L.
Phillips, 11, Poultry, E.C.2.

free, £7115.
[7668

ACCUMULATOR HIRE..
%0N'T Buy Accumulators or Dry Batteries, join our
• C.A.V. low- and high-tension scrum-later hire
'vim, the leegest and best in T»don: better and
laper receetion with no trouble: regular deliveries
thin 12 miles of Charing Cross; no deposit, payment
delivery, or by trbseription; over 10.000 satisfied
ers; explanatory folder post free: 'phone or write
day.-Radio Service (London). Ltd., 106, Torriano
N.IV.5. 'Phone: North 0623-4-5.
f7596
Accumulator Hire and Maintenance Service
(5 mile radius).-98. Cherry Orchard Rd., Croy[6374

BATTERIES.

•

V

ET H.T. Replacements-Sacs (capped or
eipped), highest grade. No. 1, 10d. per doz.; No.
1/9 per doz.--See below.
1NCS.-13est quality (wired). No. 1. 8d. per doz.;
• Na. 2. 9d. per doz.; orders valued 5/• carriage
di. otherwise 6d. for postage.- British Battery Co..
rendon Rd., Watford. Herts.
[0258
:ENTODE Users.- Write for details of new size self.
charging wet battery; 20,000 milliemps. 6d. per
t; illustrated catalogue giving data, post free.-U.
dor. 57. Studley ltd.. Stockwell, London.
(0273
(TET 1.1.T. Batteries.-Parts per dozen. jars. No. 1,
✓ 21/0(1 14 square, 113; No. 2, 1/6; sines, No. 1,
a.; No. 2. 11d.; sera, No. 1, 1/2 dozen: No. 2,
terminals, 8d., 10,1; dozen cells (18 volta). comte with bands and eleetrolyte, No. 1, 411; No. 2,
; poet 9d.; high efficiency, joug life, self eharging,
keep small; Fend 6d
for sample unit; illustrated
iklet free, carriage free orders 104; write for free
; wireless bargains, trade supplied.-W'. Taylor 57,
idley Ad.. Stockwell, London.
(003 9
IX1DE 2,500 m.a. 10-volt Units, 16 for sale, filled;
'4 write only.-Kennedy, 17, London Rd., S.E.23.
[7601
[THAT Offers? Wet WT., 4 trays, 60 Yeats each,
I
, Mew 1
4i0. thick (70 spares), quentity sal., Woulc
irate-Dodge, 9, Kempshead Rd., Camberwell, }LEA).
[760E
1XIDE H.T., 120v., in 2 crates, charged, excellent
1 condition; 25/..-176, Valley ltd., Streatham.
[759f.
fa-VOLT Bede, 100-volt Oldham HT., 5.000
1.1 ma., charged; 55/..-Tipper, 385, Rotherhithe
w lId., Rotherhithe, S.E.
[762e
sl.DIIAM MT. Batteries. 60v., new. 5,500 milliamp
• capacity; 35/- each.-Kircher, 47, Federation Rd.,
bey Wood.(7635

CHARGERS AND ELIMINATORS.
,'ORTEXION Transformers, chokes, etc., wound to
any specification; write or 'phone for quotation;
a quality components only.-Vortexion, 72, Merton
.. Wimbledon, S.W.19. Tel.: Wimbledon 2814.
,[0319

e•,
S1

Advertisements

I
CIP,"

TANTALUM end Lionium for A.G. Rectifiers; make
up your own inexpensive chargers; blue prints
for *LT. and L.T., 1,- eaeh; Lionium electrodes fitted
with terminals, 2-3 amps. and 5-8 amps.-Blarkwell's
Metallurgical Works, Ltd., Speke Rd. Works, Garet»,
Liverpool. 'Phone: Garden 980 (2 lines).
[6282

Safety Eliminators
pllILIPSON'S
to Install and the Cheapest

ADIO•GRAMOPHONE, in fiddle-back mahogany.
• ¡Meet (screened grid 5), including Fermnti push( seheme and incorporating Belzer', 1930 model
iamb:: moving coil speaker, 11TH. pick-up, all latest
nemenfe, entirely A.O. mains driven; demonstration
» evening after 7.30; price £38.-Mayer. 25, John's
Hendon. N.W.4
[7589

.0. Mains 3-valve Receiver, new. Marconi comr ponents. excellent results; £15, complete.-6, lieu'k Rd., S.W.11.
[7619

Eliminators.—Contd.

A TLAS Eliminators, D.O. £1/1716, A.O. £311716;
Nesper trickle chargers, 29/6. 'Phone: Gernird
6268 for demonstration.-Oreatrex and Co., 184. Regent
St., London.
[6451

1)011ILIPSON'S Safety High Tension Battery Eliminators.
Down and the Balance in Easy Monthly
payments secures the finest high tension
supply available.
101y111LIPSON'S Safety Eliminators are Guaranteed for
12 Months.

°LLB 5-valve Portable Receiver, extra »emulator,
new batteriee, tone and conditicn good; £12;
ter going abroad.-On view at 62, SMnerton St.,
tun Place, S.W.1.
[7598

3-valve All Maine Receiver, cost £23, unused. £17: Celeetien pick-np, 351-;
15/-;
lidien. 14/-; Mermaid D.E.P.240, 716; or offers.-Box
16, do The Wireless World.
[7647

1'7:

Some Variable Resistances, just like Eggs, are
unknown quantities.
'fo secure agood, fresh egg
it is advisable to purchase only from an oldestablished and reliable source, or to consult an
expert.
"Clarostats" have been " hatched" e Years)
Over 4 million are in regular use the World over.
They are backed by a firm Established May ferte
-before "Broadcasting." Any Wireless Expert
will confirm that they are still the best of the
"brood." They arc fully guaranteed to give you
satisfaction.

F

EL-ECTItIO RADIO ElimMator Kit, transformer,
choke, valve holder, valve. 3 condensers. saliatile
resistance, insulated terminals, sleeving, wiring diagram: 37/- complete; output 15 ma. at 120 volts;
send for lists.-Fel-Ectric Radio, 56, Garden St., She?.
field.

There are now so many imPations at a little less
money that you should make sure that by saving
a few coppers you do not—like Foolish Freddie
abovepurchase "a bad egg "I

le/TAINTEN MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd., l
[n
9vi
e te
l
I-V1 you to consider this unequalled value, vie.:MAINTEN Special Unit, including 2 variables, 0-80,
IY1
0-100. 120, 150. and 200 volts at 50 ma., fall
wave Westinghouse rectification and heater transformer for A.C. valves up to 3 amps., in handsome
metal cabinet; £6/10, or without heater transformer
£5/15.
AINTEN Model A.C.M.100, 11.T. only with similar
voltages to A.C. Special. but with 100 ma,,
output, complete with Westinghouse rectifiers; £8. •

THERE'S

AC. Low
M A1NTEN
and 6 volts up to

A

." CLAROSTAT"

FOR

EVERY RESISTANCE PROBLEM t
STANDARD, 18 WATTS, tor
Eliminators .. Was 101 NOW

916

STANDARD, 18 WATTS, BRASS
FINISH MODEL.. Was 9'6 NOW

8/6

VOLUME CONTROL, 100-500,000
Ohms ..
..
Was 8,8 NOW

2/6

POWER CLAROSTAT, 35 WATTS
Was 1E,- NOW

13/6

POWER

TYPES,

Brase Finish
Were 12/6 NOW

"HUM-DINGERS,"
SUPER-POW ER
250 WATTS..
TABLE TYPE
'Andre
..

all

M

erRANSFORMERS and Chokes for Battery Mimi».
J. tors and for all wireless purposes, receiving or
transm itt ing ; enquiries Invited-Chester Bros., 244,
Debtor' Lane, London, E.8.
(7567

11/13

Types
NO11

Specialise in Wireless Power from the
SAVAGE'S
Mains, reliable apparatus at reasonable prices.

(Distant Volume
Was 13,6 NOW

36-PAGE ART BOOKLET CONTAINING

47

3 Scale

Illustrations,

27

Drawings of

Units, etc., FREE and POST
FREE, from:

CLAUDE 1:1014S I"
76 OLDHALL ST,
LIV ERPOOL

Tension Unit, giving 2, 4,
1 amp.; £5.
MAINTEN A.C. and D.C. Portable Units, which Wila
1,1 ge right inside any portable or transportable
receiver; A.C. model £4. D.C. model £2/10.
AINTEN Eliminators may be Purchased on Easy
Payments.
AlaiTEN Eliminators are Guaranteed for 12
Months, and are subject to 7 days' approval;
write for latest literature on complete units and radiomains ¡memories.
AI NTEN MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd.. Portland
Rd., Hove, Sussex. 'Phone: Hove 1519.
[0326

M
M

CLAROSTAT,
(A New Model)

Diagrams,

M

QAVAGE'S Transformer Laminations and Bakelite
KY Bobbins; intending home constructors should write
for list.
QAVAGE'S Reliable Smoothing Condensers.-1,000
ts, volts D.C. test, 2 mid. 3/... 4 mfd. 6/3; 500 volts
D.C. test, 1 mkt. 1/6, 2 mid. 2/3. 4 mid. 3/9.
QAVAGE'S Super Smoothing and Output Chokes.t.7 Many types available, write tor list.
QAVAGE'S Mains Transformer for Westinghouse
•
Rectifiers.-H.T.4, 18/6; AS. 17/-; A4, 20/-s
QAVAGE'S Mains Transformer for Westinghouse
1
,
7
II.T.4 Unit. with additional winding, 4 volts
3 amps; 23/-.
QAVAGE'S Mains Transformer.-V.T.31, 200-0-200
1
,3
volts 60 in.amps., 212 volts 2 amps.. 2+2 volts
3 amps.; 28/,
QAVAGE'S Mains Transformen-B.T.3 5000-500 volts'
kJ 120 in.amps., 3.754-3.75 volts 3 amps.. 3+3 volts.
3 amps., 242 volts 3 amps.; 51/-.
QAVAGE'S Mains Transformers and Power Chokes
•
are carefully and individually constructed front
first class materials with an exceptionally generous
margain of safety.
Q AVAGE'S,
146.
Bishopsgate,
London,
E.r.2.
'Phono g Bishopagate 6998.
[6808

R

E(ENTONE Eliminator, model WI, giving 190v.
at 60 rn.a (listed £10), £6: also Regentene lamp
trickle charger (listed 651.), £2,• both A C. 200-240
Higher
Drive,
'Phone:
volts .-Nixon,
Banstead.
Epsom 9695.
[76411

The Wireless World" are only accepted frcin firms we believe to be thoroughly reliabla

,
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Chargers and Eliminators.—Contd.
fi
WI Eliminator, 220-30 volts, 50 cycles,
-1-1, output 200 volts, 100 milliamps, list £13110, perfect; bargain, £7.—Gordcn, 3, Cowper St., Leeds. [7594
Rectifier, AC. 110-125, charging H.T. and
TUNGAR
L.T., variable to 7 amps., excellent condition;
,arriage paid, £4/10.-121, Lulketh Rd., Preston. [7613
Trickle Charger, combined H.T. and LP.,
EXIDE
-4-14
200-250 volts, A.C. mains, few months old,
under makers guarantee; cost £8, accept £4.-3,
Belfield Rd.. Dulsbury, Manchester.
[7

Replies,

ECO
D.C.,Cm
model,
bined C2," condition
LP., and
.new;
G.B.
costEliminator
over £6,,
accept £2/10. - 3, Bellield Rd., Didsbury, Manche t
s
7
ter3,

MAINS

A recent advertiser in " THE
WIRELESS WORLD"
-writes
as follows :

64

G.E.C.. 200 260 volts,
H A.C., 50-100 cycles, 20 milliamp
type, brand new,
cost £5/5, sell £3 15, or near offer; also trickle
charger (Tekade), 2- and 4-volt, £1, bought all-mains;
also Marconi H.T. init. 210 250 volt, A.C., 100 cycles,
what offers?—Bbx Z.X.660, c/o Deacons, Fenchurch
Av., E.C.3
[7624
IGH Tension Power Unit,

COMPONENTS
MAINS UNITS

MAINS
RECEIVERS
Treat yourself or your best friend to u
really useful Xmas Present this year—a
Regentone Mains Unit or Trickle Charger.
Write for free copy of our Art Booklet,
"Radio front lhe Mains"

1

HAVE received so
many replies to my
advertisement
in
The Wireless World,'
which appeared under a
Box Number that I am
sending herewith stamps
to the value of 6d. as
further payment towards
your postage expenses.
Thanking you for the
quick despatch of all
replies."

CABINETS.
A RTCRAFT

LA-

Value.

Radio

Cabinets

are

Britain's

Best
[0313

DIGBY'S Cabinets—Table models In solid oa k an d
mahogany; from 11/6 to 71t
•
IGBY'S Cabinets, fitted with R,adion or Resiston

D

ebonite if required.
rbIGBY'S Cabinets.—Pedestal model, with separate
battery components; from 56/- to £12.
D IGBY'S Cabinets Made to Customer's Own Designs.

r ,s1GBY'S

Cabinets -Write

for

catalogne.—F. Digby, 9, The
E.2. 'Phone: Bi shopsga t
e 6458.
A RTCRAFT Radio Cabinets
£1L. Value.

new 16 page
Oval, Hackney

art
Rd.,
[0128

are

Britain's

Best

AY'S
cabinets
Cabinets,
in the kingdom;
the greatest
original
range
creative
of pedestal
designsl
l
at prices 50X lower than .elsewhere ; quotations for
specials by return; delivery at short notice guaranteed ; moving coil, portable, baffle, vignette, radiog ram° .
electric pick-up, televi sion, et
c.
; illustrated lists free.

for Radio from the Mains.
REGENT RADIO SUPPLY CO; 21. Bart/efts Bide,
"Nolbernaran,LOitdoel.E£4 7alephono Central 9661

—H.
liav
Wireless
Cabinet Manufacturer,
Mount
11e8n.ne
P6 26
RRdd..,,London, N.17.'Phone: Walthamstow
[6461

A RTCRAFT

£.
A.

Value.

Radio

Cabinets

are

Britain's

W.W.83.

Be•it
[0311

for Cabinets, portables, etc.; illustrated
H ORNS
list.—Maddison, 1, Chapel St., Edgware Rd.

A 11TORAFT Radio Cabi net s; Brit ai
n'
s b
es
t v
iv ell
it4p
2
.
lowest prices consistent with highest qnality:
illustrated list free franc actnal manufaeturers.—Art.
craft CO., 156, Ch err y Orc har d Rd., Croydon . '
Phone:
Croydon 1981.
•
IXTMELESS Cabinets, 31t. high, to suit any panel,
V,' hinged lid, 4 doors. polished; approval.—Woollcr

I
STUPENDOUS:

and Son, Rebertown, Liversedge, Yorks.
[7476
A RTCRAFT Radio Cabinets are Britain's Best
Value.

The
Sound
Box
that
never
tires

bring your old
Gramophone
up , to•date in
time for Xmas!"
by fitting the new MELTROPE
Sound Box, its greater definition, forward tone, and range
being wider than many Sound
Boxes costing more than double.
Saleable for all types of tone arm.

PRICE 12/6

.

AMPLIFIERS LTD.,
Billet Road,
Walthamstow, E.17.

R. W. CAPEWELL,
52, Chapel Terrace,
Trent Vale,
Stoke-on-Trent.

[0310

C AB INETS,

16%in.x 7%in. Xllin., hand ma ho gan y
finished 7/6, unpolished 5/6; oval front, 1O7/,in.
x6 ,
4in., 6d. extra; portable cabinets, 16 1/
2in. x16%in.
x8in., £1. 5; baseboard, 6d.; carriage free.—F. W.
Ramsey, 63, Shaftesbury St., London, N.1.
Clerkenwell 7139.
[7584
CABINETS.—A fine gift, something new : Combined
loud-speaker cabinet, bookshelf, newspaper rack
and occasional table, 30in. high, take any unit up to
18in.x17in.. handsome c
abi ne t
, well made, superior
finish; solid oak 35/ ,solid mahogany 40/-.—Below.
NOTHER New Line. —Ilanclsome tire screen loud.

speaker. 311e, high, brown enamelled frame, 3.
told, covered with best quality sateen, strongly wired,
complete with baffle and shelf, take any unit up to
lain.xlein; price 15/..—Below.
HDEDESTAL Cabinets, Radiogram, etc., from 55/-;
table and loud-speaker cabinets from 15 /-; above
in solid oak, selected materials, hand polished ; send for
illustrated list.-- Thos. Eastham (Dept. 5), Cabinet
Works, Thornton, Blackp oo l.
[7573
INEST American Types, asto ni
shi ng va l
ue ,spec i
F offer oak cabinets, hinged lid, baseboard, highlyal
polished, take I2in.x6in. panet; sample, carriage paid,
6/6: trade discounts for quantities.—Mag-Racho, 112,
Warstone Lane, Birmingham.
[2665
It-SPEAK ER Cabinets, extraordinary offer, oak
LOUcabinets.
handsome fret front, hi ghly po li sh
ed,

square, 6M. deep, finished mouldin g,tak e all
ordinary units ; sample, carriage paid, 6/6 ; trade discounts for quantities.—hiag-Radio, 112, Warstone
Lane, Birmingham.
[2666
13in.

TRANSFORMERS, ETC.
Decoupling Resistances for New Kilomap Four, foreign listeners' fonr, and all
"Wireless World "circuits, hand made and tested in

6

COILS,

A recent advertiser i.
urklE WIRELESS WORLD e
writes as follows:

"As the results from my
advertisement in 'The
Wireless World' were
stupendous, I shall be
glad if you will cancel
my advertisement in
next week's issue as I
am cleared out.
I might add that ¡The
Wireless World' is the
best journal I have
read."
W. F.

Macbeth,
"Bramar,"
Ballymena, Ulster.

our own workshops; improved model wound with Contanton wire, 1/6 each, post free—Groves Bros., St.
Vary's Place, Shrewsbury.
[7361

.000-OHNI

Decoupling Resistances for "Wir el
ess

World" Circuits; 1/6 each, post
Bros., St, Mary's Place, Shrewsbury.

free.—Groves
[7362

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure

prompt attention.

DECEMBER 18TH, 1929.
Coils,

Transformers,

Etc.—Contd.

IEW Kilo-Mag Four Coils. 37/6 set; ebonite for' mers (slotted), for winding, 12/6 set of 3; all
st free.—Groves Bros., St. Mary's Place, Shrewsbury.
(7446
, ADIOGRÁPII—W.W. coils, Record III, 35/-; new
1S Kilo-snag Four, 33/-; 8.G. Regional, 37/6; foreign
tenets' Four, 37/6 set; Europa Portable, 21/-;
trope III, 18/6; S.G. multi-valve portable, 22/6;
ff Everyman Four, 42/6.
fiADIOGRAPIL—Litz wire, 9140, 1/6; 27/42. 2/6
dozen yards; Radtern's deep ribbed or Decal
'
be. 5d. per inch, slotting 1/6 extra.
litADIOGRAPH. Ltd.—W.W. cabinets, 4 compartg* meets, 44/6; 2 compartments, 38/6; crackle
,amel and oak finish.—Station Rd.. Handsworth, Biringham.
[7441
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There's time yet
to give your set
this magic tonic

"IELESTION Loud-speaker 014, cost £11, sell £7;
B.T.H. pick-up, cost £2/5, £1118, as brand new.—
ong, 14, Berrvfleld Rd., Penton Place, Kennington
l
ark Rd., S.E.17.
[7612

This is Model U14
listed at £53.0,
incorporating a14'
14" Ultra Air
Chrome Chassis.

The Double Diaphragm Principle is
the subject of
British Patent No.
295,625, controlled
by Ultra Electric
Limited.
Radio via Ultra Air Chrome has
definition and character.
It la
selective at audio—frequency. Radio
sets operated , y the factory—made
double linen diaphragm speaker
possess high electivity at audible
frequencies, reproducing' music, song and
speech with brilliance, wlth virility, and with
the vital temperament of individual instru—
and voices. End t e search for natural
ments4
radio now.
Though yo
set be old, give it
the chance to reveal hi den tone qualities.
Enjoy
it under the ideal
and laboratory conditions MulsiMMUMfflill
produced by the Ultra AJr
Cabinets from
Chrome
Speaker.
There
is ample time yet before
Christmas. Visit your local
Chassis from
dealer to—night. Take home
an UltraAir Chrome, it is he
magic tonic—sets old
nd
slew respond to it magicaily.

£3.19.6

£2.2.0

Demonstrated and sold by all radio
and music dealers lin the country.

pocHimovhn Coll Speakers Speak for Themselves.
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E".c.1%—gerbedomatrktetthpezfearelynstale
switch over.
E POCH.
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E POCH.
E

or every
a quick

POCH.—Ordar one for 7 days' free trial.
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catalogue
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EPOCH.

E
E

AIR CHROME SPEAKER
fitted with the double
linen diaphragm

DARER Moving Coil (1929), 6v., mounted baffle;
fi 45/..—Nixon, Higher Drive, Banstead.
'Phone:
:mom 9695.
(7645

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only

Baldry. Ad.

POCH.
POCH

POCIL-16 pages crammed full of real information.
Post free.

POCiL
POCH.
E POCH.
E"c".
E

E

kir%fiXAVOX and 11.T.H. WO Speakers, 100-250
XL Milli DO., new condition; £3.-2a, Salisbury Rd..
even Kings, Essex.,
[7611

4.43

POCH.
POCH.

ds season's
ofuse
usera e even
any
thousands
modelsP
P0
models.
But
h
Well, lot the apeekers toll you themselves.

LOUDSPEAKERS.
ljORNS of All Descriptions for Loud Speakers and
1Gramophone Unite—II Maddison, manufacturer
1 the Allwoodorn, 1, Chapel St.. l'addington. N.W.1.
[6143
DICE XELLOG B.T.H. Senior L.-8., 240 volt A.0.;
I.'
cost £40, price £20.—Saul. 8,
Ansdell
. Andell, Lytham.
[7417
VOUR Old Loud-speaker Taken in Part Payment
I.
for the Latest Type; see our advert, under column
teceivers for Sale.—Sciantillo Development Co., 51,
"ishecgate. Preston.
[0227

E
E

POCH.
POCH
E POCH.
E pocki.
E POCH.

Motor Generator, perfect, input 200i.-fllOv.
cycles, output 6v. 3a., 350v. 80 ma., smoothie unit for H.T. and LP., cut-out for floating accuiulatorr; £17i17.—Nutter, 245, Selhurst Rd., Norwood
unttion, S.E.25. Thornton Heath 2848.
(7623

GRAMOPHONE PICK•UPS, ETC.

E

•

E
E

q-L.50

OXPONENTIAL Dorm for Cabinet Gramophones
1-:4 and Wireless, metal and wood; list.—Maddison,
Chapel St., Marylebone, N.W.1.
[6141

E
EE p
P.
p
°c
o
O
a
a.
us

E

ETC.

'
bo volts

Loucl•speakers.—Contd.
Mov:ns Coil Speakers.

POCH.
EPOCH.
EPOCH.
E POCH .
.

?OREIGN Listeners' Four Boxes, 19/- set of 4; coils,
- 37/6 set.—Stott.
ECORD III Coils, 35/-; Kilo.Mag 4 coils. 35/-:
decoupling resistances, 1/3.
Set Coils and Switches, 37/6; dials and plates,
,IT
5/- pair.—Stott.
9 30 Everyman Coils, 42/6 set; all special parts to
order; trade supplied.
LKETAL Cabinets, in oak or Mahogany, with
VA moulded wood top and base; Record III, KM..
nd 1930 Everyman, 45/-; Kit set, 35/-; metal box
sly, 32/6 and 27/6 respectively.—Arthur T. Stott
it, Duke St., Rochdale.
[7651
I .

r)YNAMOS, L.T. charging.—W.W. 20 volts, 5 amps.,
50/-; L, 12 volts, 8 amps., 45/-; Ct, 18 volts,
amps., 65/-; 50 volts, 25 amps., £7110: 80 volts,
0 amps.. £8/10; and others. Motor generators: 230
lits A.C. to 100 volts, 100 m.a. D.C.. 70/,
Dyaraos: 100 volts, 1 amp., 25/-•, 100 volts, 4 amps.,
5/-• 250 volts, 4 amps., £3110.
H.T. anode M.G.,
D.C. to 250 volts. 250 ma., £10; 220 volts
C. to 400 volts D.C., 200 m.a.. £12; fine new 2>mm. G.E.C. Aircraft generators: 950 volts. 60 m.a.
ad 6 volts, 5 amps„ £10; 600 volts, 100 ma. and 6
>lts, 5 amps., £5; fine Newton ¡IT, generators, %
W., 2,000 volts, £30; slow speed 1 kW. 2.000 volts,
40; 21W., 2.000 and 4.000 volts, £52; large E.V.
Feuer hand generators, 1,500 volts, £8; medium,
00 volts, £5; hand magnetos, 80 volts, 50 nets.,
j. each; H.T. 4.000 volts,
mid, mica condensers.
0/-; 0.01 Dubilier 1.000 volts, 6d. each.
uk Petrol Electric Generating Sets, Air Force. 50
PI/ 70 volts, 20 amps.. £27; 150 electric bench
nd portable 110- and 220-volt drills, £5.
WITCH Gear.--Slow motion geared slide Rheos, 250
watts, 7/6; 147 S.P. plug boards. 9-way, 10-amp.,
/.; Lucas 8-way switch boxes, mahogany, with brass
aver; 6 S.P., 1 D.P., 1 C.O. switches, 3/6; &P.C.°.
witches, 1/6; MT. send receiver, 2/6; hundreds of
her switches and controllers; send for list.
?LECTRADIX RADIOS, 218, Upper Thames St.,
—4 E.C.4.
[7639

POCH

E

,M1dMONDS BROS.—Berelif coils. Record Three, 50/, pair; new kilo-mat, four, 50/- sot; foreign listeners
ur, low, 301-- long wave, 37/-; screened grid Regional,
//-; /dullard 'S.O.P. dual range coils, 30/- Pair; Berif standard mile, for new all-wave four, standard four,
.0. three, Everyman four, etc.. 63/6 set of 4, with
lees; the same coils for the Lodestone series i' Wire.
se Magazine "I, 65/9 set of 4, with bases; Titan unit,
31-; decoupling resistances, 600 ohm, 1/6; 1,000 ohm,
'-• all " Wireless World " and similar coils in regular
siduction by the leading specialists; lists free; trade
epplied.—Simmonds Bros., Shireland Rd.. Smethwick.
Smethwick 751.
(6314

DYNAMOS,

E

Iii,

"IPPOCH RADIO MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd., are
.1:à the manufacturers. City Office and Service Station. 3, Farringdon Avenue (Ludgate Circus end), E.C.4.
'Phone: Central 1971 (2 lines). l'rivate Branch Exchange.
[WM

espied from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Loud speakers.—Contd.

Say 99!

I
; EPOCH

NEW MODEL 99 P.M.
MOVING COIL SPEAKER

will

WIRELESS WORLD

satisfy the most
of listeners.

critical

No accumulator, no mains,
no suspension, no adjustments
yet it is the finest Moving Coil
•
Spériker on the Market.
7 days free trial.

SUPER-MICROPHONE!

BAKE"
,
E

'

SELZIrg;,.?/tACZdellnerocel
AKER'S

B

Speakers ase cl

E

•

Obtained
Test.

The Ideal Instrument tor addressing an Audience through Loud
speaker (via Valve Amplifier or L.F. Stages et Wireless get% an
tor relaying Speech and Musical Entertainment to any distance
Powertul Loudspeaker Reproduction with partent Purity.
Hand Type,
4,
highly dibtance-sensitive, yet guaranteed entirely feel

ZETIVICLee,

"EI.

ettere

AKER'S

B

by
Used

j11g; i' Vo
e;''

E

BARGAINS!
Never before has such wonderful
value been offered.
BURNDEPT Slightly used Leather 8uitcass Type Portabl
Cabinets. Inside measurements l4jin.x 141 in. 12/6 cache
BURNDEPT Polished Mahogany Suitcase Type Portable"
Cabinets.
Inside
measurements
14Iin. X 14}in. Condition as new. 25/- each.
BURNDEPT Brand New Cone Speakers, complete with
fret front to fit lid of above portable cabinets. 30/- each.
BURNDEPT Oak Portable Cabinets (not suitcase type),
complete with inside frame aerials and battery compartments. As new. 25'- each.
BURNDEPT
H.T.
Eliminator Cabinets, oak. Inside
measurements 13kin.:-.,
in. X Sin. deep, with hinged lid.
Condition new.. 7/6 each.
BURNDEPT 3-Valve Mahogany Cabinets, open front,
hinged top, for panel Min. long, 81m , deep, and 81in.
baseboard. 14/6 each.
BURNDEPT 4-Valve Cabinets, mahogany, open front,
hinged lid, for panel Min. 10in. As new. 25/- each.
Loud-speaker Bargains: Amplion A.C.9 mahogany cone,
as sold at £5, our price, 65/-; Type A.C.5 Oak Speaker,
59/-; Type A.C.5 Oak Speaker, 56;-; Type A.R.88
Horn Speaker, 25/, Every one brand new.
Horn Type Loud-speaker Units, brand new. A.U.4, 8/8 ;
A.U.5, 10/6 ; A.R.88 bases, as sold with helm at 5guineas,
bases only with complete unit, 8/-; ditto, type A.R.58, 7/-.
Loud-speaker Cabinets. Amplion type A.C.9 cone cabinets,
mahogany. Size 164in. high X 17Iin. x 7/in. base.
Tabes 12in. cone. 17/6 each.
Loud-speaker Units, complete with chassis and cone,
genuine Amplion, and will fit any cabinet. Type AJC.16,
with Sin, cone, 16/-; Type A.C.10, with 12in. cone, 19/-.
Brand new, in original cartons, all Amplion lines.
BURNDEPT Low-Leu Variable Condensers, totally enclosed,
rapacity •oor, can easily be altered to any lower capacity
as vanes are easily dismantled. Price 3l each.
Genuine Western Electric 2-Valve " Kone" Amplifiers,
brand new, ill original cartons, ready for use, but less
valves. Each amplifier contains two transformers, one
being tapped to volume control switch on panel; also
one output transformer, etc. 201. each. Worth more
than treble if broken up.

n

ALL GOODS CARRIAGE PAID.

HUGHES dc SONS,
148,

CHEPSTOW

ROAD,

NEWPORT, MON.

r

from distortion or microphonle noises, absolutely glen
background; far superior to ordinary Microphon.
Tnununitters and obtoiete Govensment surplus; fa
use with Valve Amplifier or Valve Set (through lead,
of Gramophone Piek-up 11 desired) at Open-air Meet
lt 'ea'Theatre, or
Rail. O
t
geratei
g microphone Transformer. .C.
urrent counsu/rjstionn o
'g
ne
tenth Ampere. Provided with detachable Soma
Collector, handle, hook for stusPe.ssion.
1
and a 9 ft. silk connecting cord,
as ilhstration.
Microphone Transformer for the above el.
DIAGRAM OF COMRECTIONS FREE.

i

A

S. Farringdon Avenue :: E.C.4.
Phone" CEA
th 197112

SMALL 10 OHMS EARPIECE
,
for oie with guper-mierophone as a HIGHLY 110FICIE111
DEAF-AID, or Detectaphone, eta.; thin 3-ft. silk oon- ei
necting cord ttted. Earpiece finely black enamelled.
icp o
Fall Directions for ea, of Super-Microphone for many purpoat
and Diagrama of eotweetione free.

NEW PUBLIC ADDRESS MICROPHONE

A

EPOCH RADIO
MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.,

‘I

SPECIAL MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER
for connecting Soper.Microphone to Radio Head. g
phones, Loud-speaker, Valve Set, or Valve Amplifier

B

new 16-page Catalogue of
real infornuition.

New, highly sensitive, made on the latest principle, a va.'
improvement over all other types; will pick up whIspere ,
words from a dist..ne, of several yarda, ah
strongly amplify and transmit speech an
music over a distance, through Loud-speake
or Headphones. Splendid Instruments fc,
making Detectapbone Deaf-aid, LODE,
SPEAKING
TELEPHONE,
Announce
ments through Loud.speaker, Amplifier fo
Crystal or Valve Pets.
Electric Soue
Detector, Experiments.
NO OTHER MICROPHONE OF ZONAL SENSITIVENES
KNOWN,• each Instrument finely black enamelled and
fitted with a8ft. silk connecting cord.
Despatched
by rtturn post.

816

A

RADIO Moving Coil Speakers
SELITUR8r
on lc. Days' Approval for Comparative

'Sae for

1

ELFITTR8T RADIO Moving Coil Speakers.—Write
now fer new 36-page booklet, " Bound Advice."
BAKER'S

'

FREDK. ADOLPH, Actual Maker,
27, Fitzroy Street, London, W.I.

6/.

'Phone :
MUSEUM 832

A
E
SELeitereeiCtlenOa
B AKER'S

Moving

Coil

;.r:::di{:îuriegài;:,..

A

1:1.
21
.
'
j:r
ays

B

Scientific
Logarithmic
Horn

Length 5 feet.
Flare 25 incites.
Specially designed for home vise.
Inconspicuous and of pleasing appearance. Can be suspended in comer
of room and will harmonise with all
furnishings.

E
S

-

Te HerPdmat the New Demlontle.tikoenrsRoom.
can

AKER'S

A
K
E
RADIO Moving Coil Speakers.—The new
SELHI7REIT
36-page booklet is full of truthful information.
B AKER'S
A

Crisp definition with marvellous depth
of tone, remarkable volume, ecaial
reproduction
on
all
frequencies.
Equalled only by agood moving coil
speaker.
Will 'satisfy the most
critical ear.
Horn with Baldwin Type Balanced
Armature Unit. Complete £2 :0 0.
Horn with Brown U/GA Unit. Complete £2: 18 :6.
A combination
making the finest loud speaker obtainable.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
On
5 days'
approval
against cash.
HORN ONLY

19/6

SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY STORES,
126, Newington Causeway, London, S.S.!

E
QELIIIIRST RADIO Moving Coil Speakers are the
1
,
7
Best that Money can Buy; ideal Xmas presenta.

B

AKER'S

These Cabinets are made by experts and are thoroughly electrio
sealed with Fine Brass Gunge.

A
E
SELir

O

it
g
fi r
TaaR
eA
cl
o
)
i
r ipetlj erl
s
eading

manufacturers

of

FFICE : 89. Selhurat Rd., South Norwood. S.E.25.
'Phone: Croydon 1618. Works and Demonstration Room (always open): 42, Cherry Orchard Rd.,
Crovcion, S.E. (15 minutes non-stop Victoria or London
Bridge).
[0231

W.W. as specified CABINETS.

RIGBY & VVOOLFEN DEN,
Skeet Metal Workers,
hifilnrow Road, ROCHDALE.
'Phone 294

Mention of " The Wireless World," Wass writing to advertisers, will ensure Prompt attention.

£44
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Components, Etc., for Sale.—Contd.

REAP Bargains.

RADIO HOUSE. HUDDERSFIELD (14th wine«).

REAT Bargains.

ENSURES

REAP Bargains—Epoch model A moving coil
speaker kit (or complete units), brand new; a
e member of these famous instruments made for
pedal order for use in talkies, but not executed,
credit reasons only; regular prices, £3/10, £412:'
£5/17/6, to clear at 50/- for accumulator opera.
u. 55/- for D.C. mains operation, 85/. for A.C.
ns; kits comprising copper plated super magnet(weight 23 lb.) Chrystalene frame, fully adjust3, moving coil, any impedance, paper, leather and
inting rings, made up complete, if desired, 6/.
REAP Bargains.

LISTENERS
INCOMPARABLE'''.
ADVANTAGE*

MPLION Lien Chassis L14 (£6), used 8 weeks;
£3/10.—Box 4217, cío The Wireless World. [7649

rLTRA

Air•chrome Chassis, 18x23, list £414, un' used, had to take double delivery; £3/10.—After
L. Lainson, 154, Jerningham Rd.. New Cross, 8.11.14.
(7621
ELF-CENTRE Ball and Socket Device, when fitted
to your cone unit, will relieve driving rod of all
due side stress, centering the cone in relation to
ring rod improving results all round; provisional
:ent applied for; price 2/6; c.o.d. terms available.
Veedon, 80, Lonsdaie Av., London, E.6.
[7487

TRANSMITTERS.
iHEBROS.
Chebros.
Chebros transformers and
chokes of all descriptions, special transformers for
nsmit -ing and modulation; chokes a speciality; enirles invited.—Chester Bros., 244, Dalston Lane.
ndon E8
[5240
a.p A.C. Motor, coupled to Mackie 60-watt generator, £10; heterodyne wavemeter. calibrated 65D, by 'Experimental Wireless," 25/-.—GEUB, 16.
gh St., Wetherby.
[7608
AMBRELL 3-valve 20-watt
keyed, latest pattern,
0 type transmitting valves,
ler as delivered by makers;
Ick sale.-51/1, 56, Furzehill

Transmitter, telenhony
complete with Mallard
guaranteed in perfect
cost £30, accept £12
Rd., Plymouth.
[733

'ENEER Wood Paper Converts Commonest Woods
into Oak; 30in.x2Oin.„ 8d.—Burtenshaw. HillsZough Terrace, Ilfracombe.
[7351

nA-0111«

Decoupling Resistances;
see
advt.
under Coils. — Groves Brothers (lifanufac[7175

' V
rers).

SOWER Chokes, substantially built, for smoothing
circula in eliminators dealing with currents
1300 milliamperes, inductance 30 henries; 8/6 each;
aranteed Pr. months.—Transtormer Repair Co. (Dept.
1. 214. High St., Colliers Wood, 8.W.19.
[0327
fjESTON Model 301, milliammeters, ammeters, and
T voltmeters. 21/- each; hot wire ammeters 0-1
ip., 4/-• 0-0-5 amp.. 3/-,• instrument repairs and
erations.; send for list.—The Vista Electrical Co.,
, High St., Battersea, &W.11. Established 1910
[7563

£45
•

T

ERMS.

INCOMES

'

REQUIRE
ECONOMY

Only Brownie's huge production endbles
them to offer this really splendid diil For
2/6.
The special non- backlash dusign
makes hair- breadth tuning a mattcr of
delightful ease, while its handsome appearance (black or beautifully grained
mahogany bakelite) will add to the çjood
looks of that new set you are building.
BROWNIE WIRELESS COMPANY (GM.) LIMITED
NELSON STREET WORKS, LONDON, NNI.1.

BROWN I
WIRELESS

FEEL THE
SNAP OF IT •

LESSENED
EXPENSES
SUPPLY

SOLUTIONS.-8o

when applying for Guide enderyour submitting similarly composed advertisements, using the words "Reliability Wireless Guide,"
so as to encourage readers to apply for this lists
Weekly change of matter desired. A 100-volt H.T.
battery for each effort published, and useful consolstion prizes given.
GEOGRAPHICALLY
UNFAVOUR,E11,
INHABITANTS,
DERIVE

•
from the List, which will te
sent post free by J. IL Taylor atad Co., 15;
Radio House. Macaulay Street., Huddersfield, to whom
competition efforts should be submitted, indicating
also if name and address publishable if successful.
i(inly 23 alternative words required, Radio House,
Huddersfield, remaining, one word for each initial
following.) Winner: Mr. A. Hart, Beldevere Road,
Liverpool.
(7499
EINCTIANTMENT

iu

APPLEBY'S.
LIND of year Clearing.—As announced last week. .due
X-U to the enormous amount of business we have on
hand, we liase been forced to give notice that fresh
part exchange business has been suspended until further
notice; current busiuess will, of course, follow through
in rotation.
of Year Clearing.—The broom begins its work;
the following material is offered for clearance this
week, the first of an enormous collection of part used
material, which will be.offered for disposal during the
course of the next few weeks; watch these columns!
MTND of Year Clearing.—The following slightly used
-Ur material is offered subject to sale; when as new,
it will appear marked with an asterisk; every article will
be beveiely tested before despatch, and guaranteed in
workable condition; no part exchange allowances can
be made against any of the following, as the lowest
cash prices tire quoted; carriage is forward, but packing
is free, on the following articles, in order to keep down
the nett figure.
MIND of Year Clearing.—MeMichael screened Dimio
12' Three receiver, in oak, with set of 3 toted valves
with additional S.W. coils, used 3 days, £16/18/6•;
another similar, in oak, used about 4 weeks, £14/15 6 ;
another similar, used about 2 months, £12/15•• Maroui 5-valve receiver, with all mains drive, for 10d/125v.
A.O. maim+, a fine domestic receiver, of handsome
appearance, £19/19., with set of 5 tested valves;
Philips 2-valve all-electric receiver, for 240v. A.C.
mains, with tested valves, £911.716•; Gecoplione WorldWide 13!G Four receiver, with set of 4 Mated valves,
and 2-framo aerials, for long and medium waves, with
requisite leads, etc , £17/10•; Marconi 5-valve portable
receiver, complete with valves and batteries (new Dead,
£14115`; Burndept Screened Far Portable, crocodile
finish, complete with new valves and batteries, £15110 • ;
Gecophone 8-valve super hetrodyne receiver, with ass
of 8 new tested valves, and frame, £16/18•; a few
more will ho unearthed next week; every one of _the
foregoing may be definitely relied upon; they will not
leave 113 unless we are watielled as to their efficiency.
A PPLEBY'S. Number Forty-four. Chapel St ' Eery>.
.L". bone, N.W.l (4 minutes from Oxford St., London).
[0318

-LIND

IWO Cossor 415X.P., matched, push-pull, few hours'
use, perfect, changing to mains; 24/,—Lazton.
,incess Rd., Bournemouth.
[7604

)ELL1NG•LEE Panel Fittings are designed to give
P an
expert finish to any home-constructed set;
ialogue post free.—Belling and Lee, Ltd., Queenswav
arks. Ponders End. Middlesex.
(0018

IBERAL

true; • Littlehampton client was 10
that he sent unsolicited testimonial:
Your firm is 'streets ' ahead of some of the Los
don Houses for business." This unsolicited repute.
Lion we endeavour to uphold.
WHENEVER

VALVES.

COMPONENTS, ETC.. FOR SALE.

L

•

tis
yEA,
satisfied

MPLIFIER Valve.—If you require power you lean.
h not do better than one of these:—
GLAMENT Volts 6 plate volts 400 (maximima),
grid bias 84 volts (approx.), impedance 800
rim., amplification factor 3.8, mutual conductance
15 m.a./voits; price £5/10; see article " The Wires World," 24th July, 1929, then send to North
ndon Valve Co., T.td.. 22 ,/2, Cazenove Rd., Stoke
,wington, London, N.I6.
[7457

IWO AG/Gs, 10/6; AC/R. 12/, month old; 8625,
new. 13/-• OPM30. 15/-; BTHRIC, £4.-132,
,lifax Rd., "¡radioed.
[7626

ARGAINS

IRRESISTIRLI

REAP Bargains.—In fact, the greatest bargains
ever offered!
A number of Epoch model A used
at given away prices, guaranteed in perfect work.
order; early 1929 model. 351-; latest model, 42/6;
de up complete, if desired, 6/- extra.
NJOY
Marvellous
Epoch
Reproduction
at
Ridiculous Cost; don't wait until they are all
ie, but secure one immediately by writing, 'phoning,
'graphing, or hurrying to Epoch. 3. Farringdon Av..
(7077
rARCONIPHO.NE Moving Coil Speaker, in oak
cabinet, accumulator model, practically sew; oast
0, bargain £5.—Mebes, 144, Great Portland St., W.1.
r7603
[ET Moline Coll Quanta' Linen Diaphragm Speaker.
20M. square, varnished ply case, 17/-; polished
began,. 25/-; units supplied; free fitting.—Parke
anagrams, 79g, Turnpike Lane, London, N.8.
[7597

B

INNUMERABLE,

3

rand

2/

Tien

245
It

PILOT
QUICK 2'6
ACTION
SWITCH

will

handle

at 220 volts.
suitable

for

3 amperes
Especially

Mains Sets.

Write for Catalogues
THOMAS

A.

:

ROWLEY

59 Skinner Lane,

LTD.,

Birmingham.

Sole Agents for Great Britain and Ireland tor
saltines manufactured by the PILOT Radio
and Tube Corporation of New York.
West of England Distributors :
— P.BURRIS
de•SONS,7 to 16, Redcliffe Street, Bristol.

ET of 3 Fade H.P. Nentrodyne Transformers, with
matched condensers and Apex slow motion dials,
also Fade nentrodyne condensers and instruction book;
accept £3.—Bloxam, 33, Park ltd., Hampton Hill. Mide
dies «.
[7591

S

•
Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.

22

Components,

For Xmas, New Year and
All Times
THE IDEAL GIFT
IS A
DIX-ONEMETER
The Precision Instrument of universal use, with an ingenious system
of multipliers which enable fullscale readings of any value to be
made over awide range. One millivolt to 2,000 v., or 50 ohms to 50
megohms.
Mirror double scale,
jewelled, knife edge. A £10 De
Luke model for only 50/-.
Multipliers, 6/6 each.

,

ACCUMULATORS.
If you are tired of your dry
battery being always dry, try an H.T. Accumulator,
Monobloc, new, ebonite case, 1,000 Ma hours, 60 v..
19/- :90 v., 28',
L.T. Celluloid, 4volt, 10/20 amp., 6/3; 4 volt, 20 40
amp., 11'.: 4 volt. 30/60 amp., 12/6. 3-volt Inert
Dura, 1/3.
Cell Fillers, 1/6. Hydrometers, 1',
Petrol Testers, 26.
HOUSE TELEPHONES, 12/6 set of two complete
stations.
LOUD-SPEAKERS.
R.K. Cones, fitted B.T.H.
Moving Coil, 100 surplus, at only 716each. Marean'
L.S. Magnet Pots, 6v., for Moving Coil Cones. 20
Amplion L.S. Unit with base A.R.58, 7,6.
THE VIOLINA CABINET LOUD -SPEAKER
DE LUXE. Wonderful reproduction, complete tonal
range. Beautifully polished mahogany. List, £5.
Sale price. 72/6. Moving-coil Loud-speakers, £3 Us.
TRANSMITTERS. With A.T.1 and all fittings in
case, cost £15. 2-valve Aircraft with Osram Valves,
Speech or Morse, 40..
Tapping Keys, No. 1, with
massive contacts, 6/. each.
Transmitting No. 5IKD,
with aluminium cover, double contact, fine work, 7j..;
each. Morse Practice Sets, with Buzzer and Key, on
mahogany panel 8/6 each. Morse Recorder Mechanisms. for making picture receivers. 151. each.
Spark Gaps, 2',
3-VALVE POWER AMPLIFIERS, D.C. Mains
Panatrope model, 65,-. 3-valve Receivers, 27 ,8.
'CONDENSERS.
W.D. 250 volts'
2mfd. 1/6. 4mfd. 51. 6mfd. 76
New Sterling Smoothing for up to
400 volts 2mfd. 2'11
4sold. 56.
6mfd. 7'6. 500 mfd. Dry 12 v. for
Mains Supply L.T. Filters. 101..
Dubilier .01 Type 577 1000 v. List
7/-. Sale 1
WE HAVE A WONDERFUL STOCK OF
RADIO AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS.
If you cannot call at our showrooms, send addressed envelope for our illustrated list to

RADIOS,

218, UPPER THAMES ST,IEET,

Mention el

P
P

How
to sell
a Portable!

C

CIRAMOPHONE Motors, well known make, double
•
spring, silent, complete with fittings; 30/,
QPECIAL Bargain.—B.T.II. 40 henry chokes; 9/6;
any article on approval against cash.—Huggins.
Radio Engineer, Cluctou-on-Sea.
[7398

WHEATSTONE BRIDGES. G.P.O. and Dial types'
£7 10s. Mirror Calvos Reflecting Beam, by Paul
Gambrel!, Sullivan and Tinsley, £3.
Standard
Resistance Boxes and Universal Shunts, 35/, Electrostatic Voltmeters, £4. ,Capacity Bridges, £8.
FOCUSSING ARC LAMPS, 60', Indoor Projectors,
with lenses fitted 100-watt focus lamp, 39 ,6. Xmas
14 lamp Festoons, 220 v. 12 6. Torpedo Springdriven Gyroscopes, 15,, Neon Tubes, 26. Holders,
8d. Osram B.E. Power Valves. for Eliminators,
46.
Selenium Cells up to 200 v., ratio 30-1,
15 ,-.
Double Scale Tador-Hobson Protractors,
double arm, 56. Radio Picture 2-valve Amplifiers,
40 ,, A.C. or D.C. Motors for Drive. 35 '.. Wonderful 200-watt Alternators, Watford A.C., self-exciting,
cost £30; great bargain, £3. Porcelain enclo. 250-v.
Fuses, 3a, to Protect mains sets. 3d. each.
Photoelectric Cells, 60'.

'Phone: City 0191.

Etc., for Sale.—Contd.

0TENTIAL
Dividers
10,000,
15.000,
20,000.
25,000 and 30,000 ohms, 5 variable tappings;
2/- each.
.EIENTIAL Dividers, heavy duty, wile wound,
15,000 and 20,000 ohms, 7 tappings, 5/6; 4
tappings, 3/9.
. _
ONDENSERS ,2 mid., 2/3; 4 mid., 4/-; gugranteed; Listed 500 volts.
Cn()KE:s (L.F.).—Excellent for smoothing, up to
2 milliamps, 2/-; special heavy duty, 10 snilliamps, 8/6.
LIMINATORS, A.C., wired for hall or lull wane,
complete
with valve; £3 /17/6.
Chokes; 3/,

E

New
A.C.
Model
ACONEMETER.
Model
VAC.3.
In Case. Is a new Model for measurement
of volts on Alternating Current, a3-range instiument
reading 0-150 v., 0-300 v., and 0-600 v. Price, inclusive of case, 75!.. Extra for 1,500 volt Multipliei,
44/,

ELECTRADIX
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

TNTERFERENCE.—Special
two-section
eliminator
▪
coil for making your own Brookman Park wavetrap; 3/3 eath. post free, with diagram; made by
Gordon Castagnoli A M itt.E, Castaphone Radio
Service, Culver St.. Colchester.u5
VOUR Old Components Taken in Part Payment for
Latcst Type;
see our
advert,
in column
Receivers for Sale.—Scientiflo Development Co., bi,
Fishergate, Preston.[0223
ONTROL Your Receiver from That Other Room
•
by means of the Foolproof and Inexpensive Yurg
Relay, no maintenance or attention, models for battery and mains operated sets; patent pending; single
make and Uremia 10/6; double, 17/6; triple, 22/6;
tit free; stamp particulars.—" l'erg," 1, Eccles Old
Rd., Manchester.[7248
QIIIIPLUS.-1' 31.5B new, 8/-• Cossor H.F. 4-volt,
2/6; Ormo.
nd drum dial, ea.—Robertson; College
Gate 1.1 ,use, Bury St. Edmunds.
VERRANTI
£1; 0.P.1, 10/-; Western [E
760
1e1e-a.
trie., 3:1 ratio, 10/-; 'granite megostat,
Priestley, 46, Glasslyn ltd., Crouch End, London, N.8.
[7605
Tr ELVIN Electrostatic Voltmeter, 0-130v, 25/-;
Orompton potentiometer, 50/-•, gin, moving coil
instruments, 0-130 and 260v., 12/6; 0-100 millivolt.
10/-; 0-8v., 101-; 8-0-8 milliamps, 10/-.—BoIns, 5, Friar's
Rd., Coventry.
[7599

For the sale or purchase o
Portable or other Receivers ust
the Miscellaneous Columns o:
"The Wireless World." A recent
advertiser , writes as follows':

"1 am very satisfied with th(
results obtained. The Portable set
was sold the same day, and Ihat
over twenty other replies, includ•
mg prepaid Telegrams.
I alst
had a large number of callers
and altogether am very pleased
with the pulling powers of youi
valuable paper."
M .A . FROST,
54, Clerkenwell Road,
London, E.C.r.

IBERTY Superhet Kit, complete, 261-• set frame W.V0.-83
aerials, 301-•, 4 matched valves, £1..2 Cappar, 20,
Parker's Rd., Sheffield.
[7592
clIMPLUS. Experimenter's.—The following terrific
kJ
bargains are offered; I must sell, room wanted:
B.T.II. pick-up, 33/6; Sifam 200 mo. meter, 7/6;
Philips pick-up, 35/-; Ferranti A.F.4„ 13/6; Collarn
...ramo motor, 50/-•, moving coil speaker, 6-volt, £6:
another, 230 A.C. main, £7; Burndept S.G. and Pentode
3-valve set. £9; Philips 2514/230 volt A.0. set, £17:
Earphones 4000, 51-• Hearn pick-up, 10/6; potentiometer, 6/-; Anode esistancee; 3!-; Bullphone tram,rmer, 7/6; Autobat 230v. AC., 251-, etc., etc.; send
for my list: all ruaranteed O.K. or your money bark.—
Schouten, 30, City Rd., E.C.
[7625
A.F.3, case scratched, 10/-; Marconi 2-7:1, new,
101-; Varley B.F. choke, 51,-29, Haig Rd., Corn]ridge.
[7627
MIXPERIMENTER Wishes to Dispose of Surplus
Compouents of Every Description, all in excellent
condition; complete list will be sent on application.—
Steel, Oak Orchard, Lanark.
OLODYS'E Coils (wound Mazdas), 15/9; other [7er6m
32•
ponents half price.—Gleed, Optician, Raines Park.
[7641

L

MI SÇ ELLAN EOU S.

E

ASY Payments—We supply, by easy payments.
components, accessories, and sets, any make; 10%
down, balance spread over 10 months—Se nd list of
requirements to London Radio Supply Co., 11. Oat
Lane, London, E.C.2.
[0097
VXPONENTIAL Horns for Cabinet Gramophones and
Wireless, metal and wood; list.—Maddison, 1,
Chapel St., Marylebone, N.W.1.
[6143a

.

EGYPT
NATAL

SOUTA

AFRICA

•

MALTA

get%

vai r,
e
•

"You will be pleased
to learn that from my
last
advertisement in
'The Wireless World,'
letters reached me from
EGYPT,

NATAL,

ALEXANDER BLACK.

SOUTH

AFRICA,

PLEASE Note New Address.

and goods were sold to
a person residing in
MALTA.

rrIlE Original Wireless Doctor, will call (London and
1
Home Counties) and cure your set.
nONSULTAMONS by Appointment Without Obliga.
lion, acts installed, maintained, and brought up
to date, gramophone pick-ups, eliminators, and Web.
son moving coil speakers demonstrated; purity reproduction specialist.
55 Ebury St., Victoria, S.W.1. Sloane 1655.
[0277
IRELESS Notes.—A monthly service of informa.
tion for all those who want the very best in
wireless or gramophone reproduction; frank criticism
of receivers and components; immediate postal help
and advice in all 'difficulties; something new and
unique; you must have it if you want to know the
truth.—Full particulars free from Ernest H. Robinson. Langmead, Pirbright, Woking, Surrey.
[7607

,

W

The Wireless World. —

This undoubtedly proves

high value of your
paper."

the

W.W.83

WILLIAM WINFIELD,
4,, ARTHUR ST.,
HULL ROAD,

when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

YORK.

•"4

•
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Miscellaneous.—Contd.
;OTT SESSIONS and Co.. Great Britain's radio
doctors, officially approved as wireless repairers
Radio Society of Great Britain and Wireless League;
sets of every type repaired, rebuilt, modernised;
d set for immediate quotation.
DOTT SESSIONS and Cm—Midland customers, please
send address to us and our Midland representative
(1111.
DOTT SESSIONS and Co.—New sets constructed
with your os our components, guaranteed finest
•kmanship; we specialise in " The Wireless World"
:nits;
remember,
we
have
satisfied
customers
oughout the British lales and in three Continents;
you so desire, we will design and construct high
de apparatus to suit, your especial circumstances for
dill, range and selectivity.—Tel.: Tudor 5326. Mull.
.1 Hill, London, N.10.
(
.0262
'OUR Old Apparatus Taken in Part Payment for
Latest
Type;
see
our
advert,
in
column
Myers for Sale—Scientific Development Co.. 51,
hergate. Freston.
[0230
.NGINEERS.—Can't we get together?
All we ask
is the chance to prove that you can earn £300,
O0. £500 per year and more. Other men are doing
and you can do the same. We have an unrivalled and
rld-wscle organisation waiting to help you, whether you
novice or expert.
If you wish for somethini, more
en a bread-and-butter job you owe it to yourself
investigate our service. Our handbook, " Engineer; Opportunities," has pointed the way to better
'rigs to over 20,000 of your fellows.
It contains
ails
of A.M.I.Mech.E..
A.M.I.C.E.,
A.M.I.E.E.,
M.I.A.E., A.M.I.Struct.E., C. & G.. G.P.O., etc.,
Otis.. and outlines home study courses in all branches
Mechanical, Motor and Wireless Engrn.
lug.
In a brilliant article Professor A. M. Low
ma clearly the chances you are missing.
The book
d our advicd are quite free. We guarantee No Pass—
Fee. Don't miss this opportunity; send a postcard—
w (state branch, post or exam.).—British Institute
Engineering Technology, 87, Shakespeare House. 29.
ford St., London, W.1.
[7640

Situations Vacant. —Contd.
Guaranteed as Wireless Operators. age
15-29; day, evening, or postal courses; Morse
classes.—School, 321, Mansfield Rd., Nottingham. 17526

15-2,000 metres.

W

IRELESS Mechanic Wanted, capable of wiring up
complicated sets from circuit diagrams; state
age, experience, salary requireL—Write Box 4214. cio
The Wireless World.
[7606
A FIRST Class Electrical Designer of High-tension
11 Eliminators and Wireless Apparatus required by
'Manchester Firm, must be thoroughly competent,
energetic, and have had good experience i
n designing
transformers, chokes and wireless apparatus; state in
confidence full particulars of past experience, age and
selary.—Box 4187. c/o The Wireless World.
[7602

The most perlect receiver yet designed for Ultra
Short Wave, Broadcast, and Long Wave reception.
Including Valves, Coils and Royalty £18. J.0d.
Convert your present Set into
a

Short

Wave

Receiver.

Magnum Short Wave Convertor.
This Convertor is adaptable to am' valve set by
simply removing the detector valve from antacid
inserting it in the valveholder of convertor, the plug

of convertor taking the place of the detector
valve. In crystalline metal cabinet, with 2 Coils
20/40 and 40/80 metres. Plug and Adaptor £4.10.0
inclusive.

'INGSTON-ON-THAMES. — Transformera,
'phones,
loud-speaker repairs; transformers wound to an7
ice—Minter. 156. Cambridge lid.
[7269

Magnum Receivers are noto obtainable
Easy Payment Terms.

WANTED.

iLIMINATOR. 250v. A.C., output 10-15 m.a. 120v.,
Lissen or similar.—Greensill, 71, Watling St..
idgtown, Cannock.
[7629
ll'ANTED, Blue Spot loud-speaker unit, also cabinet
7 loud-speaker, 220-volt D.C. eliminator, Climax
.nsformer.—Block, 38, Abercorn Rd., Londonderry.
[7631
[TANTED pointer microammeter, 0-100 microamps
▪
approximately.—Haigh.
50,
Algernon . (768
81.,
'imsby.
t7ANTED, ed componente for Record
7
4227 e/o The Wireless World.

III.—Box
[7622

EXCHANGE.
7IRE RADIO EXCHANGE, Treville St., Plymouth,
, the exchange specialists; a trial solicited. [7324
rOCR Old Apparatus Taken in l'art raiment for
Latest
Type;
see
our
advert,
in
column
seekers for Sale.—Scientific Development Co., 51.
8hergate, Preston.
[0229

We

ea

AGENCIES.
p
.m

th

e%) wireless
hem t
experien
ad ceap
ce, es
t

mite set —Mag-Radio, 112, Warstone Lane, Birming[2667

SITUATIONS VACANT.

%
TIRELESS
Operating
Appointments
short qualifying course, &sq, evening;

Assured;
fees pay.
le after appointment for boarding students; Morse
esses.—Manager, Wireless School, 21, Manor Garid
6e
3n
7s,
9
ndon, N.7.
Archway 3694.

£47

BOOKS. INSTRUCTION, ETC.
ET II.T. Batteries are now a proved success;

described i•
"Wireless World."

S

TEP by Step Wireless; a complete comae of the
theory of electricity i
n relation to the practical
design of wireless apparatus. eliminators, circuits, etc.,
with extracts from a designer's notebook, giving up-todate practical appliention: issued weekly; send 1/ (
.
0p
19
.06.
for first 4 weeks.—Clifford Pres.sland. A.M.LE.E.Ena..
Dept. W.17.. Hampton-on-Thames
WIMP:: Inventor's Guide on Patente —T. A. A., 253
1;
(W). Gray's Inn ltd., London, W.C.1.
(6373

A

CUIDE for the Crystal User.—" Successful Crystal
and One-valve Circuits." by J. H. Watkins, tells
you how to improve the performance of your receiver
and gives diserams of many well-tested c)rcuits; 3/6
net, of benksellers, or Pitman's. Parker St., Kingeway.
London, W (' 2.
[7070

specialise in all apparatus

Lists on application.

BURNE-JONES

& CO.,
LTD.
296, BOROUGH HIGH ST.,
LONDON, S.E.1.
ASHTON PERFECT
AERIAL SPREADERS
NeiN
,
er tot
del

15/_

WONDERFUL
RECEPTION

Cite et London.
THE SIR JOHN CASS TECHNICAL
INSTITUTE.
Jewry Street, Aldgate, E.C.3.
Principal: Geo. Patchin, A.R.S.M.,
The following special evening course of instruction
will be leis en during the Second Term (January to
April, 1930)
ALTERNATING CURRENTS AND
ELECTRICAL OSCILLATIONS
by D. Owen, B.A., D.Sc., P.inst.P.
A course of ten lectures, with proctical demonstrations, intended
fur those interested in the higher clevelopments of this subject,
especially In its application to radio-telegraphy and telephony.
Tuesdays, from 7to 8.30 p.m., commencing January 14, Me
Details of the above Course may be had tipos am.lication to
the PRINCIPAI..

"TI ILT RACK"
' 1.ell!=&111=111

P.AeSTeEL STORIES5yeln
the Wireless Experimenter, Factory,
Factor and Retailer,
Full Partkular. front Sol. Manufacturer mul Palen tee :—

'For

BERTRAM

1XCHANGE.—Send us your enquiries; satisfaction
guaranteed.—Midland
Wireless
Supplies
Co.,
5 and 7, Oxford Rd., Peterborough.
[7814

1. G Zen
demonstrate
Wanted,

WELL Established Radio Firm, with international
77 connections, requires, at an early date, services of
a fully trained lecturer to organise and conduit radio
classes and undertake public lectures, permanent engagement, with good salary and prospects, to suitable
applicant —Write Box 4219, c/o The Wireless World.
[7643
NORTH-EASTERN SCHOOL of wrtIFLFse
TwLEGRAPHY (Established 1911). Radio House,
York Rd., Bridlington, E Yorks.
'Phone; Bridlington 262 q .—Young men, from 15 upwards, required to
train for positions in the wireless service; all snecessful
students of the past eerie have been placed in remunerajive positions; tuition fees after appointment for
student boarders if iloired; special terms for operators
requiring coaching for 1st Class Certificate (1927 Convention).—Annly for prospectus, Principal, M. W. G.
Russell,
[7650

W

COTT SESSIONS and Co.. Great Britain's radio
doctors; read advertisement under Miscellaneous
nain.
[0263

ITANTED, Gambrell, Philips, or other 3- or 47
valve all-electric, voltage 105 A.C.. with loudesker, inside aerial, first class condition, trial apoyal.—Box 4215, cío The Wireless World.
[7616

VOUTFI Required for Test Room Work with Radio
A.
Engineers; Central London; state age, experience
and salary required.—Box 4224, chs The Wireless World.
(7648
WANTED for Editorial Office, youth of good educe7 7 tion and with fair theoretical knowledge of wireless.—Send full particulars to **Editor," Box 4218, el0
The Wireless World.
[7642

write
for new illustrated booklet, giving cost and method
of building and maintaining free; mention paper.—
Taylor, 57, Studley lid.. Stoelovell. London.
[0077

bATENTS and Trade Marks, British and foreign.—
Gee and Co. (H. T. P. Gee. Member R.S.G.B. and
6f.I.R.E.), 51 52. Chancery Lane, London. W.C.2.
hone: Holborn 1525.
[0001

LUARANTEED Repairs by Experts.—Loud-speakers.
headphones, cone units, pick-ups, any type reined, remagnetised, and adjusted, post free 4/-;
nsformera. frou 4/..—Howell, 91, Morley Hill, En.
Id, Middlesex
[7617
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SITUATIONS

Universal Three

PATENT AGENTS.

REPAIRS.
IWELVE Months' Guarantee Accompanies all our
' Repairs•, env make of L.F. transformer, bead.
ones, or loud-speaker repaired and despatched within
hours; 4/- post free; don't discard if burnt ont;
'ma to trade.—Transformer Repair Co. (Dept.
4, High St., Colliers Wood. S.W.19.
[0011

ADVERTISEMENTS.

From nimler S or

8-10 Bull's Head Yard,
Manchester.

ROOKS on WIRELESS
Write for complete list to
ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
Dorset House, Tudor St., London, E.C.4.

THOMAS,

w°reeikNeerksrae.

1930 EVERYMAN FOUR COILS 50'. SET
NEW KILO-IVIAG FOUR
- - 45:- SET
WAVETRAP
FOR
NEW
REGIONAL
SCHEME, LITZ WIRE WOUND - 12/6

R.

KILBY,

51, LYNDHURST GROVE, PECKHA91, S.E.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms tea believe to be thoroughly reltable.
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RADIO -GRAMOPHONE
CABINETS

"WIRELESS WORLD" said
(14.8.'23) "functioned quite well
on test and did not give any causa
to Justify doubt as to their ability
to handle this wattage" (720
Watts !
I).
"Ideal for we in
portable seta and in all types of
mains equipment."

sets
21' x 7' X 16'.
for speaker and
36' x 24' X 19'.

Delivered free in England and
Wales. Scotland 2/8 extra.

F

Fitted complete with
D.S.
Motor,
Pick -up and
Arm, Ormond Unit onset I*
and Chassis..
.. ZU-1

CLAUDE LYONS LTD.,
76,

PREMIER SUPPLY STORES
Radio

185,

CO.,

LTD,

(Dept. W.W.

BURTON-ON-TRENT

REPAIRS

Any malo of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or headphones repaired and dispatched within
48 HOURS—TWELVE MONTH3 GUARANTEE
aitheach repair. 4/. Post Free.
Terms to Trade.

Send for our Illus. Catalogue,

LIVERPOOL,

MFG.

DRANSTONE RD.,

£4 .19 .6

QUICK SERVIC.E.

THE QUALITY HOUSE.
PERSEUS

This is all you need to turn your
present set into a modern
RADIO-GRAMOPHONE.

STREET,

BONA FIDE TRADERS' GUIDE,

Send for our comprehensive II:ustrated List
QUICK SERVICE.

(Mahogany Finish £.5-15-0,)

"B.A.T." "Q.114.13." POWER
SWITCH only 2/6 Each.

OLDHALL

•
,., PAGE
Potter, H. B., & Co., Ltd. .. ........ .............¡¡.. 24 •
Premier Supply Stores ..... ..... ..„
'...4... 24
Radio Gramophone Development 100. ,.......4...
5 '
Regent Radio Supply Co.
18
Rigby & Woolfenden
¡
20
Ritherdon & Co., Ltd. .. ... .. ..— .. ........t...
Rothermel Corpn., Ltd. (Electrad)
.::..
8
Rowley, Thomas A., Ltd.
..
f.. , 21
Scientific Supply Stores
20
Squire, Fredk., Ltd.
f
14
Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd.
a
Telsen Electric Co., Ltd.
Thomas, Bertram
23
Transformer Repair Co.
24
Trelleborg Ebonite Works, Ltd.
'over I.
Tudor Accumulator Co., Ltd.....
Trilsémere Manf. Co.
18
Ultra Electric, Ltd.
19
Vandervell, C. A. & Co, Ltd.
•
1 •
Varley (Oliver Pell Control, Ltd.)
W-..rd & Goldstone, Ltd.
.,_
15
Westinghouse Brake & Saxby Signai ¿fo.,
Ltd.
•
10
Wingrove & Rogers, Ltd.
8,

Beautifully finished in highly polished OAK.
Will take
18' X 7' X 16' or
Spacious compartment
batteries. Overall size
9-ply motor board.

This miniature switch comfortably
breaks 3 Amperes at 250 Volta.
For 15F,. L.P.,
L.T. Circuits.
For A.C. Set., Eliminator, Gram.
Motors, and al Loud Speaker
Field Switch, etc.

DECEMBER 18TH, 19129.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO..

L

Dept. W.
214, Nigh Most CoMon Wool, L01124111, 8.6.134

h Gramophone SpeciallTta,

Fleet St., London, E.C.4.
'Phone: Central 2833
Large selection of
Gramo. Motors and
Pick-ups always in stock

•ATES
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'MILLION
EARTH
TUBE

PAGES

A. F. BULGIN 8c Co.,

JABEZ BATE 3( C2

V RO

9/1I, Caroler St., Chucery Lane, tondos, E.C.4.

PARFAIT
SUPPLIED IN SIX FINISHES

1/6 EA:

A REAL EARTH TUBE
24" LONG X I' DIAL
ALL DEALERS SUPPLY.
0R

Semi-Polished Blink
Semi-Polished Mahogany,
Highly Polished Black
Highly Polished Mahogany
Nlatt
Cube Surface
Obtainable from most wireless dealers.

.

BIRMINGHAM

(THE BE/7 IN THE WE/7)
14 LIRE STREET. LEICESTER SO,4
ARE.
.,, LONDON.W.C.t.
Rip..../Redeke spr.dasyr
OPEN TWA,
P.M.
WRITE FOR OUR CATALOGUE
POST.. at FOLE 70 cauras

r
-

jb WANDER
MIDGET &

PLUGS

STANDARD

NICKEL PLATED--6 Colours 2d. each.

i
s

J.

J.

EASTICK

"Keen House,"
London, E.C.1.

188,

SONS

XPE FME T
)ERE_LESS

WW2

eiTheWIRELÉSS ENGINEER

The Journal for Professional
Engineers and Advanced
Wireless Experimenters
Monthly

2/6 net.

Annual Subscription

32/- post free.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.

,ildeettlomeed of B. E. Polk, A. Co., Ltd., Btotton Buildings, ii0OHDALB.

Alnralion of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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use ALL the power
you pay for!

Obsolete mass type H.T. Accumulators can constantly discharge
themselves—day in and day out
their unbroken tops permit power
—paid for power—to leak away.

You cannot

afford to use any but th ebest

4It *r Condenser

in an eliminator circuit.

HELSBY CONDENSERS

rc made and guaranteed by a firm with
years' experience in condenser making, from
small telephone and radio condensers to Power
Condensers
weighing upwards of 2 tons.
Guaranteed working voltages :Type M
150 volts D.C.
Type zA
350 volts D.C.
Type 3A
450 volts D.C.
Type 4A
- 600 volts D.C.
All Helly Condensers are vacuum dried
and impregnated with aspecial nonhygroscopic material which
renders them moisture
proof.
a

In Oldham H.T. Accumulators the
AIR SPACES form an impassable
barrier to electrical leakage. Buy
an Oldham H.T. Accumulator today and you'll get more listening,
less recharging and better radio for
less cost.

30

Ask your dealer to show you these moneysaving accumulators.

EXTRA LARGE
CAPACITY.
(
5,
5 r.
Per

his

Complet,

name and address

with

Capacity

2,7 ¡O

nuiltai
rips

5'6

6I9

If unobtainable from your dealer, write
to us giving

tr., it

STANDARD
10-VOLT UNIT.

two connectors and length al
trates extra if mouired•

cable.

Wooden

The Pioneers of " Air -Spaced"

BRITISH INSULATED CABLES LTD
PRE5COT LANCS.
Makers of PRESCOT and HELSBY cables

H.T.
Oldhant
Trleph ,

ACCUMULATORS

Dr Sop Ltd.. Denton.
Moor hester.
1).11ton ::01 (4 linesh

London Othee ID, Wicklow Street,
GI IlltRO:.•
King's Cross, W.C.L.
20D, St. Vincent :Ireen.
Tplephone: Teem:ohs 4410 Pt Ioe , . Telephone: CentralL01:i.
2/1132

Advertisements joy "J he Wireless Wovia

are only
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Every word ...
every note ...
natural,
flawless!
With this speolter you heur tlu• whole
programme and nothing but the
programme. Nothing missed ...
nothing distorted.

This new moving coil speaker
gives lifelike reproduction at your fireside

I
N
'

—you ran hear the world's greatest musicians,

centring of the moving coil makes this speaker almost

famous singers, leading figures in national events—

uncannily sensitive. The special diaphragm, pressed

just

front asingle piece of new non-resonant fibrous mate-

as

though they were actually in your room.

Never before has a loud speaker raptured so
wide s range, such delicate -shades of tone.

The

Mareoniphone Moving 'Cie speaker brings everything to life! In music—from lowest bass to highest
treble. In speech — all the expression of the

vo i
ce.

Boundless power—yet so sensitive!

rial. gives every note its real value— no more.no less.
Moving Coil Units for home construction from
£4 10. 0. Cabinet models for working from 6-v oh
accumulator — £7 :for D.C. mains — £7 10. 0;for
A.C. mains— £12 12. 0 (including Rectifier Unit
and Valve).
Hear these speakers at any dealer's. If there is
no dealer near you. ts rile to the Maretwirl

Anti so great is the range of volume that it ran
be adjusted to the needs of your drawingroom or the largest hall. The highlv seen rate

7

*
7

Company Lim ited, 210-212 Tottenham Court
-

• Road. London. W.1.

1111111v
The first and greatest name in wireless

M ARCOMPHONE
Printed for the Poblishers, tub FE
•

&

Moving Coi/

SPEAKERS

SONS LIM., Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, by fhe Cornwall Press Ltd., Park Garden, Stamford Street, Loudon, S.E.i.
Foivigh

Agent,. :

Umeeo Mu... Th. Inn., odionhl
i O., 13/. Valk* MI met, Pt**
t I,
rhAin:n.- W. il.
14Fal. 24s. luw
Earia;
II:mite/4e et •te. Itaa it
.....
EttrIa.
W IL Smith a 1,,. $. Marche on 1terite ,t. Wm/sell,
1Fa*A—A. IL Whetle.
11
bay. Allaltabad am/valets/3a.
ceetttal
AgFotey.
.... lon A cat'ell. LW.; Me/1.m he •iVietorlal. leydney 3N.14.%1
13riebtate ttjtareuttlatudt. Adelaide 'S.A.), Perth M.A.), an* 1.4
eetdost tratnnattia).
Catalpa- The American Neste /It.. LUI.. Teertnatu, u innipeg, liattemeve ,. Maid* al. Otlawa. Flt. John, Halifax. Ilattalloot ; Walton * Gtotrh.
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DkAk.biliER

25T11.

192! ,.

ALLTIEIRMATIWEE PROGRAMME

RECEIVER

BurTON

ammo

SELF-LOCATING

VALVE
HOLDER

L F- TRANSFORMEFtS
gadia

I.

/-

Haw.
wide

each

mum.

Built
by Specialists in
Transformer construction,
ths,v have set a Quality of
Performance
above femme h.
Your Set will
work better with a irisen
Transformer - - - - Fit
one no. !

Pen milt
-Valve Holders
I 6 each
Patent. N..
316705

& II

it1,0 Ifl

HI
tr•Ton
_

PROGRESS

•
_

ORES

WA I.SALl„ EN(,

Radio sets operated by the factory Made double
linen diaphragm
speaker possess high selectivity at
audible frequencies, reproducing
with brilliance, with virility. and
with the vital temperam ent of
indi• idual instruments and voices.

ret

12,6

Miller Street.
Birmingham.

velOPHONE
ou newAITEDFoR

e

GIVES PERFECT RADIO
& GRAMOPHONE MUSIC
ON ONE INSTRUMENT
FOR BATTERY OR
MAINS OPERATInIV

GWEIL

AIR CHROME SPEAKER

the double linen diapluagrn

ULTRA ELECTRIC

TELSEN
ELECTRIC
CO. LTD.,

LOW IN PRICE -EFFICIENT IN PERFORMANCE

Cabinet Types from £3 .19. 6.
Chassis Types from
£2 .2. 0.
Demonstrated and sold by all
dealers.

ihiteli
‘

RADIOGRAND

uu

natural Radio
-via Aie Chrome

eviila

acquired a worldreputation for
Value.

Quulity and

LIMITED, 661-663, Harrow Road, London, N.W.10.

RADIO-GRAMOPHONE
lei tej
otediedab

94e BrIti.sh Radio Gramophone &Lid
7Z c'ity Road. eondoll Eel
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"BEAM"

WITH
PLEASURE!
Every purchaser of " Beam "
Loudspeakers, H.T. Batteries
and other components will be
•pleasantly surprised at their
excellence. Buy " Beam " for
yourself and your friends this
Xmas.
R.C. COUPLING
UNIT. Complete
with Dumet- .7,
ohms
•/

55'

0

Complet, with
flexible lead.

COMBINED R.C.
COUPLING UNIT
AND
VALVE
HOLDER.
Complete with
Dumetoluts
/

"BEAM" SPEAKERS are constructed to give the finest possible
reproduction on either weak or
strong reception. The
del illustrated is marvellous value, of excellent appearance, and harmonizes
with all honte surroundings.

"BEAM " II.T. BATTERIES are
silent yet energetic workers. The
elements of which they are built
ensure
steady flow of current
without background noises.

.from .051 .1, .,l,-,, write ;fired to us givid,2

'MIME

All "Beam " products are obtainable
from your dealer or direct

35
tkitain Itet
Telephone

Farringdon Road,
London, E.C.1

RADIO PRODUCTS

11,t
tr>1:

Holborn 7048

r• name and address

4.

Boolilet--'• .1

,
, ,v;

hal.

ly ant,

for a ,o,'-_

ti

-

i
t

(..o,idenser Co. !.
Ltd., Dom,
Works,
Road,
:Won. London
-k,

•

:51 t( ...

upSilon ..t " Thv•

;t

ri !h.» writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attestator,.
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Y

— that's how the enormous development and research on
the P.M. principle can make itself known to you — through
the results you obtain from your receiver with Mullard valves.
Such technical improvements on the P.M. filament as —

*
*
*
*

Increased Emission
Greater Efficiency
Improved Characteristics
Greater Mechanical Strength

mean incisive reception and vivid tonal purity.
Act on
this tangible evidence and plug a set of Mullard radio
valves into your receiver to-day.

Mullard
THE •MASTER.•VALVE

Ad«.
Ai

THE WILLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO., LTD., Mallard House, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.z.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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A RE YOU PROUD
OF YOUR NEW SET ?
DO

IT

AND FIT

JUSTI CE
THE BEST

PO SSIBLE BATTERY

Grosvenor
and

Batteries

give

satisfactory service

continuous

because they

incorporate a new vitalising element
which is unique to Grosvenor.
66 v.from 7/6
99 V.

BRITISH
MANUFACTURE

1 1/6

66 v. 20/—
- - - 99 v• 32/6

Super Capacity
for Multi-Valve

Sets

attery

GROSVENOR BATTERY CO., LTD., 2.3, Whites St., NIOORCATE, LONDON, E.C.2..

the
worlds
standard

cnston

sets

Our Model 506 MIL—AMMETER Panel Mounting type
should be placed in the High Tension Circuit of the valve
to ensure correct operation and to check distortion.

Prices £1: 15: 0—£2 :15 :O.
Write now for your copy of" Radio Control," the Weston FREE
Booklet that explains the necessity for accurate electrical control
of your Radio Receiver, and gives much helpful advice.
Address your postcard to:—

WESTO

FACTO
ELI

e.

in an

Phone

Met. 6865

SAFETY

When you buy or

TOR

I
lIIIfliTi

build an eliminator make
sure of safety by insisting
upon the "condenser that never
breaks down"— because every
Hydra Condenser
is tested far
above the rated working voltage
and so you get at once a high
margin of safety when you fit Hydra.

•STANDARD THE WORLD OVER
•
Pioneers since I888

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO., LTD.,
15, Great Saffron Hill, London, E .0 .1.
LOUIS HOLZMAN, 37, Newman Street, London, W.1
Mention oj " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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MIRROR
MOW
SPEECH
•The croon of the Saxo—
phone—the beat of the
drum—the trill of the
violin and the ring of the
•harp—all are faithfully
reflected
by
the
CLARITH" Reproducer.

I

I:F

— sheer life — colour—movement in music and
speech
are
faithfully
reproduced
by
the
"CI.ARITH," just as the mirror reproduces the
form, colour, and movement of that which is
before it.
•
.
We cannot convey to you in mere words the quality and richness of this Radio Gramophone—you must hear to believe.
No batteries to run down—no expense of charging accumulators—just plug in to the lighting socket and the
"CLARITH " is working.
.
Either Record or Radio, a switch changes over. The same .
volume control is used for both.
The Radio Set embodies a 3-valve circuit of unusual merit
—and it brings in the stations. The same specially
designed Moving Coil Speaker is used for the Rad jo Set and
the Gramophone, which is also electrically operated—the
reproduction is "mirror clear."
The Cabinets used in the "CLARITH " are masterpieces
of the craftsman's art and are supplied in Oak, Walnut
and Mahogany.
These Cabines enhance the appearance
of any home.
Price

A.C.
D.C.

49 Guineas.
59 Guineas.

All we ask is, let your dealer demonstrate "CLARITH"—if be
—write us please, and we will make an appointment.

Send
To-day
for Illustrated
Catalogue,
Post Free.

CLARITH

caneet

eg(
RADIO-GRAMOPHONE

REPRODUCERS LIMITED, East Street Mills, LEEDS

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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You cannot
afford to use any but the best
Condenser in an eliminator circuit.

HELSBY CONDENSERS

are made and guaranteed by afirm with
30 years' experience in condenser making, front'
small telephone and radio condensers .to Power
Condensers

Easily operated by connecting to
any A.C. Mains light socket—no
batteries needed—this Lotus All
Electric 3 valve S.G.P. Set is
highly selective and covers a good
range of British and
Continental stations.

ELECTRIC

RECEIVER
the

best

reception.

Made by Ike makers of the famous Lotus components in one of the most
modern radio factories in Great Britain.

GARNETT VVHITELEY & CO., LTD., Dept. W.W.4,
Lotus Works, Mill Lane, Liverpool.
Onusien
Mention of " The Wireless

World,"

of

z

tons.

proof.

moors
Gets

upwards

Guaranteed working voltages :Type M
15o volts D.C.
Type z
A
350 volts D.C.
Type 3A
450 volts D.C.
- 600 volts D.C.
Type 4A
All Helsby Condensers are vacuum dried
and impregnated with aspecial nonhygroscopic material which
renders them moisture

CASH PRICE
(Royalties. paid and
including valves) or £r ros. oci.
down and eleven similar monthly
payments. See and hear it at
any wireless dealer's or write for
the Lotus Sets catalogue and Hire
Purchase terms.

ALL

weighing

If unobtainable from your dealer, write
to us giving his name and address.

_

BRITISH INSULATED CABLES LTD
PRE5COT- LANCS.
Makers of PRESCOT and HELSBY cables

when writing to advertisers. will ensure prompt attenteon.
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FOLLOW THE LEAL OF THE
SLT MANUFACTURER
If
popularity
is
proof of performance, there are
none to compare
with
TELSEN
Transformers.
Manufacturers
standardise them,
Experts specify
them,
and
Amateurs
are
enthusiastic over
the amazing quality of reproduction
made possible by
TELSEN
Transformers.

d117.1:

fq an

t'U

Specialized manufacturing facilities,
plus the finest
materials procurable, have resulted
in the production
of a high-grade
article at the
lowest cost.
Remember,
whenever
a
Transformer is specified,
you can with
confidence fit
TELSEN.

TELSEN ELECTRIC Co. Ltd., MILLER STREET, BIRMINGHAM
London Distributors

A.5

The Sel-Ezi Wireless Supply Co., Greek St., Soho, WI

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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The
SUPER
CONE
SPEAKER
that is in the

MOVING
COIL
CLASS

DECEMBER 25TH, 1921.

Very Pleased with Results
of advertising

COMPLETE SETS
in

The

Wireless
RADIOArtlEOVIEWWorld

•

Read this letter
•
from a recent advertiser!

Dec. and, 1929.
Dear Sirs,

CONE UNIT

Unsolicited Testimonial
24, Upper Brook Street,
C. on M.,
Manchester.

"Cents,

Have fixed the KUKOO L.S. .
(Baffle Board 36) and have obtained
absolutely

Moving

Wonderful.

Coil

results.

Thanks."
Yours, etc.,
Torn Prendergast.

We understand the above
results ware obtained on a
Millard Master Three set,
with r20 H.T.
Mr. Prendergast is in no
way connected with us;
neither is he known to us.

You may be interested to hear
that I was ver
leased with the
results obtained through the half
page advertisement I recently in.
serted in "The Wireless World."
I had always understood that
"The Wireless World" was not a
good medium for advertising cony
plete Sets, and I must admit that
this is the reason why I have not
used your space before.
It is therefore very illuminating
to find that, although my half page
was for two Portables only and one
of these a very high priced instru•
ment, Ireceived a large number of
en uiries every da
or at east 10
days rom all arts of the Countr
Ican definitel credit "The Wire.
w it
t ese en uirie s, as
less
orld
the cheaper ortable was advertised
for the first time, and no one could
have known of its existence from
any other source.
,Imay say Ihave entirely changed
my opinion regarding your paper
now, and will certainly avail myself
of its pages in the future.
'
Yours

Postage 9d. extra.

EMPIRE ELECTRIC CO.,
io, Fitzroy Street, London, W .I.

FROM YOUR DEALER OR DIRECT
From Sole Patentees and
Manufacturers.

Full particulars of advertising
in " The Wireless World," and
Advertisement Tariff, will be
sent on request.

The SHEFFIELD MAGNET
'llone
Sheffield
208G6

Co., Broad Lane,

'Grams
Mtegna 20866
Sheffield

SIIEFFIELD.

truly,
(Signed) C. HOLT.

•.

ILIFFE
DORSET HOUSE,

&

SONS LTD.,

TUDOR STREE1, LONDON, E.C.4.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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BECAUSE my
pure H.T. current comes only from a
dry battery, for it contains steady, direct
current and does not depend upon humming generators for its source of supply.
Batteries are handy, portable and safe,
too; and cheaper in the long run—no
expensive valves or windings to burn out.
Buy abattery and get the best
in EVER READY, the battery
that has stood the test for 25
years.

Use an EVER READ Y
refill battery for your
Electric Hand Lamp.

The Popular Batteries
for Portable Sets.
PORTABLE 1.
63 volts, 6X 5x 3.

8/6

PORTABLE 3.
99 VOHS, •9 X 5s<

13)6

e.

PORTABLE 3.
io8 volts, lox 5x 3.
1151-

BRITAIN'S BEST B
ATTERIES

4% 7 4eIvertisemente for " The Wireless•World"
are only accepted from fions soe,believe to be tieroughly reliable.
..
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Guar our THAT C
ALL SAL.AMMONIAC batteries develop
" crackle " sooner or later. " Pertrix "
cannot, for it contains nó cell-corroding
electrolyte—and in this respect "Pertrixv
is unique.
On every test, " Pertrix"
shows 60% longer life, and no loss
of power when out of circuit.
Try
" Pertrix " once, and you will never go
back to the sal-ammoniac type again.

pERTRIN
ele

SUPER LIFE
H.T. BATTERIES
PERTRIX Ltd., Brit annia House, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W. 1.2
Factory—Britannia Works, Redditch, Worcs.

IN

THE

NEW

YEAR

An entirely new NI-L production
for the ALL ELECTRIC RECEIVER,
the
D.C. to A.C.
Converter.
40 WATT Mod e•I

85 WATT Model

13-0-0

£ 19-0-0

Power Supplit Units our Specialitu.

Whatever new components you use for your
1930 set you will not go far wrong with a
Trolitax panel.
Trolitax has already proved itself to be
thoroughly reliable, and with its high insulating
properties and its ease of working it is the
ideal panel material.
Your wireless dealer
stocks Trolitax in a variety of finishes which
can be cut to any size required.

•
IIROLITA.X
Ask

to

see

the

range

of

wood

finishes.

F. A. HUGHES & CO., LIMITED

204-6,

Great Portland

Street,

London, W.1

'Phone: Museum 8630 (4 lines).
Distributors for A'orthern England, Scotland and Nor'
th Wales:
IL C. Rawson (Sheffield and London), Ltd., z00, London Road,
Sheffield.
'Phone: Sheffield 260o6.
22,
St. Mary's Parsonage,
Manchester. 'Phone: Manchester City 3329;

IF YOU ARE ON D.C. MAINS employ the
above machine for running your ALL
ELECTRIC RECEIVER. The only safe
way to operate receivers from D.C. Mains.
Suitable for well—known makes of Receivers

M-L MAGNETO SYND. Ltd.,
Radio Dept., COVENTRY.
Telephone: 5001.

ltiention of " The Wireless World," when writing •to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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You have only to look at these curves to see that for yourself.
They show what the curves of no other transformer can show—perfect amplification of the deep bass notes, together with constant response at all
frequencies from 50 to 5,000 cycles. These curves have been taken
using ordinary valves. If the curves were taken with A.C. Valves, then..
naturally amuch better performance would be apparent. As, however,
the majority of constructors have not facilities for using A.C. Valves,
obviously it is of far more general interest to publish N.P.L. Curves
obtained with the valves which are in almost universal use to-day.
Curve "A" is that of Nicore I, used in the ordinary transformer arrangement, showing an amplification of the order of 80 between 100 and 5,000
cycles and over 60 at 50 cycles. Curve "B" is that of Nicore Iused
in the resistance feed auto-transformer arrangement, showing an amplification of 60 and aperfectly straight line between 50 and 5,000 cycles.
No attempt has been made to retain inaudible side-band frequencies;
the discerning public will not be slow to realise that our efforts have
produced curves which are—like everything else connected with Varley—
p rfectly straight.
.

Write for Section D of the Varley Catalogue.
Nicore I (List No.
Ratio 4: I

D.P.I)
A

:A
1..

..-.z334 i

44

Vailey

.

ertieement of (River Pen Control Lid., Kinsale Hosse,

ro3,

Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

Telephone: Holborn

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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WESTINGHOUSED

METAL

RECTIFIER

Full details and circuits for this unit, and our other
types, are given in our 32-page booklet "The '
All Metal Way--193o."
If you are interested
in A.C. mains units, you should have a copy.

STYLE H.T 3

FOR
D.C.

HIGH
OUTPUT

TENSION
120 V.,

Made in England by:—

21/.

Price

Send a zcl. stamp with your name and address.

20 M.A.

The WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SAXBY SIGNAL Co. Ltd.
-----82, York Road, King's Cross, London, N.1--

DICTIONARY
of WIRELESS
TECHNICAL
TERMS

Master
Your
Volume

Compiled by S. O. Pearson, B.Sc.
Issued

Write fe, a
copy of the
Ce n te al a I,
Circuit Booklet,
its free in
request.

Do you realise that by detuning your receiver or dimming your filaments
you are adopting hopelessly inefficient methods to control your volume?
Such practice results in poor quality and is fiable to cause unnecessary
interference from other stations transmitting on nearby wave lengths.
Centralab Modulator plugs obviate all these difficulties and enable you
to control your volume from amere whisper to full loud speaker strength
without spoiling reception.
Just connect the two cords on the Centralab Modulator to your loud
speaker terminals and then connect your loud speaker cord tips into the
two receptacles in the side of the modulator.
You can then master your
volume by just turning the small bakelite knob on top of the modulator
plug. If your set is equipped with an output jack there is another model
modulator plug to suit.
No. 2 type for sets with terminals for loud speakers 10/8 each
No. Itype for sets with jack for loud speakers
10/6 each
No. 3 type has a 2foot cord which enables you to control
your volume from your armchair
- 12'6 each

in

conjunction

with

"THE

WIRELESS

WORLD."

THIS volume contains concise definitions of terms and
expressions commonly used in wireless telephony and
telegraphy, and serves as a guide to all those interested
in wireless who come across, froto time to time,
unfamiliar words in their reading.
Well illustrated
and cross-referenced.
Price 2/- net.
By post 2/2.
Frons leading booksellers or direct trom
ILIFFE ec SONS LTD.,
w.a. 48. Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.

THE
BEST
PANELS
—NOW
THE
CHEAPEST.
TreVeSorg
'Ebonite
Works, LU.,

The

Rothermel

Corporation

24/26, Maddox St., London. W.I.
Aient ion

of

The

'Phone

Ifireless

Ltd.

Mayfair 0573 9.

World,"

when writing to

IL piI UniOfl Place,
Wells Street,
ie e London, W.1

grt

Ilighly Polished 3/16' Illack or M'agy, 9/16d. sq. la., 6x 9, 2,6 ; 7x 14, 4/6; 7x15. 6/-:
7x 21,
;8x 12, 4/6; 8x 16, 6/-. Ilighly Polished, 3/16' Mahogany,
or Wavy.
eq. In., 6x 9, 3/6; 7x 14, 6/3; 7x 18, 8/7x 21, 9/3; 8x 12, 81.; 8x 16, 8/,
HIghly Polished, i' Mahogany, Id, ag. in., Ox 9, 4/6; 7x 14, 8/2 ;7x 18, 10/0; 7x12.
16/3 ;Ox 12, 8/. ;8x it, 10'8.

eBlack

advertisers, wilt ensure Pronspt attentian.
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R.G.D.
With
Indicating
Floats
P.G.F.5 11/9
20 a.k. 2U.
(as illustrated)

NonIndict' tin;

-

P.G.3
zo ad& au.

11 -

P.G.F.7
3o a.h. se. 13/9

P.G.7
30 4.1,. as.
P.G.9
40 a.k. ay.

141-

40 ads. as.

P.G.z
504.1. 25.

15 -

15/9

How much current
have Ileft?

We desire to
wish all our
Patrons
and
prospective
Customers
A MERRY XMAS
AND

A

HAPPY NEW YEAR

You've asked yourself this question for the
last time, having once put the Peto & Radford P.G.F. into service.
Let us explain. The P.G.F. Accumulator has
three little floats which rise to the surface at
recharging and fall in turn as discharge
proceeds.
Thus you are able to tell at a glance just how
much current you have left.
No guessing—no worry.

simple as
telling the time
Eleven and ninepence for a 20 amp. hour
accumulator, guaranteed for six months of
perfect service—that is the Peto and Radford P.G.F.5.
Now consider these features. The capacity
—zo amp. hours—is the real, valve-working
capacity. The plates are sturdy with interlocking grids to hold the paste. Terminals have
acid-proof glands and cannot be reversed.
Plates are held in place by glass key-ways.
Vent is large, splash-proof and spray-tight,
and screws in. The lid is made of crack-proof
Dagenite and is hermetically sealed to the
box. There's no better value than this.

Send à post card for
PETO
'93,

a Catalogue

to :—

& RADFORD,

Great

Portland

Street,

London, W.I.
(Telephone: Langliam 1173.)

Glasgow
Depot:
45, CIY( 1,
Place.

AN D

London Salem k
Repel> Depot:
1.07a, Phelleo Rd.
S.W.'.

I

PETO 8‘, RADFORD

ACCUMULATORS.
• The beginning and the

end in

Pow ER

Tkis anuouneement is issued by

THE NATIONAL ACCUMUI,ATOR

CO.,

and
look
forward to
meeting them
again at Olympia
and our Showrooms
IN

1930
The Radiogramophone Development

vf2,114
:-

St. Peter's Place,
Broad Street,
BIRMINGHAM.

V
.

e.it

Advertisements for " The Wireless World", are onl) accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly
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USE IGRANIC
FOR RELIABILITY
—and

maintain

efficiency

RADIO

maximum

throughout
your sets

Recommended

for
.FERRANTI"
S.G.
RECEIVER.

PANELS

SIAM:KUM INSULATING PROPERTIES
LEAR-TREE SURFACE.
AND
Consideran •RBONART" Panel a neee, especially when construetanz a set
employing S.F. STAGES.

Blepplied in Block and Mahogano olours
One ride PolDised Surface or Moire Silk Deeign

REDFERN'S RUBBER WORKS Ltd.—Hyde, Cheshire

IGRANIC TAPPED
"C.C." OUTPUT UNIT

Fit the
DUBILIER
BATTERY

protects your loudspeaker windings,
gives better quality,
and often is the
remedy
for L.F.
howls and "Motor-boating."
The
Igranic Tapped "C.C." Output Unit
contains achoke and condenser of the
correct proportions and 'is provided
'with tappings so that a step-up or
step-down auto transformer effect can
be obtained.
PRICE

„, ,

Other Voltages Available.

21/6
• ......... .

•rt.

IGRANIC L.F. CHOKE
Type "F"
This high-grade component is equally suitable as an inter-valve
coupling choke or an
output filter choke.
The winding is in two sections, so that
one or both may be used as desired.
PRICE

Fitted with the long-life
Dubilier Battery, your Set
will give better quality
performance over
66 volts
a longer period.
9
And it costs less!
di

15/-

Ask your dealer for
a copy of the Dubiller Booklet—" A
Bit about aBattery."

* —it

DURILIER CONDENSER CO. (5925), LTD.,
Ducon Works, Victoria Road,
North ACiOn, London, W.3.

is

than

Cheaper
others—

has longer life,
and is
British NI a d e.

BE SURE OF YOUR
PANEL
EBONITE IS
GENUINE

Apply to your dealer or write direct to
Dept. U.303.

Tested

to

104,000 volts.

USE THE PRIZE WINNING

LOW
Il11111 1
111111111 1
11111111 1
111111111 1
111111111 111 1111!

1111111!1!111111111111111111111111 1111111111111e

LOOK FOR
Write for

Handbook

TRADE

LOSS

FORMER.

MARK.

on Windings and Circuits, Post Free 4d.

THZ BRITISH DBONITE CO., LTD., HANWELL, LONDON, W.7.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Ilse a NON-SPILLABLE battery
in your home --It is so fatally easy for a few drops of acid to spill when changing over
ordinary low tension accumulators. You may already have experienced the
vexation of discovering damage to carpet or furniture on which acid has
dropped.
The C.A.V. Non-spillable accumulator contains acid—but in ajellied form.
You cannot spill it, and it does not flow, so you can use it in any position.
Because of its advantages over the free-acid type of non-spillable accumulator,
its compactness, its safeness, it is the ideal battery for portable receivers. It
is also the battery to relieve you of all anxiety. Why not use one with your
home receiver ?
Our latest Radio Battery catalogue No. T3 will gladly be forwarded upon
application.
We have recently introduced an entirely new range of rechargeable high
tension accumulators—built like car batteries. May we send you detest
,

çaireireeeVa
GeV;
—
/
ACTON. LONDON, VV.3.

All Position-Non Spillable Batteries
,„

N
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‘1FILTLACIle
LemEzmrmcm
ReeST-ÉEL STORIESee.

r-

_

"TILTRACK" SENIOR

The ideal stores for the Factory, Factor and Retailer.
STORES FOR

PArellr
#1/AaPAG
rearrarcrei

WIRELESS PARTS.

et«

lt
"TILTRACK"
JUNIOR

30/Post Free.

For the Experimenter for storing Nuts
and Bolts and small components.

AI

3

." TILTRACK "
TWEENIE

SirMething between the '; Junior"
and the "Senior." Very compact
with great storage capacity.
Price 701. each for. Mier.

•"Tiltracks"
save
Time,
Money,
•Trouble, Labour. The Experimenter
will do his jobs much quicker and with
greater pleasure if all parts are to hand.
The Factory, Factor and Retailer will
save many pounds per year by cutting
out the time now lost in looking for
goods that are in stock but "nott
knows where." Far superior to
fashioned wooden shelves.

Pull Particulars from Manufacturer and Patentee:—
BERTRAM

THOMAS,

Worsley
Street,
Hulme,
MANCHESTER.
London Ogee and Showrooms :-28, Victoria Street, S.W.1.

'

THE
,

"BENCIIRACKe

(Tiltrack Principle.)

Made to stand on the work bench; thus
all small parts needed for the job In
progress are immediately to hand. The
trays are provided with patent hinging
partitions, and the front face of each
tray is rounded to facilitate quick
removal of the goods in the tray. This
rack is a tremendous time saver.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Use
aPentode

4

you can trust/

•
Use the NEW Cossor. Pentode — RIGID —
because its elements are firmly braced top
and botfom—because every joint is electrically welded. SAFE—because of the rigidity
of its elements which makes individual
movement impossible. LOCKED — secure
because of its wonderful Interlocked Construction System — an exclusive Cossor
development which ensures uniformity of '
characteristics throughout its exceptionally
long life. In your Receiver use the NEW
Cossor Pentode, no other has such strength,
rigidity or power.

(The NEW

Cossor
PENTODE

The NEW Cossor 230 P.T. (2 volts, *3 amp.)
Impedance 20,000. Amplification Fac- m e/.
tor 40. Anode Volts 100-180.
Price
A. C.

Conor Ltd., Highbury Grove. London,

N.5.

Cosier 4volt Pentode are also stocked by all Wireless Dealer&

0 1
:9

29(10
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A MINISTRY OF BROADCASTING.
N the House Of Commons some days ago a Member
drew the attention of the Speaker to the fact that
when he handed in a question complaining of the
broadcasting service in the East of Scotland he was
informed that there was no department to which he could
address it, nor could he address it to the Prime Minister.
He asked how the grievance of people who by law paid
Jos. ayear for receiving instruments could be ventilated.
The Speaker said that it was one of the rules governing.
questions that they.must be put to aMinister on subjects
for which Ministers had same responsibility. In the
matter of broadcasting he understood there was no such
Minister. The Postmaster-General stated that he understood that in the matter of broadcasting the Post Office
had aresponsibility for questions of general policy but no
responsibility for questions in detail. Sir W. MitchellThomson, Postmaster-General in the late Government,
stated that he had always refused to answer questions
A.
15
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relative to broadcasting on particular details as not being
himself responsible.
As long ago as November 24th, 1926, writing in The
Wireless World at the time that publication was given
to the new Charter for the Broadcasting Corporation, we
chose "A Ministry of Broadcasting" as the title for our
leaderette, and, after commenting on the scope of the
Charter and referring to the importance with which the subject of broadcasting was treated in a debate in the
House of Commons, we concluded by saying "This
brings us to the question of how long the Broadcasting
Service will remain under the thumb, so to speak, of the
Postmaster-General. Probably it will always be necessary for the Service to obtain its licence to operate the
stations from the Postmaster-General, but it seems that
at acomparatively early date all justification for the Postmaster-General to have authority in other directions will
have disappeared, and, to judge by the ever-growing
national importance of the Broadcasting Service, it seems
to us highly probable that in the not far distant future the
appointment of a Ministry of Broadcasting will be
regarded as just as essential as other Ministries which
have bêen created t control various other activities of a
national character."
If in 1926 there was sufficient evidence to suggest a
good case, for the formation of aMinistry of Broadcasting,
how much stronger acase could be put forward to-day
Had broadcasting in this country remained as in America,
largely in the hands of private enterprise, then there
would have been no occasion for considering such astep,
any more than it could be justified in this country in
connection with the Press; but seeing that our national
broadcasting service is firmly established under Government control, and taking into account its importance as
anational influence, it seems incongruous that this organisation should be without a spokesman in the House of '
Commons.
0000
OBITUARY.
rea.ders will have learned, with sórrow, of the
loss of oné of the greatest of our pioneers of pracUR
tical wireless telegraphy through the death of
Admiral Sir Henry Jackson. Admiral Jackson's caner
has been along record of service to his country, and his
personality had endeared him to everyone who came in
contact with him.
Elsewhere in this issue 'vie record some of the activities
of Admiral Jackson's career, which will ensure for him
undying recognition in the annals of British history. -"
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Alternative Programmes Without Retuning.‘
BY H. F. SMITH.

0/%ITRIBUTORS to these pages have more than this category are included those who live within a fev
once put forward the suggestion that we are all miles of Brookmans Park (or, of•course, of any similar
inclined to expect rather too much of our radio
twin regional station that may be built). These unforreceivers, and have hinted that in many cases more tunate people—or perhaps fortunate; everything citenduring satisfaction would result from the use of a pénds on one's point of
set designed for a definite and strictly limited performview—will .need, for any• ance under a fairly rigidly defined set of conditions.
thing like satisfactory disIt would be futile to suggest that such a rule should
tant listening, a highly
be universally applied, and that, having decided exactly
selective and ambitious rewhat programmes we want to hear, we should design,
ceiver—so ambitious that
have designed, or buy ready-made a receiver capable
to use it .merely for local
,of satisfying these requirements--no more or no less
reception would savour of
—in our own particular locality. Except in special
cracking
nuts with a
cases it would be technically impossible to do so.
steam-hammer. They will
2.—Another method of
Although the general-purpose set is perfectly. satisprobably
either satisfy
wave switching.
,
factory for average requirements and localities, there is
themselves with local pro•at least one body of wireless users who should seriously
grammes only, or will have two separate receivers, o
consider the use of aspecialised type of receiver. Under of which will be designed exclusively kir long-distan
work.
•'Quick-change Reception.

Fig. 1.—Complete circuit diagram. The condenser shown in dotted lines is built
into the L.
P.transformer.
C, aerial shortening condenser. 0.0002 mfd.; CI, C2,
C 1,C5,tuning condensers, min. 0.0062 mfd., max., 0.001 mfd. (depending on wavelength); C 1,coupling condenser, 0.0001 mfd. 1. 1,plug-in aerial coil; L2,secondary.,
coil (see text) ;R, volume control resistance; R I,H.F. stopping resistance, 100,000
ohms. S. combined wave-changing and on-off switch.

If either of these courses is decid
upon it will be readily agreed that th
local-station set should be as simple
construction and operation as is po
sible, and, to avoid the need for con
stant retuning, aquick and easy change.»
over from one alternative programm •
station to the other is clearly desirable
•
The receiver to be described in th'
'article represents one of the many wa
in which these features may be corn
bined in a satisfactory manner. As i
is intended for use in astrictly restricte
area, it follows that the design as
stands will he suitable for an equall
•restricted number of readers, but it
•hoped that those living outside this are
who are interested in the undoubtedl
attractive feature of quick-change, pro
gramme-to-programme switching will
able to glean some suggestions applicabl
A 16
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Vw in-station Two.—
to their own needs and geographical situation. .
When it is said that the
basic circuit diagram comprises an anode-bend detector without reaction, transformer-coupled to an output valve, it will be realised
that the set is most distinctly
not for long-range work, or
even for medium distances.
This point should be emphasised, as there is nothing
more Unsatisfactory than a
receiver without sufficient
sensitivity—one should say
a reserve of sensitivity—for
the purpose it is intended to
serve. The set gives good
results only where signals
are really strong: sufficiently strong, say, for a
crystal .set to operate headphones loudly enough to be
audible several inches away
from the ear.
Of course,
the aerial plays its part, and
its effectiveness must be increased as we move farther
away from the transmitting station.
In order that adequate selectivity for any locality
may be obtained, a two-circuit aerial tuner is provided, with variable capacity coupling which serves both
as apre-detection volume regulator and selectivity control. From the circuit diagram given in Fig. i it will
be seen that the coupling condenser C3 is connected

Rear view; firma the input end.

between the centre points of aerial and grid coils; adequate linkage of the circuits is obtained by these means
with a condenser of standard capacity range; and the
disturbing effects of coupling changes are less evident
than when it occupies the usual position between the
high-potential ends of the coils.
The connection of the tuning capacities C„ C2,and
C., C,, together with the wave-changing switch, may
at first appear complicated,
but the natter is really
quite siniple if it is realised
that a pair of semi-variable
condensers are joined across
each circuit, and that one
unit of each pair is •
shortcircuited when it is desired
to receive the longer of the
two
twin-station
wavelengths. The shorter wave
is tuned-in by opening the
short -circuiting
switches
and, without- disturbing the
settings already obtained,
adjusting
the
remaining
condensers.
Having once
found the right values, programme selection should be
merely a matter of throw-,
ing the switch to the appropriate position: one condenser of each pair shortcircuited for longer wave
and both' in series for
shorter wave.
The centre
pole of the switch breaks
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Twin-station Two.—
r the filament supply circuit
5
•,, • when in the intermediate
position, and so switches off
the set.
"1. This series connection of
tuning condensers has one or
•
.two minor advantages, as
,r
compared with the alterna.
'
•tive method of wave switch, ing shown in Fig. 2. •For one
'reason, it allows the use, if
necessary, of the simplest
single pole on-off switches.
35ÀThe remainder of the circuit arrangement is so simple
• • •.'*\;'}'
and conventional that it calls
\for little comment. The grid
coil L. is screened in an alu31
4
3IA'
3,Ç.
minium box in order that
1
5."
coupling between it and the
3.—Drilling detaus of the front panel.. A, 1 in.
;Bi
in.
;
aerial coil L, may be almost
entirely through the, intermediary of the condenser C,, and consequently •under
any subsequent time if necessary. The remaining tuning
proper control. A post-detection volume regulation may
condensers are on the baseboard, and are also set wi_h
seem rather superfluous in a two-valve set, but it was
the help of a screwdriver.
cónsidered best to fit a variable resistance across the
Coil-winding Details.
transformer primary, as overloading of the ordinary
power valve will set in before the detector grid circuit
The plywood front panel carries }IF. input and L.F.
is fully loaded. An H.F. stopping resistance R, is inoutput volume controls, and a combined on-off and
_serted iii series with the output valve grid.
wave-changing switch.
In order that the lid of te
Regarding details of construction, it will be seen that
screening box may be removed when required, it is
.the semi-variable condensers C, and C,, which tune the
necessary that the box itself be set back about hin.
secondary or grid circuit, are mounted on the back of the
*in. from the rear surface of the panel by interposirg
-screening case. Holes coinciding with their control knobs.
a distance piece in the form of a thin strip of wood,
and of from tin. to in. diameter, should be drilled , ebonite, fibre, or some similar material; the switch lever
through the back of the containing cabinet so that a and securing screws are passed through this strip.
screwdriver may be inserted for initial adjustment or,at
For the aerial circuit a centre-tapped plug-in No. zo
coil is used, as showr,,
while the secondary induetance L, is a simple,
home-made coil consisting
of fifty turns of No. 24
D.C.C. on aPirtoid former
measuring 3¡in. long 11/
3in. in diameter. A tar-ping is brought put fron
the centre point (25th
turn). The winding should
be started about 4m, from.
the upper end of the tube„
the lower end of which is •
secured to the wooden subbase of the screening box
with the help of a wooden
disc or in any other corir
T
venient manner.
" Junit"
termina
blocks, screwed to the rear
edge of the baseboard ir
the manner' shown, carry
terminals for aerial, ear&
. 'lg. 41..—latyout of cOmponents -on the baseboard. Nola distance Piece• between' ;greening
box and panel.
and loud speaker, whiW •
A, IS

":." •
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LIST OF
1 Wood panel, 3-ply, 15x lin.
1 Wood baseboard, 5-ply, 15 x8in.
.
1 Screening box, aluminium, 61 x61 x6in. high.
1 Inductance coil former, 31x 3in. dia. (Pirtoid).
1 L.F. transformer (Ferranti, A.F.5).
2 Valve holders (Burton, Midget).
.1 Switch, 3-pole change-over (Burton).
1 Reaction condenser, 0.0001 mfd. (Burton).
1 Variable resistance (Standard Clarosted).
1 Single coil-holder (Lotus).
1 Coil, No. 40, centre-tapped (Lewc08).
4 Semi-variable condensers, 0.001 -we earnlisied88141,
Type -G).

093.

PARTS.
1 Resistance, 100,000 ohms (Ediswan).
1 Holder for above (Bulgin).
1 Fixed condenser, 0.0002 mfd. (Trix).
2 Terminal mounts (Junit).
4 Terminals:
Aerial," "Earth," "
(Eelex).
1 Grid bias battery, 15 volts (Ripante).
1 Pair bias battery clips (Bulgin).
5 Wander plugs (Clix).
2 Spade terminals (Clix).
Sistoflex, wire, screws, de.

"

-1

Approximate cost, £4 28. 6d.
In the "List of Parts" included in the descriptions of THE WIRELESS WORLD receivers are detailed the components
actually used by the designer and illustrated in the photographs of the instrument.
Where the designer considers it
necessary that particular components should be used in preference to others, these components are mentioned in the article
itself. In all other cases the constructor can use his discretion as to the choice of components, provided they nre of equal•
quality to those listed, and thàt he takes into consideration in the dimensions and layout of the set any variations in
the size of alternative components he may use.

flexible leads for connection to L.T. and H.T. batteries
tion, and should have a. rated impedance not appreare led out through holes provided in these blocks.
éiably greater than io,000 ohms--preferably less. MarOne can hardly go wrong in the wiring of a simple
coni or Osram "D.E.L.," or Mullard " D " types are
set of this type, particularly with the help of the diasuitable. There is no need to discuss the output valve,
gram given in Fig. 5, but some attention should .be
of which the choice will, as usual, depend on current
paid to the connections between tuning condensers and
supply facilities and requirements as to volume.
.switch, the leads being run parallel and close together
While dealing with the question of volume it should
in, pairs, as clearly indic.ated both in the diagram
and in the illustration on
this page. This is to minimise stray inductive coupling due to the fact that the
.aerial circuit wiring at this
point is of necessity passed
into the secondary circuit
.screening compartment.
Apart from permissible
modifications in design, a
certain amount of latitude is
allowable with regard to
the choice of components.
Semi-variable tuning condensers operate best towards the minimum end of
their capacity range, as in
this position agiven rotation
of the control knob brings
about amuch smaller capacity change than at the
other end of the scale. To
cover the wavelengths of
airap,
the alternative London stations, Formodensers rated
at 0.0002-0.001 mfd. (but
ean view. The separate pairs of tuning condensers are wired with parallel side-by-side conductors.
Holes with an ample clearance are drilled to pass wires through the screening box.
actually with a slightly
lower minimum) are accordingly used. Obvious adjustbe made quite clear that -a simple set of this type can
ments as to values can be made when dealing with
produce a really large output, always provided that
other wavelengths.
sufficient energy is picked up by the aerial; and it must
A transformer used for linking an anode-bend debe remembered that extraordinarily high signal volttector to asucceeding L.F. valve should be of first-class
ages are developed at a few miles' distance from the
design, and must have ahigh primary inductance, which
present high-power stations. A recent article 1 showed
implies alow step-up ratio. Unless ahigh-grade transthat an arrangement similar to that under discussion,
former is used, it does not pay to employ this circuit
with a P.M.6D: valve with 150 volts H.T. and 14
arrangement. The detector valve itself should be one
1 "The Valve as an Anode Bend Detector," The Wireless
of the types specially designed for this particular inner ,World, March 27th, zozo.
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Twin-0ton.
= Two.—
volts bias, fed with maximum possible signal voltage
consistent with avoidance of grid current, will provide
a peak output of Ho volts (total swing), implying a
bias of 55 volts for the L.F. valve. This is, of course, a
much greater, output than is ordinarily required, but
it should be made Quite clear that it is only attainable

DECEMBER 25th, 192çi.

As agood deal of attention his lately been devoteIto
question of operating two-circuit tuners, it is
ite
unnecessary to give lengthy instructions, but it sh nid
be emphasised that efforts should first be con entrated on the longer of the two wavelengths to be received, tuning with the condensers C, and C.,
ile
C, and C, are " shorted " by means of the swi ch.
When making the s rt
wave
adjustment
*th
switch open and con en
sers in series, it will be
found that the tunin o
condensers C, and C,
is now apparen 1y
" broad "; this is bec use
their effective capa ity
range is reduced.
his
represents one of the d3
vantages of the .se ies
method
of
connec ion
when Compression - e
tuning
condensers
re
used. The sta.tions sh Id
first be tuned in wit a
very weak coupling ( e.,
with a low-capacity etting of the conde ser
Ç,), afterwards increa •ng
strength if necessary by
tightening coupling to he
CENTRE
TAP
optimum value.
2
Except at very s rt
ranges
volume
con rol
will normally be effec ed
by operation of the v riable resistance R.
*th
exceptionally large ae ial
inputs, distortion may be
evident, even though
is
resistance may be set to
such a low value t at
L.F. valve overload ng
is obviously impossi le.
These symptoms will idicate that the detector it elf
is overloaded, and he
remedy is to reduce H F.
input to at by weaken ng
coupling, afterwards bri
ing up intensity to the eFig. 5.—Prattical wiring plan.
Rigid conductors are used except where clearly shown to the
contrary.
quired level by rotation of
the knob controlling R
;at a very short distance 'from the transmitting station. . In situations where greater sensitivity than t t
1
With regard to the question of H.T. voltage, it is
afforded by the set described is necessary a stage lof
hardly fair to expect good results with apressure of less
H.F. amplification may be added, with its tuned c0 4pthan ioo volts; normally 120 volts may be regarded
ling controlled in the manner discussed.
Generajly
, as aminimum. This may be increased to 150 volts with
speaking, it will be possible to omit the separately-tu d
the usual gain, but if the supply is considerably greater,
aerial circuit. Where agrid detector with reaction,
Ithan this it is as well to provide a separate connection
loved by.L.F. amplification, is preferred to an
for feeding the output valve. The receiver is not prone
set, the Hartley circuit, or one of its variants, is to fr
to troubles brought about by interaction, and conserecommended, as it lends itself readily to easy wa equently it zney be fed from a simple—even a
.change switching with separate ,coils and condens s
'eliminator.
•
for each wavelefigth.
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11-)ICK-UP N7OLLINIV, CONTDOL
Potentiometer and Variable Shunt Resistance Methods Compared.
I

By F. L. DEVEREUX, B.Sc. •

HE voltage output from an electromagnetic pickacross the pick-up terminals as in Fig. I¡a). 'For
up is frequently in excess of the maximum input • simplicity we will assume that the impedance of the
for which the associated amplifier has been
pick-up windings is mainly inductive, in which case
designed. Further, the general level of output from
the - equivalent electrical circuit will bé as shown in
records of different types varies between wide limits. A Fig. i(b). The inductance L and resistance R will
continuously variable volume control is, therefore, an
form a series circuit, and the alternating E.M.F. (E)
essential component of any electrical gramophone equipment.
-The simplest and most generally favoured method is eo
.
fo. connect some form of variable resistance across the
lea
------------.........N\
pick-up terminals in order that the voltage may be
Neu 1
so
reduced to the required level before it reaches the grid
70
circuit of the first amplifying valve. Properly applied,
'
this method is quite sound, but there are one or two
serious pitfalls to be avóided.
X
6

> 14, 50

,Matched Impedance.

Strictly speaking, an electromagnetic device such as
a pick-up should be designed to work into an impedance
of known value, e.g., the primary winding of an input
transformer. When this is done, the correct procedure
is to apply the volume control by means of what is
known to telephone engineers as a "T" network. The
opportunities of applying this method are,, however,
few, since the majority of commercial pick-ups are designed—or rather intended—to he connected direct to
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Fig, 2.—Calculated curves showing high frequency cut-off for
various values of R in Fig. 1. It is assumed that the pick-up impedance is purely inductive and an inductance of 0.6 henry has
been taken as a basis for calculation.

pit: 41—.4e)

Variable shunt resistance volume control preclude
and (b) equivalent circuit.

high-note loss

•

the grid circuit of the .first amplifier valve, Le., to work
into an infinite resistance or open circuit.
In these
circumstances the connection of a resistance across the
pick-up terminals may result in serious high-note loss
as the following examples show.
• 'Let us suppose that a variable reSistarice R is shunted

generated by the movement of the armature may be
represented as being injected into the inductance L.
The voltage drop V across R will be the voltage output
to the first valve of the amplifier. For distortionless reproduction the relationship between V and E should
remain constant for all frequencies. Unfortunately, the
higher the frequency the higher becomes the impedance
of L, until at very high frequencies R may represent
only a small fraction of the total impedance of the circuit. Consequently, V at high frequencies is only a
small Traction of the total E.M.F. (E) in the circuit.
The curves in Fig. 2 show that, as might be expected,
the high-frequency loss is greater the lower the shunt
resistence. For simplicity the D.C. resistance of the
winding has been neglected; its effect will kte considered later.
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Pick-up Volume Control.—
accounted for by the resistance of the pick-up windings
The curves of Fig. 3 are the result of actual measurewhich was not taken into account in calculating the
merits on a pick-up having an inductance of approxi- ,curves of Fig. 2.
•
mately o.6 henry.
Unfortunately, the mountainous
It may therefore be taken for granted that the variable
shunt resistance as a method of volume
control is definitely bad. This leaves
us with the alternative potentiometet
scheme as shown in Fis. 5, which gives,
without high-note loss, provided the
r
total resistance of the potentiometer is
sufficiently high, a range of volume
from zero to maximum. Investigation
of a number of representative commercial pick-ups indicates 0.25 megohm
(24o,000 ohms) as a good average
value. In general the total resistance
across the terminals should not be less
than ioo,000 ohms, but in the unlikdy
event of apick-up being found with an
excessive high-frequency output alower
value might be usefully employed to
correct matters. '
In conclusion, a word about the carrect method of connecting a potentbmeter. Many components of this type
pig. 3.—Characteristics of experimental pickup with I0,000-ohm shunt and on open circuit.
Comparison ot the curves at 500 and 6,000
cycles where the output level is of the same
order shows that the shunt resistance produces a greater reduction of output at the
higher frequency.

matut.eof the curve somewhat obscures
60
the progressive high-note loss.
By
Comparing the difference in the height
of the two curves at soo cycles with
o
i: 40
that of 5,000 cycles, where the general
level is approximately the same, it will
be seen that whereas the ro,000-ohm
shunt produces a reduction of only 20
per cent. at 500 cycles, the loss at
5,000 cycles is at least 50 per cent. Incidentally, these curves show that the
,resonance in the pick-up is mechanical,
not electrical; otherwise the shunt resistance would have the effect of flattening the resonance peak.
The eercentage difference in voltage output between
.
the
two
ctirves,
irrespective of variations in
amplitude, is shown in
Fig. 4.
Comparing this
with the io,000-ohm curve
in Fig. 2, it will be
seen that they are inagreement at 5,000 cycles
where the inductiee impedance is high compared with the resistance.
5.—Potentiometer volume control. The high-note
The practical curve, howloss is negligible provided
the total resistance of the
ever, fails to reach the too
potentiometer
exceeds
per cent. line. This is'
100,000 ohms.

77i

¡•.t

Fig. 4.—Curve derived from Fig. 3 showing percentage reduction ,
of output with frequency due to I0,000-ohm shunt.
;

have a logarithmic distribution of :resistance. In other
words, the resistance change for a given angular move.
ment of the contact arm is greater at one end of .the
scale than at the other. The reason for this is that
the acoustic output from the loud speaker is proportional
to the square of the input voltage from the pick-up: If
the potentiometer resistance is divided logarithmically'
the sound output is evenly distributed over the range of
movement of the contact arm. It is'essential, however,
to connect the ends of the resistance the right way round,
otherwise the _range of control will be crowded to one
end of the scale. The low-resistance end should be con-,•
fleeted at A in Fig. 5, and the high-resistance end at B.
•
- a

•
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CURRENT TOPICS.
Events of the Week in brief . Review.
•

'THE

COMPLIMENTS
SEASON.

OF

THE

To all readers of 7'he Wireless World
from the Arctic to the Antarctic we extend our hest wishes for a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.
,
0000
CHRISTMAS GREETINGS
WIRELESS.

BY

Special facilities for sending Christmas
messages to ships •at sea are announced
by the Postmaster-General. From Rugby
'Radio greetings can be addressed to
"ships on all seas " at is. 6d. a word.
Ships up to five days from any British
,port can be reached via British and Irish
land stations at 11d, a word.
0000

BROADCAST

"STUDIO"
TRAIN.

ON

POLISH

onThe
the first
Warsaw-Cracow
of the wireless-equipped
line i
snow ready,
trains
writes acorrespondent. Each seat is fitted
with a receiving point fed from a central
-receiver in a special "studio " which in.
dudes a microphone for anhounceinents
and a gramophone amplifier. Passengers
pay a small fee for the hire of headphones, which are disinfected after use.
0000

FRENCH BROADCASTING "WAR":"
. ANOTHER STAGE.

The "Broadcast Defence Committee"
is the name of an organisation formed in
Paris
by the minority party who
'are in favour -of complete State control
of broadcasting,
i writes our Paris correspondent.
It s unlikely that the Committee will exert much influence on the
progress of the broadcasting Bill, but as
.this intricate piece of legislation can

hardly take practical shape before the
autumn of 1930, the minority still hope
that its terms 'can be modified.. The Bill
aims at creating a semi-State monopoly
on the lines of the B.B.C.
0000

PRANCE WINS

"*SUPERHET"

CLAIM.

M. Lucien Levy, the French wireless
worker, has received official advice from
the American Patent Office admitting his
claim as the inventor of the superheterodyne.
The claim was also recognised
recently by the German Patent Office.
0000
WHAT

IS

YOUR

WAVELENGTH/

." Every Men has his own wavelength,"
declares Dr. Moineau, a French scientist,
who claims to have invented an animal
wavemeter. He states that human beings
radiate waves of between 22 and 45 millimetres. The new police radio organisation in France should make anote of this.
0000
541W

RELAYED

IN

AMERICA.

6SW, the short-wave broadcast station
at Chelmsford, and the Post Office telephony station at Rugby, both transmitted
Marchese Marconi's speech from aB.B.C.
studio on December 12th when the inventor described his first experiments in
Transatlantic wireless telegraphy twentyeight years ago. The 5SW transmission
was selected by the Radio Corporation of
America for relaying to listeners in the
United States. Many enthusiastic reports
have been received.
0000

-HIDDEN ADVERTISEMENTS
COMPETITION.

•A large number of readers entered for
the Hidden Advertisements Competition
in our issue of December 11th, and the
following are the prize-winners
1st Prize (value £7 10e.) :Herr Robert
Kâubler, Jordanstr 31., Dusseldorf, Germany.
2nd Prize (value £6) : Mr. Alfred
Jackson, 48, -Fenwick ,'Road, Peckham,
S.E.15.
3rd Prize
(value £2 10e.) : Mr.
Matrice •R. Guy, 70, Cambridge Road,
New. Malden, Surrey.
Consolation prizes (each to the value
of £1) are awarded to the following:
Mr. S. H. Lewis (Guildford), Mr. R. de S.
Stawell (Falmouth), Mr. R. Harrison
(London, S.E.3), Mr. J. Lovell (Brigg,
Lines), and, Mrs. M. Martin (Edinburgh).
0000
WORLD BROADCASTING ON
,FIFTEEN WAVELENGTHS.

SOUTHWARD HO l operating the Marconi direction finder in the chart room of
"Discovery II," the Royal research ship
which left London on December 14th for
a three years' scientific research voyage
in the Antarctic.

Long-distance listeners who are seeking fresh worlds to conquer can begin
with the New World by picking up the
G.E.C. transmissions from Schenectady
(New York). Some fifteen channels are
now in use, ranging from 790 kilocyclea
(380 metres) to 2.3,080 kilocycles (13
metres), the last-named being 'that of
W 2XAW.
For broadcast to foreign countries, considerable use is made of W 2XAF, 31.4
metres (9,530 kC.), and W 2XAD on
19.6 metres (15,340 kC.), but experimental

DIRECTION FINDING IN THE ANTARCTIC.
The Marconi direction-finder
aerial on the bridge of "Discovery II."

transmissions are also carried out ou
187.4 metres (1,604 kC.), 125 metres
(2,398 kC.), 100 metres (3,256 kC.),
62,6 metres (4,795 kC.), 46.7 metres
(6,425 kC.), 34.7 metres (8,650 kC.),
23.4 metres (12,850 kC.), and
17.3
metres (17,300 kC.).
The following call-signs are used indiscriminately, viz., W 2XAZ, W 2XAH,
W2XK, W 2XAC, W2X0, W 2XA11,
and W 2XAK, in addition to W 2XAW
already mentioned.
Television tests are conducted on about
139.5
metres
with
the
call-letters
W 2XCW. All telephony tests with .
aircraft are carried out on 130.4 metres
(230.2 kC.) and 97.3 metres (3,076 kC,)
with the call-sign W2XCH.
0000
RADIO MANUFACTURERS'
ASSOCIATION.

Captain J. W. Barber, of the Brownie
Wireless Co. of Great Britain, has been
elected chairman of the Radio Manufacturers' Association in succession to Mr. ,
John T. Mould. The new vice-chairman
is Mr. R. M. Ellis, of Climax Radio
Electric.
0000

THE PARALLEL-FED L.F. AMPLIFIER.-; It , is regretted that an error occurrec/

in the appendix to the article
The
Parallel-fed L.F. Amplifier" on p. 647
of our issue of December 11th: The design _
formula should read thus :—
B 2
•
O=21..(i ) • Where A
"+ r+-d r
"
•
+Br
B=l+ rt

„
Lines 31, 32, 33, second column, p. 644,T,
should therefore be read.: :" ...the re- sistance r representing the transformer,
primary resistance."'
•
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TO-DAY'S

c •LONDON.-21.0; Peke's. (356.3m.) A
DAVENTRY.-5XX. PJ3kcia. (1551Am.)
.
10.16 a.m., Service.
10.30, Time, Weather.
'
10.45, Keeping Hoek the Tears, by Mee.
r` Williams.
il tDaventry)
hone.
;
11.11.30
foal.
'eVIA101.
; 12.
Vyvya
Lori
'cello; Norman
Fraser, pieta
S 12.30, Or n, pla
eW
fro
't
1.2. Gram
It e
2.25 (Day
!el
.30, :Mr ,
Pik
ry, by
A. K
55. inter
Peoples it
ire Weed elnd their Rome
le Mr. C. F. Rey.
5, Brats on Athleties and Gem,
1...irn.rig te Rua. by Lieut:Col.• W. IC
lurkett.
3.40, Interlude.
„S
3.48. Schools: Sybil Eaton String Ow.
„,1et:
Sybil Eaton, iét biotin: Pierre Tas.
orotiii, Raymond Jeremy, viola, Allan
Ford. 'cellar
4 30,44ewebeela ondiusi..0eelsastri, from
•the 'Hey Fair hotel.

>.

WIRELESS

PROGRAMMES.

5.15, Children: How Wireless Came to
Toy•Town IS O. llulme Beaman), as a din.
Ingue story, with invidentel music by ihe
Gershon' Parkington Quintet.
S. Som. New Ways el Cooking Flee
dock,. by Miss Marioéte Guy.
8.15, Titne. Wearier.
0.30, Miuistr
luny
nightly pcc,.•
e,
e
'
sin
ill
Betts.
15,
.25,
.etry and 'be Ordinary Reeder,
ele
. M. R. Ridley.
45. Leslie Weston, comedian; Betty
rren in impersonations; Tommy Hand.
, comedian; Hut.
ian Gipsy Band;
Song ,.
e Boyan Vona
del; Ang
Betide
Shadows.
'Ito scene
ood; 6.13.
y Valerie
Ira.
once Ore
9. West er. NOW&
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A Low.power Synchronised Transmission Scheme.
By HUMPHRY MacCALLUM,

I

I

B.Sc.

0

NE of the advantages of the grat:
nophone, as tornlimited facilities at their disposal, for they have at le st
pared with radio, is that, within the limits of your ' succeeded in providing programmes which, on the wh e,
. means or your. foresight ,or your borrowing have been sufficiently attractive to make broadcasting a
capacity, you can listen when you like to what you like;
feature in the lives of the people.
.
one of the limitations of radio is that you cannot do so.
•
.It is quite definitely impossible to please everyone with
If you have a gramophone and access to recoids of all
one programme, or even with two programmes, thougis
sorts you can make your own programmes and you can "the availability of an extra programme is an imme
make them just when you want them. But with radio you
step ip the right direction. If you remove the chu
have alimited choice, since you can listen only to what
service to please the radio dealer, who does not want to
is in the programmes of those stations that are broadcasttalk shop to an accompaniment of the Psalms, you Will
ing at the moment and happen to be within range:
most certainly upset a large body of serious-min.d
Radio can give quality receplisteners, and if, in response to
tion which is beyond serious
the clamour of the aftern n.
s
criticism, quality which can be
dance
enthusiast,
you
T HE writer, who was intimately associated with
relied upon to please the discontinue the fading out of
British broadcasting .in its earliest days, sugcriminating ear of the music
and-so's orchestra which p e,gested the sites for the original chain of 1 kw.
critic, and indeed of the musician
faces the friendly "Good aft rstations which has held sway, with modifications,
himself—provided he is satisfied
noon, scholars,' you will up et
for the last seven years. While "The Wireless
to forgo long-distance reception
another, perhaps larger, body of
World" disclaims responsibility' for the views
and to rely almost entirely upon
serious-minded listeners, Clea ly
expressed in this article, it is felt that they are
the fare offered by the B.B.C.
you can't do much with one p oworthy of more than passing attention.
But at present this is not an altogramme. In present circ
gether attractive prospect. The L.
stances the alternative p omost enthusiastic supporter of
gramme is, as arule, either in cthe B.B.C. is forced 'to recognise that there are periods cessible to the listener or is received at diminish d
during which individuals or groups, if not whole classes,
volume, and in any case it is rarely a true altemati e,
which, of course, detracts immensely from its value.
of listeners are thoroughly bored. On some occasions,
indeed, listeners are transported beyond the boundaries
The scheme of broadcasting suggested in this article' is
of boredom to the regions of exasperation.
designed to ensure that the' listener will receive a trie
alternative which is, to an extent, of his own selecti
One cannot blame the B.B.C. programme department
and that he will not find himself asked to listen to so efor this. They have done more. than well with the
oTemetetto,..
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The Programme Difficulty.—
thing he does not want to hear. If it is adopted, our
dance enthusiast will not have his dance music faded out
to give place to the unexpected and unwanted voice of
the scholar's mentor. The susceptibility of the religiously
inclined will not be shocked by the change from a religious address to a secular concert. The earnest scholar
will have facilities for gleaning the knowledge he so assiduously seeks. The highbrow will have his heights and
the lowbrow his depths. Mayfair and Kensington, Peckham and Tooting, Mile End Road and Dockland, will
have programmes to their liking, and all these not at
arbitrary times fixed by the B.B.C. but, as far as possible, continuously available at the will of the listener.

phony music can 'only be heard from station B, that
golf reports emanate from station C, from whence also ,
comes Sir Henry Segrave's address, and so on, then
every listener by tuning in to one or other of the four
alternatives, will make sure of hearing at any rate the
class of broadcast he wishes to hear at that particular
time.
Common Wavelengths Synchronised.

To make this perfectly clear we can assume a hypothetical table of programme classification as follows :—
Station A.—Broadcasts only "popular " entertainment.
Station B.--Broadcasts only "highbrow" entertainment.
• Station C.—Broadcasts Time, News, Weather,
The Listener to Choose His Fare.
Politics, Talks (other than educational), etc.
. The means by which these alternatives can be proStation D.—All Educational and Religious broadvided appear to be quite practicable, and it is somewhat
'
casts from this station.
remarkable that they have not previously been sugThis classification is merely by way of suggestion in
gested. They will be dealt with shortly. In the meanorder to fix ideas. That eventually adopted would, no
time it will no doubt be universally agreed that the
doubt, be the result of a somewhat interesting research
provision of alternatives in the manner indicated is
carried out by the programme department of the B.B.C.
eminently desirable. It would even seem that the introon the lines indicated.
duction of ascheme providing such facilities would result
The four-programme scheme might have been introin radio receiving an impulse of the most powerful kind
duced in 1922, when what became the B.B.C. chain of
and that, because of the new possibilities, its future
stations was under consideration.
Four high-power
prospects as a means of entertainment and education,
stations grouped together at, say, Daventry, would have
as well as an industry,
filled the bill. But in those
would
be
considerably
days the authorities were
greater than has hitherto
hard-hearted on the subbeen considered to be the
ject of power, which was
case.
limited to i} kW.
There
The essential point in the
are obvious drawbacks to
suggested scheme is that
this method, however, and
the listener shail himself be
in any case the time for its
able to select what class of
adoption is past, if only
entertainment he is to
because there now exists a
listen to, and to change at
large body of listeners who
will to a true alternative
regard themselves as havprogramme.
An
indiing a vested interest in
vidual listener does not
their own particular local
always want to listen to the
station. Any scheme which
same type of entertaindoes not meet this difficulty
ment.
While
detesting
cannot be considered seriously.
talks, Brown, who is an
enthusiastic motorist, may
An alternative four-proFIRST STEPS IN BROADCASTING.
A photograph taken in
gramme scheme with fewer
be anxious to hear an adthe tiny studio at Marconi house in 1922. In the early days the
drawbacks, and one which
technical novelty of broadcasting overshadowed programme con—
dress
by
Sir
Henry
siderations.
appears to have the merit
Segrave. Jones, who, as
of novelty, is based upon the use of one wavelength for
arule, considers the News awaste of time, may tune in
to see whether Compston has beaten Hagen at golf,
anumber of stations sending out simultaneously the same
though normally he would wish to listen to dance music
programme.
at that time of the evening. Robinson is a bee expert
Recent research has disclosed the fact that although
the common use of one wavelength by stations sending
and of musical taste as well. He usually listens to
out different programmes is unsatisfactory, if not unsymphony concerts and the like, but a talk on bees will
lure him away from his normal vogue. And so on and
workable, excellent reception over a limited area surso forth.
rounding each station can be assured when two or more
perfectly synchronised stations are sending out the same
,Now if Brown and Jones and Robinson have the
programme. The attempt at sharing common wavechoice of, let us say, four programmes which we may
call A, B, C, and D respectively, and if—and this is the .lengths with Continental stations was doomed to failure
essence of the proposition—they all know that talks on
because the programmes differed and because synchronisation was imperfect. Where all the stations taking part
bees can only be heard from station D, and that symA 23
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Ithe Programme Difficulty.-

- in the scheme are .under one control, as in thé case of
the B.B.C. stations, conditions are favourable for best
results in regard to synchronisation, and the B.B.C.
engineers have shown that it is possible to maintain
, stations permanently synchronised under practical condition. The provision of identical programmes is mainly
a matter of land-line facilities, though in certain cases
a radio link becomes possible without increasing the
number of wavelengths in use.
The scheme now put forward is based upon the use
of low-power stations using four wavelengths but, to

r
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mountable. We know it is possible to send out fur
programmes on four different wavelengths from ene
broadcasting centre, and Captain Eckersley has published results from which we are entitled to deduce that
such centres can be duplicated or multiplied within
reason as required without increasing the number of
wavelengths in use.
—
The Financial Aspect.
Is the scheme financially unsound to a degree
at
would put it out of court? Will it cost too much to'
broadcast four waves from each important centre of
population? Will it cost too much to provide fur
classes of programme continuously?
Figures are ot
available, but it would seem reasonable to supp se
that a very greatly increased revenue from licen es
would result from the introduction of the scheme, a d
that this would more than provide 'for any increa d
expenditure. Each centre of population would, in a
sense, become self-supporting. The larger centres, like
London, Manchester, etc., might be expected t
o con I
tici
bute, through the medium of licences, sufficient fun 1s
to cover the provision of the four simultaneous broad,

AN EARLY "SURPRISE ITEM."
Boys of the training ship
"Exmouth" broadcasting a bugle call from Marconi lieuse.

meet certain limitations, two additional stations of high
power, operating on two extra wavelengths are -suggested. ,The total number of wavelengths required for.
the whole country would, therefore, be six, one of which
might be the existing 5GB wave, and another the
5XX wave.
One Station, Four Wavelengths.

At present we are using ten wavelengths; there is
therefore a saving in this derection which wodld allow
for extra wavelengths for television or other services,
or alternatively, would allow for wider spacing between
the used wavelengths and therefore less liability of
••
interference.
The main scheme provides only for densely populated districts. The two extra stations are intended to
'provide for the sparsely populated areas, the inhahi,tants of which, under the new scheme, would have the
choice of two British programmes only and, of course,
such Continental programmes as their apparatus enabled
them to pick up. The sparsely populated districts will
suffer by comparison with the centres of population,
but this is only relative, and" owing to considerably
improved programmes and less interference the listeners
•,
in these districts will really be -better off than at present.
• • Listeners at centres of population will have a full
choice of four alternative programmes classified in the
manner suggested, and available at good strengths and
of ideal quality. For them at any rate, i.e., for the
'
vast majority of the population, the scheme would
appear to provide a complete solution to existing
programme difficulties.
What can we find against this ambitious scheme?
•I The technical difficulties do not appear to be insur-

SATISFYING THE PIONEER LISTENER.
In 1922 the only
instrument which was faithfully reproduced throughout its range
of frequencies was the set of tubular bells seen in the picture.
Listeners were delighted!

casts at appropriate power, whereas smaller centr
though less important financially, might be expected t
contribute funds sufficient to provide for the needs o
the districts which would be met by a simultaneon
broadcast -on reduced power.
It is possible that the scheme might be clevelope
along these lines to an extent which would enable quit
small centres of population to come in economically
and by a low-power local broadcast add one -or mor
programmes to those already received from the high
power stations, without increasing the number of way
lengths in use. A series of such stations held at th
disposal of the Educational Authorities, and paid fo
26
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The Programme Lifficulty.—
(4) Long-distance listening, with its unavoidable un-'
by Government grant would 'give' free scope foi.
reliability, is discouraged by the provision of reliable
educational activities and avoid the necessity for internear-by transmissions of the very best quality, offering
fering with the two high-power programmes.
a choice of programme unobtainable elsewhere. As a
It will be realised that the cost of producing pro- •result of this, radio is likely to assume apopularity far.
grammes is not likely to increase abnormally, since
in excess of that held by it at present, and, indeed, in
four only are required for the whole country. Each
excess of the wildest Atearns of its most ardent
may be the very best of its class, and fees will be
supporters.
correspondingly heavy, but acounterbalancing economy
(5) Although the scheme provides continuous and unresults from the fact that there is. no duplication as at
limited entertainment of a type suited to every class of
present with the large number of stations in existence.
listener, it also provides uninterrupted scope for pro.
The scheme suffers from
the drawback that it fails
to provide for the programme of purely local
origin. The best of the
"local" items will find
their outlet, however, in
the appropriate national
programmes.
A further, though not
very serious, disadvantage
of the suggested scheme
lies in the possibility of
items of equal attraction
to the individual listener
running
concurrently in
different programmes.
Robinson's "talk on bees"
might conceivably coincide
with his favourite symphony, and he would perhaps be annoyed at not
being able to hear both.
But this class of fault is
AS THIS TYPE OF TRANSMITTER NECESSARY t The twin transmitters at Brookmans
Park, which, if our contributor's scheme were to materialise, would be the biggest white elephants
surely outweighed by the
in the zoology of the ether.
many good points of the
scheme, which may be summarised as follows :—
grammes of an instructional, educational, political, and
(r) A greater choice of programmes than has hitherto
religious type. The conflict of interest between the
been possible is provided at good strength at all imvarious sections of thought regarding the provision of
portant centres of population. Every listener at these programmes automatically comes to an end since each
centres has available, at equal strength, and all the time
section has a free choice of sufficient alternative produring broadcasting hours, four different classes of grammes at adequate strength.
programme.
It would seem that the scheme carries with it so many
(2) Considerable economy in wavelength is obtained,
important advantages that it is at least worthy of serious
the whole country using six waves only for home broad- consideration, and, should it prove to be practicable, its
casting purposes.
introduction by the B.B.C. will exterminate for ever the
(3) The cost of programmes is reduced and/or their persistently recurring slander anent the intention of that
quality improved, since only one first-rate programme of
body to provide what it considers to be good for the
each class is required instead of some half dozen second- people rather than what the people consider to be good
rate programmes, as at present.
for themselves.
•
The Marconiphone Co., Ltd., 210-212,
Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1.—
Publication No. 585a, revised edition of
new catalogue containing full description
of the Marconiphone range of receiving
sets, loud speakers and gramophone pickup0000
.
Too Halcyon Wireless Co.. Ltd., 313E19, Regent Street, London, W.1.—Illustrated folder dealing with two new 4-valve
transportable receivers recently introduced.
at 27
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CATALOGUES RECEIVED. I

Cambridge Instrument Co. Ltd., 45,
Grosvenor Place, London, S.W.1.—Illustrated leaflet of the Cambridge Surface
Pyrometers, an instrument to provide
accurate and convenient means of determining the inside temperature of bakelite
and other moulding material during the
process of manufacture.

Tungstone Accumulator Co., Ltd., 3,
St. Bride's House, Salisbury Square. London, E.C.4.-24-page book describing and
illustrating the construction of the pastefilled lead-grids used in Tungstone bat
teries. Also illustrated folders of
and L.T. batteries for wireless use.
000c:

H.t.

The Mainten Manufacturing Co. Ltd.,
Portland Road. Hove, Sussex.—Descriptive folders dealing with the range of battery eliminators, all-mains receivers, and
metal cabinets manufactured by this firm:
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Part XIV.
.
Properties of Tuned
Circuits.
,
•Wank:hued from page 685 of
"
the previous issue.)

T was shown last week how a series cd circuit
possessing *inductance and capacity was capable
of selecting currents whose frequencies were near
Abe resonant frequency of the circuit whilst choking
back currents with frequencies outside this band. Since
the circuit allows maximum current to flow at the
.resonain frequency it is sometimes called an "acceptor
circuit." It will be seen later that the parallel circuit
has the reverse effect, and it is referred to as a "rejector
circuit."
The resonant frequency of a series -circuit is quite
-independent of the resistance, being determined by the
product of inductance and capacity only, its value being
,

2
-cycles
1r eta

per second, but the amount of current

passed at this frequency is determined by the resistance
• _alone for agiven applied voltage, because the respective
reactances due to the inductance and capacity neutralise
each other's effects cornpletely at the resonant frequency.
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The alternating current in the aerial coil, produced
the signals being received, causes an alternating ma netic field to be linked with the coil L of the tun
circuit, and this in turn induces an alternating E.M..
in the latter coil. Let the R.M.S. value of this voltage
be E. This voltage will, of course, drive an alternating
current round the closed circuit, R, L, -C and the value
of this current will be 1= E

amperes, where Z is th4

total impedance of the circuit.
'
Clearly we should get exactly the same effect if, instead of inducing the voltage. E into the closed circuit
by mutual induction, we were to connect a generato
giving E volts at the same frequency anywhere in the
circuit. This means that our closed circuit with appliec.
E.M.F. induced in the coil is electrically equivalent to
a series circuit with the voltage E applied to its ende
as shown at (b) in Fig. r. This is a point of funda.
mental importance; any closed circuit where the applied
E.M.F. or energising E.M.F. is induced into it is equiva. lent to aseries circuit; the current round the closed loop
E
is simply given by —
Z' where Z is the impedance due to
R, L and C in seriéi.
Voltage on the Grip of the
Valve.

The valve depends for
its action on the applica/7 To study the properties
tion of an alternating
of atuned circuit profitably
voltage between the conwe must -do so from a
trol grid and filament and
practical point of view;
does not consume any curthat is to say, we, must
,rent other than the small
know the conditions under
fraction of amicroamp _re•
which the circuit is going
quired to charge and disto be used in practice and
charge the grid when the
Fig. I.—(a) Typical tuned grid circuit inductively coupled to the
then find out the condiaerial. The tuned circuit is electrically equivalent to the series
valve is working under
circuit shown at (b), where A Is the source of alternating E.M.P.
tions in the circuit which
proper conditions. So the
•
.
energising the circuit.
will make for the highest
valve has its grid and filaefficiency.
ment connected across the condenser (or across the
The commonelt example of a series tuned circuit in
coil) of the tuned circuit as shown in Fig. r (a).
a wireless receiver is the ordinary tuned grid circuit
Now the voltage across the condenser is Ix Ipreceding the first valve, where the aerial is induc,tively coued to the tuning' coil as shown in Fig. r (a).
volts, where I is the current in the closed circuit and
•
The Closed Circuit.
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At the moment we are concerned with the shape of the r\
voltage resonance curve and will return to the voltage.
ohms is the reactance of the condenser. Thus the
271C,
step-up effect later.
voltage applied to the valve is proportional to the cur- • The table gives the values of current, the reactance of
rent in the closed circuit and inversely proportional to
the condenser, and the voltage across it for various frethe frequency.
Obviously then the performance of
quencies between 20 and 400 kilocycles per second, the
this stage of the receiver will depend on the general
other conditions being as given above.
characteristics of the resonance curve obtained by plotIn order to make it easy to compare the shape of the.
ting the voltage across the condenser against The frevoltage curve with that of the current curve, instead of
qüency rather than on the simple current resonance
plotting the actual values of current and voltages against
curve found previously. The required voltage resonthe frequency, each is plotted as a percentage of the ance curve can be found very simply from the current maximum value to a common base line denoting frecurve merely by multiplying the current at a number
quency values in Fig. 2. For instance, at ;60 kilocycles
of different frequencies by the condenser reactance at per second the current is 0.0662 milliampere or 33.1 per
the respective frequencies.
cent. of the maximum value of o.z milliampere. By •
The voltage resonance curve is necessarily not quite adopting this expedient the peaks of the curves are made
the same shape as the current curve, because in obto coincide.
.taining it we are multiplying the current values by a
The current curve is shown as a full line and the "
variable quantity—the frequency. In order to show the
voltage curve as a broken line.
difference the values of voltage across the condenser
Although it can be shown mathematically that the
have been worked out for
peaks of the two curves do
the same circuit constants
not occur exactly at the
which were used before,
same frequency they are so
namely, L=2532 microclose together for all norhenrys, C=0.00025 micromal values of circuit resisuii•uumri
iiusium
farads, and R =500 ohms.
tance that we can assume
.
•
•
•
But this time the voltage
that they coincide at the
•
applied to the circuit is
resonant frequency.
But
•
taken as 0.1 volt instead
, I, »
it is clear that for frequen1
0
of w. that is to say, in the
0.Z„ 2
cies far removed from the
— uà •
•
•
2D
circuit of Fig. i (a), 0.1
•
resonant value the .
two
0
co
•
•
CO i
g cit.( 1$4.•
volt is induced into the
curves are rather widely
CUD
CC L
- •-•••
**••
"eleArr
coil L, so that the current
s
separated; but even so,
values shown in the last'
they are very similar in,
100
0
400
column of the table given
shape.
FREQUENCY IN KILOCYCLES PER SECOND
.
in Part XIII are just a
hundred times greater than
Conditions for Maximinn
Fig. 2.—Current and voltage resonance curves for a series eh,.
Signal strength.
in the present case.
cuit.
The values of each are plotted as a percentage of the
maximum value to facilitate comparison. L
2532 microhenrys.
The resonant frequency
From
the
resonance
C= 0.00025 mfd. R = 500 ohms.
is 200 kilo cycl es per
curves of Fig. 2 we see
second and at this frequency the current in. the closed
quite definitely that the voltage applied between the grid
E 0.1
and filament of the valve will be a maximum when the
circuit is amaximum, being
— ampere or o.z milicurrent in the closed circuit is greatest at the resonant
500
ampere, and the reactance of the condenser is X,.= 3182 frequency. As explained, this current is determined alone
by the resistance of the circuit and so from the point of
ohms. Hence at the resonant frequency the voltage apview of obtaining the greatest signal strength it is of prime
plied to the grid of. the valve is Ec= IX =0.0002 X 3182=
importance to make the resistance of the tuned circuit a
0.636 volt. Note that this is 6.36 times greater than the
voltage induced into the circuit by the aerial current even minimum. At high frequencies the resistance of the tuning coil depends not only on the size of wire with which it
though the tuned circuit has the abnormally high value
is wound, but on other factors to which asection will be
of 500 ohms.
devoted at alater date.
'.
In the actual circuit we have been discussing a resis/ Frequency
Condenser
Current
Voltage amen
Kilocycles per sec.
Reactance.
tance of 500 ohms was chosen to simplify the calculations
Milliamp.
Condenser.
....,......_:_.
and to accentuate the effects of the resistance relatively _
20
31,820
0.00317
0.101
to the other constants. Even with aresistance as high as
,
40
15,910
•
0.0065
0.103
.
80
7,955
0.0149
0.119
• 500 ohms, in a circuit where L=2532 microhenrys and ,
120
•
.5,303
0.0292
0.155
C=0.00025 microfarads, the voltage built up across the
109
3,978
0.0662
0.263
circuit at the resonant frequency was seen to be 6.36
,
200
- 3,182
0.200
•
0.636.
times
greater
than
the
E.M.F.
induced
into
the
circuit.
If
/
,
•
240
2,651
0.0789
0.209
the resistance were reduced to 50 ohms, amore practical ,
300
2,121
0.0370
0.0785
350
1,818
0.0264
0.048
value, the current in the circuit would be increased ten- ,
400
1,591
..
0.0208
0.033
fold at the resonant frequency and the voltage across the
....
condenser would be 63.6 times greater than the incoming .
u
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if the resistance were not increased in the process
e
Wireless Theory Simplified.—
value of the current circulating round the circuit at le
voltage. The importance .of 1eeepi4g tbe .ros.istanee down
will thus be evident.
resonant
age across
frequency
the condenser
would would
be unchanged
be doubled.
and so the
-. To show the important effect -at tesistanee ia this
• The inference is that or
direction a number of cur_
high voltage step-up in a
rent resonance curves are
tuned series circuit
e
given in Fig. 3for acircuit
I ., +MAXIMUM'
12 SAILLtAMPS
c
....,1
ratio of inductance to
with the same inductance
oI 1
,
capacity .should be kept s
and capacity values as 'be1i
%
cci
high as possible. But of
fore but with different
,
I
i
course a coil of higher
values of resistance as
0
Î
.
ductance necessarily mci rs
marked on the individual
0
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3.—Current resonance curves for series circuit showing the
effects of resistance. L - 2532 microhenrys. C = 0.00025 mid.
It was shown that the
fixed and in normal pra
voltage applied to the valve
tice the value of inductan e
.grid at the resonant frequency is not only proportional to
is so chbsen that the maximum wavelength or minimu
frequency to which the receiving set is required to tu e
the current in the circuit but also inversely proportional
to the capacity of the tuning condenser. Now since the
calls for a variable condenser whose maximum value f
_• capacity is of the order of 0.00025 to 0.0005 microfara
frequency to which the circuit is tuned is¡iVen by
A tunèd circuit where a variable cbndenser is e
2ff 4/LC
ployed gives the greatest voltage step-up effect at t e
cycles per second it follows that the resonant frequency is •
determined by the product of inductance and capacity. -higher end of the frequency scale or lower end of t e
wavelength band when the condenser is set to -low valu
Hence, if the inductance were doubled and the capacity
of .capacity.
halved the product would still be the same and the circuit
would still be tuned to the saline frequency. Furthermore
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.• Mew Mains Sets Work.
.
The Philips 4-valve receiver was the subject
of a lecture given by Mr. Cooper, of Philips
Lamps, Ltd., on Friday, December flth, before
the Bristol and District Radio Society in their
Club Room at Bristol University. By means of
blackboard diagrams, the lecturer clearly explained how the A.C. mains were utilised for
the working of wireless receivers.
The Annual Meeting of the Society will be,
held on January 24th, when it is hoped that
all members will be present. Full details of
the Society may be obtained from the Hori.
Secretary, Mr. S. T. Jordan, 1, Myrtle Road.
Cotham, Bristol.
.
'
•
0 0 0 0
4Valve Manufacture Described.
A lecture on valves given by Mr. W. L.
Hartshorne, of Messrs. Cosset., Ltd., was the
chief item of -interest at a recent meeting of
Slade Radio
(Birmingham). Many important
details of manufacture were explained, while
samples of the various parts exhibited were
submitted to a searching examination . by a
group of interested members.
Details of the Society's activities may be
obtained from the lion. Secretary, 110; EU.
birles Road, Gravelly Hill, Birmingham.
0 0 0 0

•

An Amplion Demonstration.
A large and enthusiastic gathering greeted
Mr. P. R. Turner. of Graham Amplion, Ltd..
for his lecture and demonstration of one of
the Amplion A.C. maint receivers before the
Muswell Hill and District Radio Society on
December 11th. The necessary alternating current for the set was obtained from an A.C.
generator running off the D.C. mains. Mr.
Turner dealt with numerous points of design
in the receiver aml, showed how good quality
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had been secured despite the use of reaction;
though the judicious use of the latter, together
with a screened grid valve, suited the set admirably for distant reception, as was preyed
in the subsequent demonstration, when mimerons Continental stations were picked -up It
excellent strength with only an apology for an
aerial.
Bon. Secretary. Mr. C. J. Witt, as, Coniston
'Road,: Loudon, N.M.' •
' "
0 0

,

PhoteeleCtric Cells.
.
Photo-electric cells were describe& and'
monstrated 1.)y Mr. Walker, of the General
'Electric Co., at the meeting, of the Tottenham
Wireless Society on December artil With the
aid of lantern slides the lecturer explained
their theory and present-day use, concluding
with a demonstration showing their capabilities
in street lighting control.
Hon. Secretary, Mr. W. Bodemesaifl, 10, »rue
Grove, Tottenham, N.17. •
'
Mains Set Operation.
.•
•
The operation of radio 'receivers •from the
mains formed the subleet of • a constructive
recture given by Mr. Wybern, sil Messrs. Eked,
Ltd.,- at the last meeting of the Southend slid
District Radio Society. The lecturer started
with the
simplest
form
fif
high •tension
eliminator for direct current mains, lie pointed
out difficulties in -opfirating sets arising from

this elementary apparatus. From this he p
needed in stages to a final high efficiency ty
suitable for powerful and complicated receive
used on the roughest of mains.
Hon. Secretary, Mr. F. J. Waller, Lynthor
Grange Gardens, .Southendon-Sea.
o0 0 0
H.F. Amplification: Old and New.
A practical lecture on high frequency amp
fication was given by Mr. C. Neems-Stanley
a recent meeting of the Tottenham Wirele
Society.
The
lecturer
first
reviewed
t
methods in general use .for obtaining H.F. a
plification prior to the advent of the screen
grid valve. Some interesting comparisons we
drawn between the efficiency of the
ear
methods as compared with those of to-da
Practical hints were given .for the constroctio
of coils for use with modern valves.
0 0 0 0

Cutting Out Brookmans Park.
The problem of interference from. the -ne
Brookmans Park transmitter was fully deal
with in a lecture nt the last meeting of th
North Middlesex Radio Society. The speake
Mr. E. It. Laister, dealt especially with th
case of the simple unseleetive receiver whir
is in spch extensive use at the 'present tim
The use of a loose-coupled circuit was adv
çated as the simplest and probably mot
effective modification which could be made, an
it became obvious, front the spealser's remarks
that the separation of stations ot fairly clot
wavelengths was not the intricate task tha
many people imagined. Wave-traps were de
nounced owing, said the lecturer, to their dis
concerting propensity for cutting out the wane,
station as well as the unwanted.
Mon. Secretary, Mr. E. II. Laister, " Win
flowers." Church Hill, Winchmore Hill, N.21
A 3r0
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By Our Special Correspondent.

New Test for "B.P." Listeners.— European Programme Exchanges.—Greeting the New Year.
A Mixed Post.
"A spate of letters," to use the vigorous
phrase of the B.B.C. Correspondence
Department, has occurred in regard to
the Brookmans Park twin transmission
tests. A few are congratulatory, but the
majority are plaintive. Most plaintive of
all are' those from listeners who wish to
know what has become of London's late
dance music. Apparently, in spite of the
torrent of publicity, there are people unaware of the existence of twin. transmission tests !
0000

Tuning Out Twin Tunes.
•
The most fruitful cause of complaint is
of inability to separate the two transmissions. Sufferers under this head may
have further reason for lamentation in a
week or two, for I hear that those unobtrusive talks from the 356-metre transmitter are to he replaced by music;
European ether searchers know how much
more difficult it is to separate two tunes
than a tune and atalk.
As I prophesied last week, many of the
general public are finding the 261-metre
wavelength beyond their technical resources.
0000
Brookmans Park Uses Wireless Link.
An unpleasant message from the Post
Office awaited the B.B.C. engineers when
they rolled up for duty at 9o'clock on the
morning of Saturday, December 14th. A
technical catastrophe at Holloway had resulted in a complete break in all the five
lines which connect Savoy Hill with
Brookmans Park. Throughout the day,
therefore, the London Regional station
had -to pick up its material by wireless
from Daventry 5XX, which explains the
B.B.C.'s polite apology for the unusual
amount of atmospherics.
0000
Europe Makes Merry.
New Continental landlines are to have
their first real test on January 3rd, when
the B.B.C. will co-operate with the
German and Belgian broadcasting authorities in an original " give and take" relay
from 8 to 9.15 p.m. The first portion of
the programme will come from Cologne,
and will consist of Haydn's "Fourth
London Symphony."
This will be followed by a relay from Brussels of the
works of Gretry, and the feature will conclude with a B.B.C. transmiasion of
Henry Purcell's "Fairy Queen."
Listeners in Germany, Belgium and
Britain will hear all three portions.
A 31

Sunday Education.
Up till now the B.B.C.'s educational
campaign has been limited to six days
ip the week. In 1930 it is to wave its
standard on Sundays as well.
The transmitter involved wall be 5GB, which will
send out atalk every Sunday from 5.45 to
6.15 on subjects of interest to students of
theology. The speaker will be Dr. E. S.
Waterhouse.
0000
A Programme Quandary.
If Savoy Hill wishes to proclaim the
general high standard pf programmes there
is no 'better way than to draw attention
to the quandary in which it finds itself
over National Radio Week. This week of
rejoicing begins on Sunday, January 12th,
and the original intention was that the
B.B.C. should prepare special "star"
programmes for the occasion.
But the
programme people feel that the "star"
standard has now been attained with unfailing regularity for months past, How
can they improve perfection
In all seriousness, can anyone suggest a
really original feature?
0000
The Grand Good Night.
For the fifth year in succession the
B.B.C. will bid a Grand Good Night to

AS OTHERS HEAR THEM. Students of
broadcast technique at the Berlin School
of Music listening to their own micro—
phone efforts by means of a magnetised
wire recording instrument.

everybody on New Year's Eve, and this
time it is hoped that nobody will be
forgotten. Ono year this unique message,
for which Mr. J. C. Stobart is responsible,
was intended to greet all the great towns
and cities of Britain, but Dundee was unintentionally omitted, and Savoy Hill very
soon heard about it.
Another dreadful
omission occurred last year when a greeting to men of all trades and professions
left out the firemen.
This year a special greeting will go out.
to the National Broadcasting Company el
America.
0 0 0 0

"Exit 1920."
•
The birth of the New Year will be
celebrated by the B.B.C. in a radio
sequence on December 31st-January
The people of those countries which keep
Central European time will hold their
festivities one hour in advance of Great
Britain. The clocks in Holland, which
observe an independent time, will strike
midnight approximately twenty minutes
before Big Ben. When the Old Year has
died in London it will still have five hours
of life in New York.
0000
Celebrating on the Continent.
Hence the programme sequence will be
on the following lines :—At 11 p.m.
British listeners will hear midnight in
Cologne, followed by dance music by
Jack Hylton and his Band relayed front
the Kit-Cat Restaurant. At 11.10 p.m. the
celebrations in Paris, Copenhagen, Hamburg, Vienna, Frankfurt, Buda Pesth,
Brussels, Madrid, Milan and Turin will
be heard, with more dance music by Jack
Hylton's Band. At 11.35 p.m. a relay
of the bells of St. Vitus, Hilversum, will
usher in midnight in Holland.
ooco
"Good Morning, Everyone."
At 11.50 p.m. the B.B.C.'s own celebration will include amessage for 1930 by .
Canon W. H. Elliott and the singing of
the hymn, "0 God Our Help in Ages
Past,' while the bells of St. Michael's,
Cornhill, will " ring out the old."
The
striking of midnight will be relayed from
Big Ben, followed by the bells of Southwark Cathedral, rung by the Ancient
Society of College Youths. "Auld Lang
Syne" will be sung before the lingering .
sounds of the Old Year are heard from
New York.
Then comes the Grand
Good-night and a closing salutation at
approximately 12.10 a.m.
of "Good
Morning, Everyone."
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By Lieut..Colonel
CHETWODE CRAWLEY,
M.I.E.E.

Privacy in Transatlantic Telephony.—The Radiotelegraph Convention.—Less
Broadcast Interference.—Wireless Beacons.
uBLic

p

during the year similar ideas' have taken strong rapt
attention has been focused On commercial
in the United States of America, and efforts ,are bei4ig
wireless communications in 1929 as it never has
made to get rid of the ban imposed by law in th t
been before, et any rate so far as this country
is concerned, with the possible exception of 1913, when
country upon. mergers of interests dealing wir wi
the first scheme for Imperial communications, better
wireless and cable communications.
known under the old halfpenny Press heading of "The
Wireless Telephony.
Marconi Scandal," was under discussion in the House
Wireless telephony has been specifically omitted fro
of Commons. Again the interest has been caused by
the British merger, and the British Post Office reserNis
our Imperial communicalions, in connection this
the right to conduct the external telephone services
time with the merging of the cable and wireless
Great Britain and makes terms with the company wh
interests as a result of the report of the Imperial
it uses the company's stations for telephone purpose
Wireless and Cable Conference which wag published in
July, 1928.
So far, no commercial telephone service has been opened
on the beam system between England and t e
It will be remembered that this conference, at which
Dominions, though several interesting demonstratio
the whole Empire was represented, was appointed to
examine the situation which had arisen as a result of
took place during the year, notably that of broadcasti
the competition of the beam wireless telegraph services the Thanksgiving Service for the recovery of the Kin
on July 7th. The service was transmitted from Londo
with the submarine cable services.
The conference
recommended that the Government Fable and wireless
to Bodmin by land-line, thence by beam telephone t
services for Imperial communication be transferred on
Montreal, Canada, and again by beam telephone t
Sydney, Australia. This service was rebroadcast, a
certain terms to private enterprise, being merged with
the Eastern Telegraph and its associated companies and
was heard well all over Canada and Australia.
On the same day, and by the same route, conversa
the Marconi Company so as to amalgamate in one
commercial undertaking, with a certain amount of
tion was held between England and Australia. This
Government control, all the cable and wireless interests was the first time that duplex telephone. conversation
had been held between, the two countries.
conducting communications between the various parts
of the Empire. These recommendations were accepted • Another interestifig experiment in long-distance
•by all the Governments concerned, and the Govern- telephony took place between Sweden and America4
ment services were transferred to the mérger on the
including the England-America wireless link.
'Th4
,3oth of September last.
•
total length of. route traversed was about 1.4,000 miles
This great communication merger, with a capital of including the wireless link of 3,200 miles; this èonstitute
over £53,000,000, consists of two new associated coma record in distance for telephone communication.
,
panies, the Imperial and International Communications
The latest_ important wireless telephone link .on th
Co., Ltd., which deals with the traffic, and Cables and
directive system was opened on October i2th betwee
Wireless, Ltd., which deals with the manufacturing
Spain and the Argentine. This is the longest wireles
side of the business.
.
telephone circuit yet working, but by far the mos
This is the first great combination of cable and wireextensive and important telephone link in the world
less interests that has taken place in the world, but
is the Transatlantic circuit which was originally opene

e

•
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between London and New
York in January, 1927.
The use made of this
Transatlantic wireless telephone circuit has increased
considerably during the
year, and there are now
three short-wave channels
working in addition to the
long-wave channel.
The
traffic at present averages
about 45 calls per day,
the
duration
of
each
call
being
about
six
minutes.
Ninety-five per
cent, of the inward traffic
comes from the United
States, 4 per tent. from
Canada and i per cent.
from Cuba and Mexico.
Of the outward traffic,
53 per cent, is from Great
Britain, 34 per cent. from
France, 7¡ per cent. freém
Germany and 5¡ per cent.
from other European coun
tries. The circuit suffered
from the fact that it was
possible to overhear conversations, but methods of
imparting a high degree of privacy have recently been
developed.

707

A valve panel at the Rugby station.

Short Waves.

This year has been notable for the almost universal
adoption
of short waves for long-range wireless

telegraph circuits, and probably more new circuits have
been opened than in any former year. The volume
of traffic dealt with by wireless telegraphy has continued
its rapid increase which began when the Imperial beam
circuits came into operation three years ago, and by
September, when these circuits were transferred to the
merger company, they were dealing with some 900,000
words a week with this •
country.
The Radio—Telegraph
Convention.

The machine room, Tetney beam station.
A

33

As regards the wireless
communications of ships,
the most important events
of the year were the
coming into force on the
1st January of the new
International Radio-Telegraph Convention, which
resulted from the international conference - held
in Washington at the end
of 1927, and the holding
in London in April and
May of an international
conference on the Safety
of Life at Sea.
The
most
important
regulations brought into
force by the Convention
concerned the distribution
of wavelengths amongst

\•
•
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This Year's Progress hi Commercial Wireless.-1
-the various services; ships, aircraft, fixed, broadcasting
and experimental. The use of the 300- and 450-metre
waves, which had been extensively employed by small
ships, has been curtailed in the interests of broadcasting,
and is now practically abolished. For the same reason,
spark sets at coast stations are being replaced by interrupted continuous wave installations, except in the
case of very small' ships' sets, in accordance with the
regulations of the Convention.
The qualifications
required of ships' operators have been overhauled, and
new regulations introduced in connection with distress
and similar signals.
This regulation of wireless services throughout the
world was long overdue as the provisions of the previous Convention of 1912 were quite inadequate and
out of date, but it is surprising how well we had managed
to get along since the War on a policy which had
nothing behind it but goodwill and common sense.
The Safety Convention.
The same might be said of the regulations governing
the installation and use of wireless in ships in connection
with the safety of life at sea. The only international
convention dealing with this aspect of wireless sigtalling was produced in 1914, but owing to the War was
never ratified by any of the countries concerned.
Regulations were indeed introduced in this country just
after •
the War on the general lines of those in the
Convention, but, on the whole, the regulations in other
countries were much less stringent. The new Convention, which will come into full force in 1931, will
bring all other maritime countries into line with our
present technical regulations, and will introduce several

Telephone transmitter, with control table in foreground, at the Rugby station.

¡Sea hue-pangs trommitter.

new important rules.
F r
two years before this co
ference we alone had ben
using automatic apparatls
for the reception of te
alarm signal, and it
satisfactory that the c
ference
recognised
internationally the practical advantage of this apparatus
for keeping a safety watc,
and
laid
down
watchkeeping rules for the shi
in which it is fitted.
This will be, too, the fi
Convention to recognise t e
desirability of fitting diredtional receivers for safetE
purposes, and it stipulates
that every passenger ship ce
5,000 tons gross and upwards shall be provided with
approved directional apparatus.
The iniportan
of wireless in connectio
with the dissemination, c
lection and distribution
meteorological data is full
recognised for the fi
A 31.
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services, and an international conference at the Hague
time, and co-operation between the various Govern- to advise on various 'technical matters which had arisen
ments with this end in view is arranged for on general out of the regulations framed by the Washington
lines. The watches to be kept in different classes of
Conference.
ships for safety purposes are also laid down.
The Prague Plan for the international regulation of
broadcasting wavelengths is rather outside commercial .
,•
Ships' Wireless.
•'
wireless, and has been already fully dealt with in this
The chief advances made in ship-and-shore signalling journal, but we might glance at some of the principal
apparatus include the substitution of I.C.W. for spark recommendations of the Hague Conference.
sets in many ships and coast stations, and the continued
Most of the recommendations referred to methods of
increase in the number of ships fitted with automatic
measurement, and technical problems' which require
receivers for the alarm signal and with directional
further study. The terms long and short waves have
receivers.
The number of automatic receivers now
always given rise to a certain amount of confusion,
fitted in British ships is over r,000, and the number
and the conference recommended that waves be classiof directional receivers over 800.
fied as follows: Below ioo kcs. (over 3,000 metres),
A number of new all-round wireless beacons have
long waves; 1,500 to ioo kcs. (zoo to 3,000 metres),
been installed at various points on the coast, and a medium waves; 6,000 to 1,500 kcs. (50 to 200 metres),
directional beacon, from
which ships not fitted with
directional receivers can
obtain bearings has been
installed experimentally at
Orfordness in Suffolk.
The increase in longrange short-wave sets in
ships has been marked.
About 8o sets were working throughout the world
at the beginning of the
year, whereas about i8o
are working now.
Wireless telephony, too,
is at last beginning to
emerge from its
long
chrysalis state so far- as
ship communications are
concerned. Previously only
a very few ships, mostly
fishing vessels, were fitted,
but during the last few
months some of the large
liners have been fitted, and
experiments with shortwave telephony with the
object of a commercial
service are now in hand.
The Indian and Australian receivers at the Skegness beam station.
In Germany acommercial
service connecting with the telephone system of the
intermediate waves; 30,000 to 6,000 kcs. (ro to 50
country is being tried experimentally with some small
metres), short waves; above 30,000 kcs. (below io
ships. A few lifeboats have been fitted with wireless
metres), very short waves. Waves between 50 and 13
telephony for the first time duririg the year.
metres are to be reserved in principle for long distances,
Experiments have been carried out with the fac50 to 85 metres for moderate distances, 85 to 200 .for
simil, .transmission of weather charts to ships, but no the shorter distances.
commercial service has yet been commenced.
It was agreed that in practice a separation of
•
•
o.f per cent. frequency is desirable to avoid interThe Hague Conference.
ference.
This is the great problem which confronts
This last year has been notable for international regu- the development of wireless communication, viz.,
lations for the control of wireless communications, as how is it possible to crowd into the ether, without
in addition to the coming into force of the International
causing mutual interference, a sufficient number of
Radio-Telegraph Convention of Washington, and the waves to meet the demand? As the year closes, claims
holding of the international conference for the safety
are being made that a new method has been devised
of life at sea in London, there was held an international
to deal with this problem, but we must wait for next
conference in Prague for the regulation of broadcasting year to see how far these claims are justified.
a 35
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A WIRELESS PIONEER.
The Late Admiral Sir Henry Jackson.
world of wireless has lost one of its most notable
personalities by the death, on December r4th, of
Admiral of the Fleet Sir Henry Bra.dwardine
' Jackson, G.C.B., K.C.V.O., F.R.S., D.Sc., M.I.E.E.
A career of distinguished naval service, culminating in an

jj

The late Admiral Sir Henry Jackson in his wireless laboratory.
graph was taken soon after the war.

appointment to the highest rank during the War, would
- in itself provide the material for an engrossing biography,
but it is the late Admiral's untiring devotion to the cause
• of wireless from the earliest days which must appeal to
every amateur and experimenter.
Born at Barnsley on January 21st, e55, Henry
Bradwardine Jackson entered the Navy in 1868. After
"• -service abroad he joined the torpedo school ship
Vernon in 1881 and quickly demonstrated those scientific talents which were later to be applied to the study

of Hertzian waves. It was in 1893 that Sir Henry, w ile
commanding the Edinburgh, conceived the idea .of
utilising electro-magnetic waves for signalling purpo es.
His experiments principally consisted of exciting acir uit
which included afilings coherer tapped by the ham er
of ahigh-resistance trembling bell.
In
1896 Sir Henry met the young Marc 1,
and the two collaborated in experime ts,
which finally proved to a reluctant
Admiralty Signals Committee that wireless was to supersede all other methods of
communication at sea.
Sir Henry Jackson remained resp nsible for the progress of wireless t egraphy in the Navy until 1906, when he
became a Rear-Admiral. Lord Fis er
had already recognised his special so ntific ability by selecting him, in 1905, ôr
the office of Third Sea Lord and C ntroller of the Navy. A spell of sery ce
afloat was followed by an Admiralty ppointment, and when, in 1915, L rd
Fisher left the Admiralty, Sir Henry as
appointed First Sea Lord. In Decemb
1916, after rendering invaluable servi
he retired from this post; he was p
moted G.C.B. in the same year, and
This phot-July 31, 1919, was advanced to
rank of Admiral of the Fleet. In r
be was appointed Chairman of the Radio Reseaich
Board. He retired from the Navy in July, 1924.
The late Admiral, who always showed adeep inter st
in amateur experimental research, in 1922 occupied te
Presidential Chair of the then Wireless Society of Lon n
and was a frequent figure at the meetings of the Ra io
Society of Great Britain. Sir Henry was elected a
Fellow of the Royal Society in 1901. He was amernijer
of the Institute of Electrical Engineers, Hon. D.Sc. of
.Oxford and Leeds, and Hon. LL.D. of Cambridge.

CORRESPONDENCE.
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
Correspondence

should be addressed to the Editor, "The Wireless World," Dorset House, Tudor Street,

THE ‘•STENODE RADIOSTAT."
Sir,—The brief description of the action of the Robinson
" Stenode Radiostat," given in your current issue, appèltis to
me to carry one rather farther in the explanation of the
apparently paradoxical performance of this device than •is
indicated in the article in question.
I refer to the words :
" The abdve explanation certainly discloses an ingenious method
by which ringing might be prevented on a set of high selectivity, but it certainly does not explain why the sidebands in
broadcast transmission get through on such a set." Is this not
rather a contradiction?
For convenience modulation is thought of in terms of sidebend frequencies, the principal reason being that the system
. ,

E.C.4, and mast be accompanied by

the writer's name and address.

used for obtaining selectivity invariably employed in pres t
practice is a resonant circuit, which has the propel y
of becoming more and more slow to respond to chaudes
of. applied e.m.f. by corresponding changes of curre t,
as the selectivity is increased
by reducing the dal
ing.
Rut I see no prima facie reason why this shorld
be an inherent property of all selective systems. Thus, if ja
telephony transmission i
s regarded as an oscillation of cotsstant frequency and variable amplitude, the ordinary tuned
circuit, if made so selective as to respond substantially only
to this single frequency, must necessarily be of such low damping that the variations in the amplitude of the signal e.m.f.
ate 'not matched by corresponding variations in the currelit
•
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in the circuit (and corresponding e.M.f. available for' operating
Series only. 'So that when the lag is eliminate, the circuit may
the receiver). In other words, the modulation is cut off, leavbe made as selective as possible.
R. SUGDEN, _
ing
only the carrier.
The high modulation frequencies
London, W.11.
obviously suffer first.
.
On the other hand, if Dr. Robinson has been able to produce
OURSELVEà.
. •
a highly selective system which is able to respond to changes
Sir —I can only crave your pardmi• for taking- up your
in amplitude at audio frequencies (and why should he not?), •
valuable time with this letter—let its subject matter be at once
it is obvious that it would have the properties claimed foi' the_
•its 'excuse and its justification.
Radiostat."
It was with pain and indignation that Iread in your Editorial
This conclusion is arrived at without assuming any know'views .in to-day's issue the criticism of Mr. Brown, of South '
ledge of Dr. Robinson's system, or any fallacy in existing
Nonvood, of your policy in increasing -the price of your paper,
theory, but simply by discarding the popular but unwarrantand Ifeel so keenly* the attitude of this gentleman' that I canable assumption that all selective systems must have the same
not resist writing to express my resentment..
properties as the particular one commonly used.
How puerile are Mr. Brown's ideas!
Does he not, for , •
.Lee, S.E.12.
M.
SCRQGGIE, B.Sc.', A.M.I.E.R.
example, give any* thought to the fact that although be may .•
•
.
be able to obtain technical advice from the manutacturers of ,,
•• •
components (I have not, been similarly fortunate !) the replies
Sir,—I was interested in your description of The above, and
published each week to readers' queries are absolutely invalu"venture to give an explanation of how it was possible to receive
able to others who have exactly similar -problems? I could
the sidebands up to 5kilo-cycles and yet eliminate an interference
mention numbers of instances where I have been helped
frequency difference of 1 kilo-cycle.
by these published replies.
Does not Mr. Brown' further.
It is well known that a tuned circuit is nut symmetrical about
realise that succeasful wireless reception can on/v be obtained
the point of tune. For example, the response to a frequency,
by most careful quantitative analysis and experiment?
And
say, 1kc. below the resonant frequency is less than the response
where will he obtain such technical articles, by such experts
1 kc. above. This difference is far more marked on longwavein this most technical of all subjects, except in your paper?
tuned circuits such as the intermediate stages of a superhet.,
There is a stage which we amateurs reach at which we begin
and when several stages are used the effect is' greatly increased.
to realise how little we know, and how extraordinarily efficient
The result is to give asuperhet. aresponse curve extremely steep
your contributors are. It is at that stage that we appreciate
'on the lower side and a more gradual falling off on the other
the fact that your paper is the only one which will help us. ..
side.
,
Were you to double or even treble the price of The Wireless
With such a tuning curve it is possible to tune in the signals
World it would still be cheap by 'comparison with the quality
in such a way that the carrier frequency and one sideband only
of its technical articles.
•is received. If then the interference frequency is such that it
'Perhaps you will kindly accept seasonable greetings from' a '
comes within the sideband which is dropped, it will not be
staunch supporter.
'
.. H. D. McCLENAGHANt.
apparent in the audio-frequency output,.
With regard to- the low-resistance circuit; your implication' • Dublin.
• •
._
•
that such remains selective when frequencies are applied foi' sa
.*1
Bir,—I beg to 'point out that my letter has been misquoted'
exceedingly short time, does not seem correct.
in
your
Editorial.
I
said
"
the
bulk
of
the
queries
that
you
,
An example is the super-regenerative receiver in which, when
receive could no doubt be accurately replied to by the mechanic
actually receiving and •amplifying, the resonant circuit has
or draughtsman in the experimental workshop."
negative resistance.
Fair play, please! Thanks for your letter.
.
' Yet such receivers are very unsélective.
South Norwood.
E. H. BROWN.
Sheffield.
R. E. RAYNER.
The complete sentence in Mr. Brown's 'original letter read
"The bulk of the queries that you receive could, no doubt, be
Sir,—Re the Robinson "Életenode Rediostat" described in the
accurately replied to by the mechanic or draughtsman in the
December 11th issue of The Wireless World,. it appears that
experimental workshop. The rest you can refer to the component
the chopping up of the signal to neutralise the lag of a H.F. cirmanufacturers, who are only too pleased to give technical incuit is enough to explain the result described. This is because
formation, as Ihave often proved.'
the H.F. circuit does not amplify the higher frequency modulaIt is regretted that in our editorial we misquoted Mr. Brown
tion when the lag is present, and it appears that the sidebands
by implying that he proposed "the bulk of the queries " should
have no objective existence, but are obtained by Fournier
be referred to manufacturers. instead of "the rest."—En.
,

G.

Nlectrical Wiring and Contracting.
Edited by IL Marryat, M.I.Mech.E.
Parts 2 to 4, which complete the first
volume,. include drawing—with useful
illustrations indicating the generally accepted symbols used in electrical diagrams
and the conventional section lining to denote various materials—electricity and
magnetism, A.C. work and index to
Vol. I.
•
Parts 5-to 8, which Comprise Vol. II,
include D.C. and A.C. generators and
motors, testing and measuring instruments, wires and cables, also a section
on mathematics as applied to wiring and
contracting.
Each part pp. 64, with numerous diagrams and illustrations.
Published by
Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons, Ltd., London.
Price is. per part
A general notice of this publicatión
and the contents of Part Iappeared in our
issue of October 23rd, page 474.
NA 37

BOOKS

RECEIVED.

Radio Traffic Manual -and Operating
Regulations, by R. L. Duncan and C. E.
Drew.
A handbook primarily intended
for the use of operators and amateur
transmitters in U.S.A. and comprising
instruction in Morse, operating rules and
regulations of the Radio Marine Corporation of America, International Radiotelegraph Convention of Washington and the
Regulations attached thereto, U.S. Radio
Act of 1927, Ship Act of July 23rd, 1912,
and regulations governing the issue and
renewal of operators' licences in U.S.A.
Pp. 187, with 15 illustrations examples
of operators' abstracts, logs, etc.
Published by J. Wiley and Sons, Inc., New-York, and sold by Chapman and Hall,
•Ltd,, London„; Price 10s. net.

Handbook for
Wireless
Telegraph
Operators (Revised 1929), issued by the
O.P.O. The principal additional matter
in this revised edition relates to the
classification of Radiotelegrams, especially
those in code or cypher, and the charges
for five-letter code words. Published by
H.M. Stationery Office. Price 6d. net.
coob
Modern Gramophones and Elecirical
Reproducers, by P. Wilson, M.A., and
G. W. Webb, with a foreword by Compton Mackenzie. A comprehensive text-book on the,
theory and practice of gramophone construction and the various problems involved in the recording and reproduction
of sound. Pp. 272+ xvi, with 116 illustrations and diagrams.
Published by Cassell and Co., Ltd.,
London, price,ps. 6d. net.
•
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"The 'Wireless Worhil" Supplies a Free Service of Technical Information.
The Service is subject to the rules of the Department, which are printed below; these must
be strictly enforced, in the interest of readers themselves.
A selection of queries of general
interest is dealt with below, in some cases at greater length than would be possible in a letter.
• Uncontrollable Oscillation.
*ape just completed construction of a
detector-2 L.P. receiver; using aeons. mercial two-range 'tuner which includes areaction winding. So far, results have been disappointing; on the
medium waveband, uncontrollable' oscillation is produced unless the reaction control condenser is disconnected.
On the long-wacc side, it is illIp088ible
to stop oscillation even in this way
unless H.T. voltage is reduced to 17
ridiculously low value. Can you tell
nie hole to-put metiers right?
It seems that the timing unit is designed for -a" small reaction condenser
having_a lower minimum value than that
of the condenser ycm are using; this would
account for the behaviour of the .set oh
the medium band, while H.F. choke
resonance is probably responsible ..for the
trouble on the long waves.
Removal of a few turns from the reaction windinglor windings), combined With,
•
the substitution of another choke for the
existing component; would almost .certainly effect acure, but we think that your
best plan is to trv -the effect of connecting- a• small fixeà condenser (of •about
0.0001 mfd. or even 0.0002 mfd.) between
anode and negative filament terminals of
the detector valve.
This addition Will
.almost certainly overcome thé tendency to-wards uncontrollable sel f
kiscillat ion ,and
RULES.

•

Only one question (which must deed Wilh,
osingle specific point) can be answered. Letters
must be concisely worded and headed "Infor.11.)

mation Department.' ,
(2.) Queries must be written on one side of
the paper, and diagrams drawn on a separate
sheet. A self-addressed stamped envelope must
be enclosed for postal reply.
(3.) Designs or circuit diagrams for complete
receivers cannot be given; under present-day
conditions justice cannot be done to questions
of this kind in the course of a letter.
(4.) Practical wiring plans cannot be supplied
or considered.
(5.) Designs for components such as L.P.
chokes, power transformers, etc:, cannot be
supplied.
(6.) Queries arising from the construction or
-operation of receivers must be confined to constructional sets described in " The Wireless
World" or to standard manufacturers' receivers.
Readers desiring information on matters
beyond the scope of the Information Department are invited lo submit suggestions regarding
subjects to be treated in future articles or
paragraphs.
- -

they themselves are listening to the
enWill .improve detector efficiency—probably ,
te a. Very noticeable extent. Ihe addition 'ing programmes.
cult
of this capacity may possible modify the
Fortunately, it is by no means di
to arrange that any sounds indicatis of
frequency characteristics of the L.F. amplifier, but- is hardly likely to do any
untoward happenings in the child's edroom may be amplified by the set and
harm.
heard through the loud speaker.
sa
0 000
rule, at least two magnifying stages are
•Where D.C. Resistance is Unimportant.
ii ans going to make, up a small battery
I'eliminator (to work on my d.C.
TO L.F.
AMPLIFIER
supply) for providing grid bias potentials fee a large amplifier. Will you
tell me if the primary and secondary
winding of adisused L.?. transformer
:are likely to be satisfactory for
smoothing purposes in this piece of
apparatus, or would it be safest to
Order a-special •
choke? 01 course the
.windings will be joined in series.
.
G. H. C.
There is no reason why the windings
MICROPHONE
TRANS.
of a. reasenably good L.F. transformer
should not be quite satisfactory for this
EXTENSION
LEADS
purpose. Their ohmic resistance is likely
to he considerable, butit should be an easy
MICROPHONE
matter to ensure that this value will be "
BATTERY
loiv compared with that of the potentiometer across which the biasing potentials
ii developed:
mg. 1.—Where distortion can be tolerate,
the detector valve may be made to wo k
.. .0000»,.
as an extra amplifier in a micropho e
•
f . The Baby Alarm.
Pita« do not consign this letter to the
waste-paper basket before reading it
through: my •
luery •is a' perfectly
serious one, and I am emboldened to
ask 'it as 1 mein to. remember that a
similar problem was treated in your
pages some years ago.
Now for the question. Is it pee..
sible to install a microphone over a
Ibaby's cot in a distant room, and te
connect the instrument to a receiver
so that the child's cries will be super; imposed-on the broadcast progl•animé?
My set is an H.F.-det.-L.F. combination, with grid detection and transformer coupling: if this addition can
be made to it, will you please show
me how to proceed?
T. S. W.
You need have no fear that your qubry
will be treated as frivolous; hardly aweek
goes by without our receiving a request
for information on this subject. Many
harassed parents seem to feel a very real
need for means of knowing that all goes
well with their slumbering progeny while

circuit.

necessary, so in your case the dete or
valve must be made to amplify: rec 'fi cation will, of course, introduce' istortion, but this should not matter.
The secondary winding of amicroph ne
transformer is inserted in the grid ret ru
lead of the detector valve in the man er
shown in Fig 1, and should be shun d
by a fairly large H.F. by-pass conden r.
Connection is made between the tr
former primary and the distant m
phone throe extension leads, a s 11
battery' being interilosed; very often it is
possible to use the receiver, L.T. cells or :
this purpose. Some method of breaki g ,
the microphone circuit must be provid d
to prevent waste of battery current.
Microphone and transformer should e ,
*obtained from the same source, and it is
desirable that these pieces of apparatjis
should be designed' for, working togethe
May we express the wish that you wIll
have no cause to test the functioning f
the apparatus during the Christms
festivities

DECEMBER 25TH, 1929.
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In Oak - - -£25
In Mahogany -£26
In Walnut - -£26
Royalty £.1 extra.

MODEL 31

A

Set which, once installed, requires no second

thought.

Enjoy the pleasure of listening to

reproduction which is very nearly true to life.
FERR ANTI

LTD.

' H OL L IN WOOD

Available for Alternating Current only.

A39

Voltages 200/230

jo cycles or over.

LANCASHIRE

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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PICTORIAL

FOR

OF

1930

PHOTOGRAPHIC

THE

WORK

Edited by F. J. MORTIMER, F.R.P.S.

Editor cif "The Amateur Photographer and Oinernatograpiter."This year's edition of "PHOTOGRAMS
OF THE YEAR "is now on sale, and lovers
of pictures made by the camera will
give it a warm welcome.
PRICES:

Paper
Cloth

Covets

5/-

Boards

7/6
postage 6».
extra.

"PHOTOGRAMS "contains reproductions
of the most striking and representative
pictures from the principal photographic exhibitions of the year, selected
from the work of the leading pictorial
photographers of the world.

A

literary section provides reports
of photographic progress at home
and overseas, and a useful Directory
of British Photographic Societies is
included.

For keen photographers the annual
volume of "PHOTOGRAMS " is an inspiration ; for those to whom 'camera
pictures appeal it is a book which gives
lasting pleasure.

From all leading booksellers or direct from the Publishers:

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, B.0 .4.

WIRELESS

What the
Pacific.

Engineering

Laboratory Co. (us.A.)thinks
t of

TAL

WIREL
ESS
eeheWIRELES ,
ENGINEER

"This is one of the
best technical wireless
journals
we
have
read and we heartily
recommend it to
everyone. "
•MONTHLY 2s. M. net.

-

DIRECTION
FINDING
and DIRECTIONAL
RECEPTION
By R. KEEN, B.Eng. (Hons.).

Second Edition: Revised and Enlarged.
THIS volume deals with the principles
1 -of the subject and the
constructional
details of direction-finding installations,
and includes some information concerning
aircraft installation.
It describes the.
principles of Direction and Position
Finding in this country in such away that
the subject may be grasped easily by.
engineers tackling this field of wireless
work for the first time.
Numerous
photographs and diagrams are included.

Price 21/- net.

Subscription: 32s. per annum, post free.
ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
Dorset House,

Tudor St., London, EtsCI.4

By post 21/9.

From leading booksellers or
direct from the Publishers:
Dorset

ILIFFE & SONS LIMITED,
House,

Tudor

Street,

London,

E
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
RECEIVERS FOR

NOTICES.
TEE CIIARGE
mlumns is:

FOR

ADVERTISEMENTS

in

12 words or less, 2/- and 2d. for every
additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately and name and
'
iddress must be counted.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
is follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a
tontrant is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
cuitructions the entire" copy" is repeated from the
envious issue : 13 consecutive insertions
; 26 eoniecutive, 10%, ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted up
'o FIRST POST on THURSDAY MORNING (previous
;o date of issue) at the Head Offices of " The Wireless
World," Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or
m WEDNESDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices
19, Hertford Street, Coventry;
Guildhall Buildings,
Navigation Street, Birmingham; 260, Deansgate, Manchester ; 101, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular
issue will automatically be inserted in the following ¡Mae
;inless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.
The proprietors retain the, right to refuse or w:thdraw
advertisements at their discretion.
Postal Orders and Cheques seat in payment for adverisements should be made
payable to ILIFFE
kSONS Ltd., and crossed
—2- Notes
beinrf
intraceable if lost in transit s",ould not In sent as
'eminences.
All letters relating to advertisements should .quote the
amber which is printed at the end of each advertisement.
tad the date of the issue in which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or printers'
nrors, although every care i
staken to avoid mistakes.
NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of private advertisers, letters may be
addressed to numbers at "Tlie Wireless World" Office.
/1/hen this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
egistration and to cover postage on replies must be added
o the advertisement charge, which must include the
yords Box 000, c/o "The Wireless World." Only the
lumber will appear in the advertisement. All replies
liould be addressed No. 000, c/o "The Wireless World,"
›orset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers who
eply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending
emittance through OM pea except in registered envelopes;
nall such cases the use of the Deposit System is recommended,
tied the envelope should be clearly marked "Deposit
)epartment."
DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons
gay deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
>posit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Viceless World," both parties are advised of its receipt.
The time allowed for decision is three days, counting
Ions receipt of goods after which period, if buyer
lecides not to retain goods, they must be returned to
ender. If a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit
mount to seller, but if not, seller instructs us to return
mount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer,
ut in the event of no sale, and subject to there being no
lifferent arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays
aniage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or
amago in transit, for which we take no responsibility. l'or
Il transactions up toe°, adeposit fee of -is charged ;on
censactions over Lie and under £5o, the fee is 2/6; over
e/-. All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset
'louse, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and
ioney orders should be made payable to Iliffe & Sons
dinned.
BE

SALE

HOME-CONSTRUCTED UNLICENSED
APPARATUS.
A Service to our Readers.
We have made an arrangement with the Patentees
,
'
hereby readers who wish to dispose of ahome-constructed
ceiver not licensed under the patents made use of, can
cense the set by means of the Deposit System referred to
boue.
The person desirinef to sell, in sending us particulars for
is advertisement, will in every case make use of a Bcce
!o., and.should add to the price which he requires the
mount of royalty customarily paid by manufacturers.
If the purchaser is satisfied with his purchase, the sum
,
alised will be forwarded to the seller, less the amount
ue in respect of royalties, which amount will be paid by
The Wireless World" to the owners of the patents
>teemed, and a certificate will be handed on to the
iirchaser of the set.
SPECIAL NOTE.-Readers who reply to advertisements
sil receive no answer to their enquiries are requested to
'Stud the silence as an indication that the goods advertised
we already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
any enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
eh one by post.
641

ALL WIRELESS

these

WORLD

COILS

30 EVERYMAN FOUR
4718 set
KIT SET, t,ils with Switches
45l- set
I NEW KILOMAG.
45!- std
RECORD III
45/- set
FOREIGN LISTENERS 4 B.B.C.
30'- set
6XX 37/8 set
METAL CABINETS
..... 38/8 ta 46/6
5(" DRUM DIALS with Escutcheons .. 56
WAVE TRAP, Litz Wire,,..,,.,, 10/6 easa

&J.Wireiess
2, 3, & 4, Atheists's, Mows,
Stroud Green Road, N.4.
Archway r6o5
"END OF YEAR CLEARING."

APPLEBY'S
ro e BARGAINS WATCH
p:deet:r
THE MISCELLANEOUS COLUMNS THIS MONTH. '
825 (
3 Mien

Only.
CHAPEL ST„ LONDON, N.W.1

For Modern High-grads Material
OPEN TILL 7 P.M.

SAT. I P M.

Titt4140Y
WHAT'S BEHIND YOUR SET?
Are you working from adry battery
and accumulator?
Think how
really insignificant they are corn.
pared with the electric mains, where
the voltage never varies.
Mains
units give better tone, more volume,
and greater selectivity, because
they are always constant.
11.1
LT

from £2 :17 :6
„ £2 :12 :6
Combined 11.1. & LT.,
LS :12 :6 (complete).

The TULSEMERE MFG. CO.,
1-7, Dalton Street, West Norwood,
S. E. 27.
'
Phone :Streatham 6731.

lia lui IhiiI?,

OF

SALE.

SESSIONS and Co., Great Britai ' R di
SCOTT
Doctors.- Read advertisement under Miscellaneous,
n s

a

o
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Q-VALVE All-wave Receiver, latest type, power f
u l,
e..,
perfect; £4.-V. Taylor, 57, Studley Rd, Stockwell,
London.
t0274

R

ECEIVERS for Sale.-Portable 5-valve. suit case
type, complete, as new, perfect; £9/17/6.-21.
Taylor, 57, Studley Rd., Stockwell, London.
I0323

fi

and MORRIS, Ltd.. the mains pioneers, w he
-AL in 1925 !equipped the hospital with mains sete..
still supreme an all-mains receivers and units.
OW Tension A.C. Eliminators, permanently re.
placing batteries now only £5/15; electrolytes
condensers, 2,000 m.f., as used in above. 13/-; including postage.
ARGAINS.-Second-hand
sets,
units,
meters,
speakers-Read and Morris. Ltd., 31, Eastcastle
St. (facing back of Warings). Oxford St., W. [7446
ixTiinEr,Ess Portable Sete with 5 New Comer Valves
VV for O Guinea.; lees than components cost, tell>
parable with any set double this price; beautiful suit
came, 2 aerial windings ' English butteries and emumulators. all inclusive efficient sets, Royalty paid, a
magnificent Xmas gift; if you are in London may
I fix an appointment; if you aro not in" Loudon may
I nend you purticuland"-B. Hodgson, 53, Windsor
Heuse. Victoria St., Weetininster.
[7293

L

B

rI1WO Aeonio V Valve Transformers, latest models;
£12/10 each, or best offer; one Aeonio V valve,
suitease, 1928, complete with new battery, £8110, new
Bp
a
e
u
rfffecht
ire.order.-George
Slater,
Chemist,
Findoc
-VALVE
hty,
Transportable (3 S.C., det., and Pe nt
t
o
7c
6
1e7
v.,
as new, complete with makers' guarantee, receives
40 stations; owner going abroad; cost 40 gu [
i7
ne
679
,
accept 30 guineas.-Burnett, 21, Clarges St., W.I.
7t/FULLARD 1930 New Receiver, including valves,
1,1- loud-speaker, batteries; £5/10.-18, St. George's
Buildings, Elephant and Castle.
[7673

3

-VALVIS Set. accumulator, valves, no cabinet.
£3115; B.T.H. C2 speaker, 25/-; Brown's double
microphone amplifier (equals to 2 valves), £3/10. cost
£20: 9-range moving coil test set, Heayberds, £4/10;
many other bargains.-Send requirements or call, Clark,
78, Lavender Sweep, di .wa I.rI
-VALVE Freed-Eisemann Neutrodyne Set, specially
v."
selective, fitted Oaram valves, anode rectifier,
resistance transformer L.F.s, super power output, tine
reproduction, range 200-600 metres, suitable London
district, sound set: no approval; £15.-Postlethwaite,
Church 11111. Kinver, Stourbridge.
(7675
ltrFLLARI) Screened Grid Pentode 3-valve Pane,
111, end £6110, accept
£3/10; Brandon table talker,
10/6.-80, Claughton St, St. Helens.
(7 670
(1928) 3-valve Set, complete with new H6.
7te
Y.
batteries, L.T. accumulates', and B.T.H. loudspeaker; what offers.-13. A. Costain, Leighton Park.
Reading.
[7667
set parts for IdeMichael screened
SALE.-Complete
grid three, including valves and coils; £6.-White.
Caldy, Cheshire.

19 30Co4or
Brook °T.

een
nu
ns
i
ed
neg
oi
l
f
i"); £7/10. -Sylvester,: 7
.
1.:
6;
6:

QUIMONDS BROS.-Receivers constructed to your
IC own or any published design; also repairs, reconstructions; and modernisations at moderate charges;
best materials and workmanship guaranteed; numerous
testimonials; quotations free.-Address, Shireland Rd.
Smethwick.
[dui
A MERICAN Samson-Cotton Superliet, with English
.-/"1. valve holders, complete with valves, battery leads
and two frame aerials; seen by appointment; £7.Colonel Kennard, 2. Adelptii Terrace, W.C.2. [7696
MULLARD Mikado 2, in handsome cabinet; [7
37
00
/-4.
-1-7-a -Box 4273. cio The Wirdess World.

G

WANDER PLUGS
The plugs that sit firm
in their sockets. Fitted
with grub screw
for
holding the lead.
All
nickel plated, with 6
different coloured
sleeves. Standard size
D.W. or Midget,
2d. each.

Write for List X90

J. J. EASTICK

HELM HOUSE, 118, BUNN= ROW, E.C.
Tel.: Cledcenweli 1125213.

.E.C. 7-valve Supersonic Portable Receiver. complete with valves, L.T. battery, and H.T. unit
(A.0.), as new: reasonable offer accepted.-T. Bridger
and Son. High St., Slough.
[7710

L

OOK! !-5-v .Ive (2 H.F. choke coupled detector
with reaction, 2 L.F.. Rec., transformer) specially designed, carefully assembled, portable model, a
wonderful set! Excluding valves and batteries, but
Marconi royalties paid; bargain. 6 guineas; first letter
with remittance :mires !-Address, C., 75, Gascony
Av., W. Hampstead, N.W.6.
[7716

M

ULLAH]) Orgola A.O. Mains Kit, complete, inchiding latest 5-pin, A.O. valves and filament
heater transformer, all brand new; £7/10.-Ashman.
1, King's Rd., Brislington, Bristol.
[7706
MIERRANTI 5.0.3, with cabinet, Osram valves, A.F.5
tram-former; £8.-28, Kingscote Et, Edgbastou.
Diminish,' in.
[7693
MARCONIPHONE Type 35 Screened Grid 3-valve
J
-Ve Sets, brand hew; a,a, with valves; hire purchase
arranged; only a few at this price.-Hall, 91; Pore
St., pmonton.
[1722

Advertisements ¡or " The Wireless World " are only accepted /ram firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Receivers

'POPULAR
TRANSFORMER

for Sale.—Contd.

W
F

E Offer ,You the Following Inducements to Purchase Your New Receiver or Other Apparatus
from no.
IRSTLY.—Unbiassed advice. The Principal of the
firm has twenty years' professional wireless ex perience, having been at Government Experimental
Stations in 1910. He has been Manager for the Sterling Telephone Co., radio expert to the G.E.C.,
Chairman of the Technical Committee of the National
Association of Radio Manufacturers. MIS advice has
saved our clients many thousands of pounda, for, as
everybody knows, there is no hobby on 'whit* more
money is wasted on useless apparatus by the uninitiated.
ECONDLY.—We take your old apparatus in part
exchange for new.
Send us n 'list of your old
apparatus,' or, better still, send ne the apparatus, and
state your new requirement. We will then make our
•
offer for your goods, and if you do not approve, which
is unlikely, we will return the parcel, carriage paid.
h' You are in Doubt as to the Make of Receiver or
other Apparatus you should Purchase, erite to
us. und we will advise you; we have no leaning towards
any.particular maker, and will tell you the particular
instrument you should buy for your purpose.
CIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENT Co., 51, Fiebe[
r
o
g2
a2
te6,
Preston. Tel.: 1364.
•
ILVER Marshall
Superbet, Thordarson push-pull,
L.S.5 valves, Bodies elimivator, Exide 6v. 120
amps,
actual,
moving
coil
loud-speaker;
£30.—H.
Leusada, 9, Aubert Park, Highbury, London.
[7688

I
S

96

S

M AB,CONIPHONE
90/- (no H.T.),
9,

Model No. 22 Receiver, as new;
a bargain; owner left district.—
Marylebone Mews, New Ctivendialt St..
[7689

"DYE

-a-

3-valve All Mains Receiver, 200-250v. AC., in
Perfect order end condition; £14114.—Below.

7.valvit Portable Receiver, in mahogany.
with all valves, batteries and waterproof BROWNIE
used; £17/10, cost 54 guineos —Powell, WIRELESS
Tunbridge Wells.
[7697.
CO. (G.B.) LTD.,
11/EARCONIPHONE 6-valve Portable Receiver, type Nelson St.Works,
53, absolutely brand new, unused, amumulutor London, N.W.1.
not yet charged; £19, cost 28 guineas.-21, Arundel
[7698
Rd., Tunbridge Wells.

•

GREAT Opportunity.—Having many 'requests for
famous Royal Air Force 3-valve receivers, ee have
now procured limited number; these receivers give
excellent loud-speekw reception, oach
set specially
tested before delivery to ensure satisfaction, all are
guaranteed brand new and perfect- the original cost
of these sets was £18; special travelling case with each
act: we are sacrificing, at the absurdly low price (A
32/6.
UARANTEED and Absolutely
New MoMichael
Supersonic Ki'F, including mahogany cabinet.
book instructions, blue prints' clearance price onl>
£3; these sets can get the whole morid; without cab:net, price £2.
B. HUMPHREYS and Co., 23, College Hill, Can.*,
non St., London, E.C.4.
[7716

BROWNIE
WIRELESS

TANTALUM and Lionium for A.O. Rectill rs; ma

to Install and the Cheapest to Run
Model A.C.5 £4/17/6. AC.? £3/1716, comp eta wit
full wave rectifiers; D.C.4 37/6, D.C.5 45/,
prices.

A

LL Models Obtained for 10/. Deposit; ta *e advat
tags of this and get constant high tensi
diately.
WRITE for Our Booklet
"Radio Po
"
VV Phili son and Co., Ltd., Radio Enginee, Aatie
Bridge, Bolton.
'Phone
2038.
Grams
Safety
Bolton.
Est. over 50 years.
[031

for all types of tr sforinet
grade instnuneuts a a ver
moderate price; enquiries invited.—Chester Bes., 241
Daiston Lane, London. E.8.
[529
WEL-ECTRIC RADIO Eliminator Kit, tra sformei
choke, valve holder, valve, 3 condensers, varleb!
resistance, insulated terminals, sieeving, wi '
gram; 37/. complete; output 15 mat. at I 0 volts
send for liots.—}'el
Radio, 56, Garden
t., She
a
[741
liming
TRANSFORMERS 'and Chokes for Battery
J.
tors and for all wireless purposes, reo ving o
transmitting; enquiries invited.—Chester Br 8., 244
[758
Dalston Lane, London, ffift.
AC. Charger, cost £7, chargea 2, 4, r 6 WI
at 0-10 amp., also 15, 45 volt FLT £at 0.2
3/10.1
amIL, u really geed inh, will guarantee;
[766
Spencer, 92, Umfreville Rd., Harringay, 21.4.

240

Specialise in Wireless Power from th
SAVAGE'S
Mania, reliable apparatus at reasonable prices.
AVAGE'S Transformer Laminations and
S Bobbins; intending home constructors she Id kelit
writ
tor list.

Reliable Smoothing Condensert.-1,00
SAVAGE'S
volts D.C. test, 2 mid. 3/-. 4 mid. 5/3; eo volt
D.C. test, 1 mid. la. 2 mid. 2/3, 4 mid. N9.
SAVAGE'S
Super Smoothing and Output Chokes.
Many types available, write for list.

G

Batteries, loin our
—
accumulator hire
service, the largest and best in London; better and
cheaper reception with no' trouble; regular deliveries
within 12 miles of Charing Cross; no deposit, payment
on delivery or by subscription; over 10,000 satisfied
users; explanatory folder post free;' phone or write
to-day.--Radio Service (London), Ltd., 105. Torriano
Av., Isl.W.5. 'Phone: North 0623-4-5.
[75,96

QAVAGE'S Mains Transformer for
Westinghous
Rectiliers.—H,'1'.4, 18/6; As, 17/-; A4, 20/ ,
QAVAGE'S Mains Transformer for
West meow
H.T.4 Unit, with additional winding, 4 volt
3 amps; 23/-.
AVAGE'S Mains Transformer.—V.T.31, 280-0-20
volts 60 m.amps., 212 volts 2 amps., 242 volt
amps.;
•
QAVAGE'S Mains Transformer.—B.T.3 500-0-vol'
I-,
120 m.amps., 3.75+3.75
YO
volts 3 amps., 3120
3 volt
3 amps., 24-2 volts 3 amps.; 51/..
AVAGES Mains Transformers and Power Choke
are carefully and individually construct4d fror
first class materials with an exceptionally genecos
margain of safety.
QAVAGE'S,
146.
Bishopegate,
London,
E.C.*
.'Phone: Bishopsgate 6998.

CC.0-' 'Accumulator Hire and Maintenance Service
(5 mile radius).-98, Cherry Orchard Rd., Crayden.
•
[6374

EYBEARD'S Overnight Charger, 2-4-6 volts. wit'
fl spare valve, in perfect condition.; £1.-eolone
Kennard, 2, Adelphi Terrace, W.C.2.
; [769

y.

S

ACCUMULATOR HIRE. •
Buy Accumulators or Dry
DON'T
C.A.V. low- and high-tension

,

any specification; write- or 'phone for quotatio
best quality components only.—Vortexion, 72, Mort
Rd., Wimbledon, S.W.19. Tel.: Wimbledon 2814.
[03
A TLAS Eliminators, D.O. £1/17/6, A.C. £3117/
;
Nesper trickle chargers, 29/6. 'Phone:k Gene
6268 for demonetration.—Greatrex and Co., 18, Rage
St., London.
[64:

•C HEBROS.—Cffiebroo
and chokes, high
.

SELECTOR
complete
cover, hardly
54, High St,

MARCONIPHONE 82 Superhet, 8-valve, complete.
+a-a- 105 cone speaker, nec.-.120v Exude H.T.: new
6v. 100 amp. L.T.; cost £70, offers—White Bros.
Epsom 434.
[7725

CHARGERS AND ELIMINATORS.
VORTEXION Transformers, chokes, etc., wound

up your own inexpensive chargers; b e prin
Make your new set a better set
for H.T. and LT.. 1/- each; Lionium electr es fhb
with the Brownie POPULAR Trans- with terminate, 2-3 urape. and 5-8 amps.— lackwel
former. Although it costs only 9/6, Metallurgical Works, Ltd., Speke Rd. Weeks,' Garet°
Liverpool. 'Phone: Gunton 980 (2 lines).
, [621
its purity of amplification gives a
13111nLaiPr8e.°Y8
Safety High Tension Battete Ellos
to
more vivid clar.ty of reproduction .1..
throughout the musical scale, while
Down and the Balance in Easy; Month»
in1./ I/_ payments
secures the finest higa tanate
its sturdy British bu/Id ensures that supply
available.
once it is fitted the words "trans- 13111LIPSON'S Safety Eliminators are Guar teed is
12 Months.
former troubles" can be eliminated R
1311ILIPSON'S Safety Eliminators are the Cheapn
from your list of worries.

S

Breemhead,
W.

DECEMBER 25TH, t92.9.
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[680'

BATTERIES.

" THE 1930
EVERYMAN
FOUR"

W
Z

ET H.T. •Replacements.—Saes (capped .or uncapped), highest grade, No. 1, 10d. per doz.; No.
2, 1/9 per doz.—See below.
INCES—Betet quality (wired!, No. 1, 8d. per doz.;
No. 2, 9d. per doz.; orders valued 5/- carriage
paid, otherwise 6d. for postage.—British Battery Co.,
Clarendon Rd., Watford, Herts.[0258
'

P

ENTODE Users.—Write for details of new size selfcharging wet battery; 20,000 milliamps, 6d. per
volt; illustrated catalogue giving data, post free.—U.
Taylor, 57, Studley Rd., Stockwell, London.
[0273
IXTET H.T. Batteries—Parts per dozen, jars. No. 1,
va• 214x1 1
4
/
square, 1/3; No. 2, 1/6; sines, No. 1,
10d.; No. 2, 11d.; sacs, No. 1, 1/2 dozen; No. 2,
1/9; terminals, 8d., 10r1.•, dozen cells (18 mite complete with hands and electrolyte, No. 1, 4/1; No. 2.
5/-; poet 9d.; high efficiency, long life, self charging,
upkeep small; send Ed. for sample unit; illustrated
booklet free, carriage free orders 101-; write for free
list wireless bargains, trade. supPlied.—W. Taylor 67,
Studley Rd., Stoekwell, 'London.
(0039
and
later, in
PET°

RADFORD'S 50-amp 11-volt Accumuperfect order; £1.—Ccdonel Kennard, 2,
Stdelphi Terrace, W.0.2.
•
' [7695

Cabinet,

as specified in " Wireless World,"
Oct. 16, made to exact design of " Wireless
World" and supplied In various wood finishes.

OAK BASE—Jacobean Finish 57/6
MAHOGANY BASE—Mahogany Finish 63i.
Also suitable for the New "EMMA° 4" and "W.W. RECORD III. ,
These Cabinets ore osais by
and ara thoroughly
KIT—SET Metal Cabinet 54/.

.

Awry description

of Winless Cabinet supplies.
Screening Boxes, Eliminator Cases, ele.
Send Direct to :—

RUGBY ele VVOOLFENDEN
Sheet Metal Workere,

Miliwow Road, ROCHDALE.

'Phone 2948.

CABINETS.

A RTCRAFT Radio Cabinets are Britain% Res
£3 - Value.
1031
lr%IGBY'S Cabinets.—Table models in solid risk an
mahogany; from 11/6 to 71/,
VsIGBY'S Cabinets, fitted with Radion qr 4ealsto:
ebonite if required.
Cabinets.—Pedestal model, with ieparai
battery components; from 56/. to £12.
D IGBY'S Cabinets Made to Customer's Own Besiga

ThIGBY'S Cabinets.—Write for new 16-pa
ar
catalogue.—F. Digby, 9, The Oval, Hackney Rd
'Phone: Bishopsgate 6458.
1012
Be,
ETCRAFT Radio
Cabinets
are Britain'
1030
Value,

E.2.

A
Cabitieto,
K AY'S
cabinets in the

the greatest range of
edesfi
kingdom; original creative Jeuigx
at prices 50% lower than elsewhere; quotatf no fe
specials by return; delivery at abort notice ku,arai.
teed; moving coil, portable, baffle, vignette, radi4gramn
electric pick-np. television, etc.; illustrated li
irei
—H.
Kay. Wirelem Cabinet
Manufacturer, 'Moor
Pleasant Rd., London, N.17.
'Phone: Walthuksuto
1626.
j[646

Mention of ."The Wireless 117w1c1," when writing lo advertisers, will ensure prompt attention...
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ARTCRAFT
Value.
R'fCRAFT

very

am

satisfied

with

the

was sold the same day, and Ihad

number

and

altogether am

of

callers,

very pleased

with the pulling powers of your
valuable paper."
,

M .A .FROST,

54, Clerkenwell Road,
London, E.C.r.

Cabinets;

Britain's

hest

IA/ 85

Wonderful
'Response!
49 recent

advertiser sn "The
Wireless World" writes:—

'Phone:

TO

DIX- ONEMETER

£4 : 10 :
A Wonderful Stock of Radio
and Scientific App arat
us .

A
LOCO-SPEAKER

Cabinets

are

Britain's

NOW READY, NEW EDITION OF
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 451.

TRANSFORMERS,

0-"C.gDecoupling

Resistan,',',

New

Telephone :City 01/I

Best
[0310

R'moGRA1 11.
R
.

A 1.5, 15!-; Ideal 6 to 1. 9/-; Igranie slittype 5-1,
2/6 ; ernia 5-1. 2/-: Cosines If.
ehoke, 2/6 ;
Lissen
choke, 2i -.--Liversedge, 5, Eastfield
Benton, Northumberland.
[7680

QTANDARD Four Type Coils, set of 4, with bases,
(,)
30/-: Netrovernier, 3/-.--Bowden, 28, Knighton
Plymouth.
[7714
MAl2CONIIIIONE
Ideal
Junior
Transformers,
formerly 18 /e ( aa ins. at, 12 /6: Marconiphone
Popular transformers, formerly 126, clearing at 916;
bath past free; guarante ed new, in makers original
boxes.- Hall.
MARCONIPIIONE Power Transformer, 200.240 v..
giy(s 150 11.'1'. at 30m.a. with 115 valve and
4v. A.C. up to 8 amos. ; formerly 37,16, clearing at
18/9; all new, in original boxes.-F. J. A. Hall, 91.
Fore St., Ed menl on, N.18.
[7721

GRAMOPHONE PICK=UPS, ETC.
rilXPONENTIA.I. lloros for Cabinet Gramophones

-SA and Wireless, metal and wood; Ilst.-Matidison,
I Chapel St., Marylebone, N.W.1.
[6141
TU. Pick-up and tone arm, almost unused; 28/6 .Box 4233, c/o The Wireless World.
[7653

B

w

Ellis,

28,

Piek-up for Sale; 32/6,
Itedhill Drive, Edgware.

"THE MUSIC
LOVER'S
CHOICE."
Radio -Gramophone
music
and
speech
reproduced
with
amazing
and
un(taunt; realism.
The
most
efficient
speaker money can
buy.

Kif,,-

flAM OGAPII.--W.W.
R
coils, Herold
35/-; new
AA( Kilo-mag Four, 33/-; S.G. Regional. 37/6; foreign
listeners' Four.
37/6 set; Europa Portable, 21/-:
Europa Ill, 18;6; S.C. multi-valve portable, 22/6;
'ley Everyman Emir, 42/6.
, -Litz wire. 9;40, 1/6; 27142, 2/6
tiezen vartls; Red fern's deep ribbed
or
Becol
lobe. 5ti. per iuch, slotting 1/6 extra.
.& DIOGR.1PH. Ltd.-Wit'. cabinets. 4 (tompartments. 44 /6: 2 compartments. 38 /6; crackle
enamel and oak finish.- Station
Handsworth, Birmingham.
[7441

N

cost

72 PAGE

218 Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4

ETC.

for

',

Send Stamped Addressed Envelope for November
Sale list.

Cabinets, extraordinary offer, oak
cabinets, handsome fret front, highly polished,
13in. square, 6in. deep, finished moulding, take all
ordinary units; sample, carriage paid, 6 /6 ; trade diss
counts
for
anent ities.-Alag-Radio.
112,
Warstone
Lane, Birmingham.
[2666

COILS,

• •••••
ra ,•

Send us your Inquiries for Moving Coil Speakers,
Mains Sets, Chokes, Gramo -motors and Ampliners,
Microphones, Recorders, Relays, Special Apparatus
for Transmission and 'resting.
Dynamos and
Motors, all sizes.
Bridges, Galvos, Switch and
Control Gear of every (fescription in stork.

F INEST American Typ es , as ton ishi ng va lue, special
offer oak cabinets, hinged lid, baseboard, highly
polished, take 12iii.x 6in. panel; sample, carriage paid,
6/et trade discounts for quantities.- Mas-Radio, 112,
Warstone Lane, Birmingham.
[2665

Q IMMONDS rams -Berclif (louts. Iteroril Three, 50//-3
pair; new kilo-nntg. four, 50/- set; foreign listeneis
four, low, 30/-; lone wave, 37/-; sereened grid Regional,
40/-; Mollard S.G.P. dual range coils, 30/- pair; thyelif standard coils, for new all-wave four, standard four,
A. O. three, Everyman four, etc., 63/6 set of 4, with
bates; the same coils for the Lodestone series /`• Wileless
lagazine ",. 65/9 set of 4. with bases; Titan unit.
1 5/-; decoupling resistan, -es, 600 (dim,
1/6; 1,000 ohm,
2 /-; all
Wireless World " and similar coils in lognlar
prodnetion by the leading specialists; lists free; trade
sunnlied.-Simmonds il ros., Shireland Rd., Smethwiek.
Tel., Smethwick 751.
[6314

e

IN'
CASE,
READING
eo
MICROAMPS.
PER DIV.,
WITH
6
NIULTIPLIERS.

CAFilNETS.-A

Radio

RESULTS

EXACT

is the Highest Grade possible.
Used in Admiralty, L.C.C.,
G.P.O., and the 'Versifies.
Price:
"DIX-ONEMETER,"

fine gift, some thi ng new : Combined
loud-speaker cabinet., bookshelf, newspaper rack
and occasional table, 30in, high, take any unit up to
18in.);17in., handsome cabinet, well made, superior
finish • solid oak 35/-, solid mahoga n y 40/- .-Belo.
A N6THER New Line-Handsome fire screen wloudspeaker. 31in. high, brown enamelled frame. 3fold, covered with best quality, sateen, strongly wired,
complete with baffle and shelf, take any unit up to
14in. te 14in ; price 15 /-.---Below.
1011E0ESTAL Cabinets, Radiogram, etc., from 55/-1
table and loud-speaker cabinets from 15/-; above
in solid oak, selected materials, hand polished; send for
illustrated tist.-Thos.
Eastham
(Dept. 5), Cabinet
Works. Thornton, Blackpool.
[7573

ItTCRAYT
Value.

GET

The

Croy
[0040

VERRANTI
0.1'.3C.„ 2 100,000 ohms resistantes, never been used; 45/-.-Barley, 47, Stowe
lid., Shepherd's Bush, W.12.
[7656

"I should like to inform you of the
wonderful response
to my advertisement
in 'The Wireless
W orId.' I have received no less than 20
applications for the
Ferranti and Marconi
Transformers and
most of the other
gocids have been sold."

w.wss,

"ELECTRADIX" RADIO TESTER

value;

Wireless World " circuits. hand made and tested in
our awn workshops; improved model wound with Constanton wire, 1/6 each, post free.--Groves Bros.. St.
Mary's Place, Shrewsbury,
7361
1 .000-OHM Ileroupling Resistanees for " Wireless
1World " Circuits; 1/6 each, post free. -Groves
Bros. St. Mary's Place, Shrewsbury.
[7362

W. H. Trevett,
Ito, High Street,
Erith, Kett.

You want an

Best
[0311

16 1
2 in.x 71
/
,/fn, N 11 in., hand
maliegany
finished 7/6, unpolished 5:6; oval front, 10 7/
em.
xettin., 6(1. extra; portable cabinets, 16Yein.
x8in., £1/5; baseboard, 6(1.; carriage
free-F.
W.
Ramse3-, 63, Shaftesbury St., London, N.i.Elerkenwell 7139.
[7584

60

43

Radio

oA nINETR,

over twenty other replies, includ'ing prepaid Telegrams.
I also
a large

Britain's

are

fluted
I.- lowest
list prices
free from
eonsistent
actualwith
manutacturers.-Arteraft
highest quality;

The Portable set

had

Cabinets

Co., 156. Cherry Orchard Rd., Croydon.
don 1981.

For the sale or purchase of
Portable or other Receivers use
the Miscellaneous Columns ot
"The Wireless World." A recent
advertiser writes as follows:
"1

Cabinets.—Contd.
Radio

1__TORNS
for Cabinets, portables, ate;
illustrated
list.-Maddison, 1, Chrpel St., Edgware Rd. [61(12

How
to sell
a Portable!

results obtained.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

50/-.[7658

I

SEND TO-DAY FOR
OUR FREE 36-PAGE
LOORLET "SOUND
ADVICE."

BAKERS
io

quo , : 139 SELHURST ROAD, SOUTH NORWOOD, S.E.23.
Work,',Del Do
Pen»,
42 CHERRY ORCHARD ROAD, EAST CROYDON',

BONA FIDE

TRADERS' GUIDE.

Send for our comprehensive Illistrated List.
QUICK SERVICE.

QUICK SERVICE.

THE QUALITY HOUSE.
PERSEUS

NIFG.

CO.,

BRANSTONE RD.,

LTD,

(Dept. W.W.),

BURTON-ON-TRENT.

POLAR

CONDENSERS
GIVE BETTER TUNING.
POLAR "IDEAL"
•0005,12,6. •00035, 12/3.
•0003, 12/- .
Ask your Dealer for Polar.

BERCLIF
1930 EVERYMAN
NEW KILO-MAO
RECORD Ill

COILS
57/- the Set.

CABINETS AND DIALS.

SIMMONDS

SHIRELAND

ROAD.

BROS.,

SMETHWICK,

Advertisements for " The Wiroless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly relzab!e.
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"ELECTROCETS"

LOUD.SPEAKERS.
E

POCH.—Moving coil speakers."

E

POCH.

E

POCH.—A Meaty

THE

Rinail.

EPOCH.
the Reader* of " Wireless World "

EP 0
AerW
„iserinse
E POCH.
E

POCII.—We rejoice in the knowledge that at this
Xmas thousands o users of Epoch moving coil
speakers will sit at their festive firesides with their
friends thanking their happy choice, and us, for the
marvellous, flawless reproduction they will be listening
to, from their speakers.

E

POCH.

POCH.
•
EPOCIL—At
this time a ward. of, apolosnt,
explanation, would hot be amiss.
E POCH'.

SUPER

sad an

QUALITY

BAKER'S

hest

contain

components,

only

assembled

"

and Off switches, being mounted on the side of
the handsome POLISHED OAK CABINET.
MODEL A.I,
as illustrated.
Complete with Loud
Speaker (Brown's" VI/ nit and Cone) and
Mullard Valves.
£15 . 15 .
MODEL A-2,
without Loud
Speaker.

E

whereas, thanks to our constantly increasing facilities.
deliveries have been much better than many other
wireless lines for which the demand is big.

E

POCH.

PAYMENTS ARRANGED.

It's worth writing for full particulars to :—

& SMITH,

ALDEFtSON
ROWINGTON

-

-

WARWICKSHIRE

Ilmemmomilmiummiummile

P0011.—We most apologise, however, to those mllo
have suffered by mistakes and delays due to departmental errors, nnavniclable in a growing organisation with constantly added new staff.

POCH.

E

POCH.

POOH.

E

POOH.

ere

A
E

RADIO Moving Coil Speaker, Obtain.
SELHURS2
on 1, Days' Approval for Comparative! Test.
BAKEl'S

A
E
RADIO Moving Colt Speakerig Teed
Music Lovers Throughout the norld.
SELFIIIREIT

Li

BAKER'S

A

SELFLURST
now for

RADIO moving. Coil speake4is. — tri
new 36-page booklet, " Bound Advici

BAKER'S

A
E

Performance is the Onlg Test

BAKER'S

A
E
S

E

VItual
gTe

1.4%"?tt ttevpig, De... tm4 .0<
r

s

.

'

BAKER'S

A

WPOCIT.--We must express our deep gratitude to
the many hundreds of users who have written us,
and to the thousands of others who have brought to
our notice their 'expressions of satisfaction.

E

E

Q ELIIIIRST RADIO Moving
Speakers.en
KY
36-page booklet is lull of truthful infosmiati

E

.

4.

QELFHIRST RADIO Moving Coll Speakers
prod(
Li
both Speech and Music with Wonderful lReaiIt

"UPOCIL—Our policy has been, and. in, to give -our
customers our best, whether in regards to the
quality of c.ur products,, which we endeavour to maintain at the highest, regardless of price, or as to prices,
which arc the lowest consistent with that aim; our
service, despite the small margin of profits possible on
our prices, is, every user can testify, generous in the
extreme.

E

MedeMe
o
n
vcIn ro
CZi
et einea
c

Carriage Paid.

EASY

IpPOCH.

E

ELt
i
lTttrheit%A

£13 . 13 .

POCII.

P0011.—We must express our sympathy to those
E
who believed the dealers or factors that to
definite date of delivery could be promised on Epochs.

experts.

TROL sets, the neat Wave Change, and On

•

pocir.

very

are ONE DIAL CON-

POCII.—We must express our sympathy to hun .
dreds who went to dealers and were persuaded
to buy makes of interim quality but larger profits.

E

13Y

the

GUARANTEED
FOR 6 MONTHS.

•

E

E
S

"Electrocets "

E

POCH.

A

AT A REASONABLE PRICE.

POCH—We most apologise to the vast number of
people who were compelled to buy inferior instruments because we could not give them quick enough
delivery; many of them have since bought Epochs.

E

Loud-speakers.--Contd.
BAKEsta

All

POCH.

E

911k

ALL ELECTRIC
3—VALVE
RECEIVER

"ELECTROCETS

E

E
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coe

POCH.

POCII.

•
-VPOCH.—We must also express our deep apprecia-gu Hon of all our users who are spreading the lame
of our speakers to their friends.; they are our real
salesmen, for we employ no others

B
A transformer is known by the results it
gives, that is why PILOT TRANSFORMERS

E

POCH.

are known and used the whole world over.

E

POCH.

They ensure perfect reception.

T'P0011.—To those who are not users we say: Join
the fast increasing Epoch family and be happy
_all the New rear and next Xmas as well.

POCH.
E POCH.

METAL CASE.
T.iR

0} 9/6

BAKELITE CASE
îl: 1

j 11/6

E
E

POCH—Send Lot etie 16-1Pdiaa
.
«Wog».

EPocn.

E

POCH.

A.

ROWLEY

A
E

QELHTIRST RA-DIO- ,Mtniog• Cell- Speakers
e I
i•D
Best that Money can Buy; Ideal Xmas p ser
BAKER'S

A

Write for Catalogues to:
THOMAS

AKER'S

LTD.,

59 Skinner Lane, Birmingham.
Sole Agentsfor Great Britain and Ireland for
all lines manufactured by the PILOT Radio
and Tube Corporation of New York.

E

ELHURST RADIO, the leading manufactu re
high grade coil speakers.
i
89. Selhurst Rd., South Norwood,
.E
'L.,
'Phone: Croydon 1618. Works and Demlons
lion Room (always open): 42, Cherry Orchard
on,
Ern.t Crovdon (15 minutes non-stop Victoria or
[0:
Bridge).
k7

n FFICE:

Tit POCH RADIO MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd., are
West of England Distributors:—.E. BIIRRIS
1-.4 the manufacturers.
City Office and Service
tk SONS, 7 to 16, Redcliffe Street, Bristol.
Station, 3, Farringdon Av. (Ludgate Circus end), E.C.4.
'Phone: Central 1971 (2 lines).
Private Branch Exchange,.
[7717
•
Mention Of
The Wireless World," when writing. to advertisers, will ensure irrompt ationtiOri,

«

4d

lE( EMBER
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Likud-speak ers.—Contd.

o.N. of All Descriptions for Loud Speakers and
Gramophone Units.-11. Maddison, manufacturer
of the Ailwoodorn, 1, Chapel Bt., Paddington, N.W.1.

PLION Mahogany Speaker; £6, sell £2;
A?iL instrument.—BM/FZS,
London, W.C.1.

Replies!

1

undue side stress, centering the cone in relation' to
driving rod improving results all round; provisional
patent applied for; price 2/6; c.o.d, terms available.
—Weedon, 80. Lonsdale Av., London, ES.
(7487

so

G

to my

G

received

many replies

advertisement

« The

Wireless

which

appeared

Box

Number

in

World,'
under

that

a

I am

sending herewith stamps
to

the

value

of

6d.

as

further payment towards
your

postage

Thanking
quick

expenses.

you

despatch

for

the

of

all

replies."

R. W.
52,

ltr.IGNAVOX M Type Speaker, 25/-; Baker H.R.
moving coil speaker, 110 volts, 25/-,• 50 and 100
milliamps Jewel meters, 10/- each.—Col. Bayldon,
Beaulieu, liants.
[7685
Rice Kellogg, 6 volt, perfect; 501-, near offer.
B .T.H.
—70. Drynconit Gardens, Cpminster, Essex. [7671
Ball and Socket Device, when fitted
SELF-CENTRE
to your cone unit, will relieve driving rod of all

A recent advertiser in " THE
WIRELESS WORLD"
writes
as
follows:
HAVE

3

splendid
.(7684

CAPEWELL,
Chapel Terrace,
.
Trent Vale,
Stoke-on-Trent.

REAT
REAT

Bargains.
Bargains,

G

PEAT Bargains.—Epoch model A moving coil
speaker kit (or complete units), brand new; a
large number of these famous instruments made for
a special order for use in talkies, but not executed,
for credit reasons only; regular prices. £3110, £4/2,
and £5/17/6. to clear at 50/- for accumulator operation, 55 /- for D.C. mains operation, 85/- for A.C.
mains; kits comprising copper plated super magnetpot (weight 23 lb.) Chrystalene frame. fully adjustable, moving coil, any impedance, paper, leather and
mounting rings, made up complete. If desired, 6/•
ext ra.
G
Bargain&

"As the results from my
advertisement in 'The
Wireless World' were
stupendous, I shall be
glad if you will cancel
my advertisement in
next week's issue as I
am cleared out.
I might add that 'The
Wireless World' is the
best journal I have
read."
W. F. Macbeth,
" Bramar,"
Ballymena, Ulster.

A45

(London and Home Counties.)

Consultations by appointment—no
obligation.
Personal Attention to all Clients' Sets,
Eliminators, Pick—ups, s. Webson" M.C.
Speakers Demonstrated, Installed, Main—
tained and Brought Up to Date.
Purity Reproduction Specialist.
NOTE NEW ADDRESS:
55, EBURY STREET, VICTORIA, S.W.1.
Sloane 1655.

G

REAT Bargains.—In fact, the greatest bargai ns
ever offered!
A number of Epoch model A used
kits at given away prices, guaranteed in perfect working order; early 1928 model, 35/.; latest model, 42/6;
made up complete, if desired, 6/- extra.
NJOY
Marvellous
Epoch
Reproduction
at
Ridiculous Cost; don't wait until they are all
gone, but secure one Immediately by writing. 'phoning,
telegraphing, or hurrying to Epoch, 3. Farringclon
E.C.4.
[7077

ENTHUSIAST,
4.END FOR FT/

E

a-VOLT

J,4-amp. M.C. Speaker; list. £6 new' this
kv
year: 29/6;
days approval against cash.—
Brew, Pytehley, Kettering.
[7708
Popular Horn Loud-speakers, ndJAL instable unit, dark mahogany crystalline finish,
absolutely new, in makers' original sealed
boxes;
formerly 42/, clearance price 154 each, postage
F. J. A. Hall, 91, Fore St., Edmonton, N.18.
[7720

A recent advertiser in
"THE WIRELESS WORLD"
writes as follows:

WILL CALL AND CURE YOUR SET

REAT

itTARCONIPHONE

STUPENDOUS!

The On -mal Wireless Doctor.

M Arrietligrujelee,ter43
16,Sptr5e/6.

11d

Below.

MARCONIPTIONE Moving Coil speaker unit, 6
-15-9- volt. or 100-200v. D.C. type; £3110, original price
£6;6.—Powell, 54, High St., Tunbridge Wells.
[7699

Send ?d. in stamps for this
56-page Catalogue. Scores of
Ready •to -assemble
Wireless Cabinets
and
Special
Osborn
Offers.

CHAS. A. IDSBoRN (Dept. W.W.),
The Regent Works, Arlington Street, London, N.1.
7ele phone: Cie.,. nroal 5095. Open to 7.30 p.m. Saturdays 4.30 p.m.
And at 21. E83ER ROAD, ISLINGT0g, NJ.
open until 8 p.m.
»pan. SATURDAYS.
'Phone: Cerkenwell 5884.

cLAROSTAT

nELESTION

C24, mahogany, unused; coat £21, accept £12.—" Kelm," Chorley Wood Rd., Riekrnaneworth.
[7690

L

INES Diaphragm Speaker, in 24M. oak cabinet;
can be herucl after 7.30 p.m.: £3/10, or neared
rtter—Breaton, 140, Brooke Rd., N.16.
[7687
MOVING Coil Speaker, 250 volts, 50 cycles for 25
to 1 transformer, complete. £6; Linen diaphragm
.Peaker, with Blue Spnt, gym; carriage paid.—Box
4268, elo The Wireless World.
[7686

Coil Speaker, practically new, 200 volt
R .E.C.O.Moving
field, with transformer: £4. coat £815.—

r; 4/rey, 68, Elaham ltd., Kensington, W.14.

[7723

Coil Speaker, 6-volt accumulator model,
R E.withMoving
transformer: £4: practically new, coat £815.
—Blackford, 70, Addison

Gardens, West Kensington.
[7724

REDUCED PRICES/
STANDARD. w's 10t Hoe 9'6
VOLUME.
« 8 « 7'6
POWEQTYPES.0e15 4
13'6

FREE

40 Page Illustrated Booklet
wriA Scale Drawings all
types mains apparatus etc..

CLAUDE LYONS LTD'.

76,OLDHALL ST..L1VER POOL:

TRANSMITTERS.
OREBRO&
Chebros.
Chebros transformers and
chokes of all descriptions, special transformers for
transmitting 'and modulation; chokes a speciality; enquiries invited.—Chester Bros., 244, Dalston Lane,
London, E.8[5240
‘TEWTON D.C. Generateor, 1.500 volts 100 milli-LI amps. direct coupled to Yih.p. D.C. motor, with
starter and field regulator on slate switchboard,
£12/10; 0-1.500 moving coil voltmeter, £2/10; 2
D.E.T.1 valves. 30/- each; Sterling 2-button hand
microphone. £1; 0-150 Western milliampmeter, £2.—
Wilkin. Osborne St., Colchester.
[7677

VALVES.
A LL

New Varley Ni -core 1, 154; Oamm P625, 8,-;
1.625A, 111 ,-.—Box 4234, clo The Wireless Whrld.
(7654
A MPLIFIER Valve.—If you require power you can-(-1 not do better than one of these:—
ILAMENT Volts 6. plate sorts 400 (maximum>.
grid bias 84 volts [approx.), impedance 800
oluna., amplification factor 3.8. mutual conductance
4.35 m.a./volts: price £5/10: see article "The Wireless World." 24 h Jury. 1929, then send to North
Loudon Valve Co., Ltd., 22%, Cazenove Rd., Stoke
Newington, London, N.16.
[7702
-L-1-

F

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we

ORDER YOUR CABINET
NOW
(Delivery from Stork)
"The Wireless World!"
A. C. Kit Set
Metal Cabinet and Base Complete 52 15 0

1930

EVERYMAN
METAL

FOUR

CABINETS

46/6

each

(or without woodwork 35/. each).
KIL0-111AG it RECORD THREE METAL CABINET3.
35'. each, or with woodwork 46/8 e.,13.
Kit-Set 8741 and 388 each respectively.
Finished erystallin3 Brown, Black or Blue.
Trade ererldries invite.1.—Samuel Eaton & Sons(Manufacturers of Lighting Goodi,66 72, Barr St. Birmingham
believe to be rhuroughly reltable.

2,2

Valves.— Con td.
...,
M.1125, IGres.r.4,M,....5A, P.M.5, P.M.256, lot 11/6;
O
nn,
Verwood, Dorse$0, 1'7692
full emission.—
iso

.,

IC

SUPER-MICROPHONES

New, highly ecnsitive, made on tho latest principle, a vast
implovement over all other types; will pick up whiepered
words from a distance of several yards, also
strongly amplify and transmit speech and
music over a distance, through Loud-spesker
or Headphones.
AMAZING VOLUME
WITH ,tliT
THE
AID
OF
VALVES .
Splendid Instniments for making Detects,
phone Dead-aid, LOUD-SPEAKING
TELEPHONE,
Announcements
through
Imud-spenker, Amplifier for Crystal or Yob'',
Sets. Electric Bound Detector, Experiments.
NO OTHER MICROPHONE OF EQUAL SENSITIVENESS
KNOWN; each Instrument finely black enamelled and
fitted with n Sit, bilk connecting cord.
Despatched
by rtturn post,
'

4-teit

RAm Screened Grid- 1
)•-`?fferW4-?
-is
c;?te.ii
super power, 10/-; both. equal now.—Bolter, Nounton, nr. Cheltenham.
L7691

,

s

COMPONENTS, ETC., FOR SALE.

'B

ELLING-LEE Panel Fitting) are designed to give
-LP an expert finish to. any home-constructed set;
catalogue post free.—Belling and Lee, Ltd., QueenswaY
Works, Ponders End, Middlesex.
[0018

8/6

Dam:nulling
Resistances;
see
advt.
611A-OHMS
..FY-F
under Coils.—Groves Brothers, Manufacturers).
[7175
1

' SPECIAL MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER
'for eonnecting super-Microphone to Radio Head. g

POWER Chokes, substantially built,. for smoothing
J._ circuits in eliminators dealing with currents 100300 milliamperes, induetance 30 henries; 8 /6 each;
guaranteed 12 moutho—Transformer Repair Co. (Dept.
W), 214, High St., Colliers Wood, s.vras.
(0327

phones,

NEW

1GZOTENTIAL
Dividers
10;000,
15,000,
20,000,
25,000 and 30,000 ohms, 5 variable tappings;
'2/- each.
15,000
tappings, 319.

heavy
ohms,

duty,
wire
7 tappings,

wound,
5/6; 4

C0NDENSERS.
2 add., 2/3; 4 mid., 4/-; guaranteed; tested 500 volts.
EWHES (L.F.).—Ereellent for emnothing, up to
C 2- milliamps, 2/-; special heavy due»
milli
10

-

drops, 816.
111a1. LIMINATORS, A.C., wired for halt or fell Wave,
-024
complete with valve; 53/17/81
H.F. Chokes; 3/-.

Motors, well known make, double
(3. 11.1MOPONE
II
%---n
spring, ailent, complete with fittings; 30/-,

13argain.—B.T IL
SPECIAL"
any article on appeval

Radio

Engineer,

(.0 , henry chokes; 9/6;
against cash. — Huggin•-•
Olacton-on-Sea.
[7398

A .F.5, 19/6; 4 Mansbridge type 2 mid. condensers.
2/- each; Z P.M.14 (screened grid valves), 12/6
each; P.M.4, 5/6,• McMichael 6-point switch, 2/6; also
binocular H.F. choke, 3/-; Lewcoa 5-pin H.P. transformers for screened grid valve, B.B.C. and Daventry,
12,- pair; Ferranti 50,000 ohm anode resistance, 3/-.—
Oswald Chippindale, Wedderburn t Harrogate.
[7683

U/.

SMALL 10 OHMS EARPIECE

amp., 4/-; 0-0-5 amp.. 3/-; instrument repairs and
alterations; send for list.—The Vida Electrical Co.,
4/, High St., Battersea, 81.W.11. Established 1910.
[7563

Dividers,
and 20,000.

Loud-speaker, Valve Set, or Valve Amplifier

.

•for use with Super-microphone as a HIGHLY rertemsT
Dasa-sm, or Detectaphone, etc.; thin 3-It silk eon- 6/
needing cord fitted. Earpiece finely black enamelled.
Full Directions for use of Super-Microphone for many purposes
and Diagrams of connections free.

Model 301, milliammeters, ammeters, and
W ESTON
voltmeters, 21/- each; hot wire ammeters 0-1

•POTENTIAL
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MICROPHONE

The Ideal Instrument for addressing an Audience through Loudspeaker (via Valve Amplifier or L.P. Stages of Wireless Set), and
for relaying Speech and Musical Entertainment to any distance.
Powerful Loud-speaker Reproduction with perfect Purity.

Pedestal Tyne.

Highly Sensitive Microphone, guaranteed
entirely free from distortion or microphonlo
noises, absolutely silent background; far
,superior to ordinary Microphone Transmit.
lei-s; for llite with Valve Amplillex or Valve
Set (through leads of Gramophone Pick-up
If desired> at Open-air Meetings, in Cinema,
Theatre, or Concert, Hall. Operates from 2
Volt tapping of L.T. Accumulator, through
Microphone Transformer. Current consumption ginc-tenth Ampere.
Pro.Ided with
detatchable Sound Collector and a Oft, silk
connecting cord, and fixed by rubberamrd
suspension to nickel.plated stand hin. high;
for mounting on Beaker'. Platform, in
,Pulpit, on top of Camera Stand,
•or for suspension from ceiling,
•as illustration
.• •• ••
MICROPHONE WITHOUT STAND lib-.
The elbow Microphones are rendered Directional by allachisig the
Sound Coltector.
Special Microphone Transformer !or the above 0/..
DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS FREE.
FREDK. ADOLPH, Actual Maker,
'Pt one
• 27, Fitzroy Street, Lenders, W.I.
MUSEUM 8329

25/-

all

us

ner.—Boyns.

Tudor

Av.,

BABY JUNIOR

2r - 2/4

Hirwain,
[7665

"K -INUSED Igranie Potentinl Divider, E.B.R. Elkon
-14-; rectifier, Varley Elkon powet transformers) lot
E2/15.—Pepperdeane, 131, Brecknoek Rd., Tufnell Park.
[7657
Super
Kit, 3 oscillators and aerial roils,
701-; dliiker'e super speaker, 6-volt type, 2 spare
diaphragms, 70/-.-80, Grosvenor Place, Margate. £7664

R.

BABY

3"

Bet

4"

B

- 2/6

In Black

WiXPERIMENTEIL Has( for Sale lied of Wireless
Parts, new and second-hand, 2 large accumulators,
(
target speakers, transformers. R.C.C. units, pick-up,
etc., all at half price: what a gift —Spencer, 92, Umfre.vine ltd., Harringny, N.4.
[7661

or

Brown.

ISO"
DIALS

011 Components Taken in l'art Payment for
Y OUR
Latest * Tee;
see
our
advert.
In _column
Receivers for bale—Scientific Development Co., 51,
Fishergate, Preston.
10228)

orgiu Coils (Colvernd, 11/-•, Mullas tu 84V,
PAIR.
18/6: P.M.24. 18/6; all new.—Allen, 136, Southfield St., Nelson, Lancs.
[7711

- 2/6

STANDARD

LUE Spot Pick-nii, volume control, tone rum, 35/-;
Mallard speaker unit, 32/-; Cosmos H.F. choke.
5/-; P.M.2, 6/-: Marconi P240, 61-; Cosmos 525 ELF.,
51-, list of many other parts; PA& stamp.—Martin
Woodrofte, Campden. Gloucestershire.
[7655

A MPLION Lion Power Chasers, .in use' 3 months,
.£3). £4/15; B.T.H. pick-up and lone acm,..2.3-; ?dullard D.F.A.9, 10/-.—Box
--Box
4276,
c/o
The
Wireless
[7719

PORTABLE Cabinet, •rexine, 15/-•,
A.F.3, 14/6
A.F.5, 21,'-; two Blue Spots, 66a., 12/• each
with Wolhamptn. portable chassis. 61- extka, as new
some used Triotrons, 5.16.-41, Earlham Grove, E. 7
[7705

Sale.—Cdptd.

THIS Opportunity We Take to Express to Seven
1Thousands of Customers, following many calling
in this and distant countries all over the world, tt
old time ssreetings.
GOOD Wishes

•

FOR Christmas,
FOR the New Year.
'VROM Those Who Constitute the Funct
That Which You Know as Appleby's.

FR",
don,
E
L

Ding

el

also, E St. J. Hetherington Apply, Lot
N.W./. N.W.10, and S.W.19.,
[0311

RADIO HOUSE, HUDDERSFIELD (15th

mma •
IKE

rwi",..;
•
•

JTSo
ADVERTISEMIDITili

BY

INTEREST/id

LISTENERS.
INVESTING

Tins

VULETIDE. So impressed with our values was
Littlehampton reader that he sent an unsolicitel
testimonial, ...Your Firm is *streets' ahead of 1
,011
of the London Houses for business.'
This unaolicits
reputation we endeavour to uphold.
'W HILE

IT
R EALLT

E

Ncounusigt

L

AI;s.

"Iso" Dials have a definite
grip.
They do not slip.
Model

I.R.

QAVINO, it -proyides an interesting, remit ratty
competition, so why not @emit similar
em
posed advertisement, using the
words
" Re elfin:
Wireless Guide." no as to encourage readers t apt
for this list? Weekly change of matter desired,
10
volt 11.T. battery for each effort published, anc user
consolation prizes given.
GENERALLY
U

SED

IN

DECIDING

EIXPENDITURE by Those Familiar with tI>
Lit
1.
24
so make sure of a copy, which will be seul po
free by J. H. Taylor and Co., 15, Radio
Tom
Macaulay
St
Hiadderofield, to
whom com
titi(
efforts should be submitted. Indicating also
nail
and address publishable if successful.
(Only 23, alt.(
native words required, Radio
House,
Iluddersficl
remaining.
One word for each initial following
Prize winner this week from. Edin b urgh.[77
Ire«
WOODRUFF Pick-up, hardly used, 35/-3
VI' phone LS. choke (21/4, brand new, 12 1-; 40e
condensers, Sterling make, 4 mfd. 4/-, 6 mt •
10 mid. 10/-; MarconiPhone popular tranaform r.
used, 8/6; output transformer, 91-; Philips L.
R.1
•tery
charger, 220v
A.C., 51/15, wan
amplifier, Junior model, and moving coil speaker 871
[77'
powen, 54, High St., Tunbridge Wells.

-

IVEW Westinghouse Rectifier, type R.4 .2.l, 17/61'
1-1 -Ferranti 3-range portable, with switch, 0-7%;
0-150 volts, 0-30 ma., 37/6, new; 0.P.M.4
and
0.P.M.2, -14/- each, new; Marconi 2.7/1 Ideal, 10/-.73, Crown Si., Rochdale.
[7709

tor

S0.31E

UAL
coils,Condensers,
complete, nentralising
4 0.0005, 1
condensers,
0.000 3 , 4baseboardla turnio

•Panel type,
Ilium.

Etc.,

EXPECTINal

rtiamAx Maine Transformer, 200-240v., 18/-,• DX.10
valve. 7/6; D.E.8 LP., 5/-; Dfullard 250,000 resistance, 41-; Sterling Baby, 17/6; India, L.S. unit, 5/6.
—The Modena, Cobden ekv., Peterborough.
[7666

D

Components,
APPLEBY'S.

MISCELLANEOUS.

a,
XPONENTIAL Horns for Cabinet Gramophen
n, 1
.124
Wireless, metal and wood; list. —Mudd
14
Chapel St., Maryleborze,

In Black in Mottled
Mahogany.

ALEXANDER

HAW& Co.ad.

20, c.HE/k PM&
London, E.C.2,
Tele.:—CITY9510.
SoleDistrIbutors for
"Iso"
Product,.
Cone Units, Tram.
formers,
Chokes,
Condensers, Trickle
Chargers. Eliminator,. etc,

ANKRUPT Stock, new and guaranteed.—Transformers, Tare'. Radiogrand. 9/-; RI. Hypermu,
15/-; Varley Ninon) I, 12/ 6; Nicore II, 7/6; Ready
Radio selectivity units, 15/-; Marconi A.C. moving
coil units. £4/151 terms, cash with order; satisfaction or mime:- refunded.—Spencer, Sheep St., Northampton. ,
[7707 ,

PLEASE

BLACK.

Note New Address

THE

Original Wireless Doctor, will call Mond
Home Counties) and cure your set,

riONSIILTATIONS

A

MU

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advent sers,

by Appointment Without
tion, seto installed, maintained, and broils
to slate, gramophone pick-ups, eliminators, and
moving coil speakers demonstrated; purity rep
tMil specialist.
Ebury St.; Victorin, S.W./. Sloane 16

aa'

eiwure prompt attentton.
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Miscellaneous.—Contd.

Wanted. — Contd,

AST Payments.—We supply, by easy payments,
components, accessories, and seta, any make '10X
as, balance spread over 10 months.--Send list of
uirements to London Radio Supply Co., 11, Oat
se, London, E.C.2.
[(e9

THE

Scientific
Logarithmic
Horn

TIRELESS Notes.—A monthly service of informa.
Don for all those who want the very best in
•eless or gramophone reproduction; frank criticism
receivers and components; immediate postal help
1 advice in all difficulties; something new and
ique; you must have it if you want to know the
ith.—Full particulars free from Ernest H. Robins, Langmead, Pirbright, Woking. Surrey.

r

Length 5 feet.
Flare 25 inches.
Specially designed for home use.
Inconspicuous and of pleasing appearance. Can be suspended in corner
of room and will harmonise with all
furnishings,

COTT SESSIONS and Co.. Great Britain's (r
7a
6
d.i
0o
7
doctors, ottltially approved as wireless repairers
Radio Society of Great Britain and Wireless League;
. sets of every type repaired, rebuilt, modernised;
'‘d apt for immediate quotation.
COTT SESSIONS and Co.—New sets conetrueted
with your or our componente, guaranteed finest
rkinanship; we specialise in "The Wireless World •'
cuits;
remember,
we
Dive
satisfied
customers
.•oughout the British Isles and in three Continents;
you so desire, we will design and construct high
ide apparatus to suit your especial circumstances for
ality, range and selectivity.—Tel.: Tudor 5326. MusHill, London, N.10.
[0262
we get together?
All we ask
t is the chance to prove that you can earn £300,
90, £500 per year and more. Other men are doing
and you can do the same. We have an unrivalled and
rld-wide organisation waiting to help you, whether you
novice or expert.
H you wish for somethins more
in a bread-and-butter job you owe it to yourself
,
investigate our service. Our handbook, " Engineer; Opportunities" has pointed the way to better
,ngs to over 99,000 of your fellows.
It contains
lails
of
A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.I.C.E.,
A.ALLE.E.,
M.I.A.E., A.M.I.Struct.E., C. & G.. G.P.O., etc..
ems.. and outlines home study courses in all branches
,
Electrical, Mechanical, Motor and Wireless Engin.
›ing.
In a brilliant article Professor A. M. Low
;we clearly the chances you are missing.
The book
d our advice are quite free. We guarantee No Pass—
Fee. Don't miss this opportunity; send a postcard—
• (state branch, post or exam.).—British Institute
Engineering Technology, 87, Shakespeare House, 29.
ford St., London, W.I.
[7640

Crisp definitien with marvellous depth
of tone, remarI:able volume, equal
reproduction
on
al
frequencies.
Equalled only by a good heseing coil
speaker.
Will satisfy the most
critical ear.
Horn with Baldwin Type Balanced
Armature finit. Complete £2:0 :O.
Horn with Brown U/GA Unit. Cone.
plate £2 :18 :6.
A combination
snaking the finest loud speaker obtainable.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
On
5ga .days'
approval
against cash.
HORN ONLY

1NGINEERS.—Can't

PATENTS.
HE,Proprietor

of Patents Nos. 263752 and 263753,
Variable Directional Electric Wave Generating
vice and Directive Projecting and Receiving Sysn for use in Wireless Telegraphy or Telephony, is
sirous of entering into arrangements by way of
ence or othorwise on reasonable terms for the pur.
Se of explciting the seine and ensuring its full
eelopment and practical working in this century.
communications should be addressed in the first
dance to J. E. Evans-Jackson and Company, Regisred Patent Agents. Bath Houses 57 to 60, Holborn
giblet, London, E.C.1. and 34, Dame Street, Dublin.
eland.
£7712

19/6

SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY STORES,
126, Newington Causeway, London, S.E.1

HIGH GRADE
RADIO APPARATUS ON

Easy Terms
We SPECIALISE in the supply of all Good
Quality Radio Sets, Components and Accessories
on Easy Terms.
We will give you efficient
service.
Any of the
new
" Wireless
World"
Receivers built to order. Carefully wired
and tested and fully guaranteed by us.
Moderate Charges.
Send us your list of requirements toed a
quotation will be sent by return.

PATENT AGENTS,

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO.
II, Oat Lane, Noble Street.

eATENTS and Trade Marks, British and foreign.—
Gee and Co. (H. T. P. Gee, Member R.S.G.B. and
M.I.R.E.), 51.52, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2.
bone: Holborn 1525.
10001

London, E.C.Z.
Nation.' 1977.

'"
.ING'S
PATENT AGENCY, Ltd., 146s, Queen rich. feria St., E.0.4.—Free advice and handbook on
tenting inventions and registering trade marke 1,y
tistered agent with 43 years' experience.
[0002

REPAIRS.
4W1r.I.VE

Months' Guarantee Accompanies all our
Repairs; any make of L.F. transformer, head.
ones, or loudspeaker repaired and despatched within
hours; 4/. post free; don't discard if burnt out;
mu to trade.—Transformer Repair Co. (Dept. W.),
4. High St., Colliers Wood, S.W.19.
[0011
,COTT SESSIONS and Co.. Great Britain's radio
• doctors; road advertisement under Miscellaneous
urn n.
1.0263
INGSTON-ON-THAMES. — Transformers,
'phones,
t. loudemeaker repairs; transformers welled to any
D.—Minter, 156, Cambridge Rd.
(7269
EPAIRS Returned Post Free, and to ensure astis.
faction send remittance after approvul of same.
'seed.; Wireless Repair Service.
001).SPEAKERS, headphones,
rewound
to any
t resistance and remagnetised.
31.;
transformere
mend, 4/-; Blue Spots Triotrons and 4-pole units,
/: work gluranteed.— Leeds Wireless Repair Service,
Boston Place, Green ltd., Leeds.
[7652
IlARANTEED Repairs by Experte.—Loud-speakers,
headphones, cone units, pick-ups, any type, reend. remagnetised and adjusted; post free 4/•:
nsformers from gin—Howell. 91, Morley Hill. End, Middlesex.
[7713

WANTED.
TANTED for A.C. 230 Volts, 50 cycles Burndept
r
A.C. Seven, Columbia 304. G.E.C. 8.0.4, Mar56. Philips 2511. also mains M.C. speaker; rennet
mere than trade.—Box 4240, c/o The Wireless
[7676
,•ECORD Three Metal Cabinet and Coils; cheap.—
'' J. E., 73, Woodgrange Rd., E.7.
(7669

£47

• Advertisements for

ei

EPOCH MOVING COIL
SPEAKERS.
The
Epoch Radio Manufacturing
Co., Ltd., wish the readers of
The Wireless World"

Ferranti 0.P.M.3C, exchange 0.P.M.10 E
W ANTED,
(new, unused) or P.M.24 and P.M.4D.X. valves
(new condition); sell Pye 20H. choke.—Steel, 11, Tasaie St., Glasgow, 8.1.
[7682 -

WANTED, seneitive relay, Marconi P.T.625, Ferranti
Tr A•F.3. and copy of "Wireless Valve Transmitters."-12, Alexandra Villas, Finsbury Park, 1
1
7.4.
[7703

EXCHANGE.

vorit

Old Apparatus Taken in Part Payment for
J.
Ditest
Tepe;
see
our
advert,
in
column
Receivers for bule.—Scientifie Development Co., 51,
Fieliergnte, Preston.
[0230

A TWATER

AGENCIES.

Kent All Mains Receiving Seta, in every
,
A. way far ahead o all others, a wonderful line to
handle;
agents wanted.—Apply sole concessionaires, •
leredk.
Gordon, 92, Charlotte St., W.1.
[7663

A GENTS Wanted, spare time, wireless experience, to
demonstrate and sell the world's best and cheapest
3-valve set.—Dfag-Radio, 112, Warstone Lane, Birmingham.[2667
•

•

BUSINESSES & PROPERTY Fin &ILE.
TO BE UT ; CA "WANTED.
Ll1. Established Radio Business in S.W. Dist
ri
ct,

Ø

large shop, with living accommodation; vacant pee.
session long lease; stock, plant, and workshops; a
[76
69.
71.8- gain.—Box 4248, c/o The Wireless World.

OR Immediate Disposal, large convenient workshop
in West End, completely equipped with modern
machine tools electrically driven throughout, offices.
stores, etc., suitable fui an , form of light engineering.—Particulars of Leopold Farmer and Sons, Factory
Specialists and Auctioneers,
46,
Gresham
St
t
7
re
7e
lt
5,

F

SITUATIONS VACANT.
IXTIRELESS
Operating
Appointments
Assured;
vy short qualifying course, day, evening; fees payable after appointment for boarding students; Morse
classes.—Manager, Wireless School, 21, Manor Gardens,
London, N.7. Archway 3694.
[6379

esOMMUNICATIONS Invited from Young Men, preferably single, holding first clase P.M.G., able
to instrnet in wireless telegraphy, and invest between
£170-£200; extension of present business—Box 4250.
c/o The Wireless World.
[7681
BOOKS, INSTRUCTION, ETC.
miTET H.T. Batteries are now a proved success;

Irate
vv for new illusitrated booklet, giving cost and method
elf building and maintaining free; mention paper.—
Taylor, 57, Studley Rd., Stockwell, London.
[0077

S

TEP by Step Wireless; a complete course of the
theory of electricity in relation to. the practical •
design of wireless apparatus, eliminators, circuits, etc.,
with extract: from a designer's notebook, giving us-todate practn al application; issued weekly; send il. po,
for finit 4 weeks.--Clifford Preipland. A.M.I.E.11.[En
a g.5,
Dept. W.W.. Hm
apton-on-Thames
o

vitEE:

Inventor's Guide on Patente —T. A. A. 253
(WI. Gray's Inn Rd., London, W.0.1.
[6373

A N Introduction to Wireless Telegraphy nod Tele.
be Professor J. A. Fleming, M.A., 0.8e.—
An
account of the principles of wireless teleeraphy and telephony for the lieteeer-in and wireless
experimenter; 316 net, of booksellers, or Pitman's, Parker
St., Ieingsway, London, W.C.2".
[7071

PA REX
Bakelite
Drum Dials
with

Orme

Escutcheons

5/6
(from stock).

Cabinets, Coils, Valve Holders, etc., for
New Kilo-Mag 4 and 1930 Everyman 4. I

E. PAROUSSI,

° "(1
,:eeel
10, Featherstone Buildings,

sign tielaorn, W.0.1

'Phone: Chancery 7010.

F

REPAIRS

Any maks of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or headphones repaired and dispatched within
48 HOURS—TWELVE MONTHS GUARANTEE
mitheach repair. 4/. Post Free.
Tenus to Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,
214,

High 'treat,

Dept. W.
Colliers Wood, London, C.W.19À

FOREIGN LISTENERS 4 Set of 6Coils
..
.. 37 6
SCREENING BOXES
. 5 -each ;
19 -set.
RECORD III Coils 35's set. it ILO-MAG 4Coils 33 -set.
1930 EVERY •AN Coils. .42 6set. METAL BOXES-4 Compartments 32 6
Complete Cabinets 45'.
W.W. KIT SET Coils and Switches, mounted
. 376
Natal Boxes .. 276
Complete Cabinets .. 35'.S'END ,I1,I, 101'8 ESQUIRIEN.
TRADE suppLiEn.
A. T. STOTT, la, Duke St., ROCHDALE.
(Late 63, Syke Road.)

The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroziely reliable.
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MECHANICALLY PERFECT, POSITIVE BRASS
CONTACT drive on SOLID BRASS SCALE
(nsuring smooth movement, with absolutely NO
BACK LASH.
ROBUST in Construction ad
Trouble Free.
SMALL, EXTREMELY ELEGANT. EFFICIENT.

As pictorially shown, thy
scale and aperture are inclined at an angle of 30'
fromperpendicular,there.
by permitting convenient
unobstructed vigor of scale
without need to crouch
or stoop.

TUNING WITHOUT IRRITATING UNCOMFORTABLE
CROUCH OR STOOP.

If unable to obtain
from dealer please
communicate
with
us.
Full Catalogua
sent post free on receipt of post card.

THE FORMO CO., CROWN WORKS, CRICKLEWOOD LANE, LONDON, N.W.2

YOU need the "MITE"

W.zoi

FROM

10'6

Product!
And fully guaranteed for efficiency
and finish! The small Réceiver is the
vogue
of to-day— this diminutive
Condenser will help you to eke out
the scant space available behind the
panel. It is just one " Utility" product—write NOW for a complete List
and be sure that you insist your dealer supplies " Utility," the best value
irrespective of price.

WILKINS &WRIGHT LT°
HOLYHEAD1M?

AU&

The "Mite" is eupplied
with new Drum Dial ce
above in 3 capacities—'00023-5, or with Micro Dial in 4
capacities—'0001-2-3-5.

13IRMINGFIAM

Mention of " The Wireless. World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Superior A.C. POWER TRANSFORMERS
and CHOKES for the MAINS
for ALL

from 35e- each

INPUTS and OUTPUTS .

Special Audio-Frequency Chokes and Tr
formers, and Smoothing Chokes for all purpi
WILLIAM BAYLISS LTD., Sheepcote Street, BIRIVIINGI-I)
Telephanr: Mid. 1409.

Telegram,

"Drawbemh, B'h

Be Prepared
for the Year that Lies Ahead!
Get
your
Copy of

Wireless
RADI( A

NDviEwor

4DIARY
for 1930

"The Wireless World" Diary contains 80 pages of useful facts and
figures for wireless users, together
with ample space for memoranda
and personal notes on radio matters.
PRINCIPAL CONTENTS:
Sut lllll ary
of
Regulations
and Commercial Stations of
Relating to Amateur transthe World. Nationality Premitter and
Receiving
fixes
used
by Amateurs.
Licences. Conversidi Tables,
Morse Code. Symbols used
English measures to metric
in Wireless Dia grams.
Typiand vice versa. Decimal and
cal Wireless Receiver and
metrical equivalents of fracEliminators:--- Four teen
tions of an inch.
BroadDifferent Circuits with Diacasting Stations of Europe
grams. Valve Data, giving
with their Call-Signs and
the characteristic features
Wavelengths.
Principal
Short-Wit ve
I
troa Ica sti ng
of standard valves

.0.111

"TheWirelessWor
PRICES
Cloth Board,
net. By post
In Leather C
I
with
pocke
pencil and sea
ticket wind
2/6 net. By
2/7.

From All Booksellers and Stationers.
1
,
abWhed toi.ny by
" THE WIRELESS WORLD," LONDON, E.C.4
and CHARLES LETTS & CO.

111Maill

Advertisements for •• The Wireless World

«re only •ieeepted from firms me believe it) be thoroughly reliable.
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Today's most brilliant
loud speaker
carrying the most
famous name in wireless!

/n almost every room there is a niche
awaiting this splendid speaker. A single
hearing will convince you of its extraordinary range and fidelity.

A SUBTLE harmony in the strings ...
an elusive
.n.quality in asinger's voice ... effects that add
the final, individual touch to a perfect performance ... the Marconiphone Moving Coil Speaker
brings them all out flawlessly!
Missing nothing, exaggerating nothing, it reproduce every note exactly as it is made. Yet
so perfect is the volume control that it can fill
adance hall or be hushed to the intimate aunosphere of adrawing-room.
Wonderfully sensitive ...for all its power
This fine speaker gives perfectly even response
at all stages throughout the musical scale, from

deepest bass to highest treble. Every shade of
expression, however slight, is faithfully rendered.
And in the design of this up-to-date moving coil
speaker there is all the experience of the Marconiphone engineers!
Cabinet models for working from 6-volt accumulator — £7. For D.C. mains — £7.1o.o. For
A.C. mains — £12.12.0 (including rectifier unit
and valve). Moving coil units from £4.to.o.
Any dealer will demonstrate this new speaker.
Or if there is no dealer near you, write to the
Marconiphone Company Limited, 210-212 Tottenham Court Road, London, wa.

M AIRCONIPHONE
Moving Coil Speakers
proded for um Publislars, I
L11 ,PE

&

The first and
greatest name
in wireless
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